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ABSTRACT
Two excavation seasons in Punta de Chimino’s E-Group Acropolis provide a
record of monument construction, refurbishment, desecration, and abandonment. This
evidence is used to explore the material dimensions of social emplacement—any act,
event, practice, or behavior that affects the way a community and its descendants relate to
a particular locality over time. The attributes and treatment of monuments are taken to
signify cultural and political dispositions. An extensive overview of Preclassic and
Protoclassic Maya archaeology situates Punta de Chimino’s monumental remains in
different historical settings. Bayesian analysis of the stratified sequence of radiocarbon
and luminescence dates is used to accurately pinpoint the timing of specific cultural
events. Stratigraphy and radiometry allow refinement of the Punta de Chimino ceramic
sequence. In the end, varied lines of material evidence are garnered to infer changing
social dispositions toward Punta de Chimino’s ceremonial precinct and the ancient
Mesoamerican world at large.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation investigates changing relationships over time between people
and their monuments in a small Preclassic Maya community. It uses varied lines of
material evidence (commemoration deposits, termination deposits, eroded surfaces,
defacements and reorientations, spatial allowances, and stylistic choices) to infer
changing social dispositions toward Punta de Chimino’s ceremonial precinct and the
ancient Mesoamerican world at large. The historical trends of Preclassic Maya
civilization provide a framework for interpreting the events that took place at the site so
long ago. At the conclusion of this work, I attempt to describe Punta de Chimino’s
position within the ever changing Preclassic sociocultural landscape. In so doing, I realize
many will not be willing to go as far as I have with what is, at times, paltry evidence, nor
will they be willing to embrace what are admittedly some totalizing proposals.
Nevertheless, my hope is readers will at least find the arrangement of evidence useful for
creating new approaches to unraveling the foundations of this singular civilization.

Geographic Orientation
Punta de Chimino occupies a peninsula in the center of Guatemala’s Lake
Petexbatún (FIGURES 2 and 3). The lake is located on a tributary of the Pasión River in
Guatemala’s Petén rainforest at 16˚ 25' 48" N longitude and 90˚ 11' 18" W latitude
(FIGURES 1 and 2). The lake's elevation averages about 113 m above sea level. The
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meandering river system, limestone escarpment, and archaeological sites surrounding the
lake comprise what is known as the Petexbatún subregion. The area is pluvious, receiving
approximately 2500 mm of rainfall annually. Heavy rains on the western upland horst
known as the Petexbatún Escarpment trickle down into sinkholes and caverns and
reemerge in springs at the base of the precipice (Dunning et al. 1998). Lake Petexbatún
reaches its dry season low in April and rises steadily during the rainy season submerging
the lowest 5 to 7 m of land illustrated in FIGURE 3 by October. As Houston (1993:11)
aptly remarks, the lake is “variously an affluent or effluent of the Pasión,” a consequence
of local geology and seasonal fluctuations in highland precipitation. At the rainy season’s
height, the man-made ditch dividing the bulbous end of the peninsula from the narrow
neck becomes a moat, making the ceremonial center an artificial ‘island.’ The dike’s
initial creation date remains unknown, although it was surely in place by the end of the
Late Classic.
Today the peninsula is mantled with a thick patchwork of tropical trees, the tallest
ascending some 50 m above the forest floor. Cohun palms (Orbignya cohune) are
especially prevalent, as are a number of deciduous hardwoods. Disparities likely exist
between the peninsula’s modern and ancient arboreal profiles since the region's modern
forests are secondary in nature, having regrown on land cleared anciently. Botanical
remains recovered archaeologically indicate the presence of sapodilla (or chicozapote),
ceiba, logwood, a resinous hardwood, and a number of unidentified tree legumes. A
diverse spectrum of tropical animal species that includes hundreds if not thousands of
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birds, fish, reptiles, mammals, and insects is found in the region today. A good number
are present in our faunal bone sample.
The region’s richest soils are found along the margins of Lake Petexbatún, an
Upper Oligocene graben where thick organic sediments, the so-called Sarstun Series
sediments, have accrued in a perennially wet or swampy environmental regime. These
alluviums were brought under intense cultivation by Middle Preclassic times. Lake cores
indicate a spike in soil erosion and forest clearance in the Late Preclassic (Dunning et al.
1998:147). While the geographic distribution of Late Preclassic agriculture was limited, it
was intense around the perimeter of Lake Petexbatún. No drained or raised fields have
been detected in the region and lake cores indicate farming of erodable upland soils was
minimal in Preclassic times (Dunning 1995:64-65).
A number of factors probably made Punta de Chimino attractive to ancient
settlers. Chief among them was undoubtedly the life sustaining aquatic resource of the
Río Petexbatún floodplain. The earliest Middle Preclassic villagers would have had a
steady if not endless supply of fish, aquatic reptiles, waterfowl, and mollusks. Lake
Petexbatún was the geographic and biological nucleus of this floodplain and its margins
possessed some of the most fertile soils between the Pasión and Salinas (Chixoy) Rivers
(see Houston 1993:11, Fig. 2-3). Despite these advantages, the region was not densely or
widely populated before the Late Preclassic period. It seems the region’s relative
isolation or seclusion from the main river system was a key factor in maintaining low
populations, at least initially. Although the speed of the Petexbatún River oscillated
seasonally, a canoe traveler probably needed most of the daylight hours to reach Lake
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Petexbatún from the Pasión River. In general, the river was narrow, slow, and tortuous,
rendering passers-by vulnerable to a surprise encounter at every bend.
Despite its isolation, each moment in Punta de Chimino’s history was affected by
its proximity to the Pasión River trade route. Pottery at the site closely paralleled the
ceramic industry of Ceibal, the largest Pasión River center, from the beginning until the
end of its occupational sequence. It seems the two centers were intimately linked
throughout their histories in ways that remain scarcely understood. Many beliefs,
technologies, behavioral mannerisms, and cultural associations documented at Punta de
Chimino clearly derived from interaction with Pasión people. During the Preclassic
period, Ceibal and other Pasión River communities were probably first to receive or
implement concepts originating elsewhere in the Maya lowlands. Petexbatúnites followed
their lead, selectively adopting and blending less familiar urbane ways of living with their
local village traditions.

Site Name and Discovery
Punta de Chimino or “Chimino’s Point” purportedly owes its name to a ladino
man who probably staked a claim to the peninsula during the 1960s logging boom
(Mynor Pinto, personal communication 2005). “Chimino” is a nickname for Guillermino,
a common Spanish name. It is not unlike the English substitution of “Bill” for William.
Unfortunately, the details of this individual’s life and his use or occupation of the
peninsula have drifted from local memory.
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Little more is known about the site’s archaeological discovery. Spanish-speaking
Petexbatún villagers of the late 19th and early 20th-centuries doubtless knew the lake and
peninsula, yet these residents seemingly exhibited little awareness of or curiosity about
the site itself (see Houston 1993:16). Widespread interest in the region’s archaeology
grew when geologist G. L. Vinson (1960a; 1960b) reported three major ruins, Aguateca,
Tamarindito, and Dos Pilas within the Esso Standard oil concession. The announcement
informed the national and international public that the region’s sites were particularly
well endowed with carved hieroglyphic monuments. Illegal looting began in earnest in
the Petexbatún after the Harvard team completed its excavations at Ceibal in 1968
(Stephen Houston, personal communication 2006). At this time, Punta de Chimino and
the entire west side of the lake, approximately 5,500 acres or 2,225 ha, came under the
ownership of the American, husband-wife outfitter team of Jacques and Parney VanKirk
(VanKirk 1999:285-286). The VanKirk’s, who were freely awarded the land as part of
the FYDEP colonization initiative, lived in a modest lodge on the northwest edge of the
lake. 1 The intrepid monument recorder, Ian Graham is believed to have stopped at the
peninsula sometime during his numerous Petexbatún visits in the late 50s, early 60s, and
mid-70s (Stephen Houston, personal communication 2006). It was he who later

1

FYDEP is an acronym for the Comisión para el Fomento y Desarrollo Económico del Petén (Commission
for the Growth and Economic Development for the Petén). Officially established in 1959, this agency
controlled and administered all governmental services in the Petén. It built roads, provided technical
assistance to entrepreneurs, and initiated agrarian reforms and colonization programs. FYDEP launched a
major colonization effort in 1969 to pre-empt Mexican plans to build a hydroelectric dam on the
Usumacinta, a project feared to put much of southwestern Petén under water. Between 1969 and 1973, 600
peasant colonies containing some 3,000 highland immigrants were settled along the Pasión and Usumacinta
rivers (Handy 1984:216). FYDEP endeavored to finance, among other things, a logging industry. During
the above period, a sawmill was built in Sayaxche where mahogany, cedar, and other regionally harvested
woods were processed. Large, ladino-owned cattle ranches also emerged in the Pasión-Petexbatún region at
this time.
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mentioned several looted Punta de Chimino sculptures to Stephen D. Houston, a graduate
student at Yale University. When Houston commenced his dissertation research at Dos
Pilas in 1984, he became the first archaeologist of record to visit the peninsula.
No archaeological research was undertaken on the peninsula until 1989, when
John and Aurora Schmidt received a permit to construct an ecotourist lodge along its
eastern perimeter. Guatemalan archaeologists Juan Luis Velásquez and Edgar Ortega
were called to lead a ‘rescue’ and testing project for the Guatemalan Institute of
Archaeology and History (IDAEH) ahead of construction. Later that year, Yale graduate
student Kevin Johnston directed the first Vanderbilt field season at Punta de Chimino.
Vanderbilt graduate student Takeshi Inomata rendered a 1:500 scale map, Stephen
Houston cleared and illustrated several newly discovered monuments, and artifacts were
collected on the surface (Inomata et al. 1989). Prominently located as it was, Punta de
Chimino was the last major Petexbatún site to receive extensive excavation. This was
due, in part, to Vanderbilt’s focus on the Classic collapse at Dos Pilas, Aguateca, and
Tamarindito, and the protection the site was afforded by its newest guardians, John and
Aurora Schmidt, owners of the Posada de Mateo.

Scholarly Research
As mentioned, the first archaeological studies of Punta de Chimino were
undertaken in 1989. Early in that year, Lic. Juan Luis Velásquez directed a testing
program and ‘rescue’ project for the Guatemalan Institute of Anthropology and History
(IDAEH) in advance of hotel construction. Velásquez’s colleague Edgar Ortega drafted a
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preliminary site map. When these investigators reported a large earthwork at the site,
IDAEH gave the newly approved Vanderbilt University project a mandate to investigate
(Demarest 2006:52-53). In May of that same year, graduate students Takeshi Inomata of
Vanderbilt and Kevin Johnston of Yale produced a final site map with a theodolite,
electronic distance measurer, and metric tape, and collected artifacts from the surface
(Inomata et al. 1989). Three monuments, a panel, stair block, and an eroded altar or ball
court marker, were recorded by Houston (Inomata et al. 1989:142-144), and the ceramics
were analyzed in separate reports by Vanderbilt graduate student Antonia Foias (in
Inomata et al. 1989:144-150) and Lic. Velásquez (1994). Initial soundings indicated
Punta de Chimino was originally a sizeable Preclassic center, a finding contrasting with
the predominant Late Classic profile of most Petexbatún sites.
Punta de Chimino’s mounds were first tested in 1990 during the second season of
Vanderbilt’s seven-year Petexbatún Regional Archaeological Project, now largely under
the directorship of Dr. Arthur A. Demarest. The enormous defensive embankment was
targeted first, as were the so-called embarcadero or pier and the Acropolis and West
Group plazas (1991; Wolley and Wright 1990). Three years later in 1994 the ball court
was tested, a suspected hieroglyphic stairway was cleared, and the outer defensive
embankments were explored (Demarest et al. 1995; Morgan 1995; Morgan and Demarest
1995). In the Main Plaza, Kim Morgan (1995) cleaned the north face of Mound 7 and dug
a test pit at its base. The fifth and final season of Vanderbilt’s field investigation at Punta
de Chimino in 1996 was by far the most extensive. Activities included documentation
and deeper probing of looter’s pits in Mounds 2, 76, and 7 (Escobedo 1996; 1997b),
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additional shallow excavations on the ball court (Morgan 1996b), testing atop the Mound
70 pyramid (Morgan 1996b), investigation of outer terraces and peripheral agricultural
zones (Quezada 1996a; 1996b), testing of the small Mounds 72, 79, 80, 81 (Morgan
1996b), and examination of soils (Beach 1996). Because these excavations were mainly
surficial in nature (excepting Mounds 76, 7, and 70), a limited amount of information was
gained on the site’s prior Preclassic growth (Arthur Demarest, personal communication
2005). A few findings, however, yielded enough clues to develop a focused research
strategy for investigating underlying Preclassic architecture.
In the summer of 2003, plans coalesced at the University of Arizona to explore
the deepest levels in Punta de Chimino’s Acropolis and to probe the inner cores of the
main defensive embankment and Mound 59, the large mound on the southern fringe of
the West Group plaza. Excavation resumed at Punta de Chimino in June of 2004 under
my direction as part of the hinterland-based Aguateca Archaeological Project overseen by
Dr. Takeshi Inomata of the University of Arizona. Careful study of the site map and
previous finds led me to focus on the east-west axis bisecting Acropolis Mounds 6 and 7.
These mounds appeared to be counterparts in a Preclassic monumental arrangement
known as an E-Group. By the close of the 2005 field season, our knowledge of Preclassic
events at Punta de Chimino had changed substantially.

Preclassic Archaeology and the Protoclassic
Preclassic archaeology is not endowed with a large corpus of calendrical dates or
hieroglyphic texts. Hieroglyphic texts are scarce in the Maya lowlands before the 3rd or
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4th centuries A.D., and the earliest are ‘archaic’ in form and currently undecipherable.
Hence, Preclassic archaeology very much remains the study of public monuments,
burials, caches, middens, and residences along with large earthwork features such as
ditches, embankments, agricultural terraces and raised fields. The material practices of
Preclassic Maya societies are thus akin to those of megalithic agricultural societies
around the globe. Because exploration of Preclassic culture largely remains a pre-textual
affair, it is fertile ground for the application of theories of a phenomenological and
symbolic bent, as well as ecological and economic—in the widest possible sense. While
all are important in the current work, primary emphasis is given to the first two.
Certain assumptions permeate Preclassic Maya archaeology. These form a
discourse that governs the way we envision and meaningfully discuss the topic. In this
dissertation, I pursue certain lines of reasoning that depart from mainstream thought. This
is not because I have an agenda or desire to incite colleagues, but because the material
evidence continues to impress upon me certain ideas. One of these nagging ideas is that
some form of collective or office-based leadership rather than kingship existed
throughout most of the Late Preclassic. We have little understanding of the values, rights,
duties, statuses, and skills that qualified leaders to govern in the Preclassic, and cannot
safely assume they matched those of the Gulf Coast Olmec (whatever governmental
practices they had) or those of the Classic Maya. Aligned with the above is the view that
Late Preclassic society achieved levels of cultural integration never attained by later
Classic Maya peoples. The urban polity structure, literati subculture, and rival-king antics
of Classic Maya society seem to owe a greater historical debt to the agitated cultural
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atmospheres of the Protoclassic and Early Classic periods, rather than the conditioned,
orderly, articulated, and comparatively sedate sociality of the Preclassic. In the following
pages, I argue that Protoclassic society made a clear and decisive break from many things
Preclassic, realizing, of course, that many colleagues view these centuries as the
continued blossoming of Preclassic Maya identity and uninterrupted extension of more
ancient lifeways.
These scholars will likely bemoan my use of the term ‘Protoclassic’ as a distinct
historical period throughout this dissertation. Be that as it may, the present study has only
reinforced my belief that profound social changes did indeed occur throughout the Maya
lowlands between 100 B.C. and A.D 400. Although there are signs of improved
refinement, many researchers still lump Late Preclassic remains into a widely dated
cultural ‘stage’ spanning several centuries to half a millennium. Fortunately, stratigraphy,
radiocarbon, and even subtle artifact changes (taxonomic and contextual) enable isolation
of critical disjunctions in social practice (Bachand 2003a). These changes can often be
gleaned from previous site reports where subdivision of Late Preclassic remains was not
attempted. Admittedly, the term Protoclassic is no less semantically encumbered than
‘Preclassic’ or ‘Classic’ as a time marker. These terms may ultimately be forsaken for
Maya Long Count ranges such as ‘Cycle 7’ or ‘Cycle 8,’ whose period-ending
permutations often coincided with major cultural events undoubtedly augured by the
Maya themselves. Nevertheless, my emphasis in the following study is on history and
social trends, not ceramic taxonomy. Although the term Protoclassic is conveniently used
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to describe certain temporally-restricted ceramic traits (Chapter 5), I use it primarily to
array a number of material practices in time (Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 6).
In my view, there is considerable theoretical, methodological, and evidential
justification for using the term Protoclassic to identify a unique historical period in the
Maya lowlands. Robert Wauchope’s (1950) original definition of the term as a horizon
marker and cultural stage stimulated the alignment of regionally disparate cultural
sequences across southern Mesoamerica (Coe 1957; Lowe and Agrinier 1960; Parsons
1957; Sorenson 1955; Warren 1959). Although the term had diffusionist and evolutionary
pretenses, it postulated what modern thinkers would readily describe as a province of
human practice (Schutz and Luckmann 1989), a longue durée (Braudel 1980 [1969]), a
habitus (Bourdieu 1977), a life-nexus (Dilthey 1989), a lifeworld (Husserl 1970), or a
way of Being-in-the-World (Heidegger 1962). In short, Wauchope surmised the existence
of a unique historical milieu that involved a cadre of interrelated cultural practices which,
though locally expressed, answered to a wider social clime across southern Mesoamerica.
As Michael Coe (1957:30) pointed out long ago, Wauchope based the Protoclassic
concept on socio-political and intellectual developments in the broad material record of
each subregion. With the amount of evidence available today, it has become increasingly
clear that material practices in the Maya lowlands, Maya highlands, Pacific Coast,
Chiapas, Honduras, the Gulf Coast, Oaxaca, and the Valley of Mexico had certain things
in common during this era.
In the Maya lowlands, the term originally included ceramic as well as nonceramic traits that signaled significant changes in Maya culture history (Willey 1977;
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2000:492). Recently, an attempt was made to reduce the term’s meaning and value to a
temporally-defined, two-stage ceramic subcomplex (Brady et al. 1998; Pring 2000). This
was to dodge if not allay culture historical notions of foreign invasion, diffusion, or
Classic incubation. Brady, Ball, and others begrudgingly retained the term, preferring
instead a more neutral descriptor, but concurred that such a term was unlikely to be
widely accepted (James E. Brady, personal communication 2003). The ceramic sequence
outlined by these researchers was not only a powerful chronological gauge, its parameters
had immediate temporal correspondence with widespread cultural events like the A.D.
150 collapse, and with specific material practices like lotus-style burial in Protoclassic 1
(Bachand 2003a). 2
More than anything, I use the term Protoclassic as an umbrella term to link
synchronic occupations throughout the Maya region around the time of Christ. While our
factual knowledge of the first century B.C. and early centuries A.D. has increased, it
remains paradoxically difficult to link-up Lowland Maya sequences with each other and
with neighboring regional sequences. This problem is perpetuated by two scholarly
practices: 1) the use of imprecise language such as Late Preclassic or Early Classic to
refer to contexts that are historically far removed from 300 B.C. or A.D. 550, the terminal
dates assigned to the above periods, and 2) from a lack of rigorous and systematic
2

Even today, ceramic phases hold a privileged position in sorting out Maya culture history. Not
surprisingly, they do not always coincide with other material changes (Willey 1990:193). The Protoclassic
1-Protoclassic 2 temporal sequence defined by Brady et al. (1998) provides a loose, yet extremely useful
guide for assigning a whole range of archaeological findings to increments of one or two-century duration.
In this study, I occasionally note material changes associated with decisive historical transitions, but these
often occupy a small moment of a ceramic phase. For this reason, there is a need for a temporal scheme that
operates independently of ceramic seriation. As mentioned, the Maya Long Count could well serve this
purpose. On the other hand, when examining material elements that continue across multiple ceramic
phases (e.g., E-Groups), ceramic sequencing can help identify shifting uses and meanings associated with
the same material phenomena over time.
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radiocarbon dating of archaeological contexts—a practice that would remedy the problem
of indivisible or unacceptably long Late Preclassic sequences.
In sum, I believe the Protoclassic concept has merit as, above all else, a general
time horizon—a unique moment in Mesoamerican history. As Gordon Willey (1977:391)
emphasized, “all Maya Lowland regional cultural continua [obviously] passed through
such a period.” In this dissertation, I attempt to show that the Protoclassic horizon was
characterized by the co-existence of old and new attitudes about what constituted proper
sociality. Using Punta de Chimino as an example, I illustrate how the Protoclassic
entailed forays into uncharted social terrain with the establishment of traditions that
would dominate in the centuries to come. Some traditions, like the ceremonious
consumption of cacao, were probably foreign in origin and international or inter-cultural
in scope. Others, such as the jade diadems inset in kingly attire, were lowland in origin.
During the Protoclassic, ritual performances became the province of specialists, assertive
political connections were forged to caves and the underworld, the precepts of autocratic
rule were established, leaders were apotheosized, artisans’ skills were appropriated by
and nourished within a rising aristocracy, and entire communities were displaced and
relocated on the cultural landscape.

Social Emplacement at Punta de Chimino
The present study is, above all things, an exploration of social emplacement—any
act, event, practice, or behavior that affects the way a community and its descendants
relate to their home locality over time. Social emplacement encompasses actions that
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anchor as well as remove or displace populations thereby altering their allegiances and
sentiments. By virtue of its breadth and density, my archaeological treatment of this
concept is eclectic. The intellectual realms of site formation, phenomenology of place and
memory, community, proxemics, human ecology, and symbolic anthropology are of
particular value. As excavation progressed, it became clear which aspects of these
theories were most pertinent to deciphering place formation at Punta de Chimino.
Monumental centers are superb locations to investigate the meaning of places
over time. Communities erect freestanding monuments to mark their identities on the
landscape (Joyce and Hendon 2000:154). Places acquire their own biographies and
microhistories through repeated acts of deposition, monument building, and inhumation
(Tilley 1994:27). Monuments are placed strategically and often prominently in locations
where they are difficult to avoid. In this way, they become conscious and unconscious
catalysts of a social present and future (Herzfeld 1991), reminders of what it means to
dwell in a specific place-time. Their appearance, disuse, and disappearance have
consequences for how we interpret human dispositions in various social contexts (Blake
2003), and their spatial properties provide clues to unraveling ancient societal
organizations (Moore 2005), norms, attitudes (Bradley 1998), and hegemonic strategies
(Herzfeld 2006).
Monumental places were rarely built in complete isolation on ancient landscapes.
A challenge in archaeology today is to devise better ways to understand how small-scale
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rooted places answered to larger sociopolitical worlds in the past (Bender 2001:7). 3
Ancient societies imagined extra-regional ties through their public art, architecture, social
and bodily practices, and public and domestic rituals. While distilling ancient cultural
attitudes and political dispositions remains a challenging task in archaeology, careful
examination of certain lines of evidence can yield highly plausible scenarios (Ashmore
2002:1178). Thus, a subject I address both explicitly and implicitly in the following
pages is the nature of Preclassic political practice. I try to clarify dimensions of social
behavior that answer to a wider cultural sphere, but are nevertheless local emanations of
‘a politics of location.’ My aim is to assess how far surrounding or dominant social orders
penetrate local material practices. An understanding of both local and regional cultural
processes is requisite to this task.
Place-making is not a one-time event, nor does it move at a steady rhythm.
Funerals, commemorations, constructions, and destructions are normally ‘abrupt
flashpoints’ in a community’s history (Pauketat and Alt 2003). Meanings and
associations change constantly, but not necessarily gradually (Pauketat and Alt
2003:163). Precise control of time is therefore paramount to any detailed study of social
place.
Punta de Chimino’s long occupational sequence has episodes of accelerated and
stunted activity that make it an attractive location for investigating social emplacement
(TABLE 1). Within the ruin of the monumental center there is evidence for: 1) the loss
and acquisition of knowledge of construction materials/methods over time, 2)
3

Rooted, in the case, being a parsimonious term for the consummate effect of sociocultural relationships
that tie or fix people to the land.
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revisitation, reoccupation, and commemoration of buildings, 3) identity transformation
(exemplified in site plans, site use, and mortuary practices), 4) erasure of symbols via
ritual destruction of monuments, 5) site abandonment (eroded surfaces, slumping
buildings, unusual artifact frequencies), 6) inalienable public deposits, 7) reconfigurations
of public space, and 8) duplication of past symbolic elements and alignment of new
symbolic features with old ones. Together, these traces provide numerous clues to
unraveling the preoccupations, capabilities, and desires of Punta de Chimino’s inhabitants
at various moments in time.

Place-Making and Ancient Maya State Formation
‘We are here’ is a political statement. The manner in which people mark, use, and
maintain their dwelling places signals with whom and with what they identify. Strategies
and methods of social emplacement, whether enacted in a single location, across largely
uninhabited terrain, or along traceable routes, should be a central focus of an archaeology
of political meaning. Belonging to a place is instrumental in creating collective identities
(Lovell 1998:4). Because the creation of collective identities engenders the creation of
certain categorical distinctions—us vs. them, home vs. away, here vs. there, subjects to
act vs. objects to be acted upon—communities are profoundly political. It is thus hardly
surprising that the physical make-up of places is political and dialectical and, in the case
of states, often strategic (Boyarin 1994; Foucault 1975; 1980; Lefebvre 1976:31).
The Maya lowlands, of course, are no exception. Here, monuments, art, writing,
and domestic, ceremonial, and mortuary remains present an ever expanding, yet indirect,
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window into how political entities were formed in the past. For the Classic period,
evidence strongly indicates that the forest was dotted with semi-autonomous segmentary
states (Southall 1956; 1965) or “galactic polities” (Tambiah 1976; 1977) whose survival
and strength hinged upon the fortunes of single rulers and their households (Demarest
1992; Houston 1993:141-148). Emblem glyphs name actual dynastic territories that,
when mapped, indicate the presence of numerous competing polities whose power and
influence waxed and waned in a given segment of the region (Berlin 1958; Marcus 1976;
Mathews 1991; Stuart and Houston 1994). The picture is rather different for the
Preclassic, a period largely devoid of written texts, prestige goods, and narcissistic
monoliths. Everything about the Late Preclassic conjures images of a far more stable,
spatially contiguous political environment where corporate or collective forms of
leadership predominated (Blanton et al. 1996; Feinman 2000). Hence, Preclassic material
traits bespeak of social relations and political modalities that seem far removed from the
Classic period. The present investigation is an exploration of these qualities via the
material correlates of social emplacement. It considers how Punta de Chimino’s
monumental spaces and deposits were both a reflection and response to wider cultural
processes of political incorporation and disintegration.
Since the discovery of the mammoth city of El Mirador in 1979, scholars have
contemplated the existence of state-level societies in the Late Preclassic Maya lowlands
(Clark et al. 2000; Estrada-Belli 2006; Fialko 2003; Folan 1989; Hansen 2001; Matheny
1986; 1987). In an essay well ahead of its time, David Freidel (1981) argued
convincingly with new findings from Cerros for a “shared reality of government” and an
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ideological “state of mind” that united the entire Late Preclassic Maya lowlands.
Meanwhile, ceramicists declared that the Late Preclassic represented unprecedented and
never duplicated levels of cultural integration across the region (Ball 1976; Forsyth 1999;
Gifford 1974), while discoveries outside the Maya region indicated Late Preclassic
elements had spread to places far removed from the Central Lowlands (Ball 1980; Ball
1983:137; Berlin 1953; Brainerd 1958; Bryant and Clark 1983; Lowe 1977:228-230;
Matheny 1970; Sisson 1970; R. E. Smith 1971; Voorhies 1969). Before the seventies,
archaeologists periodically noted the surprising sophistication of Late Preclassic
buildings (e.g. Coe 1965a; Kidder et al. 1946; Ricketson and Ricketson 1937). Since
then, the Preclassic has become a subject of specialized archaeological study, spawning a
dozen or so large interdisciplinary projects, all reinforcing the view that Late Preclassic
society was demographically populous, highly organized, enduring, prosperous, and well
integrated. It would be fair to say that Preclassic Maya archaeology is just now beginning
to come of age.
In archaeology, few subjects have received more attention than the origins and
character of early states. Even a brief survey of this literature would amount to a long
digression. Suffice it to say, prevailing views on ancient states have undergone a kind of
metamorphosis as of late. Theories of social practice (Bourdieu 1977; de Certeau 1984;
Giddens 1984), heterarchy (Crumley 1995), hegemony (Gramsci 1999 [1971]; Williams
1977), and power (Foucault 1980; Foucault 1991 [1978]) have shed further light on the
inherent complexities of life in large-scale societies. In many regions, archaeologists are
just beginning the arduous task of unraveling the anthropologically and historically
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situated logics and practices that underlie the qualities ascribed to ancient states. This
typically demands command of an expanding array of theoretical concepts, identifying
material correlates for specific social behaviors, and grappling with what are sometimes
rapidly growing corpuses of information within each region.
Chief among these theoretical concepts, in my estimation, is Antonio Gramsci’s
theory of hegemony. Gramsci’s fundamental recognition that civilization is a struggle
leads to a vast realm of ideas on the fabrication, maintenance, and loss of social identity
and cohesion. Gramsci’s hegemony provides a useful vocabulary and powerful heuristic
concepts for archaeologists dealing with historical change in tribal polities, ancient states,
and empires. Gramscian concepts applicable to ancient societies are: 1) political, cultural,
and moral leadership, 2) the direction-domination or coercion-consent continuum, 3)
historical blocs, 4) hegemony as a unity of difference and continual constellation of
unstable equilibria, 5) historical transformations, and 6) common sense as folk
knowledge or a common but not homogeneous frame of reference—ergo, a counterconcept to false consciousness.
In hegemony, dialectical exchanges among social constituencies constitute the
relations of force. The relations of force are the “actual terrain of political struggle and
development” (Hall 1986:14). When a stable configuration of the relations of force is
achieved, that is, when each group subscribes to a common ‘state spirit’ realizing that its
continued development depends upon the interests of those outside of it, a historical bloc
is formed. The parties find themselves “in solidarity with forces which are materially
‘unknown’ [to them] but which nevertheless feel themselves to be active and
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operational—and of which account is taken, as if they were physically ‘material’ and
‘present’” (Gramsci 1999 [1971]:146). This statement encapsulates the scalar qualities
and experience of living in a state—ancient, modern, or otherwise. Gramsci argued that
state institutions articulated with other social entities in ways that obscured the boundary
between government and nongovernment. Indeed, one could argue that such a distinction
did not exist in most ancient societies. As Raymond Williams (1977:125) observed, “a
distinctive and comparative feature of any dominant social order is how far it reaches into
the whole range of practices and experiences in an attempt at incorporation.” This
articulation between the local and remote, the close and far removed, the real and
imagined, the personal and impersonal, is frequently manifested in communal settings,
where allegiance to or reliance upon outside forces is materially (and normally
monumentally) expressed to symbolize the presence of co-dependent hegemonic
relations. This is the phenomenon explored in the present study.
Probably the first diligent application of Gramsci to an archaeological setting is
Bruce Routledge’s (2004) “Moab in the Iron Age.” For Routledge, the state is, in a word,
relational—it is a specific mode of political discourse, an ensemble of practices oriented
toward the ordering and monitoring of populations. The perceived agency of the state is
always an effect of these discursive practices rather than a prior condition.
Archaeological attention consequently becomes directed toward the material correlates of
specific practices—what people did and likely thought when they were doing it. 4
4

Adams Smith (2003:25) maintains that the state concept is deeply flawed and not suited to investigating
politics in ancient societies because it conditions us to elide questions of what people actually did in the
past—how governance was produced, how power was legitimated, and how subjects were ordered.
Routledge (2004:1-26) expresses a similar view. Yet, the relational approach advocated by Routledge and
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Routledge (2004:25) identifies three effects of modern states that apply in varying
degrees to ancient states: 1) the bounding or demarcation of a territory, 2) differentiation
of social space within a territory, and 3) symbolic articulation and alignment of cultural
resources and social forces within this territory. These effects rest heavily on the notion
of “bounded territory.” However, in many ancient states territories were not clearly
demarcated or bounded, and borders, when they existed, were rarely vigilantly enforced.
Landscape features such as oceans, rivers, valleys, and mountain ranges often sequestered
ancient polities from their neighbors on one or all sides, but even these barriers were
sometimes transcended. It would seem that the territorial limits of ancient states are
perhaps more beneficially envisioned as cultural ‘frontiers’ or intercultural zones where a
mixing of identities, practices, and affiliations likely occurred. Monuments, as markers of
social identity and political loyalty, were territorial markers in ancient societies. When
erected in frontier zones, monuments likely signified the tensions of cultural
indeterminacy, possessing qualities that reflected multiple, fluctuating allegiances
through time. A key feature of ancient states, then, was probably not rigidly marked
boundaries or defendable borders, but imagined cartographies of political authority that
were grafted into the public art, monumental spaces, and domestic domains of historically

attempted in this study demonstrates that usage of the term conversely places incredibly high demands
upon us to clarify and elucidate what people did. By contrast, Smith’s phrase “early complex polity” does
less to differentiate among cultural formations of different scale and character. In the present study, for
example, I find the concept of an integrated state-like society useful for differentiating the Preclassic
complex polity(ies) from the segmented galactic polities of the Classic. Although Smith’s position on the
state revoices a radical view first espoused by Radcliffe-Brown (1940), his careful illustration of the
primacy of landscape or territory to the formation of ancient polities is extremely important. The notion of
social emplacement finds much resonance with viewing landscapes as power-laden constellations of
political authority.
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determined settlement configurations (A. T. Smith 2003). Routledge’s main proposal
that core and periphery have a related materiality remains valid despite the above proviso.
Routledge (2004:38-39) proposes two modifications to Gramsci’s hegemony that
render it more suitable to investigating ancient societies. First, he proposes we abandon
the a priori notion that a dominant class is necessary for the construction of hegemony. In
his words, “hegemony is not the result of a ruling class convincing subaltern classes to
accept its rule, as Gramsci often suggests, since the very identities involved (i.e., the
subject positions) are what hegemony constructs” (Routledge 2004:38). He admits,
however, that when a dominant group is not posited, it becomes difficult to explain how
any state came into existence. Second, he makes a compelling argument that we stop
viewing the state as an exclusively modern phenomenon. In the end, his study of Iron
Age Moab explores the material ties of two interrelated Gramscian concepts, the
“common sense” experiences of family and community life and the intellectual products
of leadership (texts, buildings, and art).
Routledge (2004:37) defines the state as:
…the effect of a process embedded in a specific historical bloc that unites (by time/space
proximity) a discordant ensemble of social forces and positions (habitus in Bourdieu’s
terminology). This process is what we have chosen to call hegemony, which in a clear
modification of Gramsci’s views we consider to be the result of force and consent
operating together.

This definition avoids mechanical, essentialized definitions that portray the state as a
petrified, person-less entity or “thing,” and encourages discovery of the actions and ideas
producing the social effect(s) of statecraft. One possible effect is the idea of nation, a
conception that transcends rulers and ruled. Many theorists, Gramsci included, believe
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nations and states are strictly modern phenomena (e.g., Anderson 1991 [1983]; Foucault
1991 [1978]; Giddens 1985; Gramsci 1999 [1971]:53, note 4). 5 However, when
considering the effort behind and effects of historical blocs, one cannot deny the
likelihood that such notions were held by ancient peoples. 6 Still, the existence of such
concepts requires demonstration rather than assertion. As Routledge (2004:191) says,
“one needs to account for how the boundary effects of state formation might have
entrained distinct fields of social practice (e.g., pottery making, domestic ritual, economic
exchange, etc.), constraining their development in a locally homogenous and globally
distinct manner.” Such phenomena are increasingly more discernable in Late Preclassic
pottery, stone tools, art, and architecture. I believe successful transmission or entrainment
of boundary effects (i.e., externally derived social forces) to local settings can be
discovered in social emplacement practices—what people build, erect, tear down, or
deposit when they try to establish or maintain roots in a place.

Organization of the Dissertation
Five chapters follow. Each aims to contextualize Punta de Chimino’s material
remains through time. Chapter 2 presents basic, detailed description of the 2004-2005
excavations. Previous research at the site is described as well as the aims, methods, and
results of the recent investigation. In Chapter 3, I describe and compare Punta de
5

Archaeologists are beginning to assail this primitive:modern dichotomy (e.g., A. T. Smith 2003).
Routledge (2004:21) argues cogently that “the modern state is only one of the many forms in which largescale hierarchical human polities have existed.”
6

The Israelite nation, or the so-called “Twelve Tribes of Jacob” of Old Testament times, is a case in point
before it split into the northern kingdom of Israel (or Ephraim) and the southern kingdom of Judah. Similar
concepts of nationhood were held by the Iroquois, Zulu, and others.
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Chimino’s artifacts, giving particular attention to the Preclassic and Early Classic cultural
material. Refinements to the region's ceramic sequence are proposed with new ceramic
data. Chapter 4 evaluates Punta de Chimino’s radiometric dates, placing them in a
Bayesian statistical model to propose shorter, more accurate time increments for specific
historical events. In Chapter 5, Punta de Chimino’s spaces, objects, and deposits are
considered in light of their historical contexts. I speculate about what the peninsula may
have meant to the inhabitants at various historical junctures emphasizing the political
nature of the archaeological findings. The final chapter is an overview of Preclassic Maya
culture history. In it, I try to link Punta de Chimino to other historical developments in
the Maya region through time. Topics pertaining to the genesis of Maya society such as
identity, leadership, state formation, and social-technological innovation are discussed.
This last chapter describes seven historical phases beginning with the first
ceramic-producing villages of various ethnic origins (900-600 B.C.). This early ceramic
phase is followed by heightened interaction and unification of distantly spaced
communities in the late Middle Preclassic period (600-300 B.C.). Following this is the
emergence of a Late Preclassic hegemony that attempts to fuse the entire Maya Lowlands
into a single ideological canon and state society (300-150 B.C.). This latter achievement
is signaled, in large part, by the spread of E-Group monuments. Late Preclassic
hegemony reaches its acme in the succeeding Urban Preclassic period (150-75/50 B.C.),
at which time the seeds of its demise are already being sown. The subsequent
Protoclassic 1 era (75 B.C.–A.D. 150) ultimately sees the end of this relatively stable
hegemony with the emergence of ascendant leaders in small to moderately sized outlying
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communities. The largest urban centers of the Preclassic realm are abandoned around the
close of this period, giving way to an unstable environment of political contenders who
fashion themselves as kings with privileged ties to the supernatural realm. The
Protoclassic 2 era (A.D. 150-400) witnesses the forging of dynastic or genetically
inherited kingship. Tikal appears to be an originator of this practice and the first regal
polity to extend its influence beyond its own urban limits. At the end of this period (ca.
A.D. 378), there is dramatic amplification of Tikal’s expansionary program, this process
becomes increasingly violent if not totalitarian, and injected with Mexican military
symbolism. Sovereign rulers with links to Tikal appear throughout the lowlands at this
time, but when the Tikal dynasty is attacked and unseated by a rival king from Calakmul,
these hinterland rulers are left to their own devices, creating the conflict-ridden “galactic
polity” environment so amply documented in Classic Mayan inscriptions. Punta de
Chimino’s inhabitants were uniquely engaged in all these historical processes.

TABLE 1

Chronological sequence at Punta de Chimino. Blackened zones are hiatuses in Acropolis use.
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FIGURE 1

Selected Preclassic and Protoclassic sites in the Maya region.
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FIGURE 2

Preclassic and Protoclassic sites in the Pasión region.

Map of Punta de Chimino (after Inomata 1989).
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FIGURE 3

View of Punta de Chimino looking north-northwest (photo courtesy of Mynor Pinto).
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5

View of Punta de Chimino looking west (photo courtesy of Mynor Pinto).
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CHAPTER 2
EXCAVATIONS

Excavations at Punta de Chimino were carried out in two consecutive field
seasons, June and July of 2004 and February to April of 2005, for a combined total of
three and-a-half months of fieldwork. The first season was undertaken in wet, mosquito
ridden rainy-season conditions with the patient aid of a student archaeologist, José Maria
Anavisca, and nine excavators from surrounding communities. Despite intermittently
exasperating conditions with climate, bugs, and personnel, the first season produced
many unanticipated results that necessitated further investigation the following year. A
Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant from the National Science Foundation funded
the initial season. Without this support, it is difficult to conceive how the first season
would have materialized. In the first season the earliest levels in the Acropolis were
reached and the basic occupation sequence in Mound 6 was established with various
interruptions and abandonments noted.
The second field season defined each construction phase with greater precision,
investigated the form of early Acropolis buildings, opened a horizontal exposure at the
base of Mound 6, and tested specific zones within the site, namely the main defensive
barricade and Mound 59. The second season made earlier findings intelligible and
resulted in several new discoveries, such as the base of Stela 1—the earliest stela yet
found in the Petexbatún region. With a generous grant from Brigham Young University’s
New World Archaeological Foundation, I was able to hire a credentialed Guatemalan
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archaeologist, Lic. Otto Román de León, two student archaeologists, José Maria
Anavisca and Paco Castañeda, and an excavation crew of twelve. Many insights and
interpretations proposed in this chapter arose from conversations with these capable
researchers.
The project at Punta de Chimino and the results described below had a somewhat
fortuitous beginning. My original aim was to compare the Preclassic history of two
Petexbatún sites, Aguateca and Punta de Chimino, to understand how their early
developments were related. The former center has respectable evidence of modest Late
Preclassic domestic settlement in its western sector or Guacamaya Group (Inomata 1995).
When I set out to investigate Aguateca in 2004, a delicate political situation at the ruin
encouraged me to begin at Punta de Chimino instead. And so we did, with little
expectation of finding the deeply stratified deposits in Mound 6, a separate building
under Mound 6’s west flank, a Protoclassic mask armature, an Early Classic termination
deposit fronting the mask, and an unusual Early Classic circular mortuary cist across the
Acropolis plaza in Mound 7. It was rapidly decided with project advisor Takeshi Inomata
that I should focus my efforts at Punta de Chimino because Mound 6 presented an
exceptional context for investigating place-making and contained good evidence for some
of the least understood moments in Petexbatún history.
The decision to momentarily set aside Aguateca was fortunate in another respect.
In 2005 members of the Aguateca project mapped and tested a hinterland center with a
larger Late Preclassic pyramid than Aguateca’s K6-1 building (Triadan et al. 2005). This
new site, named Dos Ceibas, may have been second in size only to Punta de Chimino
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during the Petexbatún Late Preclassic. Surely, it too must factor into the region’s
Preclassic archaeological equation. Dos Ceibas may provide an equally promising
opportunity to investigate Late Preclassic domestic architecture as Aguateca.

Preclassic Investigations in the Pasión Region
Large-scale archaeological projects have been undertaken in the PasiónPetexbatún region since the late 1950’s. Each has documented the presence of Preclassic
Maya settlement. Harvard’s Peabody Museum defined the basic culture-historical
sequence for the region with its multi-year excavations at Altar de Sacrificios (19581963) and Seibal (1964-1968), now properly spelled Ceibal (Willey 1973; 1990). The
Harvard team also conducted the first reconnaissance operations at the Pasión sites of
Itzán (Tourtellot III et al. 1978a) and Cancuen (Tourtellot III et al. 1978b).
Sizeable Preclassic occupations were documented at both Altar de Sacrificios and
Ceibal. Remnants of one of the earliest pottery-making societies in the Maya Lowlands,
the Xe culture, were found in the deepest levels at both sites. The Middle and Late
Preclassic occupations at these sites were vibrant and spatially extensive. By the end of
the Late Preclassic Altar’s settlement covered at least 90 ha and its largest pyramid,
Structure B-1, ascended to a height of 9.0 m (Scarborough 1980:300-301; Willey
1973:18, 31-34, 63). At Ceibal, settlement swelled across 1,325 ha of undulating tropical
terrain (Tourtellot III 1988:380, Table 53). In the site core, Groups A, C, and D had
sizeable public buildings and the site’s largest pyramid (Structure A-24), though never
excavated, probably ascended some 16.0 m, since it appears to be shrouded beneath a
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thin veneer of Late Classic construction (Bachand et al. 2005a; Hammond 1984b:120; A.
L. Smith 1982:100-104). These observations place Ceibal on the short list of very large
(> 200 ha) Late Preclassic Maya centers. This list includes El Mirador, Tikal, Calakmul,
Komchen, and Lamanai—all preeminent urban centers in their respective subregions.
Willey described the Terminal Preclassic (or Protoclassic 1) Salinas phase at Altar
de Sacrificios as a time of rapid social change citing the first appearance of “luxury”
ceramic wares and chipped-stone ritual objects, large-scale architectural modifications,
and new iconographic styles. The picture at Ceibal was less clear. Unlike Altar de
Sacrificios, Ceibal experienced a population decline or a continuation of only its urban
culture with the addition of some new, spatially restricted ceramic traits (Sabloff
1975:232; Tourtellot III 1988:383-388; Willey 1990:195-196). Ceibal was presently
abandoned and left to the jungle by Early Classic times—a pure mystery since this was
the Pasión’s oldest and largest monumental center. Occupation continued at Altar de
Sacrificios, albeit on a much reduced scale (Adams 1971:5; A. L. Smith 1972:187).
Yale graduate student Kevin Johnston carried out excavations at Itzán from 1988
to 1990 where Middle Preclassic, Late Preclassic, and Protoclassic construction (some of
which comprised an E-Group) was detected underneath a veneer of Late Classic
architecture in the main acropolis (Johnston and Román de Leon 1992; Johnston 1994).
Johnston returned to the region in 1998 to conduct a survey along the Itzán escarpment.
He mapped and tested a rather massive Late Preclassic-Protoclassic site called Chaak
Ak’al that has a long stone wall along its east perimeter and a much smaller
contemporaneous center called Seis Ceibas (Johnston n.d.). A number of outlying
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settlements were tested between these centers confirming that the Itzán escarpment was
rather densely settled during Late Preclassic and Protoclassic times. Like Ceibal, the
largest center Chaak Ak’al, seems to have been abandoned in the Early Classic while
occupation at neighboring Itzán flowered. These new data suggest demographic changes
possibly resulting from a profound shift in political and economic power along the Pasión
river system around A.D. 400.
In 1989 Vanderbilt University launched the Petexbatún Regional Archaeological
Project (1989-1996), completing test excavations at six medium-sized centers (Dos Pilas,
Aguateca, Tamarindito, Arroyo de Piedra, Punta de Chimino, and La Paciencia), six
small village sites (Quim Chi Hilan, Bayak, Cerro de Cheyo, Cerro de Mariposas, and
Cerro de Bananos), and along four intersite transects (Demarest 1993; 2006). Preclassic
ceramics and architecture were identified at four sites along the river system: Aguateca,
Punta de Chimino, Bayak, and Battel. Various caves farther inland also exhibited
evidence of Late Preclassic and Protoclassic ritual (Brady et al. 1990; 1991). When
found, Preclassic deposits were not deeply stratified. Bayak, for example, had more
Middle Preclassic than Late Preclassic cultural material, while Aguateca and Punta de
Chimino lacked clearly discernable Middle Preclassic levels (Escobedo 1996:25;
1997b:392; Foias 1996:208, 262; Inomata 1995:274-287, 449-464; O'Mansky 1996;
O'Mansky et al. 1995; Van Tuerenhout et al. 1993). This led project ceramicist Antonia
Foias (1996:179) to conclude, “…the occupational chronology of the region is horizontal
rather than vertical. Deep deposits with Late Classic overlying Early Classic overlying
Chicanel overlying Mamom deposits do not exist in the Petexbatún region.”
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Rare occurrences of Protoclassic ceramic traits at Aguateca (Bachand 2002; Foias
1996:264) and Punta de Chimino (Escobedo 1996:23; 1997b:391) within a mainly
Chicanel ceramic repertoire suggested continuous occupation into the first few centuries
A.D. Nevertheless, beginning and ending dates for the Petexbatún’s Late Preclassic
settlements remained anyone’s guess as they were based on regional ceramic cross-ties.
Without independent radiometric dates from vertically stratified ceramic contexts, Foias
(1996:267) could only tentatively suggest how the latter-half of the Preclassic Petexbatún
sequence might be subdivided.
In the Early Classic, the Petexbatún represented par excellence the pattern found
throughout most of the Maya Lowlands (see Rice and Culbert 1990:23). The only
constructions recorded are a few permanent “high status” stone buildings at Tamarindito,
and Arroyo de Piedra (Escobedo 1997a; Valdés 1997). Artifacts were mainly restricted to
potsherds from construction fill. Some communities relocated westward to the higher
karstic escarpment, a move that fostered closer involvement with symbolic landscape
features and possibly afforded better protection while still ensuring continued access to
the fertile Sarstun soils and aquatic resources of the lower riparian zone (Foias 1996:364;
Houston 1993:11-12, Fig. 2-3). Much of this activity appeared, however, to transpire in
the latter half of the Early Classic (Demarest 2006:131-132). Limnological analysis of
lake cores from Lake Tamarindito indicated that severe watershed erosion occurred by
the end of the Preclassic, probably a result of heavy forest clearance. 7 Based on the
7

Humate radiocarbon dating on a series of lake cores from Laguna Tamarindito provides a starting range
for this erosion between 2000 and 2500 B.P. (Dunning and Beach 1994:55). However, hard-water
contamination may exaggerate the age of these dates. Nevertheless, we can be fairly certain that this
erosion began sometime during the Late Preclassic period.
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archaeology, this deforestation appeared to have been accomplished by a “small,
scattered population” (Dunning et al. 1998:147). In summary, the Petexbatún either
experienced a population decline at the onset of the Early Classic or its privileged
inhabitants moved to higher ground while the general population continued to live
elsewhere in ephemeral, archaeologically “invisible” pole-and-thatch structures using
simple, undecorated domestic pottery.
Excavations continued intermittently at Aguateca between 1996 and 2005 under
the direction of former Petexbatún Project member, Takeshi Inomata. In 2002, I
excavated the interior portion of Aguateca’s K6-1 building, a 5.0 m tall pyramid
surrounded by several Late Preclassic residential (?) platforms in the Guacamaya Group
(Bachand 2002). The building’s upper half acquired a large, crater-like looter’s pit in the
mid-90s, thereby providing an opportunity to document its early levels. Three Preclassic
mortar surfaces were identified and dated using experimental AMS techniques (Hodgins
et al. 2004). The three uncalibrated dates, 2680 ± 32, 2276 ± 32, and 1994 ± 31,
respectively corresponded to a 0.5 m high (Middle Preclassic?) platform, a 1.5 m high
Late Preclassic platform, and a thin Protoclassic resurfacing. Dating of the earliest
pavement remains dubious since no ceramics were recovered below it.
Since 1999, Arthur Demarest of Vanderbilt University has been conducting a joint
US-Guatemalan archaeological investigation along the upper Pasión River with particular
emphasis on the site of Cancuen. No evidence of Preclassic, Protoclassic, or Early Classic
architecture has yet arisen at Cancuen. Farther downstream, near the union of the Santa
Amelia/Machaquila and Pasión rivers, researchers documented Late Preclassic to Early
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Classic occupation at the sites of Tres Islas and Cerro Ávalos (Tomasic and Fahsen
2004:819-820). No fewer than ten previously unreported sites were recorded in this area
by Tomasic, but most remain unmapped and untested. Three Early Classic Cycle 8 stelae
from Tres Islas depict individuals with Teotihuacan-inspired costume and weaponry.
These monuments bear the earliest long count dates in the entire Pasión-Petexbatún
region. The three were set within two meters of each other in a north-south alignment
with a circular altar placed three meters west of the central monument, an arrangement
mimicking the Preclassic E-Group architectural pattern (Tomasic and Fahsen 2004:Figs.
5-7). Interestingly, mounds at Tres Islas appeared to be formed with sand—a construction
material rarely if ever used in lowland architecture (Demarest and Barrientos 2002:351).
Absent from the above overview is an idea that could significantly alter the way
we interpret the end of the Preclassic in the Pasión-Petexbatún region. In 1985 Harvard
graduate student Charles Lincoln wrote a critical review of the Early Classic ceramic
complexes from the Petén, devoting significant attention to the work of his professor,
Gordon Willey, at Altar de Sacrificios and Ceibal. Lincoln proposed that Preclassic
waxy-ware types continued to be made and used by the main populace well beyond A.D.
300. Early Classic gloss wares formed an “elite subcomplex” that co-existed with
Preclassic waxy wares from A.D. 300-600. Lincoln (1985:75) knew his idea had
“tremendous” theoretical implications. Indeed, as Foias (1996:366) noted, the supposed
Early Classic demographic decline in the Petexbatún would disappear altogether. Lincoln
also knew his idea was not a forgone conclusion. It was premised on two observations: 1)
the frequent mixture of Tzakol gloss and Chicanel waxy wares in construction fills, and
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2) a lack of abandonment layers between Preclassic and Classic architectural phases.
Wisely, he recommended the use of additional chronological measures (long count dates,
iconography, and stratigraphy) to clarify which ceramic traits were associated with
particular construction episodes at particular sites (Lincoln 1985:74).
A decade later, Guatemalan archaeologist Juan Pedro Laporte (1995a) argued for
uninterrupted Late Preclassic to Late Classic occupation on the Dolores-Poptún Plateau
(southeast Petén) based on apparent Chicanel ceramic continuity in the stratigraphic
profiles of more than a dozen sites. To him, the low frequency of Early Classic Tzakol
ceramics did not indicate a decrease in population. On these grounds, Laporte proposed
the existence of a Peripheral Chicanel ceramic sphere across the southern Petén (Dolores
and Pasión regions) and the Belize River Valley during the fourth through mid-seventh
centuries A.D. Héctor Escobedo (1997b) voiced a similar opinion after excavating
Mound 7 at Punta de Chimino, a site corresponding in time to Laporte’s Peripheral
Chicanel sphere.
Surprisingly, independent radiometric dates have never been used to test beliefs of
Preclassic ceramic continuity. To this day, the Preclassic sequence in the PasiónPetexbatún region is substantiated by very few absolute dates. Six radiocarbon dates from
Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:169; Willey 1973:18), a single carbon-14 date from
Ceibal (Berger et al. 1974), and three experimental AMS dates on Preclassic lime mortars
from Aguateca (Hodgins et al. 2004) represent a total of ten radiocarbon dates spanning
fourteen hundred years of culture-history at roughly a dozen Pasión sites. Date ranges for
the Pasión Preclassic were originally determined via ceramic links to radiocarbon dated
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phases at Tikal (Willey 1973:18-19). One can see the potential problem with this method
if southern Petén ceramic complexes changed at a slower rate, as originally proposed by
Lincoln (1985:73).
At Punta de Chimino we now have respectable ceramic, radiometric, and
stratigraphic evidence suggesting the Preclassic culminated in a rather fateful end around
AD 350-400. The Acropolis findings parallel initial claims for widespread Early Classic
depopulation at Ceibal, a site to which Punta de Chimino, with its San Martín Variegated
Brown pottery, was demonstrably linked. Although settlement data are lacking, Stela 1’s
destruction and abandonment of Punta de Chimino’s oldest, most symbolic public
building appear to signal a major social transition.

Prior Investigations at Punta de Chimino
Prior work at Punta de Chimino guided our excavations in countless ways.
Unpublished reports from Vanderbilt University’s Petexbatún Regional Archaeological
Project (1989-1996) were an invaluable resource in the initial planning stages and a
constant guide during fieldwork. I owe a considerable debt to these researchers, whose
maps, tests, and artifact studies made it possible to investigate Punta de Chimino’s
Preclassic occupation as a specialized topic of inquiry.
Punta de Chimino was accorded serious archaeological attention in 1984, when
Yale graduate student Stephen Houston was informed of two monuments on the
peninsula (Mathews and Willey 1991:48). Unfortunately, these monuments were looted
when Houston arrived in 1989 (Inomata et al. 1989:142). During his 1989 visit, Houston
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recorded three new stone monuments: a hieroglyphic stair block, a carved panel, and an
uncarved ball court marker (Inomata et al. 1989:142-144). The base of Stela 1,
discovered recently in 2005, represents the first stone monument recorded at Punta de
Chimino since Houston’s 1989 visit.
The peninsula was intensively remapped and reconnoitered in May and June of
1989 by Vanderbilt graduate student Takeshi Inomata (1989). This map was produced
using a theodolite and electronic distance meter, achieving a precision of 1:1000
(Inomata et al. 1989:134). Pairs of concrete pillars encapsulating brass datums were
placed in the ground in the Acropolis Plaza (D3, D4), and outside the ceremonial center
near the second (D5, D6) and third (D1, D2) defensive ditches. The 2004-2005 Acropolis
excavations were tied into datum D4 located off the southeast corner of Structure 5. A
modern day signpost covered the D3 marker. No permanent datums were located within
measuring distance of our excavations on Mound 59, the main defensive wall, or the west
group. Best judgment was used in locating these latter operations on the site map. Several
new hotel structures have been built since Inomata’s map was completed, but we did not
map them.
Since its completion, the Punta de Chimino map has invariably been published on
an angle with magnetic north pointing off to the side of the printed page (see e.g.,
Demarest 1995:Fig. 37.1; Demarest 2006:Fig. 5.16; Demarest and Escobedo 1996b:Fig.
1.2; Demarest et al. 1997; Escobedo 1997b:Fig. 1; Sharer 1994:Fig. 5.4; Velásquez
1994:Fig. 2; Wolley 1991:34.2; Wolley and Wright 1990:Fig. 21.2). While examining the
map with Dr. Inomata at the University of Arizona in 2003, I realized that Mounds 6 and
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7 were in perfect axial alignment as an E-Group when the map is tilted upright. This
discovery, combined with the knowledge that Mound 7 contained a Late Preclassic
substructure (Escobedo 1996; 1997b), caused me to focus my investigation on these two
mounds. Three-dimensional renderings of the Acropolis, being susceptible to the
distortions of perspective, obscure this important monumental alignment (see e.g.,
Demarest 2004:Fig. 10.9; 2006:Fig. 5.16; Demarest, Escobedo, and O'Mansky
1996:cover; Sharer 1994:Fig. 5.4).
The first archaeological excavations at Punta de Chimino were a series of test pits
undertaken by Juan Luis Velásquez, who, like Ortega, was a member of the 1989 IDAEH
contingent. The purpose of the IDAEH work was to mitigate the archaeological and
environmental impact of a private jungle lodge soon to be constructed on end of the
peninsula. Velásquez (1994) dug 2.0 x 2.0 m tests in front of Mounds 70 and 59 in the
West Group and Mound 7 in the Acropolis plaza. Pottery recovered from Velasquez’s
tests and Inomata’s datum holes indicated that Punta de Chimino was occupied by Late
Preclassic times. However, detection of numerous Mamom-like attributes (orange-red
waxy slips, fluting, medial breaks, everted rims, and a single Mars Orange sherd) in the
lowest Acropolis level hinted of a Middle Preclassic presence ( Foias in Inomata et al.
1989:148-150; Velásquez 1994:417-418).
Vanderbilt University conducted numerous test excavations at Punta de Chimino
in 1990, 1991, 1994 and 1996, the last year being an extension of its Petexbatún Regional
Archaeological Project. Most excavations were shallow probes or broad surface
exposures, given Vanderbilt’s research emphasis on the Classic Maya collapse (Arthur
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Demarest, personal communication 2005). However, several tests in and around the
Acropolis area and West Group were of significant depth to detect Preclassic
construction. Two locations in particular yielded promising evidence of Preclassic
occupation: Mound 7 in the Acropolis and Mound 70 in the West Group. Each of these is
worth detailing since they provided the stimulus for the present investigation.
Vanderbilt graduate student Hector Escobedo investigated Mound 7, a 5.0 m tall
pyramid located on the west edge of the Acropolis platform, in 1996. Escobedo (1996;
1997b) documented and consolidated looter’s pits on the south and west sides and
excavated a deep test unit (PC25B) to bedrock from the mound’s summit. Discovered in
the pit was a well-built Late Preclassic substructure containing an intrusive cache of
Protoclassic serving vessels (Castellanos 1996:144; Demarest, Castellanos, and Escobedo
1996:184-186; Escobedo 1996:14-25; 1997b:390-392). Project director Arthur Demarest
excavated a 3.30 m long tunnel extending northward from the base of Escobedo’s
sondage to confirm that two stone walls discovered by Escobedo were indeed Late
Preclassic retention walls and not part of an earlier substructure. Although these
excavations did not clarify the building’s exterior appearance, they confirmed the
existence of a Late Preclassic building whose location and date were appropriate for an
E-Group observatory platform. Also important was detection of a much later Tepeu 1
phase construction represented in part by a number of important vessels in Burials 4 and
8 (Demarest, Castellanos, and Escobedo 1996:186-191; Escobedo 1996:17, 20). Evidence
of Tepeu 1 occupation was exceedingly rare in the Petexbatún.
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A previous plaza test off the northeast corner of Mound 7 (PC11A) begun by
Claudia Wolley (1991:584) and completed by Kim Morgan (1995:39.1) detected a semicircular alignment of crudely cut stones just above bedrock. Theirs was the second stone
alignment discovered under the Late Preclassic plaza between Mounds 6 and 7.
Velásquez (1994:416-417, Figs. 6 and 10) detected the first one some 10.0 m away near
the center of the plaza in Pit 3. The nature of these constructions remains uncertain, but
they were probably either rubble cells for Late Preclassic plaza construction or Middle
Preclassic building foundations. In both cases, they were constructed upon a dark gray
compact stratum, which yielded only Middle Preclassic potsherds in the Wolley-Morgan
pit (Morgan 1995:39-3). Nevertheless, the feature documented by Velásquez (1994:417)
showed evidence of crib construction. These sub-plaza constructions were not a focus of
investigation in 2004-2005. We did, however, excavate a plaza test (Operation 51B) in
close proximity to Velasquez’s Pit 3 excavation in search of an E-Group offering.
Unfortunately, nothing of report was found in our pit. Several factors nevertheless lead
me to believe that these enigmatic sub-plaza constructions are Middle Preclassic in date:
1) their stratigraphic priority beneath the earliest Acropolis plaza, which to the best of our
collective knowledge dates to the Late Preclassic, 2) their tentative association with
Mamom ceramics, and 3) their proximity to Middle Preclassic ceremonial mounds
discovered beneath Mound 6 in 2004. If correct, these remains present an opportunity to
investigate Middle Preclassic domestic life at the site.
Preclassic construction also turned up in the West Group, particularly at Mound
70, a 4.0 m tall truncated conical platform marking the north side of the broad open plaza.
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The pyramid supports three small Late Classic platforms measuring approximately 1.0 m
in height. The base, however, was determined to be mainly Preclassic in date. Morgan
(Morgan 1996b:44-48) excavated a 2.0 x 2.0 m test pit (PC24A-2) from the center of the
mound summit to a depth of 2.10 m. At 0.75 m she penetrated a gravel floor and
encountered Burial 7, a 2.0 m long stone-lined cist lacking capstones but oriented N-S
and containing a well-preserved human skeleton (Morgan 1996b:46, not illustrated).
Thirteen Late Preclassic and Early Classic sherds were found in the cist, as well as two
obsidian fragments and three pieces of chert. This description alone would seem to pair
Burial 7 favorably with Burial 111, the Protoclassic 2 burial discovered at the base of
Mound 7 in 2005. However, an Early Classic Tzakol 2 or 3 date cannot be ruled out
without direct AMS dating of the human long bone. The next piedrín floor encountered at
1.0 m had only Late Preclassic pottery in its dense marl fill. In the bottom level, Morgan
(1996b:Fig. 4.7) encountered a round or semi-circular alignment of crude stones resting
on bedrock. No associated artifacts were found, but judging by Morgan’s illustration, the
feature seems identical to stone configurations of possible Middle Preclassic age located
beneath the Acropolis. In any case, the rising bedrock beneath Mound 70 indicates the
mound’s Late Preclassic volume paled in comparison to the amount of Late Preclassic
construction achieved in the Acropolis.
Morgan (1996b:50-55) also excavated a 2.0 x 3.0 m test (PC24A-4 and PC24A-5)
into the small southeast platform on top of Mound 70. Excavation was terminated at a
depth of 1.60 m. Two gravel floors were encountered. The second contained Early
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Classic and Late Preclassic pottery and was doubtless associated in time with Burial 7’s
surrounding matrix. The last 50 cm contained only Late Preclassic pottery.
The last discovery of note on Mound 70 was Burial 9, a human cranium resting on
top of the second gravel floor encountered in PC24A-1. Four Late Classic (Tepeu 1?)
sherds, forty Early Classic sherds (Aguila Orange and Actuncan/Dos Arroyos types
noted), four chert fragments, a piece of obsidian, and a mano were collected (Castellanos
1996:143). Below this floor Morgan collected seven Late Preclassic sherds, two
Protoclassic 2/Early Classic sherds (Balanza Black and an unclassified polychrome), 9
pieces of chert and one obsidian fragment (Castellanos 1996:143; Morgan 1996b:42).
Given this description, Burial 9 seems to date to the transition between Early Classic and
Tepeu 1 times and is probably roughly contemporaneous with the Tepeu 1 burials
recorded in Mound 7. However, the term “transitional” should not be equated with
“continuous.” Early Classic materials may have appeared sporadically and intermittently,
something we simply cannot determine by ceramic seriation alone.
Claudia Wolley tested the West Group plaza itself in 1991. A test pit (PC9A) was
placed at the base of Mound 70 adjacent to the peculiar wall connecting Mound 70 to
Mound 72. This test revealed the presence of a dense, artifact-rich deposit. The deposit’s
upper half was Late Classic in date, its middle portion was a mixture of Late Classic,
Early Classic, and Preclassic artifacts, and its lower half was Late Preclassic in date and
defined by a “plaster seam” at the base (Wolley 1991:575). A human skeleton (Burial 2)
was found in the middle of the deposit at a depth of 58 cm. The deposit may have been a
refuse pit at various times, but this need not have been the only purpose. Importantly, this
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excavation suggested that Mound 70 was a locus of social activity from the Late
Preclassic period onward.
Two pits (PC8A-01 and PC8A-02) were placed around Mound 59, a construction
nearly identical in height and girth to Mound 70 and positioned across the plaza on the
same N-S axis. In front of Mound 59 Wolley encountered three plaza surfaces. The last
was a Late Preclassic level of limestone cobbles found at a depth of 38 cm (Wolley
1991:572). Behind Mound 59 she found a Late Preclassic leveling of the natural terrain at
56 cm (Wolley 1991:575). Thus, Late Preclassic construction activity was known to have
occurred around and probably below Mound 59.
Finally, mention should be made of Vanderbilt’s numerous tests on the herculean
defensive barricade separating the main ceremonial center from the peninsula’s neck (see
FIGURES 3 and 90). The wall is 140 m long and 45 m wide at its widest segment. It
ascends 9 m from the ceremonial plaza, but on its outer flank it rises 18 m from the
bottom of a 9 m deep ravine, making it taller than fortifications at Becan (Webster 1976)
and Tikal (Martínez et al. 2004; Puleston and Donald W. Callender 1967). It therefore
represents an anomaly in the Classic Maya world (see Inomata et al. 1989:138-140, 150
for original description). Claudia Wolley (1991; 1990) excavated seven test units in the
narrow segment of the wall, five of which formed a trench running E-W. An eighth test
unit was excavated on the eastern slope of the wall’s wide north segment. None of
Wolley’s tests were deeper than 3.0 m and none reached bedrock. The one apex probe,
PC2A-3, was mostly sterile and discontinued at 3.0 m. Not surprisingly, all remains
encountered were Classic period in date. Our foreknowledge of earlier site
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abandonments, a defensive wall of probable Protoclassic date at Chaak Ak’al, a sizeable
Preclassic occupation at Punta de Chimino, and the demonstrated thinness of the
peninsula’s Late Classic stratigraphy, led us to further investigate this wall in 2005.

Field Objectives
As explained in Chapter 1, the purpose of excavating at Punta de Chimino was to
investigate how inhabitants related to the place over time as inferred from their
monumental creations. To do so, the spatial and physical qualities of the monuments
(mounds and sculpture) had to be carefully documented. Their orientations, associated
deposits, manufacture materials, and preservation qualities all had to be considered in the
resulting interpretation. I did not aspire to a detailed understanding of Preclassic
settlement size or composition, a potentially informative yet logistically challenging
source of information still to be acquired at Punta de Chimino. Rather, I focused on key
place-making constructions and their associated deposits since these are the things
communities erect (or choose not to erect) to establish their identities and purposes on the
landscape. Neglect, abandonment, denigration, or uncharacteristic refurbishment of a
monumental setting signal departure from a place’s time-honored meanings and
purposes. In essence, these material changes are public voicings of community identities
and circumstances that had long before been emerging or undergoing alteration.
A detailed study of place requires good time series data obtained from a tightly
stratified sequence of discrete archeological contexts. Accurate dating of deposits and
artifacts provides enhanced temporal resolution for isolating what are sometimes rapid
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changes in site-use and spatial design. Preclassic site chronologies are rarely precise
enough to make the types of historical statements we would like to make. As Marcus
(2003:109) remarks, “we have to refine traditional archaeological techniques to bring
periods like the Late Preclassic and Protoclassic into sharper focus…We must figure out
how to derive finer chronologies for periods with no dated monuments from sites that
lack dated monuments.”
Four dating methods—stratigraphy, artifact seriation, radiocarbon, and
luminescence—were combined in the Acropolis excavations where a long, excellently
stratified sequence was uncovered. This fortuitous circumstance provided an opportunity
to test Lincoln’s (1985) hypothesis of Preclassic ceramic continuity in the region—an
idea that, depending on its validity, either enlightens or confounds our understanding of
Early Classic events.
These two procedural concerns, thick description of place and increased temporal
resolution, provided a baseline for investigating more specific culture-historical topics at
Punta de Chimino. The Vanderbilt data enabled me to formulate three questions that
could be addressed with presence/absence field tests. These questions derived from
abiding concerns with Preclassic political and cultural affiliation, warfare, and the
appearance of autocratic leaders in the archaeological record. In sum, I wanted to know:
1) if Mounds 6 and 7 were counterparts in a Late Preclassic ceremonial E-Group, 2) if
Mounds 59 and 70 were counterparts during the Preclassic to Classic transition, and 3)
whether the big defensive wall had an earlier Preclassic phase. Each of these topics
requires further explanation.
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Determining the presence or absence of a Preclassic E-Group at Punta de Chimino
became an important goal. No E-Groups, Preclassic or otherwise, have been documented
in the Pasión-Petexbatún region, although one is suspected to exist at Itzán (Johnston
n.d.), and a second may lurk beneath Late Classic architecture in Ceibal’s Central Plaza.
The two-mound arrangement is largely restricted to the central Maya lowlands, where it
first appeared in Middle Preclassic times. By Late Preclassic times E-Groups appeared at
more distant localities in western Belize and on the Dolores-Poptún Plateau. But
something remarkable happened in Protoclassic times. The buildings became more ornate
with façades sculpted with large zoomorphic creatures and more exclusive with cloistered
temple sanctuaries on top. They also became receptacles for tombs, caches, and other
ritual deposits. In short, these monuments became public arenas where local political
identities were expressed with greater pomp in conformance to central Petén practices
and beliefs.
A challenge in archaeology today is to devise better ways to understand how
small-scale rooted places answered to larger sociopolitical worlds in the past (Bender
2001:7). Ancient societies imagined extra-regional ties through their public art,
architecture, social and bodily practices, and public and domestic rituals. E-Groups were
public ritual spaces affiliated with an increasingly dominant cultural hegemony that
emanated from the northern Petén. Their absence or rarity in the Pasión region suggests
the region was located on the edge of an expanding cultural and political order, what
some researchers have begun to call the Mirador state (Clark et al. 2000). Detection of an
E-Group at Punta de Chimino would thus afford a chance to investigate the extent to
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which a hinterland community participated in this wider cultural movement. Presence of
an E-Group was suggested by the relative size and form of Mounds 6 and 7, their east to
west axial alignment, their near perfect cardinal directionality, the distance between each
mound, and Vanderbilt’s discovery of a Late Preclassic substructure within Mound 7. But
the exterior attributes and contents of these buildings remained largely unknown.
The mounds in Punta de Chimino’s West Group plaza were also targeted for
investigation. Mounds 70 and 59 are roughly of equal height, face each other, and share
the same N-S axis. They differ from Late Classic twin-pyramid groups at Tikal, where
two truncated radial pyramids share an E-W axis. The northern mound, Mound 70, was
most likely associated with the earlier Late Preclassic plaza (Morgan 1996; Wolley
1991). Mound 70 contained a Late Preclassic substructure that received Protoclassic and
Early Classic refurbishments. The spatial layout of the two mounds deviated from the
typical Classic period Petexbatún pattern, and their truncated forms and heights were
more characteristic of Preclassic monumental construction (Takeshi Inomata, personal
communication 2002). But the southern mound, Mound 59, had never been tested. It was
therefore unknown whether the two mounds were contemporaneous in earlier times.
The West Group’s civic plan departs markedly from that of the Acropolis.
Ashmore suggests that the shift from a dominant E-W axial plane during Preclassic times
to a N-S axial plane in the Classic reflects a change in Maya perceptions of political
authority (see Ashmore and Sabloff 2000:20). Preclassic E-W axial constructions exhibit
a preoccupation with the orbital movements of the sun and other celestial bodies while
the N-S axial buildings of the Classic period are devoted to the celebration of prominent
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kings and dynasties. I decided to test Mound 59 to see whether the West Group’s N-S
axial plan harkened back to the Preclassic-Classic transition. If so, the two buildings
would be an obvious choice for locating Punta de Chimino’s earliest sovereigns.
The final objective was to deeply probe Punta de Chimino’s massive defensive
embankment for an earlier, Preclassic construction phase. As described above,
Vanderbilt’s prior excavations of this feature were mainly surficial in nature, leaving
perhaps 90% of the underlying volume untested. Currently, there are no unambiguous
indicators of intersite conflict at the close of the Preclassic period. But the quantity of
circumstantial evidence is mounting. Site abandonments, defendable settlement locations,
walls, moats, mass public burials, and increased production of dagger-like stone
implements all combine to raise the spectre of warfare (Bachand 2003a:602-603). These
indicators led me to investigate the lower levels of Punta de Chimino’s imposing
earthwork.

Excavation System and Field Procedures
Excavations at Punta de Chimino were undertaken using a lot system developed
by Takeshi Inomata for investigating rapidly abandoned buildings at Aguateca. Control
of artifacts and contexts was achieved via lots and artifact bag forms. The field system
was hierarchically organized by site, operation, suboperation, unit, level, and lot. Thus,
the field number PC – 51 – A – 1 – 4 – 1 was shorthand for Punta de Chimino, Operation
51, Suboperation A, Unit 1, Level 4, Lot 1. Operation numbers were assigned to
subgroupings of mounds within the site (e.g., 51 designated the Acropolis mounds).
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Suboperation letters were alphabetically allocated to individual mounds or non-mound
features within each operation (e.g., 51A corresponded to Acropolis, Mound 6). Units
were horizontally placed excavation squares numbered consecutively within each
suboperation. Units usually but not always measured 2.0 x 2.0 m. Levels were preferably
natural but sometimes arbitrary stratigraphic divisions numbered consecutively within
each unit. Levels ideally corresponded to single construction episodes, with lots creating
further vertical or horizontal subdivisions in construction fill. A lot, then, was any
subdivision within a level numbered consecutively within the same unit/level
combination. Any meaningful feature (a burial, cache, midden, etc.) received its own lot
number. Lot numbers were usually transcribed with fewer spaces and hyphens on field
forms and artifact bags, for example, PC51A-1-4-1.
Minor modifications were made to the Aguateca lot system to accommodate field
conditions at Punta de Chimino. The Aguateca system was designed to investigate thinly
stratified, rapidly abandoned Late Classic structures. Punta de Chimino’s Mound 6
deposits were deeply stratified and rarely immediately intelligible. Postclassic artifacts
were resting directly on the modern day surface and humus artifacts corresponded
primarily to underlying Late Classic piedrín construction. In the Aguateca system Level 1
normally applied to topsoil. At Punta de Chimino Level 1 was assigned to the surface and
Level 2 was assigned to the 10-15 cm topsoil matrix. In the Aguateca system, Level 2
invariably corresponded to wall fall and Level 3 applied to artifacts on living surfaces.
Punta de Chimino’s Mound 6 exhibited virtually no wall fall and contained more than a
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dozen superimposed floor surfaces. Each surface, then, was given its own level number
since artifacts were sometimes encountered on these interfaces.
In Mound 6 the stratigraphic relationships were often elusive—floors appeared,
disappeared, and reappeared and construction episodes were sometimes delimited by
virtually indistinguishable soil changes. The depth of Mound 6’s construction deposits
magnified this problem. I therefore decided to assign a separate level number to each
vertical stratigraphic change (sometimes based on artifact changes alone), even if that
level was later determined to be part of the same construction episode. Rather than assign
the same level to a matrix that descended more than half a meter, a second, arbitrary level
was created. If an above feature continued down into this new arbitrary level, a new level
– lot combination was assigned to the lower half of the feature. This ensured stratigraphic
control of artifacts when stratigraphic relationships were not immediately clear. Finally,
the complexity of the depositional sequence in Mound 6 made it difficult to follow
construction episodes horizontally for even short distances. Many Mound 6 levels
recorded in 2004 were not adequately understood until the entire trench was completed in
2005. Given these circumstances, each unit received its own sequence of levels that was
later matched-up with those from adjacent units.
With hindsight, our excavations probably would have benefited from eliminating
the Level category altogether, as it presupposed an understanding of architectural forms
and contextual relationships long before they were confidently understood. All
stratigraphic units could have been conveniently and efficiently described as Lots without
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diminishing excavation precision. These units could then be pieced together through
careful post-excavation analysis, as done, for example, with a Harris Matrix.
Fifty excavation units were completed at Punta de Chimino between 2004 and
2005 as part of three major operations (51, 61, and 71) with five suboperations (51A, B &
C and 61A & B). The said excavations took the form of six test pits, one tunnel, two deep
axial trenches, and two wide horizontal exposures. A total of 306 lots was excavated. Of
these, 171 or 56% dated to the Classic period, 10 or 3% were Early Classic, 44 or 14%
were Protoclassic, 38 or 12% were Late Preclassic, and 23 or 7.5% were Middle
Preclassic in date. The remaining 20 lots (6.5%) were either badly mixed or culturally
sterile. Classic period materials comprised more than 50% of all excavated lots, but most
Classic period artifacts were badly eroded and their architectural find-spots disintegrated
beyond recognition. Nearly all contexts were screened with 6.35 mm (1/4") metal screen.
Burial, cache, and special deposit soils were sieved with a 3.175 mm (1/8") screen.
Fieldwork produced a total of 1150 artifact bags. Beyond this, 16 paleobotanical
and 36 soil chemistry samples were collected. Paleobotanicals were mainly charred
macrobotanicals chosen for radiocarbon dating, but also included several flotation soil
samples from an Early Classic artifact deposit and two Middle Preclassic earthen
mounds. Soil chemistry samples derived from human burials, but eight to ten were lime
pavement and plaster fragments. Thirteen human burials were excavated plus one skull in
a cache (TABLE 2). Burials were numbered sequentially from 101 to 113, and the skull
cache was designated as Cache 101.
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Period

Grave

Age

Sex

Body

Skull modification

LC = Late Classic
TLC = Terminal Late Classic
EC = Early Classic
P2 = Protoclassic 2
P1 = Protoclassic 1
LP = Late Preclassic

BC = box-shaped cist
C = cist
CC = circular cist

A = adult
Ad = adolescent
MA = middle-aged adult
OA = old adult
YA = young adult
I = infant

M = male
F = female
U = undetermined

EP = extended prone
ES = extended supine
FR = flexed on right side
FS = flexed-seated
SC = supine/semi-seated with
legs crossed

Y = yes
TO =tabular oblique

† Codes derived from Romero (1958)
Excluded here is the human skull (Cache 101) found in Structure 6A-Sub. 5 (Late Preclassic)

∗

Punta de Chimino burials 2004-2005.* Osteological analysis by Wright and Palomo (2005).
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TABLE 2
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As with most Maya sites, a large quantity of ceramic potsherds was encountered
in structural fill. It was decided that heavily eroded body fragments would be discarded
and reburied in backfill once a general count was taken. The abundance of Petexbatún
pottery in Guatemala City and the abysmal quality and preservation of Late Classic
pottery in the region did not seem to justify collection in great quantities (during her
tenure as Petexbatún ceramicist, Antonia Foias [1996:175] analyzed half a million
sherds). Instead, we decided to only collect Late Classic sherds with diagnostic attributes
(rim sherds, slipped sherds, discernible forms, modes, and sherds with unusual paste or
surface characteristics), i.e., sherds that provided a general chronological signature for
their context. An effort was nevertheless made to collect most potsherds, regardless of
preservation, from Preclassic, Early Classic, and Tepeu 1 fills as well as special contexts
or deposits.
Post-season analysis of field drawings and artifacts permitted a sequencing of
construction episodes within each mound. In 2004, we lettered individual structures
alphabetically as was done at Altar de Sacrificios (Bachand and Anavisca 2004).
However, in 2005 we decided to label each substructure according to the Tikal
numbering system. The Tikal system was used at Punta de Chimino by Vanderbilt and
better accommodated the existence of multiple, adjacent buildings beneath the same
mound. Two adjacent buildings were documented in Mound 6. These were labeled
Structures 6A and 6B. The latest version of the main building in Mound 6 was simply
named Structure 6A. Its previous version was Structure 6A-Sub. 1, preceded by Structure
6A-Sub. 2, preceded by Structure 6A-Sub. 3, and so forth.
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Excavation areas were prepared by clearing ground vegetation with machetes.
Because tourists frequent the site, large shade trees and even small to medium-sized
palms were only removed if they stood in the path of excavation or posed a hazard to
workers. Before commencing excavation on Mound 6, a 3.0 m tall hotel water tower
constructed of heavy, rot-resistant beams made of sapodilla logwood had to be
dismantled, moved, and reassembled. Backfill cribs were constructed on the flanks of
mounds by lashing together logs from large trees that were hewn down or discovered on
the forest floor. Wooden panels and bracing studs were used to reinforce trenches,
tunnels, and test pits. In general, Preclassic fills were extremely dense conglomerations of
argillaceous soil and stone. By contrast, the overlying Classic layers were silty, loose, and
dangerously unstable.
All excavations were backfilled at each season’s conclusion. Backfilling methods
varied depending on the excavation’s contents. Where present, sensitive cultural remains
(stone walls, plaster floors, burial crypts, etc.) were first capped by a thick layer of finely
sifted soil acquired from adjacent screening areas. A layer of small stones and dirt
followed, then large boulder-like stones, and finally an outer layer of dirt with small to
medium-sized stones. Stair and wall stones were kept together and buried in proximity to
their places of origin. The base of Stela 1 was left in its original position. The
monument’s pit was carefully refilled and the butt was reburied.

Format of Descriptions
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The following site report presents the nitty-gritty details of our excavations. I
hope this section will allow readers to evaluate the findings for themselves. Site reports
are notoriously difficult to sift through when seeking specific data or trying to understand
spatial and temporal associations among particular findings. To alleviate these problems,
I have chosen to embed descriptions of burials, caches, and special finds (e.g., unusual
artifacts) in the excavation descriptions. In doing so, I may have created a problem for
readers who desire a quick glance at a particular topic or set of items. An index would
mitigate this problem, but is disallowed in University of Arizona dissertations.
Another convention followed here is to present the material evidence in the order
of its cultural creation. An important purpose lies behind this decision, even though it
may at first seem arbitrary or commonsensical. It is a matter of principle and method to
present the evidence in the order it unfolded historically—the present surely emerged
from the conditions of the past. This ability to compare and contrast what came before
with what came to be lies at the heart of an archaeology of place. The investigator must
meticulously lay out the process of becoming.
As with any site report, certain peculiarities exist that require explanation. Most
noticeable is the greater detail provided for pre-Classic contexts—the focus of my
research. Although a considerable quantity of overlying Classic period material was
excavated, only a portion has been analyzed at the time of this writing. This disparity is
evident in the absence of ceramic summaries for Late Classic and Postclassic contexts
(Appendix B), whose excavations are nevertheless fully described herein (this chapter
and Appendix A).
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Construction phase descriptions in this chapter correspond with lot descriptions
provided in Appendix A and ceramic summaries given in Appendix B.
Appendix A lot descriptions are terse. They provide an interpretation of the
context (construction fill, floor, burial, etc.), a soil matrix description, and artifact counts.
Depth measurements are not provided since they are more accurately inferred from scaled
photographs and illustrations. A final note should be made about artifact quantities.
Listed quantities are field tabulations and may not correspond to lab quantities. Artifact
quantities tend to increase following shipment. Field tabulations were unfortunately not
as systematic as they could have been. Artifacts sometimes went uncounted, preferring
instead to conserve valuable field time and leave this task for the laboratory. For this
reason, the phrase “undisclosed quantity of x” appears in some lot descriptions, the
majority of these lots date to Late Classic Tepeu 2 times.
Appendix B ceramic summaries provide frequencies of types and varieties
associated with specific building events or deposits. Appearing in these summaries are
newly proposed ceramic phases and subphases. Correlation of these ceramic assemblages
with their excavation contexts should permit independent assessment of the revised
ceramic sequence. In short, a new ceramic complex, Colonia, is proposed for the
presumed early Middle Preclassic Xe horizon occupation, and the Faisan Chicanel
complex is now subdivided into three facets: a pure Chicanel facet, a Protoclassic 1 or
Matzanel horizon facet, and a Protoclassic 2 or Tzakol 1 facet. The Late Classic is also
divided into three facets—Nacimiento 1, 2, and 3—merging the Sepens Boca complex
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into Nacimiento. These changes are supported by ceramic stratigraphy, and will be
further justified in Chapter 3.

Operation 51, Acropolis Excavations
The aim of Operation 51 was to obtain a better comprehension of the architectural
sequence of Punta de Chimino’s Acropolis. The site map demonstrated that Mound 7
possibly served as an E-Group observatory with Mound 6 providing the long platform
that routinely completes this type of architectural group (Aimers and Rice 2006; Aveni et
al. 2003; Aveni and Hartung 1989; A. Chase 1983; 1985; Fialko 1987; 1988; Hansen
1998; Laporte 1996; Laporte and Fialko 1990; Rathje et al. 1978; Ricketson 1928;
Ricketson and Ricketson 1937; Rosal et al. 1993; Ruppert 1940; von Falkenhausen
1985). The earliest E-Groups date to the Middle Preclassic period and appear to be
restricted to the northern Petén and Highland Chiapas (Clark and Hansen 2001; Hansen
1998; Laporte and Fialko 1990; 1993). In the Maya lowlands, these architectural groups
became especially important in the final centuries of the Preclassic. Some archaeologists
believe Late Preclassic E-Groups signal the appearance and propagation of a new
ideology (Stanton and Freidel 2003) and political order (Becker 2003; A. Chase and D.
Chase 1995; Laporte 1996) throughout the Maya lowlands. I therefore believed Mounds
6 and 7 could provide good scientific information about Punta de Chimino’s Preclassic
origins, its relationship with distant Preclassic centers, and its early political role in the
Petexbatún region.
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In 2004 and 2005 we located three suboperations, 51A, 51B, and 51C, along the
principal E-W axis linking Mounds 6 and 7 (FIGURE 6). Suboperation 51A was a trench,
a tunnel, two test pits, and a horizontal exposure excavated into Mound 6. Most
excavation took place on the mound’s western or plaza facing side. Suboperation 51B
was a test pit placed in the plaza more or less equidistant from the two mounds.
Suboperation 51C was a trench placed into the eastern face of Mound 7, the proposed
observatory pyramid. Two temporary datum points linked to benchmark D4 on the Punta
de Chimino map fixed the positions of the Acropolis excavations.
Each suboperation is described below in alphabetical order. Again, I describe the
earliest cultural activity to the latest in each excavation locus to convey a sense of how
the monumental spaces and uses changed over time.

Operation 51 plan map showing location of excavations and Total Station link into benchmark D4.
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FIGURE 6
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Suboperation 51A, Mound 6
Prior to excavation Mound 6 looked more like a long berm, a tell, or loma than a
terraced monumental building (FIGURE 7). It rises a mere 4.0 m from plaza level. It is
44.0 m long and probably about 24.0 m wide. The total volume of construction beneath
its surface is difficult to estimate, but observed dimensions suggest a volume of 4,224 m3.
The mound sits on an uneven bedrock knoll and blends almost seamlessly into the eastern
boundary of the Acropolis platform. The 13.0 m descent on the mound's east side is only
surpassed in steepness and in height by the 19.0 m slope from the bottom of the moat to
the peak of the defensive barricade. Clearly, the building's east face was the most
imposing architectural element visible to ancient passersby on the lake. The mound's
summit afforded spectacular panoramic views of the lake and flat eastern horizon.
Suboperation 51A consisted of twenty-two excavated units and 189 lots (FIGURE
8). The main axial trench was comprised of eleven test units (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13,
and 14) and one tunnel (U. 6). An areal excavation on Mound 6's west slope involved six
2.0 x 2.0 m units (11, 12, 15, 18, 19, and 20). Lastly, four test units were excavated on the
mound's eastern or lake-facing side (16, 17, 23 and 24). Two units, 21 and 22, were
staked but left unexcavated.
At least nine building phases were documented in Mound 6 (FIGURES 9 and 10).
These dated from Middle Preclassic to Late Classic times and exhibited various
interruptions by erosion, intentional desecration, abandonment, or avoidance. Occasional
hints of Terminal Classic and Postclassic human activity were also found in topsoil levels
and on the surface.
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Structure 6A-Sub. 8 (late Middle Preclassic)
The earliest evidence of building activity in Mound 6 was an earthen mound that
eluded detection in 2004, but was clearly isolated in 2005 as an extremely dense, very
dark brown (10YR 2/2) clay layer overlying bedrock. This mound was labeled Structure
6A-Sub. 8. Its western limit was clearly defined at the bottom of Unit 9 (FIGURE 10). Its
eastern limit probably lay 1.0 m east of Unit 17, making it approximately 20.0 m long
from east to west. It is impossible to estimate the mound's total construction volume
without knowledge of its northern and southern boundaries. Nevertheless, its east-west
dimension and height indicate that its formation involved a sizeable amount of human
labor for what presumably was a small village community. Giant boulders weighing in
excess of 90 kg (200 lbs.) were exhumed from the earliest clay levels (FIGURE 11).
These stones surpassed those used in later construction fill in both size and weight.
Nothing suggested Structure 6A-Sub. 8 was domestic in nature, although this possibility
cannot be ruled-out since no burials, caches, or other architectural features such as
postholes or hearths were documented. In any case, the clay was probably hauled-up
from the lakeshore because the peninsula itself only has a thin layer of topsoil. Absence
of a sterile paleosol layer underneath the mound implied that the ancient ground surface
either eroded away from deforestation or was stripped away in preparation for mound
construction.
Half the pottery in Structure 6A-Sub. 8's fill was beautifully preserved, while the
other half was atrociously eroded. Upon closer examination, I discovered that the eroded
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sherds generally had thinner walls, darker pastes, and ephemeral dull slips. Further field
study revealed that the eroded specimens were not Mamom potsherds, but Xe. Later
analyses confirmed that a full range of Xe types were present in Structure 6A-Sub. 8 (and
Sub. 7), albeit mixed with standard Mamom types such as Juventud Red, Chunhinta
Black, Pital Cream, and Tierra Mojada Resist (FIGURES 12 and 13). Thus, one of the
achievements of the 2005 field season at Punta de Chimino was detection of a preMamom ceramic tradition in the Petexbatún region, albeit in a mixed context.
The only other artifacts collected were some obsidian blade fragments, freshwater
clamshells, and occasional pieces of chert debitage. Lot descriptions and artifact
inventories for Structure 6A-Sub. 8 are provided below.
A single AMS date (AA-67903) of 4,708 ± 43 BP (cal 3,540-3,370 B.C. 2 sigma)
obtained from a splintered piece of carbonize wood within the fill clearly predates this
mound by 2.5 millennia. Old wood is surely the cause of this reading. However, a second
AMS date from the clay level overlying this one is within the expected time range (see
Structure 6A-Sub. 7 below).

Structure 6A-Sub. 7 (late Middle Preclassic)
The next discernible cultural event was the spreading of a second layer of clay fill
over the first. The second clay matrix was identical to the first in hardness and texture,
but its olive-brown color (2.5Y 4/4) readily distinguished it (FIGURE 14). This second
layer elevated the mound's height to approximately 1.0 m.
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The precise timing of this event remains uncertain. Stratigraphically, Sub. 8 and
Sub. 7 are easily separable and the ratio of Xe to Mamom pottery in Sub. 8 is 2:1 while in
Sub. 7 it is 1:3. These two factors alone would suggest that Sub. 8 was indeed a later
construction episode. However, the outer boundaries of Sub. 7 closely match those of
Sub. 8, and the densest concentration of pottery and lithics found in Sub. 8 (7-9-1)
overlays the densest concentration found in Sub. 7 (7-10-1). Since no burials or caches
were detected in these early mounds, it is unlikely that radiocarbon or luminescence
dating will clarify the timing of there creations. Thus, Sub. 7 and Sub. 8 may be two
layers pertaining to the same construction event. It seems advisable, however, to treat
them as separate construction events, even if they were only separated by hours, days,
months, or a few years.
An AMS radiocarbon age of 2,468 ± 38 BP (cal 770-410 B.C. 2 sigma, 95%
confidence interval) was acquired from a thin sliver of non-carbonized mature wood
(Sapotaceae, e.g., Manilkara sp. [chicle, zapote]) found within the mound’s clay fill. This
date (AA-67902), exhibits the usual 400 year error margin of dates falling along the Iron
Age calibration curve plateau. Alone, it does not help us hone-in on the actual date of
construction, which must be no earlier than 600 B.C.
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FIGURE 7

View of Mound 6 from plaza level prior to excavation.

Mound 6, Suboperation 51A. Plan map showing profile drawing locations.
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FIGURE 8

FIGURE 9

Mound 6, Suboperation 51A, Profile A-A', main trench.
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Mound 6, Operation 51A, Profile B-B', main trench.
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FIGURE 10
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FIGURE 11

Large stone being removed from Middle Preclassic mound fill
(PC51A-17-6-1).
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FIGURE 12

Colonia Xe pottery from Structures 6A-Sub. 7 and Sub. 8.

FIGURE 13

Excavado Mamom pottery from Structures 6A-Sub. 7 and Sub. 8.
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FIGURE 14

Operation 51A, Unit 7, Profile A-A'. Illustrating contrast between Middle
Preclassic clay mound layers.
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Structure 6A-Sub. 6 (late Middle Preclassic-Late Preclassic)
The next construction phase represented a technological departure from the
previous clay-based monumental constructions. A stone masonry platform was added to
the top of Sub. 7 (FIGURES 9, 10, 15-20). An AMS date of 2,211 ± 51 BP (cal 400-160
B.C. 2 sigma) was acquired from very fine pieces of carbonized wood found underlying
the soft stucco. Dated specimens were all mature wood (> 3-5 years of age), and of the
same species, probably legumes from the family Fabaceae. The platform had a sunken
floor in its center, a feature suggesting the existence of a temple superstructure. However,
no evidence of a perishable pole-and-thatch superstructure was found in the vicinity of
the sunken floor. Curiously and importantly, this sunken floor construction was repeated
in succeeding Late Preclassic (Sub. 5 and Sub. 4), Protoclassic (Sub. 3 and Sub. 2) and
Late Classic (Sub. 1) versions of Structure 6A, demonstrating 1,200 years of semiotic
continuity among these constructions despite two or three-hundred years of building
avoidance during the Early Classic.
The recessed area was edged with well-formed blocks of soft white limestone.
The majority of the blocks measured 0.40 x 0.20 x 0.10 m. These blocks were arranged
lengthwise in a single file row. Placement of well-cut stones in lengthwise or “stretcher”
fashion along the edges of masonry platforms is a diagnostic feature of late Middle
Preclassic architecture in the northern Petén (Hansen 1998:60-63, Fig. 7).
The platform surface was paved with a material similar to sascab or a limestone
marl with powdery consistency. I suspect the powdery appearance of this surface was not
original, but resulted from use and weathering. On average, the pavement was 0.05 m
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thick. It was spread over a thin layer of rose-colored silt (5YR 7/4 or 8/4) that ranged in
thickness from 0.05 to 0.15 m. This layer capped another 0.05-0.15 m thick layer of
yellowish-brown silty clay (10YR 6/4). These preparatory layers contained small
numbers of artifacts. Notable are the tiny carbonized botanical remains that were in some
way part of the construction event. The reddish color and fine, unadulterated quality of
the immediate undersurface and the presence of burned botanicals may signify special
rituals or symbolic meanings associated with Sub. 6's construction. Alternatively, the red
hue may have resulted from a manufacturing process involving in situ heating of
limestone, since limestone becomes pinkish-red when burned. However, the limited
evidence for burning both on and underneath this platform suggest to me that the rosecolored base was made in another location, possibly around the kiln needed to produce
lime powder for the platform's mortared exterior. Whatever its purpose, the same rosecolored floor base was used below the plastered surface of Sub. 5, the subsequent Late
Preclassic construction. Replication of this (symbolic?) construction method appears to
link Sub. 6 and Sub. 5 rather closely in time, even though they differ greatly in size and
form.
The Sub. 6 platform's central axis was apparently located some distance north of
our trench because the masonry rose higher as it approached the trench's north wall
(FIGURE 17). A tunnel (Unit 6) was excavated from the eastern boundary of the main
trench to investigate the size and form of the platform. The tunnel penetrated 2.0 m
without detecting a sharp corner or distinct turn in the row of stones (FIGURE 17). A
series of tests on the mound's east side (Units 16, 17, and 23) were excavated the
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following year with a similar purpose in mind. Instead of finding the opposite inner
corner of the sunken platform, we encountered the platform's highly eroded outer face
(FIGURES 18, 19, and 20). On this outer surface we found a number of limestone blocks
that seemed to pertain to a step or terrace edge, but this was not satisfactorily confirmed.
Still, the Middle Preclassic stucco surface clearly descended farther on the east side. This
fact, in conjunction with the absence of a clearly discernable Middle Preclassic plaza,
suggests that Sub. 6 faced the lagoon (however, we should remember that the artificiallyraised Preclassic and Early Classic Group B plazas at Altar de Sacrificios were never
paved [A. L. Smith 1972:72]). In summary, the true dimensions and form of the early
platform remain elusive, but the sections exposed by excavation suggest that Sub. 6 was
quite large (nearly equivalent to the 20 m width of the underlying clay mounds), centered
slightly farther to the north, and possibly oriented toward Lake Petexbatún.
When was Structure 6A-Sub. 6 constructed? Sequentially, it appears to be the
third and final Middle Preclassic construction. But the Sub. 6 masonry platform does not
completely envelope the underlying clay mounds (Sub. 7 and Sub. 8). Rather, it rests on
top of them. Given this observation, Sub. 6, Sub. 7, and Sub. 8 may have been created in
one building episode, even though limestone and clay technologies would seem to derive
from different cultural eras. Unfortunately, ceramics do not provide befitting temporal
separations among these constructions. Evidence for repair or modification of Sub. 6 was
encountered in Profile A-A' after excavating Units 5 and 7 (FIGURE 9). The original
limestone pavement had eroded away. A thick layer of clay fill was spread over the
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degraded surface and a second lime stucco pavement was applied, building up the
western side of Sub. 6.
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FIGURE 15

Structure 6A-Sub. 6, a late Middle Preclassic masonry platform. First five
cms. of platform fill removed at right. Scale = 5 cm increments.
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FIGURE 16

Top view of Structure 6A-Sub. 6, a late Middle Preclassic masonry
platform, showing western slope and interior recess. Scale = 5 cm
increments.

FIGURE 17

Structure 6A-Sub. 6, plan and profile drawings.
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FIGURE 18

Photo of Structure 6A-Sub. 6 stucco surface in Units 16, 17, and 23.

FIGURE 19

Plan of Structure 6A-Sub. 6 in Units 16, 17, and 23 (O. Román).
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FIGURE 20

Profile E-E'. Operation 51A, Units 16 and 17 (O. Román).

Structure 6A-Sub. 5 (Late Preclassic)
Structure 6A-Sub. 5 was part of a major architectural renaissance on the
peninsula. The large Acropolis terrace was built at this time. All tests indicate that the
Late Preclassic version of this terrace closely matched if not equaled the Late Classic
terrace dimensions visible on the surface today. In the Mound 6 locality, Sub. 5
completely engulfed the previous Middle Preclassic constructions. The front of Sub. 5
faced a brand new monumental pyramid (Str. 7), across a newly constructed plaza. The
two buildings, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 and Str. 7-Sub. 4, were about equal in height at 3.0 m.
Without a doubt, the Acropolis was originally designed and conceived with the
complementary function of these two monumental buildings in mind. Altogether, the
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Chicanel or Late Preclassic phase represented about 50% of the total construction volume
encountered in all Acropolis excavations. That being the case, it is highly likely that
Mounds 5 and 1 also contain earlier versions dating to this period. As a note, monumental
construction also began in the West Group with construction of a large plaza and sizeable
ceremonial building where Mound 70 stands today.
Unfortunately, we have no reliable absolute dates for construction of either Sub. 5
or the Acropolis. An AMS date (AA-60976) from a burnt log located at the interface
between Sub. 6 and Sub. 5 constructions yielded a very old date of 12,323 ± 65 BP (cal
12,750-12,050 B.C. at 95% confidence). Lee Newsom identified the specimen as mature
wood possibly affiliated with the Guttifereae family, e.g., genus Mammea. Clearly, it is a
very old piece of wood from a tree that died millennia before Sub. 5 construction. Two
less promising carbonized wood samples sit unprocessed in Tucson and a potsherd from
Cache 101 awaits luminescence dating in Seattle, this latter sample, however, must
correspond to a vessel manufacture event that predates construction. My best guess,
judging mainly by stratigraphic placement, ceramic content, and construction technique,
is that Sub. 5 and the Acropolis were built sometime around 250-200 B.C.
As best we could tell, Sub. 5 consisted of three integrated architectural
components: 1) a 0.40 m high basal platform rising from the plaza (FIGURE 35), 2) a
1.30 m high mezzanine terrace with a central stairway (FIGURES 9 and 10), and 3) a
1.30 m high building platform with a sloping batter (FIGURES 9 and 10). No evidence of
a perishable wooden superstructure in the form of postholes, post stains, or poleimpressed daub fragments, was found on the uppermost tier. There is a slight possibility,
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however, that the building’s center lied just north of our trench, as implied by the location
of the mezzanine stairway. Late Preclassic temple superstructures made of perishable
wattle-and-daub were documented at Altar de Sacrificios (A. L. Smith 1972:78-79).
As indicated, the west façade of Sub. 5’s uppermost tier had a sloping batter
created by covering a multi-course stone wall with a thick coating of lime stucco or
sascab (10YR 7/4). Medium-sized ballast stones (0.15-0.20 m) in the batter matrix added
body and stabilization qualities to the sloping form. It appeared that the underlying wall,
beautifully constructed as it was, never served as the outer face (FIGURES 21 and 22).
The wall was made of hard yellowish-brown dolomitic limestone, and thus differed
markedly from the soft, white limestone masonry of the previous late Middle Preclassic
platform. The stones were tightly cemented together by an argillaceous binding agent,
similar if not identical to the yellowish clay recorded in the building’s fill.
The top platform’s surface was a thin, 1-3 cm thick stucco pavement spread over
a rose-colored sandy-silt floor base identical to that documented in the previous late
Middle Preclassic platform. A shallow depression or recess in this floor was noted in
Profile B-B' in what was otherwise a highly disturbed context. Although
contemporaneous, the mezzanine surface was very different: a perfectly level, extremely
hard cement consisting of gray clay (7.5YR 6/2) and fine piedrín gravel. This latter
surface averaged about 3-5 cm in thickness. The basal platform was paved with a similar
cement (see description of PC51A-3-9-1 below).
The eastern or lake-facing side of Sub. 5 (which blends into the Acropolis terrace)
was abundantly represented but badly weathered (FIGURES 20 and 23). Our tests were
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admittedly limited on this side, but they illustrated several important points. First, there
was absolutely no hint of finished architectural elements—stairways, terraces,
zoomorphic masks, etc.—facing the lake, even though this would have been an aweinspiring sight for lake goers. No outer surfacing—stucco, piedrín, or otherwise—was
found on the east side. Second, the volume of Late Preclassic construction fill on this
back slope was truly astounding (see FIGURE 20). An immense amount of labor would
have been required to haul such vast quantities of earth and large 100+ kg boulders onto
this steep grade, not to mention the spreading, stamping, and sealing of this material.
A third observation was the absence of any overlying Protoclassic, Early Classic,
or Late Classic construction on this side of the building. It appears that all posterior
occupants—Protoclassic through Terminal Classic—felt the backside of this building
suited their needs. In Late Preclassic times the east side would have needed an outer
surfacing to stave off erosion, and perhaps a drain located at its base to prevent flooding
of the lower terrace. If this was indeed the case, the exterior pavement was at some point
neglected and left to the elements until it disappeared entirely. A humus layer probably
accumulated on this slope by Protoclassic or Early Classic times. Structural erosion is
evident on the subsequent early Protoclassic construction (Sub. 4), and the entire Mound
6 locus was abandoned or avoided in Early Classic times. By the Classic period this slope
had probably become overgrown with vegetation, which, if left in place, would have ably
stabilized the precipitous slope. In any case, the small amount of evidence acquired on
the east side of Sub. 5 says much about changing attitudes toward a building that was
central to the memory and identity of Punta de Chimino's Late Preclassic inhabitants.
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Another salient aspect of Sub. 5 is that its N-S axis was aligned more than ten
degrees west of magnetic north. All architectural levels from plaza to apex conformed to
this alignment. With few exceptions, most known E-Groups (approximately 35 or 40)
error in the opposite direction, i.e., toward east. The amount of easterly error is
particularly acute in the Chiapas examples. Sub. 5's alignment could be considered
evidence against the hypothesis that an E-Group was built at Punta de Chimino in the
Late Preclassic.

Cache 101
In the fill of Str. 6A-Sub. 5 we encountered an offering of a human skull covered
by an inverted ceramic bowl (FIGURES 24, 25 and 26). The center of the offering was
located on the mound's primary east-west axis 2.0 m below ground surface in the
northwest corner of Unit 4 (PC51A-4-9-1). The red monochrome bowl with channeled
everted rim and small ovate labial bumps was similar to Sierra Red: Sierra Variety bowls
found at Ceibal (compare FIGURE 24 with Sabloff 1975:78, Figs. 126b and 127d). The
vessel also had a concave base, an occasional feature on Sierra Red pots (Adams
1971:Fig. 14d; Forsyth 1989:Figs. 7ii, 8p). The bowl was found broken but complete and
placed in a box-like cavity partly framed by several precisely cut stone blocks.
Under the bowl we discovered the cranium of a robust middle-aged adult male
with atlas, axis, and first cervical vertebrae in their appropriate positions descending from
the base of the skull (FIGURES 25 and 26). Missing were the frontal and zygomatic
bones (eye orbits) and upper maxilla and nasal bones (nasal cavity). The remaining
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components (occipital bone, parietal and temporal bones, mandible, lower maxilla,
vertebrae, and a complete set of teeth) were covered with a hard, calcareous mineral
deposit, but were otherwise well preserved. The orientation of the cranium was more or
less north-south with the front of the head facing upward.
In the case of Cache 101, we appear to have a rather intriguing depositional
sequence. The cache was clearly deposited during construction of Str. 6A-Sub. 5 because
there is absolutely no evidence of it being a later intrusion or disturbance. The precise, in
situ alignment of the atlas and axis vertebrae, and fragmentary nature of the first cervical
vertebra suggest pre-mortem decapitation. However, the vertebrae themselves do not
exhibit any signs of trauma (Wright and Palomo 2005). Even though the facial bones are
missing, the coronal suture is nicely feathered and shows no evidence of violent
breakage. Given this observation, the facial bones were probably carefully removed after
the face and scalp were defleshed. These actions most likely transpired in the precise
location where we found the skull, and if so were probably carried-out in a short period
of time so as not to delay construction. The bowl appears to have substituted for the
missing facial bones and may represent a re-sealing of the cranial cavity following brain
removal and/or the release of supernatural elements. It is of course possible that the bones
derived from another location. But one would have to explain how the anatomical
position of the cervical vertebrae was retained in transport. Additional bones were
discovered just beyond the vessel’s edge, but these were unanalyzed at the time of
writing.
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Late Preclassic skull caches containing a single vessel (often an inverted
monochrome red bowl) occur at widely distant Lowland Maya sites (Andrews IV and
Andrews V 1980; Moholy-Nagy 2003a:66; Robin and Hammond 1991:229, Fig. 10.18;
Storey 2004:125; Tourtellot III 1990:118-119, Fig. 55). By Protoclassic 2 times, skulls
begin to be encased between two Aguila Orange dishes and are sometimes inserted along
the three east-west axes of E-Group range platforms (A. Chase 1983:90-154; A. Chase
and D. Chase 1995:91,93; Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:56, 151, Fig. 11, Plates 21a,b,
52e-g, 81h,i; see also A. L. Smith 1950:Table 6).
Skulls with frontal bones removed are somewhat more rare, occurring both in
burials and caches. They often belong to middle-aged adult males and are deposited in
prominent community settings. Two notable cases are Burials A-20 and A-22 at Early
Classic Uaxactún (Kidder 1947:58; Valdés and Fahsen 1995:212-216). An example
contemporaneous with Punta de Chimino’s is the sawed cranium found in Burial 12 at
Uaxactún (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:121, 145, Plates 48a,b,c,e; A. L. Smith
1950:Table 6). Excavators astutely noted that the skull’s frontal region “was covered with
a friable brown coating” (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:56)—a description that could
equally apply to the thin, textile laminate-based clay masks excavated at Classic period
Aguateca (Inomata et al. 2001:294). Hammond et al.’s (2002) reporting of a smoothly cut
and perforated frontal bone from a Middle Preclassic (feasting?) deposit at Cuello is
suggestive that human facial bones were donned in Preclassic masked rituals (see B.
Bachand and H. Bachand 2005:46-48). The practice was both ancient and ritually
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important. The Maya were still doing it in contact times, albeit with modified meaning.
Landa recorded the removal and curation of facials among the Cocom (Tozzer 1941:131).

Burial 104
An articulated adult human skeleton was found 1.30 m south of Cache 101 at a
depth of 1.85 m. This individual was designated Burial 104 (FIGURE 27). A small
excavation (Unit 14) was extended to the south to recover the upper half of the body. The
individual was found supine and fully extended with head to the south. The arms were
crossed at the wrists over the lower abdomen and the legs were crossed at the ankles. The
front of the head was oriented toward the west. The facial bones were either missing or
had completely disintegrated, the former case being more likely given the outstanding
preservation of the skeleton and absence of facial bones on the nearby Cache 101 skull.
No artifacts were found with the deceased, aside from a few (intrusive?) fine orange ware
body sherds near the cranium. A small, incomplete number of cut stones formed a
makeshift box around the body. Thin, slab-like stones served a dual purpose as capstones
and subflooring for the overlying stucco platform.
The crossed position of the hands and feet bespeak of binding and human
sacrifice. The individual's right femur was removed and placed between the body and
Cache 101 prior to structural infilling. Precise articulation of the individual's limbs and
tiny hand and foot bones indicates the femur was removed after the individual was laid in
the grave. The skeleton's articulated state also suggests the body had not decomposed
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before the femur was removed. Fragmented as it was, Burial 104's skull ostensibly lacked
facial bones.
Logic would suggest that the facial bones in Burial 104 and Cache 101 were
removed simultaneously. However, the dark moist soil matrix located around Burial
104’s skull was wholly uncharacteristic for Sub. 5 fill contexts. Because we recovered the
skull in a small window cut, we were unable to see the broader context and conclusively
determine the presence or absence of a later disturbance. Later intrusion would explain
the presence of fine orange ware sherds near the skull, but I am uncertain these sherds
explain the absence of Burial 104's facial bones. It seems unlikely that later people knew
exactly where this individual was buried, although they could have stumbled upon the
skeleton accidentally. Notwithstanding this latter possibility, most attendant facts,
particularly Cache 101's secure dating to Sub. 5 construction, suggest Burial 104's frontal
bones were removed in the Late Preclassic as part of that building's creation.
Also peculiar, however, is the anomalous C-14 date from Burial 104’s right tibia.
The date, 1,756 ± 41 BP (AA-66267), provides a two sigma calibrated result of A.D. 130390. Again, there was no strong indication Burial 104 was intrusive. But in contrast to the
nearby skull cache, Burial 104 was located just below Sub. 5’s upper surface. Its location,
alone, would suggest later deposition or easy access for future manipulation. Although I
originally placed Burial 104 in the Late Preclassic, I am now inclined to interpret it as
intrusive and dedicatory to the subsequent Sub. 4 Protoclassic construction. In this case
the radiocarbon date caused me to re-evaluate and alter my original interpretation. When
run in a Bayesian simulation with its slightly later counterpart, date AA-66268 from
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Burial 102, this date produces a 95% HPD region of A.D. 127-259, peaking at around
A.D. 140. Placement around A.D. 140-150 is ideal, given the thin Protoclassic 1
resurfacing (Sub. 4) that covers Sub. 5 and Burial 104.
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FIGURE 21

Late Preclassic masonry wall with batter, Str. 6A-Sub. 5. Stones at upper
left inadvertently removed by excavators. Scale = 10 cm increments.

FIGURE 22

Late Preclassic masonry wall, Str. 6A-Sub. 5.
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FIGURE 23

West side of Str. 6A-Sub. 5. Unit 24, Profile F-F'.

FIGURE 24

Sierra Red: Sierra Variety bowl from Cache 101, Str. 6A-Sub. 5. Missing
potsherd taken for luminescence dating.
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FIGURE 25

Cache 101, Str. 6A-Sub. 5. Scale = 5 cm increments.

FIGURE 26

Plan of Cache 101, Str. 6A-Sub. 5.
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FIGURE 27

Plan of Burial 104, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (PC51A-14-10-1).

Structure 6A-Sub. 4 (Protoclassic 1)
The next architectural phase exhibited numerous similarities in building materials
and techniques, but contained the first Protoclassic ceramics and possibly a platform for
the first temple building. The minimal erosion documented on the previous Late
Preclassic building (Sub. 5) indicated that it was used and maintained without much
interruption into the Protoclassic. Builders continued to spread a preparatory rose-colored
earthen layer under lime-plastered surfaces. Hard, gravelly cements and dressed stones
fashioned from dolomite, a hard yellowish-brown limestone, also continued to be used.
In general, Str. 6A-Sub. 4 was an extensive refurbishment of Sub. 5. The entire
west face of Sub. 5 was submerged beneath it, leaving untouched only the building's
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backside. Modifications included creation of higher plaza-level platforms (FIGURE 35)
and repavement of the mezzanine terrace and upper platform with its distinctive batter
(FIGURES 9 and 10). This last change involved laying a row of cut stones across the
building's apex to form a new architectural element, possibly an elevated platform for a
temple building, though there was no trace of any kind of superstructure whatsoever
(FIGURE 30). This new feature exhibited the same westerly declination as the previous
building's transverse axis.
Regretfully, undisturbed pottery contexts were few in number, and no burials or
caches were found in this construction phase (although see Burial 104 above).
Nevertheless, several sealed fill contexts yielded the first evidence of polychrome
pottery, semi-glossy and dull slipped ceramic wares, and coarsely-striated unslipped jars.
For this reason and its stratigraphic position, Sub. 4 was believed to be an early
Protoclassic construction.
Sub. 4 exhibits the clearest evidence of structural erosion within Mound 6. The
upper platform's west face seems to have disappeared entirely and the edge of the
mezzanine platform also wore away (FIGURES 10 and 30). We cannot say whether this
deterioration was caused by human neglect/abandonment or by a sudden, violent natural
event. No contemporaneous construction is known at the site, so it is difficult to
understand what happened to this most sacred edifice.

Structure 6A-Sub. 3 (Protoclassic 2)
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Repair of Sub. 4’s weathered surfaces occasioned redesign of the entire western
façade, adding powerful symbolic elements inspired by Late Preclassic central Petén
artisanship. Significantly, the new construction materials were wholly uncharacteristic of
previous Preclassic construction. In contrast to the densely packed yellow clay fills of
previous buildings, Sub. 3’s hearting was a porous ballast of crude, medium to largesized stones combined with a dark brown, loose silty loam. No trace of lime plaster was
found capping this rubble. The only thing suggestive of a surfacing was a scarcely
visible, uneven level of gravel among angular stone cobbles (FIGURE 10). Sub. 3 yielded
one of the best Preclassic ceramic samples found in Mound 6—a modest quantity of wellpreserved, Chicanel sherds.
Architectural features associated with Sub. 3 were a widened building platform
edged with cut limestone and faced with zoomorphic masks, wide distal-end stairways,
and reuse or retention of the previous Sub. 4 apex platform. The previous mezzanine
platform was completely absorbed under the Sub. 3 extension of the Sub. 4 upper
building platform (FIGURES 9 and 10). Architectural masks were placed on the western
façade of this extension (FIGURES 28, 30, 33, 34, 35, and 59). A distal end stairway
made of large, crudely cut limestone blocks was uncovered in Units 18 and 19
(FIGURES 30 and 34). The stairway had at least five steps. Remnants of a mortar/gravel
surfacing were found on the bottom stair. Given the Maya penchant for symmetry, this
stairway was probably matched by an identical one on the building’s southern end.
Finally, the small Sub. 4 apex platform was not raised or covered over by new
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construction. If a superstructure was previously supported on this platform, it was most
likely refurbished and reused.
For the first time in its history, Structure 6 was realigned (FIGURE 30). There
was definitely a conscious attempt by builders to disabuse the previous westerly
orientation. At this time Mound 6 may have become a bona fide E-Group range building.
If so, it joins a small number of E-Group platforms at Tikal, Uaxactún, Nakum, and Uxul
whose N-S axes approximate a true north azimuth (Aveni et al. 2003:Table 1).

Mask wall
The western limit of Sub. 3 was faced with a masonry wall formed by twelve
tightly fitted courses of dressed dolomitic limestone (FIGURES 28, 29, and 33). An
intentionally made protuberance detected in this wall in 2004 was determined to be a
stone armature for a plastered architectural mask (corroborative evidence provided below
in Early Classic Termination Deposit and Structure 6B Niche sections). Judging by the
size of the armature, the mask measured approximately 1.50 m wide by 1.0-1.50 m high.
A second mask armature of roughly equal size was discovered farther to the north in
2005 (FIGURES 28, 29, 33, and 34). The armatures’ central protuberances were lunate in
profile and descended to the base of the sculpted forms—a shape unconducive to
rendering the long down-turned muzzle commonly found on Preclassic zoomorphic
masks (FIGURES 28 and 35). Inset wall panels between the masks provided further
three-dimensional accent on this once elaborately adorned façade.
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Two, naturally-colored or charred red stones were found in the mask wall; one
was placed in the center of the mask 1 armature (FIGURES 28, 33, 38, and 53). These
stones were, of course, embedded in the underlying masonry and shielded from public
view, but probably had some symbolic meaning to builders. Small numbers of red and
yellow colored stones were later placed in the walls of Structure 6B—along the same axis
as mask 1 and on the talud wall, which straddled an important central axis with Stela 1.
Red and yellow stones were found in the original portion (rear half) of Stela 1’s basal pit.
And finally, the set of three limestone spheres placed on Sub. 3’s mezzanine terrace were
also naturally colored or perhaps discolored through burning. These unusual colored
stones only appeared in Protoclassic 2 constructions at Punta de Chimino.
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FIGURE 28

Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall after excavation. Chaining pin increments
are 2.50 cm.

FIGURE 29

Composite image of Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall and stairway. (photographs by J. Castañeda).
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Structure 6A-Sub. 2 (Protoclassic 2)
Structure 6A-Sub. 2 was tentatively defined as a slight modification of the Sub. 3
Protoclassic extension. It was identified by two construction acts: 1) placement of three
additional courses of stone over mask 1, a change that elevated the wall and its overlying
terrace cornice some 0.20 to 0.50 m, and 2) creation of a small westward addition to the
Sub. 3 upper platform extension, a task that involved the setting in place and burial of
three spherical stones. The materials and methods employed in these creations were
indistinguishable from those documented in Sub. 3 mask wall construction. The so-called
floor documented at a depth of 1.50 m between Units 5 and 7 in Profile A-A' (FIGURE
9), was probably little more than a division between two types of construction fill. The
same is probably true for the surface upon which the three spheres were placed. Thus, the
features assigned to Sub. 2 are quite possibly different production stages of the same
building event, that of Protoclassic Sub. 3 mask wall construction. Ceramically, the Sub.
2, Sub. 3, and previous Sub. 4 constructions seem to form a rather tightly knit group on
the tail end of the Protoclassic continuum. Stratigraphic relationships and radiocarbon
dates, however, place Sub. 3 and Sub. 2 in Protoclassic 2, despite their predominant
Chicanel ceramic profile.

Three-stone deposit
One activity associated with Sub. 2 events was deliberate placement of three,
equally sized limestone spheres in triangular formation on the Sub. 3 cobble terrace
(FIGURES 10, 30, 31, 32, and 152). No other spheroids were found when we expanded
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our excavation to the south in 2005 (Unit 13). The three stones were subsequently
covered by a west extension of the Sub. 3 building platform. This extension was edged
with large dolomitic stones faced on their exterior sides. The three enigmatic orbs
measured approximately 8 cm in diameter. They were unworked natural concretions and
showed no definite evidence of battering or other signs of use wear. Each stone exhibited
a distinct surface color (pink, gray, and orange/yellow), but displayed no indication
whatsoever of paint or pigment. The colors were either natural or intentionally produced
by heating the stones or altering their mineralogical chemistry by some other means.
More than a hundred unworked spherical concretions were documented across all
occupation phases at Ceibal where they were described as slightly flattened, variously
brown, gray, and reddish in color, and 2 to 8 cm in diameter (Willey 1978:95). Willey
noted “a good many were found in contexts that suggest that they were collected and
saved by the inhabitants of the various Seibal domestical units.” Ritual uses for these
objects were never conclusively demonstrated, but were hinted by the occurrence of one
in an ambiguously defined Real phase “cache” (A. L. Smith 1982:241-243; Willey
1978:95). At Uaxactún three stones were found in a late Protoclassic or Early Classic lipto-lip vessel cache on top of E-VII Sub, the Group E observatory pyramid (Ricketson and
Ricketson 1937:72). Recently, McAnany and Ebersole (2004:321) described nine
spheroid limestone balls or yuntunob from K’axob, Belize. These nine objects were
smaller than Punta de Chimino’s, averaging only 5.2 cm in diameter. Although posited to
be slingshot stones, their depositional contexts suggest a ceremonial use. Seven were
found ringing a Terminal K’atabche’k’ax cache (A.D. 100-250) with three vessels; the
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bottom vessel contained ritual objects grouped in sets of three (Harrison-Buck 2004:7374, Fig. 4.3). An eighth yuntun was placed in a Late Preclassic juvenile burial (Storey
2004:115).
Placement of the Punta de Chimino stones in triangular formation on the primary
axis of the elongated ceremonial structure seems to have been a symbolic act connected
to the function and meaning of the monument. Hansen (1998:68, Note 6) pointed out that
placement of three temple superstructures on Group E range platforms and subsequent
insertion of three stelae in front of these platforms are material expressions of the threestone hearth or yax ox tu nal of Maya creation mythology—the place of human genesis
(see Taube 1998 for detailed discussion). This mythological place has a sidereal referent
in the southern half of the constellation Orion in the stars Alnitak, Saiph, and Rigel
(Freidel et al. 1993:79, 422 Note 37; D. Tedlock 1985:261). Among the highland K’iché
Maya, the Great Nebula M42 located within this astral triangle is described as “smoke
from a celestial cooking fire.” (B. Tedlock 1993:181-182). Interestingly, as Aveni et al.
(2003:173) recently pointed out, the constellation representing the celestial hearth rose
almost exactly due east in Middle Preclassic times, the time when E-Groups first
appeared in southern Mesoamerica. The link between E-Groups and the three-stone
creation place was emphasized with greater material effort in the Protoclassic and may
have become the semiotic fulcrum from which a powerful cultural ideology emerged and
spread (Stanton and Freidel 2003:7-8). It would seem the stones on Punta de Chimino’s
Sub. 3 terrace suggest an E-Group-like function for Structure 6 by late Protoclassic times.
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The three stones may have also had a political meaning. Ceibal, the largest center
in the Pasión region at this time, had three stones in its emblem glyph. Ceramically, Punta
de Chimino and Ceibal were closely aligned in the late Protoclassic. In addition, the
slightly outcurved mask armatures on Structure 6A-Sub. 3 are similar in size, shape, and
orientation to the one supporting a humanoid mask of Protoclassic date on Ceibal’s
Structure D-32 (Smith 1982:210-214). Though admittedly tenuous, these findings suggest
economic and symbolic ties between the two centers at the end of the Protoclassic.

FIGURE 30

Plan view of Sub. 5, Sub. 4, Sub. 3, and Sub. 2 construction phases illustrating shift in orientation with Sub. 3
Protoclassic construction. Dimensions of early buildings are conjectural.
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FIGURE 31

Three stone spheres on Protoclassic Sub. 3 platform. Scale = 25 cm.

FIGURE 32

Triangular arrangement of spherical stones on Sub. 3 cobble terrace.
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Structure 6B (Protoclassic 2)
The next building event was closely related in time to the previous three.
Protoclassic events in Mound 6 feasibly transpired within one or two centuries of each
other. All evidence indicates that Structure 6B, a separate plaza-level temple building,
was either built at the same time as the Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall or shortly
thereafter (FIGURES 9, 33, 34, 35, and 38). Ceramic evidence favors the latter
possibility, with very minor initial appearances of early Tzakol types such as Quintal
Unslipped, Triunfo Striated, Balanza Black, Lucha Incised, and Aguila Orange in
Structure 6B construction fill. The building’s erection is bracketed between two AMS
dates on human long bones. Structure 6B postdates placement of Burial 102 (AA-66268
1871 ± 43 BP) into the platform beneath its south wall and predates Burial 106 (AA66265 1613 ± 45 BP), a juvenile laid against its rear exterior at the moment of Early
Classic termination. These dates place Structure 6B construction squarely between AD
200 and 400. The building was modified in several locations, and so original construction
may have occurred at the early end of this time range.
Structure 6B could have had different functions throughout its lifetime, but by the
end of its existence its primary purpose was to house a freestanding stone monument or
stela. Neither stratigraphy, nor ceramics, nor chronometric dating enabled us to determine
whether the stela predated the enclosure by a short period, something that remains a
distinct possibility. Aside from this option, our data still allow for: 1) subsequent
placement of Stela 1 into an already existing Structure 6B temple, and 2) simultaneous
appearance of both the stela and enclosure. What is clear is that Stela 1 was contained
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within Structure 6B during the latter-half of that building’s existence (ca. A.D. 300-400).
Roughly contemporaneous examples of stelae placed inside masonry buildings are known
from Tikal’s periphery at Corozal (A.D. 359 or 378) and near the Bajo de Santa Fé (Jones
and Satterthwaite 1982:76; Martin 2000:58). Later, but better excavated examples are
Uaxactún’s Stela 22 (dedicatory date of 9.3.10.0.0, A.D. 504 or Tzakol 3 times), which
was housed in a “shrine” or “sanctuary” within a royal palace group on Structure A-V,
Construction H (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:164-165, Fig. 107; A. L. Smith 1950:15,
24-25, Figs. 19b and 78b), Copan’s Stela 63, which was placed in the rear room of the
two-chambered Papagayo temple built between A.D.475 and 550 (Fash 1991:81-84; Fash
et al. 1992:108; Stuart 1992:172), and Lamanai’s Stela 9, housed in the single-room
chamber of Structure N10-27 (Pendergast 1988). Punta de Chimino’s Structure 6B seems
to be an early example of this unusual practice, but clearly within a public communal
setting rather than a private palatial one. With no evidence of a dismantled roof,
archaeological evidence suggests Structure 6B was roofless, and in this regard may have
been similar to twin-pyramid stela enclosures at Tikal (Jones 1969:Fig. 13). 8
Structure 6B was built only 0.50 m away from Structure 6A’s mask wall
(FIGURES 35, 38, and 59). This created a narrow corridor between the two buildings and
prevented Structure 6A’s masks from being viewed from the plaza. The new building
rested upon a 0.50 m high building platform that formed a 0.40-0.50 m wide ledge on the
building’s rear. The masonry associated with Structure 6B was by far the best
8

I thank Takeshi Inomata for this observation. Current evidence suggests the wall heights of the earliest
twin-pyramid stela enclosures rose to only half the height of the stela, e.g., Group 5B-1 (Jones 1969:Fig.
13). These early enclosures were not firmly dated and could not be assigned to the twin-pyramid pattern
with certainty.
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encountered in Mound 6. The building’s walls consisted of well-faced, extremely hard
dolomitic limestone blocks. The stones were fitted closely together with yellowish-brown
clay, producing gaps of 1-3 cms. between each stone. At 1.50 m, the thickness of the
exterior walls defied all logic, since there was not the slightest evidence of a masonry
roof. The highest portion of intact wall rose only 1.0 m or so from the interior floor (see
FIGURE 35). Also, the quantity of wall fall around the walls was too low to argue that
the outer masonry exceeded 1.50 m in height. Everything about Structure 6B’s plan
suggested that it defined a space to channel movement and control access around the
monument. No postholes or post impressions were found on 6B’s leveled walls, which, in
most locations, were seriously disturbed by exposure to elements and later Classic Maya
construction.
The above observations provided at least three scenarios for Structure 6B’s
original appearance: 1) the building had a masonry rooftop that was completely razed and
then pillaged, 2) the building’s upper half was entirely perishable and made of lashed
wooden poles, and 3) the massive stone walls ended at a height of 1.50 m and never
supported a superstructure of any kind. FIGURE 35 illustrates options 2 and 3, which are
considered the most likely. Option 1 is poorly supported because no roof or vault stones
were found in the rubble, and the sloping rear wall (a possible later addition) seemed illsuited to support a masonry superstructure. Another consideration, however, is that a
masonry roof was intended, but the building was destroyed before one could be added. I
mention this possibility because Structure 6B’s plan more closely resembles the fully
enclosed two-chamber buildings found at Uaxactún and Copán.
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I should mention other architectural elements that were either initial
enhancements or subsequent modifications to Structure 6B. The first was removal of
several wall stones on the building’s rear ledge to create a small rectangular cutout across
from mask 1 (FIGURES 36). The wall stone directly below this cutout or niche exhibited
the only trace of painted stucco on the entire building (FIGURE 37). Originally, a larger
section of this ledge was missing, but when the Maya patched it with clay they appear to
have left a square-shaped void in front of mask 1 (see FIGURE 38). The height, depth,
width, and location of this niche made it suitable as a seat for close range interaction with
the zoomorphic sculpture, a field observation made by archaeologist Otto Román. I
believe this inference is highly plausible, considering the fact that these masks could now
only be seen close-up. However, the possibility remains that workers inadvertently
removed a similar clay patch in the space designated as a niche, since this was the first
portion of ledge encountered during excavation. This might explain why no niche was
present in front of mask armature 2. In any case, the evidence for repair and mending
suggests a protracted use-life for Structure 6B.
Two other enhancements were probably more directly related to Stela 1. A pair of
masonry wing walls was added to subdivide the interior space into four quadrants
(FIGURES 33 and 34). Stela 1 one was situated in the center of the narrow rear room.
Red, yellow, orange, and white stones, now characteristic of Protoclassic construction,
were placed in what seemed to be the top of the southern wing wall. This wall strided the
central axis of mask 1, which donned a red stone in the center of its armature.
Meanwhile, an inward sloping masonry wall was built behind the monument on Structure
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6B’s backside (FIGURES 33, 34, and 38). At first, I believed this wall was slumping or
collapsing inward, but upon closer examination (and at the insistence of Lic. Román) it
became clear that the stones were intentionally staggered or offset, creating a talud or
slope that provided symmetrical balance to the mask wall slope positioned across the
corridor. The sloping form rendered a feeling of greater space to an otherwise confined
area. The wall may have replaced an earlier wooden screen or simply a portion of an
earlier thatched superstructure. Red, yellow, and white stones were placed within this
wall, which straddled the central axis of Stela 1 and Structure 6B, an axis that bifurcated
the two zoomorphic masks on Structure 6A. Strategic use of colored stones in masonry
construction (or discoloration of them once emplaced), careful planning of axial
alignments, and formation of the mask wall corridor are strong evidence that Structure 6B
and Structures 6A-Sub. 3 and Sub. 2 were related in time and in social design.

Burial 102
At the bottom of a small test probe (PC51A-3/8) into Structure 6B’s southeast
interior corner we discovered a series of human long bones whose size and closelyspaced parallel arrangement were suggestive of an articulated pair of leg bones
(FIGURES 35, 39, and 40). Due to the pit’s small size (0.50 x 0.80 m) and considerable
depth (1.50 m) and the exceptional preservation of the overlying Structure 6B wall, we
were unable to fully exhume this skeleton. Its date remained problematic because no
artifacts were associated with it. We revisited the location in 2005 and discovered a
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number of human teeth and cranium fragments in the excavation’s south wall (FIGURE
40).
This second opportunity to view the context permitted clarification of the
stratigraphic relationships between the burial, its structural location (Sub. 5), the
subsequent platform construction (Sub. 4), and the overlying stela enclosure (Structure
6B). The south wall of PC51A-3/8 convincingly showed that Burial 102 intruded into the
Sub. 5 and Sub. 4 platforms and ran under Structure 6B’s exterior wall (FIGURE 35).
Burial 102 therefore postdated Sub. 4 (Protoclassic 1) construction and predated the
building of Structure 6B. An AMS radiocarbon date from the individual’s tibia (AA66268 1871 ± 43 BP) suggests the person died between A.D. 50 and 250. When this date
is run in a Bayesian simulation with its slightly earlier counterpart, date AA-66267 from
Burial 104 (Sub. 5), it obtains a 95% HPD region of A.D. 138-256, peaking at around
A.D. 200. Although not known with absolute certainty, Burial 102 was probably
dedicatory to Structure 6B construction.

Stela 1
It would appear that the butt of Stela 1 is the first evidence of late Cycle 8
(8.10.0.0.0 – 9.0.0.0.0 or A.D. 238-435) monument erection in the Pasión region (see
Mathews 1985:25, Fig. 4; Mathews and Willey 1991:54). Stratigraphic, ceramic, and
radiocarbon evidence place the monument’s erection and demise in the third and fifth
centuries A.D. respectively. The monument’s present whereabouts remains a mystery. Its
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ancient desecrators may have pulverized it, stashed it in another building, or carried it off
to another center.
The monument’s base measures 0.775 m wide x 1.75 m tall (1.40 m of which
were below surface) x 0.15 m thick. Estimating its original height remains a matter of
speculation because all known late Cycle 8 stelae are broken and separated from their
bases. The nearest temporal and contextual equivalent is Corozal Stela 1. Like Punta de
Chimino’s monument, it too was associated with an enclosure and made of “fine hard
yellowish limestone,” a distinguishing trait of early Tikal stelae (Jones and Orrego C.
1987:129). Corozal Stela 1’s upper half is 0.58 m wide and 1.70 m tall (Jones and Orrego
C. 1987:129). Punta de Chimino’s stela is nearly 0.20 m wider, however, which suggests
it was somewhat taller.
I originally assumed Stela 1’s underground depth was about one-third its above
ground height, a guess that yielded an elevation of 2.80 m—a fairly tall monument for a
temple enclosure. Another approach was to calculate height by using width-to-height
ratios of the earliest known Pasión stelae. Stelae 1 and 3 at Tres Islas have width-toheight ratios of approximately 1:3 (Tomasic and Fahsen 2004:Figs. 8 and 9). 9 Although
they are a century later than Stela 1, their width-to-height ratios appeared to provide a
more realistic estimate of the monument's former height. Using these figures, I estimated
Stela 1 to be about 2.33 m tall, a figure based on the calculation: 0.775 (width of Stela 1)
x 3.0 (avg. height of Tres Islas monuments) = 2.325 m (estimated height of Stela 1). My

9

However, Tres Islas Stela 2 is of equal antiquity and considerably taller (Tomasic and Fahsen 2004:Fig.
5).
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final guess is that Punta de Chimino Stela 1 was between 1.70 and 2.33 m tall, though it
probably fell in the end of this range.
With few exceptions, there is a statistically significant trend toward wider and
taller stelae as Maya history progressed (Symonds in Houston 1993:84-88). Stela 1 is
about 0.05 m thinner, 0.20-0.30 m narrower, and probably 2.0-3.0 m shorter than most
Classic period stelae at Dos Pilas (Houston 1993:Fig. 3-2). Proportionately, it would be a
misfit among Classic period Petexbatún stelae. Its physical characteristics alone therefore
suggest a pre-Classic dating.
Stela 1 was located inside Structure 6B on the building’s central axis at a distance
of 0.75 m from the back wall (FIGURES 33 and 34). The butt was enveloped by wall
collapse from its Protoclassic enclosure on its top, right, left, and backsides (FIGURE
41). Its front side, however, was partly surrounded by Late Classic fill from the massive
Tepeu 2 construction that eventually engulfed Structure 6A’s mask wall and all of
Structure 6B (FIGURE 44). When found, the butt was listing forward, despite being
firmly reinforced in 2.8 m3 of solid stone rubble. A lip-to-lip vessel offering was
discovered on a large flat capstone in front of the monument (FIGURES 43, 44, 46, and
49). These vessels are similar to Aguila Orange vessels found in Early Classic caches and
problematical deposits at Tikal (see FIGURES 133 and 134). A second capstone was
notched around the monument’s corner (FIGURES 43, 46, 48, and 49). Similar stones
were not found on the monument’s south side where portions of the original floor were
still intact. The depth of these capstones indicated a position just beneath the floor (see
FIGURE 44). A cluster of Saxche-Palmar Orange Polychrome sherds was found in a
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pocket of darker, looser, siltier soil penetrating 0.40 m into the stela pit beneath the large
capstone on the monument’s front side. Saxche Orange Polychrome appears at the end of
the Early Classic period in the Petexbatún (Foias 1996:360-361, 363). Though far from
certain, these sherds are believed to be intrusive from the northwest side of the pit where
a Late Classic interment was detected but not excavated (see FIGURE 43). Late Classic
excavation activities in front of the butt may have caused it to list forward with
Protoclassic wall collapse above and behind it supplying the force. Alternatively, the
monument may have been rammed from behind or yanked forward when toppled by
Early Classic protagonists. This latter hypothesis is supported by the intact nature of the
rear talud wall and greater pulling distance available on the west side of the enclosure.
Hence, all evidence suggests the monument fell forward into Structure 6B’s small interior
space.
Multiple excavation lots were created around the monument’s severed base to
ensure stratigraphic control in what was otherwise a very busy archaeological context
(FIGURES 42 and 43). The stela pit itself was excavated in two lots, one in the rear of
the monument (PC51A-15-7-1) and one in the front (PC51A-15-7-2). The rear half
contained several obvious Chicanel sherds (Sierra Red, Achiotes Unslipped, and Zapote
Striated). However, at least half the pottery exhibited Preclassic-Classic transitional
attributes. For example, one sherd was a Triunfo Striated sherd with lightly-scored crisscrossing striations, a dark brown core-less paste, and ferruginous lumps. At least four
sherds exhibited transitional slip characteristics. All had a semi-waxy feel and a dull,
partly eroded orange-brown slip that dulled to a buff, revealing what appeared to be a
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cream underslip. One had a flattened, exteriorly thickened rim; another a flat base—
forms indicative of Iberia Orange, a Protoclassic type. A solid round foot support for a
small vessel was also present. Several sherds pertaining to a black-and-red dichrome pot
were also noted. On the front side, there were fewer Chicanel diagnostics. Aside from the
anomalous set of eight Saxche-Palmar Orange Polychrome sherds (probably from the
same vessel), the ceramic profile was decidedly Protoclassic. Noted were five or six
brown gloss sherds (Pucte Brown?) that corresponded to the same vessel found in the rear
of the monument. Also recovered was an unclassifiable thick-walled vessel with flat base,
dark red slip, orange paste, and a broad, dark unoxidized core. Noteworthy were a
mammiform teat and a solid nubbin foot support. An unslipped sherd with very faint
striations reminiscent of Triunfo Striated was also collected. Although small and mixed
in one confined location, the stela pit ceramic sample suggests a Protoclassic 2 date for
Stela 1's emplacement. Traits like cream underslip, dull waxy to glossy slips, and Triunfo
Striated pottery are markers of an era on the cusp of the Early Classic period, ca. A.D.
250 to 350.
A number of important artifacts were found in situ on the floor around Stela 1’s
broken base (FIGURES 34, 50, 51, 52, 142ab, and 143c). Among these were an unmarred
obsidian arrow point embedded in the rear wall 1-2 cms. above the floor, a chert dart
point, and a triangular iron pyrite plaque piece 10 . These objects were found at the same

10

The distinction I make between arrow and dart points is based on metric criteria presented in Rovner and
Lewenstein (1997:27-28) for the Maya Lowlands. In the present case, the unbroken gray obsidian point is
classified as an arrow because it measures less than 1.7 cm wide, a key index for determining ancient
projectile point function as an arrow or atlatl dart tip (Thomas 1978:470). However, I cannot state with
confidence that these wider barbed or tanged points more closely resemble atlatl darts shown in
Teotihuacan-inspired scenes on Early Classic Maya pottery and carved stelae, because such images are
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level and in the same context as the green Pachuca biface, gray obsidian biface stem, and
iron pyrite plaque piece discovered in 2004 in PC51A-3/8-4-1. There is no doubt these
objects were collectively involved in Stela 1’s demise.
Two of the projectiles were rare projectile point forms with no Preclassic
antecedents. Lightweight points like these are ideal candidates for Teotihuacan atlatl
weaponry represented in Early Classic iconography (e.g., Greene and Moholy-Nagy
1966). The raw material used to make the bottle-glass green projectile originated from
central Mexico, but the point’s craftsmanship is simple and maladroit, unlike superbly
pressure-flaked Pachuca spearpoints from Early Classic Kaminaljuyu (Kidder et al.
1946:Fig. 157c), Altun Ha (Pendergast 2003:240), and Mirador (Agrinier 1970:Fig. 52:914). Green projectile points of similar unrefined quality have been reported from Tikal
where Mexican obsidian was found in considerable abundance (see, e.g., Moholy-Nagy
2003a:Fig. 66s).
At least two and possibly three objects were exposed to intense, direct heat prior
to deposition (John E. Clark and Kazuo Aoyama personal communications 2005). Heat
fracture lines on the green Pachuca point terminate where the tip has broken off. The
chert dart point has a heat spall on its stem. One pyrite plaque piece has a cratered surface
that may have resulted from direct, rapid heating. Pyrite plaque pieces could be used to
ignite fires by reflecting light or being struck, but their reaction to intense, direct heat is
not well known. Aside from an insignificant quantity of small, randomly scattered

influenced by stylistic choices that distort the objects’ actual appearances (e.g., Greene and Moholy-Nagy
1966; Tomasic and Fahsen 2004:Figs. 8 and 9). Naming these objects as arrows, darts, or simply weapons
is potentially misleading, however, since their true function(s) can only be determined by linking their use
wear patterns to ancient cultural uses (Aoyama 2005b; Lewenstein 1984).
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charcoal flakes on the floor, there was hardly any evidence of burning around Stela 1 or
in the overlying wall collapse. Potsherds from Miseria Appliquéd ceramic urns were
noted in the collapse on the southwest side of Stela 1; the vessels are similar to
Protoclassic Salinas and Early Classic Ayn types described and illustrated by Adams at
Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:53-55, Figs. 29i, 95c,d,e,&g, 96a-f, 97a&b, 98a-e, 99ac). Finally, the location and position of the unbroken obsidian arrow point—in a small
interior space directly behind the monument and on the wall, 1-2 cm. above the floor with
proximal end in upright position—are unlikely to have resulted from a velocity impact. It
is difficult to imagine how or why this biface would become affixed to the wall
intentionally with wall collapse keeping it in place, but this is most likely what happened.
In sum, certain aspects of Stela 1’s termination suggest premeditated or prescribed ritual
destruction. Although we do not see the haphazard deposition one might expect from
sudden attack, violent conflict cannot be ruled out as a precursor to ritual termination.
An AMS date of 1582 ± 37 BP (cal A.D. 400-570, 2 sigma 95% confidence) was
acquired from a thin sliver of carbonized wood extracted from a dark stained soil patch
encircling the southern edge of Stela 1 at floor level. The dated material is splintered
mature wood from the trunk of a hardwood tree. According to paleobotanist Lee
Newsom, the wood is very resinous, and although it superficially looks like a conifer, it
has a hardwood cell structure. The dated specimen was very tiny and its species was not
conclusively identified. Newsom believes, however, that it likely belongs to the
Burseraceae family, which typically includes very resinous, aromatic hardwoods. They
include the genus Protium sp., especially P. copal (copal, incienso), and Bursera sp.
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(gum elimi, gumbo limbo). A weaker alternative is torchwood (Amyris sp.) in the citrus
family (Rutaceae), which probably has larger vessel diameters. Although its identification
remains inconclusive, this charred wood probably wound-up in this highly momentous
context because of it resinous aromatic qualities. If so, we have corroboratory evidence
for fire ritual.
The ritual burning and toppling of stelae is not without precedent in the Maya
region. A remarkably similar case is known in Lamanai’s Stela 9, a Late Classic
monument housed in a small temple enclosure. Like Stela 1, the butt of this monument
was found in situ and conveyed:
evidence of fire damage on the front and sides, manifest in blackening and crazing of the
stone and the loss of some areas of carving from spalling…The plaster floor was also
calcined in the immediate vicinity of the stela base, and the lower portion of the room
wall behind the monument was blackened...Clearly, a fire of considerable intensity was
responsible for the breakup of the monument.
(Pendergast 1988:4).
The stela AMS date is best interpreted in light of stratigraphically associated
dates. To our good fortune, this date is situated stratigraphically between two AMS dates
corresponding respectively to the construction and demise of Structure 6B, the Stela 1
enclosure. The three dates were run together in two Bayesian simulations; one simulation
assumed Stela 1 was destroyed before the infant (Burial 106) in the mask wall deposit
died, the other assumed no temporal priority between these events. When the relationship
between Stela 1’s demise and Burial 106 is unknown (possibly contemporaneous), our
AMS date receives a 95% HPD of A.D. 407-554, peaking at A.D. 435. When Burial 106
is considered later, the 95% HPD is A.D. 394-524, peaking at A.D. 430. Thus, in both
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scenarios the posterior probability density plot for Stela 1 peaks at A.D. 430-435, the
very end of Cycle 8. This date conforms superbly with our ceramic and stratigraphic
observations. When temporal priority is not accorded to either the Stela 1 date or Burial
106 date, there is only a 36% probability that the wood at the base of Stela 1 was cut
(presumably near destruction of Stela 1) before the infant described as Burial 106 died
(termination of mask wall corridor). There is a 59% probability the dated events are
coeval and a 63% chance the tree section died after the person. However, when Stela 1 is
assumed a priori to be earlier in the simulation these probabilities are 99%, 0.7%, and 0%
respectively. Given these probabilities, and our inability to know for certain whether
Stela 1’s demise predates the mask wall termination, our best guess is that the two events
are coeval. Thus, I feel rather confident that Stela 1 and the mask wall were destroyed
around A.D. 430, the former in some type of fire ritual.
Curiously, the baktun ending date of 9.0.0.0.0 (A.D. 435) is only five years later
than my chronological projection for Stela 1’s termination. Nikolai Grube has recently
learned that Classic Maya fire rituals cluster around important calendar ending dates as
opposed to specific astronomical events. According to him, “More than half of the Fire
Sequences are found in Initial Series [texts] recording the end of a Tun or K’atun” (Grube
2000a:101). These so-called Initial Series Fire Sequences describe patron-deity rituals
involving sacred fire and the burning of incense (Grube 2000a:105).

Final photo of Structure 6A mask wall and Structure 6B stela enclosure.
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FIGURE 33

Plan of Structure 6A mask wall, Structure 6B stela enclosure, and Early Classic termination deposit.
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FIGURE 34

Operation 51A, Profile C-C'. Reconstruction of early platforms and Structure 6B stela enclosure.
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FIGURE 35
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FIGURE 36

Niche on rear ledge of Structure 6B in the narrow mask wall corridor.

FIGURE 37

Trace of red-painted stucco on stone below Structure 6B niche.

FIGURE 38

Rear of Structure 6B showing sloping talud wall, niche, and mask wall corridor. Mortar “patch” visible to right
of niche below photo scale. Notice that several stones in upper row are missing. Photo scale is 1.0 m.
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FIGURE 39

Photo of Burial 102 (PC51A-3/8-6-1). Scale is in 5 cm increments.
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FIGURE 40

Plan of Burial 102, PC51A-3/8-6-1 (J. Anavisca).
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FIGURE 41

Structure 6B wall fall over rear and top of Stela 1 butt.

FIGURE 42

Stela 1 base under excavation showing Unit 15 lot divisions and
separation of artifacts.
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FIGURE 43

Plan of Unit 15, Stela 1 area.

FIGURE 44

Operation 51A, Profile D-D': Stela 1 basal pit.
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FIGURE 45

Stela 1. Original plaster floor in NE corner of room. Scale is 40 cm.

FIGURE 46

Stela 1 butt under excavation. Scale in 5 cm increments.
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FIGURE 47

Stela 1 capstones. Dark Late Classic fill in west profile (left).

FIGURE 48

Stela 1. Resinous wood derived from dark soil abutting monument.
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Figure 49

Stela 1. Lip-to-lip vessel offering and notched capstone. Sliver of resinous
wood derived from dark soil abutting monument’s south side. Scale in 5
cm increments.
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FIGURE 50

Objects on floor in rear chamber around Stela 1: a) green obsidian
projectile point (PC51A-3/8-4-1), b) chert dart point (PC51A-15-5-1), c)
gray obsidian arrow point (PC51A-15-5-1), d) gray obsidian point stem
(PC51A-3/8-4-1), e) triangular pyrite plaque piece (PC51A-15-5-1), and f)
pyrite plaque piece with cratered surface (PC51A-3/8-4-1).
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FIGURE 51

Projectile points in situ (PC51A-15-5-1). Scale in 10 cm increments.

FIGURE 52

Obsidian arrow point embedded in wall behind Stela 1.
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Mask Wall Corridor Termination Deposit (Early Classic)
The demise of Stela 1 coincided, so it seems, with Early Classic mutilation and
destruction of Structure 6A-Sub. 3’s mask wall. Although the two events are treated and
interpreted here as contemporaneous, we found no quintessential Tzakol 2 or 3 sherds
inside Structure 6B. This is not surprising, however, since the floor around Stela 1 was
mostly clean, aside from the projectile points, iron pyrite pieces, and pottery urn
fragments. Filling the narrow corridor between Structure 6B and the mask wall was a
dark organic deposit containing an abundance of Early Classic potsherds (FIGURES 9,
34, 53 and 59). Some sherds pertained to partially restorable vessels but most were
random, solitary fragments. A gamut of vessel types from unslipped domestic jars to
simple monochrome pots to elaborately painted polychrome dishes was present. Modest
quantities of faunal bone and lithic manufacturing debris were randomly mingled
throughout the deposit. Prismatic obsidian blades were few in number. Tiny specks of
carbon were prevalent, but no sizeable pieces of burned wood were found. The deposit
was fairly uniform in artifact density and thickness, rising to the top of Structure 6B’s
building platform. In short, the deposit bore all the characteristics of redeposited Early
Classic midden.
At the bottom of this deposit we found pieces of plaster, some of which were
modeled and painted with red pigment (FIGURES 55, 56, and 57). Plaster detritus was
only found in front of the two mask armatures and was probably the last remnant of the
formerly decorated mask exteriors (FIGURES 54). During excavation we noticed a swath
of stones were missing across the bottom right half of mask armature 1 (FIGURES 28,
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35, 54 and 59). Potsherds from the Early Classic deposit were pressed into this void. The
lower half of mask armature 2 was also noticeably disfigured with stones either missing
or moved out of position (FIGURES 28, 33, 34, and 59). In all other locations the
underlying stone masonry exhibited little modification or disruption.
The depth and horizontal location of plaster and armature stones suggested the
masks were at least partly defaced prior to inundating the corridor with refuse. A series of
partly reconstructible vessels encountered in front of mask 1 may have been smashed
against the mask, as some of the best molded plaster fragments were found among the
sherds. It is not clear whether the mask wall’s upper half was also mutilated at this time.
It could have disintegrated after centuries of neglect. Once desecrated and filled-in, the
mask wall corridor was probably rendered ineffectual. The same was true for Structure
6B, now toppled and missing its symbolic centerpiece. The concentration of artifact-rich
midden debris in this ritual space discouraged future use of the Mound 6 area for
centuries to come. Still unclear is whether this action resulted in complete or partial
abandonment of Punta de Chimino. Yet, it seems to mark a decline in the community’s
political fortunes and regional standing, and more seriously, a break with its Preclassic
social heritage.

Burial 106
Burial 106 (PC51A-11-5-2) was the disarticulated skeleton of a young, toddleraged juvenile placed at the top of the Early Classic refuse deposit against the rear of
Structure 6B’s building platform (see FIGURE 34). The interment appears to have been
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secondary as none of the bones were in their natural anatomical positions. Nevertheless,
the bones were clustered in close proximity to each other suggesting they were either
curated or fleshed and partly articulated at the time of deposition. An AMS radiocarbon
date on the left femur yielded and uncalibrated age of 1613 ± 45 BP (AA-66265). This
date falls between A.D. 330 and 560 at the two sigma range or 95.4% confidence
interval, and provides a terminus ante quem for the destruction of Stela 1, Structure 6B,
and the Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall.
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FIGURE 53

Early Classic deposit (PC51A-3-5-1) as discovered in June 2004.

FIGURE 54

Armature stones and plaster detritus in front of mask 1 at bottom of Early
Classic corridor deposit (PC51A-11-5-2).
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FIGURE 55

Plaster from Early Classic deposit at base of mask 1 (PC51A-3-5-1).

FIGURE 56

Curved plaster piece (PC51A-3-5-1).
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FIGURE 57

Beveled and painted plaster fragment (PC51A-3-5-1).

FIGURE 58

Stone block with concavity from mask wall corridor (PC51A-12-6-1).
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FIGURE 59

Early Classic termination deposit under excavation in 2005.
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Structure 6A-Sub. 1 (Late Classic Tepeu 2)
Judging by the ceramic and stratigraphic evidence, the next construction episode
on Structure 6A occurred many centuries after destruction of the Protoclassic mask wall.
The stuccoed gravel surface of this Late Classic construction was intact in just a few
places (e.g., Lot 4-4-2). Interestingly, we did not detect a layer of sterile sediment
between Sub. 2 and Sub. 1 construction phases, even though they appear to be separated
by several centuries. Structures 6A and 6B appear to have been abandoned after their
Early Classic decommissioning. Our findings show that Late Classic people interacted
with key elements of these derelict Protoclassic buildings before engulfing them in Sub. 1
construction. Notable examples are the new temple platform built above the previously
abandoned one, the Late Classic vessel offering placed in front of the severed Stela 1
base, and the individual buried (Burial 105) against the exposed mask 2 armature on the
Protoclassic mask wall. Such actions signify a knowledge of, reverence for, and kinship
with the two to three hundred year old ruin. Curiously, Late Classic Tepeu 1 people,
whose actions are amply recorded across the plaza in Mound 7, hardly left a trace in the
Mound 6 area.
The form of Sub. 1 is difficult to reconstruct, despite horizontal excavation and
the large number of associated lots. As mentioned, its gravel surface was probably coated
with a thin layer of stucco. The dearth of formal architectural elements encountered
(stairways, terrace bodies, walls, etc.) for such a prominent public building is surprising.
A crude alignment of stones, possibly marking the edge of a temple platform, was found
on the apex (FIGURES 60 and 61). Several blocks of stone in Unit 9 serve as the only
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evidence for a stair or terrace body (FIGURE 10). In short, Late Classic architecture
documented in Mound 6 is pitiful when compared to contemporaneous public edifices at
Dos Pilas, Aguateca, Arroyo de Piedra, and Tamarindito. New builders did not attempt to
duplicate the building’s Preclassic grandeur and it is questionable whether the building
had any astronomical or solstitial function in Classic times.
Prodigious quantities of Late Classic cultural refuse were present in Sub. 1 lots. In
most locations, the number of artifacts achieved midden-like densities. We sometimes
discovered exceptionally well-preserved objects like the jadeite pendant excavated in
Unit 18-5-2 (FIGURE 153), but such items were the exception. Clearly, huge quantities
of household refuse existed in the Structure 6 area in Tepeu 2 times (but apparently not in
Tepeu 1). Structure 6A-Sub. 1 enveloped the mask wall corridor and Structure 6B.
Construction volume was greatest on this plaza-facing side. The fill on the building’s
upper surface averaged only 0.30 m thick and the mound’s east or rear side was left
unaltered. Curiously, the previous Protoclassic constructions showed no evidence of
alteration or reuse after their Early Classic termination. This is surprising, because there
was some evidence of both Early Classic and Tepeu 1 cultural activity across the plaza in
Structure 7.

Burial 105
When Late Classic people returned to Structure 6A two or three centuries after the
building’s destruction special treatment was given to the area around the long-destroyed
Protoclassic mask in Units 11 and 12. An adolescent individual (Burial 105) was buried
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against the mask 2 armature (FIGURES 62, 63, and 64). The person was seated upright
facing west with knees flexed and lower legs folded under the buttocks. Arms were fully
extended forward over the thighs. Unlike previous burials in this locus, Burial 5 was
anatomically complete and funerary (i.e., non-sacrificial) in nature. Two splendidly
perforated marine moon shells were found near the individual’s wrists, one positioned
below the other (FIGURES 63 and 163).
The skeleton was the best preserved and most complete of the thirteen burials
excavated at Punta de Chimino. The pelvis was fragmentary making it difficult to
determine sex, but the remaining bones were large suggesting the individual was a male
(Wright and Palomo 2005). The individual died in his late teens. He or she suffered from
a systemic infection at the time of death as indicated by sclerotic deposits on both femurs.
His head was shaped in tabular oblique style. A healed lesion was evident over the right
eye orbit.
An AMS radiocarbon date of 1,273 ± 50 BP (cal A.D. 650-870, 2 sigma 95%
probability) was acquired from the individual’s right tibia. This date straddles the Tepeu
2 timeframe (A.D. 700-800), and accords with Tepeu 2 ceramic fill encapsulating Burial
105 (but see comments in Chapter 3, Nacimiento Tepeu 2 section).
The Late Classic construction fill around Burial 105 was somewhat peculiar.
Small stones and dirt were placed over the mask armature and burial. Large boulder-like
stones comprising the bulk of the fill were restricted to cribs or stone cell constructions
located away from the mask armatures (FIGURE 64). Hence, Tepeu 2 builders appear to
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have exhibited some concern for the old, dilapidated Protoclassic building and perhaps an
understanding of its previous symbolic power and meaning.
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FIGURE 60

Top of Structure 6A-Sub. 1 (Late Classic Tepeu 2).

FIGURE 61

Structure 6A-Sub. 1 wall found in Unit 4. Scale = 10 cm increments.
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FIGURE 62

Burial 105, Structure 6A-Sub. 1. Scale = 5 cm increments.

FIGURE 63

Plan of Burial 105, Structure 6A-Sub. 1.
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FIGURE 64

Fill of Structure 6A-Sub. 1 lower platform (Late Classic Tepeu 2) and
Burial 105. Photo shows different construction fills used. Large rubble
placed between masks on Sub. 3 mask wall. Scales have 5 and 10 cm
increments.
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Structure 6A (Terminal Late Classic Tepeu 2-3)
The final construction episode on Mound 6 was an uneven gravel pavement that
covered the preceding temple wall and patio, that is, the entire upper terrace. When
encountered, the gravel was loose and dispersed, extending upward into the overlying
humus. No other architectural features were detected. The eroded gravel was largely
restricted to the top of the mound. Indeed, it disappeared abruptly along the western edge
of the upper terrace (FIGURES 9 and 10). Ceramics from fill were readily assigned to
late Tepeu 2 or perhaps Tepeu 3 times. Common types were Palmar Orange Polychrome,
Tinaja Red, Chaquiste Impressed, Encanto Striated, Cambio Unslipped, Tres Naciones
Gray, and Fine Orange pottery from the Altar Orange ceramic group (see Foias
1996:626-638 for good discussion of Tepeu 3 Pasión ceramics).
Everything about Structure 6A was indicative of a society in decline. Its austerity
implied a lack of resources, effort, and skill were aroused for its construction. Our
inability to detect this phase on the mound’s west slope, despite extensive excavation on
that side, suggested that Structure 6A never completely enveloped the previous Sub. 1
building. Why this was so, we can only speculate. One possibility is that Structure 6A
was never finished. This idea would also explain the absence of walls, edged terrace
bodies, stairs, and other architectural elements. In sum, there was nothing extraordinary
about the final building phase of Mound 6—if it was indeed a building phase and not just
an attempt to conceal the previous Late Classic construction.

Burial 101
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A highly fragmented human skeleton was found resting on the gravel surface in
front of the patio or portico of the previous Sub. 1 construction (FIGURES 60 and 65).
The individual (or collection of curated bones) was placed on this surface prior to, and
probably at the moment of, initiating Structure 6A construction. No formal cist
surrounded the bones. Placed with the body was a large metate, or grinding stone (Lot 53-2). There is little doubt that Burial 101 was dedicatory to the construction of Structure
6A.
As far as we could tell, only one adult individual was represented. Noted among
the remains were cranium fragments, a mandible with molars, arm and leg bones, and
numerous phalanges. Loosely articulated as they were, the bones exhibited an east-west
alignment. If the corpse was fleshed and partially integrated at burial, it would have been
placed on its left side with head to the north or body oriented north-east at 320°, left arm
down along the side of the body, right arm raised with hand near the skull, and legs
flexed.
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FIGURE 65

Plan of Burial 101 (J. Anavisca).
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Mound 6 Topsoil (Terminal Classic and Postclassic)
At Punta de Chimino the topsoil is a dark brown to black silty soil with an
adhesive consistency. This soil was invariably mixed with stones, gravel, and an almost
impenetrable network of roots. Artifacts deriving from humus pertain to both the
Terminal Classic and Postclassic periods and cannot be clearly separated due to centuries
of highly active bioturbation. Thus, we did not find any topsoil context that could be
assigned exclusively to one of these periods.
One find associated with this level was a dense cluster of 38 reutilized potsherds
located in Unit 4 (others were found in Units 5, 14, 15, and 16). These objects are
typically ground on all edges and notched on two opposing sides forming a butterfly
shape (FIGURES 66 and 161). They are traditionally interpreted as net weights or sinkers
for fishing weirs, nets, or lines. Another theory is that they were worn as pendants, but
pendants are usually bored to conceal the string. The notched sherds encountered in Unit
4 were tightly clustered (in an area < 0.30 m in diameter) but not aligned in any fashion,
as if set down in a perishable container such as a cloth or leather bag. A few specimens
were unfinished works in progress—probably replacements for lost or damaged
counterparts. In our excavations we found more notched sherds than has been reported at
Altar de Sacrificios and Ceibal combined (Willey 1972:82, Fig. 67; 1978:44-46, Fig. 49).
They occurred sporadically in every period with the greatest number appearing in
Terminal Classic or Postclassic topsoil.
Two unusually large turtle plastrons measuring 30-40 cm in length were found on
the west edge of Mound 6’s crest (FIGURE 66). One was found in Unit 7, the other in
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Unit 9. Turtles of this size no longer roam Lake Petexbatún, but may have been
commonplace in Precolumbian times (Kitty Emery, personal communication 2005).
Carapace bones were conspicuously absent. The extraordinary size, axial location, and
severance of the plastrons, hint at some specific yet unknown use. Stanton and Freidel
(2003:8-9) suggest an association between turtle bones and the eastern platforms of EGroups. With respect to this idea, a still functional ceramic ocarina in a rare half turtlehalf gourd form was discovered in Unit 9 near one of the plastrons described above.
However, the location of these items may not be so extraordinary. Morgan and Demarest
(1995:40.3) found oversized turtle remains and reutilized sherds or “fishing weights” in a
Postclassic dump overlying Structure 13’s stairway.
Perhaps more mysterious were two burials found at the bottom of the humus
overlying the Sub. 3 mask wall stairway (FIGURES 67 and 68). The bones were located
along Unit 19’s eastern edge, Burial 109 in the southeast corner and Burial 110 in the
northeast sector. The interments were either associated with Structure 6A’s abandonment
or a post-abandonment visit. Jadeite dental incrustations indicated the skeletons were not
modern in date, even though their outstanding preservation and shallow depth suggested
as much. Both interments were exhumed while I oversaw an excavation at Ceibal. Hence,
the following descriptions are based on Román and Anavisca’s field notes.

Burial 109
Burial 109 was the first burial discovered in Unit 19, Level 2 (FIGURE 67). The
bones were encountered only 10 cm below modern ground on the highly disturbed
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surface of the last Late Classic construction. They were large enough to be considered
adult. Femur and maxilla fragments were found in close proximity to one another.
Excavators noted that the bones were probably jumbled by the natural action of roots and
insects. Few as they were, the bones’ most salient aspect was their outstanding
preservation—a trait supporting their temporal placement in the Postclassic. Aside from
some turtle carapace bones, no definitive grave items were associated with the deposit.

Burial 110
A second arrangement of bones, Burial 110, was discovered about 50 cm north of
the Burial 109 cluster (FIGURE 68). In this case, the bones exhibited an articulated
pattern. A group of skull fragments were found midway along Unit 19’s east perimeter,
followed by pelvis fragments and femur bones as one moved northward. The skeleton’s
length and bone sizes indicated the person was an adult. Unfortunately, only a rough field
sketch was made of Burial 110. Excavators noted, however, that the interment was
primary with the body extended on its ventral side. Turtle carapace bones were again
found near the deceased. Aside from this, potsherds were noted near the individual’s
lower legs and feet (see FIGURE 68). There was no evidence of a formal cist or grave
structure. Again, bone preservation was extraordinary and indicative of a more recent
time of death.
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FIGURE 66

Turtle plastron (PC51A-7-2-1) and cluster of notched ceramic artifacts
(PC51A-4-2-1) from humus layer on top of Mound 6.
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FIGURE 67

Burial 109. Stairway meets mask wall at tarp. Scale in 5 cm increments.

FIGURE 68

Burial 110 femurs and potsherds. Scale in 5 cm increments.
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Mound 6 Surface (Postclassic)
The only find of interest on the surface of Mound 6 was a potsherd with modeled
human face on the exterior wall (PC51A-1-1-1). The sherd derived from a small vessel,
possibly an incensario. It was found on the mound’s center in Unit 1. A ceramic type has
yet to be assigned, but the vessel had a Plumbate Ware finish and paste.

Summary of Suboperation 51A, Mound 6
Mound 6 provided the longest and least disturbed stratigraphic evidence of Punta
de Chimino’s Preclassic history to date. The mound is believed to have functioned as an
elongated E-Group platform by late Protoclassic times, if not earlier. Of considerable
surprise was discovery of a second building beneath the mound’s west slope, a late
Protoclassic stela enclosure designated as Structure 6B. Mound 6 provides outstanding
archaeological evidence of changes in technology, monument use, and probably site
occupation. Its ceramic and radiometric sequences provide a baseline for making
judgments about activities elsewhere at the site and in the region.

Suboperation 51B, Acropolis Plaza
Suboperation 51B was a series of three 1.0 x 1.0 m test pits adjoined to form a
trench in the center of the plaza between Mounds 6 and 7 (FIGURE 6). The purpose of
this excavation was to probe for an offering along the principal axis of the hypothesized
E-Group. We detected two plaza constructions, the first dating to the Late Preclassic and
the second dating to the Classic (FIGURE 69). No offerings or special deposits were
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found. Our excavation merely verified Velásquez’s (1994:416-417) conclusion that the
first Acropolis plaza was built in the Late Preclassic period.
With hindsight, it is unclear whether Suboperation 51B was in fact located in the
center of the Preclassic Acropolis. Indeed, because the Late Preclassic building façades in
Mounds 6 and 7 were partly destroyed, it is difficult even now to calculate the exact
center of the Late Preclassic plaza. Also, the orientation of the Late Preclassic building in
Mound 6 suggests the central axis cut across the plaza on an angle other than magnetic
east-west. Our excavation area was determined by pre-excavation surface measurements
and was too small to compensate for the slightest error in judgment.
Although our findings in Suboperation 51B proved mostly negative, there was
(and remains) ample justification to search for Middle and Late Preclassic ceremonial
deposits in the center of the Acropolis plaza. Discovery of a Middle Preclassic
ceremonial building in Mound 6 forcefully advocates further exploration of the subplaza
space. A series of random test pits in combination with two large trenches dividing the
plaza into four quadrants, as done at Uaxactún (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:109),
might provide a fuller understanding of Preclassic deposits and features underlying the
Acropolis.
When excavated, Late Preclassic E-Group plazas invariably yield earlier Middle
Preclassic remains. Uaxactún’s Late Preclassic E-Group plaza was built over circular
buildings, burials, refuse pits, and cache deposits dating to the Middle Preclassic period
(Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:109-139, Fig. 75). Middle Preclassic domestic and
ceremonial remains were also found underneath the E-Group plaza at the base of Nakbe’s
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Structure 51 (Hansen 1998:Fig.7). Most recently, Francisco Estrada-Belli (2006)
discovered a Middle Preclassic cruciform-shaped cache containing polished jade axes and
ceramic bowls on the central axis below Cival’s E-Group plaza. It is the second cache of
this kind discovered in the Maya lowlands. The first, excavated in the heart of Ceibal’s
Central Plaza (A. L. Smith 1982:117-118, Fig. 98c), also appears to mark the future
location of a Late Preclassic E-Group (personal observation). The emerging pattern
suggests that Late Preclassic E-Groups were built over the symbolic centers of Middle
Preclassic ancestral communities. This pattern may also hold for the earliest Maya EGroups, which were built over or adjacent to early Middle Preclassic Cunil (or Eb)
ceremonial deposits (Laporte and Fialko 1993:9-46).

Acropolis Plaza 1 (Late Preclassic)
No evidence of stucco. All that remained of this surface was a scatter of stones of
various sizes mixed with piedrín (especially noticeable in Unit 2). Level 4 ended on a
sterile marl layer. Unfortunately, the ceramic sample extracted from Plaza 1 was highly
eroded and contained few rim sherds. A couple of Colonia Xe types were identified, but
not the slightest hint of a Middle Preclassic plaza surface was perceptible.

Acropolis Plaza 2 (Late Classic)
The second plaza surface was worse than the first in its state of preservation. It
too was an earthen fill covered by a thin, now diffused, layer of small gravel or piedrín.
The majority of sherds recovered were diagnostic of late Tepeu 2 or Tepeu 3 times. Some
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Postclassic Sepens Boca (A.D. 830-950) potsherds may have descended into the Plaza 2
matrix as well. This plaza exhibited more evidence of floralturbation than the previous.
This is not surprising, since Plaza 2 was left to the elements for twenty-three centuries,
while the Preclassic plaza was exposed for six or eight centuries with possible moments
of intermediate use. It is also likely that the Preclassic plaza had a harder, thicker stucco
surface than the later Classic version.

Acropolis Plaza Topsoil (Terminal Classic or Postclassic)
See APPENDIX A.

Acropolis Plaza Surface (Postclassic)
No artifacts were found on the surface.

Summary of Suboperation 51B, Acropolis Plaza
Little can be said in summary of this tiny excavation. Only two definite
construction episodes were identified and the surfaces of each were none too good. Plazas
constitute major construction efforts in labor, time, and materials. It is of interest that
only the Late Preclassic Faisan 1 and Late Classic Nacimiento 2 inhabitants expended the
energy to create and refurbish this important monumental space. This fact alone, figures
enormously into any understanding of social presence and emplacement practices at the
site.
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FIGURE 69

South profile of Operation 51B, Units 1, 2, and 3 in the Acropolis plaza.
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Suboperation 51C, Mound 7
Mound 7 sits on the west edge of the Acropolis plaza and is probably the only true
pyramid at Punta de Chimino (FIGURE 6). The mound is steep and shaped like a
truncated cone. It ascends to a height of 4.3 m from the Acropolis plaza, but rises nearly
8.0 m on its west slope from a point off the Acropolis terrace. The base is almost
perfectly square measuring 21.50 m on its north-south sides and 25.0 m east to west. The
flat area on top is roughly 9.5 x 10.0 m. These dimensions provide an estimated
construction volume of 1,000 m3.
Some aspects of our Mound 7 excavation were disappointing, but others were
unexpected and intriguing. The principal aim was to document the presence of a
Preclassic stairway on the east side of the building to confirm the building’s early easterly
orientation and use as an E-Group observatory. In 1995 Vanderbilt University cleaned
looter’s pits on the west and south sides of Mound 7 and probed to bedrock with a 2.0 x
2.0 m test pit from the summit (Escobedo 1996:Fig. 2.7). This last excavation detected a
3.0 m tall Late Preclassic substructure identical in height to the Late Preclassic version of
Mound 6, that is, Structure 6A-Sub. 5. The Late Classic version of Mound 7 was believed
to face north, but the orientation of its Preclassic forerunner remained unknown. Needless
to say, a Preclassic stairway was not conclusively documented on the building’s east side
despite extensive excavation. The possible reasons for this are discussed below.
Another goal with Mound 7 was to find a construction event associated with
Burial 103, an unusual stone-lined circular cist discovered at the pyramid’s eastern base
in 2004. Prior evidence indicated that Burial 103 was not immediately covered by
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subsequent excavation. That is, the interment’s capstones seem to have been exposed to
the elements for some 200 or 300 years until Late Classic people rebuilt the building. An
Early Classic construction (Structure 7-Sub.2) was tentatively documented on top of the
building, but this construction was either nonexistent or destroyed beyond recognition on
the building’s east side (FIGURE 71). Stratigraphic observations made the latter scenario
more likely.
In hindsight, the biggest surprise in Mound 7’s excavation was the considerable
distance of the Preclassic, Protoclassic, and Early Classic building phases from the
eastern edge of the mound (FIGURE 71). The late Protoclassic platform extended
outward and eastward away from these buildings, a trait of Esperanza phase pyramids at
Kaminaljuyu (Kidder et al. 1946:Figs. 103, 110, and 111). At Kaminaljuyu the long,
narrow basal platforms of Mounds A and B were loci for the burial of prominent
individuals. 11 Like Structures 6 and 7, the Kaminaljuyu buildings faced each other on an
east-west axis. At Punta de Chimino we excavated two burials (103 and 111) and located
a third at the end of Mound 7’s low eastern platform. All were contemporaneous with late
Protoclassic to Early Classic events at Kaminaljuyu.
At least four substructures or construction episodes have now been detected in
Mound 7 (FIGURE 71). Protoclassic and Late Classic (Tepeu 1 and Tepeu 2)
construction fills were documented over the Late Preclassic building reported by
11

See Sugiyama (2005:212-219) for a recent comparison of these “footpath” platforms to the Adosada
platform on Teotihuacan’s Feathered Serpent Pyramid (FSP). Radiocarbon dates indicate the Adosada was
built around A.D. 350 (Sugiyama 2005:218, 250: Note 2). Like Teotihuacan’s FSP, Mound 20 at Mirador,
Chiapas has an Early Classic “annex” or Adosada-like platform with richly-endowed burials on the west
side of its E-Group observatory pyramid (Agrinier 1970:Figs. 9 and 107). As such, Mirador’s Mound 20
provides indirect evidence for an E-Group function among the small platforms surrounding Teotihucan’s
FSP in the Ciudadela group (Fialko 1987:148-149; see also Laporte 2003:215).
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Vanderbilt. These construction episodes were most evident in Unit 4, the unit closest to
the building’s core. In total, four new excavation units were opened in 2005 (Units 3, 4,
5, and 6), and one previous excavation (Unit 1) was deepened. Together, these units
formed a 1.5 x 9.0 m trench into the east side of Structure 7 (FIGURE 70). Each
construction phase is described below from earliest to latest.
Mound 7 was undoubtedly a funerary pyramid through the ages, or at least from
late Protoclassic times onward. This contrasts with the dedicatory or sacrificial nature of
the Preclassic burials found in Structure 6A-Sub. 5. The occurrence of gray and green
Mexican obsidian in lower construction fills also distinguishes Mound 7 from the Mound
6 locus.
In sum, the 2004-2005 findings indicate that by late Protoclassic times, Structure
7 was used to signify cultural values that extended well beyond the Petexbatún region.
These distant relationships were established before the decommissioning of Stela 1 and
the mask wall corridor and were probably somehow implicated in these communityaltering events. The prime candidates for external contact at this time were Tikal,
Kaminaljuyu, and Teotihuacan. Closer neighbors may have played a major role in these
events, but data are currently too sparse to venture any sound guesses. Most of Punta de
Chimino’s early remains were probably produced by local people negotiating their
identities on the fringe of an increasingly international political-economic landscape. It
appears however, that interested outside parties became more directly involved at Punta
de Chimino by the onset of the Early Classic.

FIGURE 70

Mound 7, Suboperation 51C. Plan map showing location of Profile A-A'.
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Structure 7-Sub. 4 (Late Preclassic)
The earliest construction in Mound 7 was encountered in Levels 15 and 16 of Unit
4 (FIGURE 71). A yellowish-brown clay with medium-sized gravel and stones underlain
by yellowish clayey soil yielded mostly Late Preclassic Chicanel pottery. The soil matrix
and ceramic content matched Escobedo’s (1996:22) description of this building. We
excavated the building’s lower half, which was 1.0 m deeper than the top surface
recorded by Escobedo in the mound’s center. No finished masonry was noted near the
surface. In fact, the eastern face had disappeared entirely leaving no trace of exterior
architectural elements, such as a stairway. Judging by Escobedo’s measurements, Sub. 4
would have been 3.0 m tall, the same height as its Late Preclassic counterpart Structure
6A-Sub. 5 in Mound 6. According to our estimations, the top surface of Escobedo’s Late
Preclassic substructure also served as the upper surface for the subsequent Protoclassic
and addition (see below).
Lot PC51C-4-15-1 has perhaps the best collection of Chicanel ceramics found at
Punta de Chimino—numerous well-preserved body and rim sherds. Earlier pottery is
absent in this lot. One sherd with a light, streaky-red slip has a medial flange similar to
one appearing on a Juventud sherd in Lot PC51A-9-8-1, but the vessel’s lower half is
constricted or stepped in and the lip is rounded. A Flor Cream sherd has a ring base—a
feature diagnostic of Protoclassic 1 times. Adams (1971:Chart 3, 4b) illustrates a Plancha
phase spouted vessel with ring base. A large labial flange appears on a Polvero bowl.
Other sherds may reflect transitional Mamom-Chicanel attributes. A thick-walled Sierra
Red vessel with a wide groove on its everted rim (Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved-
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incised Variety?) has a thick waxy brown slip with crackling and dark staining
concentrated in dark fire-clouded zones in some areas. Another Sierra bowl has a dark
red slip with speckled black staining characteristic of Juventud Red.
Although our chronometric measures are too crude to isolate it, a partial
explanation for Structure 7-Sub. 4’s deplorable condition is natural erosion brought about
by brief abandonment or neglect of the ceremonial center. This would explain eroded
plaster surfaces documented on Structures 6A-Sub. 5 and Sub. 4 across the plaza.
However, erosion or root turbation do not explain the absence of outer masonry needed to
edge the facing of the building. No trace of cut stones was found in our admittedly
confined exposure of this early building. Dressed stones were possibly scavenged and
placed in later Protoclassic construction.
Eroded as it was, Structure 7-Sub. 4’s recessed location within Mound 7 indicated
the distance between the two Late Preclassic buildings (7-Sub. 4 and 6A-Sub. 5) was
greater than that intimated on the surface. Indeed, the two buildings were probably
spaced about 35.0 m apart along their shared east-west axis. This measurement is within
1.0 or 2.0 m of the distance between Late Preclassic E-Group buildings at Uaxactún,
Cenote, and Itzán (A. Chase and D. Chase 1995:Fig. 56; Johnston n.d.:Fig. 3), but 10.0 to
15.0 m shy of axial distances at Tikal (Laporte and Fialko 1993:Figs. 19 and 20), El
Mirador, Calakmul (Hansen 1998:Figs. 12 and 13a), and Nakbe (Hansen 2000:Fig. 12).

FIGURE 71

Mound 7, Suboperation 51C, Profile A-A' (B. Bachand and O Román).
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Structure 7-Sub. 3 (Protoclassic 2)
The next level in Mound 7’s core was a grayish brown silty soil (10YR 4/2-4/3)
with medium-sized stones (FIGURE 71). This matrix (Level 14) contained numerous
Chicanel pottery types as well as a Triunfo Striated sherd, three Aguila Orange ring
bases, and a rare Balanza Black miniature bowl with dimple base. Some of the latter
types, though ordinarily associated with much of the Early Classic period, are
Protoclassic 2 innovations (see Brady et al. 1998:34-35). This earthen layer filled a cavity
in the previous Late Preclassic building, providing a stable base for a bulky layer of large
stones (Level 13). This rubble layer contained mostly Preclassic Chicanel pottery and
four Triunfo Striated sherds. The rubble was covered by a dense layer of small stones
(Layer 12), which was capped by a smooth lime stucco pavement averaging 3-4 cm in
thickness. This wonderfully preserved surface continued eastward, ending abruptly with
an evenly cut edge in Unit 3 (FIGURES 71 and 72). This feature indicated that the
eastern face of Sub. 2 was removed in antiquity prior to or at the start of Late Classic
Tepeu 1 times.
The fill east of this limit contained a mixture of Late Classic, Early Classic, and
Preclassic pottery down to the Sub. 3 basal platform. This baulk between Units 3 and 4
prevented our trench from collapsing inward but obscured certain stratigraphic
relationships. Still, no remnant of a stairway was found on this east side. Although the
juncture between Sub. 3 and the eastern basal platform remained underneath our baulk
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(FIGURE 71), the two constructions were ceramically closely related. 12 On both
stratigraphic and ceramic grounds the platform dated to the end of the Protoclassic, or
more precisely, during the transition from Protoclassic to Early Classic. The cobble
platform contained some Chicanel pottery mixed with numerous Triunfo Striated, Aguila
Orange, San Martin Variegated Brown, Caribal Red, and Iberia Orange sherds. One
Sierra Red dish bottom with mammiform foot weld was found in PC51C-3-14-2.
Sherds from two separate orange polychrome vessels were associated with the
platform fill surrounding Burial 111. Both vessels have black and red horizontal bands on
a pale orange field. The polychrome sherd in lot PC51C-3-14-2 was part of a miniature
bowl. The other, located on the northwest edge of Burial 111, was an open dish form. No
design was visible on the pot’s exterior; all that remained was a cream underslip. The
vessel’s beveled lip was painted red. No geometric designs were evident on the interior
surface. The context of these vessels is believed to be self-contained and Protoclassic 2 in
date (i.e., Tzakol 1). All sherds in these lots conform to that assignment. Sabloff
(1975:107) notes “Actuncan Orange Polychrome belongs in the Tzakol 1 complex at
Uaxactún, while Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome is a Tzakol 2-3 type.” He also remarks
that Actuncan has linear designs on the interior only. Again, the possibility of later
intrusion in these contexts is remote. This observation, in conjunction with the sherds’
attributes and absence of basal-flanged polychrome vessels, leads me to classify these
artifacts as Actuncan Orange Polychrome.

12

To be sure, more Protoclassic types were found in the platform than in the building. This observation,
combined with Burial 111’s C-14 date and the existence of Actuncan Orange Polychrome sherds in the
platform, suggest that the platform may postdate construction of the Sub. 3 building by a century or so.
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As mentioned, no masonry façade or stairway was detected on Sub. 3. due to
ancient Maya demolition. All we can say is that Sub. 3 was a lateral extension onto the
east side of the earlier Late Preclassic building, as was the mask wall added to Structure
6A’s west side. Both modifications were closely related in time with Structure 6A’s
renovation perhaps occurring slightly earlier. 13 Both buildings were aligned to the same
north azimuth, as confirmed by the small section of Sub. 3 cobble terrace exposed in Unit
1 of Operation 51C (FIGURE 73). The Acropolis thus supported a solstitially aligned pair
of buildings at the end of the Protoclassic.
With new knowledge of Mounds 6 and 7, we can return to the Protoclassic cache
discovered by Escobedo (1996:14-25; 1997b:390-392) in what is now designated
Structure 7-Sub. 4. The ceramic types found in the cache, Aguila Orange and Sacluc
Black-on-orange, correspond to the Protoclassic 1 or Faisan 2 facet in the current
chronological scheme (see Demarest, Castellanos, and Escobedo 1996:Figs. 14.1 and
14.2 for illustrations). By all estimations, Escobedo’s Cache #1 was intrusive and
postdated Sub. 4’s construction. The question is, does Cache #1 date to Sub. 3 times or is
it earlier? It is impossible to answer this question without understanding the cache’s
stratigraphic origin, which lay outside Escobedo’s excavation area. However, all
evidence marshaled in the current study suggests his cache predates the Sub. 3
Protoclassic 2 addition. In all likelihood, this cache was contemporaneous with Structure
6A-Sub. 4 across the plaza and was linked with two intrusive burials, Burials 102 and

13

It should be mentioned, however, that Structure 6A-Sub. 3’s cobble terrace, the Preclassic plaza, and
Structure 7-Sub. 3’s basal platform all had nearly identical fill matrices and soil colors (10YR 4/4-5/4,
yellowish brown to dark yellowish brown).
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104, around A.D. 200. If, however, the cache vessels were heirlooms, they could have
been coeval dedicatory offerings for Sub. 3’s construction. In summary, the cache’s
chronological placement remains less precise than we would like. All we can say is that
the cache’s ceramic types originated in an earlier Protoclassic era than exhibited in
Structure 7-Sub. 3.

Burial 111
An important dedicatory grave was excavated at the east end of Structure 7-Sub.
3’s basal platform (FIGURES 71, 74, 75, 76, and 77). Several layers of capstones within
the platform fill covered a rectangular stone-lined cist containing the deceased. The bones
represented the skeleton of a middle-aged adult. Bone preservation was poor and the
individual’s sex could not be conclusively determined. The chin exhibited masculine
traits, but the small femurs were indicative of a female. The two upper canines were
inlaid with iron pyrite disks—the earliest pyrite artifacts found at Punta de Chimino
(FIGURE 78). The deceased was laid supine with upper torso slightly elevated and legs
bent and folded underneath the body in lotus-like fashion.
A single monochrome vessel with concave base was placed at the legs (FIGURES
76, 77, and 79). This pot was provisionally classified as a Balanza Group Lucha Incised
type (but see FIGURE 128). A preslip circumferential incision is located on the exterior
below the rim. The black monochrome slip transitions from brown to red on its way to
yellow clouded zones and is somewhat waxy to the touch. These qualities may represent
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a fusion of Highland Black-Brown ware attributes with Lowland slip technology, but
additional study is needed to understand the possible interplay.
All relative dating measures indicate Burial 111’s true date lies somewhere
between A.D. 300 and 400. Actuncan Orange Polychrome appears first in Tzakol 1 or
late Protoclassic 2 times in the Pasión region. Aside from these Actuncan sherds, all other
types represented in Structure 7-Sub. 3 occur in our sequence prior to A.D. 300. Burial
111’s bowl exhibits both Preclassic and Classic surface traits; its slip is waxy (a
Preclassic trait), but its color is more brown than black (an Early Classic trait). The
bowl’s form—direct rim, slightly outcurved walls, concave base, and sharply rounded
lip—although more at home in the latter period, presents a somewhat rare or unusual
combination. As described in the artifact chapter, the practice of inserting iron pyrite
disks into the upper teeth became maximally popular across Mesoamerica in the fourth
century A.D., shortly after the diffusion of iron pyrite plaques from the western Maya
highlands. Finally, the lotus or tailor position exhibited in Burial 111’s leg posture
reached its maximum level of popularity in the latter half of the Protoclassic at highland
sites like Chiapa de Corzo (Agrinier 1964:38-39, 42, 51-53; Lowe 1962:21), La Lagunita
(Ichon and Arnauld 1985:21-38), and Kaminaljuyu (Kidder et al. 1946:Figs. 22, 23, 26,
29, 31, 32, 34, 35, and 36) with earlier beginnings in the Maya Lowlands around the time
of Christ (Coe 1965a:Figs. 9a,b,d and 14; Robin and Hammond 1991:Fig. 10.9; Storey
2004:Figs. 6.6 and 6.8).
An AMS radiocarbon date from the skeleton’s left femur provided a death date of
1,568 ± 45 BP (AA-66264). When calibrated, this date falls between A.D. 400 and 600 (2
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sigma range, 95% probability). However, only the low end of this range can be correct,
since Burial 111 stratigraphically precedes the adjacent Burial 103, whose two sigma C14 range is A.D. 250-550. Bayesian simulations consistently assign an HPD (Highest
Posterior Density) of A.D. 350-400 for the Burial 111 carbon date. This date is in line
with the relative dating observations made above.
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FIGURE 72

Ancient cut of Structure 7-Sub. 3 looking west. Scale in 5 cm increments.

FIGURE 73

Plan view of Operation 51C, Mound 7. (B. Bachand and O. Román).
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FIGURE 74

Burial 111 prior to excavation. Scale in 10 cm increments.

FIGURE 75

Burial 111, Str. 7-Sub 3 platform. Scale in 5 cm increments.
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FIGURE 76

Plan of Burial 111 (O. Román).

FIGURE 77

Burial 111 profile looking east (O. Román).
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FIGURE 78

Iron pyrite dental inlays, Burial 111 (one inlay lost during washing).

FIGURE 79

Brown bowl with pre-slip circumferential incision from Burial 111.
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Structure 7-Sub. 2 (Early Classic)
The next building phase, if it can be called that, was Early Classic in date. Only
four small lots (3-4-1, 4-9-1, 4-11-1, and 5-7-1) corresponded to what may have been an
Early Classic resurfacing of Sub. 3. A fifth lot, 2-5-1, related to an Early Classic burial
that intruded into Sub. 3’s basal terrace. This last feature had no overlying architectural
correlate, but was clearly Early Classic in date (see below). The remaining lots might
alternatively be interpreted as basal fill for the overlying Late Classic Tepeu 1 building
(see FIGURE 71), but the following observations appear to weaken that interpretation.
No Late Classic sherds were found in these lots and their soil matrices were somewhat
distinct in color and texture from other levels. No paved surface separated them from
overlying Tepeu 1 construction, but we noted a considerable degree of compaction and a
fairly abundant quantity of gravel in their upper contact zones. This, in combination with
the row of large cut stones into which this level smoothly terminated (FIGURES 71, 72,
and 73), is fairly secure evidence of a once extant surface at this depth.
If Sub. 2 is indeed Early Classic in date, its eastern façade was either unfinished
or destroyed before the start of the Late Classic period. The cobble and gravel surface
continuing eastward from beneath Sub. 2’s ledge (Lot 3-5-1) is Late Classic in date, and
possibly a disturbed vestige of Tepeu 1 construction. The fact that part of Sub. 2 (top of
Lots 3-4-1 and 4-11-1) seems to have served as an exterior surface for the Late Classic
Tepeu 1 building (see FIGURE 71), leads me to believe an Early Classic construction
phase in Mound 7 is simply of our own creation.
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Burial 103
The most perplexing find of the 2004 season was Burial 103. Immediately below
a cluster of thick capstones resting on Sub. 3’s eastern platform we encountered a
cylindrical stone-lined cavity containing a complete adult skeleton in seated position with
face oriented toward the southwest (FIGURES 71, 73, 74, 80, and 81). Three Tzakol
horizon vessels and an unperforated bivalve marine shell accompanied the deceased
(FIGURES 80, 81, 82, and 83). When first seen, we mistook the grave for a chultun due
to the near perfect arrangement of cut stones around its aperture. The cist was 50 cm in
diameter and 60 cm deep, and ringed with well-shaped stones from top to bottom.
The position of the cranium in relation to other skeletal components and the
body’s tight confinement to the grave’s northern half suggested a seated position with
knees bent upward toward the face. The individual’s hands were also located near the
face. The deceased was an adult, probably less than 50 years of age (Wright and Palomo
2005). The individual’s sex could not be conclusively determined. The chin and eye
orbits exhibited robust masculine traits, but the remaining bones were an intermediate
size between known masculine and feminine skeletons in the Pasión region (Wright and
Palomo 2005). The central incisors and maxilla canines were filed, and the lateral
incisors exhibited decay possibly resulting from tooth modification.
One vessel associated with Burial 103 was a cylindrical tripod with an exquisite
plano-relief design detailed with light fugitive incisions. In the design, the stylized head
of a saurian creature is repeated four times below a band of repeating quatrefoil motifs
(FIGURES 83 and 136). Crosshatching in the center of the flower-like quatrefoils is
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duplicated on the curly appendages dangling behind and below the saurian heads. The
vessel was originally classified as Delirio Plano-relief, a rare Early Classic funerary type
in the Maya Lowlands (Bachand and Anavisca 2004:6-9). Unlike Delirio, this specimen
has a highly polished, unslipped surface with the possible exception of reddish-brown
slip applied between the rim and flower band. It has thin walls and an ashy-gray paste
with volcanic inclusions, suggesting either highland manufacture or local manufacture
using highland materials. The solid square feet are also unusual, as they are located
inward away from the vessel’s edge.
At Tikal, cylindrical tripods first appear in the Manik 3A phase around A.D. 378
(Laporte and Fialko 1990:59). The repetitive serpent motif is a common theme on Mayastyle vessels found at Teotihuacan (Taube 2003:305-308, 312-313). The dark brown to
black plano-relief vessels with serpent designs are especially nimbly executed. Their
scarcity, virtuosity, consistent style, and clustered geographic distribution suggest the
work of a small group of individuals or perhaps a master artisan who resided in the
Chiapas-Guatemala highlands around A.D. 400 (Agrinier and Bryant 2005:409-410;
Quirarte 1973). At Teotihuacan, direct rim cylinder tripods with well-executed planorelief designs are restricted to elaborate graves (Sempowski 1994:254). Daniela Triadan
extracted a paste sample from this vessel for neutron-activation analysis in the United
States.
The cylindrical tripod was deposited with a Balanza Black vase possibly used as a
drinking cup (see Houston et al. 1989:Fig. 2), and a small orange polychrome cup with
straight walls and flat base (FIGURES 82, 83, 127j, and 135). Vases are generally
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considered a Late Classic form, but the present specimen has a rounded, slightly concave
base unlike the flat bases commonly found on the earliest Late Classic examples. The
small cylindrical cup is a rare form for any period. Its polychrome finish was executed
over a cream underslip—a common feature of late Protoclassic and Early Classic orange
slipped pottery.
An uncalibrated radiocarbon age of 1634 ± 53 BP (AA-66263) was acquired from
the individual’s left femur. When calibrated, these numbers yielded a date of A.D. 250550 (2 sigma, 95% probability). It should be noted that the C:N ratio in this sample was
slightly low, approximately 1% below the usual cutoff for running bone samples. Yet, the
date appears to be accurate given the grave’s Early Classic characteristics and suspected
association with Burial 111. Bayesian simulations accounting for the stratigraphic
primacy of Burial 111 consistently placed Burial 103 in the early fifth century sometime
around A.D. 430.
In preliminary reports and publications we described Burial 103 as Teotihuacanlike (Bachand and Anavisca 2004; Bachand et al. 2005b). But some clarification is
needed here. Clearly, Burial 103’s grave style and body posture are wholly
uncharacteristic for the early Lowland Maya. However, the Teotihuacan connection may
not be as direct as originally believed. Instead, the interment most likely comprises a
blend of distant identities. In short, the deceased’s body position and token shell are very
much within the Teotihuacan tradition, but the stone-lined cist is not. As for body
posture, there is one key difference: Teotihuacanos faced east, not west. The seated fetal
position was the dominant Teotihuacan mortuary position in Tlamilmilolpa times from
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A.D. 200 to 400 (see also Cabrera Castro 1999:506-507; Sempowski 1994:132-133, 140141, 209). Teotihuacanos, however, were placed in circular earthen pits or fosas; a grave
style replicated at large Teotihuacan-affiliated centers in Veracruz and western Chiapas
(Agrinier 1970; 1975b).
Although stone-lined circular grave pits are not found at Teotihuacan, they are
prevalent at Chac II, an Early Classic site in northern Yucatan thought to be a
Teotihuacan ethnic enclave (Smyth and Rogart 2004). The Chac II burials are believed to
date between A.D. 500 and 600; some have been dated with C-14, but contamination and
contextual issues cast doubt on the results (Michael Smyth, personal communication
2006). The best-dated example of a cylindrical masonry crypt is Copán’s famed Motmot
tomb, the only cylindrical tomb discovered at that site (Sharer 2003a:161; see G. Stuart
1997:88-89). According to Sharer et al. (1999:9), the carved disc-shaped monument
capping the tomb was dedicated around A.D. 442 (9.0.0.0.0). The occupant of the
Motmot tubular chamber was an important foreign-born woman (Sharer 2003b:335). She
was seated and interred with human skulls, animal remains, and pots of Lowland Maya
origin.
Further comparison can be drawn to Tikal’s Burial PNT-168, dated to the Manik
3A subphase between A.D. 378 and 480 (Laporte et al. 1992:41-43). It too contained an
adult individual seated in an east-west position and attended with pots and a marine
bivalve shell—an item almost exclusively associated with adult males at Teotihuacan
(Sempowski 1994:155-156). The grave was a carved chultun-shaped bedrock pit capped
by four thick capstones and covered by a small square ceremonial platform in the center
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of an Early Classic palace courtyard. Like Punta de Chimino’s grave, the vessels were
placed in upright position southeast of the occupant.
With the possible exception of Chac II’s burials, the above comparisons situate
Punta de Chimino’s Burial 103 in the first half of the fifth-century A.D.—an
interpretation that accords well with our original suppositions and radiocarbon date. If
correct, Burial 103’s capstones remained uncovered and undisturbed by people and
natural forces for one or two centuries. The overlying fill is no earlier than Tepeu 1 in
date (ca. A.D. 650). Finally, Burial 103 apparently had a companion. At the end of the
2005 season we discovered a second set of thick capstones located just east of Burial 103
near the end of the platform (FIGURE 73).
Strontium isotope analysis conducted by Dr. P. Fullagar of the University of
North Carolina indicated that Burial 103’s occupant was born and raised north or
northwest of the Pasión region (Wright and Bachand n.d.). The lower Usumacinta
drainage (Piedras Negras area) and Tikal region are the most likely places of origin. This
discovery confirms that Burial 103 and other contemporaneous finds at Punta de Chimino
represent the culmination of numerous long distance ties forged at the end of the
Protoclassic era. The pseudo-Mexican nature of this interment and central lowland
birthplace of its occupant suggest the arrival of Maya people with ties to the west.
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FIGURE 80

Burial 103, Mound 7. Scale in 5 cm increments.

FIGURE 81

Plan drawing of Burial 103, Mound 7 (J. Anavisca).
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FIGURE 82

Close-up of Burial 103 vessels and skeleton in situ.

FIGURE 83

Burial 103 vessels. Sherd extracted from polychrome vessel for TL dating.
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Structure 7-Sub. 1 (Late Classic Tepeu 1)
The next building phase was difficult to define stratigraphically and ceramically,
but undoubtedly represented a separate Late Classic Tepeu 1 pyramidal construction
oriented to a direction other than east. A non-intrusive burial in the fill (Burial 107)
contained vessels manifesting transitional Early to Late Classic traits. Eroded traces of
external architectural elements were visible in only a few locations. Terrace ledges and
faintly visible gravel surfaces were underlain by loose rubble fills braced in stone
retention walls. The building’s upper half was slightly better preserved than its lower
half, where root turbation and arboreal uplift probably mixed its hearting with subsequent
Late Classic Tepeu 2 construction fill. Hence, a trickle-down effect likely applied to most
lots in Units 1, 2, 3, and 6. Lot 3-9-1 probably incorporated a fair amount of rubble scrap
from the previous Sub. 3 Protoclassic construction.
The one context that should be representative of this construction is PC51C-4-63, a compact fill beneath Burial 107. Here we found Preclassic, Protoclassic, and Early
Classic sherds and numerous Saxche/Palmar Orange-polychrome sherds diagnostic of
Late Classic times. If this context is indeed Tepeu 1, these polychromes may eventually
be classed as Saxche Orange-polychrome or as early cases of Palmar Orangepolychrome. 14
Three additional findings reinforce the definition of a Tepeu 1 construction phase
in Structure 7. First, a terrace step near the pyramid’s base is Late Classic in date and
14

Smith and Gifford (1966:172) originally placed Saxche Orange-polychrome in Tepeu 1 and Palmar
Orange-polychrome in Tepeu 2, but this created analytical problems (see Adams 1971:30; Forsyth 1989:57, 9). In short, the two types can be usefully perceived as one. Hence, Foias (1996:666-671) excluded
Saxche Orange-polychrome from her Petexbatún ceramic analysis, but noted various time-sensitive modal
changes throughout the existence of Palmar Orange-polychrome.
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most likely corresponds to Structure 7-Sub. 1, rather than the final Late Classic
construction whose fill continued eastward beyond the excavation boundary. Second,
Burials 4 and 8 excavated on top of Structure 7 by Vanderbilt contained only Tepeu 1
ceramic vessels (Demarest, Castellanos, and Escobedo 1996:186-188, Figs. 14.3 and
14.4; Escobedo 1996:17, 20). According to Escobedo, no Tepeu 2 sherds were found in
the surrounding fill. Finally, a third burial (described below) was discovered in 2005
between 1.35 and 1.50 m below the surface and it too contained only Tzakol and Tepeu 1
vessels.

Burial 107
Burial 107 was found in Level 6 of Units 4 and 5 (FIGURES 84 and 85). It
contained a small number of highly fragmented human bones, and two reconstructible
vessels: a cream polychrome dish with interior cormorant design and an unnamed red-oncream polychrome bowl with alternating exterior design of flowers and medallions
encapsulating a zoomorphic, long-nosed creature (FIGURES 138 and 139). This
particular style of zoomorphic cartouche or medallion is usually carved and incised on
Tzakol 3 vessels (see e.g., Adams 1971:Figs. 32i, 33a & b; Agrinier 1970:Figs. 37 & 99;
Agrinier and Bryant 2005:Figs. 7.3c, 7.4a; Dillon 1979:Fig. 40; R. E. Smith 1955:Fig. 8n;
and Taube 2003:Figs. 11.18a, b, c & e, 11.20a & b), but painted versions on bowls as
opposed to cylinder tripods might be slightly later in date. The red-on-cream bowl is
similar in form and design execution as the red-on-orange bowl with “Bart Simpson”
design found by Escobedo in nearby Burial 4 (Demarest, Castellanos, and Escobedo
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1996:188, Fig.14.3). Both have red rim bands. The polychrome dish has an
uncharacteristically thin basal flange and a red-painted cormorant design on its interior
bottom (FIGURE 138). It may or may not have been an heirloom. Several pieces were
missing.
The deceased was apparently laid upon a packed earthen surface bracketed by two
retaining walls, the eastern wall reinforcing a terrace ledge (FIGURES 71, 84 and 85). A
few thin capstones covered a shallow cavity where the deceased was placed. The space
was roughly rectangular in form, leaving little doubt of its assignment as a burial. The
only bones analyzed were a hand phalanx, a mandible fragment, and some teeth (Wright
and Palomo 2005), although a few cranium and long bone fragments were noted in the
excavation (see FIGURE 85). The individual was probably an adult. Sex could not be
determined.
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FIGURE 84

Burial 107, Structure 7-Sub. 1, Mound 7.

FIGURE 85

Plan of Burial 107, Structure 7-Sub. 1, Mound 7 (O. Román).
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Structure 7 (Late Classic Tepeu 2 or 3)
The final construction in Mound 7 was very poorly preserved. The upper gravel
(piedrín) surface was completely deflated and mixed with the first 0.20-0.30 m of topsoil.
Tepeu sherds were occasionally mingled with Postclassic artifacts in this outer layer.
Again, no stairway was defined. However, several terrace bodies (rows of large crude
uncut stones) were recorded, indicating the building’s front was oriented toward a
direction other than east (FIGURES 71, 73, 85 and 86). Although restricted to Levels 3
and 4 in most units, Tepeu 2 ceramics appeared often in the lower levels of Unit 3. At this
point, there is no satisfactory explanation for this. Researchers should exercise caution
when dating materials from Unit 3’s lower levels.

Burial 108
Numerous human bone fragments were encountered in construction fill at a depth
of 2.09 m in Unit 3 (PC51C-3-8-1). Two thin capstones, one placed over the other, were
noted in the trench’s north wall, indicating we uncovered the southern half of the grave.
No mortuary items were recorded. Among the human remains were pieces of a right
femur and tibia, mandible and temporal bone fragments, three metacarpals, and some
long bone fragments—all bones were adult size (Wright and Palomo 2005). The
interment’s true date remains ambiguous. It was associated with a massive quantity of
loose stone fill that appeared to descend without clear change or interruption from Level
3 to the top of the Protoclassic platform at Level 13. The burial’s depth alone would tend
to associate it with earlier Tepeu 1 construction. It may have rested however on Sub. 1,
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meaning it was dedicatory for Structure 7’s construction. Stratigraphic and ceramic
relationships around the cist were so muddled it was impossible to assess by relative
dating whether the interment was affiliated with Sub. 1 or Structure 7. I therefore
associate Burial 108 conservatively and hesitantly with Structure 7, while recognizing the
grave’s axial location and box-like cist shape are identical to other Tepeu 1 graves in
Mound 7.
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FIGURE 86

Mound 7, Structure 7 terrace bodies. Scale in 5 cm increments.
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FIGURE 87

Burial 108, Structure 7, Mound 7 (PC51C-3-8-1).

FIGURE 88

Plan of Burial 108, Structure 7, Mound 7 (PC51C-3-8-1) (O. Román).
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Mound 7 Topsoil (Terminal Late Classic or Postclassic)
The desultory condition of Structure 7’s abandoned surface made it impossible to
distinguish between Late Classic collapse and Postclassic sedimentation. The loose,
cavernous fill of this building facilitated bioturbation. All topsoil lots are best considered
a temporal mixture.
A broad spectrum of artifacts derived from Mound 7’s topsoil. Several are worthy
of mention here. The strangest was a carved sandstone spool or cylinder found at a depth
of 0.30 m in the southwest corner of Unit 2. The object’s exterior carving resembled two
skirt-like tiers extending outward from either side of a central ring-like band (FIGURES
89 and 150). Its function remains a mystery as I have yet to see any counterpart in the
literature, but it may be a banner holder (Takeshi Inomata, personal communication
2006).
Various modeled censer fragments were found on both the summit and base of
Mound 7 (FIGURE 141). These are of peculiar design; some had modeled (mold-made)
human faces and wide vertical flanges. Others were simply of the spiked variety. It is not
clear whether they stemmed from the collapsed Classic period building or belonged to
Postclassic protagonists. Identification of ceramic types may clarify the matter, although
Maya censer forms have a long development and are notoriously difficult to seriate with
high precision. Their presence nevertheless indicates the importance of ceremony on this
building during its final moments of use or after its abandonment.
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FIGURE 89

Carved sandstone cylinder from Mound 7 topsoil.

Mound 7 Surface (Postclassic)
Surface remains are the most likely to date to Postclassic times and least likely to
survive the forces of time. On Mound 7, surface artifacts were collected in Units 3 and 4.
Nothing stood out as particularly significant or emblematic of the Postclassic. Analyses
of ceramics and lithics were still pending at the time of this writing.

Summary of Suboperation 51C, Mound 7
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Without excavation of Mound 7, our understanding of early events at Punta de
Chimino would be far less intriguing. This trench clarified Vanderbilt’s earlier findings
and produced a few important discoveries of its own. The building assumed a funerary
purpose starting at the end of the Protoclassic. The Protoclassic and Early Classic burials
are located on a low pyramidal terrace or basal platform extending eastward, whose
overall shape and dimensions remain unknown. Although all excavations to date sampled
a limited portion of this mound, it would appear that burials did not begin to be placed
into the pyramid itself until Nacimiento Tepeu 1 times.
Stratigraphically staggered radiometric samples were collected from Burials 111
and 103, interments whose spatial proximity seems to imply a yet unknown historical
relationship. The earliest pyrite and green Mexican obsidian at Punta de Chimino were
discovered near Burial 111 as well as an Actuncan Orange Polychrome sherd—
controversial predecessor to Early Classic Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome. The slightly
later Burial 103 was a culturally atypical, cylindrical stone-lined cavity that contained the
remains of an adult individual whose bone chemistry identified him/her as a migrant from
the central or northwestern Petén. This latter interment had a close historical tie to Early
Classic destruction events carried out across the plaza in Mound 6.
Disappointing, however, were the lack of well-preserved or definable outer
surfaces on the interior buildings. We found no clear evidence of a stairway, and can only
venture indirect arguments about building form and orientation.

Operation 61, Defensive System Excavations
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As mentioned previously, a number of reasons compelled us to revisit the massive
artificial wall sequestering the ceremonial center from the mainland. The wall’s Classic
period defensive use has been convincingly demonstrated (Demarest et al. 1997).
Excavations on this wall and on the nearby island were accomplished at the end our
fieldwork. By this time, we had learned that the bulk of the Acropolis was built in Late
Preclassic times. We also discovered traces of violence in several early contexts: the Late
Preclassic skull cache in Structure 6A-Sub. 5, severance and removal of Stela 1 in Early
Classic times, Early Classic termination of the Protoclassic mask wall on Str. 6A-Sub. 3.,
and the cutting and defacement of Structure 7-Sub.3, a late Protoclassic ceremonial
building.
Despite its early appeal (e.g., Matheny 1987; Webster 1977), the study of
Preclassic violence and warfare continues to waver on uncertain empirical terrain. In
some measure this is because we remain ignorant of the social values and political
relationships that obtained among Lowland Maya communities at the end of the
Preclassic. Solid confirmation of early defensive earthworks is rare, if poorly
demonstrated in the minds of some researchers. Potential candidates are notoriously
difficult to date stratigraphically and chronometrically. Still, we felt we could not ignore
what may have been a very decisive aspect of early life at Punta de Chimino, or at least a
contributing factor in shaping peoples’ identities and relationships to the place. Indeed, as
demonstrated with the Classic period, the safeguarding of established places can help us
interpret ancient community dispositions toward outsiders, thus providing a window into
local and regional politics (Ashmore 2002:1178). With this potential in mind, we set out
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to test Punta de Chimino’s main defensive barricade for a version contemporaneous with
earlier happenings at the site
Operation 61 consisted of two suboperations (FIGURE 90). Suboperation 61A
was located on the embankment’s summit in that feature’s widest, tallest, and flattest
section (FIGURE 91). The aim of this excavation was to reach bedrock, recording all
stratigraphic relationships within and below the wall. This goal necessitated starting with
a wide excavation area that could be stepped inward to provide stability as excavation
progressed. Suboperation 61B was a test pit placed in the center of the small island
flanking (guarding?) the dyke’s north entrance (FIGURE 90). The purpose of this test
was to see whether any Preclassic cultural material existed on the island and whether it
was a natural formation or by-product of ditch excavation.

Map showing locations of Suboperations 61A, 61B, and 71A.
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FIGURE 90
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Suboperation 61A, Ceremonial Precinct Defensive Wall
The aim of Suboperation 61A was to probe the largest segment of the defensive
barricade bordering the western perimeter of Punta de Chimino’s ceremonial precinct to
determine the presence or absence of an earlier construction phase (FIGURE 91). In 1990
and 1991 Claudia Wolley excavated seven tests in the narrow portion of the wall (Wolley
1991; Wolley and Wright 1990). The one test unit that reached bedrock, PC2A-06, was
placed near the outer edge of the wall (Wolley 1991:561, Fig. 34.4).
Wolley’s excavations indicated that deep excavation might be hazardous due to
the loose nature of the upper fill. We therefore decided to begin excavation in a 4.0 x 5.0
m area (Unit 1) that could be gradually stepped inward as excavation deepened. This
strategy would provide additional safety and prevent the excavation area from becoming
too small too quickly. Although logical and appealing, this strategy compromised the
original intent of the operation. Instead of encountering a barren, weather-worn surface in
the first few levels, excavators happened upon a spacious structural platform associated
with a wide range of artifacts, some of which may have been manufactured in or near
their find spots (FIGURE 92). To investigate the structure further, excavators opened a
large 6.0 x 9.0 m horizontal area (Units 1 through 14). To avoid destroying a portion of
this structure, the deepest test (Unit15) was relocated to the eastern edge of the
excavation. By moving our probe to this location and reducing its upper area by 12 m2,
the possibilities for stepping-down the pit diminished greatly. Hence, our test probe failed
to reach either plaza-level or bedrock as originally planned.
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Late Classic Remains on Summit
Two alignments of crude uncut stone appeared to mark the boundary of a large Lshaped structural platform on the flat upper surface of the defensive wall (FIGURE 92).
The first alignment ran north-south and was detected in Unit 1. The stones were faced on
the west side only, suggesting an interior space lay eastward. The second alignment ran
east-west and was discovered in Units 6, 7, and 11. The two alignments merged at a right
angle in Unit 6. A compact gravel surface slightly elevated and square in shape extended
eastward from the Unit 1 alignment. This surface possibly served as a patio or structure
entryway. Aside from this feature, there was little evidence of any trampled or plastered
floor. Nevertheless, a thin gravel layer underneath the topsoil probably served as base for
a plaster surfacing.
Generous quantities of finished, semi-finished, and broken or discarded artifacts
were found scattered on what appeared to be the interior surface of this small ephemeral
structure (FIGURE 92). The objects derived from Levels 2 and 3; those in Level 2 humus
had diffused upward from the Level 3 structural surface. Among them were numerous
lithic cores and flakes, four chert projectile points, some broken/unfinished points, about
two dozen prismatic obsidian blades, three axes (including a small greenstone axe), eight
iron pyrite plaque pieces, one tiny jade earspool, three figurine fragments, three spindle
whorls, two ceramic whistles, three notched sherds, one polishing stone, a mano
fragment, and a fairly abundant quantity of faunal bone. All told, there were 573 chert
artifacts collected from Levels 2 and 3; included were 5 cores (1 exhausted polyhedral
core), 394 flakes (26 with 100% cortex), 120 bifacial thinning flakes, 17 bifacial points,
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19 bifacial ovals, 9 scrapers, and 3 simple cores reused as choppers. 15 Over 858 potsherds
were collected from these lots; virtually all were Late Classic in date. In the laboratory,
several redundant chert types were identified within the debitage sample. Some might
eventually be refit or matched with projectile points collected from this context. Onethird of all bifacial thinning flakes excavated at Punta de Chimino derived from Levels 2
and 3 in Suboperation 61A (Aoyama 2005a). This is an extraordinary figure considering
the shallow depth of these levels and small volume of soil they represent.

15

Artifact type frequencies extracted from raw spreadsheet data graciously provided by Kazuo Aoyama.

Location and arrangement of Suboperation 61A excavation units.
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FIGURE 91

Plan of Late Classic remains on defensive embankment summit, Suboperation 61A (J. Castañeda).
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FIGURE 92
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Embankment Probe
Two adjacent units, 12 and 15, were excavated deeper to test for earlier
construction within the earthwork (FIGURES 93 and 94). Four levels were excavated in
Unit 12 and seven were dug in Unit 15. Unit 12 was excavated to a depth of 1.60 m and
Unit 15 was terminated at 5.0 m. The plaza was judged to be another 2.0 m below the
bottom of Unit 15. As is common in such large constructions, a number of cell walls were
encountered in the upper halves of these test pits.
A cell wall or retaining wall capped by a thick 0.20-0.30 m layer of gravel was
discovered in Level 3 of Unit 12 at a depth of 0.20-0.25 m below the surface. Curiously,
the gravel pavement only covered one of the three rubble bins conjoined in Unit 12. The
large stone fill within and outside the wall (Level 4) contained 41 Late Classic Tepeu 2
potsherds, a chert projectile point, obsidian prismatic blade, and an adult human
interment (Burial 112).
Unit 15 contained a massive stone retention wall made of large unfinished stone
in its east profile (not illustrated). This wall spanned the entire upper half of the east
profile from Level 3 to the bottom of Level 5 (0.20 m to 2.40 m below the surface). As
with Unit 12, the wall and its loose rubble fill were Late Classic in date. A chert
projectile point, eight potsherds, and an obsidian prismatic blade were recovered from
Level 3, and a bone antler tool was found in Level 4. Remnants of a compact white
surface appeared at the bottom of Level 5. Only a small portion of this surface remained.
The compact fill underneath it (Level 6, 2.40-4.00 m) was composed of fine, light yellow
silt, and small stones measuring 0.10-0.15 m in diameter. No artifacts were found in this
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level. The pit was sloped inward, becoming reduced to 1.50 x 1.50 m at the bottom of
Level 6. Level 7 (4.00-5.00 m) was an extremely compact conglomerate of white, gray,
and brown soils. No artifacts were found in this level. After digging two meters of
culturally sterile soil, the excavation was discontinued.
Our brief investigation of the defensive wall proved to be surprising in some
respects, disappointing in others. Discovery of the makeshift Late Classic structure on top
of the wall was entirely unexpected. The great variety of objects found on the structure’s
floor was most unusual, and seemed to argue against highly specialized activity. If these
objects were associated with daily life on the wall, they may broaden our understanding
of the wall’s function at the end of the Classic. It would be interesting to see whether
items like the stone projectiles were produced in situ on the wall. Yet an adequate
explanation of the structure would have to account for the entire spectrum of artifacts.
The 5.0 m deep probe into the top of the embankment was culturally sterile in
final 3.0 m and therefore did not conclusively demonstrate the existence of earlier
construction. However, two lower surfaces associated with fills entirely distinct from the
upper Late Classic rubble offer the possibility of earlier construction phases. There is no
way to evaluate this hypothesis given the complete absence of artifacts in these levels.
Site-wide, Late Classic constructions are invariably peppered with cultural debris, while
Late Preclassic creations sometimes contain a dearth (take Str. 6A-Sub. 5 for example).
The yellowish bedrock soil found in the earthwork’s bottom levels is a singular aspect of
Late Preclassic construction throughout the site, but because it derived from the adjacent
ditch it could have been acquired by Late Classic people in a moment of angst. We are
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left, then, with two poorly supported interpretations: 1) the wall is entirely Late Classic in
date, and 2) the wall’s inner core was built in Preclassic times. Perhaps our understanding
of the embankment’s construction sequence is no better off than before. Still, previous
tests did not encounter exceedingly dense, virtually stone-free construction fills near the
wall’s center at depths greater than a couple of meters. If anything, our probe highlights
the need for further investigation of this massive earthwork.

Burial 112
In the north-west sector of Unit 12 at a depth of 0.72 m below the surface we
discovered the jumbled bones of young adult skeleton pressed-up against a retention wall
(FIGURES 95 and 96). The interment was located just off the gravel surface of the
ephemeral Late Classic superstructure and may have been dedicatory to its construction.
No formal grave was encountered. Although unlikely, the interment may have been
intrusive, which might indicate the person had a direct connection with the structure
itself. Only long bones and cranial fragments were present. Chin attributes and long bone
thicknesses suggested the individual was a male (Wright and Palomo 2005). The upper
and lower teeth were extensively filed.

Summary of Suboperation 61A, Ceremonial Precinct Defensive Wall
Our excavations on the large defensive embankment were immediately met with
an unexpected Late Classic find that diverted us from our primary objective. Discovery of
a Late or Terminal Classic craft production area that appeared to be non-specialized or at
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least broad-spectrum in nature, preoccupied our attention, since it shed light on wall use
during a little understood moment in Petexbatún history. Not surprisingly, our probe into
the wall’s hearting recovered no artifacts and no datable materials of clear cultural
association. We did, however, find remnants of compact surfaces that must represent
stages of construction. Intervals between such stages remain anyone’s guess. The
yellowish-brown clay constituting the embankment from the first meter below the surface
down to where excavation terminated is identical to that found in Late Preclassic Faisan 1
buildings in the Acropolis and West Group. Though stimulating, these findings do not
provide solid evidence of previous wall construction. Likewise, they fail to show that the
wall was built in one full swoop in the Late Classic. If anything, these ambiguous results
should impel future investigators to literally get to the bottom of the matter.
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FIGURE 93

Penetrating the embankment in Unit 15, Suboperation 61A.

FIGURE 94

South profile, Units 12 and 15, Suboperation 61A (J. Castañeda).
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FIGURE 95

Burial 112 (PC61A-12-4-2). Scale in 5 cm increments.

FIGURE 96

Close-up of Burial 112 (PC61A-12-4-2).
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Suboperation 61B, Moat Island
A small 2.0 x 2.0 m test pit was excavated in the center of the small island just
north of Punta de Chimino’s seasonally flooded dike (FIGURES 90, 97 and 98). A
primary objective of this excavation was to see whether primary cultural deposits of
Preclassic date existed on the island. If such remains could be verified, it could be argued
that the dike and associated embankment were of Preclassic origin. A second purpose
was to determine whether the island was a natural, geologic feature or an ancient cultural
production. It was reasoned that if the island were natural it ought to have a bedrock base.
If it were cultural, the water table should be reached in close proximity to the surface.
This excavation was assigned the same operation number since the island was thought to
be affiliated with the main defensive wall’s construction.
A fair amount of modern day rubbish—beverage bottles, food cans, plastic bags,
and other non-perishables—was found tangled in the mangrove trees growing along the
perimeter. The amount of waste left behind by modern people would lead one to expect
greater if not equal quantities underground, deposited by more populous, longer settled
ancient populations. Soils and vegetation were different from those encountered on the
peninsula. The island’s center was devoid of vegetation. The small mound feature on the
north side was covered with brush. No ancient artifacts were found on the surface,
although no systematic attempt was made to recover them.
Rising lake waters flood the island almost annually at the height of the rainy
season, which probably accounts for the dense clay sediments encountered in our test pit.
Fishing is rumored to be rather good around the island, particularly in the “pozo del
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diablo” located off the north side. This depression is 30.0 m deep, while the remainder of
Lake Petexbatún averages 1.0 to 4.0 m in depth (Nicholas Dunning, personal
communication 2005). At 1.0 to 4.0 m, it is conceivable that the island was formed by
cultural means. Still, the island is many times larger than any building ever erected at
Punta de Chimino.
Six levels were excavated in PC61B-1 before water inundated the floor of the
excavation at a depth of 1.30 m. All levels were devoid of artifacts. After penetrating a
very organic, root-ridden humus (0.00-0.10 m), excavators encountered a very dense, fine
gray clay (0.10-0.35 m). Level 4 (0.35-0.60 m), was a mixture of gravel and mediumsized stones. Level 5 (0.60-0.76 m) was a compact gray clay with gravel. Level 6 (0.761.30 m) was a silty yellow soil with large stones.

Summary of Suboperation 61B, Moat Island
This simple test served its purpose by determining that the small island north of
the earthen wall’s artificial canal or ‘moat’ is quite likely an ancient man-made feature.
No artifacts were found in our pit, but I suspect ancient cultural remains will likely be
found with more extensive testing. Its creation date remains unknown.
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FIGURE 97

Strata and water encountered in Suboperation 61B test pit, Moat Island.

FIGURE 98

East profile of Suboperation 61B test pit, Moat Island.
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Operation 71, West Group Test Excavation
Mound 59, a short but wide pyramidal mound on the West Group’s southern
fringe was tested for the first time in 2005. The reasons for this excavation were twofold.
The first was to determine whether the two West Group mounds, Mound 59 and 70, were
contemporaneous prior to the Classic period. The second was to assess whether an
elaborate tomb or crypt containing a prominent community leader occurred first in the
West Group rather than in the Acropolis E-Group. Vanderbilt University’s testing of
Mound 70 across the plaza indicated that the basal platform of that building was built
during Late Preclassic times (Morgan 1996b). A rather austere Protoclassic-Early Classic
burial was discovered near the center of this mound (Morgan 1996b:46). Vanderbilt also
detected evidence for Preclassic plaza construction at the base of Mound 59 (Wolley
1991:572, 575, Fig. 34.10). These preliminary data provided incentive to test hypotheses
about the social and political reasons behind the origin of specific types of architectural
plans (Ashmore 1986; 1989; Becker 2003).

Suboperation 71A, Mound 59
Suboperation 71A was a 2.0 x 2.0 m test pit placed near the center of Mound 59’s
basal platform (FIGURE 99). The 4.0 m tall platform was probed to 3.0 m, a sufficient
depth to locate earlier monumental construction (FIGURE 100). The first 0.40 m were
excavated as humus (Level 2). A piedrín floor probably once spanned the bottom half of
this level, but severe bioturbation had thoroughly mixed the gravel into the upper topsoil.
The next level (Level 3) contained two retaining walls and loose Late Classic rubble fill.
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Operation 71 demonstrated convincingly that no Preclassic substructure of size
was to be found beneath the massive platform. If a Preclassic building existed under the
platform’s rear, such a building would be quite small in scale. It therefore appeared
unlikely that Mound 59 had an earlier construction phase comparable in size to the one
documented in Mound 70. Hence, if these buildings did serve as counterparts, they
probably did not assume that role until Late Classic times.

Burial 113
An adult human skeleton (Burial 113) appeared in construction fill at a depth of
0.45 m between two retaining walls (FIGURES 101 and 102). The deceased was oriented
north-south at 265º with head to the north. The body was placed on its dorsal side with
legs flexed and feet under the thighs. The right arm appeared to be placed over the head
and the left arm was positioned with the hand over the thorax. The individual was a
young adult male, whose skull had been shaped and teeth extensively modified with jade
inlays and filing (Wright and Palomo 2005). A Late Classic orange monochrome plate
was placed over the head. Burial 113 was pedestaled (Level 3, Lot 2), and the south
portion of the unit was excavated to a depth of 3.0 m with no noticeable change in
construction matrix.

Summary of Suboperation 71A, Mound 59
This small test pit determined that a large Preclassic construction does not
exist beneath Mound 59, as is the case with its counterpart Mound 70. A public Preclassic
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building could still underlie Mound 59, but if so, it is probably non-pyramidal in form.
Precise dating of the outer layer of this building must, however, await ceramic analysis.
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FIGURE 99

Location of Suboperation 71A test pit, Mound 59.

FIGURE 100 East wall of Suboperation 71A test pit, Mound 59 (J. Castañeda).
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FIGURE 101 Burial 113 shortly after discovery.

FIGURE 102 Burial 113 after removal of plate and additional cleaning.
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General Summary and Conclusions
A number of stimulating finds resulted from the University of Arizona field
project. A new ceramic complex was discovered in the Petexbatún, a pre-Mamom or Xe
ceramic tradition (ca. 900-700 BC) that had hitherto been reported only along the Pasión
River. The first Middle Preclassic architecture was discovered at Punta de Chimino, and a
sense of scale was gained for these monumental earthworks. An elaborate Protoclassic
mask wall with distal end stairway was uncovered on the west face of Structure 6A—the
first Protoclassic building recorded in the Petexbatún. A late Protoclassic stela butt,
possibly the earliest stela yet discovered in the greater Petexbatún-Pasión region, was
found in situ surrounded by artifacts associated with its felling. A special bi-chambered
building was constructed around this monument, possibly the earliest stela enclosure of
its kind recorded in the Maya lowlands. The earliest iron pyrite and Mexican green and
gray obsidian to arrive in the region were documented in securely dated contexts. In
Mound 7, Protoclassic and Early Classic construction episodes were documented for the
first time and the existence of a Late Classic Tepeu 1 building was confirmed. At Mound
7’s base, we uncovered a highly unusual cylindrical burial with seated occupant, features
partly reflective of Teotihuacan mortuary behavior. The deceased was a migrant from the
central lowlands or lower Usumacinta drainage. A sizeable quantity of Early Classic
pottery was detected in an extensive termination deposit in front of the Protoclassic mask
wall. And finally, an enigmatic Late Classic structure with a broad spectrum of finished
artifacts was recorded on top of the widest portion of the defensive wall.
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Several lines of research resulting from these excavations have the potential to
yield important contributions to Maya archaeology. Fifteen AMS radiocarbon and
thermoluminescence dates from Mounds 6 and 7 provide the longest chronometrically
dated sequence for a southern Petén site. The Preclassic, Protoclassic, and Early Classic
ceramic samples, which are closely aligned with this sequence, are herein used to refine
and subdivide the Petexbatún ceramic chronology. Finally, neutron-activation and further
bone strontium analyses might bring into sharper focus long-distance relationships that
impacted the region’s history around A.D. 400.
During our excavations it became clear that additional excavation in certain
locations might expand our understanding of Punta de Chimino’s early history. These
observations were nevertheless impressionistic, and may or may not be deemed pursuable
depending on what is learned about Preclassic Maya civilization in the years ahead.
Future research at Punta de Chimino will undoubtedly implement new theoretical views
and more advanced scientific methods. The following statements are simply food for
thought.
In this chapter I alluded several times to enigmatic “wall features” of plausible
Middle Preclassic date underlying the Acropolis plaza. Our discovery of Middle
Preclassic public architecture in Mound 6 increases the probability that contemporaneous
domestic remains exist underneath the plaza. Most traces of Middle Preclassic domestic
settlement were probably submerged and partly or wholly destroyed by Late Preclassic
architectural programs. Although not known with the least degree of certainty, I suspect
Late Preclassic domestic remains had a more disastrous fate, being more completely
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eradicated by the large Late Classic population. The ancient ground surface beneath the
Acropolis probably presents the best chance to document Middle Preclassic household
remains. A random testing program in the plaza followed by horizontal excavation could
yield important information on Xe and Mamom phase settlements. A similar program
could be carried-out in the West Group plaza, although in this location the horizontal
extent of the Late Preclassic pavement is less certain. As far as I know, the large flat open
area between Mound 75 and the ball court remains untested. It too may possess a Late
Preclassic plaza surface. If so, it would provide a third area to test for Middle Preclassic
domestic architecture. Again, I believe there is a greater likelihood of encountering
Middle Preclassic domestic traces than Late Preclassic ones due to the site formation
processes documented at the site thus far.
Although Mound 6 was extensively tested, a number of features surely deserve
further exploration. For instance, the beautifully preserved stucco building of probable
Mamom date (Structure 6A-Sub. 6) rose higher as it entered the north wall of the trench
in Unit 4. The east-west axes of the three Middle Preclassic mound constructions may lie
in this direction. If so, this would be a good place to look for caches and burials of
Middle Preclassic age—something not yet found in the Petexbatún region.
Also good would be an east-west trench originating from the large Protoclassic
stairway attached to Structure 6A-Sub. 3’s mask wall. Such a trench would test for
cultural deposits along one of the two distal axes normally associated with E-Group range
platforms. This was part of our original plan, but neither time nor money permitted it.
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Finally, the Maya penchant for symmetry would indicate that a second mask wall,
stela enclosure, and stela are to be found on the southwest face of Mound 6. The potential
rewards of a second horizontal excavation in this area are inestimable. Termination of
these monuments dates to the time of early Teotihuacan contact, an extremely significant
yet poorly documented moment in Lowland Maya history.
Horizontal excavation would also be appropriate across the plaza at the base of
Mound 7. The size, shape, and funerary contents of the late Protoclassic basal platform
(Structure 7-Sub. 3) require further definition to make better comparisons with
Kaminaljuyu and other highland sites. Extensive shoring will be needed however, to
accomplish such an excavation. It would be interesting to see whether this platform has
an Adosada-like shape.
I still believe a well-preserved stairway associated with the Late Preclassic and
Protoclassic versions of Mound 7 is yet to be had on one or possibly all three of the
remaining slopes. I doubt very much that all four sides were cut and defaced anciently.
Our current knowledge of Preclassic pyramids of similar size, location, and function
overwhelmingly suggests that these early versions were truncated, radial pyramids with
stairways on all four sides. This form could be verified if two stairways were documented
on tangent sides.
One Acropolis building yet to receive attention is Mound 5. Like Mound 6,
Mound 5 is loma-like in appearance. It is approximately 4.0 m tall, 39.0 m long, and 23.0
m wide. The mound’s west side melds seamlessly into the Acropolis platform, as does the
Late Preclassic version of Mound 6 (Structure 6A-Sub. 5). Its physical dimensions and
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prominent northern location make me wonder whether it was a local version of Tikal’s
North Acropolis. If so, it should be funerary in nature. Punta de Chimino’s earliest
leaders may be interred in this mound. Such findings would lend excellent support to
Ashmore’s hypothesis that north-south axial buildings were devoted to the veneration of
community leaders from Protoclassic times onward (Ashmore and Sabloff 2000:20).
Monumental Protoclassic constructions in Mounds 6 and 7 surely present the possibility
that elaborate tomb-like crypts exist somewhere at the site.
Although the ball court was extensively tested by Vanderbilt, none of these tests
reached bedrock in the center of Mound 1, the eastern mound attached to the large,
mostly Late Preclassic, Acropolis platform. This mound should be deeply probed to test
Fialko’s suggestion that ball courts are associated with Preclassic E-Groups (Fialko
1987:148). Punta de Chimino, Ceibal, Itzán are the only Preclassic Pasión sites with ball
courts. At the first two, ball courts are located off the northern flanks of probable EGroup observatory pyramids. As far as I can tell, no ball courts is associated with the
Itzán E-Group.
Because Preclassic excavation usually entails deep excavation, it can be
destructive, expensive, dangerous, and time consuming—even in small mounds. Careful
study, planning, and luck are all necessary. In the future it is hoped that restoration will
accompany excavation. At Punta de Chimino earlier buildings are far better preserved
and often more spectacular than Classic period ones. Ideally, creative solutions will be
reached to display both the early splendor and later florescence of the site. With these
excavations, it is hoped that a little headway was made in understanding the peninsula’s
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early development. As always, much remains to be learned. Our efforts merely highlight
the considerable potential for investigating the Preclassic period at Punta de Chimino.
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CHAPTER 3
ARTIFACTS
But of bliss and glad life there is little to be said, before it ends; as works
fair and wonderful, while still they endure for eyes to see, are their own
record, and only when they are in peril or broken for ever do they pass into
song.
J.R.R. Tolkien The Silmarillion 1977:95

Objects tell us much about the past. When studied in concert with their find-spots,
their physical properties and past human meanings come to be understood, sometimes
with considerable amazement and surprise. They begin to sing, as it were, evincing
messages of experiences and life events long forgotten. Objects may reveal much about
social identity, trade relations, technological knowledge, subsistence, ritual, and conflict.
They often belong to classes of items broadly distributed across a region at a particular
point in time. Yet their specific locations of discovery are always unique. Other objects
and features found with them are singular and unrepeatable in their precise spatial
configuration and physical make-up. These material arrangements are the building blocks
of an archaeology of place. When minimally disturbed by natural or human forces, they
provide a view of the degrees and manners in which succeeding generations anchored
themselves to a place.
This chapter describes the physical properties, cultural uses, and social meanings
of a significant portion of the 15,000 or so artifacts excavated at Punta de Chimino in
2004 and 2005. With ceramics, emphasis is placed on the pre-Classic (Middle Preclassic
to Early Classic) material, though special finds pertaining to the Classic period are also
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treated. The Acropolis stratigraphy provides an opportunity to introduce the new Colonia
Xe ceramic complex, to subdivide the Faisan Chicanel complex outlined by Antonia
Foias (1996), and to carry-out ceramic modal analyses. Most figurines, lithics, ground
stone, jadeite, pyrite, spindle whorls, notched sherds, and miscellaneous finds correspond
to the Late Classic (Tepeu 1 and 2) periods, but are reported here anyway. Absence or
scarcity of these artifact categories in volumetrically larger Preclassic fills says much
about Preclassic use of the Acropolis zone. Faunal bone and shell artifacts were not
analyzed at the time of writing and will appear in a future publication. All artifact
illustrations are by Alfredo Román unless otherwise noted.

Ceramics
Detailed investigations of the Pasión-Petexbatún regional pottery sequence have
been completed by Adams (1971), Sabloff (1975), and Foias (1996). These foundational
works provide the basis for cross dating and interpreting the region’s ancient human
history. Punta de Chimino’s well-dated Acropolis stratigraphy, though neither unmixed
nor always undisturbed, allows some refinement and adjustment of our knowledge of the
region’s Preclassic ceramic sequence. The present findings bear not only on the local
Petexbatún sequence but also on the Pasión region in general, especially our view of
cultural events during the nebulous Protoclassic era.
Nine whole and partly restorable vessels and 4,141 potsherds were included in my
ceramic analysis. These artifacts fell stratigraphically and chronometrically into five
ceramic complexes (Colonia, Excavado, Faisan, Jordan, and Nacimiento) and four
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ceramic facets (Faisan 1, Faisan 2, Faisan 3, and Nacimiento 1). The Petexbatún Colonia
Xe complex and later ceramic facets are described below for the first time. Potsherd
frequencies by complex and facet were as follows: Colonia Xe (885), Excavado Mamom
(464), Faisan Chicanel 1 (629), Faisan Chicanel 2 (91), Faisan Chicanel 3 (625), Jordan
Tzakol 2 (125), Nacimiento Tepeu 1 (96), and unclassified/eroded (1,226). I should
emphasize that the main Faisan 1 types (Sierra, Flor, and Polvero groups) continued in
diminished numbers into Faisan 2 and 3. Also, Achiotes Unslipped (561 sherds), the main
Preclassic utility ware, spanned the Colonia Xe through Faisan 3 ceramic periods.
Because clear diagnostic criteria have not been developed to consistently sort this pottery
into separate complexes, its numbers were lumped into the Colonia Xe figure given
above. About half the Achiotes Unslipped pottery (288 potsherds) was retrieved from
sealed Middle Preclassic contexts, a good portion of which was doubtless made in
Colonia Xe times. The true quantity of excavated Colonia Xe pottery was therefore
probably around 450-500 sherds.
Though modest, these quantities compare favorably percentage-wise with the
Preclassic and Early Classic potsherds analyzed by Foias (1996) from a dozen Petexbatún
sites and four intersite transects. TABLE 3 compares type frequencies between the two
samples. There are notable type-content differences between them, however. Certain
types identified by Foias, such as Desvario Chamfered, Deprecio Incised, Centenario
Fluted, Mars Orange, and Altamira Fluted, are not identified in the Punta de Chimino
sample. Conversely, a good number of types not described by Foias are identified.
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Complex

Colonia Xe

Excavado Mamom

Faisan Chicanel 1

Faisan Chicanel 2

Faisan Chicanel 3

Jordan Tzakol 2
Total

Type
Abelino Red
Setok Fluted
Pico de Oro Incised
Yalmanchac Impressed
Huetche White
Edmundo Fluted
Comistun Incised
Crisanto Black
Valdemar Fluted
Asunto Impressed 1
Datile Red-on-black
Achiotes Unslipped
Baldizon Impressed 2
Juventud Red
Desvario Chamfered
Guitarra Incised
Pital Cream 3
Paso Danto Incised
Chunhinta Black
Deprecio Incised
Centenario Fluted
Muxanal Red-on-cream
Boxcay Brown 4
Tierra Mojada Resist
Timax Incised
Mars Orange
Jocote Orange-brown
Palma Daub
Sierra Red 5
Laguna Verde Incised: Lag Verde Var.
Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved-incised
Alta Mira Fluted
Matamoro Bichrome
Flor Cream 5
Polvero Black 5
Lechugal Incised
Zapote Striated 3
Caramba Red-on-orange
Caribal Red 6
Iberia Orange 6
Metapa Trichrome
Sacluc Black-on-orange
San Martin Variegated Brown 6
Achiotes Unslipped: White wash Var.
Actuncan Orange Polychrome
Aguila Orange 7
Balanza Black 7
Lucha Incised 7
Pucte Brown
Quintal Unslipped 7
Triunfo Striated 7
Miseria Appliquéd 8
Candelario Appliquéd
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome 3
San Clemente Gouged-incised
Triunfo Striated: Impressed Var. 1

PC 2004-2005
127
13
4
4
45
2
3
91
6
1
1
561
23
219
14
93
5
56

1
16
27
5
7
3
259
3
10
17
169
106
3
39
2
35
11
2
1
39
1
7
93
50
8
26
76
289
57
1
91
1
2
2,725

Foias (1996)

4482
205
793
17
96
105
22
210
25
21
16
512
69
7
2
1555
18
16
7
728
483
42
494
2
142
24
8

2551
90
32
118
824
6
80

13,802

1

defined in present study
placed in Xe by Adams (1971:46), in Xe and Mamom by Sabloff (1975:48), and in Chicanel by Foias (1996:279-282)
notable disparity in type frequency ratio between two samples
4
continues into Faisan Chicanel 1
5
continues into Faisan Chicanel 2 & 3
6
continues into Faisan Chicanel 3
7
continues into Jordan Tzakol 2
2
3

TABLE 3

Preclassic ceramic type frequencies at Punta de Chimino in 2004-2005
compared with those reported by Foias (1996).
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Among them are eleven Colonia Xe types, two Excavado Mamom types (Boxcay Brown
and Jocote Orange-brown), one Faisan Chicanel 1 type (Matamoro Bichrome), three
Faisan Chicanel 2 types (San Martin Variegated Brown, Metapa Trichrome, and Achiotes
Unslipped: White wash Variety), three Faisan Chicanel 3 types (Actuncan Orange
Polychrome, Pucte Brown, and Candelario Appliquéd), and two Jordan Tzakol 2 types
(San Clemente Gouged-incised and Triunfo Striated: Impressed Variety). From the
above, one type (Asunto Impressed) and two varieties (Achiotes Unslipped: White wash
Variety and Triunfo Striated: Impressed Variety) are named or described for the first time
in the Petexbatún.
Before describing the pottery, an important point must be made about Punta de
Chimino’s ceramic stratigraphy. No unmixed ceramic levels were encountered in the
Acropolis. Even the earliest levels overlying bedrock contained a mixture of Xe and
Mamom pottery. All construction fills therefore contained a mixture of earlier and
presumably closely contemporaneous pottery. Battleship curves of Preclassic ceramic
types and modes were created in the early stages of analysis. Unfortunately, these curves
did not always provide an accurate picture of true ceramic frequencies for a given
construction period due to ceramic mixing brought about by various formation processes
(Rowe 1961; Schiffer 1987). A good case of this problem was Structure 6A-Sub. 3, the
mask wall constructed within Mound 6. Sub. 3’s fill contained the best example of Late
Preclassic Chicanel pottery found at Punta de Chimino. Sherds of later date were
exceedingly rare and suspected to have descended into the building’s eroded upper
surface. Throughout most of the excavation and laboratory analyses, Sub. 3 was thought
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to be early Protoclassic in date because the underlying Sub. 4 construction contained a
few Protoclassic 1 sherds in its sealed fill. Radiometric and stratigraphic findings later
demonstrated that Sub. 3 dated no earlier than Protoclassic 2, even though the vast
majority of sherds within it were Late Preclassic Chicanel. How much waxy Chicanel
pottery was produced in Protoclassic 2? I cannot say for certain, but suspect it was a
reduced if not minor amount. All data indicate that Punta de Chimino was reoccupied in
Protoclassic 2 after a brief abandonment. The new inhabitants accessed earlier Late
Preclassic and Protoclassic 1 refuse deposits and construction debris for their building
programs. Despite the mixed nature of these ceramic fills, superb stratigraphic layering
enabled me to determine the earliest occurrence of many ceramic attributes.
What follows are condensed summaries of each ceramic complex and the newly
proposed ceramic facets. Particular emphasis is placed on modes rather than types since
the latter have already been described in considerable detail by previous investigators.
Ceramic modes identified in the collection are summarized in TABLE 4. Where possible,
I highlight spatial and temporal links to neighboring regions and offer suggestions on the
cultural meanings or uses of various pottery artifacts. This is done to enhance our
understanding of the peninsula’s inhabitants through time.
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Colonia Excavado Faisan 1 Faisan 2 Faisan 3 Jordan
Note
4
1
1
1
1
10
20 one case on Sierra Red vessel from Str. 7-Sub. 4 fill
2
1
1
miniature Balanza Black vessel with dimple base
2
3
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
numerous cases from mixed contexts
1
3
one case on Sierra Red vessel from Str. 7-Sub. 3 fill
1
Balanza Black vessel from termination deposit
1
1
9
3
Form
3
2
2
2
1
1
miniature Balanza Black vessel with dimple base
39
1
includes a few partly restorable vessels around Stela 1
1
1
4
1
spikes considerably smaller on Xe example
1
one case is a Sierra Red vessel
2
1
1
2
1
Balanza Black vessel from termination deposit
6
2
12 some Jordan cases are probably Faisan 3
1
1
1
3
some cases may be Excavado Mamom
1
1
1
Excavado Mamom case may be Colonia Xe
2
1
1
Chunhinta Black and Pucte Brown types represented
1
Juventud Red vessel
2
1
Fasian 3 case on Polvero Black vessel from Str. 6B fill
1
1
Faisan 3 example is Actuncan Orange Polychrome and one
Aguila Orange vessel from Jordan termination deposit
charred/smudged
6
5
Achiotes Unslipped and Triunfo Unslipped respectively
crackle/crazing
10
8
black staining
111
37
cream underslip
3
9
5
also three Saxche Orange Polychrome (Tepeu 1) cases
differential firing black
30
30
always on Juventud, Pital, Sierra and Flor group types
differential firing brown
5
8
always on Juventud, Pital, Sierra and Flor group types
Finish differential firing red
18
6
always on Pital and Flor group types
differential firing cream
2
2
found on Chunhinta and Polvero group types only
fire clouding
6
56
40
20
20
1
common on Boxcay Brown and Pucte Brown
polished/slipped jar necks
3
resisted areas
27
all are Tierra Mojada Resist, save one Pital Cream
streaky slip
4
3
possibly Sierra Red: Society Hall Var. (Culbert n.d.:19)
wide crackle/crazing
14
1
2
most common on Pital Cream
coffee bean appliquéd elements
1
on unslipped lug handle (possibly Faisan Chicanel 2)
double line rim incision
1
Laguna Verde Incised vessel with everted rim
gadrooning
1
Chunhinta group vessel
modeling
1
Chunhinta group vessel
Decoration pie crust rim shape
1
Abelino Red vessel
pseudo Usulutan
1
from Faisan Chicanel 3 (Protoclassic 2) construction fill
rim band
1
3
12 Faisan 2 example is Caramba Red-on-orange
sublabial incision
1
1
B. 111 vessel (Faisan 3) and fine orange sherd, B. 103
vertical fluting (gourd forms)
3
Chunhinta group sherds
black paste
13
1
1
all Colonia Xe cases are Achiotes Unslipped
dark gray paste
32
one Baldizon Impressed, all others Achiotes Unslipped
fine gray paste
1
possibly Excavado Mamom, but unlikely
fine orange paste
1
Paste
lightweight kaolin-like paste
1
Polvero Black vessel
orange paste
2
2
2
2
1
Colonia cases are Achiotes Unslipped; later ones are Sierra
Red and Flor Cream
red paste
28
2
10
9
10
Colonia cases are Achiotes Unslipped; Excavado are
Juventud; Red; Faisan 1 are Sierra Red and Flor Cream;
Faisan 2 are Flor Cream; Faisan 3 are Miseria Appliquéd
chunky calcite temper
1
?
22
Faisan 1 example is Sierra Red mushroom pot; Faisan 3
examples are San Martin Variegated Brown, Balanza Black,
Aguila Orange, and Caribal Red
Temper fine calcite inclusions
1
large quartzite inclusions
1
Miseria Appliquéd vessel
volcanic inclusions
1
1
Faisan 1 case is Polvero Black; Faisan 3 case is cylinder
tripod from B. 103
composite silhouette
concave base
basal flange
basal ridge
dimple base
everted rim
everted outflaring rim
exteriorly folded rim
flat base
flattened lip
handle
hollow cylindrical support
hollow mammiform support
hollow rectangular support
inset ring base
labial flange
ladle censer
medial angle/ridge
medial flange
miniature
modeled face censer
modeled spiked/horned censer
mushroom pot
net sinker
outset ring base
ring base
solid nubbin support
square incense burner base
strap handle
sublabial ridge
tecomate
thin walled vessel
vertical wall (no angle)
wide-everted rim
Z-angle flange

TABLE 4

Preclassic ceramic mode frequencies at Punta de Chimino.
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FIGURE 103 Color key for ceramic illustrations.
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Colonia Ceramic Complex (prior to 600 B.C.)
RIO PASION SLIPPED WARE
Abelino Ceramic Group
Abelino Red: Variety Unspecified
Setok Fluted: Setok Variety
Pico de Oro Incised: Variety Unspecified
Yalmanchac Impressed: Yalmanchac Variety
Huetche Ceramic Group
Huetche White: Variety Unspecified
Edmundo Fluted: Edmundo Variety
Comistun Incised: Variety Unspecified
Crisanto Ceramic Group
Crisanto Black: Variety Unspecified
Valdemar Fluted: Valdemar Variety
Chompipi Incised: Variety Unspecified
Asunto Impressed: Asunto Variety*
Datile Red-on-black: Datile Variety
UAXACTUN UNSLIPPED WARE
Achiotes Ceramic Group
Achiotes Unslipped: Variety Unspecified
Baldizon Impressed: Variety Unspecified
* new type
Most unexpected at Punta de Chimino was discovery of a pre-Mamom ceramic
tradition. The early Middle Preclassic ceramic horizon known as Xe was not detected
previously by Foias in the Petexbatún region, though it is amply documented at Altar de
Sacrificios (Adams 1971), Ceibal (Sabloff 1975; Willey 1970), and Itzán (Johnston and
Román de Leon 1992). The present sample came from the mixed Xe-Mamom fill of a
public earthen mound at the center of Mound 6 (Structure’s 6A-Sub. 7 and Sub. 8). No
primary cultural features or constructions were assignable to this pottery alone. Its
mixture with the earliest Mamom levels suggested it was a late Xe manifestation,
although this remains a matter of speculation. I named the complex Colonia to reflect its
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probable lateness and secondary nature in comparison to the earlier and larger Xe
settlements of Altar de Sacrificios and Ceibal. The following observations benefited
immensely from a test excavation I helped supervise at Ceibal in 2005, in which no fewer
than 13 superimposed Real Xe levels (containing 1,410 potsherds) were encountered
(Bachand et al. 2005a).
Punta de Chimino’s Colonia Xe sample represents a complete ceramic complex.
Present are the hallmark Abelino Red, Huetche White, and Crisanto Black slipped types
with their well-known decorative spin-offs and Achiotes Unslipped pottery in a wide
range of paste colors—something less typical of Mamom and Chicanel Achiotes
examples. As for typological content, the Punta de Chimino sample lacks only minor or
rare Xe types. One dichrome sherd, Datile Red-on-black, and seven Jocote Orange-brown
sherds are probably contemporaneous. Also stratigraphically contemporaneous is the
unslipped Baldizon Impressed type. Its impressed appliqué bands are indistinguishable
from those appearing on the red slipped Yalmanchac Impressed type of the Abelino
group (see FIGURE 105h-l). Baldizon Impressed clearly has an early Middle Preclassic
origin in the Petexbatún. A new Xe type, Asunto Impressed: Variety Unspecified, is
designated for the Crisanto Group (FIGURE 107n). This type is identical to punctate
examples of Yalmanchac Impressed: Variety Unspecified (Sabloff 1975:52-53, Figs. 47
and 48), but has a black slip. 16
Colonia Xe vessels are thin-walled and generally more delicate than Mamom
vessels. Shallow bowls or dishes with flat or rounded bottoms are the norm. Ollas or
16

Asunto was the name given to an amiable ocelot that roamed the peninsula. He was shot and killed by a
local hunter before our arrival in 2004.
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short-necked jars occur, but few tecomate rims are found in the sample. Thin, pre-slip
incision, horizontal fluting, and lip modification are commonplace. Slips are generally
dull (i.e., matte or non-lustrous), thin, and poorly adhesive. This last attribute is
especially true of Huetche White pottery, which may eventually be divisible into two
distinct types: one with a powdery ephemeral white finish that is more like a wash than a
clay-based slip, the other with a hard, polished semi-lustrous cream-colored slip that
seems to anticipate Pital Cream. 17 Abelino Red slips tend to exhibit superior preservation
to Crisanto Black and Huetche White slips, a feature doubtless attributable to differences
in slip formula or firing methods. Quartzite temper is very common, especially but not
solely in Achiotes utilitarian vessels. Fine calcite temper is most frequent in thin-walled
slipped vessels.
A striking feature of Colonia Xe pottery is its wide assortment of pastes. These
range in color from black to light brown, orange, red, pink, yellow, tan, and gray. Many
pastes have a sandy, gritty, or crumbly texture that seems to aid or catalyze slip erosion.
The great variety of paste colors and densities implies access to a dizzying array of clay
sources and probably semi-autonomous, household manufacture. This variety is
especially evident in unslipped work-a-day pottery. Thick, dark unoxidized cores are
prevalent in Achiotes Unslipped vessels. In some cases the core is so thick that only a
thin sliver of oxidized paste is visible on one edge of the sherd profile. This feature likely
results from a short firing time or extremely low firing temperature, possibly below 600º

17

A diverse range of white monochrome pottery wares existed “throughout greater Chiapas and many
neighboring regions during the eighth and ninth centuries B.C.” (Clark et al. 2005:78). Clearly, more work
needs to be done to better understand the Huetche White material.
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C. Finally, some unslipped sherds possess a thick exterior soot that appears to penetrate
the vessel wall. I do not know whether this “smudging” results from manufacture or use,
but it seems to be less common or absent altogether on later Achiotes examples.
At Punta de Chimino, the physical and technological differences between Xe and
Mamom pottery are stark in comparison to the seamless blending of Mamom traits into
Chicanel. In this light, claims for ceramic (and thus cultural) continuity between Xe and
Mamom may be somewhat overstated. Although the renowned red, cream, and black slip
trinity is shared between the two complexes, non-Maya groups bordering the lowlands
also share this preference in the Middle Formative. In truth, technological changes in slip
hardness, firing techniques, and paste are dramatic in Mamom. The waxy-ware pottery
undoubtedly has superior tensile strength, slip durability, and hue retention.
Xe and Mamom pottery possibly coexisted at Punta de Chimino and other Pasión
sites for a brief period of time at the start of the late Middle Preclassic period around 600
B.C. This contention is admittedly speculative because we still lack broad horizontal
excavations with primary cultural deposits. If Excavado Mamom overlapped with Xe, its
first possessors may have been socially privileged. Nevertheless, the large quantity and
ubiquity of slipped Mamom pottery in the earliest Mamom levels argues against this,
implying that the new crockery was quickly adopted by the general populace. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, other social innovations transformed the Pasión region at this
time, including the acquisition and perfection of lime technology. Currently, there is no
evidence to suggest new technological products were restricted or hoarded, assuming of
course that no occupational hiatus existed between Xe and Mamom.
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Achiotes Unslipped pottery makes its debut in Colonia Xe and lasts at least until
the end of the second century A.D. This pottery type, basic to Preclassic food preparation
and water storage/transport, may, upon detailed examination, exhibit a few subtle
changes in vessel form or mineralogical make-up over time (Hansen and Forsyth 1987).
In the Pasión-Petexbatún region we have not established reliable criteria for
distinguishing among Colonia, Excavado, or Faisan complex Achiotes sherds. Indeed, the
possibility of doing so remains remote. Nevertheless, in that vain I have arranged the
Achiotes sherds in FIGURE 109 by stratigraphic period. Few form differences can be
gleaned, and those appearing in later construction levels could conceivably predate their
contexts by many centuries. More puzzling still is the sorting of body sherds. Unless clear
mineralogical or petrographic criteria are established, it will remain difficult to assign
Achiotes sherds to their appropriate production eras.
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FIGURE 104 Abelino Red: Variety Unspecified. Contexts: e and j are from PC51A-910-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]); n is from PC51A-17-7-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8
[late MP]); all others derive from PC51A-7-10-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late
MP]).
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FIGURE 105 Abelino Group types. Pico de Oro Incised: Variety Unspecified, a-c. Setok
Fluted: Setok Variety, d-g. Yalmanchac Impressed: Yalmanchac Variety,
h-l. Contexts: a, e-l are from PC51A-7-10-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); b
and c are from PC51A-17-7-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); d is from
PC51A-9-8-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5 [LP]).
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FIGURE 106 Huetche Group types. Huetche White: Variety Unspecified, a-d. Comistun
Incised: Variety Unspecified, e and f. Edmundo Fluted: Edmundo Variety,
g and h. Contexts: a is from PC51A-9-5-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 2 [Protoclassic
2]); b-d are from PC51A-7-10-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); e is from
PC51A-5-11-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]); f-h are from PC51A-17-7-1
(Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]).
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FIGURE 107 Crisanto Group types. Crisanto Black: Variety Unspecified, a-j. Valdemar
Fluted: Valdemar Variety, k-m. Asunto Impressed: Variety Unspecified, n.
Contexts: a, d-g, i, k, and l are from PC51A-7-10-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late
MP]); b is from PC51A-17-4-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5 [LP]); c and h are from
PC51A-9-11-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); j is from PC51A-17-7-1 (Str.
6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); m is from PC51A-17-6-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late
MP]); and n is from PC51A-7-9-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]).
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FIGURE 108 Baldizon Impressed: Variety Unspecified. Contexts: a is from PC51A-110-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]); b and g are from PC51A-7-10-1 (Str. 6ASub. 8 [late MP]); c is from PC51A-2-7-1 (mixed LP and Proto 1); d-f are
from PC51A-7-9-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]); h and i are from PC51A-61-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5 [LP]).
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FIGURE 109 Achiotes Unslipped: Achiotes Variety rim sherds arranged by construction
period. All construction phases contain earlier Achiotes sherds. Consistent
modal criteria have not yet been established to regularly distinguish
among early and late Achiotes sherds.
1. late Middle Preclassic construction. Contexts: a, d-g, i, and l are from
PC51A-7-9-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7); b is from PC51A-5-11-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7);
c and h are from PC51A-17-6-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7); j is from PC51A-9-11-1
(Str. 6A-Sub. 8); and k is from PC51A-5-12-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8).
2. Late Preclassic construction. Contexts: Structure 7-Sub. 4: a, b, i, l, m,
and u are from PC51C-4-15-1 and c is from PC51C-4-16-1. Structure 6ASub. 5: d is from PC51A-5-8-1; e, h, j, k and o are from PC51A-9-8-1; f is
from PC51A-16-4-1; g is from PC51A-4-9-1; n is from PC51A-1-7-1; p
and q are from PC51A-6-1-1; r is from PC51A-23-4-1; and s and t are
from PC51A-17-4-1.
3. Protoclassic construction. Contexts: Structure 6A-Sub. 3: a, b, and l are
from PC51A-7-4-1. Structure 6A-Sub. 2: c, d, g, and m are from PC51A2-4-1; e, i, k, and n are from PC51A-9-6-1; h is from PC51A-9-5-1.
Structure 6B: f and j are from PC51A-3-4-3.
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Excavado Ceramic Complex (600-300 B.C.)
FLORES WAXY WARE
Juventud Ceramic Group
Juventud Red: Variety Unspecified
Desvario Chamfered: Variety Unspecified
Guitarra Incised: Guitarra Variety
Pital Ceramic Group
Pital Cream: Pital Variety
Paso Danto Incised: Paso Danto Variety
Muxanal Red-on-cream: Variety Unspecified
Chunhinta Ceramic Group
Chunhinta Black: Chunhinta Variety
Deprecio Incised: Variety Unspecified
Centenario Fluted: Centenario Variety
Tierra Mojada Ceramic Group
Tierra Mojada Resist: Tierra Mojada Variety
Timax Incised: Timax Variety
Continuing Types:
UAXACTUN UNSLIPPED WARE
Achiotes Unslipped: Variety Unspecified
Baldizon Impressed: Variety Unspecified
Punta de Chimino’s Excavado Mamom pottery represents a marked transition
from the local Colonia Xe substrate. The main diagnostic theme of course is the thick
lustrous waxy or soapy slip of the Juventud, Pital, and Chunhinta ceramic groups.
Mamom slips are without question compositionally distinct and technologically superior
to those found on Xe pottery (only a small quantity of Xe sherds approximate the look
and feel of Mamom slips). Whether Mamom vessels are double-slipped, I cannot say. No
underslip is detectable macroscopically, nor is there any clearly visible evidence of
extensive, overall polishing or burnishing with a smooth implement. Interior and exterior
surfaces are usually smooth and shiny, regardless of whether the vessel form is open or
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closed. Important changes are also discernible in paste density and color—Mamom pastes
are consistently more dense, cohesive, and pallid, spanning the light pink to reddishbrown range. Calcite temper becomes standard. 18 Quartz, sherd, and volcanic aplastics
are used sparingly. In sum, Excavado Mamom is a more standardized, and perhaps more
expertly developed, ceramic tradition.
Like the other Mamom complexes of the Pasión-Petexbatún region, Excavado
exhibits qualities that distinguish it from the Mamom ceramic industries to the north and
east. Foremost among these is the ubiquitous clouding and splotchy fading of vessel
finishes using what appears to be a fire clouding or oxidation-reduction technique. On
Juventud Red, for example, reddish-orange areas grade into light orange, cream, olive,
brown, and black on the same vessel. 19 Boundaries between these differently colored
zones are not abrupt nor sharply delineated, suggesting the absence of pre-fire organic
resist coatings and considerable serendipity in the outcome. This makes color-based
classification downright tricky. Sherds can exhibit two or more differently colored zones.
Pital Cream, in particular, often grades into brown and black. Sixteen sherds classified as
Unnamed Brown waxy or Boxcay Brown (Culbert n.d.:Ch. 26) may in fact be Pital
Cream. As a rule, the dominant slip color plays a decisive role in determining a sherd’s
classification as Juventud Red, Pital Cream, or Chunhinta Black. Quite often a sherd’s
interior and exterior colors are completely different. In such cases, the sherd is classified
as one type but given the modal descriptor, “differentially fired black (brown, red, cream,
18

Excavado lacks the sand temper of Altar de Sacrificios’ San Felix complex, sharing instead the white
calcite inclusions typical of Escoba at Ceibal.
19
This quality led Adams (1971:20-21, 84-86) to define a distinct Juventud Red variety, Mocho, for the
early facet of San Felix (~ 600-450 B.C.).
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etc.).” However, these vessels were probably not differentially fired (i.e., fired to produce
different, but uniform interior/exterior colors) but fire clouded instead. In any case, the
main point is few Excavado sherds exhibit one uniform color (see FIGURE 13).
A second recurring feature is black staining, particularly on Juventud Red. The
staining is not usually blotchy (though it can radiate from blotchy areas). Rather, it has a
fine speckled appearance as if it were sprayed. Oddly enough, the black specks are
achieved from within the slip, i.e., they are not painted on, but are part of the slip and
seem to materialize from within it. Black staining occurs on 45% of all Juventud Red
sherds. A small number of Pital Cream sherds also exhibit this trait. At Ceibal, minor
black staining was identified on a few Abelino Red sherds.
Another surface mode worth mentioning is the crackled or crazed slip. Crackling
occurs rarely in Colonia Xe and is always very fine, analogous to a hairline. In Excavado
Mamom, crackling is much more frequent and the gaps between cracks are rather wide.
Again, this can probably be attributed to technological differences in slip recipe and/or
vessel firing (e.g., more rapid heating).
As for plastic modification, fluting, gadrooning, and incising are present but
infrequent in the Excavado Mamom sample. Chamfering and modeling are all but absent.
Dichrome types like Muxanal Red-on-cream are exceedingly rare, as are Jocote Group
types, Palma Daub, Chicago Orange, and Mars Orange. As for vessel shapes, everted
rims are infrequent and never wide. Composite-silhouette bowls with medial
breaks/ridges are far less common than bowls with flaring or rounded sides. The paucity
of these traits sets our region apart from the northern Petén (Forsyth 1993), central
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Yucatan (Ball 1977a), Belize Valley (Gifford 1976), and northern Belize (Kosakowsky
1987).
Minor quantities of Tierra Mojada Resist (7% of slipped Excavado types) are
present in the Punta de Chimino sample (FIGURE 114). Foias (1996:Fig. 5.1), however,
reports a much higher percentage of this type in her larger Petexbatún sample. Roughly
30% of slipped Excavado types are Tierra Mojada Resist region wide. Resisted areas,
though amorphous, display sharply demarcated edges—in profound contrast to the
cloudy or patchy areas found on other slipped types. Mottled, fire clouded surfaces and
polished orange-resist pottery are principal late Middle Formative ceramic traits in the
neighboring regions of Chiapas, Tabasco, Highland Guatemala, and El Salvador (see
Miller et al. 2005:142-148 for an overview). Orange cloudy-resist pottery is “the most
widely distributed Middle Preclassic pottery in southern Mesoamerica,” with its densest
concentration lying between La Libertad and Chiapa de Corzo (Miller et al. 2005:148).
Though ardently produced and consumed in the southern Maya lowlands (PasiónPetexbatún region and Dolores-Poptún Plateau), such pottery appears less commonly in
the central and northern Maya lowlands. The present evidence from Punta de Chimino
supports Andrews’ (1990:14) contention that “this mottled orange pottery represents
continued interaction between the southern Maya Lowlands, the Maya Highlands, and
probably the Mixe-Zoquean areas to the west and south.”
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FIGURE 110 Juventud Red: Variety Unspecified.
a, g:
PC51A-4-13-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 6 (terminal MP)
c:
PC51A-1-2-1, humus
d:
PC51A-2-7-1, mixed lot (LP and Proto 1)
e, w, dd:
PC51A-7-10-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 8 (late MP)
f, x, ee:
PC51A-4-9-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
h:
PC51A-6-1-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
i, u, y, ff:
PC51A-7-9-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 7 (late MP)
j-m:
PC51A-1-10-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 7 (late MP)
n:
PC51A-1-8-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
o:
PC51A-1-6-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
p:
PC51A-9-10-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 7 (late MP)
q:
PC51A-17-6-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 7 (late MP)
r:
PC51A-17-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
s:
PC51A-9-4-1, Str. 6A (terminal LC)
t, v:
PC51A-9-8-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
z, aa, cc:
PC51A-5-11-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 7 (late MP)
bb:
PC51C-6-4-1, Str. 7-Sub. 1 (early LC)
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FIGURE 111 Guitarra Incised. Contexts: a is from PC51A-4-5-1 (mixed [Proto 2-LC]);
b is from PC51A-4-9-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5 [LP]); c is from PC51A-1-7-1 (Str.
6A-Sub. 5 [LP]); d is from PC51A-17-6-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]); e is
from PC51A-7-9-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]); f is from PC51A-7-10-1
(Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); and g is from PC51A-5-12-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8
[late MP]).
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FIGURE 112 Pital Group types. Pital Cream: Pital Variety, a-i. Paso Danto Incised:
Paso Danto Variety, j-k. Contexts: a and b are from PC51A-4-9-1 (Str.
6A-Sub. 5 [LP]); c is from PC51A-4-13-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 6 [terminal MP]);
d and i are from PC51A-5-11-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]); e and j are
from PC51A-1-7-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5 [LP]); f is from PC51A-24-3-1 (Str.
6A-Sub. 5 [LP]; g and h are from PC51A-7-9-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late
MP]); k is from PC51A-5-12-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]).
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FIGURE 113 Chunhinta Group types. Chunhinta Black: Chunhinta Variety, a-f, n.
Deprecio Incised: Variety Unspecified, g-k. Centenario Fluted: Centenario
Variety, l and m. Contexts: a is from PC51A-6-1-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5 [LP]);
b, e, and m are from PC51A-7-9-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]); c and d are
from PC51A-17-7-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); f and i are from PC51A-911-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); g is from PC51A-16-4-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5
[LP]); h and k are from PC51A-7-10-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); j is
from PC51A-4-13-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 6 [terminal MP]); l is from PC51A-1-31 (Str. 6A [LC]); and n is from PC51A-4-9-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5 [LP]).
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FIGURE 114 Other Middle Preclassic types. Unnamed Unslipped Striated, a. Palma
Daub: Variety Unspecified, b. Tierra Mojada Resist: Tierra Mojada
Variety, c and d. Timax Incised: Timax Variety, e and f. Contexts: a is
from PC51A-5-11-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]); b, c, e, and f are from
PC51A-7-10-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 8 [late MP]); d is from PC51A-7-9-1 (Str.
6A-Sub. 7 [late MP]).
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Faisan Ceramic Complex, Facet 1 (300 B.C.-75 B.C.)
PASO CABALLO WAXY WARE
Sierra Ceramic Group
Sierra Red: Sierra Red
Laguna Verde Incised: Laguna Verde Variety
Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved-incised Variety
Alta Mira Fluted: Alta Mira Variety
Matamoro Bichrome: Variety Unspecified
Flor Ceramic Group
Flor Cream: Flor Variety
Polvero Ceramic Group
Polvero Black: Polvero Variety
Lechugal Incised: Variety Unspecified
Caramba Ceramic Group
Caramba Red-on-orange: Caramba Variety
UAXACTUN UNSLIPPED WARE
Achiotes Ceramic Group
Zapote Striated: Variety Unspecified
Continuing types:
UAXACTUN UNSLIPPED WARE
Achiotes Unslipped: Variety Unspecified
The earliest Faisan Chicanel pottery derives from the fills of Structures 6A-Sub. 5
and 7-Sub. 4. Faisan Chicanel pottery occurs in all levels postdating the Middle
Preclassic. The duration of its production and period of maximum production are not
known with absolute certainty. Yet, when site formation processes are accounted for,
Faisan Chicanel pottery appears to accumulate steadily in Faisan 1 (300 B.C.-75 B.C.)
and maximally in Faisan 2 (75 B.C.-A.D. 175), petering in Faisan 3 (A.D. 200/250-400)
when the monumental center is revived.
The earliest Faisan pottery appears before Late Preclassic Acropolis construction.
How soon before remains a matter of speculation, but the small quantity of Late
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Preclassic sherds encountered in Structure 6A-Sub. 5, Structure 7-Sub. 4, and the
Acropolis plaza implies a brief Chicanel presence before Acropolis construction
commences. Chronometric dating of these events remains wholly unsatisfactory. We
have no means of dating them directly, although that was the intent of sample AA 60976.
Faisan 1 is therefore widely bracketed between a single terminal Excavado date (AA
60973) and a somewhat problematic Faisan 2 date (AA 66267). Mound 6 stratigraphy
exhibits continuous, uninterrupted evolution out of Excavado. There is some implication
of structural erosion on the late Excavado Sub. 6 stucco building, but use of the same
rose-colored sandy floor base in Sub. 6 and Sub. 5 argues for continuity in the
occupational sequence between Excavado and Faisan. Thus, we are left with a Faisan 1
facet of 225-250 year duration whose historical continuity seems to defy logic.
The Sierra, Flor, and Polvero ceramic groups dominate the Faisan 1 assemblage.
They are local outgrowths of the previous Juventud, Pital, and Chunhinta ceramic groups.
Achiotes Unslipped pottery remains the main utilitarian ware. It is unlikely Baldizon
Impressed continues to be manufactured—all recovered examples have Xe-like paste
colors, wall thicknesses, and aplastics. The Late Preclassic unslipped striated type,
Zapote Striated, appears in modest quantities in Faisan 1 (FIGURE 120). Also present is
a minor quantity of Matamoro Bichrome, a prevalent Chicanel type in the southeastern
lowlands or adjacent Dolores-Poptún Plateau (Laporte 1995c:38, 40).
A number of sherds in Faisan 1 construction fill exhibit transitional MamomChicanel attributes, illustrating the historical continuity between complexes. To give an
example, black staining continues to occur on red pottery, but the vessels are thicker and
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exhibit Chicanel-like rim modifications. A thick-walled Sierra group vessel with wide
groove on the everted rim has a thick waxy-brown slip with crackling and black staining
that is concentrated into dark, fire-clouded zones in some areas. One Sierra bowl has a
deep red slip with speckled black staining characteristic of Juventud Red. Another sherd
has a light streaky red slip characteristic of Sierra Red: Society Hall Variety (Culbert
n.d.:Ch. 19-20) with a Juventud-like medial flange, and another still has a sharply angled
medial flange, but the flange is closer to the rim. The above combinations reflect the
application of old features to new vessel designs.
At Punta de Chimino, Sierra Red slips are, on average, thinner and lighter in hue
(i.e., more orange) than Juventud Red slips. Patchy, resist-like clouded spots are replaced
by more general, non-resist zonal clouding, black staining is rare, and widely spaced
crackling is all but absent. To distinguish between Juventud Red and Sierra Red in mixed
lots with reasonable consistency requires reliance upon a cluster of surface and form
attributes, using traits in unmixed Juventud lots as a yardstick.
A new paste appears with arrival of the cream type Flor—a friable gritty orange
with no unoxidized core. Red pastes also appear with Sierra Red and possibly again with
Achiotes. These pastes often have an abundant, even sorting of very fine calcite
inclusions. Among the new form modes are labial flanges and mushroom pots. Labial
flanges and medial ridges are particularly common on Flor Cream (FIGURE 118m-t). A
Sierra Red mushroom stand potsherd is also assigned to Faisan 1 (FIGURE 115ii).
Concave bases (FIGURE 116), inset ring bases (FIGURE 115jj), and small solid foot
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supports (FIGURE 118ee) occur for the first time. An unusual ring base also dates
stratigraphically to Faisan 1 (FIGURE 115hh). 20
In conclusion, the Faisan 1 facet is much like Chicanel complexes documented
elsewhere in the Maya lowlands. The presence of Matamoro Bichrome provides a
specific link to the Dolores-Poptún Plateau. Rare decorative types such as Repasto Blackon-red, Mateo Red-on-cream, Lagartos Punctated, and Correlo Incised (Forsyth 1989) are
equally if not more rare in the Pasión-Petexbatún. Ceramically then, Punta de Chimino
was fully encompassed within the Late Preclassic lowland interaction sphere. The
uniformity of ceramic types and modes across the Maya region suggests that ceramic
ideas and objects were more widely circulated than ever before.

20

Adams (1971:Chart 3, 4b) illustrates a Plancha phase spouted vessel with a ring base.
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FIGURE 115 Sierra Red: Sierra Variety.
a and r:
PC51C-4-5-1, Str. 7-Sub. 1 (early LC)
b, i, t, w, hh:
PC51C-4-15-1, Str. 7-Sub. 4 (LP)
c and h:
PC51A-9-5-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 2 (Proto 2)
d:
PC51A-5-8-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
e, g, l, x, y, bb, ff, gg: PC51A-7-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 3 (Proto 2)
f, o, s:
PC51A-6-1-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
j, ii:
PC51A-24-3-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
k:
PC51A-17-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
m, q, u, z, aa, dd:
PC51A-2-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 2 (Proto 2)
n:
PC51A-1-6-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
p, jj:
PC51A-23-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
v:
PC51C-4-10-1, Str. 7 (LC)
cc:
PC51A-16-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
ee:
PC51A-1-7-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
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FIGURE 116 Sierra Red: Sierra Variety bowl from skull cache, Structure 6A-Sub. 5
(PC51A-4-9-1).
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FIGURE 117 Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved-incised Variety. Contexts: a is from
PC51A-4-6-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 4 [Proto 1]); b is from PC51C-4-16-1 (Str. 7Sub. 4 [LP]); c is from PC51A-17-3-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5 [LP]); d, e, and f are
from PC51A-6-1-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 5 [LP]).
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FIGURE 118 Flor Cream: Flor Variety.
a, bb:
b:
c:
d, h, k, m, o, q, u, dd, ff, gg:
e, t, ee:
f, r:
g:
i:
j, l, x, z, cc, hh:
n:
p:
s:
v, aa:
w:
y:

PC51A-3-4-2, EC termination deposit
PC51C-4-16-1, Str. 7-Sub. 4 (LP)
PC51A-3/8-5-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 4 (Proto 1)
PC51A-7-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 3 (Proto 2)
PC51C-4-15-1, Str. 7-Sub. 4 (LP)
PC51C-4-7-1, Str. 7 (LC)
PC51B-2-4-1, plaza (LP)
PC51C-4-5-1, Str. 7-Sub. 1 (early LC)
PC51A-2-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 2 (Proto 2)
PC51C-4-13-1, Str. 7-Sub. 3 (Proto 2)
PC51A-2-7-1, mixed (LP and Proto 1)
PC51C-4-15-2, Str. 7-Sub. 4 (LP)
PC51A-9-8-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
PC51A-17-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
PC51C-2-4-1, Str. 7-Sub. 1 (early LC)
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FIGURE 119 Polvero Group types. Polvero Black: Polvero Variety, a-w. Lechugal
Incised: Variety Unspecified, x.
a, e, k, l, p, r, t, x:
PC51C-2-4-1, Str. 7-Sub. 1 (early LC)
b:
PC51A-1-9-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
c:
PC51C-4-15-1, Str. 7-Sub. 4 (LP)
d, o, q, u, v, w:
PC51A-7-4-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 3 (Proto 2)
f, g, m:
PC51C-4-5-1, Str. 7-Sub. 1 (early LC)
h:
PC51C-3-14-1, Str. 7-Sub. 3 (Proto 2)
i, s:
PC51A-9-8-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
j:
PC51A-17-3-1, Str. 6A-Sub. 5 (LP)
n:
PC51C-3-13-1, Str. 7-Sub. 3 (Proto 2)
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FIGURE 120 Other Faisan 1 types. Matamoro Red and Black: Variety Unspecified, a
and b. Zapote Striated: Variety Unspecified, c and d. Unnamed Fireclouded waxy red, e. Contexts: a is from PC51A-17-6-1 (mixed MP-LP);
b is from PC51A-7-4-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 3 [Proto 2]); c is from PC51C-4-151 (Str. 7-Sub. 4 [LP]); d is from PC51A-2-4-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 2 [Proto 2]);
and e is from PC51C-4-14-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 3 [Proto 2]).
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Faisan Ceramic Complex, Facet 2 (75 B.C.-A.D. 150)

PASO CABALLO WAXY WARE
Iberia Ceramic Group
Iberia Orange: Iberia Variety
Sacluc Ceramic Group
Sacluc Black-on-orange: Variety Unspecified
Metapa Trichrome: Variety Unspecified
PETEN GLOSS WARE
Caribal Ceramic Group
Caribal Red: Variety Unspecified
PLAYA DULL WARE
San Martin Ceramic Group
San Martin Variegated Brown: San Martin Variety
UAXACTUN UNSLIPPED WARE
Achiotes Ceramic Group
Achiotes Unslipped: White wash Variety*
Continuing types:
UAXACTUN UNSLIPPED WARE
Achiotes Unslipped: Variety Unspecified
Zapote Striated: Variety Unspecified
PASO CABALLO WAXY WARE
Sierra Red: Sierra Variety
Laguna Verde Incised: Laguna Verde Variety
Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved-incised Variety
Matamoro Bichrome: Variety Unspecified
Flor Cream: Flor Variety
Polvero Black: Polvero Variety
Lechugal Incised: Variety Unspecified
* new variety

Stratigraphy, radiometric dates, and ceramics provide good evidence for a second
Faisan Chicanel facet starting before or around the time of Christ and ending by A.D.
175. Close correspondence is found with Brady et al.’s (1998) Protoclassic 1 ceramic
stage. The start date for Faisan 2 is arbitrarily set at 75 B.C., the hypothesized start date
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for Protoclassic 1. All Faisan 1 types continue into Faisan 2. But because the Faisan 2
sample is small and mixed with earlier pottery, we still lack a strong understanding of
how Faisan 1 types change modally. Nevertheless, a number of new ceramic types debut
in Faisan 2. These are Sacluc Black-on-orange, Caramba Red-on-orange, Metapa
Trichrome, Caribal Red, Iberia Orange, and San Martin Variegated Brown. All these
types appear in minor quantities. There is some indication that Sacluc Black-on-orange,
Metapa Trichrome, and Caramba Red-on-orange appear first in Faisan 2 with Caribal
Red and San Martin Variegated Brown appearing toward the end of the facet. 21
Sacluc Black-on-orange was notably rare in the Petexbatún region (see TABLE
3). This pseudo-Usulután type was doubtless a symbol of international ties and probably
a coveted item in Protoclassic 1. Rim forms nearly identical to the one illustrated in
FIGURE 121-1 have been reported at Salinas de los Nueve Cerros ((Dillon 1979:Fig.
24A) and Itzán (Johnston n.d.:Figs. 16-6,14). The form clearly dates to Protoclassic 1
(Johnston n.d.). At most lowland sites Sacluc Black-on-orange does not continue into
Protoclassic 2 (Brady et al. 1998:20-24, 28).
Two Faisan 2 types, Metapa Trichrome and San Martin Variegated Brown, are
documented for the first time in the Petexbatún region. According to Adams (1971:28-29;
see also Sabloff 1975:98-99), Metapa Trichrome is a rare Protoclassic type whose
unusual tuff-like temper makes it a possible import from Chiapas. The Punta de Chimino
examples have red rims and pink paste like those from Altar de Sacrificios. The black
21

Sacluc Black-on-orange and Metapa Trichrome are positive-painted Usulután types generally thought to
occur at the beginning of Protoclassic 1 ca. 75 B.C. (see Brady et al. 1998:20, 28). Higher frequencies of
Caramba Red-on-orange, Caribal Red, and San Martin Variegated Brown occur in succeeding Faisan 3
facet contexts.
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design on one Metapa sherd (FIGURE 121-3a) is different from the Usulután wavy-live
design normally associated with this type. San Martin Variegated Brown is not reported
by Foias (1996), but is common at Ceibal where Sabloff (1975:102-105) assigns it to the
weakly represented Early Classic Junco phase. At Punta de Chimino, this type is
commonly found in Protoclassic 2 (Tzakol 1) contexts and is thus an excellent marker of
this time period. One sherd, however, comes from a sealed Protoclassic 1 context in
Structure 6A-Sub. 4, and for this reason the type is believed to originate in Faisan 1. The
San Martin slip is invariably tan-brown; it is thick, but has a dull feel and luster justifying
assignment to a distinct ceramic ware, Playa Dull Ware. Surfaces are bumpy or pimpled
due to the penetration of the underlying chunky calcite temper strongly correlated with
this type. San Martin forms are quite uniform and unmistakable: thick-walled bowls with
thickened, interiorly-folded rims and flat lips, often with a central groove (FIGURE 1216d-h), and short-necked jars (FIGURE 121-6b and c).
Caramba Red-on-orange was also found in a sealed Protoclassic 1 context in
Structure 6A-Sub. 4 (FIGURE 121-2a). The type is exceedingly rare in the Petexbatún
region (see TABLE 3). Iberia Orange is only slightly more common. Caribal Red is the
most common among the three. One sherd apiece of Iberia Orange and Caribal Red was
found in Structure 6A-Sub. 4 construction fill, indicating a Faisan 2 development date for
these types. Greater quantities of each are found in Faisan 3 construction fills, leaving
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open the possibility of higher frequencies in Protoclassic 2 along with San Martin
Variegated Brown. 22
Important modal changes are associated with Faisan Chicanel 2. Chief among
these are hollow mammiform supports, cream underslips, rim bands, and pseudoUsulután decoration. A sixth mode, chunky calcite temper, may also begin at this time,
but it is more common in the succeeding Faisan 3 facet. The decorative types described
above tend to have harder, usually pinkish-red pastes and thinner vessel walls. Waxyslipped pottery begins to give way to glossier types aided by the application of an
underslip. Cream underslips are observable in Iberia Orange and Sacluc Black-on-orange.
A mammiform weld is associated with a Sierra Red base found in Structure 7-Sub. 3 fill
(Protoclassic 2), but mammiforms are otherwise notably absent in construction fill; only
three fragments were encountered in the entire excavation. A number of ring bases are
also assigned to this facet, but relevant examples are heavily eroded.
Subtle yet distinct changes are also observable in Achiotes Unslipped pottery
wares. Faint lip grooves on some examples (FIGURE 109-3i,k,m), unusual lip forms
(FIGURE 109-3b,d,m), and a square lip (FIGURE 109-3l), anticipate Quintal/Triunfo
features. One rim has sublabial circumferential incisions on the interior (FIGURE 1093a). Finally, shallower unslipped bowl forms appear (FIGURE 109-3b,d,e), which may
signal changes in domestic activities or dining etiquette.

22

It must be remembered, however, that most Faisan 3 contexts consist of refuse collected from the
previous Faisan 2 occupation.
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FIGURE 121 Faisan Chicanel facet 2 types.
1.

Sacluc Black-on-orange: Sacluc Variety. Potsherd is from PC51A2-4-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 2 [Proto 2]).

2.

Caramba Red-on-orange: Caramba Variety. Potsherd a is from
PC51A-14-7-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 4 [Proto 1]), and b is from PC51A-34-2 (EC mask wall termination deposit).

3.

Metapa Trichrome: Variety Unspecified. Both potsherds are from
Str. 6A-Sub. 4 construction fill (Proto 1): a is from PC51A-3/8-5-1
and b is from PC51A-14-7-1.

4.

Caribal Red: Variety Unspecified. Illustrated sherds are from lot
PC51A-3-5-1 (EC mask wall termination deposit).

5.

Iberia Orange: Paso Caribe Variety. Contexts: a is from PC51A-24-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 2 [Proto 2]); b and d are from PC51C-3-14-1
(Str. 7-Sub. 3 [Proto 2]); and c is from PC51C-4-5-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 1
[early LC]).

6.

San Martin Variegated Brown: San Martin Variety. Contexts: a is
from PC51A-3-5-1 (EC mask wall termination deposit); b and c
are from PC51A-2-4-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 2 [Proto 2]); d is from
PC51C-4-10-1 (Str. 7 [LC]); e is from PC51A-3-4-3 (Str. 6B
[Proto 2]); f is from PC51C-3-13-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 3 [Proto 2]); g is
from PC51C-5/4-6-2 (Str. 7-Sub. 1 [early LC]); h is from PC51C6-4-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 1 [early LC]); i is from PC51A-15-7-1 (Stela 1
basal pit [Proto 2]).
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FIGURE 122 Faisan Chicanel facet 2: miscellaneous types and forms. Unnamed Purple
fire-clouded, a-f. Unnamed Purple-red incised, g. Unnamed Fire-clouded
red, h. Misc. vessel modes: coffee bean handle, i; various rim forms, j-o;
solid nubbin supports, p and q; and an unknown ceramic object, r.
Contexts: a-h, k, and n-r are from PC51A-2-4-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 2 [Proto 2]);
i, j, l, and m are from PC51A-7-4-1 (Str. 6A-Sub. 3 [Proto 2]).

Note: Although many features illustrated in this figure appear for the first
time in association with Faisan 2 materials, some are suspected to predate
and postdate Faisan 2. The Unnamed Purple fire-clouded type is most
similar to late Middle Preclassic fire-clouded Excavado types. The coffee
bean handle may be Faisan 3 (Protoclassic 2) in date, since coffee beans
are generally associated with the Early Classic. Solid nubbin supports are
probably either Faisan 1 or Faisan 2 in date.
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Faisan Ceramic Complex, Facet 3 (A.D. 200--400)

PETEN GLOSS WARE
Actuncan Ceramic Group
Actuncan Orange Polychrome: Actuncan Variety
Aguila Ceramic Group
Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety
Balanza Ceramic Group
Balanza Black: Variety Unspecified
Lucha Incised: Variety Unspecified
Pucte Ceramic Group
Pucte Brown: Pucte Variety
UAXACTUN UNSLIPPED WARE
Quintal Ceramic Group
Quintal Unslipped: Variety Unspecified
Triunfo Ceramic Group
Triunfo Striated: Variety Unspecified
Miseria Ceramic Group*
Miseria Appliquéd: Variety Unspecified
Continuing types:
PASO CABALLO WAXY WARE
Sierra Red: Sierra Variety
Flor Cream: Flor Variety
Polvero Black: Polvero Variety
Iberia Orange: Iberia Variety
PETEN GLOSS WARE
Caribal Red: Variety Unspecified
PLAYA DULL WARE
San Martin Variegated Brown: San Martin Variety
* Ceramic group name for this type should be changed from Cambio, a Late Classic
group, to Miseria since the type spans the Preclassic and Classic periods. Adams (1971)
did not assign group names to his Preclassic and Protoclassic Miseria types, and neither
Foias (1996) nor Sabloff (1975) reported pre-Classic Miseria examples.
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Faisan 3 is taxonomically and temporally equivalent to Brady et al.’s (1998:34)
Protoclassic 2 ceramic stage or the weakly defined Tzakol 1 ceramic phase at Uaxactún
(Smith 1955:23). Assumed continuation of Chicanel types justifies treating this span as a
terminal Faisan facet. An alternative is to view it as an Early Classic Tzakol 1 phase or an
early facet of the Jordan ceramic complex (see Foias 1996:269). For now, I side with the
first option, partly because the abandonment episode concluding Faisan 3 represents a
stronger, more permanent cessation of cultural activity than the abandonment episode
preceding it. Also, in terms of the function and use of the Acropolis, Faisan 3 seems to
exhibit greater cultural continuity with the Preclassic than the Early Classic as will be
discussed in next chapter. Faisan 3 begins with (site-wide?) reoccupation following
probable desertion of the ceremonial core between A.D. 175 and 200. Radiometric
analyses indicate the construction fills from which these ceramics derive pre-date A.D.
380. Thus, a maximal time range for Faisan 3 is A.D. 200-400, but in actuality it is
probably shorter.
Three major constructions date to Faisan 3 at Punta de Chimino: Structure 6ASub. 3 (mask wall building), Structure 6B (Stela 1 enclosure), and Structure 7-Sub. 3.
TABLE 5 compares the quantities of Middle Preclassic, Late Preclassic, and Protoclassic
pottery found in each one’s construction fill. The large quantity of Chicanel pottery
discovered in Structure 6A-Sub. 3 construction probably provides a false or inflated
impression of Chicanel presence in Faisan 3. The high frequency can be partly attributed
to the acquisition of earlier refuse. Nearly 30% of the 150 classified potsherds from this
building were Middle Preclassic in date, whereas in Structure 7-Sub. 3 the percentage of
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Middle Preclassic pottery was only 10% and in Structure 6B only 3%. The high number
of Middle Preclassic potsherds in Structure 6A-Sub. 3 implies the incorporation of earlier
Faisan 1 refuse, which had a generous percentage of Middle Preclassic sherds. This
mixing is not surprising, since Faisan 3 occupants refurbished battered buildings of
earlier Faisan date when they reoccupied the monumental center. Indeed, Structure 6ASub. 3 was built directly over an eroded, slumping building of Faisan 1 and 2 age. We
cannot know for certain how much waxy Chicanel pottery was produced after A.D. 200,
but current data provide an approximation. If we take Structure 7-Sub. 3 as a
representative measure of the early part of this facet, the quantity of Chicanel pottery
produced was maximally 40% assuming none of this building’s Chicanel sherds were
made in Faisan 1 or 2 (an unlikely scenario). The Structure 6B stela enclosure is probably
later in Faisan 3 and its percentage of Chicanel pottery is drastically lower at 12%, while
its percentage of Faisan 3 pottery is extremely high at 76%. These figures imply
considerable reduction in the quantity of Chicanel waxy-ware pottery produced or
consumed at the site during Faisan 3.
Col/Ex

F1

F2 F3

Total

6A-Sub. 3*

43

103 1

3

150

6B

4

14

9

89

116

7-Sub. 3

12

49

17

44

122

Total

59

166 27

136 388

* The ceramic profile for Structure 6A-Sub. 2 is virtually indistinguishable from 6A-Sub. 3’s: Col/Ex (33),
F1 (90), F2 (6), F3 (20), which suggests the two constructions are indeed one and the same.

TABLE 5

Potsherd content of Faisan 3 constructions.
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In other respects as well, Punta de Chimino’s findings challenge the proposal that
Chicanel pottery continued to be produced in large quantities beyond A.D. 300 or 400
(cf. Laporte 1995a; 1995c; Lincoln 1985). The appearance of new glossy-slipped types
on top of those introduced in Faisan 2 confirms an increased preference for non-waxy
pottery. In addition, abundant replacement of Achiotes utilitarian wares with Quintal and
Triunfo unslipped types in Faisan 3 signals a major change in the domestic assemblage. It
would appear, then, that only Chicanel vessels in the Sierra, Flor, and Polvero ceramic
groups continued to be produced in Faisan 3. The Acropolis findings therefore suggest
that a modest, if not minor amount of waxy-slipped pottery was in circulation at Punta de
Chimino during Faisan 3. The data also suggest that by the latter half of Faisan 3,
production of Paso Caballo Waxy Ware pottery probably ceased altogether—a
phenomenon that may have increased the social value of waxy ware pots and explain
their occasional appearance in late Protoclassic burials and caches. In truth, by the end of
this facet we have a ceramic complex that fits more neatly within the Tzakol ceramic
sphere.
As mentioned, San Martin Variegated Brown (Playa Dull Ware) and Caribal Red
(early Peten Gloss?) probably reach their maximum popularity in Faisan 3. These types
are joined by initial, minor quantities of the first true Peten Gloss types—Actuncan
Orange Polychrome, Aguila Orange, Balanza Black, and Pucte Brown. Cream underslips
are common, especially on orange slipped vessels. Basal flanges, basal ridges, and ring
bases occur with minor, yet increased frequency (the last of these being more popular at
the end of Faisan 3 and beginning of the ensuing Jordan complex). Z-angle flanges
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appear for the first time (FIGURE 129-2b). The first miniature vessel, a Balanza Black
bowl with dimple base dates to this facet (FIGURE 127h). Noteworthy is the sudden
appearance of a wide-range of ritual censer pots: ladle censers, modeled face censers,
spiked/horned censers, and a square incense burner base (FIGURES 123-3 and 130).
Chunky calcite temper, a key diagnostic of San Martin Variegated Brown, is now
occasionally found in Balanza Black, Aguila Orange, and Caribal Red.
Pronounced changes are seen in the unslipped ceramic inventory. 23 Pastes are
grittier and less compact, surfaces are coarser, and vessel walls are often thicker in the
new Quintal group (FIGURE 123). Calcite inclusions are larger and more abundant, and
often penetrate the surface. Shallow unslipped bowls begin to rival unslipped jars in
popularity (FIGURES 123l-v). Striation becomes a necessary feature on jars; the
striations are slightly deeper and appear in criss-crossed patterns (FIGURES 124B and i).
Triunfo Striated jars have salient square lips with a consistent channel or groove in the
lip’s flattened upper surface. Triunfo rims are sometimes exteriorly folded. Jar necks are
generally shorter, less curvilinear, and bend at more abrupt or acute angles than those
found on Achiotes Unslipped jars (FIGURES 124a-e).
Burial 111’s bowl is Faisan 3 in date and provisionally classified as Sibak
Mottled-incised: Sibak Variety, a common Hun-Ix phase Protoclassic type (100 B.C.A.D. 300) from the Upper Grijalva region of Chiapas (Bryant and Clark 2005:318-325).
This vessel is a slightly rounded bowl with shallow incurved base, preslip sublabial
23

One-hundred and forty-seven unslipped potsherds were found in Faisan 3 contexts and classified as
follows: Achiotes Unslipped (67), Quintal Unslipped (12), and Triunfo Striated (68). Fifty-four of the 67
Achiotes Unslipped sherds derived from Structures 6A-Sub. 2 and Sub. 3, constructions that utilized large
quantities of early cultural refuse.
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circumferential incision, mottled or fire clouded surface, and semi-waxy finish—all
features highly diagnostic of Sibak Mottled-incised (FIGURES 79 and 128). Brownslipped Protoclassic vessels of this kind are somewhat uncommon in the Maya lowlands.
I have found no Pucte Brown vessels that match it. 24 Ball (1980:48-49) describes a brown
slipped Protoclassic type at Chinkultic and compares it to San Felipe Brown in the Belize
Valley, but the latter type is not a close descriptive match (Gifford 1976:113-115).
Polished brown pottery was popular throughout Highland Guatemala and Chiapas at the
end of the Protoclassic (Bryant and Clark 2005:318-325; Peterson 1963:12-14;
Woodbury and Trik 1953:124-127). General comparisons can be made with
Kaminaljuyu’s contemporaneous Black-Brown ware, but this pottery has a velvety feel
and elaborate post-fire incisions (Shook and Kidder 1952:68-69). The Burial 111 vessel
unquestionably exhibits stronger material ties to Highland Chiapas or the western
Guatemala highlands. Iron pyrite incrustations in the deceased’s incisors also suggest a
connection to the latter area. In sum, this vessel may be an import into the Petexbatún.

24

Roughly contemporaneous Pucte Brown sherds at Punta de Chimino have a hard gloss finish.
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FIGURE 123 Quintal Unslipped: Variety Unspecified. Contexts: a, b, d, e, g-k, m-o, q, r,
u, and v are from PC51A-3-4-2 (EC mask wall termination deposit); c is
from PC51C-4-5-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 1 [early LC]); f, p, and s are from PC51C2-4-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 1 [early LC]); l is from PC51C-3-9-1 (Str. 7 [LC]); and t
is from PC51A-3-5-1 (EC mask wall termination deposit).
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FIGURE 124 Triunfo Striated: Variety Unspecified, a-l. Triunfo Striated: Impressed
Variety, m. Contexts: a is from PC51C-4-11-1 (Str. 7-Sub.2 [EC]); b is
from PC51A-4-5-1 (Str. 6A [LC]); c and g are from PC51C-4/5-6-3 (Str.
7-Sub. 1 [early LC]); d, f, and j are from PC51C-4-9-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 2
[EC]); e and i are from PC51A-3-4-3 (Str. 6B [Proto 2]); h is from
PC51C-4-7-1 (Str. 7 [LC]); k is from PC51C-2-4-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 1 [early
LC]); l is from PC51A-3-4-2 (EC mask wall termination deposit); m is
from PC51A-12-6-1 (EC mask wall termination deposit).
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FIGURE 125 Quintal Unslipped or Triunfo Striated. Contexts: a and d are from PC51C2-4-1 (Str 7-Sub. 1 [early LC]); b is from PC51A-3-4-3 (Str. 6B [Proto
2]); c and e are from PC51C-3-8-1 (Str. 7 [LC]); f is from PC51C-3-14-1
(Str. 7-Sub. 3 [Proto 2]); g, h, and i are from PC51A-3-4-2 (EC mask wall
termination deposit).
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FIGURE 126 Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety. Contexts: a-d, f, h, i, k-m are from
PC51A-3-4-2 (EC mask wall termination deposit); e is from PC51C-2-4-1
(Str. 7-Sub. 1 [early LC]); and g and j are from PC51A-3-5-1 (EC mask
wall termination deposit).
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FIGURE 127 Balanza Black: Variety Unspecified. Contexts: a, f, and g are from
PC51A-11-5-2 (EC mask wall termination deposit); b is from PC51C-4/56-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 1 [early LC]); c, d, and i are from PC51A-3-4-2 (EC mask
wall termination deposit); e is from PC51C-4-5-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 1 [early
LC]); h is from PC51C-4-14-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 3 [Proto 2]), and j is from
PC51C-2-5-1 (B. 103 [EC]).
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FIGURE 128 Sibak Mottled-incised: Sibak Variety bowl with preslip sublabial incision
from Burial 111, Structure 7-Sub. 3 (PC51C-1-6-3).
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FIGURE 129 Faisan Chicanel facet 3 types.
1.

Pucte Brown: Pucte Variety. Contexts: a is from PC51A-18-6-3
(EC mask wall termination deposit); b is from PC51A-15-5-1 (Str.
6B wall collapse [Proto 2]); c is from PC51C-4-8-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 1
[early LC]); and d is from PC51A-15-7-2 (W. side of Stela 1 basal
pit, mixed [Proto 2 and LC]).

2.

Actuncan Orange Polychrome: Variety Unspecified. Potsherd a is
from PC51C-1-6-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 3 [Proto 2]), and b is from PC51C4-10-1 (Str. 7 [LC]).

3.

Candelario Appliquéd: Candelario Variety. Potsherd is from lot
PC51C-4-14-1 (Str. 7-Sub. 3 fill [Proto 2]).
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FIGURE 130 Miseria Appliquéd censer fragments. Context: all illustrated examples are
from PC51A-15-5-1, beneath structural collapse on floor of Structure 6B,
southwest corner of Stela 1. Context dates to the Protoclassic-Early
Classic transition.
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Jordan Ceramic Complex (A.D. 400-500)

PETEN GLOSS WARE
Aguila Ceramic Group
San Clemente Gouged-incised: Variety Unspecified
Dos Arroyos Ceramic Group
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Variety Unspecified
Triunfo Ceramic Group
Triunfo Striated: Impressed Variety
Continuing types:
PETEN GLOSS WARE
Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety
Balanza Black: Variety Unspecified
Lucha Incised: Variety Unspecified
Pucte Brown: Pucte Variety
Uaxactun Unslipped Ware
Quintal Unslipped: Variety Unspecified
Triunfo Striated: Variety Unspecified
Miseria Appliquéd: Variety Unspecified
The Jordan Ceramic Complex is described here as a “complex” with some
reservation. There are no conclusively defined Early Classic monumental constructions at
Punta de Chimino. The obscurely defined Structure 7-Sub. 2 and the thin gravel surfacing
of dubious Tzakol 2 date atop Mound 70 are uncertain, and possibly misleading
indicators of a rooted Early Classic presence. Three primary contexts in the 2004-2005
excavations pertain to this ceramic period: the mask wall termination deposit, the Stela 1
termination area with lip-to-lip vessel offering, and Burial 103. The first two contexts are
ritual destruction deposits and the third is a mortuary feature. All may not be synchronic,
but Bayesian simulations suggest they are closely staggered in time. With the possible
exception of some (intrusive?) Saxche Orange Polychrome sherds found in the stela pit,
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Punta de Chimino’s Jordan complex contains no traits corresponding to the end of the
Early Classic period or Tzakol 3. Cream polychromes, colloidal red gloss types, specular
hematite paint, resist decoration, and fluting are absent (Adams 1971:129; Holley
1983:87-89; Laporte and Iglesias 1992). Numerous Faisan 3 types are present in the Early
Classic mask wall deposit (see TABLE 6). This suggests Jordan is a “flash in the pan”
Tzakol 2 manifestation at Punta de Chimino.
Only two new types and one new variety appear in these Early Classic deposits:
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome, San Clemente Gouged-incised, and Triunfo Striated:
Impressed Variety. Certain modes such as hollow rectangular supports (FIGURE 127g,i)
and outset ring bases are strongly correlated with Jordan. Miniature vessels, basal
flanges, ring bases, rim bands, and polychrome painting are more frequent than before.
Not a single Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome sherd (total = 91) is found in
Faisan 3 construction fill. The overwhelming majority (N = 86) derives from the mask
wall termination deposit. Ceramics, stratigraphy, and radiometric dates all indicate an
Early Classic date for this context. The present dating of Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome is significant for two reasons. First, it makes this type an excellent time
marker for Tzakol 2 in the Pasión-Petexbatún region. Second, it emphatically confirms
the prior notion that Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome postdates Actuncan Orange
Polychrome in the Lowland Maya sequence (Sabloff 1975:107; Smith and Gifford
1966:154, 157). Three of seven Actuncan Orange Polychrome sherds identified at Punta
de Chimino derive from Faisan 3 construction fill. One Actuncan sherd even has a Z-
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angle flange, an element more commonly associated with Tzakol 1 pottery (see FIGURE
129-2b).
San Clemente Gouged-incised is a rare Tzakol 2 type (Adams 1971:53, 128-129).
Foias (1996:394-396) reported only four sherds from the Petexbatún. The present
specimen derives from the Early Classic termination deposit in the mask wall corridor
(FIGURE 132a). Its presence confirms a Tzakol 2 date for the deposit. Triunfo Striated:
Impressed Variety was identified originally by Laporte (1995c:53) on the Dolores-Poptún
Plateau where it occurs in the Early Classic Tzakol sphere. The sole example also comes
from the Early Classic mask wall termination deposit (FIGURE 132m). 25
The dense artifact deposit encountered in the narrow corridor between the
Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall and the Structure 6B stela enclosure contains the largest
quantity of Jordan pottery yet uncovered at Punta de Chimino. It is one of the largest
Early Classic deposits yet discovered in the Petexbatún region. TABLE 6 summarizes the
ceramic types found in this deposit. No fully restorable vessels are present. Surface
preservation is often terrible. There are a sizeable number of unclassified/eroded sherds
and few Aguila Orange sherds have slip remnants. Slipped serving vessels are common,
but hardly dominant. A good number of unslipped Quintal/Triunfo jars are also present. 26
No spatial patterning is noted, aside from a concentration of three partial basal flange
25

No striations are visible on this sherd but the paste color, large calcite inclusions, and square lip with
groove make it similar to other Triunfo Striated examples. The neck is tall and outflaring—definitely on the
tall end of the range for this type. Foias (1996) does not identify such plastic modification in Triunfo.
Adams (1971:19, Fig. 31a), however, illustrates collar designs impressed with a tool or round cylindrical
object on a minority of Triunfo sherds at Altar de Sacrificios. Importantly, he places this variety, Triunfo
Striated: Ak Variety, in late Ayn or Tzakol 2.
26

The large quantity of Triunfo Striated jars in comparison to Quintal Unslipped body sherds is the reverse
of the Preclassic ratio of striated to unslipped plain vessels.
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bowls (Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome, Aguila Orange, and Balanza Black) at the base
of mask armature 1. This ceramic profile, in conjunction with the murky organic soil,
lithic waste, and faunal detritus, lead me to interpret this layer as secondarily deposited
domestic refuse. Hence, I believe garbage was transported from an Early Classic domicile
and dumped in the corridor. As mentioned above, the large quantity of Faisan 3 types is
noteworthy. Many now exhibit the Tzakol 2 modes described above. Also of interest, but
of no great numerical value, is the assortment of unclassified types—a sign of ceramic
experimentation and innovation at this time. I believe this deposit presents a reasonably
accurate view of the entire Jordan assemblage. Preclassic sherds are negligible; the dozen
or so examples are probably acquisitions from earlier refuse or the remains of heirlooms.
No Early Classic Jordan sherds were found on the room floor surrounding Stela 1.
Present, however, were numerous partly restorable fragments from several Miseria
Appliquéd modeled censers. One censer (FIGURE 130) is identical to the hollow
cylinder, modeled face censer types assigned to the Protoclassic-Early Classic Ayn
complex at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:53-55, Figs. 29i, 95c,d,e,g, 96a-f, 97a,b,
98a-e, 99a-c). This censer is the first of its kind reported in the Petexbatún region (cf.
Foias 1996:467). The unslipped orange vessel has a hard gritty paste and dark core. Sand
aplastics are present. Appliqué braided bands, pellets, and volutes adorn the exterior of
the 2 cm. thick vertical wall that terminates with a flat, unbeveled edge. Flanges were not
identified, but evidence is fragmentary. Remaining vessels exhibit rims with beveled lips.
One is rather crudely made (possibly a bowl); it has a dark paste with rough uneven
surfaces.
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A lip-to-lip vessel offering was placed on the floor at the foot of Stela 1 at or after
the moment of monument destruction (FIGURES 133 and 134). Originally, the two
vessels were thought to be Late Classic in style and date. However, their sizes, shapes,
pastes, surface finishes, and lip-to-lip placement are remarkably similar to small Aguila
Orange cache vessels found at Tikal (Culbert 1993:Figs. 127a-c, 143b, 149b, and 153a).
Culbert dates these to the Manik phase and describes each as a “cache vessel: small
variety.” No slip is found on the Punta de Chimino vessels, but a cream underslip (an
occasional Aguila Orange trait) is visible on the interior of the incomplete upper vessel
(FIGURE 134 left). In most respects these vessels are identical to Tikal’s Manik phase
vessel caches. The frequent occurrence of this cache form at Tikal suggests it is an Early
Classic Tikal trademark. Their contexts and geographic distribution deserve close
scrutiny. Unfortunately, the contexts of most Tikal examples still await full publication.
Taschek and Ball (1999:Figs. 6ab, 7ab, 10ab) illustrate small vessel lip-to-lip caches
involving Aguacate Orange and Quintal Unslipped types from Early Classic (A.D. 400500) contexts at Las Ruinas de Arenal in the western Belize Valley. In summary, the
identity and dating of Punta de Chimino’s vessels remain ambiguous. Though they bear
the features of Early Classic design and ritual practice, they are covered by Late Classic
fill and overlie a small cluster of (intrusive?) Saxche Orange Polychrome sherds in the
stela pit below. If these vessels are indeed Early Classic, they are temporally congruent
with their location at the base of the broken Protoclassic monument. No imperishable
objects or organic residues were contained between them.
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Three Jordan phase vessels were found in Burial 103, the enigmatic circular cist
containing a presumed migrant (FIGURES 80, 81, and 82). Only one of these pots, a
Balanza Black vase, could be confidently classified (FIGURES 83 and 127j). Another is
a squat, orange and red-on-cream polychrome cup with a flat base, vertical walls, direct
rim, and pointed-rounded lip (FIGURES 83 and 135). Repeating vertical bands of
varying thickness adorn the exterior; the thinnest bands fade from orange to cream, a
common effect of resisted designs. The third grave vessel is a highly polished, thin
walled cylinder tripod with an exquisite gouged-incised rendering of four curl-nosed
saurian creatures (FIGURES 83 and 136). Its fine dark paste and volcanic temper are
suggestive of highland manufacture. Mending holes indicate a prior effort to repair and
conserve the piece. This vessel was initially classified as Delirio Plano-relief, a rare yet
highly diagnostic funerary type of the early fifth century A.D. in the Maya Lowlands
(Laporte and Iglesias 1992:92-93). Two features, however, make this pot somewhat
different from most published examples. It does not have any macroscopically visible
traces of slip, that is, it appears to be burnished only, and its tiny solid slab feet are set
back away from the edge of the base. The repetitive serpent motif is a common theme on
Early Classic Maya vessels. Dark brown to black plano-relief vessels with saurian
creatures are noticeably well executed. Their scarcity, virtuosity, recurring style, and
apparent centrifugal highland distribution suggest the work of a master artisan residing
near the Chiapas-Guatemala border (see Bryant and Clark 2005:407-410; Quirarte 1973).
Interestingly, the serpent design on this vessel is nearly identical to that found on a late
Protoclassic roller stamp from Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972:Fig. 89ab).
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In general, the previously described Jordan phase ceramic contexts bespeak of a
reduced occupation on the peninsula that soon ends in site termination and abandonment.
Various pieces of evidence suggest the monumental center is appropriated by Mexicaninspired central Petén protagonists, or by local individuals in league with these ascendant
neighbors. What is certain is that long-held symbolic and communal meanings attached
to the Acropolis are no longer upheld. It is as if the site is occupied for reasons far
removed from its prior communal heritage. There is no rousing of communal labor to
refurbish or embellish existing public monuments. Instead, buildings are decommissioned
and freestanding monuments are removed. Ceramic evidence implies these events
transpired before Tzakol 3 times (ca. A.D. 500). Radiocarbon analyses confirm this and
indicate the site was abandoned as early as A.D. 420 or 450. For these reasons, I believe
the Jordan phase was short-lived at Punta de Chimino and applicable to a small number
of households, some of which may have been occupied by newcomers from the north.
Ultimately, researchers may decide that the latter half of Faisan 3 is best
perceived as an early facet of the Jordan ceramic complex. Preclassic ceramics quite
likely disappear from Faisan 3 by A.D. 300 when the new domestic assemblage and
Peten Gloss wares take over. Although such a subdivision is intimated in ceramic
frequencies, we currently lack stratigraphic corroboration. Nevertheless, my description
of the foregoing Jordan contexts clearly indicates that Jordan is an outgrowth of Faisan 3.
With stratigraphic assistance, we may be able to eventually reduce Faisan 3’s time span,
define a Jordan 1 facet, and treat the current Jordan description as Jordan facet 2.
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Ceramic Complex
Nacimiento (intrusive)

Ceramic Type

Frequency

%

Encanto Striated
Subtotal

1
1

0.2%
0.2%

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome
San Clemente Gouged-incised
Triunfo Striated: Impressed Var.
Subtotal

86
1
2
89

13.5%
0.2%
0.3%
13.9%

Actuncan Orange Polychrome
Aguila Orange
Balanza Black
Pucte Brown
Quintal Unslipped
Triunfo Striated
Subtotal

3
60
16
7
44
161
291

0.5%
9.4%
2.5%
1.1%
6.9%
25.2%
45.5%

Caribal Red
San Martin Variegated Brown
Subtotal

16
4
20

2.5%
0.6%
3.1%

Achiotes Unslipped
Flor Cream
Sierra Red
Zapote Striated
Subtotal

3
5
1
1
10

0.5%
0.8%
0.2%
0.2%
1.6%

Boxcay Brown
Pital Cream
Subtotal

1
2
3

0.2%
0.3%
0.5%

197
1
3
1
2
1
1
8
1
10
225

30.8%
0.2%
0.5%
0.2%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
1.3%
0.2%
1.6%
35.2%

639

100.0%

Jordan

Faisan 3

Faisan 2

Faisan 1

Excavado

Other
Unclassified/Eroded
Unnamed Ashy paste
Unnamed Fine Orange Ware
Unnamed Incensario form
Unnamed Orange fire-clouded
Unnamed Orange slipped
Unnamed Orange-brown
Unnamed Red and cream
Unnamed Red with gray paste
Unnamed Unslipped: Black paste Var.
Subtotal
Total

TABLE 6

Ceramic type frequencies in the Early Classic mask wall termination
deposit.
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FIGURE 131 Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Variety Unspecified. All examples are
from PC51A-3-4-3, the Early Classic mask wall termination deposit.
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FIGURE 132 Jordan types and miscellaneous Early Classic sherds. All are from the
Early Classic mask wall termination deposit, except where noted.
a

San Clemente Gouged-incised (PC51A-11-5-2).

b

Unnamed black incised (PC51C-2-4-1, Str. 7-Sub. 1).

c-e

Unnamed fine orange (c is from PC51C-2-4-1, Str. 7-Sub. 1; d and
e are from PC51A-3-4-2).

f

Unnamed orange fire clouded from PC51A-11-5-2.

g

Bowl with ring base from PC51A-3-4-2.

h-i

Miniature vessels from PC51A-3-4-2.

j

Unknown ceramic form from PC51A-3-4-2.
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FIGURE 133 Stela 1 lip-to-lip cache vessels. Aguila Orange: Small cache Variety.

FIGURE 134 Stela 1 lip-to-lip cache vessels. Aguila Orange: Small cache Variety.
Vessel on the right is the bottom vessel.

FIGURE 135 Unnamed polychrome vase from Burial 103 (PC51C-2-4-1). Drawing by Hiro Iwamoto.
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FIGURE 136 Unnamed gouged-incised cylinder tripod from Burial 103 (PC51C-2-5-1). Drawing by Alfredo Román.
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Nacimiento Tepeu 1 (ca. A.D. 600-700)
Pottery of early Late Classic date appeared with Early Classic and Preclassic
types in the fill and graves of Structure 7-Sub. 1. Mixing with later Classic materials
lamentably occurred on the building’s heavily eroded lower half. Still, a Tepeu 1
assignment for all vessels encountered in Sub. 1’s three interments (Burials 4, 8, and
107), is all but certain (see Demarest, Castellanos, and Escobedo 1996:186-191;
Escobedo 1996:17, 20). Some 234 potsherds were examined from unmixed Sub. 1 lots
(see TABLE 7). 27 Structure 7-Sub. 1 was the first Classic period monumental
undertaking at Punta de Chimino. It concealed the building harboring the mysterious
Burial 103. The burial’s capstones were near or on the surface when construction began.
This may suggest a filial or symbolic tie between Burial 103’s non-native occupant and
the first Classic period arrivals, remembering of course that a 100-150 year gap is
postulated between the two archaeological events.
Tepeu 1 activities have thus far been notoriously difficult to detect in the
Petexbatún region. Two Tepeu 1 horizon markers, Saxche Orange Polychrome and
tripod, basal-ridged plates (Culbert 1967:97), are identified in the current sample from
Structure 7-Sub. 1 (FIGURE 137). Particularly noteworthy is the shallow depth of these
dishes, a feature created by the slight angle of the vessel wall (FIGURE 137b,c).
The two polychrome pots found in Burial 107 exhibit transitional traits and are
somewhat difficult to classify. The dish has a thin basal flange and ring base (FIGURE
138). The red and orange slips are applied over a cream underslip. No slip is found
27

Aguateca Project members Alba Estela Pinto and Marco Antonio Monroy assisted with Late Classic
sherd identifications.
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beneath the flange. A waterfowl is painted on the interior. The ring base and basal flange
are more characteristic of the Early Classic, which suggests the vessel is an heirloom.
Absence of black designs aligns the specimen with San Blas Red-on-orange, an
infrequent Tzakol 3 type defined at Uaxactún (see Forsyth 1989:68 for description). The
bowl exhibits a flower design alternating with an ovoid cartouche containing a curl-nosed
zoomorphic creature with cross-band element (FIGURE 139). One flower is a quatrefoil.
These designs are rendered in red and outlined in black against a cream background. As
for form, the juncture between the vessel wall and base is slightly rounded and gradual,
not sharp and angular like Tepeu 2 examples (see Smith 1955:Figs. 72 and 73). The pot’s
form and design do not strongly resemble any of the Early Classic or Tepeu 1 cream
polychromes illustrated at Uaxactún (Smith 1955), Tikal (Culbert 1993), Piedras Negras
(Bachand 1997; Holley 1983), or Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976). Nor do they match
anything yet reported in the Pasión region. As discussed in Chapter 3, this particular style
of zoomorphic cartouche or medallion is usually carved and incised on Tzakol 3 vessels,
especially on cylinder tripods. But painting these designs on a Tzakol-shaped, cream
slipped bowl implies a transitional Early-Late Classic manufacture date. For the moment,
the vessel is classified as an Unnamed cream polychrome of probable Tepeu 1 date.
Very limited cultural activity of a public funerary nature is therefore suggested at
Punta de Chimino some decades before the arrival of B’alaj Chan K’awiil, the Dos Pilas
founder (Martin and Grube 2000:56-57). A long-distance relationship is hinted by the
focus of this activity around Burial 103.
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Complex

Type

Nacimiento 1

Tinaja Red
Tinaja Undetermined
Chaquiste Impressed
Saxche Orange Polychrome
Saxche-Palmar Orange Polychrome
Azote Orange
Torres Incised
Cambio Unslipped
Encanto Striated
Unnamed polished buff
Unnamed fine orange
Unnamed cream polychrome
Subtotal

3
1
1
3
10
1
1
11
9
1
4
2
47

Jordan

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome
Subtotal

2
2

Subtotal

5
4
1
1
7
24
1
43

Faisan Chicanel 3

Frequency

Aguila Orange
Balanza Black
Lucha Incised
Pucte Brown
Quintal Unslipped
Triunfo Striated
Miseria Appliquéd

Faisan Chicanel 2

Caribal Red
San Martin Variegated Brown
Iberia Orange
Subtotal

4
5
2
11

Faisan Chicanel 1

Sierra Red
Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved-incised
Matamoro Bichrome
Flor Cream
Polvero Black
Zapote Striated
Subtotal

7
1
1
13
11
4
37

Excavado

Unnamed smudge ware
Subtotal

1
1

Subtotal

3
3

Colonia

Achiotes Unslipped

Unclassified/Eroded

90
Total

TABLE 7

234

Ceramic type frequencies in unmixed Structure 7-Sub. 1 lots.
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FIGURE 137 Saxche Orange Polychrome. Contexts: a is from PC51C-4/5-6-3; b and c
are from PC51A-1-4-1.
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FIGURE 138 Polychrome dish with cormorant design from Burial 107 (PC51C-5-6-2).
Drawing by Alfredo Román.

FIGURE 139 Cream polychrome bowl from Burial 107 (PC51C-5-6-2). Drawing by Alfredo Román.
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Nacimiento Tepeu 2 (A.D. 700-830) and 3 (A.D. 830-950)
Late Classic pottery was abundant in the uppermost levels of the Acropolis, on the
defensive wall, and in Mound 59. Approximately 5,600 Late Classic potsherds were
collected and transported to the Aguateca Project laboratory in Guatemala City where
they await final examination. Late Classic sherd counts were estimated by operation as
follows: 51A (3,500), 51B (103), 51C (900), 61A (900), 61B (0), and 71A (200). Typical
Lake Classic Petexbatún types such as Tinaja Red, Pantano Impressed, Chaquiste
Impressed, Palmar Orange Polychrome, Cambio Unslipped, and Encanto Striated
dominated the assemblage. Fine gray and fine orange pottery was also frequent, including
occasional examples of Poite Incised grater bowls (FIGURE 140), a common Terminal
Classic or Tepeu 3 ceramic form at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:45) and Ceibal
(Sabloff 1975:211-213). The vast majority of Late Classic materials derived from
construction fills rather than primary deposits such as burials, living floors, or caches.
Heavy Late Classic domestic occupation was intimated by extraordinary quantities of
cultural refuse in Acropolis construction. No other period, save the Middle Preclassic,
exhibited this density of artifacts per cubic meter of fill. Late Classic domestic occupation
in the Acropolis area must have been either sizeable or protracted.
Unlike other Petexbatún sites, Punta de Chimino’s Late Classic construction fills
contain modest quantities of Terminal Classic pottery from the Altar (fine orange) and
Chablekal/Tres Naciones (fine gray) ceramic groups. This discovery led Vanderbilt
archaeologists to propose that Punta de Chimino was the last defensive holdout in the
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region (Demarest et al. 1997; Foias 1996:98). A correlate of this theory was that the
peninsula was abandoned or sparsely inhabited for most of the Late Classic.
Based on Antonia Foias’s (1996:626-627) assessment, it would appear few
Nacimiento Tepeu 2 contexts were indeed excavated at the site. Since ceramic analysis is
still pending, the following statements must be considered provisional. Regionally high
frequencies of fine orange and fine gray pottery were encountered in most Late Classic
construction lots in the Acropolis, in Mound 59, and atop the defensive earthwork. In
addition, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the quality of Punta de Chimino’s Late Classic
monumental construction was abysmal in comparison to public buildings of Late Classic
Tepeu 2 age found elsewhere in the region.
Several pieces of evidence, however, suggest caution when contemplating a
Tepeu 2 hiatus at Punta de Chimino. One is Burial 105’s calibrated AMS date of A.D.
650-870. Another is the great abundance of Tepeu 2 pottery found in Terminal Classic
construction fill. A third factor is the mysterious burials of Tepeu 1 age in Mound 7.
When weighed together, all pieces of evidence suggest that most of Punta de Chimino’s
Late Classic monumental buildings (Structure 6A-Sub. 1, Structure 7, and Structure 59),
and the craft workshop atop the defensive embankment date to the Tepeu 2-3 transition
(ca. A.D. 830 in Foias’ scheme). Fine gray and perhaps fine orange ceramics appear early
and abundantly in the Pasión and Usumacinta drainages; a late Tepeu 2 appearance for
these regionally produced ceramics is not an outlandish proposition. 28 Residential
28

Indeed, Antonia Foias (1996:428-431) distinguishes a late facet within the Nacimiento Tepeu 2 phase
covering the time between Dos Pilas’ fall in A.D. 761 and Aguateca’s abandonment around A.D. 800 or
830. This facet includes Chablekal Fine Gray ware but no fine orange. Chablekal Fine Gray and Tres
Naciones Fine Gray appear to overlap in time, yet Foias confines the latter to the Sepens-Boca Tepeu 3
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settlement probably occurred on the peninsula before any of these buildings were erected,
as suggested by the extraordinary quantity of Late Classic Tepeu 2 pottery in these
buildings. Such residential settlement may have shortly followed Tepeu 1 funerary events
on Mound 7.
Foias (1996:626-711) creates a distinct Sepens-Boca complex for the
Petexbatún’s Tepeu 3 pottery, a decision reinforced and justified by strong typological
ties to Sabloff’s (1975) sequentially autonomous Bayal complex. This scheme, however,
implies little continuity in the local ceramic sequence, something not supported by recent
findings at Punta de Chimino. The Late Classic situation is curiously comparable to that
encountered during the Protoclassic; new ceramic types/groups appear alongside earlier
types, many of which continue to be produced in large quantities. Foias (1996:628)
herself was keen to observe this carry-over phenomenon:
The problem with the definition of the Terminal Classic in the Pasion region is
that the same utilitarian types found in the Late Classic continue in the Terminal
Classic. For example, Encanto Striated, Subin Red, Chaquiste Impressed, Tinaja
Red, Pantano Impressed and Palmar-Lombriz continue from the Nacimiento
complex into the Sepens phase.
In short, I believe Punta de Chimino’s Late Classic monumental constructions were most
likely built by the direct descendents of Tepeu 2 Petexbatún people. Some of these Tepeu
2 forbearers probably resided on the peninsula for some time with very little functional
monumental architecture. Clearly, there is much indecisiveness regarding the matter.
Nevertheless, I believe a minimally-monumental Nacimiento 2 facet followed by a full
complex. Vessel form and temper differences exist between the two ceramic groups, but they may be partly
contemporaneous at Punta de Chimino. In sum, I am yet convinced these ceramic wares always provide a
sure-fire Tepeu 2-3 distinction in the Petexbatún region. As for the origin of these wares, see Foias
(1996:627, 966-976) for results of neutron activation analysis of Terminal Late Classic fine paste wares.
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monumental Nacimiento 3 facet more closely approximates the archaeological situation
at Punta de Chimino as currently understood. Because all Nacimiento contexts, with the
probable exception of Structure 6A-Sub. 1, contained a mixture of Tepeu 2 and 3 pottery
I employ the designation Nacimiento 2-3 throughout the remainder of this chapter.
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FIGURE 140 Poite Incised: Variety Unspecified (Tres Naciones ceramic group). Vessel
fragment from PCA-9-3-1 (surface? of Str. 6A [LC Tepeu 2-3]).
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Tamarindo New Town Ceramic Complex (A.D. 950-1400?)
Few ceramic artifacts could be assigned with certainty to the Postclassic period.
Exceptions were a single Plumbate Ware sherd with modeled human face found on the
surface on Mound 6’s apex (Lot PC51A-1-1-1), and several modeled censer fragments
collected at the base of Mound 7 (FIGURE 141). The latter may alternatively date to
Nacimiento 3 (Tepeu 3 times), but this is currently uncertain. Only one Postclassic
context has been reported at Punta de Chimino (Morgan and Demarest 1995). This
midden is the only unmixed Postclassic feature thus far documented in the Petexbatún
region (Foias 1996:713). Current findings merely substantiate previous notions that the
site and region were minimally inhabited during this time. As a procedural note, all
artifacts collected on or just below the surface were treated as potentially Postclassic or
perhaps even more recent in age. In actuality, however, most ceramics in the humus were
of Nacimiento 2 or 3 date. This should be remembered when evaluating the tabular data
presented in this chapter.
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FIGURE 141 Postclassic (?) ceramic censer fragments from Mound 7 topsoil. All examples from Lot PC51C-1-2-1.
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Chipped Stone
Chipped stone artifacts or lithics represent the second most common class of
objects encountered at Punta de Chimino. Nearly 3,000 chipped stone artifacts, obsidian
and chert, were collected in our excavations. These were classified, weighed, measured,
and in some instances microscopically examined by Dr. Kazuo Aoyama, lithic specialist
for the Aguateca Archaeological Project. 29 Aoyoma’s preliminary visual findings from
Punta de Chimino have appeared in an unpublished report submitted to the Guatemalan
Institute of Anthropology and History (Aoyama 2005a). My principal aim in this section
is to describe general artifact trends to gain some insight into lifeways and events on the
peninsula during the early periods. Artifact frequencies presented in this summary,
especially the numbers presented in TABLES 8 and 9, were drawn from raw spreadsheet
data provided by Aoyama. I leave it to him to clarify specific source attributions, metric
details, and artifact functions in future publications.

Obsidian
Approximately 337 pieces of obsidian were collected and analyzed. The vast
majority were prismatic obsidian blades—objects generally considered to be expedient,

29

Aoyama conducted a preliminary analysis on all obsidian artifacts by comparing them with reference
samples that, according to him, “exhibit the full range of optical variability of the Pre-Columbian obsidian
sources in Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras.” The accuracy of Aoyama’s visual analyses was confirmed
by a blind test of 100 obsidian artifacts from the region of La Entrada, Honduras using the NAA technique
conducted by Dr. Michael D. Glascock at the University of Missouri. The results of the blind test indicated
a 98 percent accuracy rate (Aoyama 1999:29). Other scholars have argued that, at least for certain obsidian
collections in the Maya region, visual sourcing is both reproducible and accurate (Braswell et al. 2000).
Still, certain scholars remain skeptical of the approach and insist that it is very difficult to accurately
identify certain obsidian types in large, diverse assemblages by visual analysis alone (Moholy-Nagy 2003c;
Moholy-Nagy and Nelson 1990).
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minimal-force cutting, scraping, sawing, whittling, and slicing tools (Lewenstein 1981;
1984:316, 328, 353; Moholy-Nagy 2003a:33). Cortex was found on a handful of cases
and, according to Aoyama, none dated to the Preclassic. Indeed, evidence for local
reduction of obsidian was exceedingly rare in all Preclassic contexts. Of the seventy-four
artifacts classed as reduction pieces (polyhedral cores, flakes, etc.), only two predated the
Late Classic—an initial pressure blade from the Early Classic mask wall deposit and a
Middle Preclassic flake in Str. 6A-Sub. 8 fill. According to Aoyama’s analysis, only five
obsidian projectile points were recovered. The earliest three date to the Early Classic and
were found in situ on the floor of Structure 6B around the broken Stela 1 base (FIGURES
50a,c,d and 142a,b). A fourth derived from Nacimiento 1 construction fill (Lot PC51A-311-1) and the last came from a Nacimiento 2-3 fill context. Other obsidian artifacts
included a scraper from the defensive wall humus (PC61A-1-2-1), and a prismatic blade
point in Mound 6 humus (PC51A-20-2-1), both of probable Late Classic Nacimiento 3
date.
One hundred and thirty-five obsidian artifacts (40% of the sample) came from the
top of the defensive wall, where production of a broad range of artifacts is believed to
have transpired during Terminal Classic times. According to Aoyama’s visual analysis,
no Mexican sources were identified in this large sub-sample. Seventy-five percent of the
polyhedral cores found in our excavations (15 of 20) and 73% of the polyhedral core
flakes (11 of 15) derived from this thin stratigraphic layer. Obsidian quantities in other
operations were as follows: Op 51A or Mound 6 (147, 44%), Operation 51 B or the
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Acropolis plaza test pit (2, 0.5%), Operation 51C or Mound 7 (50, 15%), and Operation
71A or Mound 59 (3, 0.9%).
TABLE 8 summarizes the obsidian source data for all 337 artifacts based on
Aoyama’s visual analysis. Important diachronic trends are: 1) the disappearance of San
Martin Jilotepeque obsidian after the Late Preclassic Faisan 1 facet and the (related?)
absence of all obsidian in succeeding Faisan 2 or Protoclassic 1 deposits, 2) the absence
of obsidian projectile points prior to the Early Classic, 3) the initial appearance of
Mexican obsidian in Faisan 3 or Protoclassic 2, and 4) the exponential increase in
obsidian quantity and sources in Nacimiento Tepeu 2 and 3 times. These trends inform us
of interregional ties and local technological skills/needs at various moments in Punta de
Chimino’s history.
Based on the above, we might surmise that obsidian was hardly a common
household item at Punta de Chimino during the Preclassic period. Aside from an aberrant
El Chayal obsidian flake from a Middle Preclassic context, there is little evidence that
obsidian was imported in raw form before Late Classic Nacimiento times. There is no
evidence to suggest it was used to fashion axes, knives, spear or dart points during the
Preclassic. Reduction and flaking techniques were clearly understood, as indicated by the
presence of chert bifaces. The current pattern suggests large chunks of obsidian did not
enter the site in Preclassic times. Early prismatic blades were therefore probably imported
in finished form. One observation that might explain the obsidian dearth in Preclassic
Acropolis fill (speaking particularly of Late Preclassic levels) is a corresponding lack of
other domestic items such as ground stone. Relatively small or modest amounts of
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domestic artifacts were encountered in Late Preclassic Acropolis fills in comparison to
the fills of later periods.
The three obsidian projectile points found near Stela 1 merit further discussion.
The fact must be emphasized that these points have no local or regional antecedents. The
bottle-glass green Pachuca point exhibits a flaking pattern that suggests poor lapidary
skill or hurried production (FIGURES 50a and 142a). It is certainly not akin to the
adroitly chipped green Pachuca points and knives manufactured in Central Mexico (Clark
1986). In all likelihood, the point was either made locally or in the Maya region. Kidder
(1947:Fig. 64a-4) illustrates a slightly longer stemmed obsidian point from Uaxactún
with a flake pattern similar to the green Punta de Chimino biface (color and context not
provided). So rare are obsidian projectile points at Uaxactun, remarks Kidder (1947:11),
“that statistically significant measurements are not obtainable.” At Tikal, however, nearly
90 green Pachuca obsidian artifacts were recorded in the Pennsylvania excavations, most
of which were locally made (Moholy-Nagy 2003a:28-34). 30 Similar stemmed obsidian
points are amply documented at Tikal (Moholy-Nagy 2003a:Fig. 66). The quantity of
Tikal’s Early Classic Pachuca obsidian, though modest, is easily 10 to 20 times higher
than quantities recorded at other lowland sites. In short, the singularity of this projectile
point in the Punta de Chimino assemblage suggests non-local manufacture; the odds are
considerable that it was made at Tikal.
As for the significance of the Pachuca artifact, i.e., its meaning in the stela
termination context, we have a number of preliminary clues. First, crazing and fissure
30

Number includes all time periods with greatest quantity dating to the Early Classic.
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marks along the broken edge suggest the artifact was heated to a high temperature by
intense if not direct heat (John Clark, personal communication 2005). 31 The heating most
likely occurred prior to placing the object on the floor, since the broken tip was not found
nearby. Absence of a broken tip argues against the hypothesis that the arrow broke in this
precise location from say, a velocity impact. Importantly, the locations and forensic
attributes of adjacent artifacts overwhelmingly imply intentional, deliberate, and perhaps
predetermined placement of this and other objects around the stela butt, a conclusion in
line with the fact that this was a well protected interior space before the walls were caved
in on top of the artifacts.
What then, was this object’s final purpose? At present, the best explanation I can
offer is that it was a symbolic prop in some sort of martial fire rite. George Cowgill
(2003:329-332) observes that between A.D. 350 and 500 Mexican weaponry (including
green obsidian) and Teotihuacanoid deities were increasingly associated with violent
events throughout Mesoamerica. The stemmed Pachuca point is too wide to be a Mexican
atlatl dart, at least by the metric criteria outlined by Rovner and Lewenstein (1997:2728), which are not a surefire indicator of use (Aoyama 2005b:297). 32 Nevertheless, the
chert projectile point from this same context does match the proposed dimensions for
darts (FIGURES 50b and 143c). Lastly and most speculatively, the object’s “greenness”
may have been accorded some symbolic significance, given its focal location. The point
31

It should be noted that Aoyama has not made the same observation.
Aoyama (2005b:297) makes the case that “the function of chipped stone artifacts cannot be determined
without detailed microwear analysis.” This is a valid argument if such microwear patterns can be
functionally disambiguated, consistently determined by other researchers, and distinguished from post-use
markings (e.g., from deposition, excavation, washing, transport, or curation). In her pioneering replicative
study of use wear patterns on Preclassic stone tools from Cerros, Lewenstein (1984) learned that most tools
had several uses.
32
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was found on the floor in the south wing of Structure 6B’s rear chamber, a position
falling on the central axis of mask armature 1, located just outside the building on
Structure 6A-Sub.3. As is attested historically and epigraphically, the Maya often
associated the color green with centrality. The artifact’s axial alignment with mask 1
(destroyed at the same time as the stela), may acknowledge local indigenous beliefs,
while its placement in the southeast chamber of Structure 6B may simultaneously signify
affiliation with directional meanings of new or foreign origin. This is admittedly plain
conjecture, yet certain symbolic valences probably attended the object’s deposition given
its rarity, intentional modification, and socially charged context.
A stemmed obsidian point and stem fragment (arrow points?) were also found
near Stela 1 (FIGURES 50c,d and 142b). According to Aoyama, both were made from El
Chayal obsidian. Though not within the metric range for dart points, they were clearly
projectiles. Both exhibited superior craftsmanship to the Pachuca point. Chapter 3 details
the unusual stratigraphic position of the complete specimen, which, in all probability, was
not hurled to arrive at its upright position immediately above the floor in the rear wall
behind the monument along the monument’s central axis. As with the distal end of the
green Pachuca point, no tip or proximal end was found near the broken El Chayal stem.
General perusal of the literature reveals few Early Classic projectile points with
these dimensions and characteristics. I am led to conclude that the forms associated with
Stela 1’s termination are somewhat rare in the Maya lowlands (no similar forms were
reported at Altar de Sacrificios or Ceibal). Interestingly, three of the four projectile points
illustrated by Hansen (1990:Fig. 114g,h,i,k, and l) from Early Classic abandonment
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contexts atop El Mirador’s Tigre platform are very close in size and design, particularly
the one presented as Figure 114i. At El Mirador however, the diffused scatter of some 22
projectile points in three trench excavations conjures images of desultory deposition
rather than orchestrated social ritual (Hansen 1990:103). Thirteen of these points were
made from Mexican obsidian. Three were Pachuca and ten derived from the Paredon,
Otumba, Zaragoza, and Ucareo sources. Five were a light brown or tan chert and one was
possibly made from transparent quartzite. One would be hard pressed to distinguish Punta
de Chimino’s green Pachuca point from other obsidian points in the El Mirador
abandonment assemblage (see Hansen 1990:Fig. 117). The El Mirador points exhibit
similar stems and are very close in size, measuring between 5-8 cm long and 3 cm wide.

Chert
Some 2,562 lithics or siliceous stone artifacts were excavated at Punta de
Chimino. After ceramics, this artifact category was the most prevalent at the site. Chert
was in abundant use from Middle Preclassic times onward, although we still know little
about resource locations, size of outcrops, and intensity of outcrop use over time. TABLE
9 presents the quantity of chert recovered in each construction period (without, of course,
accounting for the inestimable cumulative effect of early artifacts incorporated in later
construction fill).
Assuming chert was readily available and a common domestic item during all
Lowland Maya cultural periods, TABLE 9 provides a gross indicator of the relative
quantity of domestic occupation near the ceremonial core at various time periods. Taking
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these data alone, we would infer that the smaller Middle Preclassic population lived
among the monumental mounds and the larger Late Preclassic/Protoclassic population
did not—an effect, we could assume, of the expansion and formalization of public space,
the distancing and separation of public activities from domestic ones. This trend is amply
documented at virtually every Lowland Maya center that has sequential Middle and Late
Preclassic occupations (see Chapter 2). A startling and perplexing number is the
comparatively small amount of chert discovered in Late Preclassic Acropolis
construction. Why did Late Preclassic builders not avail themselves more of the Middle
Preclassic remains that they so completely covered? The low Protoclassic 1 figure partly
results from the small construction volume associated with this period. Nevertheless,
Acropolis use is believed to have waned during this time, with an occupational hiatus
occurring by the end of the period. In Protoclassic 2 or Faisan 3 the ceremonial center is
rebuilt incorporating Faisan 1, 2, and 3 cultural refuse into monumental construction. By
Early Classic Jordan times we have increased quantities of chert, but some is undoubtedly
of Protoclassic origin and roughly one-third (N = 29) comes from one context, the
redeposited refuse deposit in front of Structure 6A’s mask wall. Clearly, chert refuse (and
presumably settlement) is not nearly as dense or plentiful during the Proto and Early
Classic periods as it was during the Middle and Late Preclassic. This supports my
hypothesis that large labor investments were made with fewer people (or nonlocal
people) during Protoclassic 2 times when Stela 1 and the mask wall refurbishment
appear. Finally, we see an explosion in lithic production when Late Classic people arrive.
Approximately 1,447 of the 2,157 Late Classic chert artifacts collected derive from the
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Acropolis. This supports my contention that a sizeable population inhabited the Acropolis
area during Nacimiento 2 times without devoting much energy to monumental projects.
A rapidly established Nacimiento 3 (Sepens-Boca) refugee population could have
conceivably produced such an extraordinary amount of lithic material, but I think it is
less likely. In sum, I believe the lull in chert frequencies between the Middle Preclassic
and Late Classic is indicative of significant domestic residence in the Acropolis zone
only during the early and late ends of the sequence. 33
The Middle Preclassic assemblage can be described as a simple flake industry
(Aoyama 2005a). Numerous scrapers, a drill, and a denticulate are the only finished tools
noted. Bifaces and blades are noticeably rare or absent (although some bifacial thinning
flakes are present). Large oval bifaces (i.e., adzes or axes) found in later levels might also
derive from this period. Forms common to Belize such as T-shaped adzes are absent,
suggesting some cultural isolation and/or real differences in social activities or needs. In
general, however, the local industry is very much within the Middle Preclassic lowland
orbit.
Late Preclassic forms and shapes are little different from previous Middle
Preclassic ones. Large oval bifaces are now clearly present, however. A number of simple
cores were reused as choppers, a practice entirely absent in the Middle Preclassic.
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These are admittedly broad-sweeping, if not tentative and impressionistic interpretations that must be
evaluated with great caution. They assume, for one, that most of the lithics in late Classic levels were
contemporaneous with Late Classic ceramics, which were also abundant, even though these levels contain
small quantities of earlier material. Besides population size, many unknown variables affect the artifact
content of construction fills—e.g., waste management (especially selective location of certain waste
products), settlement heterogeneity, procurement considerations, cultural values and taboos, and
engineering choices. The above statements, speculative as they are, find general support in the overall
occupational pattern through time and the use and abandonment of Acropolis monuments.
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Noticeably missing, however, are tranchet adzes, long thin oval bifaces, and large
unifacially-flaked stemmed macroblades—exemplars of Late Preclassic lithic craft
specialization in northern Belize (Gibson 1986:124-125). Burins or drills drop out of the
repertoire, as is common at other lowland sites during this time (Gibson 1986:124-125).
Unclear is whether new or distant varieties of chert begin to enter the region.
Protoclassic chert tools vary little from Late Preclassic ones. More cores continue
to be reused as choppers, but the same axe/adze forms continue. No eccentrics were
found, but this is not surprising because these artifacts are generally reserved for
ceremonial contexts such as burials or caches. Lack of these and other specialized tools,
such stemmed macroblades (which continue into Protoclassic 1), bolster my suspicion
that external ties lacked vigor in Protoclassic 1.
According to Aoyama’s study, the first projectile point to appear in the chert
sequence is a stemmed dart point discovered at the base of Stela 1 (FIGURE 143c). This
artifact was presumably made no later than Early Classic Tzakol 1 times. It differs quite
dramatically in shape, form, and size from later Classic period points. The remaining
portion of its broken stem exhibits crater-like depressions that are generally produced
when chert is exposed to intense, direct heat (John Clark, personal communication
2005). 34 The artifact’s placement on the floor behind Stela 1 with other artifacts believed
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According to Luedtke (1992:91), when one part of a chert object becomes hotter or colder than the rest,
thermal shock will ensue. Different rates of contraction and expansion cause the piece to break. Cherts
were often heated to enhance their flaking qualities, but in this case the heating appears to have occurred
after artifact manufacture. Experiments demonstrate that ‘thermal damage’ become visible on chert when it
is rapidly heated to 350° or 400° C (see Luedtke 1992:97). Signs may include: 1) unusual fractures—
blocky angular chunks with no percussion bulbs, 2) “pot lid” fractures: small, circular convex fragments
that appear to have popped off flat surfaces, 3) crazing and internal fracturing, 4) loss of color or luster, 5)
shrinkage, 6) charring, and 7) embrittlement. Pot lid fractures are especially common on rapidly heated and
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to possess heat-induced markings seems to validate this interpretation. As was the case
with adjacent artifacts, the broken portion of this one was not retrieved. This suggests
both conscious collection and removal of the spalled fragments or prior burning in
another location.
No seriation is attempted here of Late Classic chert tools, which were abundant in
upper levels. Common forms such as scrapers, drills, and projectile points, including
stemmed and laurel-leaf points, are present (FIGURE 143). Aoyama will discuss these in
greater detail in future writings.
One Late Classic assemblage deserving closer scrutiny is that found on top of the
defensive wall. In this location we discovered a modest quantity of chert debitage.
Certain chert colors were consistently represented suggesting some tool reduction on this
very spot. A respectable number of partial and complete bifacial points were collected.
All told, 229 pieces of chert were found in Level 3 (the defensive wall surface) with some
344 more diffused throughout the overlying topsoil. About thirty-five bifacially flaked
artifacts (mostly projectile points and axes) were collected from these two levels. More
than one hundred bifacial thinning flakes were present along with several hundred
secondary and tertiary flakes (FIGURE 92). These artifacts obviously post-date the
barricade’s construction. Ceramics in these levels await formal study, but a Terminal
Classic (Nacimiento 3 or Sepens Boca phase) placement seems most likely given our
knowledge of the site sequence.

cooled cherts. Such fractures are the presumed counterparts to the crater-like depressions exhibited on the
Punta de Chimino point stem. As can be seen in FIGURE 143c, the stem segment is also a lighter color
than the remainder of the object.

Highland Guatemala
Time Period

El Chayal

Postclassic

San Martín Jilotepeque

Central Mexico
Ixtepeque

1
5

6

Pachuca

Zaragoza

Ucareo

Total

1

1

1

4

2

282

Late Classic Tepeu 2/3

263

6

Late Classic Tepeu 1

10

1

1

12

Early Classic

13

9

1

23

Protoclassic 2

3

1

4

Protoclassic 1
Late Preclassic

3

4

7

Middle Preclassic

3

2

5

296

11

Total

6

18

3

3
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* all artifacts sourced visually
†

TABLE 8

later contexts usually contain earlier material

Obsidian artifact frequencies by source and archaeological time period. Data kindly provided by Kazuo
Aoyama.*†
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TABLE 9

Period

Qty.

Colonia/Excavado

133

Faisan 1

95

Faisan 2

11

Faisan 3

48

Jordan

82

Nacimiento 1

109

Nacimiento 2-3

1136

Nac 2-3/Tamarindo (humus/surface)

912

mixed contexts

36

Total

2562

Chert artifact frequencies by construction period. Data kindly provided by
Kazuo Aoyama.
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FIGURE 142 Lithic artifacts from Punta de Chimino, a-c are obsidian (B. Bachand).
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

green obsidian point, Str. 6B floor, PC51A-3/8-4-1 (Jordan).
gray obsidian point stem, Str. 6B floor, PC51A-3/8-4-1 (Jordan).
gray obsidian point, fill, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-4-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
bifacial point, humus, PC51A-2-2-1 (Nac 3).
bifacial axe/adze, humus, PC51A-3-2-1 (Nac 3).
bifacial axe/adze, humus, PC51A-3-2-1 (Nac 3).
bifacial point, fill, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-18-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
scraper, fill, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-18-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
chopper or reused core, humus, PC51A-18-2-1 (Nac 3).
bifacial point, fill, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-1-5-1 (Nac 2-3).
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FIGURE 143 Bifacially-flaked chert points. All but c are Late Classic in date.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

laurel leaf bifacial point, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-1-5-1 (Nac 2-3).
lanceolate blade w/ tapered stem, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-8-3-2
(Nac 2-3).
bifacial dart point, Str. 6B floor, PC51A-15-5-1 (Jordan).
stemmed biface, defensive wall fill, PC61A-12-4-1 (Nac 2?).
tapered stem biface, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-11-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
stemmed biface, defensive wall surface, PC61A-15-3-1 (Nac 23/Tamar).
tapered bifacial point, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-12-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
crude stemmed biface, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-11-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
bifacial point, Str. 6A-Sub.1, PC51A-20-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
trapezoidal bifacial point, defensive wall humus, PC61A-7-2-1
(Nac 2-3/Tamar).
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Ground Stone
About fifty ground stone artifacts were discovered in our excavations. Ground
stone artifacts were fashioned from locally available sedimentary rocks, primarily
limestone, or from more distantly quarried metamorphic stones, usually quartzite or
granite. The latter may have come from the May Mountains of southwestern Belize,
about 100 km eastward (see Moholy-Nagy 2003a:37). No ground stone artifacts made
from igneous rocks like basalt were found in our excavations, though one unmodified
pumice stone was discovered in Protoclassic 2 construction fill (PC51C-4-13-1).
The following category includes utilitarian “objects made by grinding, abrading,
and polishing techniques” (Willey 1972:104). Described here are numerous metates,
manos, a torus or ring stone, a mortar stone, and three unusual spherical stones. Several
minimally modified or natural pounding or hammer stones were found, but are not
described here. Only one ground stone artifact is securely dated to the Preclassic, a
sandstone mano fragment from Structure 6A-Sub. 5 construction fill. Only five date to
the Protoclassic, the three spheroids and two mano fragments. Little can be said, then, of
early ground stone technology at Punta de Chimino. The paucity of ground stone artifacts
in volumetrically superior Preclassic and Protoclassic fills suggests important differences
in site settlement and Acropolis use during earlier periods.

Metates
Twenty-four metates or metate fragments were reckoned in lab analysis (TABLE
10). These range from deep or shallow basin types (FIGURE 144A-h) to flat, slab-like
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examples (FIGURE 144i), sometimes with channeled gutters along the upper edges and
legs on the base (FIGURE 145b). All but one (FIGURE 144j), were of probable Late
Classic Nacimiento 2-3 manufacture. The specimen of Nacimiento 1 date was most likely
used as a small mortar stone, rather than a metate. Willey (1972:124; 1978:76) described
similar “small grinding stones with basin depressions” as mortars used for grinding
vegetable or mineral substances.
One easily recognized pattern is that granitic specimens are invariably of the flat
variety, and often have edge channels and pedestal supports. These easily surpass local
limestone forms in quality, design complexity, and overall craftsmanship. They are
probably made elsewhere, as suggested by their well perfected, standardized carving in a
non-local material. From the Early Classic period on, milling stones of metamorphic and
igneous stone become commonplace at Lowland Maya sites and are probably imported as
finished products (see Moholy-Nagy 2003a:37).

Manos
Two complete manos and nineteen mano fragments were encountered in our
excavations (TABLE 11). All derived from mixed fill and could not be functionally
paired with any metates described above. Most were made of limestone. Two were
fashioned from granite and one from sandstone. A variety of transverse and longitudinal
cross-section shapes were noted. Willey (1972:124) observes that “in the Late Classic
there seems to have been a trend toward standardization with the adoption of a Square
[transverse section] variety mano,” a sentiment confirmed at Ceibal (Willey 1978:55).
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The remaining round, pentagonal, ovate, and triangular transverse forms seem to span the
entire Lowland sequence. Moholy-Nagy (2003a:39) states that “Late and Terminal
Classic manos tended to be shorter and thicker with more tapered ends than those from
the Preclassic and Early Classic periods” at Tikal.
The upper portion of a (round?) sandstone mano was recovered from Faisan 1
construction fill (FIGURE 147b). Sandstone deposits were identified near the ChixoyPasión confluence, but as far as I know none have been documented in the Petexbatún.
Sandstone was a commonly used building material at Altar de Sacrificios during the Late
Preclassic Plancha phase. The present specimen may have been acquired near that site.
Willey (1972:118, 120; 1978:66, 75) identified a minor number of sandstone manos of
the ovate rectangular, triangular, square, and round varieties at Altar de Sacrificios and
Ceibal, but did not indicate whether these were primarily Preclassic in date.

Other Ground Stone
Other ground or pecked stone artifacts worthy of mention are a bizarre screwshaped sandstone cylinder, a torus stone fragment, a mortar or anvil stone, and three
enigmatic spheroids, which may be natural in form. These are described in detail below.
The unusual sandstone cylinder shown in FIGURES 89 and 150 was discovered
in the topsoil at the base of Mound 7. Its true date of manufacture remains uncertain, but
its provenience, good preservation, and non-characteristic Classic period style suggest a
Terminal Classic or Postclassic time of origin. Any guess as to its function remains pure
speculation. I know of no parallel examples in the Preclassic or Classic literature. The
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cylinder may have toppled from above, but this is far from certain. It was, however,
located near the central axis on one of the most sacred mounds at the site.
The torus stone fragment derives from Mound 6 humus (Lot PC51A-16-2-1) and
most likely dates to Nacimiento 2 or 3 times (FIGURES 144i and 151 left). The specimen
is made of limestone. It is approximately 14 cm in diameter with a maximum hole
diameter of 6.4 cm and minimum hole diameter of 4.83 cm. It is 8.43 cm thick and is
estimated to have weighed just over 2,000 grams. Torus stones are often described as ring
stones or “doughnut stones.” Their functions are not known with certainty. They are
rather abundant in Late Classic contexts in the Pasión-Petexbatún region, as revealed in
excavations at Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972:134-137) and Aguateca (personal
observation, 1998). Only 11 were found at Tikal, where Moholy-Nagy (2003a:48)
maintains they occur from the Late Preclassic through Late Classic periods. Evidence
from our region, however, questions the notion that these objects pre-date the Classic
period in the Maya lowlands.
A small, circular stone with shallow depression derives from the fill of Structure
7-Sub. 1 (PC51C-5-6-1), a building of suspected Nacimiento 1 date (FIGURES 144k and
151 right). The object is made of coarse limestone. It measures 10.4 cm in diameter. It is
5.93 thick and weighs 921.5 grams. The shape of this stone resembles stones often
classified as small, shallow mortars. Yet, I see little evidence of grinding on the concave
surface. I therefore believe the object may have been used as an anvil for pedestaling
other objects.
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The last set of objects to be described here are the three limestone spheroids
deposited in triangular formation on the surface of Structure 6A-Sub. 3 (PC51A-9-5-2),
during or shortly after that building’s construction in Protoclassic 2 times (FIGURES 31,
32, and 152). Still unclear, is whether these objects are intentionally pecked or shaped. I
suspect they are natural concretions, perhaps slightly pecked to round out their natural
features. Each one weighs about 1,500 grams. The grayish one is a bit smaller than the
other two, but the difference is almost negligible. In Chapter 3, I describe these objects in
some detail, mentioning that their colors are not the result of the external application of a
colorant. Instead, these colors appear to be chemical properties of the stones themselves.
Cream-colored limestones can change to pink or red from prolonged atmospheric
exposure, but the colors are especially vivid when limestone is heated. The gray color on
one stone is possibly natural, since it appears on the entire stone evenly. The colorations
are neither comprehensive nor even on the remaining two stones. These, I suspect, were
chemically altered by natural or human forces.

Box
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4
PC4

Bag
181
329
586
586
586
586
710
710
643
283
709
149
190
101
46
46
340
340
340
340
561
143
255
255

Lot
Context
Type
Material
51C-4-5-1 Str. 7-Sub. 1
flat
limestone
51A-11-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
flat
granite (green)
51A-18-5-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
deep basin
limestone
51A-18-5-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
deep basin
limestone
51A-18-5-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
shallow basin
limestone
51A-18-5-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
shallow basin
limestone
51A-18-6-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
deep basin
limestone
51A-18-6-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
deep basin
limestone
51A-20-4-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
shallow basin
quartzite
51A-5-3-1 Burial 101, Str. 6A
shallow basin
limestone
51A-8-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
shallow basin
quartzite
51C-3-3-1 Str. 7
flat w/ groove
granite
51C-4-7-1 Str. 7
unclear basin
quartzite
61A-12-4-1 defensive wall
flat w/ legs and groove granite
61A-7-3-1 defensive wall surface deep basin
limestone
61A-7-3-1 defensive wall surface deep basin
limestone
51A-12-2-1 humus, Mound 6
flat
granite
51A-12-2-1 humus, Mound 6
shallow basin
limestone
51A-12-2-1 humus, Mound 6
shallow basin w/ groove limestone
51A-12-2-1 humus, Mound 6
shallow basin
quartzite
51A-18-2-1 humus, Mound 6
shallow basin
quartzite
51A-5-2-1 humus, Mound 6
unclear basin
quartzite
51C-1-2-1 humus, Mound 7
unclear basin
quartzite
51C-6-2-1 humus, Mound 7
unclear basin
quartzite

TABLE 10

Grain Size
coarse
fine
coarse
coarse
medium
medium
coarse
coarse
medium
medium
coarse
fine
coarse
fine
coarse
coarse
fine
coarse
coarse
medium
coarse
coarse
medium
medium

Hardness
medium
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
medium
medium
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
medium
hard
hard
medium
soft
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard

Date
Nacimiento 1
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3
Nac 2-3/Tamar
Nac 2-3/Tamar
Nac 2-3/Tamar
Nac 2-3/Tamar
Nac 2-3/Tamar
Nac 2-3/Tamar
Nac 2-3/Tamar
Nac 2-3/Tamar

Metates and metate fragments listed by time period.
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FIGURE 144 Metate fragments and other ground stones (all Late Classic).
a. metate fragment from Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-18-5-2 (Nac 2-3).
b. metate fragment from defensive wall surface, PC61A-7-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
c. metate fragment from defensive wall surface, PC61A-7-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
d. metate fragment from Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-18-5-2 (Nac 2-3).
e. metate fragment from Mound 6 humus, PC51A-12-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tam).
f. metate fragment from Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-18-5-2 (Nac 2-3).
g. metate fragment from Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-20-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
h. metate fragment from Mound 7 humus, PC51C-1-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tam).
i. metate fragment from Mound 6 humus, PC51A-12-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tam).
j. metate fragment from Str. 7-Sub. 1, PC51C-4-5-1 (Nac 1).
k. anvil or unfinished torus stone from Str. 7-Sub. 1, 51C-5-6-1 (Nac 1).
l. torus stone from Mound 6 humus, PC51A-16-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tam).
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FIGURE 145 Metate fragments: a is limestone (PC61A-7-3-1), b is granite (PC61A-124-1), c and d are quartzite (PC51A-8-3-1), and so is e (PC51C-4-7-1).

FIGURE 146 Shallow basin metate (limestone) from Burial 101, Str. 6A (Nac 2-3).

Box

Bag

Lot

Context

Description

Transverse Shape

Longitudinal Shape

Material

Grain Size

Hardness

Date

PC4

118

51A-1-6-1

Str. 6A-Sub. 5

mano fragment

not clear

not clear

sandstone

fine

medium

Faisan 1

PC4

529

51A-13-4-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 3

mano fragment

asymmetrical elliptical

plano-convex

limestone (dolomite?) medium

hard

Faisan 3

PC4

303

51A-9-5-1

Str. 6A-Sub. 2

frag w/ no clear grinding
surface; end is worn

round

rectangular

limestone

medium

soft

Faisan 3

51C-5-6-1

Str. 7-Sub. 1

mano fragment

round

not clear

PC4

178

PC4

511? 51A-11-3-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1, Bu. 105 mano frag w/ broken &
reused end

unidentified

medium

hard

Nacimiento 1

limestone

medium

medium

Nacimiento 2-3

PC4

480

51A-12-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

green mano frag with shiny asymmetrical elliptical
black acicular inclusions

oval

unidentified

fine

hard

Nacimiento 2-3

PC4

480

51A-12-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

mano fragment

PC4

537

51A-12-5-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

PC4

577

51A-18-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

complete mano w/
evidence of pounding or
reuse on end
mano fragment

rectangular

lenticular

limestone

coarse

medium

Nacimiento 2-3

asymmetrical elliptical

oval

limestone (dolomite?) medium

hard

Nacimiento 2-3

PC4

626

51A-20-3-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

complete mano w/ use on
two opposite sides only

asymmetrical elliptical

plano-convex

quartzite

medium

hard

Nacimiento 2-3

square

lenticular

limestone

medium

hard

Nacimiento 2-3

PC4

644

51A-20-4-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

mano fragment

PC4

644

51A-20-4-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

mano fragment

round

not clear

limestone

asymmetrical elliptical

asymmetrical elliptical granite
lenticular

Not bordered plano convex plano-convex

coarse

medium

Nacimiento 2-3

fine

hard

Nacimiento 2-3
Nacimiento 2-3

PC4

156

51A-4-4-1

Str. 6A-Sub. 1

mano fragment

parallelogram

limestone (dolomite?) fine

hard

PC4

109

51B-2-3-1

Acropolis plaza

nearly complete mano

asymmetrical quadrangular oval

limestone

coarse

medium

Nacimiento 2-3

PC4

148

51C-3-3-1

Str. 7

mano fragment

Not bordered plano convex not clear

granite

coarse

hard

Nacimiento 2-3

PC4

168

51C-5-4-1

Str. 7

mano fragment

asymmetrical quadrangular lenticular

limestone

medium

hard

Nacimiento 2-3

PC4

560

51A-18-2-1 humus, Mound 6

mano fragment

parallelogram

lenticular

limestone

coarse

medium

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC4

603

51A-20-2-1 humus, Mound 6

parallelogram
broken mano; one half in
PC51A-20-2-1, the other in
PC51A-15-2-1

lenticular

limestone

coarse

medium

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC4

134

51C-3-2-1

humus, Mound 7

mano fragment

parallelogram

lenticular

limestone

medium

medium

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC4

134

51C-3-2-1

humus, Mound 7

mano fragment

rectangular

rectangular

limestone

coarse

medium

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC4

7

71A-1-2-1

humus, Mound 59

mano frag w/ use on three square
of four sides

lenticular

limestone

medium

medium

Nac 2-3/Tamar

TABLE 11

Manos and mano fragments listed by time period.
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FIGURE 147 Mano fragments.
a. unbordered plano convex fragment from Str. 7, PC51C-3-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
b. sandstone mano frag from Str. 6A-Sub. 5, PC51A-1-6-1 (Faisan 1).
c. mano or pestle fragment from Str. 6A-Sub. 2, PC51A-9-5-1 (Faisan 3).
d. elliptical mano fragment from Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-20-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
e. elliptical mano fragment from Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-18-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
f. plano convex mano frag from Burial 105, PC51A-11-3-2 (Nac 2-3).
g. elliptical mano frag from Str. 6A-Sub. 3, PC51A-13-4-1 (Faisan 3).
h. parallelogram from Mound 7 humus, PC51C-3-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tam).
i. elliptical mano frag from Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-12-5-2 (Nac 2-3).
j. parallelogram from Mound 6 humus, PC51A-18-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tam).
k. square mano frag from Mound 59 humus, PC71A-1-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tam).
l. asymmetrical quadrangular frag from Str. 7, PC51C-5-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
m. parallelogram from Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-4-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
n. parallelogram from Mound 6 humus, PC51A-20-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tam).
o. asym. quadrangular frag from Acropolis plaza, PC51B-2-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
p. rectangular frag from Mound 7 humus, PC51C-3-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tam).
q. round mano frag from Str. 7-Sub. 1, PC51C-5-6-1 (Nac 1).
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FIGURE 148 Mano fragments: a (PC51A-18-3-1), b (PC51B-2-3-1), c (PC51A-4-4-1),
d (PC51a-13-4-1), e (PC51C-5-4-1), and f (PC51A-12-5-2).

FIGURE 149 Complete manos. Top: PC51A-20-3-2. Bottom: PC51A-20-2-1.
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FIGURE 150 Sandstone cylinder from Mound 7 topsoil (Lot PC51C-2-2-1). Drawing by
Hiro Iwamoto.
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FIGURE 151 Left: torus stone fragment (PC51A-16-2-1). Right: anvil or mortar
(PC51C-5-6-1).

FIGURE 152 Spherical stones from Protoclassic 2 platform (PC51A-9-5-2).
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Jade
A number of highly polished greenstone artifacts were discovered at Punta de
Chimino. All were from secondary contexts, with the possible exception of those
collected on the defensive wall. These artifacts can be subdivided into two categories:
ornaments and small polished celts (TABLES 12 and 13). Micro-wear studies carried out
by Kazuo Aoyama (2003:522) indicate that polished greenstone celts from Late Classic
elite residences are cutting tools that were possibly used for sculpting limestone.
The jade earflare illustrated in FIGURE 156 is identical in cross-section to a
countersunk button like flare dating to the Boca-Jimba phase at Altar de Sacrificios
(Willey 1972:Fig. 132d). The human head pendant illustrated in FIGURE 153 is
thoroughly Classic in date and probably of the “small horizontally drilled” variety rather
than the “round relief ” variety (Proskouriakoff 1974:95).
Although not known for certain, all these objects seem to date to Nacimiento 3 or
Sepens Boca times, as indicated by their locations in or near the topsoil. No finished
greenstone items of Preclassic, Protoclassic, or Early Classic age were found in our
excavations. This fact is in contrast to Altar de Sacrificios, where a small number of
greenstone ornaments date to these periods (Willey 1972:147). Nevertheless, our findings
lend general support to Gordon Willey’s (1972:150) initial assessment that “jadeite
ornaments were rare in the Preclassic Period, much more common in the Classic, and
present in the Postclassic,” a pattern confirmed at Ceibal (Willey 1978:97-100). The celts
illustrated in FIGURE 155 are chisel like forms of Willey’s Very Small Variety, which
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are generally Late Classic in date, save the five known cases from Ceibal’s Real phase
cruciform cache (Willey 1978:89).

Box Bag Lot

Form

Material

PC1 590 51A-18-5-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

Context

sm. pendant w/ face

jadeite

Length
3.65

Width Thk
3.65

1

Weight Date
21

Nacimiento 2-3

PC1 646 51A-20-4-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

sm. disk-shaped bead

jadeite

0.62 Dia.

n/a

0.2

<.5

Nacimiento 2-3

PC1 170 51C-5-4-1

Str. 7

spherical bead w/ perforation

serpentine/jadeite

1.45 Dia.

n/a

n/a

4

Nacimiento 2-3

PC1 170 51C-5-4-1

Str. 7

sm. axe-shaped pendant w/ perforation

jadeite

1.66

1.45

0.21

0.5

Nacimiento 2-3

sm. earflare

jadeite

1.45

1.14

0.52

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 103 61A-12-2-1 humus, defensive wall

TABLE 12

Greenstone beads, pendants, and adornos.

Box Bag Lot

Context

Form

PC1 77

defensive wall surface

sm. axe or adze

61A-4-3-1

Length

Width

Thk.

5.21

5

1.14

Weight Material
52.5

serpentine

Date
Nacimiento 2-3

PC1 98

61A-1-2-1

humus, defensive wall

sm. chisel

4.08

2.5

0.94

19.5

serpentine

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 98

61A-1-2-1

humus, defensive wall

sm. axe or adze w/ pounded butt end

3.43

3.95

1.45

35.5

serpentine

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 98

61A-1-2-1

humus, defensive wall

pestle? (both ends pounded)

8.54

3.2

2.2

164.5

serpentine

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 342

51A-12-2-1

humus, Mound 6

unclear (pounded butt)

5.72

5

4.79

161.5

serpentine

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 9

71A-1-2-1

humus, Mound 59

medium-sized chisel

3.64

2.91

1.77

26.5

serpentine

Nac 2-3/Tamar

TABLE 13

Polished greenstone celts.
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FIGURE 153 Perforated jadeite pendant, Structure 6A-Sub. 1 construction fill, PC51A18-5-2, (Nac 2-3).

FIGURE 154 Left: perforated shell-shaped pendant or tinkler. Right: perforated
greenstone bead. Both are from Structure 7 fill, PC51C-5-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
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FIGURE 155 Polished greenstone celts and related implements. Small celts from the
defensive wall: a (PC61A-1-2-1), b (PC61A-4-3-1), and d (PC61A-1-21), and unknown form e (PC61A-1-2-1); c is a celt fragment from Mound
59 topsoil (PC71A-1-2-1); and f is a rounded celt butt or pestle from
Mound 6 topsoil (PC51A-12-2-1). All are probably Nacimiento 3 (SepensBoca) in date.
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Pyrite
One artifact category that seems important for understanding, among other things,
the Protoclassic to Early Classic transition at Punta de Chimino is pyrite. We collected
seventeen objects listed in this category ranging from raw pebble forms, to dental inlays,
to mosaic plaque or mirror pieces (TABLE 14). The pebbles may, in fact, be another
iron-based rock since iron pyrite (FeS2) normally forms in angular striated cubes, i.e., in
pentagonal dodecahedrons or octahedrons. Ancient plaque pieces are thin, flat slices of
these natural occurring cubic forms. Pyrite is found in hydrothermal veins either by itself
or with gold deposits in hydrothermal, medium to low temperature quartz veins (Pring et
al. 1978). The only Guatemalan mine currently reported to have iron pyrite deposits is the
Oxec mine in Alta Verapaz (www.mindat.org/loc-23928.html accessed 10/24/2005).
Many decades ago, A. V. Kidder (1947:52) astutely observed that pyrite incrusted
plaques were most frequent at Early Classic sites in the western Maya highlands and Alta
Verapaz regions. Pre-Columbian iron pyrite was quite likely mined in or near the Alta
Verapaz region. It was probably there and in the adjacent Quiché highlands where the
cutting, shaping, and manufacturing of mosaic plaques were perfected.
Pyrite has chemical properties that cause it to react in certain ways to natural and
human forces. The brassy-yellow mineral is 46.6% iron (Fe) and 53.4% sulfur (S)—the
most important source of sulphur following native sulphur. When exposed to the
elements in surface zones, pyrite takes on water and assumes a rusty brown color. As for
human-induced reactions, pyrite will give off a spark if struck with a hard object (Pring et
al. 1978). If heated, it burns at a moderate temperature and fuses easily, becoming
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magnetic and giving off sulfur dioxide (SO2) fumes. If heated above 740° C it will break
down into pyrrhotite and a sulfur rich liquid, but in air it will tend to oxidize or burn
(David Von Bargen, personal communication 2005). Though untested, it is possible that
pyrite could spall if heated at too high a rate.
The earliest cultural use of pyrite at Punta de Chimino is in the inlaying of teeth
with disk-shaped plugs. These were found in two upper incisors in Burial 111, an
interment of Protoclassic 2 date (FIGURE 78). In his taxonomy, Romero (1958) classifies
pyrite disk inlays as type E-1 dental modification. Most cases of E-1 modification are late
Protoclassic and Early Classic in date and occur in the greater Maya region. Earlier cases
are exceedingly rare and often less credibly dated. Laporte and Fialko (1993:37, 39, Fig.
24) report a late Middle Preclassic Tzec skeleton ca. 500-200 BC (PNT-002) with pyrite
dental incrustations from Tikal’s Mundo Perdido. The actual inlays were missing in a
Middle Preclassic Uaxactun example (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:143, Plate 46b,d).
López Olivares (1997:110-112) describes a Late Preclassic case from the Dolores-Poptún
Plateau, but this interment is of possible Protoclassic age since Chicanel pottery is
believed to persist for centuries in that region (Laporte 1995a; 1995c). Outside the Maya
region, a Middle Preclassic Oaxacan case (Acosta and Romero 1992:151) was cited, but
this interment is now dated to the Late Preclassic (Marcus and Flannery 1996:168).
Evidence for Late Preclassic iron pyrite incrustations at Chalchuapa, El Salvador is
unfortunately ambiguous and could be of Protoclassic correspondence (Fowler 1984:612613). Importantly, Late Preclassic pyrite inlays were not reported at Cuello (Belize),
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Topoxte (Guatemala), or Chiapa de Corzo (Chiapas)—all centers with sizeable Late
Preclassic and Protoclassic burial samples.
Romero (1951:31) observed that E-1 incrustations appear first in the upper
incisors and canines before appearing on bottom mandibular teeth in Early Classic times.
He also noted a temporal progression from pyrite to jadeite to turquoise and finally gold
inlays in Mesoamerican prehistory (Romero 1951:34). Pyrite incrustations attained their
widest popularity during the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. (Romero 1951:Chart 5), yet
they remained rare on a site-wide basis. When found, they appear on the healthy teeth of
middle-aged adults. Fourth-century examples are known from Copan, Holmul, Chiapas,
and Teotihuacan and fifth-century ones are known from Kaminaljuyu. Curiously,
Sempowski (1994:49) describes only one Tlamilmilolpa phase (A.D. 200-450) interment
with pyrite inlays—the only one reported from her sample of 455 Teotihuacanos. In sum,
I believe iron pyrite inlays, though painfully acquired, were reserved for the most
influential or respected senior members of Maya society during the Protoclassic period.
They were singular markers of social distinction and had international appeal.
Ten iron pyrite plaque pieces were excavated at Punta de Chimino (TABLE 14).
Two were discovered on the floor near Stela 1 (FIGURES 50e,f), and eight were
collected in two humus locations on top of the defensive wall (FIGURE 156). All
specimens exhibited the rusty brown tint typical of oxidized pyrite. A paper-thin sliver of
mirror backing was still attached to the triangular piece found at Stela 1’s base. The
Terminal Classic pieces have beveled edges while Early Classic ones have tapered and
quadrangular edges. Pyrite plaque pieces are often badly weathered or disintegrated
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beyond recognition when discovered by archaeologists. To my knowledge, none have
been reported with the cratered wear displayed on the pentagonal piece from the Stela 1
floor (FIGURE 50f). In sum, the forensic evidence for heating adjacent artifacts, the
small areas of diffused charcoal specs and burned resinous wood on the floor, and nearby
censer fragments, all imply intentional, rather than desultory burning or heating of
artifacts. It stands to reason, that the unusual crater holes exhibited on this piece are most
likely caused by thermal duress.
Iron pyrite plaques seem to have come into vogue at the end of the second century
A.D. Tombs I and II in Mound E-III-3 at Kaminaljuyu contained the earliest pyrite
incrusted plaques found at that site (Shook and Kidder 1952:116). Recent research
suggests these tombs date to the Santa Clara phase (A.D. 100-200) or the beginning of
the Aurora phase (ca. A.D. 200) before Kaminaljuyu’s canal was filled in around A.D.
250 (Hatch 1997:6, 65, Fig. 5). These tombs date to the Protoclassic period, meaning they
are roughly contemporaneous with Burial 111 at Punta de Chimino. They are also
contemporaneous with iron pyrite plaques at the Belizean sites of Barton Ramie, Kendal,
and Caracol. Two pyrite mirrors found in an elaborate cache at Caracol are bracketed by
six radiocarbon dates, placing these objects in the first century A.D., but certainly no later
than A.D. 240 (A. Chase and D. Chase 1995:96-97). Pyrite plaques in elaborate tombs at
Takalik Abaj (Schieber de Lavarreda 2003:798-799) and La Lagunita (Ichon and Arnauld
1985:21-38) are late Protoclassic (A.D. 100-300) in date. Slate disks used as bases for
pyrite mosaic mirrors formed part of the mortuary attire of warriors buried in the
Feathered Serpent Pyramid during the Tlamilmilolpa phase between A.D. 200-400
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(Cowgill 1992:106). Thus, a good median time range for the initial diffusion of these
objects across southern Mesoamerica is A.D. 150-250—a time of major political change
and demographic transition in the Maya lowlands.
In his investigation of mirror use at Teotihucan, Karl Taube (1992:170) indicates
that Kaminaljuyu excavators considered pyrite mosaics disks to be ornamental plaques
rather than mirrors because they lacked a reflective surface for cosmetic use. However,
these reflective surfaces tend to oxidate, corrode, and fade over time. Iconography
suggests these objects may have been used interchangeably in costume and divinatory
scrying (i.e., to see images in pieces of crystal, water, etc. which reveal the future or
secrets of the past or present; OED definition). Taube suggests that “Rather than being
devices for personal cosmetic use, the circular pyrite mirrors functioned primarily in
dress and divination.” Pyrite mirrors were found in Early Classic ceramic censers at
Zaculeu and Nebaj (Smith and Kidder 1951:69, Fig. 36, no. 21 and Fig. 42, nos. 47, 48;
Woodbury and Trik 1953:233), images of mirrors are present on Teotihuacan
incensarios, and smoking mirrors are a common theme in Postclassic iconography
(Taube 1992:186-187). Taube (1992:192) also observes “At Teotihuacan, mirrors were
identified with war shields to such a degree that frequently it is difficult to tell them apart
(in the iconography).” He concludes that “pyrite mirrors were an important component of
both ritual and dress…the use of large mirrors on the back seems to have been an Early
Classic innovation…(pyrite mirrors) served almost as a hallmark of Teotihuacan costume
and influence.” Strangely, however, Sempowski (1994:158) reports that only 1.8 percent
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of all Teotihuacan burials with offerings contained pyrite objects of any sort (slabs, balls,
or disks).
In conclusion, a pyrite plaque appears to have played a key symbolic role in Stela
1’s annihilation around A.D. 400 or 450. A divinatory act with a complete mirror may
have preceded the fire ritual. Martial intentions, divinatory actions, and pyrotechnic skills
are all implied by the evidence.

Box Bag

Lot

PC1 665
PC1 652

Context

Form

Edge

51A-17-7-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 8

pebble

n/a

2

1.25

0.73

2

Col-Ex

51A-9-8-1

pebble

n/a

2.29

2.29

1.56

14

Faisan 1

Str. 6A-Sub. 5

Length Width Thk Weight Date

PC1 652

51A-9-8-1

Str. 6A-Sub. 5

pebble

n/a

1.66

1.35

1.14

4

Faisan 1

PC1 652

51A-9-8-1

Str. 6A-Sub. 5

pebble

n/a

1.45

1.35

0.73

2

Faisan 1

PC1 652

51A-9-8-1

Str. 6A-Sub. 5

pebble

n/a

1.14

0.83

0.62

0.5

Faisan 1

B. 111, Str. 7-Sub. 3

dental incrustation

PC6 291/292 51C-1-6-2
PC1 679

51A-15-5-1 Str. 6B, on floor beneath collapse triangular mosaic piece w/ slate backing

n/a
tapered

-

-

-

-

5.83

1.56

0.3

6.5

Faisan 3
Jordan

PC1 256

51A-3/8-4-1 Str. 6B, on floor beneath collapse pentagonal mosaic piece w/ spalled ext. surface quadrangular

3.5

1.97

0.31

7

PC1 102

61A-10-2-1 humus, defensive wall

heptagonal mosaic piece

beveled

3

2.71

0.31

8.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 102

61A-10-2-1 humus, defensive wall

mosaic piece

beveled

2.5

?

0.31

4

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 102

61A-10-2-1 humus, defensive wall

mosaic piece

beveled

1.8

1.25

0.21

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 102

61A-10-2-1 humus, defensive wall

mosaic piece

beveled

?

?

0.31

2.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar
Nac 2-3/Tamar

humus, defensive wall

Jordan

PC1 98

61A-1-2-1

hexagonal mosaic piece

beveled

2.81

2.5

3

5.5

PC1 103

61A-12-2-1 humus, defensive wall

heptagonal mosaic piece

beveled

3.12

2.39

0.31

7

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 103

61A-12-2-1 humus, defensive wall

pentagonal mosaic piece

beveled

2.5

1.98

0.21

3

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 103

61A-12-2-1 humus, defensive wall

hexagonal mosaic piece

beveled

2.5

2

0.21

3

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 625

51A-19-2-4 humus, Mound 6

pebble

n/a

3.75

3.23

2.39

48.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

TABLE 14

Pyrite artifacts listed by time period.
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FIGURE 156 Pyrite plaque pieces and jade earflare from the defensive wall topsoil. All
suspected to date to Nacimiento 3 (Sepens-Boca) times. Left: four pyrite
plaque pieces from PC61A-10-2-1. Right: three pyrite plaque pieces from
PC61A-12-2-1. Center: jade earflare from PC61A-12-2-1.
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Figurines
Ceramic figurines were found in many Late Classic lots (TABLE 15 and
FIGURES 157-160). No figurines were discovered in Preclassic contexts, however. A
possible Postclassic figurine was happened upon in the topsoil at the base of Mound 7
(the enigmatic sandstone cylinder was found in the adjacent unit). Figurines of special
interest were a composite gourd-turtle whistle with traces of Maya blue pigment in its
crevices (FIGURE 158), a male figure with loincloth who was seated on a ceramic vessel
(FIGURE 159), and three mysteriously large, hollow heads of a rodent, crocodile, and
humanoid deity, all possible remnants of the same ceramic object (FIGURE 160). 35 The
gourd-turtle whistle was located at approximately the same depth as the turtle plastron in
the adjacent western unit (PC51A-7-2-1) and the notched sherd or “net sinker” cluster in
the adjacent eastern unit (PC51A-4-2-1), implying some depositional if not semantic
relationship among these artifacts (see FIGURE 66). The seated male figurine with
loincloth is solid, heavy, and attached to the wall or lid of a ceramic vessel (FIGURE
159). It may have served as a lid handle, but the evidence is too fragmentary to know for
certain. In any case, its dark gray paste and style is somewhat aberrant for the Late
Classic. Equally strange are the three large ceramic heads illustrated in FIGURE 160.
Their eyes, brow ridges, noses, and teeth are hand-modeled. They were all made from the
same dark gray paste and were found together, which suggests they were originally a set

35

After this writing, Jeff Buechler and Alfredo Román discovered that the old man or god head illustrated
in FIGURE 160c fits to the body of the seated male figure with loincloth in FIGURE 159. If their
observation is correct, the remaining two heads probably also had bodies attached to vessels, perhaps even
to the same vessel. The heads were found in Level 4 of Unit 5, while the body was found in Level 2 of Unit
1, which confirms that remains associated with Structure 7 are in the humus.
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of three objects or belonged to the same ceramic entity, e.g., an urn, as might be indicated
by their unslipped or unpainted finish, coarse paste, and appliqué rendition. Willey
(1978:Fig. 14) illustrated a similar animal head at Ceibal.

Box Bag Lot
Context
Description
PC1 244 51C-3-12-1 Str. 7-Sub. 1
unclear
PC1 327 51A-11-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear body fragment
PC1 481 51A-12-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
male w/ headdress (head only)
PC1 538 51A-12-5-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
male w/ headdress
PC1 538 51A-12-5-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear anthropomorph (2 candelero frags.)
PC1 538 51A-12-5-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear (orange paste)
PC1 581 51A-18-4-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear anthropomorph (body fragment)
PC1 612 51A-20-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear anthropomorph (hollow head fragment)
PC1 612 51A-20-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear (hollow body fragment)
PC1 612 51A-20-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear (curved solid piece)
PC1 612 51A-20-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear (hollow vessel support?)
PC1 622 51A-20-3-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
bird whistle
PC1 622 51A-20-3-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
male w/ headdress
PC1 622 51A-20-3-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
warrior (shield only)
PC1 622 51A-20-3-2 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear anthropomorph (head only)
PC1 642 51A-20-4-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
female (head only)
PC1 642 51A-20-4-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
deity, half human-animal (pig or rodent form)
PC1 642 51A-20-4-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1
unclear (hole for suspension)
PC1 158 51A-5-3-1 Str. 6A
zoomorphic turtle-gourd whistle
PC1 278 51A-9-3-1 Str. 6A
half human-half monkey (hollow head figurine)
PC1 169 51C-5-4-1 Str. 7
unclear deity (hollow head figurine)
PC1 169 51C-5-4-1 Str. 7
crocodile (hollow head figurine)
PC1 169 51C-5-4-1 Str. 7
rodent (hollow head figurine)
PC1 115 51C-1-2-1 humus, Mound 7
male w/ loincloth (solid figurine; attached to vessel?)
PC1 11 61A-1-2-1 humus, defensive wall owl
PC1 11 61A-1-2-1 humus, defensive wall deity, half human-animal (head only)
PC1 11 61A-1-2-1 humus, defensive wall unclear
PC1 10 71A-1-2-1 humus, Mound 59
unclear anthropomorph (leg only)

TABLE 15

Length
4.68
4.37
5.5
5
5.31
3.43
6.04
2.7
4.27
4.89
3.22
3.24
4.39
4.47
4.37
4.68
3.22
3.24
6.5
5.12
7.08
7.39
6.56
8.95
4.47
3.43
2.18
4.28

Dia Weight Date
3.5
25 Nacimiento 1
3.5
27 Nacimiento 2-3
3
40 Nacimiento 2-3
3.5 39.5 Nacimiento 2-3
4.29 22.5 Nacimiento 2-3
1.97 12 Nacimiento 2-3
4
44 Nacimiento 2-3
3.2
9.5 Nacimiento 2-3
3.64 20.5 Nacimiento 2-3
1.56 17.5 Nacimiento 2-3
2.81
6
Nacimiento 2-3
2.39 13 Nacimiento 2-3
3.95 22.5 Nacimiento 2-3
2.92 16.5 Nacimiento 2-3
2.7
13 Nacimiento 2-3
3.22 25 Nacimiento 2-3
3
17.5 Nacimiento 2-3
2.49 14 Nacimiento 2-3
4.5
51 Nacimiento 2-3
3.64 22.5 Nacimiento 2-3
6.2 140.5 Nacimiento 2-3
5.31 81.5 Nacimiento 2-3
4.58 52.5 Nacimiento 2-3
7.5 280.5 Nac 2-3/Tamar
3.43 19.5 Nac 2-3/Tamar
2.5 16.5 Nac 2-3/Tamar
2.29 5.5 Nac 2-3/Tamar
2.5
22 Nac 2-3/Tamar

Ceramic figurines.
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FIGURE 157 Late Classic figurines.
a. bird whistle, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-20-3-2 (Nac 2-3).
b. male w/ headdress, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-20-3-2 (Nac 2-3).
c. unclear, defensive wall humus, PC61A-1-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tamar).
d. pig or rodent form, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-20-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
e. unclear anthropomorph, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-20-3-2 (Nac 2-3).
f. half human/monkey, Str. 6A, PC51A-9-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
g. owl, defensive wall humus, PC61A-1-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tamar).
h. owl deity?, defensive wall humus, PC61A-1-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tamar).
i. anthropomorphic candelero?, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-12-5-1 (Nac 2-3).
j. unclear (orange paste), Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-12-5-1 (Nac 2-3).
k. male w/ headdress, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-20-3-2 (Nac 2-3).
l. male w/ headdress, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-12-5-1 (Nac 2-3).
m. female, Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-20-4-1 (Nac 2-3).
n. leg fragment, Mound 59 humus, PC71A-1-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tamar).
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FIGURE 158 Gourd-shaped turtle whistle from Str. 6A surface (PC51A-5-3-1).

FIGURE 159 Solid male figure seated on vessel, Mound 7 humus (PC51C-1-2-1).
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FIGURE 160 Large hollow figurine heads from Str. 7 hearting (PC51C-5-4-1).
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Notched Ceramic Artifacts
The notched ceramic artifact category contains two distinct but functionally
related sets of artifacts, reused notched potsherds and molded clay mariposa or
“butterfly” forms. Punta de Chimino has yielded a good number of both (TABLE 16 and
FIGURES 66 and 161). Earlier researchers have not always distinguished between the
elongated and mariposa forms. At Punta de Chimino, the molded mariposa type is
stratigraphically of Terminal Classic and Postclassic age. In contrast, elongated cases
produced by cutting and abrading potsherds appear in all time periods. Evidence from
Altar de Sacrificios, Ceibal, Colha, Cerros, Punta de Chimino and other sites indicate that
notched sherds are present but less frequent in Preclassic contexts.
Garber (1988) provides excellent description of these objects, as do McGregor
(2004) and Buttles (2004). Eaton (1976) and Phillips (1978; 1979) have presented strong
cases that notched sherds functioned as line weights for fishing nets. Unusually and
sometimes incredibly high concentrations of these objects appear at lakeshore and
seashore sites (e.g. McKillop 2004:260). These items have alternatively been interpreted
as pendants (Willey 1978:44), weft and warp weaving weights, and door hangings (Kent
and Nelson 1976; Pollock et al. 1962). In truth, nothing presupposes that these artifacts
were not multi-purpose in use.
Two-thirds of the 59 notched ceramic artifacts collected in 2004 and 2005 derived
from a single context. Twelve elongated forms and 27 mariposa forms were found
together within a 15 cm spherical radius in the humus atop Mound 6 (FIGURE 66).
Several incomplete and broken specimens suggested a “tool kit,” and the tight spatial
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cohesiveness of the group implied prior containment in a perishable basket or bag. This
unusual find suggests functional equivalence between the two notched types during the
Terminal and Postclassic periods.
Punta de Chimino’s evidence seems to indicate these objects were used as net
sinkers in later times at least. Morgan and Demarest (1995:390) found numerous
reutilized sherds among large aquatic turtle remains in a Postclassic dump overlying
Structure 13’s stairway. Large turtle plastrons were also found atop Mound 6 in Lots
PC51A-7-2-1 and PC51A-9-2-1 in close proximity to the peculiar artifact deposit
described above. Plastrons were also found in humus slightly farther away in Lots
PC51A-18-3-1, PC51A-19-2-2, and PC51A-19-2-3 overlying the Structure 6A-Sub. 3
stairway, but no notched ceramic objects were present. Interestingly, few turtle plastron
bones were found in earlier levels or in surface contexts elsewhere at the site. Their
presence on Mound 6, along with the notched ceramic artifact deposit and gourd-turtle
whistle, seems to imply a special use or purpose for them in this locality.
TABLE 17 provides statistical data on all notched ceramic artifacts recently
excavated at Punta de Chimino. As can be seen, the mariposa forms vary little in their
physical weight and dimensions, a fact supporting the notion that they are mold-made
during the wet or leather-hard stage. Their average weight (1.97 grams) is less than the
2.4 grams reported at Cerros (Garber 1988:37 and Fig. 3), a difference that appears to be
statistically significant. If used as fishing weights, this disparity might result from their
intended use in the shallow, placid lake water of Lake Petexbatún, as opposed to the
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deeper, current swept ocean water at Cerros. 36 In Belize, where considerable numbers of
notched ceramic artifacts have been recovered from riparian, lacustrine, and oceanic
locales, it is clear that “notched sherds from coastal sites are generally larger and heavier
than those from inland sites” (Buttles 2004:286).
Takeshi Inomata (personal communication 2006) has raised some important
points regarding the function of the small mariposa types at Punta de Chimino. If they
were indeed net weights, he questions, “For what kind of net were they used?” To
Inomata they do not seem much heavier than most net fibers and would probably sink too
slowly to catch fish. He notes that modern fishermen in the region use much heavier
weights for their lightweight nylon string nets. Archaeological experiments with
replicated mariposas are clearly needed. Their standard size suggests they were designed
for a special purpose or particular activity. Perhaps they were associated with turtle
hunting at or near the water’s surface, since, at Punta de Chimino anyway, they appear
frequently next to large turtle remains.

36

Unfortunately, notched sherd weights between the two sites are difficult to compare due to a half-dozen
exceptionally heavy outliers in the Punta de Chimino sample. Garber (1993:36) reports a mean of 6.7
grams for Cerros’ notched sherds. The mean at Punta de Chimino is 14.78, but the median is 5.

Box Bag Lot

Context

Form

PC1 300 51A-7-9-1

Str. 6A-Sub. 7

PC1 300 51A-7-9-1

Str. 6A-Sub. 7

PC1 239 51A-7-4-1

Str. 6A-Sub. 3

PC1 119 51C-1-5-1

Str. 7-Sub. 1

Stage

Surface

Ceramic Type

Length Width Thk. Weight Date

elongated complete

slipped on two sides

Huetche White

2

1.5

-

-

elongated complete

slipped on two sides

Guitarra Incised

3.8

2.3

-

-

elongated complete

slipped on two sides

Balanza Black

2.4

1.77

0.63

3.5

Col-Ex
Col-Ex
Faisan 3

elongated complete

slipped on one side

red gloss; folded rim

5.12

4.89

1.35

37

Nacimiento 1

PC1 243 51C-3-12-1 Str. 7-Sub. 1

elongated broken

slipped on two sides

reddish orange slip

6.5

5.72

1.15

67

Nacimiento 1

PC1 179 51C-4-5-1

elongated almost complete slipped on two sides

Flor Cream

5.62

4.89

0.93

29.5

Nacimiento 1

4.37

3.33

1.25

20

Nacimiento 2-3

Pucte Brown

6.27

4.16

0.83

37.5

Nacimiento 2-3

Str. 7-Sub. 1

PC1 327 51A-11-3-1 Str. 6A-Sub. 1

elongated complete

slipped on one side

PC1 117 51C-2-4-1

elongated complete

slipped on two sides

PC1 453 51A-14-3-1 Str. 6A

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.66

0.52

1.5

Nacimiento 2-3

PC1 453 51A-14-3-1 Str. 6A

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.77

0.62

2.5

Nacimiento 2-3

PC1 453 51A-14-3-1 Str. 6A

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.77

0.62

2.5

Nacimiento 2-3
Nac 2-3/Tamar

Str. 7-Sub. 1 (mixed)

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

slipped on one side

Balanza Black

2.91

2.18

0.62

5

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

slipped on one side

Tinaja Red

3.12

2.18

0.62

4.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

slipped on two sides

Tinaja Red

2.39

1.87

0.52

3

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

slipped on two sides

Tinaja Red

1.97

1.56

0.62

2.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

slipped on two sides

Balanza Black

2.28

1.98

0.83

5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

Balanza Black

2.91

2.08

0.72

5.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

2.91

1.87

0.62

4

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

slipped on one side

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

eroded

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

slipped on one side

Saxche Orange Poly

1.98

1.66

0.62

2.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated unfinished

slipped on two sides

Tinaja Red

2.39

2.08

0.52

2.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

Corozal Incised

1.98

1.56

0.42

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

2.08

1.56

0.52

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

slipped on two sides

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

eroded

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated unfinished

slipped on one side

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

unslipped

complete

Tinaja Red

2.18

1.35

0.52

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

1.77

1.66

0.62

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.66

1.66

0.62

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.76

0.62

2.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.67

1.67

0.52

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.66

1.56

0.62

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.87

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.66

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

Notched ceramic artifacts listed by time period.
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TABLE 16

Box Bag Lot

Context

Form

Stage

Surface

Ceramic Type

Length Width Thk. Weight Date

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.77

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.77

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.67

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.77

0.63

2.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.66

1.66

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.77

0.52

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.98

1.87

0.72

2.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.66

1.56

0.62

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.77

0.72

2.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.77

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.66

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.77

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.77

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.76

0.52

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.77

0.62

2.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.66

1.56

0.62

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.66

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.66

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.87

1.76

0.52

1.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 135 51A-4-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

broken

unslipped

1.77

1.67

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 140 51A-5-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated almost complete slipped on two sides

Sierra Red

2.28

1.98

0.62

3

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 140 51A-5-2-1

humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

slipped on one side

orange gloss

2.7

1.87

0.62

4.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 140 51A-5-2-1

humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.67

1.58

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 452 51A-14-2-1 humus, Mound 6

mariposa

complete

unslipped

1.77

1.77

0.62

2

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 490 51A-15-2-1 humus, Mound 6

elongated complete

eroded

3.53

3.53

1

16.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 471 51A-16-2-1 humus, Mound 6

elongated broken

slipped on one side

3.74

2.29

0.62

6

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 42

61A-11-2-1 humus, defensive wall

elongated almost complete unslipped

6.45

3.54

1.45

40.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 42

61A-11-2-1 humus, defensive wall

elongated broken

eroded

6.28

2.91

1.4

22

Nac 2-3/Tamar

PC1 8

71A-1-2-1

elongated almost complete eroded

3.95

2.71

1.35

16.5

Nac 2-3/Tamar
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TABLE 16 cont.

humus, Mound 59

Sierra Red
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Length
elongated

mariposa

mean

3.49

mean

1.78

median

2.91

median

1.77

range

1.97-6.45

range

1.66-1.98

midspread

2.09

midspread

0.10

stand dev

1.55

stand dev

0.08

Width
elongated

mariposa

mean

2.57

mean

1.71

median

2.08

median

1.76

range

1.35-5.72

range

1.56-1.87

midspread

1.56

midspread

0.11

stand dev

1.18

stand dev

0.08

Thickness
elongated

mariposa

mean

0.84

mean

0.61

median

0.63

median

0.62

range

0.42-1.45

range

0.52-0.72

midspread

0.38

midspread

0.00

stand dev

0.32

stand dev

0.05

Weight
elongated

TABLE 17

mariposa

mean

14.78

mean

1.97

median

5.00

median

2.00

range

2.00-67.00

range

1.50-2.50

midspread

19.50

midspread

0.50

stand dev

17.06

stand dev

0.36

Central tendency values for notched ceramic artifacts.
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FIGURE 161 Notched potsherds (a-h, j, n-u) and mariposa or “butterfly” forms (g, i, km). Contexts as follows:
a and p are same artifact, Str. 7-Sub. 1, PC51C-2-4-1 (mixed, Nac 1?).
b. is Huetche White and c is Guitarra Incised (w/ groove connecting
notches), Str. 6A-Sub. 7, PC51A-7-9-1 (Col/Ex).
d is Balanza Black, Str. 6A-Sub. 3, PC51A-7-4-1 (Faisan 3).
e is from Str. 6A-Sub. 1, PC51A-11-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
f, g, and h (Sierra Red) are from Mound 6 humus, PC51A-5-2-1 (Nac 23/Tamar).
i is from Mound 6 humus, PC51A-14-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tamar).
j is Sierra Red from Mound 6 humus, PC51A-16-2-1 (Nac 2-3).
k-m are from Str. 6A, PC51A-14-3-1 (Nac 2-3).
n and o are from defensive wall humus, PC61A-11-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tamar).
p (see a above).
q is from Str. 7-Sub. 1, PC51C-1-5-1 (Nac 1).
r is from Mound 59 humus, PC71A-1-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tamar).
s is from Mound 6 humus, PC51A-15-2-1 (Nac 2-3/Tamar).
t is Flor Cream from Str. 7-Sub. 1, PC51C-4-5-1 (Nac 1).
u is from Str. 7-Sub. 1, PC51C-3-12-1 (Nac. 1).
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Spindle Whorls
Little can be said here about spindle whorls and what is quite likely a related class
of objects, perforated ceramic disks. Some possibly functioned as weights. A small
number of these artifacts were found in our excavations (TABLES 18 and 19). All are
Late Classic Nacimiento 1 in date or later. Absence of spindle whorls or perforated sherd
disks in Preclassic contexts is not entirely surprising. In the Maya Lowlands they do not
appear in noticeable numbers until the Protoclassic (Willey 1965:565). Gordon Willey
(1978:43) reports the earliest perforated sherd disks at Ceibal, where two were found in
pure Real contexts. According to data in the Gulf Coast Olmec region, spindle whorls and
cotton weaving technology did not become important in Mesoamerica until the
Protoclassic, when clothing began to figure prominently in ostentatious social displays
(see Stark et al. 1998).
Recovered spindle whorl examples are generally plain; one, however, has a
simple undecorated circumferential band (PC51A-8-3-2). These are made of ceramic or
limestone. Their shapes and sizes are quite standard, and ceramic versions are probably
mold-made. In contrast, the perforated ceramic disks are simple abraded potsherds. These
are heavier than spindle whorls but have the same hole diameter. Like notched artifacts,
we again have two artifact types, one refined in its production and the other expedient
and thrifty, that seem to be involved in an identical or roughly equivalent activity, in this
case spinning cloth. This is an odd coincidence, which makes me think spindle whorls,
ceramic disks, notched sherds, and mariposas were occasionally used to undertake one
technological task. Two spindle whorls and a perforated ceramic disk were found on top
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of the defensive wall. The rarity of these objects in other excavations signals a primary
activity context in this location during the Terminal Classic or early Postclassic period.

Box Bag

Lot

Context

Form

Dia

PC1 727

51A-8-3-2

Str. 6A-Sub. 1

round, distorted flat w/ decorative band

2.81

PC1 293

51C-3-8-1

Str. 7

round w/ flat bottom (no decoration)

3

1.14

0.62

11

ceramic

Nacimiento 2-3

PC1 83

61A-1-2-1

humus, defensive wall

hemispherical w/ no decoration

2.71

1.35

0.52

13

limestone

Nacimiento 2-3

PC1 99

61A-13-3-1

defensive wall surface

hemispherical w/ no decoration

2.6

1.45

0.72

13.5

limestone

Nac 2-3/Tamar

TABLE 18

Height Hole Weight Material
1.98

0.62

7.5

ceramic

Date
Nacimiento 2-3

Spindle whorls.

Box Bag

Lot

Context

Description

Dia

PC1 298

51C-4/5-6-2

Str. 7-Sub. 1

cream polychrome sherd

frag

Height Hole Weight Material
n/a

frag

Date

frag

ceramic

Nacimiento 1

PC1 w/ 108 51A-12-5-1

Str. 6A-Sub.1

Tinaja Red slip on one side

5.2

n/a

0.62

30

ceramic

Nacimiento 2-3

PC1 108

defensive wall surface

Encanto Striated sherd

5.41

n/a

0.52

25.5

ceramic

Nacimiento 2-3

humus, Mound 6

2 unfinished holes, Encanto Striated sherd

4.89

n/a

0.62

24.5

ceramic

Nac 2-3/Tamar

61A-12-3-1

PC1 w/ 108 51A-1-2-1

TABLE 19

Perforated ceramic disks.
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Bone and Shell
Bone and shell studies await completion at the time of this writing. Dr. Kitty
Emery of the Florida Museum of Natural History is conducting faunal analysis. Field
observations and preliminary lab sorting indicate that few modified bones (tools,
ornaments, etc.) exist in the collection. Contexts of special interest for future faunal
reporting will be the Early Classic mask wall deposit, Burials 103 and 105, Mound 6
topsoil (which contains, among other things, numerous turtle plastrons), the area around
Cache 101, and any faunal remains on the defensive wall. Faunal bones are less common
in Late Preclassic levels than in Middle Preclassic ones, which again suggests the
distancing of domestic activities from the soon to be Acropolis zone by terminal Middle
Preclassic times (i.e., Structure 6A-Sub. 6). One early faunal example was a fish bone
detected in a Middle Preclassic lot (PC51A-17-6-1)—perhaps the only fish bone found in
excavation. Pomacea sp. shells are particularly abundant in the lowest Middle Preclassic
levels. 37 Freshwater clamshells were also occasionally found in these early levels.
Without stable isotope evidence it will be difficult to gauge whether there was a strong
dietary reliance on snails and lacustrine species during the Middle Preclassic, yet such a
pattern seems likely.
Two artifacts of interest are an antler tool from the defensive wall core (FIGURE
162), and a pair of moon shell tinklers in Burial 105 (FIGURES 63 and 163). The antler
fragment may have been used to flake chert or carve limestone; only the worn distal end
was found.

37

Only whole or nearly complete specimens were collected as most were crushed in the dense clay matrix.
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FIGURE 162 Antler tool fragment from defensive wall fill, PC61A-15-4-1 (Nac 2-3).

FIGURE 163 Moon shell ornaments from Burial 105, PC51A-11-3-2 (Nac 2-3).
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Cave Stone
A cave stone was found in Structure 7-Sub. 4 construction fill (FIGURE 164).
This stone is a rather good indicator that people were entering the region’s caves by Late
Preclassic times. James Brady and others (Brady et al. 1991) documented a Late
Preclassic “dam” in the Cueva de Sangre near Dos Pilas and several Late Preclassic
plaster floors in the Cueva de Río Murcielago. Brady also found a brown Colha chert
stemmed macroblade among Chicanel ceramics in the Cueva de los Quetzales, again near
Dos Pilas, and the Cueva de las Pinturas cave near Lake Petén Itzá (Brady and Rodas
1995; Brady et al. 1997:94).

FIGURE 164 Cave stone from Structure 7-Sub. 4, PC51C-4-15-1 (Faisan 1).
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CHAPTER 4
CHRONOMETRIC DATING

If time is a sequence of situations and situatedness (Pred 1990:31), and social
activities are conducted in “specific places, at specific times, by specific actors, in
conjunction with specific others” (Gell 1992:191), then time is a basic phenomenological
quality of social emplacement, which is the collision of historical action with past local
meanings. In Chapter 2, I described the excavations at Punta de Chimino, providing
evidence for the stratified sequence of emplacement events and activities. In Chapter 3, I
described the objects associated with these events. In this chapter, I present chronometric
evidence to narrow these events in time, thereby placing Punta de Chimino in closer
alignment with happenings elsewhere in the Preclassic Maya world.
Radiometric dating is a critical aspect of Preclassic Maya archaeology since the
period generally lacks dated monuments. Traditional archaeological methods such as
radiocarbon, luminescence, stratigraphy, and ceramic seriation are fraught with analytical
uncertainties too numerous to detail here, but see Bowman (1990), Dean (1978), Feathers
(1997), Pendergast (2000) Rowe (1961), and Schiffer (1987). In short, none of the above
techniques qualify as absolute. Some are probabilistic, others impressionistic. Alone, they
rarely provide the clarity or resolution archaeologists seek. Only when combined with
other dating methods do they gain worth, accuracy, and credibility.
At Punta de Chimino, I combined the above methods to address four principal
goals: 1) evaluate the possibility of Preclassic ceramic continuity in the region (Lincoln
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1985), 2) provide an independent basis for subdividing the lengthy Faisan Chicanel
ceramic complex (Foias 1996), 3) date Punta de Chimino’s initial settlement and
Preclassic abandonment, and 4) isolate temporal gaps in building use and site occupation.
The degree to which these goals were met is discussed in the following chapter. A few
radiometric readings were useless, but most were enlightening and aided my
interpretation of social emplacement at the site.
From the beginning, a coherent dating strategy was implemented at Punta de
Chimino. The aim was to acquire as many event-related dates as possible in closely
staggered stratigraphic succession. Once acquired, the resulting assays could be entered
in their archaeological order into Bayesian statistical models that would further isolate
each assay’s likely date range. Proponents of the Bayesian approach maintain that the
inclusion of well-chosen contextual data bolsters the accuracy of radiocarbon analysis
(Buck et al. 1992). I would only add that dates as well as contexts must be sound to
obtain reliable Bayesian results. Before being placed in a model, each date must be
evaluated in its own right to determine how closely it matches one’s expectation for the
archaeological event the dated material was associated with, which often differs from its
excavation context. Once input into a Bayesian model, a date is no longer independent of
archaeological systematics (Dean 1978), a fact that requires Bayesian determinations to
be evaluated differently from independent dates (Jeffrey Dean, personal communication
2006).
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Radiometric Dates
Eleven AMS radiocarbon and four luminescence dates were acquired from wood,
bone, and pottery samples collected during the 2004-2005 field excavations at Punta de
Chimino. Description and evaluation of each date is provided below. The material dated,
its archaeological context, ceramic phase, the laboratory result, the target event, and
possible formation processes are discussed for each sample. Results are summarized in
TABLE 20. Radiocarbon assays were calibrated in OxCal v. 3.10 (Bronk Ramsey 1995,
2001 #439), which employs the Bayesian-assisted IntCal04 calibration curve (Buck and
Blackwell 2004; Reimer et al. 2004). All calibrated ranges in the text are presented at the
2-sigma, 95% confidence interval. Dr. Lee A. Newsom of the Pennsylvania State
University graciously provided paleobotanical identifications and suitable human bone
AMS samples were selected by Dr. Lori E. Wright of Texas A&M University. Dr. Greg
Hodgins of the NSF Arizona AMS Facility provided supplemental information on Burial
103’s bone chemistry, and Dr. James K. Feathers, director of the University of
Washington’s Luminescence Dating Laboratory, clarified details specific to each
luminescence sample.

Sample Material

Weight (g)

δ13C

Lot

very fine carbonized wood (Fabaceae family)
carbonized frags. of mature wood (Guttifereae family)
left human femur
left human femur
left human femur
right human tibia
right human tibia
human tibia
carbonized mature wood (Burseraceae family)
thin sliver of mature hardwood (Sapotaceae family)
splintered carbonized wood (Bombacaceae family?)
Unnamed Orange Polychrome vase
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome dish
Achiotes Unslipped or Jocote Orange-brown jar
Black-Brown Incised bowl

3.5
40.0
5.0
3.0
2.0
5.0
4.0
2.0
4.0
5.0
9.0

-26.7‰
-8.0‰
-10.5‰
-8.9‰
-8.4‰
-9.6‰
-9.8‰
-10.0‰
-26.3‰
-26.9‰
-17.5‰

PC51A-1-10-2
PC51A-4-13-1
PC51C-2-5-1
PC51C-1-6-3
PC51A-11-5-2
PC51A-11-3-2
PC51A-14-10-1
PC51A-3/8-5-1
PC51A-15-7-2
PC51A-9-10-1
PC51A-9-11-1
PC51C-2-5-1
PC51A-3-4-2
PC51A-9-11-1
PC51C-1-6-3

Lab Number

AA-60973
AA-60976
AA-66263
AA-66264
AA-66265
AA-66266
AA-66267
AA-66268
AA-67901
AA-67902
AA-67903
UW-1152
UW-1154
UW-1323
UW-1324

Context

Beneath Str. 6A-Sub. 6 surface
Between Strs. 6A-Sub. 6/5
B. 103, Str. 7-Sub. 3 (intrusive)
B. 111, Structure 7-Sub. 3
B. 106, Early Classic deposit
B. 105, Structure 6A-Sub. 1
B. 104, Structure 6A-Sub. 5
B. 102, Structure 6A-Sub. 4
On floor abutting Stela 1
Structure 6A-Sub. 7 mound fill
Structure 6A-Sub. 8 mound fill
B. 103, Str. 7-Sub. 3 (intrusive)
Early Classic deposit
Str. 6A-Sub. 8 mound fill
B. 111, Structure 7-Sub. 3

Radiocarbon Age or
Luminescence Date

2-sigma
Calibrated Age

2,211 ± 51
12,323 ± 65
1,634 ± 53
1,568 ± 45
1,613 ± 45
1,273 ± 50
1,756 ± 41
1,871 ± 43
1,582 ± 37
2,468 ± 38
4,708 ± 43
180 B.C. ± 520 (TL)
44 B.C. ± 410 (OSL)
A.D. 60 ± 322 (OSL)
2,660 B.C. ± 1,230 (TL)

400-160 B.C.
12,750-12,050 B.C.
A.D. 250-550
A.D. 400-600
A.D. 330-560
A.D. 650-870
A.D. 130-390
A.D. 50-250
A.D. 400-570
770-410 B.C.
3,540-3,370 B.C.

95% HPD region

Years reduced
or (added)**

AD 344 to AD 557†
†
AD 249 to AD 528
AD 392 to AD 545*

94
(79)
77

AD 127 to AD 295‡
AD 137 to AD 323‡
AD 411 to AD 551*

92
14
30

AD 325 to AD 504*
AD 351 to AD 638*

867
537

** This column represents the number of years subtracted from or added to an assay’s error range after Bayesian analysis.
* Model 1 OxCal result
†

Model 3 BCal result

‡

Model 4 BCal result

TABLE 20

Radiometric age determinations for Punta de Chimino, Guatemala.
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Sample AA-60973
Three pieces of very fine, carbonized mature wood (branch or stem tissue > 3-5
yrs. old) pertaining to the same taxon (legume from the family Fabaceae, possibly
Papilinoid group, Piscida sp. [used as a fish poison in modern Maya home gardens])
collected from the surface of a hard clay fill layer located 0.15 m beneath the stucco floor
of Structure 6A-Sub. 6 (Lot # PC51A-1-10-2). An age of 2,211 ± 51 BP or a calibrated
date of 400-160 B.C. was received from the lab. Structure 6A-Sub. 6 is believed to date
to the Middle-Late Preclassic transition (ca. 300 B.C.). Latest ceramics in fill are
Excavado Mamom, but sample is small and eroded (only 65 potsherds). Target event is
Sub. 6 construction. First 0.15 m below Sub. 6 plaster surface contained three distinct
stratigraphic layers. Outer plaster varied in thickness from 3-10 cm and was completely
eroded in some locations. Below this was a soft, loose sandy silt of an unusual rose color
(5-10 cm thick). Under this sand was a thin sterile layer of yellowish-brown silt, which
extended into the crevices between cut stones edging the platform perimeter. Finally, at a
depth of 0.15 m (still in Sub. 6 fill) we encountered a very hard, level layer of dark brown
fill with tiny charcoal flecks strewn throughout. Since carbonized remains were absent in
surrounding layers, we can safely assume the charred remains do not result from
vegetation burned above, i.e., charred root systems of later date. Restricted, yet random
distribution of charcoal flecks across this level implies either burning dedicatory to Sub. 6
platform construction or spreading of charcoal saturated refuse of pre-Sub. 6 age. Date
falls within anticipated archaeological parameters for Sub. 6 construction.
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Sample AA-60976
Five carbonized pieces of mature hardwood pertaining to the same taxon (possible
affiliation with Guttifereae family, e.g., genus Mammea) collected from fill of Structure
6A-Sub. 6 (Lot # PC51A-4-13-1). In the field, specimen was extracted as a single,
cohesive branch or limb (5 cm in dia., 40 g). Lab result was 12,323 ± 65 BP or 12,75012,050 B.C. Context is an apparent structural modification to the Sub. 6 Middle-Late
Preclassic building. Target event is Sub. 6 renovation, which predates Sub. 5
construction. Latest associated pottery is Excavado Mamom. Lot represents an event
between Structure 6A-Sub. 6 and Sub. 5 construction episodes. Size and integrity of
specimen, along with its presence in this intermediate context, made it attractive for
radiocarbon dating. However, the resulting Pleistocene age is millennia older than its
discovery context. Wood of this age cannot survive in the tropics (if that is indeed where
the tree lived) without special conditions brought about by human intervention or contact
with natural preservatives. The lab’s acid pretreatment should have extracted possible
hyperaging contaminants, such as calcium carbonates absorbed from limestone deposits
of geological age. Though intriguing, the date does not provide a read on the target event.

Sample AA-66263
Left human femur from Burial 103 (Lot # PC51C-2-5-1), a circular cist burial
intrusive into Structure 7-Sub. 3’s basal platform. The AMS result of 1,634 ± 53 BP
indicates the grave’s occupant died between A.D. 250 and 550. Ceramics, stratigraphy,
and radiocarbon demonstrate Structure 7-Sub. 3 was built at the end of Protoclassic 2
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(A.D. 250-420). All three grave vessels are early Jordan (Tzakol 2) in date. Multiple
target events are of interest: 1) the occupant’s death, 2) construction of the atypical
mortuary cavity, 3) placement of the deceased in the cavity, and 4) sealing of the cavity.
Our AMS result directly dates the first target event. The remaining three were probably
closely sequenced, transpiring in rapid succession over a matter of days. Organic remains
decay quickly in the jungle. Short-term embalming methods may have been developed by
Protoclassic times, as corpses were sporadically wrapped in textiles. Although the
deceased was seated in a very tight space, no woven fabrics were encountered in the
cist’s acidic soil. In sum, the AMS date substantiates prior placement of the event in
incipient Tzakol 2 times by relative dating methods. It should be mentioned that a slightly
low C:N ratio (~ 1% below usual cutoff) was registered prior to running the Burial 103
bone sample. The effect was negligible, as the date conforms to expectations.

Sample AA-66264
Left human femur from Burial 111 (Lot # PC51C-1-6-3), a sealed grave cavity
encapsulated in the fill of Structure 7-Sub. 3’s basal platform. AMS result 1,568 ± 45 BP
or A.D. 400-600 implies the deceased died in the Early Classic. However, ceramics and
stratigraphy demonstrate Structure 7-Sub. 3 was built at the end of Protoclassic 2 (A.D.
250-420). Burial 111 is undeniably associated with Structure 7-Sub. 3 construction. The
grave’s black to brown semiwaxy bowl with concave base exhibits a mixture of
Preclassic and Protoclassic 2 traits and probably dates no earlier than the end of Faisan
Chicanel (A.D. 250-400). The deceased’s iron pyrite dental incrustations corroborate this
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temporal placement. Target event, however, is construction of Structure 7-Sub. 3, not the
occupant’s death. Grave is dedicatory, and the occupant’s death perhaps occasioned
construction, was serendipitously associated with it, or caused by it, but we do not know
which was the case. In conclusion, the assay’s lower terminus only approaches the
probable date of Structure 7-Sub. 3 construction.

Sample AA-66265
Left human femur from Burial 106 (Lot # PC51A-11-5-2), a young child (1-2 yrs.
of age) placed in the Early Classic termination deposit between the Structure 6B stela
enclosure and Structure 6A mask wall. AMS result 1,613 ± 45 BP or A.D. 330-560
indicates late Protoclassic 2 or Early Classic mortality. Target event is the termination of
Structures 6B and Structure 6A, not the infant’s death, unless child was sacrificed as part
of the termination ritual. Skeleton was disarticulated, but bones were clustered together
near top of the artifact deposit. Importantly, the skeleton surmounted the rear ledge of
Stela 1’s masonry enclosure (Structure 6B) providing a terminus post quem for that
building’s use-life, as well as that of the adjacent mask wall. Ceramics in the termination
deposit are overwhelmingly Early Classic Jordan phase (Tzakol 2). One sherd among the
677, San Clemente Gouged-incised, is generally considered a rare Tzakol 3 type (A.D.
500-600), but could easily date to Tzakol 2. First 70 years of the calibrated range are
therefore too early. Not clear is whether the child’s delicate bones were defleshed before
or after deposition (e.g., were they curated? are they secondary?). Alternatively, their
jumbled state could have been formed by scavengers or vegetal turbation. No claw or
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tooth marks were observed on the bones, but their location near the top of this organicrich deposit may have rendered them vulnerable to the elements until covered two or
three centuries later by Structure 6A-Sub. 1. Yet, the bones were hard, glossy, and
yellowish in hue; no sun bleaching was evident, suggesting they remained underground.
In summary, only the latter half of this assay (A.D. 400-560) is valid for the context. We
cannot be sure whether the infant died prior to or concurrent with the termination deposit.

Sample AA-66266
Right human tibia from Burial 105 (Lot # PC51A-11-3-2), a fully articulated
adolescent carefully placed against the mask 2 armature of Structure 6A-Sub. 3
(Protoclassic 2) and covered by the fill of Structure 6A-Sub. 1 (Late Classic). AMS result
1,273 ± 50 BP or A.D. 650-870 spans the Late Classic period, its probability curve
peaking in early to mid Tepeu 2 times (ca. 650-780). Target date is Structure 6A-Sub. 1
construction, to which Burial 105 was integral. Pottery in surrounding fill is Nacimiento
Tepeu 2. Duration between individual’s death and Sub. 1 construction is unknown, but
was probably minimal since the interment is primary. In sum, this date conforms well to
the associated context as presently understood.

Sample AA-66267
Right tibia from Burial 104 (Lot # PC51A-14-10-1), a mostly complete, fully
articulated adult human skeleton deposited in a simple stone-lined cist located just
beneath the surface of Structure 6A-Sub. 5, a Late or Terminal Preclassic Chicanel
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building. AMS result 1,756 ± 41 BP or A.D. 130-390. Pottery in the surrounding fill is
early Faisan Chicanel. Only artifacts in grave box were a few fine orange paste potsherds
located in an anomalous dark, moist soil matrix around the skull. These are Protoclassic 1
in date or later, but their type remains undetermined. Target event was originally Sub. 5
construction, but the dated event (the person’s death) clearly postdates this. Revised
target date is Sub. 4 (Protoclassic 1) construction, for which Burial 104 is now believed
to have been dedicatory. A number of factors (stratigraphic proximity to Sub. 5’s exterior
surface; anomalous fine orange paste pottery, dark soil matrix near skull, frontal bone
removal, and the AMS assay) now suggest Burial 104 was intrusive and dedicatory to
Sub. 5’s refurbishment (i.e., Sub. 4). Disturbing still, are two facts: 1) no grave intrusion
was visible stratigraphically, either in plan or profile, and 2) Burial 104 exhibits physical
properties (e.g., mineral deposits) and postmortem modifications (frontal bone removal)
identical to a slightly deeper, nonintrusive skull cache. Sample contamination with more
recent carbon cannot be ruled out as a distorting factor, though I believe it is unlikely.
Bone preservation was good and collagen levels adequate. Pretreatment should have
removed rootlets we found attached to the bones and other possible contaminants. Later
reentry is hinted by the dark moist soil, missing frontal bone, and chronologically
anomalous potsherds surrounding the skull. Our AMS sample was extracted some
distance from this zone. In sum, sample AA-66267 presents a somewhat complicated if
not confused interpretive scenario. Stratigraphically, Burial 104 does not postdate Sub. 4
construction (Protoclassic 1 or 75 B.C.-A.D. 150). This means only the first twenty years
of the assay are viable (A.D. 130-150), if, of course, the sample was not contaminated
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with more recent carbon. I believe grounds are sufficient to act on the assumption it was
not.

Sample AA-66268
Human tibia from Burial 102 (Lot # PC51A-3/8-5-1), an interment intrusive into
the Structure 6A-Sub. 4 lower terrace (Protoclassic 1) and subsequently sealed over by
south wall of Structure 6B stela enclosure (Protoclassic 2). AMS result 1,871 ± 43 BP
calibrates to A.D. 50 –250. Latest pottery in 6A-Sub. 4 is Faisan Chicanel facet 2, and in
6B it is Faisan Chicanel facet 3. Target event is construction of Structure 6B, Stela 1’s
masonry enclosure. Stratigraphically, Burial 102 precedes this construction event. By
how much time is uncertain. Faisan 3 is believed to begin around A.D. 250, the late
terminus of our 2-sigma calibrated AMS result. However, severe structural damage
(erosion?) on Structures 6A-Sub 4 and 7-Sub. 4 implies an occupational hiatus of
unknown duration between Faisan 2 and 3. The dated event (deceased’s death) either
occurred at the end of Protoclassic 1 (ca. A.D. 150), during a possible hiatus (A.D. 150–
250?), or at the start of Protoclassic 2 (ca. A.D. 250)—the presumed reoccupation of
Punta de Chimino. The assay’s probability curve peaks between A.D. 80 and 180,
suggesting the individual died in Protoclassic 1. Complicating the matter is the fact that
Burial 102 was not completely excavated, as this would have necessitated removal of a
sizeable section of Structure 6B. Parallel and anatomically arranged leg bones suggested
primary interment, but detection of teeth and cranium fragments near these lower legs
weakens this interpretation. If these bones are secondarily deposited, culturally curated
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relics (a ubiquitous Protoclassic practice), the deceased’s death may predate the grave
context by many decades. Archaeologically, there is little rhyme or reason for Burial
102’s existence in this location except for dedicating the stela building. At minimum,
Burial 102’s carbon date provides a terminus ante quem for Structure 6B construction,
but it may mark an event historically removed from Structure 6B’s dedication. Though
AA-66268 appears to be an ideal candidate for dating Structure 6B construction it is
fraught with interpretive difficulties.

Sample AA-67901
Single specimen of carbonized mature wood (probably Burseraceae family which
includes genus Protium sp., especially P. copal [copal, incienso], and Bursera sp. [gum
elimi, gumbo limbo]) from dark soil stain on floor abutting south side of Stela 1 (Lot #
PC51A-15-7-2). Sample cell structure is linear implying splintered mature wood, not
‘roundwood,’ e.g., fine branch or twig, terminal growth. The wood is very resinous,
superficially looks like a conifer, but is a hardwood by cell structure. AMS result 1,582 ±
37 BP or A.D. 400-570 spans the Early Classic. Probability curve peaks at 420 and
plateaus until 550 (radiocarbon calibration curve is flat across this period). Ceramics on
interior floor of Structure 6B are Faisan 3 (late Protoclassic 2), but derive from
surrounding wall collapse and are thus anterior to the building’s destruction. Target event
is destruction of Stela 1 and its masonry enclosure, Structure 6B. Dated event is death of
the tree from which this resinous wood derived. Old wood remains a possibility, not
knowing whether the charcoal is sapwood or heartwood. However, if the sample was
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associated with extraction of sap or pitch for incense burning, the piece is likely to be
sapwood (Back 2002; Stross 1996). Most Central American Bursera species have
aromatic and fumiferous qualities (Stross 1996). Indications of controlled burning (heated
lithics and censer fragments) on the floor around the monument’s base suggest this wood
was selected for use in a fire ritual. Though we cannot be certain, it is highly likely that
sample AA-67901 was a splinter of fresh sapwood removed just prior to its burning at the
base of Stela 1, a ritual by all observations coevally associated with the monument’s
fateful end. In conclusion, duration between dated event (tree cutting) and target event
(stela and enclosure destruction) is probably minimal. This date provides a respectable
terminus post quem for Stela 1’s existence and Structure 6B’s use. Ironically, the
sample’s calibrated date range (A.D. 400-570) matches almost precisely the valid portion
of sample AA-66265’s calibrated range (A.D. 400-560). The two samples may provide
an independent check on the same target event, though the range is too wide to be certain.
Stratigraphy, ceramics, and radiocarbon span still allow for slightly later placement of
sample AA-66265 and its main target event, Structure 6A mask wall termination.

Sample AA-67902
One thin sliver of mature hardwood (Sapotaceae family [sapodilla], e.g.,
Manilkara sp. [chicle, zapote], Sideroxylon sp. [mastic], or a closely related genus) from
Structure 6A-Sub. 7 earthen mound fill (Lot # PC51A-9-10-1). AMS result 2,468 ± 38
BP or 770-410 B.C. Latest ceramics in fill are Excavado Mamom. Target event is
Structure 6A-Sub. 7 construction. Carbon result falls within acceptable time range for
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Mamom, but exemplifies problems endemic to dating random charcoal flecks in
construction fill. Old wood and noncultural association are possibilities that cannot be
evaluated due to the small size and random context of the sample. On top of this, the
calibrated range exhibits the minimally informative 400-year accuracy customary of Iron
Age assays. In summary, AA-67902 is instructive, for it highlights severe issues
associated with AMS dating Middle Preclassic architectural contexts lacking burials and
caches. The assay provides no additional temporal resolution beyond ceramic seriation
and is incapable of dating the target event.

Sample AA-67903
Highly splintered and friable carbonized wood (possibly Bombacaceae family,
e.g., Ceiba sp. [silk cotton tree], but too uncertain) from Structure 6A-Sub. 8 earthen
mound fill (Lot # PC51A-9-11-1). AMS result 4,708 ± 43 BP or 3,540-3,370 B.C. Latest
pottery in fill is Excavado Mamom. Target event is Structure 6A-Sub. 8 construction.
Radiocarbon result is 2.5 millennia earlier than what would be expected for old tropical
wood within this context. Geological contamination is most likely at play. In any case,
the AMS result does not come within range of the target event.

Sample UW-1152
Unnamed Orange Polychrome vase in Burial 103 (Lot # PC51C-2-5-1), the
intrusive circular-cist grave in Structure 7-Sub. 3’s basal platform. TL result is 180 B.C.
± 520 (uncorrected for signal fading). OSL result is too old. All grave vessels are early
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Jordan phase (incipient Tzakol 2). Target event is vessel manufacture prior to placement
in the grave. Dosage plateau region of 250-300 °C and anomalously high OSL equivalent
dose value suggest an insufficient resetting of OSL signal at time of vessel manufacture,
a phenomenon normally attributed to low firing temperature. Maya polychromes are
generally believed to be fired at temperatures exceeding 700 or 800 ºC. Weak signal may
result from an absence of quartz and presence of feldspars, which exhibit poor
luminescence, or mica, whose luminescence qualities remain poorly understood (James
Feathers, personal communication 2006). A more reliable TL dose rate of 8.21 ± 1.85
was determined via additive does extrapolation, an operation that produced a high error
term. The error term unfortunately calls into question the reliability of Sample UW-1152.
Only the upper terminus (A.D. 340) of the TL date approaches the expected manufacture
date of the vessel (A.D. 350-400).

Sample UW-1154
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome sherd from a partial vessel in the Mound 6
Early Classic termination deposit. Vessel was located at the base of the mask 1 armature
(Lot # PC51A-3-4-2). OSL result is 44 B.C. ± 410 (fading not a factor). TL result
produced a late Pleistocene age. Latest sherd in this deposit is possibly Tzakol 3; all
others are Jordan phase Tzakol 2 in date. Target event is vessel manufacture prior to
discard in the midden from which the deposit’s contents are believed to derive. Dosage
plateau region of 260-300 °C implies a low firing temperature, but again, different
luminescence properties of various materials may be at play. Equivalent OSL dose rate
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(4.25 ± 0.38) was reasonable, but failure to recover known dose via a dose recovery test
and the assay’s low chronological resolution call into question the date’s reliability. Only
the OSL result, with its upper boundary at A.D. 366, approaches the anticipated start date
of Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome production (ca. A.D. 400). For this, and no other
reason, was OSL chosen over TL for Sample UW-1154. The extremely old TL result
remains difficult to understand (James Feathers, personal communication 2006).

Sample UW-1323
Achiotes Unslipped or Jocote Orange-brown sherd from earthen fill of Structure
6A-Sub. 8 (Lot # PC51A-9-11-1). TL outcome is 1980 B.C. ± 600 (so significant
anomalous fading) and the OSL result is A.D. 60 ± 322 (no dose recovery test). Latest
pottery in fill is Excavado Mamom, but half is Colonia Xe. Target event is manufacture
date of the pottery prior to its use, breakage, and inclusion in mound construction.
Dosage plateau region of 250-300 °C implies low firing temperature, but, as mentioned,
different luminescence properties of various materials may be at play. Equivalent dose
rates are: TL (9.19 ± 1.2) and OSL (4.02 ± .012). Interestingly, UW-1323 was the only
sample that produced reasonable results for both OSL and TL (James Feathers, personal
communication 2006). Yet, the TL and OSL results do not approach vessel’s expected
manufacture date of 900-600 B.C.

Sample UW-1324
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Black-Brown Incised bowl from Burial 111 (Lot # PC51C-1-6-3) encased in fill
of Structure 7-Sub. 3 basal platform. TL age is 2,660 B.C. ± 1230. OSL age is much
earlier. Latest pottery in surrounding fill is late Protoclassic 2 or Faisan Chicanel facet 3.
Target event is manufacture date of bowl prior to its placement in the grave. Equivalent
dose for TL is 13.0 ± 2.9 with a plateau region between 250 and 290 °C. Poor dose
recovery created an exceedingly high error term. Conclusion: upper limit of TL date
(1,430 B.C.) is 1,800 years prior to anticipated date of vessel manufacture. Vessel is a
finely made, thin-walled bowl from a sealed stratigraphic context. Excessive water
percolation and clastic environment possibly absorbed some radiation. Low firing
temperature may also contribute to weak signal, but see comments above regarding
different luminescence qualities of various inclusions.

Bayesian Analyses of Radiometric Dates
The above independent dates provide an opportunity to estimate Punta de
Chimino’s historical events with greater temporal exactness using Bayesian statistical
models that incorporate prior archaeological knowledge. The following Bayesian models
incorporate stratigraphic and ceramic observations made above and in Chapters 2 and 3
to determine the timing of Punta de Chimino’s Protoclassic hiatus, Early Classic
abandonment, and erection and destruction of Stela 1 with an accuracy beyond what is
achievable with standard radiometric methods.
The logic and mathematical details of the Bayesian approach to dating sequential
archaeological events are presented in Bronk Ramsey (1995; 1998), Buck, Cavanagh, and
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Litton (1996:218-226), Buck et al. (1991), Buck, Litton, and Scott (1994), and Buck,
Litton, and Smith (1992). All caveats and pitfalls outlined by Caitlin Buck in BCal’s
online introduction, by Bronk Ramsey in the OxCal v. 3.10 user manual, and in various
papers (Bronk Ramsey 2000; Steier and Rom 2000) apply to the present investigation.
Barring data entry errors, the accuracy of Bayesian results hinges on the accuracy of prior
archaeological information placed into the model; thus the maxim, “garbage in, garbage
out.” Important, then, is transparent presentation of the variables, assumptions, and steps
involved in model creation. Without this, independent evaluation is impossible. Thorough
evaluations should address three elements: 1) the scientific dating measurements, 2)
choices made in model creation, and 3) the statistical analysis itself (Bronk Ramsey
1998:467). The danger with Bayesian results, as with any archaeological interpretations,
is they can become heuristic pillars for subsequent archaeological knowledge before
being subjected to rigorous cross-examination.
The key product of all Bayesian analyses is the highest posterior density region or
HPD (Buck et al. 1996:152-159). In the current study, the HPD is essentially that portion
of a probability curve or histogram that expresses where we can have the greatest
mathematical confidence that a specific date lies, given its laboratory reading,
atmospheric calibration, and determined position in the stratigraphic sequence. When a
histogram is unimodal or has one peak, we can determine the time interval within which a
specific date lies with 95.4% a posteriori confidence. When multi-modal, the highest,
most probable segment of the curve will provide an a posteriori confidence interval
below 95.4%.
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The following models were created and run on two independently designed
Bayesian computer platforms, the University of Sheffield’s BCal program and the
Bayesian module in the University of Oxford’s OxCal v. 3.10 radiocarbon calibration
program. The two platforms employ Marcov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterative
sampling for calculations, but differ in fundamental respects. OxCal allows input of
luminescence, dendro, and Uranium series dates while BCal works with radiocarbon
only. Both programs allow input of known calendar events, either directly or indirectly
related to the local stratigraphic sequence. OxCal offers a graphic drag-and-drop interface
and also provides direct access to CQL (Chronological Query Language) command
syntax, whereas BCal users enter data through a data field interface only.
Other differences between BCal and OxCal were noted in the process of
designing and running the Punta de Chimino simulations. BCal offered greater control
over the number of iterations. OxCal allowed me to set the number of iterations to 50K,
but the program terminated all runs automatically before the simulation reached 30K
iterations. An obvious disadvantage to OxCal is that it provided no means to assign an
outlier probability to a specific date. This factor has an effect on the program’s agreement
tests, as will be shown in the examples below. To its credit, however, OxCal provided
very useful probability percentages for each range within a bimodel HPD, allowing users
to gauge how likely the larger HPD region was. OxCal also produced multiplots showing
the prior and posterior probability distribution of each date as arranged in the model. This
enabled me to visualize the “pull” each date had on the other. BCal did not have this
capability. A clear advantage of BCal, however, was that it ran on someone else’s
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computer. OxCal would not plot any graphic data until I shortened the directory name of
the .14i file (the default extension for OxCal models). Despite these differences, BCal
and OxCal results were generally identical, unless an outlier probability was specified for
a radiocarbon determination in BCal.
I should mention a few procedural notes pertaining to the models presented
below. Each model was simulated three times before conclusions were made about
results. As Buck, Christen, and James explain in BCal’s online introduction, when the
Marcov chain Monte Carlo method is used, “no two runs of the code will produce the
same answers.” Nevertheless, “provided that the method is working well, you should find
that multiple runs with different random seeds produce results which are very similar and
certainly within the tolerance of the other errors inherent in radiocarbon dating.” Models
without luminescence dates were run on both BCal and OxCal to provide a crosscheck on
results across simulation platforms. Finally, when a specific relationship was in doubt, I
altered the parameter, reran the simulation, and compared results. Details of such
“sensitivity analyses” are also provided below. Unless otherwise noted, all results are
averages from three Bayesian runs and correspond to the 95.4% highest posterior density
(HPD) region.

Protoclassic to Early Classic Acropolis Event Sequence
Nine of fifteen radiometric dates acquired from Punta de Chimino pertain to the
beginning and end of the Protoclassic period. One of these dates, UW-1324, was deemed
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unsuitable to include in the analysis. The remaining eight were sorted into the following
archaeological sequence based on the described prior assumptions.

Proposed Event Sequence
↔ UW-1152
║
AA-66267 → AA-66268 → AA-66264 → AA-66263
║
→ AA-67901 ↔ AA-66265
║
║
→ UW-1154 ←
Protoclassic 1 →
(Faisan 2)

Protoclassic 2 →
(Faisan 3)

Early Classic →
(Jordan)

key:
→ after previous dated event
↔ after or at same time as previous dated event
← before subsequent dated event
║ possible parallel dated event

Prior Assumptions
•

B. 104 (AA-66267) stratigraphically precedes B. 102 (AA-66268). Prior
assumption: death dates of skeletons closely correspond in time with their
archaeological contexts. B. 104 occupant therefore died before B. 102 occupant (a
viable, but not fail safe assumption). This placement assumes no recent
contamination of the B. 104 AMS sample and that B. 102 is not secondary.
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•

B. 102 (AA-66268) stratigraphically precedes construction of Structure 6A-Sub. 3
mask wall, Structure 7-Sub. 3, Structure 6B, Stela 1 erection, and B. 111, all
events considered roughly contemporaneous. Nevertheless, Stela 1 and its
enclosure (Structure 6B) may postdate these other construction events by a brief
yet undetermined period. Prior assumptions: B. 102’s occupant died before B.
111’s occupant (AA-66264). The Black-Brown Incised bowl (UW-1324) in B.
111 was either made before or around the same time as the occupant’s death.
Unfortunately, this luminescence date falls well outside the acceptable time range
and is eliminated beforehand from the Bayesian model.

•

B. 111 (AA-66264) stratigraphically precedes B. 103 (AA-66263). Prior
assumptions: B. 111’s occupant died prior to B. 103’s occupant (a reasonably
secure assumption). The Unnamed Orange Polychrome vase in B. 103 (UW1152) was made either before or around the same time as the occupant’s death.
An unknown probability exists that this vessel was made around the time when B.
111’s occupant died. In any case, the luminescence date’s upper limit appears to
be a century too early and will probably be kicked out of the simulation as an
outlier.

•

B. 111 (AA-66264) also stratigraphically and ceramically precedes destruction of
Stela 1, Structure 6B, and the Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall. The possibility
exists that Stela 1 and Structure 6B were destroyed an unspecified amount of time
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before termination of the Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall, but this is far from
certain. B. 103 (AA-66263) could be prior to or coeval with the first two
destruction events, between the first two and third, or coeval with the third. All
that is certain is that B. 111 stratigraphically and ceramically predates destruction
of Stela 1, Structure 6B, and the Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall, as well as B. 103.
However, the precise chronological sequence among B. 103 and these destruction
events remains unclear. Prior assumptions: B. 111 predates the death of the
botanical material (AA-67901) used in the ritual at the base of Stela 1.
Contemporaneity is assumed among the tree component’s death, its burning and
placement near Stela 1, and the monument’s breaking.

•

B. 111 stratigraphically and ceramically precedes B. 106 (AA-66265), which is
either contemporaneous with or later than Stela 1’s destruction. Prior assumption:
the toddler-aged juvenile known as B. 106 died at the same time or after the
botanical material used in Stela 1’s destruction expired. This assumes B. 106 is a
primary interment associated with the Early Classic mask wall termination
deposit.

•

Ceramic stratigraphy suggests the Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome dish in the
mask wall termination deposit was made (UW-1154) after B. 111 and before B.
106, assuming B. 106 is not secondary. Prior assumption: the Dos Arroyos
Orange Polychrome vessel was made sometime after the death of B. 111’s
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occupant and before the death of the juvenile labeled as B. 106. The upper limit of
this luminescence date (A.D. 370) comes closest to the ceramic type’s surmised
temporal range.

Modelling the Protoclassic to Early Classic Acropolis Event Sequence

Model 1: Protoclassic to Early Classic Acropolis Event Sequence
The event sequence outlined above was modeled in OxCal only, due to the
inclusion of luminescence dates. The precise order of Early Classic events is unknown as
implied by the diagram. Early Classic events are entered as “unordered” in the model
definition. OxCal calculates the most likely chronological order for these events. The
Bayesian derived order is presented in the results section below. The primary goal of this
model is to map the overall sequence, including the two usable luminescence dates.

OxCal Model Definition (CQL)
Plot
{
Sequence "Proto-EC Acropolis Sequence"
{
Boundary "start";
R_Date "AA-66267" 1756 41;
R_Date "AA-66268" 1871 43;
R_Date "AA-66264" 1568 45;
L_Date "UW-1152" 2186 520, dosage rate = 8.21;
Order "Early Classic events"
{
R_Date "AA-66263" 1634 53;
R_Date "AA-67901" 1582 37;
L_Date "UW-1154" 2050 410 dosage rate = 4.25;
R_Date "AA-66265" 1613 45;
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};
Boundary "end";
};
};
OxCal Calibration Parameters
Calibration curve: IntCal04
Cubic interpolation: yes
Uniform span prior: yes
MCMC iterations: 50K
Ranges: 2 sigma, 95.4%
Probability method: yes
Round off ranges: yes, by: 1 yrs.
Resolution: 5
OxCal Results
AA-66267 (Burial 104):
AA-66268 (Burial 102):
AA-66264 (Burial 111):
UW-1152 (Unnamed Orange Poly):

AD 133 (95.4%) AD 323
AD 151 (51.3%) AD 261, AD 278 (44%) AD 344
AD 260 (5.4%) AD 280, AD 325 (90%) AD 473
AD 328 (95.4%) AD 504

Early Classic Order: AA-66263, AA-66265, AA-67901, UW-1154
AA-66263 (Burial 103):
AD 378 (95.4%) AD 550
AA-67901 (Resinous wood):
AD 412 (95.4%) AD 551
UW-1154 (Dos Arroyos Orange Pol) AD 351 (95.4%) AD 634
AA-66265 (Burial 106):
AD 392 (95.4%) AD 546
Iterations used: 56,995; 114,295; 28,496
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Atmospheric data from Reimer et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:2 prob usp[chron]

Sequence Proto-EC Acropolis Sequence {A= 36.8%(A'c= 60.0%)}
Boundary start
AA-66267 78.7%
AA-66268 42.6%
AA-66264 45.8%
L_Date UW-1152 64.3%
Order Early Classic events
AA-66263 103.4%
AA-67901 103.9%
L_Date UW-1154 51.4%
AA-66265 108.4%
Boundary end
6000BC5000BC4000BC3000BC2000BC1000BC BC/AD 1000AD2000AD3000AD
Calendar date

FIGURE 165 Bayesian model of the Protoclassic to Early Classic Acropolis Sequence.
Dark histograms are the dates’ posterior distributions when prior
stratigraphic information is added. Outlined histograms are calibrated
AMS probabilities and luminescence ranges before simulation.
Percentages at the top of the plot indicate the overall agreement of the
model (in this case “A” falls below 60%, suggesting the model might be
worth re-evaluating). Individual percentages indicate degree of agreement
between posterior and original distributions. Those over 100% indicate
agreement only in the peak of the original distribution.
Interpretation
As demonstrated in FIGURE 165, all eight dates fall within a tight 300-year time
span from A.D. 150 to 450. Early Classic events are especially difficult to parse and
sequence. Noteworthy in their simulated ordering is consistent placement of B. 103 (AA-
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66263) at the start of the sequence. More will be said about this in Model 5. The current
model allows us to see the entire Protoclassic to Early Classic event sequence at a glance.
Results are very much in line with those presented in the other, differently structured
models that follow.

Model 2: Dating the Hiatus Between Protoclassic 1 and 2
Stratigraphic, ceramic, and radiocarbon evidence suggests a brief hiatus in
Acropolis use and/or site occupation during the middle of the Protoclassic period
(maximally 75 B.C.-A.D. 420). Mounds 6 and 7 contain buildings that incurred severe
structural damage at the end of Protoclassic 1 times. In addition, certain ceramic types in
the Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall and Structure 7-Sub. 3 platform, which are identical in
building construction methods, are surely Protoclassic 2 in date. Two AMS dates mark
either side of the posited hiatus. AA-66267 (B. 104) dates the death of the individual
placed in Structure 6A-Sub. 5, a Late or Terminal Preclassic building, which marked the
moment of that building’s repavement in Protoclassic 1. AA-66268 (B. 102) dates the
death of the individual placed in Structure 6A-Sub. 4’s basal platform (the
aforementioned Protoclassic 1 refurbishment), which apparently heralded construction of
Structure 6B, the Stela 1 enclosure, and probably not too much earlier Structure 6A-Sub 3
mask wall construction. The following Bayesian model was created to better gauge the
timing of these events and the duration of the inferred temporal hiatus.

BCal Model Definition
Number of groups: 1
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Number of floating parameters: 0
Number of determinations: 2
Determination parameter ordering: ordered
Outlier probability: 0
Burial 104: AA-66267 1756 ± 41
Burial 102: AA-66268 1871 ± 43
Outlier probability: 0
No pooled mean
Master calibration curve: Atmospheric 2004
No absolute chronological information for alpha 1 or beta 1 boundaries
No absolute chronological information for Burial 104 or Burial 102
Determination parameter order: Burial 104 (1), Burial 102 (2)
No floating parameters
BCal Calibration Parameters
Precision for internal calculations: 10
Seed for pseudorandom number generator: -1
Bin width for histograms: 1
MCMC sampling long run size (burn In): 1000
MCMC sampling interval: 50
Minimum sample size: 50000 k iterations
Convergence checking sensitivity level: 5 (very strict)
BCal Results
Burial 104: AD 127 to AD 261, AD 283 to AD 295
Burial 102: AD 137 to AD 256, AD 295 to AD 323
Protoclassic hiatus duration: 1 to 93 yrs.
Iterations used: 50000
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FIGURE 166 BCal posterior probability for Burial 104, sample AA-66267.

FIGURE 167 BCal posterior probability for Burial 102, sample AA-66268.
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FIGURE 168 BCal posterior probability for timespan separating Burials 104 and 102.
OxCal Model Definition (CQL)
Plot
{
Sequence
{
Boundary;
Sequence "Burials 104 & 102"
{
R_Date "AA66267" 1756 41;
Interval "Protoclassic hiatus";
R_Date "AA66268" 1871 43;
};
Boundary;
};
};
OxCal Calibration Parameters
Calibration curve: IntCal04
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Cubic interpolation: yes
Uniform span prior: yes
MCMC iterations: 50K
Ranges: 2 sigma, 95.4%
Probability method: yes
Round off ranges: yes, by: 1 yrs.
Resolution: 5
OxCal Results
AA66267 (Burial 104):
AD 125 (91%) AD 261, AD 275 (4.4%) AD 309
AA66268 (Burial 102):
AD 134 (88%) AD 259, AD 292 (7.9%) AD 324
Protoclassic hiatus duration: -2 (95.4%) 80 yrs.
Iterations used: 28,496
Atmospheric data from Reimer et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]

Sequence {A= 45.3%(A'c= 60.0%)}
Boundary start
Sequence Burials 104 & 102
AA66267 41.0%
AA66268 79.5%
Boundary end
800BC

600BC

400BC

200BC

BC/AD

200AD

400AD

600AD

800AD

Calendar date

FIGURE 169 OxCal original and posterior probabilities for Burials 104 and 102. Low
overall agreement of the model (45.3%) suggests it might be worth reevaluating.
Interpretation
BCal and OxCal results are comparable. They imply we can be 90% confident the
occupant of Burial 104 died between A.D. 125 and A.D. 261, 87% confident the
occupant of Burial 102 died between A.D. 134 and A.D. 259, and 95.4% confident the
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Protoclassic hiatus observed architecturally lasted between 1 and 80 years. Bayesian
derived probability curves peak around specific dates, however. Burial 104’s curve peaks
at A.D. 150, Burial 102’s at A.D. 200, and the Protoclassic hiatus in the10-20 year
interval. BCal probability analysis revealed a 75% chance that Burial 104 postdates A.D.
150. What this suggests is the Protoclassic hiatus lasted 10-20 years and occurred closer
to A.D. 200 than to A.D. 150. These interpretations would be invalid of course if the
radiocarbon dates are erroneous, if the intervals between dated events (deaths) and target
events (stratigraphic contexts) are great, or if stratigraphic relationships have been
misinterpreted. For the moment, I have little reason to believe these offsetting factors are
at play.

Model 3: Dating Burials 111 and 103 in Mound 7
Stratigraphic and ceramic evidence unequivocally demonstrates that B. 111
predates the adjacent B. 103, a mysteriously intrusive circular-cist burial containing an
individual raised in the central or western Petén. The B. 111 assay (AA-66267) is clearly
too late for its context, especially if we consider the strong architectural similarities
between Structure 7-Sub. 3 and the Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall, which was probably
built around A.D. 200. Accordingly, an outlier probability of 100% should be assigned to
the B. 111 date. The two AMS readings from skeletal bone overlap significantly,
suggesting B. 111’s occupant died about the same time or after B. 103’s. The latter case
is impossible, however. Nevertheless, the two interments appear to have some shared
relationship, as indicated by their spatial and temporal proximity. More plainly, I believe
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the creators of B. 103 knew where B. 111 was located. A short generational gap between
the two deaths is highly likely. A Bayesian model was created to better gauge the timing
and temporal distance between these deaths.

BCal Model Definition
Number of groups: 1
Number of floating parameters: 0
Number of determinations: 2
Determination parameter ordering: ordered
Burial 111: AA-66264 1568 ± 45
Outlier probability: 100
Burial 103: AA-66263 1634 ± 53
Outlier probability: 0
No pooled mean
Master calibration curve: Atmospheric 2004
No absolute chronological information for alpha 1 or beta 1 boundaries
No absolute chronological information for Burial 111 or Burial 103
Determination parameter order: Burial 111 (1), Burial 103 (2)
No floating parameters
BCal Calibration Parameters
Precision for internal calculations: 10
Seed for pseudorandom number generator: -1
Bin width for histograms: 1
MCMC sampling long run size (burn In): 1000
MCMC sampling interval: 50
Minimum sample size: 50000 k iterations
Convergence checking sensitivity level: 5 (very strict)
BCal Results
Burial 111: AD 249 to AD 528
Burial 103: AD 344 to 557
Duration between burials:
200 yrs.
Iterations used: 50000
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FIGURE 170 BCal posterior probability for Burial 111, sample AA-66264.

FIGURE 171 BCal posterior probability for Burial 103, sample AA-66263.
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FIGURE 172 BCal posterior probability for timespan separating Burials 111 and 103.
OxCal Model Definition (CQL)
Plot
{
Sequence
{
Boundary;
Sequence "Burials 111 and 103"
{
R_Date "AA66264" 1568 45;
Interval "duration between burials";
R_Date "AA66263" 1634 53;
};
Boundary;
};
};
OxCal Calibration Parameters
Calibration curve: IntCal04
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Cubic interpolation: yes
Uniform span prior: yes
MCMC iterations: 50K
Ranges: 2 sigma, 95.4%
Probability method: yes
Round off ranges: yes, by: 1 yrs.
Resolution: 5
OxCal Results
AA66264 (Burial 111):
AA66263 (Burial 103):
Duration between burials:
Iterations used: 28,496

AD 385 (95.4%) AD 540
AD 405 (95.4%) 565
-5 (95.4%) 100 yrs.

Atmospheric data from Reimer et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]

Sequence {A= 97.7%(A'c= 60.0%)}
Boundary start
Sequence Burials 111 and 103
AA66264 101.5%
AA66263 95.3%
Boundary end
400BC

200BC

BC/AD

200AD

400AD

600AD

800AD

Calendar date

FIGURE 173 OxCal original and posterior probabilities for Burials 111 and 103. High
overall agreement of the model (97.7%) and high determination
agreements are misleading because the outlier probability of AA-66264
could not be factored into the model.
Interpretation
BCal and OxCal results differed because OxCal does not provide a way to specify
prior outlier probability. In BCal a 100% outlier probability was assigned to AA-66264
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because only the very early end of this assay conforms to stratigraphic and ceramic
observations (see description of AA-66264 above). In this case, BCal results are
considered more accurate. Readers should be aware that a prior outlier probability of 50%
makes the above results 10-20 years later than a 100% outlier probability.
BCal queries of the above model provide a 69% probability that Burial 103
postdates A.D. 430, the destruction date postulated for Stela 1, and a 65% probability that
it predates A.D. 500. Although the assay’s Bayesian derived probability curve peaks
between A.D. 490 and 530, the median calibrated age of AA-66263 before Bayesian
analysis (A.D. 400) encourages earlier placement. In my view, A.D. 450 is an acceptable
estimation for the death of the person interred in Burial 103. Meanwhile, there is a 58%
chance Burial 111 predates A.D. 450. Examination of the interment interval suggests
Burial 103 appeared no more than a century after Burial 111 (a longer period is far less
likely according to the probability graph). Again, I found no definitive Tzakol 2 artifacts
in association with Burial 111 or its surrounding fill. Ceramically and stratigraphically, I
have trouble placing Burial 111 later than A.D. 250-400. The true age of Burial 111 and
gap between Burials 111 and 103 are difficult to gauge, because sample AA-66264 is an
outlier. The conclusion that accords best with field observations and Bayesian results is
A.D. 300-350 for Burial 111 and A.D. 450-500 for Burial 103 (but see Models 4 and 5
below).
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Model 4: Dating Stela 1 and Early Classic Site Abandonment
One of the more significant events at Punta de Chimino in Protoclassic 2 was
erection of Stela 1. We do not know what was portrayed on the monument, but its
purposes and meanings were certainly linked to the turbulent events that triggered its
removal. Numerous archaeological events revolve around Stela 1. Dates of interest are: 1)
the stela’s erection date, 2) the construction date of its masonry enclosure, Structure 6B,
3) the timing of structural enhancements made to Structure 6B, 4) date of the
simultaneous destruction of Stela 1 and Structure 6B in a possible fire ritual, 5)
termination of the adjacent mask wall behind Structure 6B, and 6) the death (and burial)
of a migrant across the plaza in B. 103.
Regrettably, we have no direct radiometric date for Stela 1’s erection. But if we
surmise that Stela 1 was erected around the time its enclosure (Structure 6B) was built,
we can use B. 102 (AA-66268) as a proxy date for Stela 1 erection or a terminus post
quem. Stratigraphically, half of B. 102 is covered by Structure 6B’s south wall. The latest
potsherds in the stela pit and in Structure 6B’s wall fill are Protoclassic 2 in date,
suggesting the two were originally contemporaneous. The late half of B. 102’s AMS
result overlaps with the early half of Protoclassic 2. Thus, our substitution of B. 102 for
the early end of Stela 1’s existence is amply justified.
At least one, possibly two, AMS dates provide a direct date on Stela 1’s
destruction. The charred resinous wood (AA-67901) abutting the monument’s south side
was probably associated with a fire ritual that attended the monument’s removal. The
young juvenile (AA-66265) placed in the mask wall termination deposit where it spills
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onto the rear ledge of Structure 6B, may be a casualty of the same destruction event. The
deceased’s calibrated AMS result is virtually the same as that of AA-67901, even though
ceramic evidence suggests the mask wall may have been terminated a short while after
Stela 1 was felled. Stratigraphically, a more direct terminus ante quem for Stela 1 and
Structure 6B is to be had in sample AA-67901.
Several structural modifications to Structure 6B occurred between the termini
mentioned above. These include the addition of interior wing walls, creation of a sloping
rear masonry wall, and removal of rear ledge stones to create a “bench” in front of mask
1. As for Stela 1’s chronological association with B. 103, we have no perfect means to
stagger or align the two contexts archaeologically because they derive from different
excavation contexts. However, separate Bayesian assessment of the two independent
contexts should bring this relationship into sharper focus. Stratigraphically and
ceramically, it would appear Stela 1 was erected prior to B. 103, that is, at the time of B.
111.
A simple Bayesian model is designed to isolate the time period when Stela 1 and
Structure 6B existed. The stela’s longevity is estimated with these results. Because there
is doubt about the contemporaneity of Stela 1’s ritual destruction with the infilling of the
mask wall corridor, sample AA-66265 is excluded from the model below. Not
surprisingly, combining and averaging the two AMS dates into a single terminus ante
quem has an impact on Bayesian results, kicking Stela 1’s destruction out into the late
fifth century and establishing a 250 to 300 year use-life for the monument.
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BCal Model Definition
Number of groups: 1
Number of floating parameters: 0
Number of determinations: 3
Determination parameter ordering: ordered
Burial 104: AA-66267 1756 ± 41
Outlier probability: 0
Burial 102: AA-66268 1871 ± 43
Outlier probability: 0
Resinous wood: AA-67901 1582 ± 37
Outlier probability: 0
Master calibration curve: Atmospheric 2004
No absolute chronological information for alpha 1 or beta 1 boundaries
No absolute chronological information for Burial 111 or Burial 103
Determination parameter order: Burial 104 (1), Burial 102 (2), Resinous wood (3)
No floating parameters
BCal Calibration Parameters
Precision for internal calculations: 10
Seed for pseudorandom number generator: -1
Bin width for histograms: 1
MCMC sampling long run size (burn In): 1000
MCMC sampling interval: 50
Minimum sample size: 50000 k iterations
Convergence checking sensitivity level: 5 (very strict)
BCal Results
Burial 104: AD 127 to AD 265, AD 276 to AD 303
Burial 102: AD 143 to 257, AD 291 to 328
Resinous wood:
AD 402 to AD 550
Iterations used: 50000
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FIGURE 174 BCal posterior probability for the resinous wood, sample AA-67901.

FIGURE 175 BCal posterior probability for the timespan between Burial 102, sample
AA-66268, and the resinous wood, sample AA-67901. Timespan is
maximum time allotted for Stela 1’s existence.
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OxCal Model Definition (CQL)
Plot
{
Sequence
{
Boundary;
Sequence "Stela 1 sequence"
{
R_Date "AA6267" 1756 41;
R_Date "AA6268" 1871 43;
R_Date "AA67901" 1582 37;
};
Boundary;
};
};
OxCal Calibration Parameters
Calibration curve: IntCal04
Cubic interpolation: yes
Uniform span prior: yes
MCMC iterations: 50K
Ranges: 2 sigma, 95.4%
Probability method: yes
Round off ranges: yes, by: 1 yrs.
Resolution: 5
OxCal Results
AA66267 (Burial 104):
AD 127 (95.4%) AD 309
AA66268 (Burial 102):
AD 142 (75.8%) AD 258, AD 282 (19.8%) AD 333
AA67901 (Resinous wood): AD 393 (95.4%) 554
Iterations used: 28,496
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Atmospheric data from Reimer et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:2 prob usp[chron]

Sequence {A= 52.5%(A'c= 60.0%)}
Boundary _Bound
Sequence Stela 1 sequence
AA6267 50.6%
AA6268 66.3%
AA67901 97.5%
Boundary _Bound
800BC 600BC 400BC 200BC BC/AD 200AD 400AD 600AD 800AD
Calendar date

FIGURE 176 OxCal original and posterior probabilities for three assays used in gauging
Stela 1’s existence.
Interpretation
The resinous wood probability curve peaks around A.D. 430. Statistically and
archaeologically, this is an attractive date for the burning event associated with ritual
destruction of Stela 1. An interval of 230 years exists between Stela 1’s probable erection
(B. 102 terminus post quem ca. A.D. 200), and A.D. 430. A span of 230 years is just 20
years shy of the extrapolated 250-year monument lifespan (see plot above). This implies
Stela 1 stood for more than two centuries before it was decommissioned, a conclusion
exceeding expectations. It must be remembered that the foregoing estimations of stela
erection and longevity are maximum age estimates. I do not know exactly when Stela 1
was erected; I only believe the stela enclosure appeared with B.102 (whether the
inhumation was primary or secondary). The building could have lacked a stela for many
years. Alternatively, the stela may have preceded the building. Existing data do not
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permit recognition of any temporal lag between Stela 1 erection and Structure 6B
construction. In conclusion, Bayesian analyses allow us to surmise with confidence that
Stela 1 existed maximally between A.D. 200 and 450, with the option it was erected in
this span’s latter half if B. 102 was secondary.

Model 5: Chronological Relationship Between Stela 1 Destruction and Burial 103
One question of great interest is whether B. 103’s migrant occupant died before,
after, or at the time of Stela 1’s destruction. This was tested in BCal with a simple
Bayesian model that assumed no temporal ordering between radiocarbon events. The
results were surprising. The graph in FIGURE 177 was generated in response to the
query, ‘what is the time interval between B. 103 and Stela 1 destruction?’ The probability
spikes at 0. I then posed two questions to the model: 1) what is the probability B. 103 is
earlier than Stela 1’s destruction? and 2) what is the probability B. 103 is later than Stela
1 destruction? The result was a 69% probability B. 103’s occupant died before the
resinous wood used in the Stela 1 termination and a 30% chance the individual’s death
occurred after. If anything, the above results imply a close historical connection between
the two events. Unexpected and undemonstrated by other Bayesian models is the greater
probability that B. 103 predates Stela 1’s destruction. If correct, this raises the tantalizing
prospect that a leader from Tikal or elsewhere commissioned Stela 1 and was perhaps
depicted on it.

BCal Model Definition
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Number of groups: 1
Number of floating parameters: 0
Number of determinations: 2
Determination parameter ordering: unordered
Burial 103: AA-66263 1634 ± 53
Outlier probability: 0
Resinous wood: AA-67901 1582 ± 37
Outlier probability: 0
Master calibration curve: Atmospheric 2004
No absolute chronological information for alpha 1 or beta 1 boundaries
No absolute chronological information for Burial 103 or Resinous wood
Determination parameter order: none
No floating parameters
BCal Calibration Parameters
Precision for internal calculations: 10
Seed for pseudorandom number generator: -1
Bin width for histograms: 1
MCMC sampling long run size (burn In): 1000
MCMC sampling interval: 50
Minimum sample size: 50000 k iterations
Convergence checking sensitivity level: 5 (very strict)
BCal Results
Burial 103:
AD 263 to AD 277, AD 326 to AD 547
Resinous wood:
AD 407 to AD 553
Iterations used: 50000
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FIGURE 177 BCal posterior probability for elapsed time between Stela 1’s destruction
and death of individual in Burial 103.

Conclusion
In concluding, I return to the four principal goals discussed in the introduction of
this chapter. The issue of Preclassic ceramic continuity remains tricky, but has at least
been partly resolved. Clearly, many new competing types and modes entered Punta de
Chimino in the Protoclassic. The quantity of Chicanel pottery diminishes greatly in most
(but not all) Protoclassic 2 construction fills. I suspect, however, that site formation
processes belie the evidence. Protoclassic 2 builders arrived at Punta de Chimino after a
brief site abandonment antedated by (diminished?) Protoclassic 1 settlement. Chicanel
remains were the most abundant fill materials available. No Faisan Chicanel vessels were
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found in burials, caches, or primary use contexts dating to Protoclassic 2. It is difficult to
know whether Chicanel pottery was still in production, barring accurate luminescence
dating of Chicanel vessels and finer seriation of Chicanel ceramic modes. Faisan 3,
whose Chicanel content remains an uncritical supposition, ends abruptly and decisively
with Acropolis termination around A.D. 430. My guess is Chicanel pottery was produced
in dramatically reduced quantities in Protoclassic 2 times, and disappeared entirely from
the Petexbatún by the onset of Early Classic Tzakol 2. Lincoln’s (1985:75) conjecture
that Late Preclassic domestic remains were contemporaneous with the sophisticated
architecture and artifact complexes of Early Classic Tzakol 2 and 3 finds no support in
the Punta de Chimino evidence.
The second objective, subdivision of Antonia Foias’s Faisan Chicanel complex, is
now achievable because construction episodes of ambiguous ceramic date (e.g., Structure
6A-Sub. 3’s mask wall construction) are better dated. Because of these results, the
previous chapter contains explicit statements on important ceramic changes that will
hopefully be of value to future investigators. This chronological resolution also carries
over to non-ceramic artifacts. The first Mexican obsidian, iron pyrite, and dart points to
enter the site are now temporally pinpointed.
A third matter of concern was the dating of Punta de Chimino’s initial settlement
and Preclassic abandonment. Although great headway was made in resolving the latter
topic, almost no absolute information was acquired to resolve the first. The earliest
inhabitants are now known to be Xe people, but we encountered no unmixed Xe deposits,
and therefore have no dates corresponding to this period. The earliest reliable dates
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pertain to the subsequent late Middle Preclassic Excavado Mamom phase. By contrast,
radiometric dates provide a more subtle historical understanding of the Protoclassic. A
(weakened or reduced?) Protoclassic 1 occupation was followed by a brief hiatus between
Protoclassic 1 and 2, fervent reappropriation of the ceremonial center in Protoclassic 2,
and violent destruction of the Acropolis at the start of Tzakol 2. These events suggest the
Petexbatún was culturally and politically unstable during the Protoclassic.
Finally, a useful outcome of Bayesian analysis was isolation of temporal gaps in
building use and site occupation. Particularly helpful was discovery that the hiatus
between Protoclassic 1 and 2, though clearly marked, was brief. Bayesian analysis also
suggested Punta de Chimino’s Early Classic events occurred in close, almost
imperceptible, chronological succession—something we had some difficulty determining
archaeologically. AMS dating of Burial 105 also provided a good benchmark for re-use
and reoccupation of Mound 6 in Tepeu 2.
Most of Punta de Chimino’s radiometric dates cluster at the Protoclassic to Early
Classic threshold, a very enigmatic moment in early lowland history. Bayesian results
locate these events in the era of Mexican inspired Tikal expansion, between A.D. 378 and
A.D. 508 (Martin 2003:11-17). Several momentous events transpired at this time. In A.D.
374, the militant Spearthrower Owl may have ascended to the throne of an as yet
unknown polity in the Tikal region. Four years later in A.D. 378, the reigning Tikal king
was murdered by individuals in league with the powerful (foreign?) overlord from the
west Siyaj K’ak’, who installed Spearthrower Owl’s lowland-born son in the ajaw-ship.
Finally, around the 6 of December A.D. 435, a year to which most of Punta de Chimino’s
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Acropolis assays gravitate, the eighth baktun ended. Baktun endings occurred once every
395 years. The catastrophic eruption of El Salvador’s Ilopongo volcano, now carbon
dated to A.D. 472 ± 64 (Dull et al. 2001:39), probably occurred after Punta de Chimino
was deserted. Existing data suggest political and ideological forces contributed
significantly to Punta de Chimino’s Early Classic demise, a subject I discuss more
extensively in the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER 5
SOCIAL EMPLACEMENT AT PUNTA DE CHIMINO

The following chapter is intended to be a synthesis, combining theory and
evidence to say something substantive or at least plausible about Punta de Chimino’s
ancient inhabitants. This task is centripetal; pulling together what has been presented into
a coherent narrative, however provisional, to stitch together an image of the past. It is
also anticipatory, treating earlier events as singular in their historical compositions with
unpredictable consequences resulting from their passing.
In Chapter 1, I described what it was about the peninsula’s natural and physical
qualities that enticed ancient Maya people for nearly two millennia. In Chapter 2, I
presented detailed description of my archaeological excavations, tracing the intermittent
development of Punta de Chimino’s public monumental creations through sixteen
centuries. Particular attention was given to formation processes evident in construction
materials, building modification, use, and preservation, and in the alteration of spatial
parameters. In Chapter 3, I described the artifacts, the everyday and not so everyday
portable effects left behind by the peninsula’s residents and visitors. Finally, in the
previous chapter, I provided temporal support for the archaeological sequence in the form
of independent radiometric dates. An attempt was then made to further isolate the true
ages of dated events by making independent dates archaeologically dependent through
Bayesian simulation.
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These four chapters provide the basis for the current undertaking—to postulate
how and why people acted the way they did at Punta de Chimino at various moments in
time, to come to grips with the manner of the people, their identities and life projects, to
understand how they endeavored to be ‘at home in the world’ on a small peninsula in a
somewhat isolated nook in the ancient Maya realm. I begin, then, with perhaps the first
people to encounter the peninsula in its unmodified natural state.

Colonia Xe: The Beginnings of Community (ca. 700 B.C.)
Details of the earliest human occupation on the peninsula are foggy. There are no
primary cultural deposits, no human creations preserved in original form. We can,
however, say something about these people, who were pioneers either in their migration
or local reinvention, by cobbling together a number of inferences from fragmentary
evidence.
Colonia Xe people were pottery users who undoubtedly lived in perishable
thatched domiciles on the peninsula’s outer limestone promontory. By all guesses, they
were probably river people who relied heavily on the lake and river for their sustenance,
communication, and recreation. Judging by the great antiquity of carbonized hardwood
discovered in the earliest levels, Punta de Chimino’s Middle Preclassic inhabitants felled
some of the oldest trees on the peninsula.
Ceramics made by these people link them to a host of other anthropological
associations. Because their pottery is similar to pottery made at other Pasión sites, we can
surmise the type of knowledge or skills they likely possessed, and possibly the
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language(s) they spoke, and the ethnic orb to which they belonged. Lack of evidence at
Punta de Chimino for earthen platforms or monuments, burials, and ritual deposits dating
to this time, places these inhabitants on equal footing with most of their immediate
neighbors. In the following chapter, I discuss how this pattern of material austerity
contrasts starkly with archaeological remains in adjacent highland regions and even other
sectors of the Maya lowlands. Still, the pottery styles, figurines, clay constructions and
ceremonial deposits of Xe people connect them to a greater degree to the Zoque heartland
of highland Chiapas than to any other region.
Nevertheless, restudy of Xe ceramics by David Cheetham and John Clark
suggests “Xe was a lowland Maya horizon largely uninfluenced by Mixe-Zoquean styles”
(Clark et al. 2005:103). It seems then, that the relationship between Xe and Zoque people
was weaker or less direct than previously thought. This tenuous relationship undoubtedly
had something to do with radical political changes affecting the latter region, which were
coincident with the initial Xe appearance in the Petén. If the earliest Xe people hailed
from this convulsive region, their new homeland provided enough geographic seclusion
to depart rapidly from prior traditions. Although Xe pottery was largely an aboriginal
development, its inspiration seems to have derived from earlier Isthmian roots. If Xe
people were an Isthmian diaspora, they probably spoke a Mixe-Zoquean dialect at the
outset. Later Xe populations at Punta de Chimino and elsewhere in the Pasión probably
began to mix and mingle with non-Zoquean speakers and develop linguistic and cultural
traditions that departed from those on the Isthmus.
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By 700 B.C., Xe settlements were numerous. Villages existed at Altar de
Sacrificios, Ceibal, Itzán, and Punta de Chimino. Most were concentrated in the Pasión
region. Outside this region, Xe or Xe-like pottery has been reported at several sites on the
Dolores-Poptún Plateau (Laporte and Alvarado 1999:80), along the Middle Usumacinta
(Rands 1967:129; Rands 1977:160), and most recently near Lake Petén Itzá (Moriarty
2005:455). Many of these outlying cases, I suspect, were satellite communities of mixed
ethnic origin associated with the tail end of a Xe cultural radiation. The oldest and largest
Xe center was most likely Ceibal—it is still the most deeply stratified and the only one to
exhibit ceremonial deposits and evidence of public construction (namely plazas, but
probably earthen platforms and pyramids as well).
Because Punta de Chimino’s Xe community was in good company on the
landscape, alliances must have been forged with other villages. The village of Ceibal was
closest to Punta de Chimino on the river system. In Chapter’s 3 and 6, I describe the
strong ceramic ties exhibited between Colonia Xe and late Real Xe at Ceibal. Notable
traits such as quartzite temper, a dearth of dichrome pottery, transitional Huetche White
to Flor Cream slips, and a paucity of tecomates provide a link between the two centers at
the close of Xe. Also, in Chapter 2 I mentioned the lack of evidence for obsidian
reduction in Punta de Chimino’s Middle Preclassic levels. Obsidian cores and reduction
debris are known from Ceibal’s Real levels, suggesting that obsidian blades at Punta de
Chimino were acquired in finished form from the latter site. It is not unreasonable, then,
to posit that Punta de Chimino was colonized by Ceibaleños sometime around 700 or 650
B.C. and continued to tap Ceibal for numerous trade items, marital prospects, political
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counsel, and perhaps dispute resolution and physical protection. In return, the peninsula’s
inhabitants could furnish Ceibaleños with a steady flow of lake fish, turtle meat,
waterfowl, and mollusca, in conjunction with forest products such as medicines, incense,
resins, bird feathers, wild game, and honey. Lake Petexbatún would have been nothing
short of Edenic around 700 B.C.

Excavado Mamom: Asserting Local Identity via Monument Building (600-300 B.C.)
Three archaeologically identifiable changes happened in succession during the
subsequent Excavado Mamom phase. First, the lustrous waxy-finish pottery known as
Mamom began to be widely used on the peninsula. The new pottery was made with a
regional flair—it was blotchy, more orange than red, and had few pre-fire shape
embellishments. Punta de Chimino’s inhabitants probably acquired their first Mamom
pots on the main river from the expanding cultural center of Ceibal. Mamom pottery was
used and made for an unknown amount of time before the second major change—a large
earthen mound was formed on the tip of the peninsula. This feature was most likely a
group or community effort, as the village population was probably still modest at this
time. Much labor was required to pile up the large mass of earth—probably everything
the small community could muster. At the end of the Excavado period, this obtrusive
mound was coated with a veneer of white lime plaster and slightly elevated with the
addition of an upper platform faced with a single row of carefully dressed limestone
blocks. This last change marked the full arrival of lime technology to the Petexbatún
region. Underlying this early lime surface was a thin layer of rose-colored sandy silt that
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bore an uncanny resemblance to the symbolically layered construction silts of the La
Venta Olmec. Again, we do not know how much time transpired between earthen mound
construction and the first lime plaster and limestone masonry buildings. A stratigraphic
tie (i.e., continued use of rose-colored floor base in Faisan 1 construction) and an AMS
radiocarbon date imply that this last Excavado event took place between 400 and 300
B.C. A slightly earlier AMS date suggests the earthen mound was completed a century or
more before its formalization as a ritual platform. 38
The above findings, scant as they are, raise intriguing questions about the role
these early public monuments played in shaping peninsular life over time. I will try to
address these issues chronologically, examining Punta de Chimino’s evidence in stepwise progression with coeval events in other corners of the Maya world. I will distinguish
among pre-mound, and post-mound limestone formalization events. The first two events
took place at the beginning of Excavado Mamom, the last event occurred at the end.

Early Excavado Mamom (Sometime Between 600 and 400 B.C.)
In the final chapter, the above period is described as “the construction of a unity
of difference.” Numerous cultural and ethnic entities in the Lowland Maya region were
coming into closer contact, establishing trade relations and political alliances. The
principal Xe village of Ceibal seems to have grown to sizeable proportions by this early
date, embracing lime technology, waxy-ware pottery, and perhaps some of the cultural
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The AMS date of concern is 2,468 ± 38 (AA-67902), Cal. 770-410 B.C. Because Mamom pottery is
abundant in this fill, I am led to believe that only the middle portion of this date is correct and the earthen
mound was created around 500 B.C.
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mores of non-Xe people residing in the Central Petén. It stands to reason that local
lifeways were being confronted and challenged by outside forces of questionable
innocuity.
Punta de Chimino’s residents were quick to adopt Mamom pottery, but cautious if
not wayward in their acceptance of limestone monument construction. The first
monumental construction is noteworthy, not because it was an earthen mound, but
because it was made of earth when stone and lime were already in use at Ceibal. At Altar
de Sacrificios, the delay in adopting limestone construction is partly attributed to a lack
of limestone in the area. This was not the case at Punta de Chimino, where the peninsula
itself is a large dolomitic outcrop. No E-Group existed at this time; a ball court is also
unlikely. In brief, current evidence implies a delay, a hesitation, to become fully engaged
in the monumental practices that marked late Middle Preclassic life throughout most of
the lowlands. One wonders if there was a desire to preserve local, if not traditional,
values on the peninsula. The cloudy-resist pottery and earthen mound construction
encountered at Punta de Chimino were Middle Formative Zoque traits that were
dominant by 600 B.C. in central Chiapas.
What, then, was the purpose of this enigmatic mound? One way to unravel this is
to work our way through a series of questions probing the mound’s physical nature and
social possibilities. For example, did the mound contain ancestors, i.e., the descendants of
the living? As far as I can tell it did not. Our excavations were extremely limited,
however, and probably represent no greater than 10% of the mound’s total volume. If we
excavated along the mound’s central axis as believed, then chances are quite good that
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the mound was originally not intended to contain the dead. This is remarkably different
from later uses.
Did someone live on the mound? Again, I am inclined to respond no. No
postholes, steps, hearths, daub fragments, or clay berms were recognized anywhere near
or on the surface. The upper surface was exceedingly compact, but this could have
resulted from any variety of uses.
Were people living in the immediate vicinity of the mound? Here I suspect the
answer is yes. Chances are rather good that this was the only monumental mound on the
peninsula at this time. The entire area west of the mound was probably open to
settlement. Stone-lined wall features of suspicious Middle Preclassic date have been
encountered in at least two locations underneath the Acropolis plaza. I therefore suspect
that people resided in close proximity to the earthen mound.
Did the mound have astronomical or solstitial functions? This is a difficult
question to answer since the overall length and form of the mound is still unknown.
Before this time, however, long E-Group mounds existed in Highland Chiapas, at La
Venta, and at Tikal. The question is, were Punta de Chimino’s inhabitants fully aware of
these ritual constructions? Probably. Did they care to replicate one locally? I am not so
sure. Their energies and attention seem to have been geared toward maintaining their own
local identity. Yet, they surely had an awareness of monumental practices at neighboring
sites, which raises the possibility of mimesis—selective use and vaguely similar if not
unorthodox application of outside elements to forge and assert what is uniquely local.
Though leadership was necessary, there is currently no convincing evidence for coercion
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or aggrandizement in this undertaking. These people were somewhat isolated
geographically, and their participation in the Mamom craze appears to have been heavily
filtered through Ceibal. Without question, this was a large mound built on the highest
spot above the lake with a commanding view of both the lake and eastern horizon. Yet,
the full potential of this spot to serve as an E-Group was not fully recognized by the
mound’s creators. An E-Group observatory pyramid, a construction of much less volume,
was never built. Stanton and Freidel (2003:9) recently suggested that only the long range
structure, with its Orion, Maize god, and ball game associations, was used initially to
stage agricultural rituals. While these semantic meanings are possible, I found no
evidence for them before Faisan Chicanel times. Still, the earthen mound in question was
most likely used for some type(s) of ritual performance.
Because this mound was fabricated of unburnt mud and clay, we ought to
consider the possibility that it was not intended to last (see Joyce 2004:19). More
specifically, it may have been constructed to stage or celebrate a single event, making its
persistence a pure accident. However, by 500 B.C. numerous Lowland Maya
communities, Ceibal included, were erecting buildings clearly intended to endure for
future generations. In light of this, Punta de Chimino’s mound was probably a statement
of permanence, albeit in a historically unorthodox or socially anachronistic manner.
Less disputable is the idea that such early mounds were “visually omnipresent and
stable points of reference in their communities” (Joyce 2004:23). By raising this sizeable
clay heap and marking their place, Punta de Chimino’s inhabitants transformed their
mutable experiences into a stable, immovable mnemonic feature of the landscape (Bloch
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1995:70). One cannot ignore, however, that raising such a mound was probably a
transformative experience that altered the self-image of maker and inheritor. Beyond this,
I believe the mound could have been pragmatically used as a signaling beacon. From its
apex a fire or smoke signal could be seen throughout the Petexbatún region and possibly
at Ceibal. 39 People in the surrounding countryside could be notified to gather, flee, or
prepare themselves for any other social exigency.

Late Excavado Mamom (ca. 400-300 B.C.)
Something rather significant transpired near the end of the Excavado Mamom
period. Punta de Chimino’s residents decided to refurbish the drab earthen mound with a
visually stunning limestone veneer. 40 This, the first clear use of limestone masonry at the
site, occurred one or two centuries after limestone architecture was perfected in the
Central Maya lowlands and deployed in public spaces at Ceibal, where limestone
masonry and Mamom pottery seem to appear simultaneously. Why was there a delay in
the use of this symbolically charged material at Punta de Chimino? There is no evidence
the site was abandoned or its population reduced. Judging by the effort exerted previously
39

At night, Sayaxche’s several hundred foot radio tower is clearly visible from Punta de Chimino. This
distance is only 3.5 km shorter than the distance to Ceibal as the crow flies. A fire or smoke signal at Ceibal
could most certainly be seen at Punta de Chimino. However, Middle Preclassic Ceibaleños would have had
some difficultly viewing a signal emitted from Punta de Chimino over the surrounding canopy. A large
Middle Preclassic pyramid, under Structure A-24 for example, would have aided this task.

40

This construction has an associated AMS date of 2,211 ± 51 (AA-60973), Cal. 400-160 B.C. A
construction date of 400-300 B.C. is most acceptable given the stratigraphic and ceramic evidence. A later
renovation on the building’s west side implies protracted use and possibly reorientation toward the west
away from the lake (Lots PC51A-5-9-1 and 7-9-1 in FIGURE 9). Lot PC51A-5-10-1 designates the first
lime pavement (see FIGURE 9). Critically, this pavement abuts the upper limestone platform and is thus
contemporaneous with it and its associated carbon date. The subsequent renovation closely precedes the
appearance of Faisan Chicanel pottery.
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in fashioning the earthen mound, I doubt a lack of labor was at issue. Absence of skilled
craftspersons is a possibility, but a one to two century lag in this area seems unlikely
given the limestone building boom happening at Ceibal and other sites. Rather, I think
this pause was one affected by communal choice. This, of course, could have ranged
from apathy to cultural resistance. How can we tell the difference archaeologically?
Punta de Chimino’s evidence is currently too limited to put us on solid footing. We can,
however, venture some guesses for this ‘hesitation’ based on what we know about Punta
de Chimino’s idiosyncratic earthen mound, the terminal Middle Preclassic cultural
climate, and the nature of this comparatively late limestone refurbishment.
To summarize my interpretation of the earthen mound, I believe it was intended to
be visible, permanent, a ritual stage, and an extension of local insular values of probable
Zoque inspiration. All these qualities except the last apply to the limestone refurbishment.
In contrast to the earthen mound, the limestone building signals a decisive flirtation with
otherness—i.e., with the expansive Mamom tradition of the north. Importantly, this
construction event followed the surmised 450 B.C. date for Mamom cultural ascendancy
and incipient urbanism in the Mirador Basin and northern Petén. No paved plaza, EGroup, or ball court existed at Punta de Chimino at this time. Though yet undocumented,
these last two ideological elements were probably already in place in Ceibal’s Central
Plaza. At Punta de Chimino the attempt to embrace central lowland ideals was stronger
than before, but still somewhat retarded or selective. Once again the peninsula’s
inhabitants followed the lead of larger villages on the Pasión River who tested the waters
first.
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I turn now to the physical properties of this first limestone rendition, what we
have called Structure 6A-Sub. 6. Though far from certain, it would appear the front of
this building may have faced Lake Petexbatún. The plaster surfacing was thicker and
covered more area on this side than could have been possible on the west side. Dressed
limestone blocks of unclear arrangement and function were also documented on the lakefacing side. Even though the orientation of this building remains in doubt, as no stairway
was found, the considerable amount of plaster work on the east side indicates this
structure was a dramatic sight to behold from that direction. While the previous earthen
mound simply marked the community’s place on the peninsula, the limestone
refurbishment transformed the low ridge into a social billboard—a scintillating human
monument visible to those both on and across the lake.
As before, it would seem the area surrounding the monument was open to
domestic settlement. The proximity of domiciles to the monument remains an unresolved
question. There is currently nothing to suggest removal or distancing of nearby lodgings
with Structure 6A-Sub. 6’s construction. Indeed, the crude stone alignments discovered
underneath the Late Preclassic plaza most likely pertain to this period, as stone was rarely
used by Xe builders.
Significant to this discussion is the matter of access. With the previous earthen
mound, people were probably permitted to approach or traverse the top at will. Finishing
the upper surface with a finely-made lime plaster and creating steps and walls that may
have served as barriers or directors of passage would have restricted such access, altering
the flow and volume of traffic and creating possibilities for social exclusion. Some spaces
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were probably now off limits to people of certain age, sex, or status, either occasionally
or permanently. In any case, these actions were designed, so it seems, to formalize and
specialize the mound’s upper surface, to render it ceremonious.
Importantly, the limestone modification was not intended to substantially elevate
the earthen mound, only to embellish its exterior. The monument remained low enough to
the ground, where onlookers could view activities upon it with the same proxemic
intimacy as before. For this reason, I believe Structure 6A-Sub. 6 continued to be a
symbolic extension of community identity, even though access to its upper surface
probably became more restrictive.
At the close of the Excavado Mamom period, Structure 6A-Sub. 6 was remodeled
on its west side where the thin lime pavement appears to have wasted away. 41 Rather
than simply repave this surface, builders decided to lay down another 30-50 cm of clay,
making the floor nearly flush with the apical platform. Such a major renovation leads me
to suspect that the building’s primary orientation was now shifted inward toward what
may have been an unpaved common area or plaza. 42 This, I believe, anticipated the
following Late Preclassic construction event.

Faisan Chicanel 1: Blending Local and Non-Local Identities in the Chicanel Hegemonic
Sphere (300-75 B.C.)

41
42

This erosion seems to have been localized, occurring primarily on the building’s west side.

Such east to west reorientations of prospective linear E-Group buildings is not unheard of on this time
horizon. A well-documented case is Mound 7 at El Pilar (Ford 2004:253).
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What transpired next constituted a major cultural re-making on the peninsula with
repercussions for the entire Petexbatún region. A large 1-2 m high masonry Acropolis
terrace with several plazas, an E-Group, and possibly a ball court was constructed in what
appears to have been one dramatic swoop. An additional building was probably built
under the modern-day surface of Mound 5. An even larger plaza was constructed 50 m
west of the Acropolis and a modest pyramidal platform, Structure 70, was erected near its
northern boundary. The total volume of public monumental construction was remarkable
and, as far as we know, without precedent in the Petexbatún. The new monumental
spaces were completely out of character with the small intimate village settings known
before. Punta de Chimino had become a regional cultural center, something its Middle
Preclassic forbearers may not have imagined or wished for.
Like in Mamom times, a new pottery assemblage, Faisan Chicanel, was already in
use before any monumental construction took place. None of our chronometric dates
pinpointed the timing of Acropolis construction, but the fact that Chicanel pottery
appeared beforehand suggests some delay in the endeavor. Acropolis construction may
not have been undertaken before 250 B.C. Thus, there was an engagement with Chicanel
Maya culture for an unknown period of time before any Late Preclassic construction was
commissioned.
In plan, the Acropolis was nearly twice as long as it was wide (see FIGURE 3). Its
long axis was in a north-south direction with the E-Group at the center and possibly
another large monumental building (Mound 5) marking the northern terminus. This
arrangement was nearly identical to the layout of earlier Middle Formative Zoque centers
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of Highland Chiapas, which are believed to be patterned after La Venta’s Group A (Lowe
1977:224-225; McDonald 1974). Once again it seems a Zoque heritage was fused into
Punta de Chimino’s public monuments. This blending of old and new was a sign that
local inhabitants desired to participate in the Chicanel renaissance while honoring their
past. Few, if any, heartland Chicanel centers exhibited such a distinct north-south
monumental layout. On the Pasión River, Ceibal, Altar de Sacrificios, and Itzán
mimicked the more random or east-west axial heartland pattern, and appear to have been
more directly connected to large centers in the north.
It is a foregone conclusion that the labor investment was considerable. The
activities of tool suppliers, quarry workers, loggers and demolition crews, stone cutters,
general laborers, lime producers, masons, engineers, and artisans had to be coordinated
and managed in an orderly fashion. It is highly unlikely that all these skills were available
in the immediate area. Ritual specialists were also involved, as discussed below. In sum,
this architectural feat required the collaboration or sponsorship of parties far removed
from the peninsula, either from the large center of Ceibal or beyond.
The two buildings investigated, Structures 6A-Sub. 5 and 7-Sub. 4, exhibited new
mastery of lime technology. Hard cement pavements with and without gravel admixtures,
and soft, sascab-like wall embellishments covered dense heartings comprised of
yellowish-tan silty clay and hard dolomitic limestone rubble. Fill retaining walls, the first
to appear at the site, indicated a knowledge of cell-wall construction; a method employed
in large monumental buildings in the central Maya zone. Though locally procured, this
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hard yellow dolomite differed markedly from the delicate white limestone used in the
previous terminal Middle Preclassic building, Structure 6A-Sub. 6.
Care was taken to incorporate the earlier Middle Preclassic building within Sub. 5
without doing it much harm. Though exceedingly friable, none of Sub. 6’s limestone
blocks were damaged by subsequent emplacement of heavy (and sharp) dolomitic rubble.
To avoid this, the blocks were first covered with a generous layer of soft soil. Scattered
pieces of carbonized wood were discovered on the east face of Sub. 6 (PC51A-23-5-1).
These may have been traces of ritual termination in the form of burnt offerings or the
burning of a perishable superstructure immediately prior to the building’s concealment. 43
The new Late Preclassic version was a resplendent ceremonial edifice with a 1.2
m high upper platform situated atop a 1.0 m tall mezzanine terrace placed on a series of
low basal terraces. All totaled, these structural bodies equaled some 3 m of construction
off the plaza floor. Basal terraces included, the building was at least 15 m wide, and
though untested, most likely 40 or so meters long. The building’s north-south axis was
oriented nearly 7º west of true north, where it needed to be for perfect perpendicular
alignment with the sun, a discrepancy that would be reduced to a less consequential 4° in
Protoclassic 2 times. Structure 6A-Sub. 5 had a slightly recessed rectangular depression
on its summit, what we called a ‘sunken floor’ (see FIGURE 10). This sunken area
directly overlay the more accentuated recessed platform of the previous terminal Middle
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Unfortunately, no AMS date was obtained on this sample. It consisted of 30+ fragments, 8-10 of which
were of sufficient size to identify cell structure. All specimens were mature wood. Dr. Lee Newsom
identified seven as tree legumes from the family Fabaceae. The specific taxon was not unidentified, but all
appear to belong to the same wood specimen. This charcoal may provide a fairly accurate date for
Acropolis construction. It remains stored in the University of Arizona’s AMS Laboratory warehouse at the
time of this writing.
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Preclassic building and underlay a third, more clearly defined one, of Protoclassic 1 age
(see FIGURES 9 and 10). Continuance of this feature suggests functional continuity
throughout the three periods mentioned. Another link to the past was continued use of a
rose-colored silty floor base beneath the stucco surface, a material with possible symbolic
ties to late Olmec culture. Given these stratigraphic correspondences, it would appear
certain Middle Preclassic meanings were intentionally incorporated into the Late
Preclassic version of Structure 6A. This not only presents a good case for social
continuity on the peninsula, but also for cultural survival in the face of great change.
A big change may have been the distancing of domiciles away from the
monuments themselves. In truth, all evidence of Preclassic domestic settlement at Punta
de Chimino remains indirect. Not one Preclassic residence has been conclusively found.
However, given the large quantity of Middle Preclassic Colonia and Excavado pottery
detected in the early earthen mound, the midden-like consistency of the mound matrix
(dark organic soil, charcoal specs, chert debitage, random faunal remains, etc.), the
suspicion of stone-lined Middle Preclassic constructions underneath the Late Preclassic
plaza, and the solitary nature of the earliest public monument, it is highly likely that
Middle Preclassic villagers resided in the immediate vicinity of the mound. Acropolis
construction, with its broad open spaces and multiple monuments, decidedly altered that.
But village space may have been considerably modified before Acropolis construction
began. One persistent mystery is the relative dearth of artifacts (pottery, ground stone,
lithics, and faunal bone) in Structure Sub. 5 construction, the Late Preclassic building
whose excavation volume easily surpassed that of underlying Middle Preclassic
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constructions. Of course, we do not know where Late Preclassic builders obtained their
fill materials, but a fair assumption is that is was preferably close by. One wonders
whether the latest modification to the previous terminal Middle Preclassic building
included creation of an unpaved open court or plaza on that building’s west side. This
might explain why ample quantities of artifacts were found in Structure 7-Sub. 4 fill yet a
minimal quantity was found across the plaza in Structure 6A-Sub. 5. Once the Acropolis
and West Plaza were built, there were few suitable areas for domestic settlement on the
end of the peninsula. As for the peninsula’s narrow neck, Demarest (1996) and Quezada
(1996b) did not mention any trace of Preclassic settlement in their tests. Noticeably
absent at Punta de Chimino are the low, rectangular Late Preclassic platforms of
suspected residential use found throughout Ceibal’s periphery (Tourtellot III 1988:226227) and in several locations at Aguateca (Inomata 1995:274-283).
My intention here is not to repudiate the idea of Late Preclassic settlement on the
peninsula, but only to point out that these enlarged ceremonial spaces drastically reduced
the amount of suitable residential land. 44 Faisan Chicanel potsherds are rather abundant
in later levels, but their common occurrence could easily result from several hundred
years of steady yet modest Late Preclassic occupation or from numerous mass gatherings.
In summary, it is difficult to envision anything more than a modest permanent population
on the peninsula during Late Preclassic times. This obviously has repercussions for how
we interpret the site’s Late Preclassic use and purpose.
44

Most of these intervening zones between plazas and behind monuments are on steep, uneven terrain.
Flatter areas near the shore are often submerged by rising lake waters during the height of the rainy season.
Not surprisingly, there is almost no surface evidence of ancient residential use in these locations. If Late
Preclassic domestic settlement is to be found, my hunch is it will be within the 15+ m elevation zones (see
FIGURE 3).
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In short, modest quantities of domestic debris and the unlikelihood of settlement
on the Acropolis and West Group plaza that suggest Punta de Chimino became a sparsely
settled ceremonial hub. It is not too unrealistic to propose that the peninsula became the
focus of an amphictyony, an association of neighboring communities whose aim was to
share and protect a common religious center. Spacious plazas in the E-Group and West
Group were duly suited to host periodic festivals and events of regional importance. EGroups and large, open Late Preclassic plazas were absent at Aguateca, Bayak, and Dos
Ceibas. People in these outlying villages may have congregated at Punta de Chimino on
auspicious occasions, as the site was geographically central, easily accessed, and suited to
accommodating large assemblies. Such ‘sharing’ of a sacred center would have required
a cooperative, perhaps council-based, leadership structure comprised of representatives
from each community. Again, there is no evidence that the work undertaken at Punta de
Chimino was commissioned by an ascendant ruler, overlord, or ‘chief.’ If it was, this
person left no detectable trace of his/her role.
Providing yet another angle to the above is the phenomenon of spatial cleansing, a
practice observed in modern day nation-states (Herzfeld 2006). Spatial cleansing is a
social initiative to open public spaces in densely populated settings, to create
‘monumental vacuity,’ by relocating existing residents (often the socially marginalized)
beyond a newly defined spatial boundary. This practice, according to (Herzfeld
2006:127), helps state planners forge a master narrative, regulate activities in the
community, and establish a common aesthetic—all practices documented in ancient state
societies and ascribable to Maya E-Groups. The undertaking obviously creates a potential
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for conflict. I mention it because Middle Preclassic domestic structures have a tendency
to be found beneath Late Preclassic plazas, and there is some evidence to suggest this was
what happened at Punta de Chimino (Velásquez 1994). At Cerros, for example,
functional lithic analysis, settlement patterns, and architecture provide tantalizing
evidence for spatial cleansing. The site’s Late Preclassic monumental plaza was built
over a small late Middle Preclassic village with austere domiciles whose stone tool
assemblages reflect frugal reutilization of tools (Lewenstein 1984:312). Numerous wellmade masonry residences were built on the edge of the new monumental plaza. The tool
assemblages in these later buildings conversely exhibited conspicuous consumption,
waste, and new tool uses for more specialized tasks. Unclear is whether tool reutilization
remained high among inhabitants residing in simple, if not archaeologically “invisible”
structures, located a greater distance away from the newly created monumental center.
Aimers and Rice (2006:93) argue plausibly that Preclassic E-Groups served as
theaters in which calendrical rituals were enacted. E-Group rituals events performed at
Punta de Chimino were a conceivable means of articulating local doings with more
widespread Lowland Maya ideals and practices. It is upon this principle of ‘articulation’
that all arguments of Late Preclassic hegemony, statehood, and national identity must
ultimately rest. To what extent do we see symbolic and behavioral coherence in the
material remains of households, villages, temples, shrines, myths, and symbols in the
Late Preclassic Maya archaeology? To what extent do we see a unified public culture
occupying a distinct geographic territory whose landscape was mythologized assiduously
with tremendous consistency? As far as we know, the material continuities among Late
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Preclassic Maya communities (in terms of architecture, portable effects, monumental art,
burial and bodily practices, and technology) surpassed those of any other era.
Demographically, this period lags only behind the Late Classic, and by a suspected small
margin. Clearly, Late Preclassic populations were large and their activities more
harmonized than what has generally been accredited to Classic Maya society.
One way this was achieved was through familiar and efficient arrangement of
people and places on the landscape (Foucault 1991 [1978]). Used as a regional center
where canonical cultural beliefs could be imparted and dispensed, Punta de Chimino
probably became a territorial node for the articulation, coordination, and correlation of
Central Petén values with local and regional lifeways. The center’s effectiveness, of
course, relied on the capabilities of local leaders to direct their constituents in the
‘appropriate paths’ while performing well in local, regional, and supra-regional political
circles. E-Groups were places where people enacted roles consistent with broadly held
social values.
Routinization of daily and periodic activities, the rhythms of social life, is a
feature on which all large-scale agricultural societies depend. Calendars and calendarscheduled events not only create regularity in a large population’s social activities, they
encourage reflection upon these activities and allow former apprentices to be teachers and
expositors of traditional knowledge. E-Group monuments, with their calendrical,
mythical, and agricultural associations, were symbolic sources and locations for
transmitting this knowledge. One challenge confronting Preclassic Mayanists is to
determine whether E-Group metaphors were expressed materially at the household level,
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i.e., to determine how well the relationship between public and private sphere was
articulated.
For now, we can say Punta de Chimino’s Acropolis and West Group plaza were
formal gathering spaces whose dimensions and planning exceeded anything previously
built on the peninsula. Mounds 6 and 7 apparently formed an E-Group, a standard
architectural form whose lowland origins probably lay somewhere in the central Petén. EGroups appeared in dozens of communities at the start of the Late Preclassic period, both
in urban centers and large villages. This instrument of expanding Maya hegemony was
often accompanied with a ball court, a feature that also became common in the lowlands
at this time. These two public monuments probably had interrelated associations. Head
removal, for example, was a focal point of the ancient Popol Vuh narrative. Frequent
caching of human skulls on important E-Group axes may have linked these two
monuments pragmatically and semantically (Aimers and Rice 2006:89; A. Chase and D.
Chase 1995:91 and 93; Stanton and Freidel 2003:8). Existence of a human ‘skull cache’
on or near Structure 6A-Sub. 5’s primary axis is proof that Central Lowland ideological
concepts were replicated at Punta de Chimino. 45
Punta de Chimino had become a beacon of Chicanel Maya culture in the
Petexbatún by 250 or 200 B.C. Ceramics demonstrate continued close ties with Ceibal
and other southern Petén communities. Obsidian blades may have been acquired in
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Not clear is whether this skull (Cache 101) resulted from an actual contest. No ball court is suspected to
exist at Punta de Chimino prior to Acropolis construction. A human head could have been procured if a ball
court was completed under Mounds 1 and 3 before Sub. 5 was sealed up. Lori Wright noted no bone
trauma. Still, articulation of the upper vertebrae suggest to me that the skull was either carried a short
distance while fleshed or transported in a container from a more distant location before being deposited.
Being dedicatory, the skull seems to activate or legitimate the monument.
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finished form from Ceibal, where there is evidence for their reduction. Through Ceibal
and the Pasión river system, the Petexbatún became linked to a cultural formation of
unprecedented magnitude and integration. Evidence from Punta de Chimino suggests
these politically-nested, symbiotic relationships flowered for at least one or two centuries.
Presently unclear is whether further elaboration of existing Chicanel monuments occurred
during this timespan (e.g., the addition of zoomorphic masks, stairways, caches, or upper
platforms). Right now it appears Faisan 1 buildings were minimally modified. Population
probably expanded into the surrounding countryside, congregating under local leadership
at the satellite communities of Aguateca, Dos Ceibas, Bayak, and other yet
undocumented villages. Larger swaths of forest began to be removed to supply milpa,
lime, pottery, firewood, and housing for a growing population. The new preoccupation
with the environment was not with how to preserve it but “how to succeed with making a
mark on it” (Bloch 1995:65). These values—or more critically, the discourse, language,
and mentalité that embodied them—all crystallized at this time, as Petexbetúnites forsook
their Zoque traditions for a common Lowland Maya identity and vision.

Faisan Chicanel 2: Ritual Supplication for a Waning Cultural Hegemony (75 B.C.-A.D.
150)
As time wore on, a major refurbishment was executed on the linear E-Group
platform. This new construction, Structure 6A-Sub. 4, maintained the same orientation of
the previous. The ‘sunken floor’ atop the previous building was accentuated; the feature’s
edge was clearly defined by adding a row of cut limestone—a change that deepened the
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recessed floor (see FIGURE 10). A perishable superstructure quite likely enclosed this
recessed area, but we have no evidence of such a structure. The preparatory rose-colored
earthen layer continued to be used beneath limestone pavements. Overall, there was great
design continuity between this later modification and the first Faisan Chicanel building.
The quality of construction was excellent and there was no indication of an attrition of
skills or knowledge.
Dedicatory to this modification was Burial 104, an adolescent of 12 ± 3 years of
age. The individual’s sex is unknown. No grave items accompanied the person. He or she
was laid supine in a cist carved into Sub. 5’s surface with arms and legs crossed at the
wrists and ankles. Skeletal preservation was remarkable, yet a number of facial bones
were missing. This removal of the face paralleled the removal of frontal bones in the
previous Cache 101, a skull cache located a meter or so away in Sub. 5’s hearting.
Bayesian simulation of Burial 104’s AMS date and associated ceramics (early
polychromes and course-striated wares) suggested this individual died between A.D. 125
and 261. Bayesian probability curves peaked at A.D. 150 implying that the grave and its
associated Sub. 4 renovation were accomplished at the very end of Faisan 2 or around
A.D. 150. The deceased’s age and the grave’s austerity hardly suggested an individual of
social importance. Position of the hands and feet implied sacrifice, but again there was no
evidence of bone trauma (Wright and Palomo 2005).
Well constructed as it was, the Sub. 4 monument was not nearly as ambitious as
any of the previous Faisan 1 Acropolis projects. Sub. 4 builders did not modify the
backside (or east side) of the Sub. 5 monument. They merely enhanced the building’s
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appearance on its plaza facing side. Even less was done across the plaza. Our excavations
uncovered no evidence of any Faisan 2 modification to Structure 7-Sub. 4, the Faisan 1
E-Group pyramid. Indeed, something rather remarkable occurred shortly after 6A-Sub.
4’s Protoclassic rendition was completed. These two most sacred edifices incurred a great
deal of structural damage to their plaza facing sides. The west face of Structure 6A-Sub.
4’s upper platform and the western edge of its mezzanine platform had completely eroded
away exposing the building’s hearting to the elements (see FIGURES 9 and 10).
Structure 7-Sub. 4’s condition was more abysmal, as nothing but slumped fill remained
on the eastern face (see FIGURE 71). These findings suggest that a cataclysmic event or
abandonment ensued shortly after A.D. 150.
Numerous observations support the interpretation of site abandonment at this
time. Among them are 1) marked changes in construction techniques, ceramics, and
building form, use, and orientation in the succeeding Faisan 3 phase, 2) erection of a
stone monolith or stela in the Faisan 3 plaza (an unprecedented practice in the community
with suspected ties to the central Petén), and 3) incorporation of many Faisan 1 and 2
potsherds into Faisan 3 construction. An AMS date acquired from Burial 102, an
interment most likely dedicatory to Faisan 3 reoccupation, provides a calibrated 2-sigma
date of A.D. 50-250. Bayesian restudy of this assay indicates this individual died between
A.D. 134 and 259, with the curve peaking at A.D. 200, a date according well with
ceramic and stratigraphic evidence. The evidence therefore amply suggests a brief site
abandonment between A.D. 150/175 and 200.
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The possibility of an abandonment increases when we consider the cultural
climate in which Structure 6A-Sub. 4 was built. As described in Chapter 6, Protoclassic 1
was a time when dramatic cultural changes began to take place in minor centers, many of
which were located between the Mirador Basin and Caribbean coast. These changes
revolved around ever more flamboyant expressions of local power by local leaders. They
were accompanied by more exclusionary ritual practices performed in more secluded
ritual spaces. These ‘contortions’ of traditional knowledge and ethical practice remained
largely absent in the oldest, most prominent Chicanel Maya centers. Chief among these
conservative strongholds were El Mirador, Nakbe, Lamanai, Dzibilchaltun, Edzna,
Cerros, Cival, and Ceibal. Punta de Chimino, being strongly yoked to Ceibal, was
probably intimately tied to these traditional cultural elements during Protoclassic 1. All
the centers mentioned above, with the unclear exception of Lamanai, were largely
deserted between A.D. 150 and 250, and some were massive urban centers.
In essence, I believe it is not too far fetched to surmise that construction of
Structure 6A-Sub. 4 was a last ditch effort to preserve the old cultural order in an
increasingly tense political environment. The effort ultimately failed at Punta de Chimino
and at these other prominent centers, heralding the end of a dendritic Preclassic
hegemony and the beginning of fitful ajaw-centered polity politics.
Left out of this picture is Punta de Chimino’s large earthen embankment. If the
wall contains a Preclassic version, it quite likely dates to the end of Faisan 2. 46 This may
46

Admittedly, the earlier Acropolis period was a moment of greater labor investment. However, little about
that period suggests conflict. Indeed, it seems to have been a time of peaceful relations rather than
antagonisms.
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explain the lack of labor invested in the Acropolis itself. Defensive walls appear for the
first time at the close of this mysterious time span at El Mirador, Calakmul, Cival, Becan,
Muralla de Leon, Chaak Ak’al, and other centers. Like Punta de Chimino, these centers
are either momentarily abandoned or deserted and avoided for centuries. Although too
soon to tell, the Petexbatún communities of Aguateca, Dos Ceibas, and Bayak may have
also been abandoned at this time. 47 Lake core evidence suggests an increase in soil
erosion and lake sedimentation resulting from deforestation of the surrounding forest
(Dunning et al. 1991; Dunning et al. 1998), a process that presumably corresponded with
this suspected second-century regional abandonment. This level of erosion is surprising
since Faisan 2 Petexbatún populations probably did not exceed the density or numbers of
Late Classic ones. If, however, wood or corn were needed to support urban populations
elsewhere, the local environmental scale could have been tipped. In sum, a number of
factors impinged on Petexbatún inhabitants at this time until their social structure
crumbled.

Faisan Chicanel 3: Revival of a Derelict Ceremonial Center Under Supreme Authority
(A.D. 200-375)

47

This is a preliminary inference based on early tests at these sites (Inomata 1995; O'Mansky 1996;
O'Mansky et al. 1995; Triadan et al. 2005). Aguateca’s K6-1 pyramid had some Protoclassic sherds
(Usulután, grooved-hooked rims, ring bases, nubbin supports, and censer fragments) that appeared to
trickle down from an overlying Tepeu 1construction, but to my knowledge no Faisan 3 constructions have
been conclusively documented at these sites. Still, Takeshi Inomata (personal communication 2006)
informs me that the Dos Ceibas pyramid had a burial containing Lucha Incised and Aguila Orange pottery,
types that could easily be associated with a brief Faisan 3 reoccupation. Meanwhile, some ceramic types
such as Actuncan Orange Polychrome and San Martin Variegated Brown have yet to turn up at these other
sites.
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The Protoclassic occupational hiatus at Punta de Chimino is believed to have
lasted no longer than a few decades (see Chapter 4). The revitalization efforts were
heavily focused on the damaged E-Group monuments. Despite the short amount of time
separating the abandonment and reoccupation, a marked change occurred in construction
techniques. This may signal the arrival of a different social group with different design
preferences or that some knowledge was lost in the procurement and use of construction
materials. Faisan 3 additions were structurally inferior to the densely packed and planned
fills and carefully spread surfaces of earlier Faisan buildings. 48 Extensions to Structures
6A-Sub. 4 and 7-Sub. 4 were composed of a loose rubble fill capped with a layer of small
unshaped cobbles and course gravel. The stucco coatings on these monuments vanished
completely during the more decisive abandonment that would soon follow.
Symbolically, there was demonstrable continuity between Faisan 2 and Faisan 3
constructions. The function of Structures 6A and 7 as E-Group counterparts was clearly
recognized and improved on. The linear E-Group platform was widened and possibly
lengthened with the addition of distal-end stairways (FIGURES 30 and 34). The
building’s N-S orientation was also adjusted, perhaps to correct a solstitial alignment
(FIGURE 30). The building’s western façade was embellished with large heads or
‘masks’ of probable Protoclassic humanoid appearance (see Chapter 2). A triangular
arrangement of three spherical stones was placed in the building’s fill near its E-W
centerline in recognition of its symbolic E-Group function (FIGURES 31 and 32).

48

Although the Structure 6B stela enclosure dates to Faisan 3 on ceramic and radiometric grounds, it
possesses the tightly-compacted yellowish clay fill and finely dressed stone characteristic of Late Preclassic
construction.
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Finally, and perhaps most significantly, Faisan 3 builders did not cover the sunken
platform cresting this building (FIGURE 9). They reused it and probably incorporated its
prior purposes into the remodeled building. Thus, the symbolic qualities and social
functions of the earlier Protoclassic building were well recognized and enhanced by
Faisan 3 reoccupants.
Across the plaza, a tunnel was dug into the west side of the slumping Structure 7Sub. 4 to insert a number of Protoclassic vessels (Demarest, Castellanos, and Escobedo
1996; Escobedo 1996; 1997b). Then something unprecedented happened, the pyramid
became funerary, or, more accurately, the pyramid’s basal platform, not the pyramid
itself became funerary. It seems the monument was appropriated by a single corporate
group, perhaps an aspiring royal lineage. An adult individual of undetermined sex was
interred in a carefully prepared centerline cist with a bowl placed upright near the feet.
The person’s legs were crossed in lotus fashion, an increasingly fashionable sign of
authority in Protoclassic times. Instead of being seated, however, he/she was reclined
with head facing north (FIGURE 76). Iron pyrite disks in the person’s upper incisors
confirmed his/her socially elevated status. The waxy brown bowl and pyrite inlays imply
that the individual and probably his/her interrers had ties to the adjacent southwest
highlands. 49
At this time few people resided in the Petexbatún region, or if they did, they
certainly did very little to mark their place on the landscape. Unlike previous occupations
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This interpretation is highly tentative. Burial 111’s bowl may be a trade item, but all other pottery at the
site, including the Sacluc Black-on-orange mammiform vase and Aguila Orange dishes cached in Structure
7-Sub. 4 (Demarest, Castellanos, and Escobedo 1996), was most likely produced in the Petén.
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at Punta de Chimino when new ceramic types accrued in sizeable quantities before
monumental projects were undertaken, few Faisan 3 types were found in Faisan 3
construction. It is as if the new builders were recent arrivals who had not lived long
enough on the peninsula to accumulate even modest quantities of refuse. The activities of
Faisan 3 builders were restricted to the Acropolis E-Group and Structure 70 in the West
Group plaza—the former symbols of regional power. The labor investment involved in
these alterations, though considerable, was nothing on par with Faisan 1 Acropolis
construction.
More radical changes soon followed. Sometime in the late third or fourth century
a stela was erected in front of the long E-Group building. The monument was ‘housed’ in
a two-chamber masonry enclosure that, as far as I can tell, only rose about a meter off the
plaza floor (FIGURES 33, 34, and 35). The back of this enclosure was set less than 50 cm
apart from the Structure 6A-Sub. 3 mask wall. This action shielded the masks from public
view and created a private ritual corridor between the two buildings.
Completion of the stela building (Structure 6B) initiated spatial practices and
proxemic relationships that were unorthodox for Petexbatúnites. Being in the rear
chamber of Structure 6B and covered by some sort of roof, as seems likely, the stela
would have been clearly observed by only a few individuals at a time. Even if the stela
was uncovered, the dual chambers and single entrance channeled movement toward the
monolith. In addition, the private ritual corridor on the building’s rear side required a
person to enter the corridor to obtain a full frontal view of the symbolic art gracing
Structure 6A-Sub.3. A small cutout or niche on the Structure 6B’s rear ledge seems to
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have served as a divination seat directly in front of a monumental mask (FIGURES 35
and 36). These newly designed spaces were conducive to more exclusive ritual activities
in the plaza—activities probably carried out by ritual specialists. The demographic
picture described above suggests that these specialists had a small captive audience.
The presence of a Cycle 8 monument almost certainly implies that an ascendant
figure had laid claim to the peninsula. I do not know whether this person was native to
the region or an outsider. Presence of modest quantities of San Martin Variegated Brown
pottery provides a trade link to Ceibal, the probable place of origin for this ceramic type.
Classic period inscriptions from Ceibal Structure A-14 insinuate that the city’s dynastic
origins hearken back to one K’an Mo’ Balam or “Yellow Macaw Jaguar” who appears to
have ruled around A.D. 415, just prior to the city’s hypothesized abandonment (Graham
1990:15-16; Grube 1995:2; Mathews and Willey 1991:49-50, 54; Stuart 1998:398 and
note 13). E-Group modifications at Punta de Chimino appear to pre-date the
establishment of Ceibal’s royal dynasty, but Stela 1’s chronometric placement remains
loose enough to accommodate a temporal link with Ceibal’s early dynasty ca. A.D. 415.
Thus, many historical scenarios are entertainable. For example, we cannot rule out the
possibility that an early Ceibal dynast installed a ruler at Punta de Chimino. Also, we
cannot eliminate the possibility that a pre-dynastic Ceibal leader commissioned Punta de
Chimino’s Faisan 3 revitalization or delegated it to someone. Less likely, I think, is the
prospect that Punta de Chimino was the political embryo for Ceibal’s quickly derailed
dynastic seat, although minor centers and secluded places were teeming with counterhegemonic political activity at this time (see Chapter 6). A third scenario emphasizes the
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presence of Aguila Orange pottery, a ceramic type whose geographic origin can be traced
with some confidence to Tikal (see Chapter 6). Though present in Faisan 3 contexts at
Punta de Chimino, Aguila Orange is conspicuously absent at Ceibal. Punta de Chimino’s
leader may have been installed by Tikal’s fearsome Mexicanized lords, whose aim may
have been to control passage and commerce on the Pasión River (Arthur Demarest,
personal communication 2005). The earliest Cycle 8 stelae and the first stela enclosures
also appear to originate in the greater Tikal area (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:76; Martin
2000:58; Mathews 1985).
In summary, people with a deep appreciation and knowledge of the previous
monumental buildings carried out Faisan 3 renovations at Punta de Chimino. However,
the great disjunction in construction methods and materials is perplexing and seems to
suggest that Faisan 3 residents were Lowland Maya from another locale. This
interpretation is reinforced by the realignment of Structure 6A with true north and the
making of Structure 7 into a funerary monument, a practice not engaged in by previous
Punta de Chimino inhabitants. Though the structural work on these E-Group buildings
was shoddy and not indicative of much labor, the iconographic elements were probably
detailed and skillfully rendered. It is highly conceivable that new social elements arrived
to fill in an occupational and political void created by the previous Protoclassic 1
desertion. These elements were elitist and ecclesiastical. But the irony is, there is little
evidence to suggest even a modest population on or near the peninsula at this time. With
few to oppose him, an ascendant leader had a shrine built to himself and/or his liege in
the plaza directly in front of the center’s most sacred edifice. Judging by the size, shape,
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stone quality, solid placement, and special treatment of the stela butt, the original
monument was probably as highly skilled in execution as its enclosure. Such skills and
concepts were mastered first in the Tikal-Uaxactún region. Though far from certain, it
seems that some relation was established with this region by the end of Faisan 3. 50

Jordan Tzakol 2: Ritual Destruction and Abandonment at the Hands of Outsiders (ca.
A.D. 430)
Ties between Punta de Chimino and the north were apparently more direct by
A.D. 420. Around this time, a second individual was interred in Structure 7’s basal
platform. This interment, designated Burial 103, contained the skeletal remains of an
adult person who spent his/her childhood in the central or west-central lowlands (Wright
and Bachand n.d.). The grave was patently different from what we normally encounter in
Early Classic contexts. Instead of being reposed supine or on one side, the deceased was
placed upright in a fetal position and crammed into a small cylindrically-shaped stone
lined cist that resembled a chultun orifice from the surface (FIGURES 71, 80 and 81).
The cist contained three Tzakol 2 vessels and a bivalve shell. One vessel was a tripod
cylinder with an elaborately carved saurian design (FIGURE 136). Circular graves, fetal
positions, tripod cylinders, and bivalve marine shells were recurring mortuary traits at
Early Classic Teotihuacan (Cabrera Castro 1999; Sempowski 1994). Burial 103 was not
identical to any Teotihuacan grave, but exhibited a combination of traits that intimated a
50

A green Pachuca prismatic obsidian blade in the platform fill overlying Burial 111 indicates limited
acquisition of this exotic Mexican material by Faisan 3 times. Green obsidian was already abundant at
Tikal and Punta de Chimino’s earliest pieces were probably acquired in finished form from that site or
region.
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Maya inflection of Mexican mortuary practices (Wright and Bachand n.d.). It is perhaps
no coincidence that the deceased faced west toward Teotihuacan, while contemporaneous
Teotihuacan burials faced east toward the Maya region (Karl Taube, personal
communication 2005).
It seems that Burial 103 was inserted in Structure 7-Sub. 3 with knowledge of
Burial 111’s adjacent location. A political or genetic relationship between these two
individuals cannot be overlooked. An additional set of capstones in this locus suggested
the presence of yet another intrusive crypt stratigraphically contemporaneous with Burial
103. Chronometric dates did not help determine whether Stela 1 was erected during the
lifetime of the person interred in Burial 111 or during the life of the person interred in
Burial 103. Ceramics in the stela pit mostly indicated a Faisan 3 date, but this
interpretation was clouded by a cluster of suspiciously intrusive Saxche Orange
Polychrome sherds in the pit’s west side. The enclosure surrounding the stela did not
contain any diagnostic Jordan sherds. In short, the stela undoubtedly overlapped with the
life of one of the two individuals buried across the plaza in Structure 7-Sub. 3, most
likely with the earlier one. Neither grave was very elaborate, however, and the person
depicted on the missing stela may be buried elsewhere.
As will be further discussed in Chapter 6, the time span between A.D. 378 and
430 witnessed the arrival of one Siyaj K’ak from the west followed by violent deposal of
local leaders throughout the central Petén (Martin 2003; Stuart 2000). Hieroglyphic
inscriptions indicate that many of the newly installed leaders were members of Siyaj
K’ak’s political circle (Martin 2003). These individuals, though native Maya, portrayed
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themselves in Mexican garb on public monuments. Their graves contained vessels
adorned with Mexican-style motifs and the icons of Mexican militarism—particularly
atlatls (or spear throwers), Tlaloc imagery, and feathered serpents. The pots were
primarily local productions with designs imitative of the west (Ball 1983). Punta de
Chimino’s Burial 103 fits very well within this milieu of Maya-Mexican syncretism.
There is some evidence to suggest that a Jordan phase construction was attempted
on top of Structure 7, what we designated Structure 7-Sub. 2 (FIGURE 71). If so, the
builders probably intended to cover Burial 103, but their work was interrupted before it
could be finished. Green and gray Mexican obsidian were found in the fill of this Early
Classic construction (Aoyama 2005a), indicating a desire for this material and trade links
with other polities.
What happened next around A.D. 430 could only be described as a decisive
termination or ‘throwing down’ of the local leadership. This was accomplished with
rituals that had martial overtones. This shattering event involved the severance and
removal of Stela 1 in a fire ritual, the killing of a child, desecration of the adjacent mask
wall, and infilling of the mask wall corridor with Early Classic domestic refuse. After
this, the peninsula was abandoned for at least 150 years.
Only a few clues suggest who was responsible, and all point northward toward
Tikal. Our best clues come from the stela termination context. Here, several atlatl dart
points were found in situ around the monolith’s broken base. These points have no
precedent in the Pasión region and are suspected to be part of the Mexican war complex
mentioned above. Also, a peculiar bottle-glass green Pachuca biface resembles the shape
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and rudimentary flaking of stemmed Mexican obsidian bifaces found at Tikal (MoholyNagy 2003a:Figs. 65 and 66). Finally, the two small Aguila Orange dishes placed lip-tolip in front of the broken stela base are identical to the Aguila Orange ‘small variety’
cache vessels so commonly found in caches and problematical deposits at Tikal (Culbert
1993:Figs. 127a-c, 143b, 149b, and 153a).
The objects mentioned above appear to have been implicated in a fire rite that
took place around Stela 1. No evidence of burning was found in the overlying wall
collapse or on the monolith itself, but a diffused scatter of tiny charcoal flakes speckled
the floor behind the stela. Two projectile points showed evidence of cracking, crazing,
and spalling from exposure to heat. One of two pyrite plaque pieces found on the floor
among the points had unusual crater-like depressions on its surface that looked
suspiciously like thermal ruptures. Tiny charcoal fragments of a resinous hardwood
species (possibly P. copal) were abutting the south corner of the stela. A dozen or so
censer fragments pertaining to two or three flanged model-appliqué censers were found
between the floor and wall collapse abutting Stela 1’s southwest side. Lastly, a small lipto-lip Aguila Orange vessel cache was deposited at the base of the stela. Bayesian
analysis of numerous radiometric dates suggests this rite transpired around A.D. 430.
This date is remarkably close to the ending of the eighth baktun at 9.0.0.0.0 (A.D. 435), a
momentous occasion that would have been commemorated with spectacular undertakings
possibly involving fire ritual (Grube 2000a). 51 Though their precise use remains unclear,
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It should be noted, however, that Grube (2000a:Table 1) does not list any hieroglyphic references to
calendar round fire rituals before A.D. 573.
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the pyrite ‘mirror’ pieces seem to have played an important symbolic as well as
functional role in Stela 1’s ritual destruction.
At some point during this rite, the stela’s carved upper portion was broken off and
perhaps carried away. The uppermost wall stones of the surrounding enclosure were
pushed into the interior space to envelope the broken stela base and seal the ritual objects
on the floor.
Behind the stela enclosure, protagonists defaced the ornately decorated façade of
Structure 6A-Sub. 3 with its monumental masks. 52 They then filled in the ritual corridor
with artifact-rich midden material most likely acquired from a nearby elite residence—
possibly that of Punta de Chimino’s ruling family. The dark, organic deposit was
unstratified and contained a tremendous density of potsherds, faunal bone, and lithic
debris. Only a few partly restorable vessels were contained therein at the base of one of
the mask armatures. The deposit contained a raft of Aguila Orange and Dos Arroyos
Orange Polychrome sherds coupled with unslipped domestic ware sherds from the
Quintal and Triunfo ceramic groups.
Finally, the body of an infant who was 2 years ± 7 months old at the time of death
was placed nonchalantly in the upper part of the corridor deposit against the back ledge
of the stela enclosure. Though no bone trauma was noted (Wright and Palomo 2005), the
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No trace of plaster or stucco was found on the entire façade. Presence of mask armatures proves this
building was ornately decorated. Though not impossible, it seems unlikely that the entire stucco surface
would disintegrate from the action of natural elements alone over the course of one or two centuries. All
wall stones were intact, save a few at the base near the refuse deposit. Though unclear, I believe it is highly
probable that Early Classic terminators mutilated the iconography on this façade. Molded and painted
stucco fragments discovered in the termination deposit matrix at the base of mask armature 1 lend some
support for this hypothesis.
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skeleton’s articulation indicated it was a primary burial. Such unceremonious treatment
of an infant in a context that betokens violence and social erasure implies that the death
was somehow connected with or precipitated by the event. Unfortunately, the context
does not help us sort out the identity of this individual. He or she was quite likely a
synecdoche for what was being terminated, or possibly was the literal heir of the local
ruling house. Yet, we cannot overlook the possibility that the body had no such
relationship and simply aided or legitimated the termination (e.g., as a token god
offering).
The mentioned events decisively altered the meaning and use of Punta de
Chimino’s E-Group plaza. The stela building and mask wall corridor were left in ruin. No
new construction took place on Structures 6 and 7 until Tepeu 1 times, when several
individuals were buried in a new building overlying the unfinished Structure 7-Sub. 2.
Transforming a communal space in a way that ignores centuries of accumulated meaning
is a revolutionary act; one intended to reshape social consciousness. Structure 6, the
building around which Preclassic community life revolved for a thousand years, was
irreparably vandalized and left in ruin. Ritual performances associated with this building
either ceased altogether or were dramatically revised by later inhabitants. Classic versions
of Structure 7 would reorient the pyramid in another direction away from the Structure 6
linear platform. This represented a clear break with the center’s Preclassic Maya heritage.
The ‘killing’ of Punta de Chimino’s sacred Acropolis at the dawn of the Early Classic
effectively severed the social relationships that flowed therefrom into the surrounding
countryside.
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The Classic Record
The years following Punta de Chimino’s calamitous downfall are the most opaque
in Petexbatún history. Less than a century later, small elite settlements were established
northward at Arroyo de Piedra and Tamarindito (Foias 1996:358-359). Hieroglyphic
inscriptions and geographic proximity imply the two budding communities functioned as
twin capitals of the same polity by A.D. 573 (Demarest 2006:132; Escobedo 1997a;
Houston 1993:116, 125; Mathews and Willey 1991:59). Rulers of this small political
enclave erected dedicatory stelae in A.D. 554 (9.6.0.0.0) and A.D. 613 (9.9.0.0.0)
(Mathews and Willey 1991:59). Tamarindito Stela 5 claims its first dynastic ruler was
born in A.D. 472 (9.1.17.10.8) and began to rule by A.D. 513 (9.3.19.0.0) (Mathews and
Willey 1991:43). This ruler’s birth occurred only decades after Punta de Chimino’s
fateful demise. 53
While Punta de Chimino sat in ruins and the neighboring communities of Arroyo
de Piedra and Tamarindito began to grow, the tide turned on the powerful Tikal kingdom
to the north. A mysterious “Middle Classic” period ensued at Tikal between A.D. 508
and 562 when a woman, the so-called ‘Lady of Tikal,’ governed the city with the aid of
one or more male consorts (Martin 2003:18-24; Martin and Grube 2000:38-39).
Monumental construction did not abate in the North Acropolis and the first twin-pyramid
53

Due to this temporal proximity, we might surmise that the mask wall termination deposit was created by
Early Classic Petexbatúnites from Arroyo de Piedra or Tamarindito. This, however, would require us to
consider only the final years of AMS date AA-66265 (Cal. A.D. 330-560) as accurate—a position I have
difficulty endorsing given the outstanding preservation and stratigraphic context of this sample.
Nevertheless, as mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, one or two potsherds from the mask wall deposit may in
fact be Tzakol 3 in date. They may be intrusive, but this remains difficult to ascertain.
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complex was built at this time. But there seems to have been a problem in deciding who
should be the next Tikal king. The Lady of Tikal probably served as proxy for this person
as her name never occurred in dynastic descendancy texts. The hieroglyphic record is
exceedingly sparing, but intimates that this solitary queen may have been the mother of
two sons. For some reason, one or both were considered unfit to rule on their own.
Ultimately, in A.D. 537, a new ruler, Wak Chan K’awiil, ‘arrived’ from exile to claim
Tikal’s throne (Martin and Grube 2000:39). This ruler’s name phrase included the
ochk’in kaloomte or West ‘Batab’ title conveying association with the ancient
Mexicanized regime, of which he was a direct lineal descendent being the great-greatgreat-grandson of Spearthrower Owl (Martin 2003:23).
In A.D. 562 Tikal was badly defeated in a ‘star war’ event by the rival Calakmul
kingdom (Martin 2003:23; Martin and Grube 2000:39). This devastating loss heralded a
130-year political hiatus between A.D. 562 and 692, a period from which no dated
monuments, broken or otherwise, are known from the city.
During Tikal’s dynastic hiatus, the progenitor (not the political founder) of the
soon to be Dos Pilas dynasty immigrated to the Petexbatún region. 54 Fragmentary
evidence suggests that he was a Tikaleño who resided somewhere near Lake Petexbatún
(Houston 1993:101-102). His son, B’alaj Chan K’awiil, was born around A.D. 625 and
would eventually marry the Lady of Itzán on his way to becoming the first ruler or
founder of the Dos Pilas polity (Houston 1993:107, Fig. 4-8; Martin and Grube 2000:5654

According to Federico Fahsen (2002), passages on the newly discovered Hieroglyphic Stairway 2 on
Structure L5-49 at Dos Pilas suggest this individual never left Tikal, but sent his son B’alaj Chan K’awiil to
establish a political stronghold for the Tikal dynasty in the Petexbatún region. Under this scheme, B’alaj
Chan K’awiil’s birth date and suspected time of arrival in the Petexbatún occur closely around A.D. 625—a
rather unlikely, but not impossible, prospect.
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57). Once a ruler, B’alaj Chan K’awiil would claim that his father was a Tikal king,
whom epigraphers suspect is the missing 23rd or 24th Tikal ruler (Martin 2003:25-26;
Martin and Grube 2000:56). In A.D. 648 B’alaj Chan K’awiil publicly recorded his status
as vassal lord to Calakmul, arch-nemesis of Tikal, on Dos Pilas Hieroglyphic Stairway 4
(Martin 2003:27). Two years later, Calakmul subdued Dos Pilas in a ‘star war’ rout and
B’alaj Chan K’awiil possibly fled to Aguateca (Martin 2003:note 44). This last event
ensured that Dos Pilas became an unwavering enemy to Tikal (Martin 2003:28).

Nacimiento Tepeu 1: Limited Re-Entry Into a Symbolically Charged Space (ca. A.D. 600)
It is within the above contexts that we must try to dissect the unusual events that
transpired next at Punta de Chimino. The center remained desolate while elite community
homesteads flourished at nearby Arroyo de Piedra and Tamarindito. Current evidence
suggests these latter two sites did not exist during the Faisan 3 phase at Punta de
Chimino. 55 They were certainly well established, however, when ceremonial activity
began again on the peninsula around A.D. 600. Inexplicably, these inland dwellers
avoided the peninsula for the better part of a century, choosing instead to carry out their
rituals in the secret grottos and caves around Dos Pilas (Foias 1996:357-358) and
Aguateca (Ishihara et al. 2005).
The attitude of Early Classic Petexbatún residents toward Punta de Chimino’s
Acropolis can best be described as one of avoidance. Precedence exists for this type of
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Tamarindito’s inscriptions claim a quite old, possibly Preclassic, origin for its dynasty, although it is
possible that this is a mythical origin tale or the original capital lay somewhere else (Houston 1993:101).
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behavior at other Early Classic sites. Valdés et al. (1999:20-21, 25) describe the
abandonment and subsequent avoidance of the Group H sunken plaza at Uaxactún after
AD 250. Notable in this case was the absence of Late Classic ceramic material on the
surface, even though the site had an extremely vibrant Late Classic occupation.
According to the authors, it is almost “as if it was prohibited to approach this place even
after hundreds of years of abandonment, as if the inhabitants wanted to forget and erase
from their memory and the memory of their descendents what transpired there at the end
of the Late Preclassic” (Valdés et al. 1999:25, translation mine).
With such forces at play, it is interesting that social activity resumed on Structure
7-Sub. 2, the unfinished Early Classic pyramid containing the peninsula’s first publicly
interred residents, the last of which was a migrant from the north. No fewer than three
individuals were buried in separate rectangular cist graves in Structure 7-Sub. 1’s fill.
The bodies were dedicatory to construction of a terraced pyramidal building whose
stairway now faced a direction other than east. Vessels in the graves proved difficult to
classify. They exhibited transitional Early to Late Classic features, but had singular, if not
custom-made, iconographic designs (see FIGURES 138 and 139 and Demarest,
Castellanos, and Escobedo 1996). Some may have been heirlooms.
Two Tepeu 1 plate fragments were found on Structure 6A’s zenith (FIGURES
137b,c). Other than this, we have no conclusive evidence of Tepeu 1 activity on the
peninsula. Indeed, Tepeu 1 remains have been notoriously difficult to identify in the
Petexbatún. They are assumed to exist at Arroyo de Piedra and Tamarindito, where Early
Classic occupation presumably continued without interruption into the Classic period.
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Most recently, evidence was found for a small Tepeu 1 enclave northwest of Aguateca’s
monumental center (Triadan and Kopka 2005). These small, shadowy occupations were
the surroundings in which the Dos Pilas dynasty fermented.
Being the prominent geological feature it is, people would have had to expend
some effort to avoid Punta de Chimino. This central religious, economic, and political
node of former times was perhaps a pilgrimage site for the Tikaleños who established a
new political order at Dos Pilas. If the person interred in Burial 103 had ties to the north,
those interred above him/her may be descendants of that region. Avoidance of the
peninsula for so many years gives reason to doubt that the local inhabitants of Arroyo de
Piedra, Aguateca, and Tamarindito were chiefly responsible for the isolated funerary
activity recorded in Structure 7-Sub. 1. Nevertheless, a polychrome bowl with a primary
standard sequence from Burial 8 purportedly displays the Arroyo de Piedra-Tamarindito
toponym (Demarest, Escobedo, and Castellanos 1996:188; Escobedo 1997b:391).

Nacimiento Tepeu 2: Domestic Reoccupation and Making Amends with Local Spirits
(A.D. 700-850)
The next stage of Classic period occupation at Punta de Chimino is only slightly
more informative than the first. Ironically, this period is the heyday of Classic period
Petexbatún settlement and cultural life (Houston 1993). It ends in great violence and
warfare, causing the abandonment of four major Petexbatún centers (Demarest et al.
1997). The current view of Punta de Chimino during Tepeu 2 times is one of a minimally
occupied minor center, largely devoid of stelae and functional monumental buildings
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(Demarest et al. 1997; Foias 1996:419). There is some indication, however, that stelae
once existed on the peninsula (Inomata et al. 1989:142-144). The site’s only surviving
monuments, an eroded ball court panel and hieroglyphic stair, appear to be
contemporaneous with late Cycle 9 (ca. A.D. 800) monuments at Dos Pilas (Demarest,
Castellanos, and Escobedo 1996:188). Present excavations provide the first plausible
evidence of Tepeu 2 public monumental construction at Punta de Chimino. The quantity
of ceramics found in the fill implies some domestic settlement prior to this construction.
The evidence I refer to is Structure 6A-Sub. 1, the first modification of the linear
E-Group building after its destruction and abandonment around A.D. 430. This, the first
of two Classic versions, elevated the building slightly and extended its western limit over
the ruined Structure 6B stela enclosure. The backside of 6A was left untouched.
With 6A’s restoration, the Acropolis could have functioned again as an E-Group, but the
western pyramid’s stairway was no longer positioned to the east. Curiously, a row of
stones forming a recessed summit floor on Structure 6A-Sub.1 surmounted the previous
sunken platforms of the Protoclassic and Preclassic eras (FIGURES 9, 10, 60 and 61).
The building’s previous uses and meanings were probably imperfectly understood, but its
form could be replicated where it remained intact near the ground surface.
An important symbolic gesture accompanied Structure 6A-Sub. 1 construction. A
privileged teenage male who died of an infection (Burial 105) was carefully interred
against the eroded mask 2 armature (FIGURES 62, 63, and 64). 56 He was seated upright
facing west with knees flexed and lower legs folded under his buttocks. His arms were
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His cranium was modified in tabular-oblique fashion during childhood (Wright and Palomo 2005). This,
in conjunction with the public context, suggests privileged birth or elevated social status.
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fully extended forward over the thighs and survivors donned his wrists with two Moon
shell tinklers. As described in Chapter 2, the surrounding fill was somewhat peculiar.
Small stones and dirt were placed over the mask armature and burial. Large boulder-like
stones comprising the bulk of the fill were restricted to cribs and stone cells located away
from both mask armatures (FIGURE 64). Hence, Tepeu 2 builders exercised considerable
caution and some ceremony in concealing the old, dilapidated Protoclassic building.
Their actions suggest that they had an inkling of the building’s previous symbolic power
and meaning. It appears that they were trying to propitiate the spirits of a wounded place.
Burial 105’s AMS date (AA-66266) calibrates to A.D. 650-870 at the 2-sigma range. The
assay’s calibration curve peaks between A.D. 650 and 780, a rather broad range, but one
fitting squarely within Tepeu 2. I find no reason to doubt the reliability of this date. It
complies well with the stratigraphic context, which unequivocally links Burial 105 to the
first Classic period construction in Mound 6.
It must be emphasized that ceramic analysis of all Late Classic lots has not yet
been completed. The above temporal placement relies exclusively on stratigraphy and
radiocarbon dating. Unfortunately, most lots associated with the western flank of
Structure 6A-Sub. 1 were seriously disturbed, eroded, and/or mixed with later material.
Only those artifacts in the center of the building, i.e., in units 4 and 5, remained sealed
and unmixed beneath the original floor.
It is difficult to say anything concrete about Tepeu 2 occupation with ceramic
analyses still pending and questions looming about what constitutes the Tepeu 2 ceramic
assemblage at Punta de Chimino. If Structure 6A-Sub. 1 does indeed date to Tepeu 2, as
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its stratigraphy and AMS date imply, the second Acropolis plaza and Structure 7 were
also likely built at this time. What we may have, then, is a post-Dos Pilas occupation
corresponding in time to Antonia Foias’ (1996:428-431) late facet Nacimiento phase
between A.D. 761 and 800/830, a phase partly marked by the appearance of Chablekal
Fine Gray pottery. As noted in Chapter 2, the quality of Punta de Chimino’s Classic
period monumental construction pales in comparison to that documented at other
Petexbatún sites. This shoddy construction along with the abundance of fine gray and
even fine orange types conjures images of a somewhat isolated population residing in the
midst of a turbulent social environment.
Mound 59 in the West Group and the precinct’s defensive rampart (both wall and
ditch or, alternatively, only the upper parapet) were also likely constructed at this time.
Again, as discussed in Chapter 3, ceramics alone may not provide a clear enough
temporal assignment. For now, these monumental creations can only be cautiously
assigned to a poorly understood Tepeu 2-3 transition. This position has much in common
with previous assessments (Demarest et al. 1997; Foias 1996:626-627).

Nacimiento Tepeu 3: Minimal Monument Revitalization by Petexbatún Refugees and/or
Ceibaleños (A.D. 850-950)
As is well known, Punta de Chimino was the only Petexbatún center to survive
into the Terminal Classic period. To say, however, that it became a major cultural center
like the Dos Pilas, Aguateca, Arroyo de Piedra, or Tamarindito of times before would be
a gross mischaracterization. In truth, it probably remained very much as it was before, a
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modestly populated center with some pretty unattractive public buildings. What
distinguished this occupation from previous ones was its vibrant Pasión or Usumacinta
based ceramic tradition and limited production of a wide range of cultural items. The
peninsula was pretty much forsaken by the end of the Terminal Preclassic period. A
couple of fragmentary human skeletons found on Structure 6A’s stairway were the last
remnants of this solitary community. 57
A perfunctory renovation of Structure 6A began with a simple dedicatory
interment in Burial 101. No formal grave was accorded this young female; she was
simply laid upon the building’s upper platform with a large metate placed at her side.
After this, tons of medium-sized cobbles and gravel were spread over the upper portion
of the building. An enormous amount of midden debris in the form of broken potsherds,
lithic waste, faunal remains, and broken ground stone was found in Level 3 on the west
flank of 6A. Whether this material was associated with Tepeu 3 occupation or Sub. 1
construction I cannot say, as the strata were highly eroded. Most bizarre was the complete
absence of discernable architectural elements with 6A. No walls, terraces, or steps were
associated with this building. Although it was probably paved, to archaeologists it simply
looked like a bed of gravel and rubble. The building may have been unfinished, or
perhaps it was simply intended to cover or conceal only the upper portion of the
monument.
I can only speculate that Structure 7 across the plaza remained in use. Numerous
cuerpos or terraced bodies were documented on this building’s east side and the ill57

Late Classic inhabitants simply incorporated the soundly made Protoclassic stairway of Structure 6ASub. 3 into their versions of Structure 6A.
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defined traces of a recinto or interior space were found on its peak. The fact that this
building had architectural features and only one Classic period construction suggests that
it was built before 6A. Given the minimal effort expended on 6A and the unlikelihood
that 7 was modified, the Late Classic Acropolis plaza was most likely built previously in
late Tepeu 2 times. The same probably holds true for the ball court.
In sum, there is little in our Acropolis excavations to suggest that the community
flourished at this time. Indeed, it could probably best be described as persisting or
hanging on. There is no evidence of strong political leadership, although recovery of
missing monuments may overturn this idea. There is, however, a considerable amount of
Terminal Late Classic pottery at the site. Fine paste types such as Poite Incised and
Trapiche Incised and the later stamped and impressed varieties of Pantano and Chaquiste
are fairly common demonstrating trade links with Ceibal and other Pasión sites. The
peninsula may have become home to the last Petexbatúnites, but it is equally possible that
a small group of Ceibaleños colonized it after the Aguateca kingdom fell around A.D.
830 (Demarest and Escobedo 1996a).
Limited production of certain ritual or domestic items appears to have occurred on
top of the large defensive embankment at this time. The enigmatic ‘structure’ on top of
the wall could have been a residence, but if it was, its occupants were skilled knappers
who possessed a broad spectrum of well-crafted goods such as pyrite plaques, slab-footed
granite metates, polished jade axes, and spindle whorls. Why they utilized and possibly
made these things on top of the wall I do not know. But possession of these prized items
in a late Tepeu 2/early Tepeu 3 context suggests a modicum of prosperity at that time.
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Curiously, Kim Morgan (Morgan 1996a) excavated a vaulted temple building with a well
preserved plaster surface in the same area of the site. Vaulted buildings are an atypical
feature of Late Classic Petexbatún architecture (Demarest and Escobedo 1996a:194). The
above findings and the Acropolis excavations suggest the locus of public ritual activity at
Punta de Chimino may have shifted, possibly representing a break from the former
political regime (Takeshi Inomata, personal communication 2006).

Tamarindo Postclassic: Return of the Fisherfolk (post A.D. 950)
Plummeting ceramic frequencies and a dearth of archaeological features indicate
that Punta de Chimino and the Petexbatún region were nearly uninhabited by A.D. 950.
Foias (1996:712-720) provides an excellent overview of the evidence for this period.
Only three of Vanderbilt’s excavations revealed evidence of Postclassic occupation. Two
were a floor deposits at Tamarindito (TA35), and two middens at Tamarindito (TA31)
and Punta de Chimino (PC17). As Foias (1996:713) observes, there was a decided
settlement preference for defensible locations in lacustrine environments across the
southern lowlands at this time. She believes that the strongest ceramic ties with the small
634-sherd Tamarindo New Town sample lie with complexes to the north in the Central
Petén Lakes region (Foias 1996:719-720). Using these links, she proposes a start date of
A.D. 1000 for the Petexbatún material, indicating that these groups possibly migrated
into the region.
The above description says much about the little evidence we found pertaining to
the Tamarindo Postclassic period. All were isolated artifacts, not features. Among them
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were an enigmatic stone cylinder or banner stone (FIGURES 89 and 150), a concentrated
deposit of ceramic net weights (FIGURES 66 and 161), large tortoise plastrons (FIGURE
66), modeled censer fragments (FIGURE 141), and a modeled Plumbate sherd with
humanoid face. These objects were found on or near the surfaces of Mounds 6 and 7.
With so little evidence to go on it is difficult to envision what kind of human
activity transpired at this time or whether it lasted for more than a brief duration. I have
entitled this section ‘Return of the Fisherfolk,’ for it seems the peninsula was now used
by small itinerant groups who fished the waters of Lake Petexbatún, harvesting large
turtles and possibly fish, clams, snails, and waterfowl. Notched ceramic artifacts, both the
preformed butterfly-shaped variety and reutilized notched variety, were found in
abundance near large turtle bones on Mound 6 and over Structure 13’s Hieroglyphic
Stairway (Morgan and Demarest 1995). Minor ceremonies may have been enacted, as
indicated by the loci in which these materials were found, a hieroglyphic stair, a pyramid,
and an abandoned E-Group monument, and by the materials themselves, e.g., urn or
censer fragments. Beyond this, there is little we can say. The record falls silent shortly
thereafter.
The landscape probably returned once again to its former pristine state of Colonia
Xe times, not to be inhabited again until small groups of Lacandón Maya entered from
the north in the early to mid-nineteenth century (Palka 1998). These populations were
quickly overrun or scattered by the activities of loggers, traders, and missionaries. Ladino
populations established settlements in towns like Sayaxche and in smaller homesteads
along the river system. In 1960, the oil company Esso Standard Inc. of Guatemala
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reported the discovery of numerous carved monuments at the ancient ruins of Aguateca
and Tamarindito within its huge drilling concession (Vinson 1960b). With this, the
Petexbatún region and ultimately Punta de Chimino came to the attention of modern day
archaeologists, art collectors, and looters.

Conclusion
In this study, I have taken ordinary stratigraphic sequences and created a new,
intriguing kind of history at Punta de Chimino. This was done by considering
technological changes, the physical properties of materials, the integrity of surfaces,
spatial relationships among features, the presence, absence, and relative frequencies of
certain artifacts and deposits, the nature of the monumental spaces, and the nature of the
deposits within them. Combined, these observations afforded a glimpse at the energies
exerted and methods approved in making Punta de Chimino a place of belonging. In
conjunction with ceramic analysis and radiometric dating, the above provided a basis for
inferring, in general terms, with what or whom community members (leaders,
craftspersons, and consumers) tried to align themselves at various historical turns. Not
surprisingly, these findings highlight the complexities of long historical sequences. The
identities and birthplaces of community members probably changed considerably at
major historical junctions, particularly during reoccupations. All groups save the last,
signaled their presence on the peninsula in ways that drew the notice of others. The venue
for this was the monumental center, where answerability to the outside world was
perhaps given its most lasting and conspicuous material expression.
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Many events in the Acropolis sequence are attempts to fix or fossilize social
meaning, to emplace people’s projects and pretensions in a set location as if they were
unchanging. This, I assumed, was the intent behind many of the construction episodes
and ritual deposits encountered. Other events were clearly meant to annihilate or
extinguish local meanings, but by eradicating prior meanings, new ones were put in
place. It would seem, then, that physical occupation or presence is not a necessary
requirement of social emplacement, but an experiential or vicarious tie to a place and its
associated meanings is.
As for evidence of social emplacement, we recorded thirteen burials, a dedicatory
cache, two special offerings, one termination deposit, one fire ritual deposit, one
resurfacing, three eroded buildings, two intentional building defacements, one broken
stela, one intentionally demolished building, three major technological shifts in
construction, and two building realignments. Many of these site formation elements are
the ‘effects’ of people’s efforts to infix social meaning into the landscape. Emergent
attitudes and historical relationships caused the monumental center to become modified
in solecistic ways by earlier standards. In sum, the archaeological findings discussed
herein present a picture of Punta de Chimino as a place of social actualization, where
people manifested their terrestrial presence in a deliberate manner to accent their
uniqueness, that is, the way they fashioned themselves in response to social, ethnic, and
political entities farther afield. It is to these outside forces that I now turn.
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CHAPTER 6
PUNTA DE CHIMINO AND THE PRECLASSIC MAYA WORLD

The qualities of a place, of its character and people, are at any given moment an
embodiment of the attitudes, habits, predilections, and values in currency at that time.
The aim of this chapter is to discuss early events at Punta de Chimino in their larger
social settings. In doing so, I hope to convey a sense of what things may have
preoccupied the peninsula’s inhabitants in their day, leading them to do and experience
things as they did.
I divide the chapter into seven cultural “moments” spanning the early Middle
Preclassic through Early Classic periods. Each exhibits material traits distinct enough to
warrant separate historical treatment. These eras generally correspond with ceramic
changes, but not always (e.g., the Late Preclassic versus the Terminal or Urban Preclassic
as defined below). My chronological divisions are based primarily on widespread shifts
in social behavior and material practice. Accurate chronological sorting is a main
preoccupation in this chapter. Without it, more precise historical judgments and
correlations cannot be made. In this vain, the Protoclassic ceramic sequence defined by
James Brady et al. (1998) has proved useful for subdividing archaeological findings
dating to the notoriously nebulous Preclassic-Classic transition. 58
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My portrayal of this latter period has important historical parallels, yet crucial interpretive differences,
with an excellent essay written recently by Kathryn Reese-Taylor and Debra Walker (2002). I
encountered this work several years ago, but did not intently read it until after writing the present chapter.
Though understandably narrower in scope than the following, their treatment of the Protoclassic as a
distinct cultural period with unique material practices and temporal parameters is highly productive. One
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The aim here is not to provide exhaustive description of each cultural period
(which is long past impossible). Rather, my intention is to outline each period’s main
contours providing further detail and references where needed. The goal is to convey
some sense of what these periods were like so Punta de Chimino’s events can be
understood in their broader historical settings. Relevant developments outside the Maya
Lowlands are discussed throughout.

Early Middle Preclassic Village Settlements
At the time of this writing, it can safely be assumed that Punta de Chimino’s
history began around 700 B.C. near the end of the early Middle Preclassic period. No
primary cultural deposits date to this period at Punta de Chimino, but the large quantity of
Xe pottery mixed with Mamom in Mound 6’s earliest clay versions is a sign of prior Xe
occupation. There is some suggestion that Punta de Chimino’s Colonia Xe pottery is a
late manifestation of Xe. Specifically, the sample contains few thin-walled tecomate
forms but an abundance of short-necked unslipped jars with thick walls. Short-necked
utilitarian jars originated in the Maya region and replaced tecomates in the adjacent
Chiapas and Gulf Coast regions around 600 B.C. (Lowe 1989a:Figs. 3-5; 1989b:57;
n.d.:Fig. 3a). This replacement coincided with the widespread distribution of red to
orange slipped, highly polished “cloudy-resist” pottery across southern Mesoamerica, a
common feature of Punta de Chimino’s Mamom pottery but absent from its Colonia Xe
complex (Andrews V 1990:13-14; Lowe 1989b:57; Miller et al. 2005:142-148). Thus,
fundamental difference between their account and mine is their assertion that kingship changed during the
Protoclassic, whereas I argue that it emerged at this time.
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700 B.C. appears to be a reasonable date for the peninsula’s first ceramic-producing
inhabitants.
Punta de Chimino’s earliest inhabitants were latecomers on the Mesoamerican
scene. Pottery appeared 300 to 1,000 years earlier in all regions bordering the Maya
lowlands. Radiocarbon-dated pollen columns from lowland lakes suggest the presence of
corn and land clearance by 2000 B.C., but despite a century of Preclassic excavation in
the Central Maya lowlands (particularly the Petén), archaeologists have found no cultural
remains dating to the second millennium B.C., save the mounting evidence of very
recent, Late Archaic hunter-gatherer/horticulturalists in northern Belize and Archaic
deposits in Yucatan’s Loltún cave (Clark and Cheetham 2003; Lohse et al. 2006). We can
be quite certain that no Maya or pre-Maya human groups participated in the first wave of
Olmec civilization, which emanated from the large Gulf Coast center of San Lorenzo and
the Valley of Mexico. The identity (or identities) of the earliest lowland dwellers remains
shrouded in mystery. Whoever they were they lived in seclusion from the rest of Early
Formative Mesoamerica. For reasons real or imagined, Early Formative Olmec people
did not venture eastward beyond the Usumacinta River. The relative isolation afforded by
settling in a dense tropical jungle profoundly shaped Lowland Maya prehistory from the
beginning.
If there were any barriers to settlement or interaction, these dissipated when San
Lorenzo collapsed around 900 B.C., an event that inaugurated a second wave of Olmec
influence from the Gulf Coast site of La Venta (Lowe 2002 [1998]:19). During the early
Middle Formative period no fewer than four largely autonomous, regional ceramic
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traditions arose in the Maya lowlands: Xe, Cunil, Swasey, and early Mamom. Recent
typological comparisons intimate that a fifth tradition, Eb, probably evolved rapidly out
of Cunil (Clark and Cheetham 2003:320-321). A sixth tradition, Nabanche, also emerged
in the Yucatan out of the Xe sphere of the Usumacinta drainage (Andrews V 1990;
Rissolo et al. 2005). The Xe sphere was restricted to the southwestern Petén along the
Pasión and Usumacinta Rivers where it occurred abundantly at the sites of Altar de
Sacrificios and Ceibal. The Cunil sphere encircled the Upper Belize River Valley and the
eastern half of the Holmul River Basin in neighboring Guatemala (Bachand, Clark,
Forsyth, and Hansen, personal observations 2005). 59 The Eb complexes derivative of
Cunil were the first to appear in the western half of the Holmul Basin along the fringe of
Tikal’s Bajo de Santa Fe and around Lakes Yaxhá and Sacnab (Harrison 1999:46-47;
Rice 1979). The Swasey sphere of northern Belize and southern Quintana Roo was also
distinctive (Kosakowsky 1987). 60 Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the lustrous
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Early Jenny Creek and Cunil are closely related, but there is some suggestion that Cunil is
stratigraphically prior (see Cheetham 1995; Cheetham et al. 2003:616-617; Clark and Cheetham 2003:321).
Cunil pottery from the site of Cival is completely different from Xe in paste, surface finish, wall
thicknesses, motifs, and sound (personal observation 2005).
60

Sandra López Varela (1996; 2004) maintains that a full Xe complex exists at K’axob and the Swasey
sphere defined at the neighboring sites of Cuello, Colha, and San Estevan is actually Xe. I find it difficult to
concur with this assessment based on my visual comparisons of Xe pottery from the Pasión region and
Swasey-Bladen pottery from Cuello. Also, many Maya ceramicists have handled both Xe and Swasey and
none have arrived at this bold conclusion (Andrews V 1990; Kosakowsky and Pring 1998:59, 64; Valdez
1987; but see Potter et al. 1984:630). The Maya Mountains were probably a formidable, though not
insurmountable, geographic barrier that hindered early Middle Preclassic interaction. This range separated
Xe from Cunil, and farther afield Swasey. Doubtful as it is that Xe made it into northern Belize, bypassing
the Holmul Basin and the Belize River Valley, it is possible that minor quantities trickled northward.
Conversely, I have seen no attributes distinctive to Swasey or Bladen in the Pasión assemblages.
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“waxy” ware ceramic tradition we call Mamom probably originated around this time in
the Mirador Basin of northern Guatemala. 61
Such abundant ceramic diversity in a small 50,000 km2 region where few
geographic barriers existed implies diverse cultural and linguistic origins for the Lowland
Maya. The Swasey and Mamom traditions were probably indigenous. Swasey seems to
have evolved sui generis out of the Late Archaic occupations that populated northern
Belize and the Yucatan. Early Mamom has no clear antecedent in the Mirador Basin.
Mamom and Xe share fluting and chamfering, decorative styles that become less
pronounced and disappear when Mamom pottery enters the Pasión region. Sharing of
these important decorative modes supports an early date for Ox Mamom in the Mirador
Basin. Aside from this connection, the Xe sphere has stronger geographic, ceramic, and
perhaps even architectural ties to Highland Chiapas, a region dominated by Mixe61

It should be noted that Cunil, Eb, Xe, and Swasey are probably slightly earlier than Mamom pottery at
Nakbe. The answer pivots on the accuracy of Hansen’s eight C-14 dates for early Ox (Clark et al.
2000:501), as well as the improbability of prolonged production of Mamom pottery without substantial
typological change (Cheetham et al. 2003:620). Currently, most parties agree that the Mirador Basin has
the earliest Mamom pottery in the Maya Lowlands, dating no sooner than 800 B.C—one or two centuries
earlier than all other carbon dated Mamom complexes (Clark et al. 2000:463).
These five ceramic spheres were probably not entirely contemporaneous during the 300-400 year
timespan preceding 600 B.C. Stratigraphic and typological features and correspondences with La Ventastyle cruciform caches suggest two traditions, Cunil and Xe, were slightly earlier. It must be noted
however, that Lowe (Lowe 1998:25, 59-82) dates San Isidro’s presumably contemporaneous Dzewa celtcache phase to the second half of the Olmec Intermediate period between 700 and 600 B.C. Unclear is
whether these questions of temporal priority will ever be satisfactorily resolved. The early Middle
Preclassic period overlaps in time with the radiocarbon calibration curve’s infamous Iron Age plateau, a
period between 400 and 800 B.C. when dates are only accurate within ± 400 years. Luminescence should
be considered an alternative method for dating these early cultures. The technique is not affected by the
calibration curve, provides more accurate dates within this time range, and directly dates pottery
manufacture rather than deposition. Another viable solution would be to conduct Bayesian analyses of
stratified sequences of carbon and luminescence samples in each ceramic region. Dates could then be
compared and seriated across regions when Bayesian-dated ceramic traits from another region are
confidently linked into the local sequence. However, if no archaeological links are reliably forged, the
regional sequences should never be joined in the same statistical simulation. Bayesian models are only as
good as archaeological judgments. Given this conundrum with radiocarbon, the entire Lowland Maya early
Middle Preclassic may fit within a timespan of one or two centuries, an option few have considered.
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Zoquean populations since the second millennium B.C. (Lowe 1977:199-202). Cunil
exhibits more motifs and pottery designs reflective of Olmec civilization than the other
ceramic spheres and presents the best case for an Olmec colony or ethnic diaspora in the
Maya lowlands. According to Garber et al. (Garber et al. 2004:27), its closest parallel is
Chotepe phase (1100-900 B.C.) pottery from Puerto Escondido, Honduras (Joyce and
Henderson 2001). Whatever the origin of these cultural entities, the indigenous Mamom
tradition became the dominant one by 600 B.C.
Cultural identity is a complicated affair and ceramic traditions may or may not
precisely correspond with ethnic, linguistic, or political divisions that, in practice, are
rarely sharply delineated or bounded (Barth 1987; Cohen 1985; Emberling 1997; Jones
1997; Leach 1964; Stark 1997:282-283; Woodward 1997). Although there are some
grounds that ceramics are not ideal signaling devices for intergroup exchanges (Longacre
1995; Sterner 1989), ceramics are closely linked to daily bodily practices like eating,
ritual supplication, and personal safekeeping that can be highly indicative of one’s social
identity and persona when one society desires to contrast itself with others. Certain
pottery forms or styles may also evince to whom people liken themselves, even if they
have no direct contact, experience, or understanding of the foreign symbols or of their
creators. These factors most likely apply to early Middle Formative villagers. The lack of
ceramic types shared among the early Middle Preclassic traditions is a clear indicator that
multiple social entities co-existed in the lowlands and intergroup contact was infrequent
or irregular. Social, ethnic, or linguistic distinctions must have been at play, since
physical barriers were not extreme enough to impede contact.
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Punta de Chimino was doubtless part of the geographically restricted cultural
formation known as Xe. This early ceramic culture was originally discovered by Harvard
University along the Pasión River at the sites of Altar de Sacrificios and Ceibal (Adams
1971; Sabloff 1975; Willey 1970; 1973; 1990). Xe pottery has been subsequently found
in small quantities at Itzán along the Middle Pasión (Johnston and Román de Leon 1992),
on the Dolores-Poptún Plateau (Laporte and Alvarado 1999:80), along the Middle
Usumacinta (Rands 1967:129; Rands 1977:160), and most recently near Lake Petén Itzá
(Moriarty 2005:455). Early Middle Preclassic ceramics around Lake Izabal may also be
partly or wholly Xe in nature (Cruz and Velásquez 1993:511). Punta de Chimino is the
first confirmed Xe settlement in the Petexbatún region, a subregion of the Pasión.
Andrews’ (1990:7-10) comparative study of Xe pottery remains the most
thorough and authoritative to date. He titles it, “The Cordilleran Origins of Xe,” meaning
the mountainous or highland origins of Xe. In it he concludes that: 1) Xe pottery is not
closely related to any other ceramic complex in the southern Maya lowlands, 2) Xe is
most similar to Isthmian pottery from the Central Depression of Chiapas and is therefore
most likely Mixe-Zoquean in origin, 3) because Xe is a full domestic and ritual
assemblage without any archaeological antecedent it is probably intrusive, 4) the most
likely place of entry is the Chixoy-Salinas and Lacantún river drainages, and 5) a
timespan of 900 to 750 B.C. best fits our limited evidence for Xe. These conclusions are
no less valid today.
There are, however, two matters worth revisiting. The first is the antiquity of Real
Xe at Ceibal. The second is the direction whence it came, if, of course, it was not an
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indigenous development. 62 These topics are not necessarily related, but are usually
treated as contingent. Briefly, there are two conflicting views on the subject. E. Wyllys
Andrews, who excavated most of Ceibal’s Real deposits and conducted the broadest
Middle Preclassic comparative ceramic study to date, argues that Altar’s Xe complex is
earlier than Ceibal’s because it more closely resembles earlier Chiapas pottery in make
and manufacture (Andrews V 1990:10). This confirmed Andrews’ prior assumption that
Xe entered through the Chixoy-Salinas and Lacantún river drainages. This view differs
from that expressed by Ceibal ceramicist Jeremy Sabloff, who noted certain Real Xe
elements found in the deepest levels at Ceibal are absent or infrequent at Altar (following
Adams 1971:117). With Ceibal being earlier and farther upstream, Sabloff favored a
migration from Alta Verapaz near the headwaters of the Pasión River. 63

62

Dunning et al. (1997) have documented evidence for forest clearance as early as 2000 to 1000 B.C. in
pollen cores extracted from the Tamarindito Lagoon. This period corresponds to the late Archaic or preceramic period in the Maya lowlands. In northern Belize, where Archaic period remains have been found
with some frequency, the Archaic sequence spans eight millennia from 8000-900 B.C. The final stage of
this period, the so-called Late Preceramic ca. 1500-900 B.C., would be contemporaneous with a Xe
antecedent (Iceland 1997). In Belize, this era is characterized by the appearance of constricted unifaces
(suspected to be general purpose hoes), small oval bifaces, macroblades, large retouched flakes, small
blades, and hammer stones—artifacts that eventually accompany the earliest ceramic-bearing deposits in
that region (Lohse et al. 2006:219-220). Pollen evidence suggests Late Preceramic people were cultivating
manioc, maize, squash, and bottle gourds (Lohse et al. 2006:219). Thus, it is quite clear, in northern Belize
anyway, that Late Preceramic people were the direct ancestors of Swasey potters. A similar scenario could
exist in the Pasión, but the evidence has yet to be garnered.
63

According to Sabloff (1975:48, 49, 229), larger quantities of dark, dull (i.e., matte or non-waxy) red
slips, white slipped pottery, and thick-rimmed tecomates in Ceibal’s lowest stratigraphic levels suggest the
site was settled before Altar de Sacrificios. Andrews correctly observed, however, that the glittery
micaceous pastes and slips and sand/ash tempers of Altar’s Xe pottery are more Chiapas-like than Ceibal’s
non-micaceous calcite-tempered Real Xe pottery (compare paste and temper descriptions in Miller et al.
2005:61-139). Although it is unclear Andrews focused explicitly on the earliest, deepest Real Xe deposits
when making his comparisons, he considered these paste and temper differences corroboratory evidence
that Altar de Sacrificios was settled first, an interpretation in line with the site’s closer proximity to the
Mixe-Zoque heartland. Whether these ceramic differences resulted from a temporally-staggered eastward
migration or are simply attributable to local resource availability, I cannot say. In short, the matter cannot
be resolved without an intensely focused ceramic seriation study reinforced by suitable absolute dating
methods.
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Again, because this is a double-sided question, numerous scenarios are
entertainable. However, subsequent research in the region leads me to believe both
researchers are partly correct. To be sure, few new data have emerged since Harvard’s
excavations. But enough has arisen to suggest a third scenario. Ceibal may have been the
first Xe settlement established in the region by Mixe-Zoque people who entered
somewhere near the Chixoy-Pasión confluence. Such migrants could have traveled by
watercraft against the seasonally placid current of the Middle Pasión with the intention of
creating some social distance between them and their former homeland. They may have
wanted to establish a remote, yet strategically placed stronghold in a largely uninhabited
landscape. The Ceibal village grew and new settlements were subsequently formed
downriver at Altar de Sacrificios, then at Itzán and Punta de Chimino.
The above interpretation is based on three observations: 1) the absence of Xe
pottery on the Upper Pasión (Cancuen and Tres Islas areas) and in the Guatemala
highlands, 2) the remarkable number of superimposed Xe construction phases at Ceibal,
and 3) correspondence of Punta de Chimino’s earliest mound constructions with XeMamom transitional levels at Ceibal.
Since the 1960’s, several investigations have targeted the Upper Pasión region. Tests
at Cancuen and Tres Islas have revealed no traces of Xe settlement (Demarest and
Barrientos 2000; Demarest and Barrientos 2002; Tomasic and Fahsen 2004), nor has it
been found in sites or caves surrounding the Pasión headwaters (Carot 1989). 64

64

Interestingly, the earliest pottery found in these caves is Tierra Mojada Resist (Carot 1989:37). The typesite for this type is Ceibal, where it occurs most abundantly. It is also common in Punta de Chimino’s
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Homologous Xe types do not appear in the early Middle Preclassic complexes of the
adjacent Maya highlands, either in the Salamá Valley or in the Chixoy River region
(Arnauld 1986; Ichon et al. 1996; Ichon and Viel 1982; Sharer and Sedat 1987). Indeed,
imported Highland types do not enter the southern Maya lowlands until the Protoclassic,
when they are restricted to the odd trade item. Finally, only one Middle Preclassic sherd
was excavated at Salinas de Los Nueve Cerros, an extensively tested lowland Maya site
on the Chixoy-Salinas River (Dillon 1979:243). These data weigh against an Upper
Pasión or Chixoy River entry point for Xe. Passage most likely occurred in the Lacandón
forest near the juncture of the Chixoy-Salinas and Pasión Rivers. Aside from a few
sporadic, unsystematic surveys (Blom and Duby 1953; Bullard 1965; Maler 1903:204207), the Lacandón forest has received almost no archaeological attention. Hence, the
prospect of a Lacandón forest migratory path remains speculative and undemonstrated.
This question of which Xe community was established first led to a recent test at
Ceibal (Bachand et al. 2005a). Our 2.0 x 2.0 m test pit (Op 200A) excavated into
Structure A-24’s enormous basal platform revealed no fewer than twelve superimposed
Xe levels, nine of which were compact clay surfaces. AMS and luminescence samples
were extracted from several of these earthen layers. Of the twenty-eight levels
encountered in our excavation, all but five were Preclassic in age, and, like most Classic
period levels at Ceibal, these were very thin and poorly constructed (Sabloff 1975:8). In
Level 19 we discovered the edge of what appeared to be a 40 cm high clay platform of
Real Xe date. A dark circular soil stain abutting the side of this platform (Level 20, Floor
earliest levels. This type was the Pasión region’s answer to the orange cloudy-resist tradition that spread
across southern Mesoamerica at the onset of the late Middle Preclassic period ca. 600 B.C.
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17) was probably associated with a burning rite prior to the accumulation of a nearby
midden (Takeshi Inomata, personal communication 2006). A large sample of Xe pottery
was extracted from our test pit, providing an opportunity to further investigate ceramic
change within the complex. The pit was deepened in 2006 under Takeshi Inomata’s
direction. Artifacts continued to be found at a depth of 7.5 m before the excavation
became too dangerous and was discontinued.
I mention this excavation for several reasons. First, it highlights the large number
of Xe occupation layers present at Ceibal. Although our pit contained many more
superimposed Xe levels than any pit previously excavated by Harvard, most of Harvard’s
probes contained at least two or three episodes of Xe. This situation contrasts markedly
with that at Altar de Sacrificios, where evidence of Xe occupation was “slight” consisting
only of pottery traces in the basal levels of a select group of pits scattered about the site
(A. L. Smith 1972:72, 110). Second, our excavation provides possible evidence of
monumental construction during early Xe times. And third, the Xe constructions
represented in Floors 11 and 12 of Operation 200A are probably contemporaneous with
Punta de Chimino’s earliest ceramic occupation.
Our knowledge of Xe settlement is admittedly limited and biased toward centers
with large late occupations. Few Maya sites have been excavated along the Pasión River,
and if Xe villages were small hamlets comprised of ephemeral structures, their discovery
in dense forest or in trampled and eroded milpas is likely to be purely accidental. One
cannot dismiss the possibility that public monumental architecture is part of the Xe
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repertoire, since large earthen mounds appeared in the neighboring highlands and Gulf
Coast region around 900 B.C.
Precious little is known about Xe settlements, particularly their sizes, social
profiles, burial practices, or degrees of public ceremonialism. Corn was undoubtedly part
of their cuisine, but they may have relied more heavily on wild plants and animals,
especially freshwater fish, turtles, and mollusks, than their Pasión descendents. For
example, Pomacea sp. snail shells were quite common in Punta de Chimino’s XeMamom earthen mounds, but far less frequent in the more voluminous Chicanel fills. Xe
people received and worked highland obsidian from San Martín Jilotepeque and El
Chayal, but the material was somewhat rare, comprising less than 5% of their lithic
repertoire (Aoyama 2005a:20.4). 65 They lived in bajareque-style domiciles with walls of
lashed wooden poles covered with mud. They had no knowledge of limestone quarrying
techniques, plaster manufacture, or stone masonry, but instead developed a mastery of
clay. 66 They buried at least some of their dead in simple earthen pits with no grave
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Our 2005 test pit at Ceibal confirmed Willey’s (1978:131) suspicion that obsidian was present in minor
quantities during Xe times. We collected eight obsidian artifacts from pure Xe levels (Aoyama 2005a:20.4;
Bachand et al. 2005a). Two flakes were from San Martín Jilotepeque while three prismatic blades and three
flakes came from El Chayal. All five flakes (including two primary flakes) had cortex, suggesting obsidian
cores were imported and locally reduced.
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The earliest Xe people possibly had little mastery of clay or mud. The deepest Xe layers in Operation
200A were bajo-like clays that shrank and cracked upon exposure (Takeshi Inomata, personal
communication 2006). However, the clay layers above this were stable and remained solid throughout
excavation. It is quite likely, as pointed out by Inomata, that the earliest Xe inhabitants did not have a good
knowledge of local clay types and properties. Stratigraphically at least, the bajo-like clays consistently
appear in the lowest levels, suggesting an early Xe component at Ceibal. We do not know how long it took
Xe people to improve or perfect the qualities of clay construction, but greater mastery is suggested in
subsequent Xe levels.
Single course retaining walls comprised of uncut boulders were found in early Escoba Mamom
constructions (Tourtellot III 1988:210, 297; Willey 1990:221), but cut stone, lime kiln technology, and
hard, smooth stucco pavements (one of the lime kiln’s chief byproducts) probably began no sooner than
500 B.C. In a previous developmental stage, earthen platforms were either paved with slurries made of lime
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items. 67 If our assumptions are correct, these people probably spoke a Zoquean dialect.
Most importantly, they identified themselves, at least partly, with the religious and
ideological canons of late Olmec society, as exhibited in their possession of esoteric jade
objects used in replicating a La Venta style cache ritual (A. L. Smith 1982:117-118;
Willey 1978:86-89).
Punta de Chimino became home to a small community of Xe people just before
the entire Pasión became caught-up in the Mamom cultural revolution. Punta de
Chimino’s Xe ceramic complex is indistinguishable from Ceibal’s indicating a close
connection between the two communities. For this reason, and the surmised
contemporaneity with upper Xe levels in Ceibal’s Operation 200A, I believe Punta de
Chimino was settled by Ceibaleños, thus the name Colonia Xe for the Petexbatún
complex. Indeed, the two complexes remained remarkably close throughout the
Preclassic and Protoclassic periods. Ceibal, of course, became the ascendant Preclassic
center in the Pasión region. It derived its symbolic momentum and political importance
from its earlier Middle Preclassic occupations, which I suspect were of considerable
antiquity, size, and regional clout.
marl, clay, gravel, and sand (Gerhardt and Hammond 1991:101-102; Willey 1990:193) or covered with a
layer of packed or tamped marl (Garber et al. 2004:35). These pavements probably lacked lime powder
produced by burning raw limestone in a controlled environment and should not be classified as true plasters
(cf. Hansen 1998:55). The hard, smooth plaster floors of the late Middle Preclassic are chemically and
physically distinct from their thin, friable early Middle Preclassic forerunners (e.g., the crumbly marl Bolay
surfaces documented by Potter et al. (1984:630, Fig. 1) at Colha). The hard plaster documented on the
summit of Blackman Eddy’s Structure B1-6th, a Jenney Creek phase (900-700 B.C.) building (Garber et al.
2004:38), is either the earliest dated plaster or a radiocarbon prochronism. I suspect the latter is at play,
since other discoveries at Blackman Eddy, the masks, triadic architecture, etc., are also several centuries
too old for their known distributions.
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Burial 135 at Altar de Sacrificios is the only Xe burial known to us. It was a simple earthen pit containing
an adult male placed on his side, head to the northeast, legs slightly flexed, and arms folded upwards (A. L.
Smith 1972:269, Fig. 82f; Willey 1973:23).
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Late Middle Preclassic Macrovillages: Constructing a Unity of Difference
Around 600 B.C. great changes began to occur in the way lowland people lived
their lives. For one, they became more connected with other lowland groups and even
distant populations in Highland Chiapas and northern Yucatan. Travel, trade, and ideas
occurred with greater freedom and frequency. Communities began to shed their insular
tendencies and probably began to embrace a common language, engaging in
intermarriage, blending their ritual traditions, and gravitating toward a common Lowland
Maya identity. People also built formal public spaces in the center of their communities;
these established a permanence of place and became arenas where people congregated to
receive and impart social knowledge.
Unfortunately, the late Middle Preclassic period is in dire need of chronological
subdivision. Cultural changes described in this section have the semblance of being broad
sweeping, but in reality they occurred in staggered intervals dictated by relationships in
each region. If a heartland source or cultural beacon for these changes were to be
guessed, it would be the Mirador Basin. The signature Middle Preclassic pottery of the
Maya lowlands, the expertly-crafted and durable waxy-slipped ware we call Mamom,
was most likely invented in the Mirador Basin somewhere inside or near the burgeoning
community of Nakbe at the end of the previous early Middle Preclassic period. 68 One
development that altered Middle Preclassic society permanently was the rise of semi68

Statements regarding the regional spread and diversity of Mamom pottery can be found in Andrews
(Andrews V 1990:14-15); Ball (1976:324-325); Forsyth (1993:40-41; 1999:52); and Willey et al.
(1967:294-295).
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urban life at Nakbe around 425 B.C. Two inner city causeways connected several modest
pyramids, an E-Group, three large plazas, and a ball court at this time (Hansen 2000:8183). 69 Mamom pottery also attained its widest geographic distribution by then and
possibly began to be mass-produced. Thus, 425 B.C. appears to mark a watershed in
Maya culture-history when the seeds of an unprecedented political hegemony began to be
sowed. Perhaps not coincidentally, these events approximate the time of La Venta’s
abandonment around 400 B.C. La Libertad, a large Zoque capital bordering the Maya
lowlands in highland Chiapas, also collapsed at this time (Clark et al. 2000:472).
From an anthropological standpoint, the late Middle Preclassic period has to be
one of the most interesting, yet least understood moments in Preclassic Maya history. It
was a time when social identities, livelihoods, and traditions were truly in flux. By all
indications, these were prosperous times. Populations grew rapidly resulting in increased
reliance on swidden agriculture, house gardens, and traded foodstuffs. Ornaments and
tools made of nonlocal marine shell, jade, and obsidian found their way into the remotest
inland zones, albeit in modest quantities and in unelaborate forms. The small satellite
communities of the five early Middle Preclassic cultural spheres blossomed into large
macrovillages, provincial centers, and towns. Ancestor veneration became common
practice throughout the lowlands; it was exhibited by interring household members
beneath living floors and frequently removing or circulating their defleshed bones.
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Clark et al. (2000:501) provide radiocarbon dates for Nakbe’s late Mamom constructions. The seven
calibrated dates provide an average year of 424 B.C. Most, if not all these dates probably derive from
botanicals that predate their depositional contexts by decades or centuries. Thus, 400 or 350 BC are
probably more reasonable estimates for Nakbe’s initial build-up. A date of 500 B.C. is most likely a
century too early (cf. Clark et al. 2000:464).
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Ceramic figurines, whistles, cylinder seals, and mushroom-shaped pots—objects with
personal or bodily uses—are also found throughout the lowlands at this time. 70 There is,
however, no dominant theme or project—religious, political, or economic—that we can
attribute to the amalgamation of these disparate cultural traditions or forces. One is
nevertheless struck by the apparent “openness” of the exchange among previously
isolated social groups. Clearly, it became increasingly important to signify or mimic
membership or affiliation with a common cultural ideal.
Allegiance to an ideal was fostered by tangible improvements made in people’s
livelihoods. An important technological feat, lime production, provided that incentive.
Lime became a material of symbolic and practical significance to the Lowland Maya
when it began to be used in late Middle Preclassic times. Its applications were manifold.
It was used to pave cityscapes (plazas, causeways, ball courts, and pyramids), and
probably to produce medicines, leach corn, retrieve fish through paralysis, suffocation,
and/or poisoning, control insects (i.e., pesticide), preserve food, create impermeable
surfaces in hydraulic catch basins and canals, accelerate the decomposition of human
waste, and purify drinking water (Tom Schreiner, personal communication 2001). Lime
was spread on furrowed agricultural fields and gardens (Hansen 2000:90, Fig. 15; Hansen
et al. 2002:285-287, Figs. 17 and 18), a practice that reduced the quantity of hydrogen
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All these objects appear in the previous early Middle Preclassic period and continue in similar low
frequencies in the subsequent late Middle Preclassic. Solid, punctate-eyed figurines, whistles, and cylinder
seals signal identification with broader Mesoamerican traditions. Mushroom pots, however, may be
Lowland Maya in origin. They were either pottery anvils used to mold the bases of pots or, less likely,
ritual substitutions for the Preclassic mushroom stone statuary of highland Guatemala (Borhegyi 1963; see
also Kohler 1976). Middle Preclassic versions are often slipped red with fingernail impressions on the
dome (Adams 1971:Fig. 13d; see also Clark and Cheetham 2003:Figs. 6 and 7; Forsyth 1983:61; Johnston
n.d.:Fig. 6; Kosakowsky 1991:195, Fig. 9.2).
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ions in the soil, which inhibit a plant’s ability to absorb nutrients. Lime was also
associated with ideas of whiteness, sacredness, and purity, ideas that had a profound
impact on how people related to their physical, social, and metaphysical surroundings.
Lime technology not only allowed people to live better, but to live in closer proximity
and in larger numbers. It gave people greater control over daily circumstances that
directly impacted their health, security, and comfort.
Emergent ideological beliefs capitalized on the effects of lime. Lowlanders used
lime to distinguish themselves from their Mesoamerican forbearers and contemporaries.
This intention was broadcast loudest in public monumental spaces. Four stereotypical
monuments, circular platforms, E-Groups, truncated pyramids, and ball courts, were
pivotal to constructing this pan-lowland Maya identity. 71 Late Middle Preclassic
lowlanders assembled an array of distinct, and often foreign, symbolic elements into a
fusion that was uniquely their own, guided by their particular codes of conduct and social
aspirations.
Open-air ritual platforms were built on limestone-paved plazas at sites in central
and northern Belize and the north-central Petén (Aimers et al. 2000). These low, circular
platforms with attached rectangular step were “keyhole” shaped in plan and averaged
0.50 m in height and 6.0 m in diameter (Aimers et al. 2000:Table 1). Uaxactún had at
least four of these; two were connected by an elevated walkway (Rosal et al. 1993:Fig.
71

Circular ceremonial platforms or daises were a Lowland Maya invention. E-Groups either appeared
simultaneously at this time in Chiapas, the Olmec Gulf Coast, and Maya Lowlands or earlier in the first two
regions. The earliest truncated pyramids are not securely dated but our best guess is that they were first
erected outside the Maya lowlands in Late Conchas-Chiapas II-B times at the end of the previous early
Middle Preclassic era circa 700 B.C. (see Blake et al. 1995:179; Love 2002:56-59, 147-148; Lowe n.d.:28,
53). Ball courts were a traditional element of Mesoamerican civilizations from pre-Olmec times onward
(Hill 1999; Hill et al. 1998; Hill and Clark 2001).
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33). They were built on high spots with ample space allotted between them and
surrounding houses (Hendon 1999:112-113; 2000:300). Their plaster surfaces were
exceedingly hard and painted red, easily surpassing the quality of nearby residences.
They were devoid of habitation debris or middens. Some were funerary in nature,
containing multiple inhumations of every age and sex. Most researchers believe these
platforms were used to stage ritual performances, pageants, or dances enacted by a small
number of (masked?) individuals before the entire community (Aimers et al. 2000:82-83;
B. Bachand and H. Bachand 2005:43-45, 49-57; Hendon 1999:112; 2000:300). These
theatrical displays were doubtless symbolically linked to the dead buried below, who may
have been members of prominent, biologically related or socially united groups (Hendon
2000:300). Sites in the former Swasey, Cunil, and early Mamom heartlands employed
this same architectural device to impart social norms, knowledge, and messages of power
and authority. Surely these platforms were pivotal to the formation of a unified Lowland
Maya cultural identity that more forcefully seems to have arisen from the central
lowlands.
E-Groups became a central element in Lowland Maya religious, astronomical, and
political thought. They consisted of a long mound or platform placed 30 to 50 m east of a
lone pyramid; both structures’ principal axes were aligned on an invisible east-west line.
The origin of E-Groups is anything but clear, but Maya versions appear to be a
reformulation of concepts associated with a four-direction maize cosmology at La Venta
(Reilly III 1994; Stanton and Freidel 2003; Taube 1996). In an oft cited yet unpublished
conference paper, Andrew McDonald (1974) proposed that La Venta’s formal
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arrangement of mounds in Group B, specifically Mounds A5 and A4, is the archetype for
all Mesoamerican E-Groups. (see Clark et al. 2000:466, note 68; Lowe 1977:224; 2002
[1998]:Fig.10). Though never tested, the proximity of these mounds to architecture of
early Middle Formative date implies an equally early date for their construction (John E.
Clark, personal communication 2006). Minor quantities of waxy-ware Mamom pottery at
La Venta indicate Lowland Maya reciprocation by the latter half of the Middle Preclassic
(Andrews V 1986:36-39, 40 Fig. 11), and it is not inconceivable that La Venta’s E-Group
was built then. In the Maya region, it would appear the cruciform-shaped celt caches
deposited below La Venta’s Complex A were the likely inspiration behind E-Groups.
Cruciform-shaped celt caches have only been found at three sites outside La Venta: San
Isidro in western Chiapas (Lowe 1981; 1998), Ceibal in Guatemala’s Pasión region (A. L.
Smith 1982:115, 245), and Cival in the Holmul Basin of northern Petén (Estrada-Belli
2006). At San Isidro cruciform-shaped celt caches were placed on the east-west axis of
Mound 20 and its E-Group devoid plaza, while at Cival, and possibly Ceibal, E-Groups
were intentionally planned with, or built around, cruciform celt caches of early Middle
Preclassic date. 72 At La Venta, we know cruciform caches were placed along the northsouth axis of Complex A, a plaza lacking anything E-Group-like in form (Drucker et al.
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Cunil pottery types associated with Cival’s cache (personal observation, 2005) place it in the early
Middle Preclassic period with Ceibal’s Real Xe cache. These caches are slightly earlier than the earliest
known lowland E-Groups. Ceibal’s E-Group (Str. A-20 and Strs. A-10, A-9, and A-12 inclusive) has not
yet been confirmed, but the site plan (see Smith 1982:Map 2), distance between buildings, and previous
Central Plaza tests strongly suggest the presence of a Middle and/or Late Preclassic E-Group beneath a thin
veneer of Late Classic construction.
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1959:Fig. 4). 73 Because La Venta’s E-Group plaza has not been tested we know nothing
of the presence or absence of such deposits at the surmised locus of origin.
Middle Preclassic versions of Tikal’s Mundo Perdido E-Group are dwarfed by
their contemporaries in Highland Chiapas (compare Laporte and Fialko 1993:Fig. 11 with
Clark and Lee 1984:Fig. 11.10; 1977:Fig. 9.4; Lowe and Agrinier 1960:Fig. 1; and
Mason 1960:Figs. 1 and 4). Nakbe’s E-Group, however, has not been extensively tested
and its Late Preclassic version is so massive that its Middle Preclassic phase likely equals
or exceeds the volume of most Chiapas examples. The same observation holds for the
colossal Late Preclassic E-Groups at Wakna, Tintal, El Mirador, Ceibal, El Tigre, and
Lamanai—none of which have been deeply probed. Unfortunately, some key Chiapas EGroup sites like Acapulco were not precisely dated and have been submerged by modernday dam waters. It is therefore quite difficult at this time to trace the origin of E-Groups
back to a single Lowland Maya or Highland Zoque site. In any case, the form appeared in
these two distinct cultural zones at the start of the late Middle Preclassic period, and
although it probably meant different things to different creators, it certainly suggests a
continued connection between these two regions.
A third addition to monumental precincts was the truncated pyramid. These were
conical or square-shaped pyramids with a broad, flattened top and no superstructure (A.
L. Smith 1950:72). The earliest truncated pyramids were built at La Venta, San Isidro, La
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Importantly, most Middle Preclassic Maya sites do not replicate the north-south axial layout of La
Venta’s mounds, but Zoque sites in highland Chiapas do. This disparity clearly distinguished the Middle
Preclassic Lowland Maya from the late Olmec. Nevertheless, the Zoque predilection for north-south civic
design was executed in Punta de Chimino’s Late Preclassic Acropolis and may be a late material
manifestation of the Petexbatún community’s Zoque roots.
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Blanca, Izapa, Takalik Abaj, Chalchuapa, and Los Naranjos between 900 and 700 B.C.,
just prior to the spread of polished orange-resist pottery across southern Mesoamerica
(Lowe n.d.:53-54). 74 Few of the aforementioned pyramids have been adequately
investigated or securely dated. Consequently, the functions of these earliest
Mesoamerican pyramids remain unknown. The earliest Lowland Maya truncated
pyramids not associated with E-Groups are Nakbe’s Structure 1-Sub 1-2o and Structure
32, which date to the end of the late Middle Preclassic period ca. 400 B.C. (Hansen
2000:Fig. 18; López 1993). Structure G-103-3rd (or sub 2) at Rio Azul may be another
contemporaneous example (Valdez 1995:212-213). Large Middle Preclassic truncated
pyramids likely exist within Ceibal’s Structure A-24, Lamanai’s N 10-43, and El
Mirador’s Tigre, Danta, and Monos pyramids. Known Maya versions are two to five
centuries later than Middle Formative Olmec archetypes and differ in fundamental ways.
For one, they were made of stone, not earth or clay. Tons of stone rubble were heaped
74

La Venta’s fluted conical pyramid is singular among truncated pyramids—that is, if it is indeed truncated
and Chalchuapa’s E3-1-2nd is not also fluted and conical. La Venta’s pyramid may lack a stairway and
thus may differ functionally and semantically from all other Middle Formative pyramidal mounds. At 25.0
m, La Blanca’s Mound 1 is the closest in height to La Venta Mound 1, which stands at 30.0 m. Meanwhile,
Chalchuapa’s pyramid ascends to 22.0 m. Remaining cases are much smaller and probably square in plan.
Among them are Takalik Abaj Structure 5 (16.0 m), Los Naranjos Structure 1, Jalal phase (13.20 m), Izapa
Mound 30a, pre-Mamom (~6.0 m), and San Isidro Mound 20, Equipac phase (7.0-8.0 m). How these
mounds are sequenced in time remains a mystery. Some archaeologists believe La Venta’s pyramid may be
later in date than those from the Maya region (see Andrews V 1986:40; Demarest 1976:100-102; Green and
Lowe 1967:66; Lowe 1978:369). La Venta’s pyramid has not been excavated. It is either contemporaneous
with or later than its basal platform, a one-phase construction (Drucker et al. 1959:119). Most of La
Venta’s nine radiocarbon dates (Drucker et al. 1959:264-267) were “charcoal” fragments of unknown taxa,
age, and cultural affiliation (i.e., they were randomly dispersed in structural fill). Calibrated ages provided
by these authors (Drucker et al. 1959:264-267; Heizer 1968:19) are erroneous because they were given
before the factoring of atmospheric C-14 fluctuations and delta C-13 absorption rates. The most difficult
problem, however, is that all nine dates span the Iron Age radiocarbon plateau. Thus, the one date that
might provide a terminus post quem for La Venta’s pyramid (sample M-536, 2530 ± 300 BP) calibrates to
1396 B.C.-A.D. 53 (2 sigma, 95% confidence) rather than 574 ± 300 B.C. as originally reported by
excavators (Drucker et al. 1959:264-265; Heizer 1968:19). No tall clay pyramids of Middle Preclassic age
have been discovered in the Maya lowlands. This fact alone, suggests an earlier date for the clay pyramids
of the Maya highland, Chiapas, and Olmec regions.
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into a network of stone cell walls along with minor quantities of dirt binder; this core was
faced with dressed stones, then plastered and painted. Apron moldings and batters formed
by tenoned stone courses adorned these building’s bases (Hansen 1998:Fig. 27e,f;
2000:Fig. 18). Some truncated pyramids in Maya E-Groups had quadripartite stairways
(i.e., one on each side of the building); perhaps an above ground expression or metonym
for cruciform-shaped caches concealed beneath the plaza. In essence, the Lowland Maya
tailored this foreign architectural form to their own technological aptitudes, cultural
beliefs, and aesthetic tastes.
Ball courts were another addition to these public spaces. The earliest mounded
ball court harkens back to pre-Olmec times at Paso de la Amada (Hill et al. 1998). No
mounded courts are known for the rest of the Early Formative period, but rubber balls at
El Manatí and colossal stone heads with headgear suggest the game continued to have
great social importance (Hill and Clark 2001). Curiously, a plethora of mounded ball
courts appeared in close succession across central Chiapas, highland Guatemala, and
northern Yucatan at the start of the late Middle Preclassic period. This craze was not
restricted to powerful regional centers; twenty-three late Middle Preclassic ball courts
were recently documented in a 24,000 km2 area of northwest Yucatan (Medina Castillo
2003), a region mainly comprised of small communities that had not yet become fully
absorbed into Lowland Maya society (compare Andrews V 1990 and Andrews V and
Ringle 1992:10-11 with Ball 1977b:114-115 and Forsyth 1999:52; see also Rissolo et al.
2005).
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Nakbe still has the only ball court conclusively dated to the late Middle Preclassic
period in the Central Maya lowlands (Velásquez 1992). Already, the pattern in our region
appears to depart from that observed in neighboring regions for this time horizon. Ball
courts of Middle Preclassic age may have been built at El Mirador, Tikal, Ceibal, and
Blackman Eddy, but like Nakbe, these were regional cultural centers. Nakbe’s ball court
was not built for the minor leagues. It was constructed south of the E-Group near the rim
of a deep bowl-like depression with massive annular steps carved into its steep sloping
sides (Hansen 1998:Fig. 15). Activities in the ball court and artificial crater were visible
from an adjacent 20.0 m tall truncated pyramid of late Middle Preclassic date (López
1993). The rules of the game may have remained unchanged, but the Maya most likely
infused it with new symbolic meanings that perhaps bore some resemblance to the
colonial period Popol Vuh myth. This probably transpired no earlier than 450 B.C. As a
stage for public spectacle and symbol of cultural centeredness, the ball game was an
effective and affective educational device that united people from hinterland areas.
In the late Middle Preclassic we have the first clear evidence that social
distinctions began to arise within communities. As far as we can tell these distinctions
arose along familial or corporate household lines, and were not (at least conspicuously),
the result of personal aggrandizement campaigns. Although people beautified themselves
with dental inlays, head shaping, lobe piercing, body painting, and jewelry, there is no
obvious indication such practices were the privilege of males, the aged, or ritual
protagonists (see Hammond 1999:54-55, 62-63).
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Men outnumber women 2:1 in the Middle Preclassic burial sample (Krejci and
Culbert 1995:104). This ratio holds true for burials in large public constructions as well
as household platforms (see, e.g., Storey 2004). 75 A working theory is that many women
were accorded different burial treatment or funerary rites. The lives of some women may
have been valued differently from the lives of other women and men. A more accentuated
disparity exists between adults and adolescents. The current age and sex distribution
cannot represent an actual human population (Krejci and Culbert 1995:104). Where, then,
were these women and children buried, if they were buried at all? Why were these
individuals treated differently during the late Middle Preclassic and Late Preclassic
periods? We have no satisfactory answers to these questions. But it is probably unwise to
lump all Middle Preclassic burials into one undifferentiated cultural grouping, given our
suspicions about cultural and ethnic diversity during this period.
We are just beginning to unravel the complexities of late Middle Preclassic crosscultural interaction as the aboriginal Mamom Maya culture spread from the Mirador
Basin and to neighboring regions. The best case study to date is the upper Belize River
Valley (Ball and Taschek 2003). Here, it is abundantly clear that Mamom pottery was
adopted slowly and selectively by the local Cunil-based population, whom Ball and
Taschek (2003:205) believe were either a sub-Maya group or ethnically Zoque.
Subsequent Jenney Creek and Kanluk complexes contain minor quantities of Paso
Caballo Waxy Ware types: Juventud Red, Chunhinta Black, Pital Cream, Tierra Mojada
75

A sampling bias is built into this modest sample of what is now in excess of 50 burials region-wide. Still,
the pattern continues to be very consistent. The largest Middle Preclassic burial samples are derived from
Cuello, Colha, Santa Rita, K’axob, and Cahal Pech—all sites in Belize. Surprisingly few Middle Preclassic
burials are known from the Petén.
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Resist, and Muxanal Red-on-cream, and less of the Mirador Basin’s signature type,
Palma Daub, and utilitarian standards, Achiotes Unslipped and Zapote Striated (Ball and
Taschek 2003:Table 1). Instead, locally made ceramics such as Mars Orange and the
utilitarian Jocote Orange-brown dominate Belize Valley assemblages. The variable but
typically low frequency of these Belizean types in Petén complexes suggests cultural or
artificial barriers to exchange. Future research will hopefully move beyond these
fundamentally important ceramic distinctions to delineate how the use of these vessels
(and other forms of material culture) differed between the hypothesized ethnic groups.
This interaction may not have been peaceful. Blackman Eddy’s Structure B1-4th,
a 1.58 m high rectangular platform with pole-and-thatch superstructure, had its summit
burned and upper portions of its façade, both stairway and masks, removed (Garber et al.
2004:42-43). The excavators interpret this event as evidence of hostilities or warfare. But
the fact that this building was immediately rebuilt (Garber et al. 2004:43), suggests
condoned termination. Admittedly, this is very aberrant behavior for Preclassic Maya
people, who took great pains to preserve their architectural masks. I remain, however,
unconvinced that Str. B1-4th dates to the late Middle Preclassic. As the authors rightly
observe, no known architectural masks or triadic forms date to this early period. The
building’s lone radiocarbon date calibrates to 790-405 B.C. (2 sigma, notice the fourhundred year span), but the authors do not describe the dated material or its precise
context; I therefore suspect old wood, secondary fill context, and the Iron Age plateau
may be offsetting factors (Garber et al. 2004:Fig. 3.2 and Table 3.2). The three dates for
the subsequent construction B1-3rd place it squarely in the first century of the Late
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Preclassic. Mound B-1’s stratigraphy is stupendous, but I wonder whether gaps of modest
duration exist between constructions, something we are trying to assess at Punta de
Chimino. Finally, the fact that many researchers in Belize have confused or conflated
Middle and Late Preclassic ceramic types (e.g., Juventud Red with Sierra Red) is not
reassuring (see Ball and Taschek 2003:208). If Garber et al. are correct, the burning and
desecration of Structure B1-4th may have been an act of local resistance to the expanding
social order of the central Petén, an order that deployed architectural masks to arouse
consent—to educate, unite, and motivate the masses.
Meanwhile, in northern Yucatan it appears the Mamom arrival was less
competitive or violent than originally perceived. According to Rissolo et al. (2005:73),
ceramic evidence increasingly suggests that “actual technologies and producers (i.e.,
populations) as opposed to vessels alone” migrated northward into already occupied
terrain. Rather than conflict, these authors see “an amalgamation of peoples, cultures, and
pottery” that continued well into the Late Preclassic (Rissolo et al. 2005:74). Building on
previous work by E. Wyllys Andrews (1990) and Joseph Ball (1977b), two Middle
Preclassic migrations into Yucatan continue to be preferably envisioned (Rissolo et al.
2005:73). The first was a Xe outgrowth that came up from the Usumacinta drainage and
southern Quintana Roo around 650 B.C. The pulse that occurred later around 400 B.C.
issued forth from the Mamom heartland of the northeastern Petén-Belize region.
Although our data remain limited, events in the Pasión suggest the Mamom
incursion was invigorating and met with little opposition. Nevertheless, preliminary
observations intimate that the Pasión Mixe-Zoque retained part of their Chiapan heritage
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in the first part of the late Middle Preclassic. Two criteria lead me to this conclusion: 1)
the abundance of polished orange fire-clouded or resist pottery in Pasión Mamom
complexes, a feature far less common in the Central Petén Mamom heartland; and 2) the
continuance of earthen mound construction in the first half of the late Middle Preclassic.
In neighboring Chiapas, highland Guatemala, and the Pacific Coast the late Middle
Preclassic was a time of cultural florescence when “many large sites with tall earthen
mounds were constructed” (Miller et al. 2005:262, emphasis mine). Pasión sites were
technologically and perhaps cognitively aligned with this mound building tradition until
the latter half of the late Middle Preclassic. But oddly enough, no E-Groups or ball courts
have been documented in the Pasión on this time horizon.
Punta de Chimino’s first monumental creations were constructed of earth,
probably mud scraped-up from the lake edge. Although modest in size at 1.0 -1.50 m tall
and 20.0 m wide (length unknown), Structures 6A-Sub. 8 and Sub. 7 did not appear to
have domestic functions. The mounds were built after polished Mamom pottery arrived
in the region, as attested by the large quantity of Mamom potsherds recovered in their
heartings. Unlike their Xe counterparts in these levels, the waxy Mamom types exhibit
incessant fire clouding, with gray, buff, yellow, and even purple appearing in blotched
zones. The Juventud Red type is usually orange and rarely red. Polished orange-resist
pottery (i.e., Tierra Mojada Resist), though not dominant, is present in modest quantities.
These attributes are common in Highland Chiapas and infrequent to rare in the Mamom
heartland. It would appear Mamom was adopted with a Zoque flair. At the end of the
Middle Preclassic the earthen mounds were capped by a magnificent powdery white
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limestone platform edged with carefully cut blocks. This latter construction signaled a
new era and new identity for the community, an identity that incorporated the past rather
than erased it.
The first monumental mounds at Altar de Sacrificios were also late Middle
Preclassic in date and made of clay (A. L. Smith 1972:115). Unlike Punta de Chimino,
Altar de Sacrificios was located about 21 km from a limestone source. Interestingly,
Altar’s mounds were paved with oval-shaped lime-encrusted river shells (almeja) that
were 10 cm long, 8 cm across, and 5 cm thick. Three layers of shells were pressed into a
mud binder over the mound surface and then paved with a crushed almeja mortar. The
technique is singular, but shell was also used in Preclassic construction in the state of
Tabasco (Berlin 1953:106-113, Fig. 3b).
Less is known about Ceibal’s Middle Preclassic monuments. Neither plaster
surfaces nor exterior masonry walls have been conclusively documented for Real Xe
times (although see A. L. Smith 1982:119). For the late Middle Preclassic, however, a
number of thick, smooth plaster surfaces are known in Group A, while earthen or gravel
floors persisted in the periphery (Tourtellot III 1988:210-211). At the base of Structure
A-24 at least two superimposed plaster floors, Floors 9 and 7, date to Mamom times
(Bachand et al. 2005a:Fig. 17.2; Littman 1982:253-254; A. L. Smith 1982:101). They are
thick, hard, and smooth and most likely associated with a public building of considerable
size within A-24. Two earthen floors beneath these (Floors 11 and 12) are most likely late
Xe and probably slightly predate Punta de Chimino’s earliest mounds (Bachand et al.
2005a:Fig. 17.2). Altar de Sacrificios and Punta de Chimino both had sizeable public
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mounds at the onset of the late Middle Preclassic. The superior quality, number, and
monumentality (i.e., fill volume) of Middle Preclassic floors discovered at Ceibal suggest
its Middle Preclassic monuments far out-sized those at other Pasión sites. Without
question, Ceibal was the foremost town or macrovillage of the Pasión region by late
Middle Preclassic times. Its settlement expanded, albeit with modest density, to more
than 40 hectares (Tourtellot III 1988:373-376; Willey 1990:239-241). The center was
doubtless the filter through which Mamom culture spread to other corners of the Pasión.
At Ceibal we appear to have good temporal correspondence between the earliest
Mamom pottery and first limestone architecture. At Punta de Chimino, however, Mamom
pottery appears one or two centuries before any evidence of cut limestone masonry or
lime plaster. Lime technology was perfected at Nakbe by 400 BC, but Mamom pottery
had already been in production there for several centuries. Eventually, we may learn that
Mamom pottery and limestone architecture is also temporally staggered in the Pasión
region. In the meantime, we can deduce that the acquisition of limestone architecture
(and perhaps lime technology) was delayed or retarded at Punta de Chimino.
Nevertheless, with the advent of lime technology, Pasión people began to embrace
Central Lowland ideals. At Ceibal, the modest village community was transformed into a
Mamom outpost. Even the small site of Punta de Chimino exhibits an important fact:
Mamom equates with monument building in the Pasión. Again, if there are any
monumental mounds of pre-Mamom date they most likely are to be found at Ceibal or
perhaps Anonal.
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To summarize this period, these newfound technological capabilities, norms of
physical attire, conceptions of public space, and ancestor rituals were at the roots of the
late Middle Preclassic social revolution. These developments had unforeseen positive and
negative effects. Nevertheless, by the close of this period (ca. 400-300 B.C.), the tropical
lowland civilization we conventionally call “Maya” began to crystallize.

Leadership Across the Middle-Late Preclassic Divide
Noticeably absent from this discussion so far is any mention of leadership;
specifically what form(s) it assumed and what values legitimated it in Middle Preclassic
times. Mortuary patterns generally provide the best window into this topic, with art and
architecture providing supplemental, but often more equivocal, evidence. As mentioned,
the Middle Preclassic burial sample in the Maya lowlands is small and heavily skewed
toward small village sites in central and northern Belize. Collectively, the two largest
Middle Preclassic centers, Nakbe and Ceibal, have yielded fewer than five late Middle
Preclassic burials, although the latter has not been extensively excavated. Tikal and
Uaxactún were smaller sites, but were more extensively investigated and thus have a
slightly higher number. The large late Middle Preclassic settlement around Komchen
produced only two secondary burials of possible Nabanche date (Ringle 1985:311-312).
Excavations at Cival and San Bartolo are currently underway and no rumors of Middle
Preclassic burials have surfaced. Punta de Chimino, of course, has produced no
interments of Middle Preclassic date. Despite these data deficiencies, a profile that is
somewhat distinct from other Middle Formative cultures is beginning to emerge.
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Elaborate late Middle Formative burials are known from La Venta, Chalcatzingo,
San José Mogote, Chiapa de Corzo, Los Naranjos, and Playa de los Muertos. These
interments are distinguished by 1) their placement in public mounds, stone tombs or
sarcophagi, or under public plazas (either lined-up along the centerline axis or clustered
in burial ground formation), 2) repeated occurrence of standard greenstone “costume”
elements consisting of ear-spools, beaded necklaces and belts, bivalve shell pendants, and
pectorals, 3) frequent use of cinnabar pigment, and 4) association of adult males with
pyramidal mounds (Clark n.d.; Joyce 2000:39-41, 43-47). Shell ornaments, hematite
mirrors, figurines, and cylinder seals or stamps also accompany many of these
individuals, as do pottery items. At Chiapa de Corzo, these features articulate into ranked
groupings, which have allowed Clark (n.d.) to postulate the existence of a three-tiered
social division within the ruling group, a three-tiered distinction among religious
specialists or functionaries, a two-tiered hierarchy among commoners, and a category for
non-persons or sacrificial victims. Joyce (2000:46-48) has identified complementary
bloodletting paraphernalia between two distinct groups of elaborate burials at La Venta.
In the Playa de los Muertos cemetery, however, costumes were individualized with no
categorical distinctions made among women, children, and men, aside from the
understandable association of large ear-spools with adults (Joyce 2000:39). Thus,
although there were widely circulated symbols of sacred authority at this time, they were
locally modified in ways that altered their intended canonical meanings. One outstanding
observation is that these elaborate Middle Formative burials are almost entirely confined
to major politico-religious centers or regional capitals.
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Not a single burial of this kind is known in the Middle Preclassic Maya lowlands;
although one or two of these costume elements sometimes appear as an isolated find, odd
burial accoutrement, or rare cache offering. Greenstone, itself, was far less common in
the Maya lowlands than in surrounding regions. In their study of 219 Middle and Late
Preclassic burials from the Petén and Belize, Krejci and Culbert (Krejci and Culbert
1995:106) concluded that only 8% contained “substantial” jade in the form of earflares or
carved-incised pendants. 76 David Freidel (1993:153) has remarked, “there is no clear
indigenous Lowland Maya greenstone carving tradition prior to the Late Preclassic
period.” Bloodletting paraphernalia in the form of stingray spines, clamshells, spoons,
and awls are also exceedingly rare in burials. The early Maya buried their dead beneath
residential platforms. The number of cases found in public monuments can be counted on
one hand, and even then, they are austere or secondary interments. These burial patterns
of course are the direct result of social choices. The Lowland Maya were surely being
entreated and beckoned by social forces outside their homeland, but they intended to do
things their own way. This is not to say their focus was solely inward, for it was by
looking outward that they defined themselves; it is only to say their social mores
demanded careful, incremental selection of foreign elements. This could be no more
evident than in the realm of leadership.
This absence of elaborate tombs in monuments continued into the third and
second centuries B.C., an unprecedented and unrepeated consolidation period in Maya
76

This figure is presumably lower for the Middle Preclassic. Unfortunately, because the data were
collapsed, we do not know how many burials date to the late Middle Preclassic and which among these
contained elaborate jade ornaments. Still, the 8% figure is striking and indicative of the paucity of jade
exotics in the lowlands in comparison to other Middle Formative regions.
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culture-history. Modern grave robbers in the remote jungle regions of northern
Guatemala, southern Campeche, and western Belize have trenched hundreds of Preclassic
pyramids. The problem was and remains especially acute in the Mirador Basin, the
presumed Mamom heartland. This desultory, selfish, avaricious, and highly illegal
activity is deserving of stern punishment, but it has paradoxically provided archaeologists
with an important window into the Preclassic past. 77 No Preclassic tombs or crypts have
been found in these pyramidal heartings. In my opinion, we have arrived at the point
when discovery of an elaborate Middle or Late Preclassic tomb would constitute a
cultural anomaly or oddity.
The self-effacing traditions of the Middle Preclassic permeated the governmental
ethos of the succeeding Late Preclassic. There is no loud and clear evidence of sovereign
leadership in the first centuries of the Late Preclassic—no tombs, no personalized
iconography, no palaces, no thrones, no ‘cults of personality.’ Michael Coe (1993:69)
describes the scenario as ‘acephalous.’ Little has changed since eighteen years ago when
David Freidel and Linda Schele observed that the institutional form of Late Preclassic
government remains undefined and unidentified (Freidel and Schele 1988:547). Clearly,
the identities and practices of the principal cultural leaders remain unknown to us (see
below).
Since the discovery of El Mirador, Preclassic Maya archaeology has been
impacted by the ‘conceptual tyranny of the monumental’ (Hutson 2002; McIntosh
1999:20). For many researchers, the large Late Preclassic cityscapes endowed with
77

Indeed, this near 60 or 80% sample is far more than what any archaeological team could accomplish in
three or four generations.
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pyramids, plazas, ball courts, and causeways automatically equate with rigid social
hierarchies and powerful kings (Clark and Hansen 2001; Clark et al. 2000; Freidel and
Schele 1988; Hansen 1991b; Schele and Freidel 1990). Patricia McAnany (2001:130)
pertinently reminds us, however, that “although monumental architecture provides a clear
indication of an ability to amass a large labor force, it does not necessarily signal the
presence of a ruler.” Non-Mayanists have also recognized the lack of direct evidence for
sovereign rulership during this time (Blanton et al. 1996). Current data demonstrate rather
forcefully that local leaders were not publicly memorialized until centuries after cultural
unification and urbanization (Bachand 2003b; B. Bachand and H. Bachand 2002; 2005).
Unless my sensibilities deceive me, kingship is to Preclassic Maya archaeology what
ether was to Newtonian physics—it is tacitly and sometimes explicitly acknowledged as
the underlying ingredient in Preclassic Maya social evolution, yet no one has
convincingly demonstrated its existence in the Preclassic archaeological record.
The social logics of Preclassic people remain shrouded in mystery, but it would
seem Late Preclassic societies had mechanisms to head-off budding aggrandizement
schemes. Although some religious leaders may have been well positioned and influential,
it is doubtful the leading hegemonic group was solely or even principally comprised of
shamans or people with supernatural prerogatives (cf. Freidel 1992:117; see Kline et al.
2002). Analogs drawn from the Classic, Postclassic, and Spanish colonial periods suggest
kinship, or more specifically patrilineal descent, may have played a decisive role
(McAnany 1995; 2001). Yet other lines of evidence point to looser, more flexible forms
of social leadership during later periods (Ashmore 1988; Gillespie 2000; Wilk 1988;
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Yaeger 2000). Unfortunately, evidence for these scenarios in the Preclassic is limited and
often ambiguous; too little is known about household composition and even less is
understood about the traditional social orders (economic guilds, clans, civic groups,
political, military, or religious societies) that likely existed outside the household
(however, see Bartlett and McAnany 2000; Cliff 1988; Ringle and Andrews V 1988; and
Wilk and Wilhite 1991 for important forays into this area). Even though leadership
appears “faceless” in the Late Preclassic, the sheer size and occupation density of cities
like El Mirador (possibly the largest Maya city ever built) compels me to think of social
life as exceedingly diverse with diverse opportunities for leadership. Certainly, highly
influential, efficient, and organized governmental strategies were needed to achieve the
degree of uniformity and standardization visible across the broad range of Late Preclassic
public and private material practices. Our enormous task in Preclassic Maya archaeology
is to understand how these strategies were articulated across a range of variously
positioned cultural realms.

State Formation and the Late Preclassic Historical Bloc
It is as if a new leadership had arrived with Sierra Red and a whole new
leadership structure had developed that formed a stubborn, tenacious, rigidly
conservative, rocklike foundation for the Maya cultural continuum.
James C. Gifford 1974:78
Two inseparable concepts state formation and historical blocs, require brief
explanation before delving into the Late Preclassic evidence. In his elegantly expressed
comment, James Gifford described the means and effects of both. Here, I want to
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elucidate the cultural and material practices associated with these phenomena. The
comments below concern the time between 300 and 150 B.C., before Late Preclassic
Mayadom reached its apogee. Archaeologists first argued for the presence of a state using
evidence from the succeeding Terminal Preclassic (150 B.C.-75 B.C) and Protoclassic 1
(75 B.C.-A.D. 150) periods. Zoomorphic architectural masks, triadic pyramids, and interurban causeways had their widest distribution during the former period, and defensive
constructions (if that is indeed what they were) and formal tombs appeared during the
latter. The former period was the heyday of a Chicanel Maya state and the latter heralded
its disintegration.
Before a surprising series of discoveries at Cerros, Lamanai, and El Mirador in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, the Late Preclassic Maya lowlands were argued to be a
network of war-abiding chiefdoms led by Big Men (Adams 1977:94, 98-99; Ball
1977b:112-132; Webster 1977). In truth, many archaeologists reserved judgment on the
matter, considering it too speculative to warrant serious comment. The ecologically
based, Big-Man theory was dealt a serious blow when Cerros archaeologist David Freidel
highlighted its inapplicability to the Late Preclassic. Freidel cogently described the
material effects of a far-reaching Late Preclassic ideology that coordinated economic,
political, and religious activities over great distances. In his own words, Freidel provided
compelling evidence that “the Late Preclassic lowlands witnessed the development of a
shared reality of government in the context of an iconographically simplified and
conceptually centralized religion” (Freidel 1981:223). He based his argument on the
presence of standardized architectural masks at three moderately-sized Late Preclassic
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centers, Uaxactún, Tikal, and Cerros—the last of which was located a great distance from
the other two. During his writing, additional masks were suspected to adorn a very large
pyramid at the Belizean site of Lamanai (Freidel 1981:222). Freidel’s thesis that Late
Preclassic Maya civilization was a unique ‘state of mind’ was novel and extremely
significant.
Compelling as Freidel’s argument was, Uaxactún, Tikal, and Cerros were no
larger than Mesoamerican sites commonly associated with chiefdoms. Thus, although a
state ideology was suggested, the occupational diversity, impersonal urban relationships,
and massive public works that often accompany it were not strongly demonstrated. But
when Freidel presented his paper at Hamilton College in 1979, excavation was already
underway at the gigantic jungle-veiled ruin of El Mirador (Matheny 1980). When the first
field results appeared in the early 1980s, it became clear that El Mirador was not only the
largest Maya city ever built, it was primarily Terminal Preclassic in date. The city’s
spatial extent and monumental constructions far-exceeded what archaeologists normally
associated with chiefdom-level societies. Visions of a Late Preclassic Maya state were no
longer so chimerical.
The first arguments for a state appeared in two significant papers by El Mirador
project director Ray Matheny (1986; 1987). In his first, Matheny (1986:351-352)
explained:
It is difficult to visualize El Mirador’s having been built as a chiefdom where a principal
ruler mobilized a large, stable population…A city of this size could not have been built
without a powerful political organization able to control enormous resources of people
and raw materials. A city is part of a cultural system that extends well beyond the city
itself. No city can exit in isolation, but instead interacts with other cities, towns, villages,
and hinterland populations for diverse resources of materials, food, products, talents,
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skills, and knowledge. El Mirador was a city that required the best that a society had to
give in materials, talents, skills, and knowledge. Architects, engineers, craftsmen,
astronomers, artists, priests, politicians, warriors, laborers, farmers, traders, and a huge
supporting population had to be integrated in unique circumstances to create this
magnificent city. These elements did not come together by chance but were drawn
together by sociopolitical organization that might best be characterized as what Claessen
& Skalnik (1978) have called an early state.
In his second article, Matheny (1987:24) posited the existence of two city-states, El
Mirador and Edzna, both with broad regional influence over yet undefined territories. He
concluded:
The Late Preclassic cities of Edzna and El Mirador seem to be centers for a kind of early
state whose focus was a ceremonial city, but whose influence likely extended over
considerable territory that is now not easily defined. This is not to suggest that a single
pan-Maya state developed in the lowlands during the Late Preclassic period. The
evidence is rather for a few restricted-area statelike developments.
Matheny did not propose the existence of a pan-lowland Maya state, a far more
ambitious claim, although Freidel had already marshaled reasonable evidence for a
‘shared reality of governance.’ Nevertheless, Matheny’s city-state formulation remains
the dominant theoretical opinion today. For instance, William Folan (1989:357) has
posited a dual-capital, regional state involving Calakmul and El Mirador with the small
Tikal polity included as a minor tributary center based on the existence of a 38 km
causeway linking Calakmul to El Mirador. Meanwhile, Richard Hansen sees the Mirador
Basin—a distinct geographic region with permeable boundaries—as a self-contained
state with Nakbe and then El Mirador serving as administrative capitals (Clark et al.
2000:480-484; Hansen 2001; 2004). Hansen’s argument rests on the prodigious causeway
network that links large cities throughout the basin, but is also informed by retrospective
texts on a series of looted Classic Maya codex-style vessels that purportedly name an
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archaic Kan (or Snake) state in the basin (codex-style vessels were made in the basin
during Classic times). Meanwhile, Vilma Fialko (2003) writes of yet another Late
Preclassic state in the Holmul Basin. Aside from ties to the same river drainage and bajo
systems, however, it is unclear what distinguishes Holmul Basin centers from their Late
Preclassic counterparts in the Mirador Basin, northern Belize, and Yucatan, as they all
deployed similar iconographic media and monumental spaces.
Not surprisingly, discussions of state formation are paralleled by discussions of
pan-lowland cultural unification (Forsyth 1999; Hansen 1982). This is because the two
processes are intimately wed if not synonymous in practice. Archaeologists usually
conceptualize the state as a thing rather than a process (Routledge 2004:1-26). This
perceived ‘agency of the state’ is a mirage created by a set of discourses and practices
whose collective action creates the semblance of a unified, prior, essential, inescapable,
or unchanging social condition. State leaders utilize symbols and beliefs active in village,
tribal, and household settings for the purpose of uniting large diverse populations
(Foucault 1991 [1978]). Like Routledge (2004:37-38), I feel much can be gained by
perceiving the state relationally as an effect of processes of cultural unification in which
differences are incorporated (but not eliminated) primarily through acts of conciliation
and diplomacy, with the possibility of coercion and force always close at hand. Given the
demographic scale and geographic expanse of Late Preclassic Chicanel society, there
were surely many differences in local custom and belief. Nevertheless, where public
spaces were concerned, similarities in plaza scale, construction materials/methods,
building types, and monumental iconography were strikingly monotonous (e.g., Laporte
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and Alvarado 1999). Much of this duplication seems to have revolved around E-Groups,
which, according to Aimers and Rice (2006), had powerful symbolic and regulatory ties
to the cultivated landscape, that is, to the annual solar and agricultural cycles and the
scheduled or routinized activities of households. Indeed, in the southeast Petén, where
more than two dozen E-Groups or “Ritual Public Complexes” have been identified within
5,000 km2, an elaborate, dendritic political hierarchy is argued to have existed (Laporte
1996).
The proposed function of Preclassic E-Groups is analogous to that of Balinese
water temples, whose role is to articulate and coordinate local village activities
symbolically and economically with the needs of society (Lansing 1991). This
articulation “subsumes the cult of kingship within the cult of water temples,” which
effectively limits or checks the power of rulers (Lansing 1991:131). Ordering and timing
the rhythms of social life via agricultural rituals and standardizing the content of public
discourse are how people’s actions and notions of reality become common sense. 78 This
common sense or ‘folklore’, as Gramsci (1999:421) once described it, enfolds everyone
and contains elements of truth and misrepresentation upon which the terrain of political
struggle must be formed. 79 Balinese agricultural rituals exhibit this routinization par
excellence. As Lansing (Lansing 1991:64) says,
For every Balinese farmer, the agricultural year includes a sequence of field rituals. Some
are carried out in a little temporary shrine at the upstream corner of the farmer’s fields;
others involve offerings to various water temples. If we translate the names of these
78

See Routledge’s (2004:23-24) critical discussion of the timing and spacing of ancient social rhythms as a
counterpoint to Bourdieu’s (1999) notion of “doxic submission.”
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Common sense differs from the notion of ‘false consciousness’ evident in the writings of Marx,
Bourdieu, Foucault and others.
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rituals, they appear to be keyed to the growth of plants: “Water opening”;
“Transplanting”; “Flowering of the Plants”; “Harvest.” The precise order of these rituals
tends to vary slightly from village to village, but a typical sequence goes like this: wateropening, field preparation, transplanting, growth, [rice] panicle appearance, flowering,
and harvest.
Similar rites are believed to be associated with corn and E-Groups (Aimers and Rice
2006:88-89; Stanton and Freidel 2003). In the Maya lowlands, planting, watering,
fertilizing, weeding, harvesting, and burning are activities that had to be correlated with
other pursuits. The varying hydrology, soils, and vegetation of the Maya lowlands require
a high degree of local knowledge and opportunistic exploitation of seasonal flood waters
(Dunning 1996; Nalda 2005:237; Pohl and Bloom 1996; Pope et al. 1996; Siemens
1996). In the Balinese scenario, irrigation and pest control require more institutional
oversight, coordination, and management. Still, local priests not by Balinese kings
control irrigation. Balinese society has a political ideology that recognizes the
fundamental, yet politically autonomous nature of priestly practice and agricultural
production. Meanwhile, a number of moral axioms discourage indefinite expansion of
kingly or state power.
There is little evidence that the ‘unification of cultural differences’ so evident at
the end of the previous Middle Preclassic period resulted in political retrenchment and
segregation. Rather, it seems likely that the Late Preclassic beheld the development of a
network of regional capitals within a hegemonic formation of seemingly nation-like
proportion and duration. Within this formation, each subregion presumably retained a
portion of its own ethnic, linguistic, and historic heritage, and may have displayed certain
symbols, insignia, or habits of those core identities. It is therefore not surprising that
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communities in the Mirador Basin, Holmul Basin, Belize River Valley, northern Belize,
central and northern Yucatan, the Dolores-Poptún Plateau, and along the Pasión River
had close material ties. Still, the vernacular architecture, burial practices, ritual traditions,
and domestic items found in each region are generally more alike than different
throughout this epoch.
In the interest of space, it is sufficient to note that the case for Maya statehood is
ultimately based on five material criteria: 1) the presence of a large population—
supported, in part, by evidence for deforestation, public agricultural projects, and the
extraordinary number of sites with Late Preclassic occupation in virtually every corner of
the Maya lowlands; 2) broad cultural conformity to certain standards of form, production
and use in ceramic, lithic, architectural and symbolic materials across a geographically
bounded region of unprecedented size and scope; 3) multiple urban centers, and, in the
case of El Mirador, ultimately a metropolis; 4) the monumental scale of public works
such as pyramidal complexes, plazas, causeways, canals and irrigation systems and the
associated labor that was presumably required to carry-out and maintain these
constructions; and 5) the implication of an imbricated settlement hierarchy composed of
at least four community sizes ranging from cultural metropolis to regional urban center to
medium-sized village to small hamlet (work in progress with the NWAF). Together,
these features signal the spread of knowledge, beliefs, and social norms in a consistent,
articulate, and ordered fashion. Collectively, they represent a concerted effort to
synchronize a diverse social landscape through practices of duplication, standardization,
and correlation (Scott 1998).
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This phenomenon entailed political and cultural processes that were
fundamentally different from the competitive peer polity antics of the first and second
waves of Olmec civilization. A monarchical figure could have been in charge of each
large city or subregion (as in the Balinese case), but his/her presence was certainly
materially muted. If this was so, we will have to explain how Chicanel society achieved
the economic and symbolic cohesion it did for over two and a half centuries while
extending its influence to remote regions across a 250,000 km.2 territory. One wonders
whether the subdued social distinctions of the late Middle Preclassic fostered another
route to state-level organization. We have yet to seriously consider what material
correlates would comply with a confederacy, league, or council-like leadership structure
at the onset of the Late Preclassic. We might at least evaluate the possibility of other
leadership strategies (e.g., Fish and Fish 2000; McIntosh 1999; Piggot 1997; Stein 2001;
Trigger 1993).
The concept of a historical bloc is adapted from Antonio Gramsci (1999
[1971]). 80 Originally, Gramsci used the term to describe how a hegemonic class unites
the leadership of a bloc of social forces in civil society with its own leadership in the
sphere of economic production—a formulation inapt for most ancient settings. Yet, when
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Because certain points in Gramsci’s theory were elliptical or inadequately clarified, there are differing
interpretations of the original work (see Kurtz 1996). Anthropologists have tended to rely on Raymond
Williams’ (1977) formulation, which advances the notion of cultural hegemony, a concept that Kurtz
(1996:115-117) insists departs significantly from Gramsci’s political hegemony. Yet, with the historical
bloc concept, Gramsci “opened the door to a cultural theory of the state,” where any distinction of what is
economic, political, or cultural is drawn within a single domain (Routledge 2004:32).
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the marking of community identities on the landscape, a culturally symbolic
activity often fostered by economic pursuits, is profoundly political. Such blurred meanings are elegantly
demonstrated in the Balinese case described previously (Lansing 1991).
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Gramsci’s (1999 [1971]:418) dissatisfaction with historical materialism crescendoed, the
concept became much more organic, existential, and cultural:
If the relationship between intellectuals and people-nation, between the leaders and the
led, the rulers and the ruled, is provided by an organic cohesion in which feeling-passion
becomes understanding and thence knowledge (not mechanically but in a way that is
alive), then and only then is the relationship one of representation. Only then can there
take place an exchange of individual elements between the rulers and ruled, leaders
[dirigenti] and led, and can the shared life be realised which alone is a social force—with
the creation of the “historical bloc.”

I employ this latter usage in describing the Late Preclassic Maya, but with one
adjustment: I retain the notion (as Gramsci most certainly would), that historical blocs
contain competing interests and subaltern elements which contribute to its formulation at
any given time (this follows Routledge 2004:33). Without such elements, social change
would never occur. A historical bloc, then, is a process of dynamic relations that require
vigilant nurturing; it is not a fixed system or outcome (Joseph and Nugent 1994:13).
Because of the “structure of feeling” they achieve, historical blocs inaugurate new social
projects.
Historical blocs cannot be accomplished, however, without intellectual and moral
leadership. This leadership must be founded upon widely penetrating ideals, principals,
and laws to conciliate and assuage rivals. Such leadership, although common among the
economically and socially privileged, can emerge from any segment of society. It is,
however, crucial that those who oversee the mass production of critical economic items
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get on board in the early. 81 When a historical bloc is underway, techniques and modes of
power are diffused so extensively throughout society that many people are able to govern
themselves through self-willed compliance. The Late Preclassic scenario described below
strikes me as a historical bloc, replete with indicators of a shared or imagined
supraregional identity and a socially instilled common sense (Anderson 1991 [1983]:6-7;
Gramsci 1999 [1971]:323-342, 419-425).
Historical blocs can do much good in society, for they are generally associated
with prolonged periods of political stability, prosperity, and growth, but they are not
benign. They normally require regulatory measures, or, as Foucault (1991 [1978]:95) has
said, the calculated deployment of tactics to dispose and arrange things economically to
achieve specific finalities, for example, to produce wealth or to feed, protect, and educate
populations. Many of these tactics, one of which is law, are used to define and regulate
what is normal and what is abnormal in a given population. Efforts to normalize a
population or enforce a particular standard become an end in themselves to which the
recognition of what is right and wrong becomes secondary (Foucault 1984:21). This
undesirable consequence fuels alternative or counter hegemonic interests that, if not
ameliorated, will result in a breakdown of hegemonic relations. Gramsci (1999
[1971]:60-61) himself recognized that when public confidence in the leadership structure
wanes spontaneous compliance may be replaced by constraint in ever less disguised and
indirect forms, culminating in violence. I believe a crisis of this kind transpired at the end
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What economic items were mass produced or centrally managed in the Late Preclassic? Water, lime, salt,
hardwoods (for construction and fuel), stone tools, pottery, bark cloth and hides (for clothing), and corn (a
food staple) are certainly possible candidates.
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of the Preclassic, giving birth to a less stable political order dominated by aristocratic
demagogues and hinterland parvenus.
The Late Preclassic historical bloc was most likely achieved by reducing the
number of spoken languages and perhaps creating a common public language,
duplicating public spaces and the rituals carried out therein, fostering dependency on
public works and domestic products produced outside the home or community, and
probably by encouraging certain social and bodily practices to conform to regional ideals.
Again, it is doubtful these effects would have materialized were it not for a continuous,
coordinated effort implemented by a dendritic leadership structure. With these
considerations in mind, I turn to the evidence for language, writing, architecture,
hydrology, agriculture, forestry management, salt production, pottery, stone tools,
obsidian, ceramic figurines, and body stamping.
When the Late Preclassic began, at least four languages were spoken in the Maya
lowlands—Yukatekan in the north, Zoquean in the southwest (and possibly the Belize
River Valley), and Tzeltalan and Ch’olan in the central lowlands. It is also possible that
the migratory Wastekan language (formerly Huastec) was still confined to the Maya
lowlands, bringing the total number of languages to five (Houston et al. 2000:Fig. 1;
Robertson and Houston 2003). This latter number approximates the number of
independent ceramic traditions identified for the early Middle Preclassic period.
Yukatekan, Tzeltalan, and Ch’olan probably became the principal lowland languages by
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200 B.C., while Zoquean and Wastekan began to disappear, retreating and migrating
westward. 82
Ch’olan eventually became the prestige language from which syllabified,
grammatically-ordered hieroglyphic writing emerged at the end of Protoclassic 1 around
A.D. 150 (Houston 2000:Table 1; Houston et al. 2000). Few texts are ascribable to the
Late Preclassic period proper. The earliest lowland case is a tiny painted text on a
dismantled wall stone recently discovered at San Bartolo (Saturno et al. 2006). The text is
suspected to date between 300 and 200 B.C., yet its exquisite rendition suggests mastery
of a previously refined calligraphic script. 83 The most recent find at San Bartolo casts
doubt upon the idea that Mayan script was a “secondary” invention (cf. Houston
2004:300). The Maya quite likely perfected logographic writing in the early stages of the
Late Preclassic period—a time contemporaneous with Epi-Olmec examples in the
Isthmus region.
These Late Preclassic texts are arcane and illegible to modern epigraphers, but
their formal qualities provide some insight into the nature of Late Preclassic society.
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This view of language migration is admittedly gradualistic and historically abstruse. Zoquean and
Westekan may have been alienated or jettisoned from the Maya lowlands in a short period of time, during,
for example, the turbulent Protoclassic period. These language/ethnic groups are quite possibly the
originators of the Protoclassic Isthmian writing systems. Spread of the Chicanel Maya cultural sphere into
Highland Chiapas and eastern Tabasco by the end of the Late Preclassic ca. 100 B.C. immediately
foreshadows the genesis of calendrical notation and logographic writing in those regions.
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The text block was found in the fill of a Late Preclassic building dating to ca. 200 B.C, and appears to
have been part of a masonry superstructure atop the previous Late Preclassic (300-200 B.C.) building
platform. The interesting thing about the text, aside from its undecipherable archaic style, is its size at only
15 cm long. It was clearly meant to be viewed up close, possibly in a private space accessible only to select
individuals. AMS dates bracketing the find are derived from charcoal fragments in fill and are hardly ideal.
Nevertheless, there is good agreement among the ten published dates and the stratigraphy is excellent.
Bayesian simulation of these dates in OxCal3 supports the above placement.
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Though they typically appear in vertical columns, suggesting a reading order, the earliest
glyphs are logographs that assume a great variety of head forms. Largely absent are
prefixes and suffixes used to spell-out words and indicate tenses or parts of speech.
Houston (2000:144) and others speculate that these heads may “represent lists of gods,
brought together as patrons of a particular site”—a plausibly scenario, but one that
unfortunately can only be adduced iconographically. Noteworthy, however, are the rarity
of these texts, their loose correspondence to spoken language, and their small physical
scale being found on portable objects or perhaps in private locations. According to
Houston (1994:37; 2004:349-350), these features collectively imply limited literacy
among small priestly or scribal adepts, a phenomenon many have termed “craft
literacy”—when “reading and writing were the preserve of a relatively small group that
excluded most farmers, women [sic], and unskilled laborers; as a skill, it was
concentrated in the hands of the elite and of the craftsmen under their control” (Houston
1994:34).
In Mesoamerica, the earliest scripts are almost invariably, as Houston (2004:352)
says, “ethnogenetic.” They are visual expressions of “groups connected by shared
cultural practices, traditions, and language” (Houston 2004:352). When transposed to
public media, these inscriptions become material expressions of cultural hegemony.
Following Anthony Smith (1986), we can surmise that such expressions were but one
tool used by ethnic polities to establish supraregional preeminence. To be sure, however,
in many ancient societies the process of trans-ethnic cultural or linguistic unification was
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often far more complex, involving intersecting ties to kinship, culture, identity, and state
(see Routledge 2003:225-228).
The earliest known Mayan texts appear to be more “closed” or exclusive than
later ones (see Houston 2004:275), and thus impractical for communicating information
to a large, diverse polyglot population. Indeed, such writing is scarcely more advanced
than the semasiographic and early logographic forms that appear in pre-state agrarian
societies (Trigger 2004:46-54). Based on the current corpus, it cannot argue that Late
Preclassic Mayan inscriptions were developed to unify a diverse lowland populace, that
is, that they had an administrative function and were a precondition of other state
simplifications (Scott 1998:72). Clearly, as Houston (2004:353) points out, the
administrative origins of writing are purely hypothetical, but the possibility of numeracy,
calendrical notation, and writing on perishable media remain distinct possibilities.
Equally enigmatic is the language to which these earliest inscriptions pertain.
Though Ch’olan may have been the language of Protoclassic texts, it may not have been
the language of all Preclassic antecedents. Again, because Late Preclassic cases are not
logosyllabic, we may never know to which language(s) they corresponded. It would be
premature, then, to suggest Ch’olan assumed a greater social role in the Late Preclassic,
even though it seems likely one language became ascendant in matters of public or transregional discourse.
Writing, of course, is a common tool of governance in early states. Linda Schele
and David Freidel (1990:97) proposed that writing and kingship arose simultaneously in
the Maya region. Supportive evidence can be found in David Stuart’s (1995) argument
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that the earliest phonetic writings in Mesopotamia, Egypt, China, the Indus Valley, and
Mesoamerica—all regions of primary script development—began as ‘name tags’ for
privileged owners who desired to mark objects as their personal property (an argument
that incidentally elides the notion that personal property in the Western sense is
applicable to non-Western aboriginal societies). 84 Yet, as indicated above, the situation
remains far from clear in the Maya lowlands. We simply cannot ignore the possibility
that only certain types of writing arose with kingship, a phenomenon that seems to
postdate incipient urbanism by two or three centuries. Commonplace forms associated
with record keeping and notation could have preceded the specialized rendition of
carefully planned, exquisitely carved dynastic texts. This was most likely the case in
Mesopotamia, where administrative and lexical texts appear to have preceded the
widespread appearance of dynastic texts by half a millennium (Stein 2001:Fig. 3).
Archaeological evidence for Late Preclassic writing is currently meager. Bark beaters,
objects presumably used to make cloth and paper, are known from Preclassic times but
are more frequent in Protoclassic contexts (Willey 1965:565; 1978:79-80). To my
knowledge, no Preclassic objects have been described as writing implements, assuming
writing implements were made of nonperishable materials. Clearly, people who
84

According to Stuart (1995:14), “As the identification of the owners of property and prestige became
increasingly more important—under very different cultural and historical circumstances, to be sure—the
desire to write names grew accordingly. ‘True’ phonetic writing, using non-logographic components, may
have been the direct result of this process, as names—utterances whose semantic domains or associations
are often obscure—can be impossible to represent with precision either symbolically or logographically.” A
decade before, Peter Mathews (1985:46) observed that most Preclassic Maya texts occur on small, portable
objects. Upon closer inspection, those with context appear to be rare imperishables found in caches and
tombs of Protoclassic date. Meanwhile, the presence of suspected dedicatory phrases implies a “concern
with the presentation of these objects” (Houston 2000:144-145). We know almost nothing of Preclassic
writing, that is, writing before 75 or 100 B.C. It is not clear whether Stuart’s hypothesis will carry with the
Preclassic. He has, however, described some ostensibly valid characteristics of emergent Protoclassic
society.
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engineered Late Preclassic cityscapes were capable of writing. The need for
communication in visual form, written or drawn, was surely there. But why did people
choose not to write on permanent media? Or alternatively, what social dispositions or
ideals kept monuments and public edifices free of writing? These questions loom large in
any attempt to understand Late Preclassic social etiquette and political practice.
Interestingly, there are few new architectural forms that appear between 300 and
150 B.C. Truncated pyramids, E-Groups, and ball courts continue, but are now integrated
by causeways and broad, paved plazas that encourage movement and assembly in
consistent localities at the feet of increasingly larger public monuments. 85 These
creations exhibit remarkable engineering skill and craftsmanship. Battered terraces and
apron-molded masonry façades are elements commonly found on early Late Preclassic
buildings. These features first appeared in the northern Petén or Mamom/Chicanel
heartland at the end of the Middle Preclassic (Hansen 1998:71-72). Almost nothing is
known about Late Preclassic domiciles; the few excavated examples are extremely wellmade circular or apsidal masonry platforms located in site centers (Anthony and Black
1994; Hansen 1998:87). Small temple-pyramids occur in outlying domestic groups at
Komchén and Ceibal, and appear to be one way religious ideology was articulated
between religious center and household (Ringle 1999:195-198; Tourtellot III 1988:Table
6, Fig. 4m, 277-284, 376-377, 381). Aside from this possible linkage, we know little
about how state ideology was reproduced domestically.
85

Triadic pyramids and zoomorphic architectural masks are probably later in date (after 150 B.C.), as
consistently demonstrated by radiocarbon assays and stratigraphy (Coe 1965a; 1990; Hansen 1990; 1992;
Matheny 1986; Pendergast 1981b; Walker 2004). Indeed, these latter elements seem associated with the
urban Terminal Preclassic phase and do not appear to have been instrumental in spawning the Late
Preclassic cultural florescence (cf. Hansen 1998:77-80, 81-82).
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Just as lime applications transformed late Middle Preclassic life, water control had
a profound impact on Late Preclassic society. Hydraulic projects served a variety of
newfound interests in agronomy, flood control, and water collection and storage. The
earliest reservoirs, conduits, moats, raised fields, and agricultural terraces date to the Late
Preclassic (Dunning 1995:65-68; Fialko 2000b:686; Matheny 1987:9-14; Matheny et al.
1983; Scarborough 1983; Turner and Harrison 1983). Almost every raised field at
Pulltrouser Swamp produced Late Preclassic ceramics; a sign that the large Late
Preclassic population of northern Belize no longer supported itself entirely with home
grown food (Harrison 1996:180-181). Labor had to be pooled from numerous small
villages around Pulltrouser to construct and maintain fields as well as plant, harvest, and
distribute the crop. In the sun parched Yucatan, the canals around Edzná provided water
for drinking, cooking, and bathing, attracted edible water fowl, and transported people
and goods (Matheny 1987:14). Many canals and reservoirs were probably suitable
habitats for pisciculture. These projects required application of old social values to new
social arrangements and fostered new technological dependencies. They probably
succeeded because they dovetailed with underlying symbolic beliefs concerning the
sacredness of water (Lansing 1991; Puleston 1977).
In discussing water control, it is important to remember that the Late Preclassic
occurred during a long dry climatic period (Dunning 1995:64). Dryness was apparently
well suited to intensive maize agriculture. Dryness prevents fungi from forming on plants
and arrests the reproduction of certain ravenous insect species. If corn was originally a
highland crop, as available evidence suggests, it may have been quite susceptible to a
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variety of diseases in a perennially wet tropical environment. Ground tubers (e.g.,
manioc) fruit trees, and herbaceous plants may have also benefited from the exceedingly
dry climate.
The Late Preclassic inhabitants of Nakbe were expert agronomists, gardeners, and
perhaps even naturalists. They devised an efficient and simple, yet extensive terracing
system that was harmonized with the natural geophysical features of the landscape. The
city was situated on a very large and unusual karstic hill that resembled a half-closed
human fist with knuckles pointing downward. The gradual slope on Nakbe’s south side
descended down to the swamp below. Natural arroyos or gullies ran down the slope in a
manner similar to the crevices between one’s fingers. Rainwater was directed away from
these arroyos onto garden terraces with the use of small stone check dams.
Wood consumption increased dramatically in the Late Preclassic. The use of
wood for building houses, cooking fires, the production of lime mortar (cal), and firing
pottery would have been incremental with a burgeoning population (Adams 1999:38;
Hansen et al. 2002; Matheny et al. 1983). Adams (1999:38) conjectures that the apparent
increase in the use of stone for Late Preclassic domiciles is a response to tree shortages.
Considerable amounts of firewood were required to produce the lime plaster and mortar
for such buildings (see Schreiner 2001; 2002). The Preclassic Maya were probably expert
arboriculturalists given the staggering number of trees needed for their resource intensive
activities. Modern forest management programs in the Petén have demonstrated that
certain trees grow with great rapidity. Once planted, some cuttings can grow into mature
trees in less than a decade (Tom Schreiner, personal communication 2001). Forest
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management is a preoccupation of modern states (Scott 1998:11-22), and may have been
a necessity in sectors of the Maya lowlands as well. Continued assurance of wild game is
yet another compelling reason to manage the forest.
There is increasing indication that major salt sources in northern Yucatan, Alta
Verapaz, and Belize began to be tapped at this time. Salt has hundreds of daily uses and
was doubtless a valuable commodity. Its modern uses as a nutritional supplement, food
preservative, and seasoning are well attested, and among the colonial and more recent
Maya it was also used as a medicinal item, ritual prop, and source of barter (Andrews
1983:11-14). Archaeological evidence for Preclassic salt use remains circumstantial and
reliant upon the discovery of large, coarse curation vessels and occupation of coastlines
and highland localities where salt was abundant. Exponential population growth and
deforestation during the Terminal or Urban Preclassic likely created a dependency on
mineral salt, since meat from local faunal species (the prior source of nutritional salt)
probably became increasingly scarce. Clearly, if health and sustainability of large
populations was of concern, reliable access to mineral salt from distant coastal or
highland regions surely became a focal issue for village and civic leaders.
Cacao and honey are other perishables that were probably highly prized and
widely traded by Late Preclassic times. As food items, their savory qualities were
masterfully adapted during the Preclassic. Cacao, in particular, most likely came to be
enjoyed as a frothy social beverage among the culturally refined and politically
prominent by the end of the Preclassic (Powis et al. 2002).
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Little is known about Preclassic attire or the materials from which it was
fashioned. Middle Preclassic figurines and Terminal Preclassic/Protoclassic stelae and
murals generally exhibit people (in the latter case, the most exalted) with little or no
clothing. The raiment repertoire was largely restricted to loincloths, turbans, and sandals.
Available iconography suggests male and female chests, arms, and legs were rarely
covered. Bark cloth, animal hides, clamshells, feathers, and wild plant fibers were
probably used most frequently to make clothing. Spinning or weaving of fine cotton
textiles probably began in the Protoclassic, when the first spindle whorls appear (Stark et
al. 1998). During this latter period, clothing became a medium for displaying social
distinctions that either did not exist before or were muted in social practice.
Pottery was among the most important nonperishable household items. The highly
polished Chicanel pottery of the Late Preclassic period has a waxy or soapy feel. The
waxy finish, thick walls, vessel forms (mainly bowls), and primary colors (red, cream,
and black) of Chicanel pottery are so similar to those known for earlier Mamom pottery
that body sherds from the two horizons are often extremely difficult to distinguish. This
similarity indicates that the two horizons, one Middle Preclassic and the other Late
Preclassic, were intimately linked, the latter being a continuation of the former. At no
other time in Maya prehistory is such a seamless pottery horizon transition apparent; a
transition marked mainly by the appearance of new modes on old types, rather than
entirely unprecedented types (even though new type names are assigned for good
chronological measure). In this regard, the Mamom-Chicanel transition is very different
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from the Xe, Cunil, Eb, Swasey-Mamom transition of the previous Middle Preclassic
period.
Chicanel pottery was more widely made and more precisely replicated than
Mamom (Willey et al. 1967:308-309). At its height, the pottery was made throughout the
Yucatan peninsula, all of central and northern Belize, the entire Petén region, and eastern
Chiapas and Tabasco. Chicanel pottery ultimately appeared as an exotic trade item at EpiOlmec sites in Veracruz and at Teotihuacan in the Valley of Mexico. Even minor types
and sometimes varieties were shared across vast geographic distances within the Chicanel
orbit. As Preclassic ceramicist Donald Forsyth (1999:53) recently explained (translation
mine):
…the equivalence in regard to forms, principal colors, and surface finish is extremely
impressive. At times the degree of similarity between Chicanel Sphere complexes
becomes such that even experts will have difficulty macroscopically differentiating
pottery from two or more distant sites if it were mixed without indications of its source.
That is not to say differences or regionalisms did not exist. But parallelism in ceramic
production reached its peak in the Late Preclassic (Lowe 1995:324). Among each other,
experts can discuss whether the extreme north of the Yucatan peninsula or southwest
coast of Campeche should or should not be included in the sphere; but even then, the
relative homogeneity between ceramic complexes is so robust that the lowlands never
attained, neither before nor after, a similar level of integration in the production and
distribution of pottery. The high level of ceramic integration implies a high degree of
cultural interaction and intercommunication, only in this way could they maintain
integrated production systems to the same standards of production and consumption
throughout such a vast zone for such a long time.
As this comment implies (see also Ball 1976:325; 1977b:113), lines of communication
and contact were open and not inhibited by social barriers or divisive conflicts. 86
86

Ball’s (1976:325) early assessment of Chicanel society was clearly affected by the theoretical currents
and limited data of the time, which explains his paradoxical statements regarding a homogenous Chicanel
culture harboring “mutually antagonistic” subgroups who were neither ethnically nor politically unified, yet
enjoyed “relatively continuous interaction.”
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Despite this uniformity, there is little evidence that Chicanel pottery was massproduced or centrally distributed. Vessel bottoms were perhaps more frequently molded,
a method that not only imposes standardization, but also requires less skill and time
(Angelini 1998:281; Shafer 1994:27). This was most likely accomplished with a broken
vessel, leaving only the top to be coiled. Unfortunately, evidence for this technique
remains inconclusive (Angelini 1998:280). At Cuello it is possible that ceramics began to
be fired in chultunes or slab lined firepits (Kosakowsky and Hammond 1991:173-174),
but there is no evidence that firing temperatures increased beyond the 650°-800° C norm
achieved in open air wood fires (Angelini 1998:282). Petrographic studies consistently
demonstrate that Chicanel vessels were made locally, in even the smallest communities,
which makes their degrees of similarity even more perplexing.
Stone tools may exhibit less variety than ceramics. Only a few bifacial points or
knives, often crudely made and small to medium in size, are known for the period
(Fowler 1987:17); they are rare when present and in regions like northern Yucatan and
Belize they are absent altogether (McSwain 1991; Moholy-Nagy 2003a:18; Rovner and
Lewenstein 1997:29, Fig. 18). 87 Large oval and elongate bifaces (axes, sickles, hoes,
choppers, and chisels) are most abundant and highly regular in form and flaking
technique (Fowler 1987:5-10). Scrapers and burins are also common. Outcrops of
siliceous stone or chert vary in quality, but suitable sources are found in a variety of
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It must be noted that Colha’s stemmed macroblades and tranchet bit tools do not date to the period under
consideration. Obsidian hydration, radiocarbon dates, and ceramic associations place the beginning of
Colha’s Late Preclassic craft specialization at around 100 B.C. (Shafer 1994:26), although stemmed or
tanged macroblades may have been invented in late Middle Preclassic times (McSwain 1991; MoholyNagy 2003a:19). Just 50 km north at Cerros, macroblades appear in small numbers in Late Preclassic
phases, but increase more than eight fold in the Protoclassic 1 Tulix phase (Lewenstein 1984:292).
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karstic niches throughout the lowlands, particularly around swamps or seasonal bajos.
Chert tools far outnumber obsidian tools in many Late Preclassic lowland assemblages.
At El Mirador the ratio was 17:1 (Fowler 1987:27). All obsidian was imported in raw
form from three sources in the adjacent Maya highlands, El Chayal, San Martín
Jilotepeque, and Ixtepeque. In the first half of the Late Preclassic the amount of obsidian
obtained from these sources was proportional, suggesting a pattern of unmonopolized
control and easy access (Brown et al. 2004:231). The main and often only item of
manufacture was the multi-purpose prismatic obsidian blade (Lewenstein 1984:316, 328,
and 353). Bifacial obsidian points were exceedingly rare in the Late Preclassic. The
overall picture indicates a dearth of stone weaponry (arrow points, knives, and daggers)
and an abundance of agricultural, wood crafting, and masonry tools.
Suzanne Lewenstein’s (1984) landmark study of stone tool function at Cerros
provides a critical angle on daily life in a medium-sized Late Preclassic Maya
community. Lewenstein (1984:355) concludes:
In retrospect I am surprised at the degree of homogeneity in lithic tool functions that I
observed at Cerros. There do not appear to be any major changes over time in tool
utilization. Nor is there any evidence for craft barrios, or even any clear evidence of
specialized processing or manufacture of craft items. This was unexpected, given the
emphasis on specialized production in currently held models of the evolution of complex
societies.
This lack of infra-communal craft specialization and differential access to particular
items is observed in just about every stone tool and/or pottery assemblage dating to the
initial Late Preclassic. Noteworthy, however, is the fact that 94% of the 4,874 chert tools
examined at Cerros were made of chert from Colha, a site located 50 km to the south
(Lewenstein 1984:254). This finding, in conjunction with the lack of knapping debris
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recovered in both monumental and residential zones, suggests widespread community
reliance on finished products manufactured elsewhere. Thus, the specialized craft
production Lewenstein referred to above was achieved at the site level rather than
intrasite level—a feature very much in line with the practices of state societies.
Virtually everyone who has described the Late Preclassic has noted the
disappearance of ceramic figurines. 88 The truth is, we still know very little about these
curious portable household objects. Surely, if they were used innocently as children’s
dolls or toys there would be little reason to stop making them. Breakage patterns on solid
Middle Preclassic figurines are too regular to be accidental; heads and limbs are usually
removed. This alone suggests they had some supernatural power. Lowland versions were
nude males, females, or neuters of varying age classes; ornamentation was mainly
restricted to the hair and head. Animal forms (e.g., peccaries and birds) were also
common, but many of these partials could have been whistles. Lowland figurines are
virtually indistinguishable from nude, pin-prick eyed Middle Formative figures at Chiapa
de Corzo, Kaminaljuyu, and Playa de los Muertos—traditions that continued into the Late
Preclassic (Lee 1969; Stone 1972). 89 Rosemary Joyce (2000:35-39) has noted the scarcity
of the Playa de los Muertos tradition at Los Naranjos and Yarumela, larger Middle and
Late Formative sites in Honduras. She suspects monumental spatial settings altered the
nature of daily bodily practices. Intimate household spaces where figurines were used
88

The large, well-stratified figurine sample from Cahal Pech indicates these objects were far more common
in the early Middle Preclassic than in the late Middle Preclassic (Healy et al. 2004:114). This might explain
why so few are found at Maya sites. If figurines began to disappear in the late Middle Preclassic, their
absence cannot be attributed solely to the hegemonic processes of the Late Preclassic. Future statements on
the topic should keep this distinct possibility in mind.
89
Their formal similarity does not, however, assume identical meanings and uses.
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were no longer the preferred loci of ritual expression and practice within the community.
This trend toward larger monumental settings was well underway in the late Middle
Preclassic, and we see fewer figurines in these localities. Whether these objects
represented living community members, ancestors, or idealized human forms I cannot
say, but it does seem that adults used them to express aspects of their identities deemed
natural or sacred. Although adults most likely commissioned and decommissioned these
objects, they were probably intended to teach younger community members age
appropriate roles (Joyce 2002:603). How then were such needs satisfied by the new
ideology? I do not know. But absence of these once habitual daily objects is testimony of
the effects of Late Preclassic hegemony. 90
Another personal practice that diminishes is the marking of body and clothing
with clay stamps and seals. Curiously, the flat stamps that substitute for cylinder seals
throughout most of Late Formative Mesoamerica are remarkably rare in the Maya
lowlands before the Protoclassic (Holly Bachand, personal communication 2006).
Interestingly, the Late Formative flat stamp tradition was popular in neighboring highland
Guatemala, Honduras, and Chiapas. Boyarin (1994:22) notes that, historically, egalitarian
societies tend to mark the body for inclusion, while states mark bodies for exclusion. In
states this is accomplished by leaving an indelible mark, e.g., by circumcising or
branding. This observation may explain the near total disappearance of cylinder seals and
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Some scholars traverse a fine line by intimating this change was brought about by state appropriation of
domestic rites and beliefs (e.g., McAnany 1995:19). I prefer to view it as willing consensual forfeiture of
these rites and practices (by people working within state organizations and beyond), for something equally
or more attractive. Such a view recognizes that power is a relation, not an object to be captured. It is true to
the idea of lived hegemony, avoids the ascription of “thingness” to the state, and eschews the untenable
position of false consciousness or that only leaders are in the know.
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flat stamps at the start of the Late Preclassic period. It may also explain why stamps
continue to be used in neighboring regions. The two practices of body painting and
figurine production may have been somehow interrelated. Their joint disappearance must
signal a new means of satisfying these expressions of self.
The above material effects demonstrate several qualities worth clarifying. For
one, they intersect in ways that remain to be understood. Studying one material practice
at the exclusion of others is bound to yield unsatisfactory results. Secondly, these
material effects were always in motion, they were legitimated, imperfectly replicated, and
adapted to a world whose natural tendency was disorder. Persistent effort was needed to
maintain things as they were or achieve the semblance of sameness in endeavors like
ceramic production. Thirdly, the scales, terrain, and consequences of human interaction
shifted to previously unfathomed realms. People found themselves in a world where
ancestral knowledge and skills collided with wider social expectations and vistas. To
avoid becoming outmoded nonpersons, people adapted their identities with varying
degrees of success to the developing conditions. The following statement by Forsyth
(1999:54) is a fitting summary of the evidence presented in this section (translation
mine):
…we would like to emphasize that the cultural process materialized in Chicanel Culture
constitutes the height of a long process of cultural integration in the Maya
lowlands…That is, the Preclassic unification process represented increased incorporation
of various lowland peoples, voluntarily or involuntarily, in systems of production and
consumption, social organization, and belief each time more homogeneous without, of
course, erasing all the differences that existed among them.
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The Pasión region participated fully in the Chicanel cultural revolution. Ceibal
had already become a prominent regional center by 400 B.C. Its Late Preclassic
population swelled to as many as 10,000 people, a ten fold increase from the previous
Middle Preclassic period, and as many as 58,000 to 149,000 people are believed to have
populated the surrounding countryside (Tourtellot III 1988:376-383; Willey 1990:241242). Even if Tourtellot’s original population estimates are somewhat inflated, Ceibal
undoubtedly became a major regional center at this time.
Punta de Chimino also became immersed in the Late Preclassic zeitgeist or
“structure of feeling” (Williams 1977:128-135). New findings suggest the peninsula
became the social hub of the Petexbatún with people from smaller outlying villages such
as Bayak and Dos Ceibas possibly participating in events there. A cultural renaissance is
attested by a large civic construction project, the likes of which would never be
duplicated on the peninsula. The Acropolis terrace was built at this time, as was the West
Plaza. An E-Group-like monumental arrangement was built in the center of the
Acropolis. If these were the only Acropolis buildings, Punta de Chimino would have
been anomalous among Late Preclassic centers. Another Late Preclassic building
probably looms underneath Mound 5. A Late Preclassic version of the ball court and
other minor buildings are also likely. Earlier domestic structures were demolished to
make way for this massive public space, which had to be a source of pride, celebration,
and hope for many in the community and region. Interestingly, the north-south
orientation, long shape, building types and relative building positions of the Acropolis are
reminiscent of the standard late Middle Preclassic Zoquean civic plaza format (Lowe
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1977:224; McDonald 1974). This appears to be a powerful recognition of ancestral
identity at a time when the local Zoquean language and ethnic ties were being abandoned
for central Petén Ch’olan Maya culture. Ceibal’s Group A may have had a similar layout
at this time.
Chicanel pottery in the fill of Punta de Chimino’s E-Group monuments implies
reception of Chicanel domestic items before Acropolis construction. Thus, the Acropolis
was likely built sometime around 200 B.C, a century or more after Chicanel pottery
began to spread forth from the Central Petén. Again, Punta de Chimino probably received
this cultural impulse from Ceibal, as indicated by their close ceramic ties and the
temporal priority of Chicanel architecture at the latter site.

Terminal Late Preclassic Urbanism and Political Expansion
Around 150 B.C. the consolidation efforts of the previous Late Preclassic period
entered a new era of development. The one hundred year period between 150 B.C. and 50
B.C. witnessed a resurgent articulation of a state ideology across the central Maya
lowlands, the spread of Chicanel culture into foreign lands, and the undertaking of
massive urban projects. Importantly, when Preclassic hegemony exhibits its most
flamboyant material expressions, the seeds of its demise are already sown.
The chain of events and developments leading up to and into this era is beginning
to come into sharper focus. The story is complex, and the tendency among archaeologists
not to make finer temporal distinctions within the Late Preclassic has obscured it.
Chronometric dates, stratigraphy, and ceramics must be considered in unison to sort out
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these events. When any of these components are missing, we wind up with ambiguous, if
not incomparable data. Accurate chronometric measures, not ceramics, must become “the
tail that wags the dog” in Preclassic archaeology, because there are no long count dates to
link our findings to, and ceramics alone do not provide reliable temporal resolution. The
statements made below rely on radiocarbon data and stratigraphic determinations from
numerous sites, but rest heavily on the best dated Terminal Preclassic sequences at Tikal
(Coe 1965a; 1990), El Mirador (Hansen 1990; Matheny 1986), and now Cerros (Walker
2004).
The first Late Preclassic centers of size were outgrowths of large late Middle
Preclassic settlements. Nakbe, Komchen, and Ceibal were already prominent regional
centers by 300 B.C. El Mirador, Calakmul, Tikal, Uaxactún, Dzibilchaltun, Yaxuna,
Edzna, Caracol, and Lamanai were still up and coming, and did not flower until the
Terminal Preclassic ca. 150-100 B.C. Others, such as Cerros, Altar de Sacrificios,
Nohmul, and Becan remained small until Protoclassic 1 times a hundred years later (ca.
75 B.C). 91 Monumental centers at the end of the Late Preclassic continuum represent the
culmination of a long hegemonic process that began in the Mirador Basin, northern
Yucatan, and the Pasión. The largest may have been cultural and administrative capitals
within a unified Chicanel Maya state.
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These time spacings are based on hundreds of inferences derived from stratigraphic, artifactual, and
radiocarbon readings. Complicating the matter is the fact that most investigators lump Late Preclassic
findings into a single long period (usually, 300 B.C.-A.D. 150) without providing accurate chronometric
measures. Still, I am fairly confident in these spacings with the possible exception of El Mirador,
Calakmul, and Lamanai, centers whose cores have not been extensively tested. Blackman Eddy never
achieved urban size, but was the primary center in the Belize River Valley from the start of the Late
Preclassic period.
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Two important architectural innovations rose to prominence in the Terminal
Preclassic, stuccoed zoomorphic heads or “masks” and the triadic temple. In the literature
these innovations are generally assigned to the Late Preclassic, but radiocarbon and
stratigraphic results consistently place them in the Terminal Preclassic. Zoomorphic
masks are widely perceived as deities or sculpted manitous, although scholars have also
suggested they represent kings impersonating deities (Matheny 1987:22-23), or are
patchworks of symbolic elements used as performative or educational devices
(Proskouriakoff 1979:113). Triadic temples, as the name implies, are comprised of three
temples or temple-pyramids on a large pyramidal platform; the largest temple-pyramid is
located at rear-center on the primary axis and is flanked by two smaller temples of equal
size facing inward (Hansen 1998:77-81). Not surprisingly, many Preclassic triadic
temple-pyramids are adorned with zoomorphic masks.
The earliest zoomorphic masks found at El Mirador, Nakbe, Tikal, and Uaxactún
probably date no earlier than 150 B.C. (Coe 1965a:1410, Figs. 4 and 5; Hansen
1990:210). Masks discovered in recent years by Guatemalan archaeologists in Tikal’s
Mundo Perdido (Laporte and Fialko 1993:28) and Uaxactún’s Group H (Valdés
1993:108-114) have not been chronometrically dated, but are argued on ceramic grounds
to date somewhere between 200 and 1 B.C. To my knowledge, no dates have been
published on the Structure 1 masks at Nakbe, but their appearance on the latest of several
Late Preclassic versions, a triadic pyramid, would suggest a Terminal Preclassic position
for these as well (Hansen 1992). Another mask building, Nakbe Structure 27, had
Protoclassic ceramics on its surface, also implying a Terminal Preclassic construction
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date (Hansen 1992:114-115). Careful dating of the Cerros material indicates that the
earliest mask building, Structure 5C-2nd, was built around 50 B.C. (Walker 2004).
Terminal or Urban Preclassic architectural masks are also known from Holtun,
Chanchich II, and Cival in the Holmul Basin, Lamanai and La Milpa in northern Belize,
and Calakmul, El Tigre and Edzna in Campeche. 92 None have been found in the Pasión
region, but this is not surprising since little Preclassic excavation has been done at places
like Ceibal.
Current evidence suggests the mask tradition appeared first in either the Mirador
Basin or Tikal area around 150 or 100 B.C. and spread rapidly throughout the Holmul
Basin, northern Belize, and Yucatan in a short period of time, probably in 50 years or
less. Masks seem to appear simultaneously at El Mirador and Nakbe when the two sites
are connected by causeway. Zoomorphic masks assume the form of different beasts
(birds, jaguars, or saurian creatures), but always within specific representational
parameters. Symbolic elements embedded in earflares or attached to chin and crest,
exhibit less variety than the creatures themselves. They are massive, carefully executed,
three-dimensional sculptures that, when placed at plaza level, are often the size of an
adult. They were meant to be noticed, to profoundly impact passersby. There is some
indication that their sizes and locations changed over time, making some less visible to
92

The five masks adorning Acanceh’s “Pyramid” building are probably Early Classic in date (A.D. 300600), making them contemporaneous with the famous masks at Kohunlich in southern Quintana Roo and
recently discovered Early Classic masks at Becan (Campaña and Boucher 2002; Nalda 2004; Quintal
Suaste 1999). This late zoomorphic mask tradition in the north seems to be a remnant of the earlier
zoomorphic mask tradition of the south. During Protoclassic 2 times in the south, masks became humanoid
in form and artistic attention drifted toward stelae, tombs, and roof combs. Why these former symbols of
Chicanel hegemony were revived or continued in the north remains a mystery. Though they resembled
Chicanel masks of the Central Lowlands, the meanings and purposes of these later, archaistic masks were
probably somewhat altered.
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people in the plaza (B. Bachand and H. Bachand 2005:47-48; Coe 1990:904). Those on
triadic temple buildings, for example, are more exclusive than those adorning pyramidal
platform bases. Thus, it would not be surprising to learn that triadic temple precincts
consistently postdate the earliest zoomorphic masks by a slight margin.
The fact that zoomorphic masks and triadic temples were not associated with
initial Chicanel unification is noteworthy. Rather, they were ideological embodiments of
the urban state beginning around 150 or even 100 B.C. Many sites acquired these stately
symbols at the end of the Late Preclassic historical bloc and at the start of the succeeding
Protoclassic. Not surprisingly, the earliest masks and triadic arrangements derive from
the Mirador Basin, the presumed Mamom-Chicanel heartland. Given this observation, we
may be inclined to view the state as a Terminal Preclassic crystallization. But we will
probably discover that it was an energetic effort to hold together an increasingly fragile
social order, (not to mention an increasingly large and diverse population). There were
obviously fundamental social and phenomenological differences between the Terminal
Preclassic and early Late Preclassic, but their details remain far from clear. What is clear
is that the disintegration of this order was on the near horizon.
Until now, no mention has been made of the earliest freestanding stone
monuments or stelae. Although the number of “Preclassic” stone stelae and altars has
slowly risen over the years, none have been found in situ or in the places where they were
originally erected (Cheetham 2004:135-136; Estrada-Belli et al. 2003; Hansen 1991a:14;
1991b; 2000:96; Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Fig. 65). Their artistic styles and content
imply early creation, but they lack long count dates, further confounding accurate
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temporal placement. Hansen (2000:96) has noted that most Terminal Preclassic stelae
depict a single individual and are very small (< 1.0 m tall). This is surprising given this
society’s propensity for the impersonal and grandiose in its art productions. Such
creations may not have been sponsored by the leadership structure of urban polities. If
they were symbols of counter hegemony, we should find more in the hinterland than in
urban centers. If found in urban centers, we would expect them to be broken and hidden
away from public view. This is precisely the pattern we see. It contrasts markedly from
that observed in the neighboring highlands and Pacific coast, where the earliest stelae
were rarely mutilated and uprooted (Lowe 1977:237).
Like Norman Hammond (1991a:231-232), I believe most if not all the earliest
lowland stelae belong to the succeeding Protoclassic 1 era (75 B.C.-A.D. 150). I venture
this guess not on artistic style alone, but on the close fit of these monuments with other
material practices, such as entombment, lotus-style burial, ostentatious bodily attire, and
public depiction of leaders. I feel likewise about the earliest stelae at Izapa, Kaminaljuyu,
Takalik Abaj, El Portón and other highland sites, but that is a long digression that must be
taken up elsewhere.
There is little that can be said about artifact change during the Terminal or Urban
Preclassic. Chicanel pottery continued on as before with minor changes to the repertoire
(see e.g., Hansen and Forsyth 1987). 93 Imported pottery remained incredibly rare.
Dichrome types such as differentially fired Matamoro Bichrome (Laporte 1995c:38),
differentially slipped Muxanal Red-on-cream (Ball 1977a:48), and positive “painted”
93

Most modal changes described by Kosakowsky and Pring (1998:62, 64) correspond to the Protoclassic 1
and Protoclassic 2 time horizons described later in this chapter.
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Zapatista Trickled Dichrome (Forsyth 1989:45) were more common, the last was
unquestionably a precursor to the pseudo-Usulután tradition that swept across the
lowlands in Protoclassic 1. Mushroom pots also apparently increased in frequency (Ball
1977a:195-196; Forsyth 1989:33). Unfortunately, we know almost nothing about the usecontexts of these pottery items.
As for stone tools, oval bifaces (axes), tranchet-bits (adzes), and stemmed
macroblades (pointed knives or dagger-like implements), began to be mass-produced at
Colha by the hundreds of thousands (Hester 1985). All ten stemmed macroblades found
at El Mirador were imported and made from the fine, exotic banded chert from Colha
(Fowler 1987:14). Lithic specialist Harry Shafer (1994:26) concluded that in the region
around Colha “a near state level or a state level of sociopolitical integration was achieved
and succeeded in administering the production of vast quantities of goods which were
distributed to virtually every household in the region via a complex exchange system.”
As for obsidian, no significant changes in artifact type can be noted (prismatic blades are
still the main product), but the quantity of obsidian from San Martín Jilotepeque
continued to wane. Roughly 30% of all Lowland Maya obsidian still came from San
Martín Jilotepeque during the Late Preclassic, but this was a 47% reduction from the
previous Middle Preclassic (Awe et al. 1996:Tables 4 and 5). This trend was doubtless
linked to abandonment of some seventy-seven microsettlements in San Martín
Jilotepeque’s immediate vicinity around 300 B.C. (Braswell 1996; 2002:293-296).
Urbanism became a social reality at El Mirador, Nakbe, Wakna, Calakmul,
Ceibal, Yaxuná, Edzná, Komchén, and Lamanai, while scores of other sites became
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major towns. Living in these urban settings required new behavioral rules and regulations
and a standard means of communication and currency. It entailed regular contact with
complete strangers and a barrage of new ideas and images. Movement became more
patterned, channeled, and restricted as spaces acquired more varied, yet specialized social
purposes. Masonry superstructures with secluded temple rooms appeared on public
buildings at this time. Nonlocal goods, philosophies, and identities blended and competed
with local ones. These were places that required extensive regulatory education and real
enforcement because they were underlain with so much plural activity. At minimum, they
required management of traffic flow, commerce, malfeasance, food, water, and waste.
Future study of Preclassic urbanism at places like El Mirador, Ceibal, and Lamanai will
hopefully shed light on these subjects.
Paralleling this urban renaissance was the spread of Chicanel Maya culture to the
outer reaches of highland Chiapas, Tabasco, and the Yucatan. For the most part, the
exchange seems to have been unidirectional, as few imperishables from these regions
have been found in the Maya lowlands. Don Bryant and John Clark (1983) have
documented an intriguing case of Chicanel expansion in the adjacent Upper Grijalva
River region of Chiapas. These researchers have assembled ceramic, settlement,
architectural, civic-ceremonial, subsistence, obsidian, and mortuary evidence that
collectively reveal a dominant Chicanel Maya influence and/or physical presence in this
region at the close of the Preclassic. There were, however, some key differences between
the Upper Grijalva and northern Yucatan envelopments. For the Rio Bec region, Ball
(1977a:167) noted that everyday utility wares and domestic pottery in addition to
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mortuary, ceremonial, and other fine ware categories were adopted, implying a
“commonality of lifeways” and “unrestricted interaction” with the Chicanel heartland. In
contrast, Achiotes Unslipped and Zapote Striated pottery, standard Chicanel domestic
types, were not produced in the Upper Grijalva. Only the waxy-slipped red, black, and
cream wares were adopted. Yet, the introduction of two standard Lowland Maya traits:
chultunes, or subterranean bottle-shaped chambers, and tabular oblique skull shaping,
suggest a more direct relationship to the Maya lowlands. A new reliance on chert rather
than obsidian cutting tools, abandonment of local obsidian blade production, and an
abrupt drop in San Martín Jilotepeque obsidian rapidly brought eastern Chiapas into the
Lowland Maya obsidian acquisition system.
Curiously, there is no evidence of vigorous interaction with the Guatemala
highlands or Pacific coast at this time. Aside for lowland acquisition of highland
obsidian, the two regions exchanged little in the way of pottery, architectural technology,
or statuary. The few potbelly sculptures discovered at Tikal are either crude or miniature
imitations of Pacific coast examples (Coe 1965a:Fig. 18; Jones and Orrego C. 1987:Fig.
6). Hansen (Hansen 1998:82) mentions that “architectural sculptural façades also flanked
the stairs of adobe structures at Kaminaljuyu,” but does not provide any reference or
description. Barring this possible link, Terminal Preclassic comparisons between
Kaminaljuyu and the Maya lowlands are at best very weak. Even the popular threepronged incensario tradition (Ball 1980:67-69; Miller et al. 2005:162-166), does not
catch on in the lowlands (see Kosakowsky 1991:196 for a rare example).
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One object class that did have widespread distribution was mushroom stones or
hollow mushroom pots. Whether stone or ceramic, these objects were approximately 3040 cm. tall. Stone versions were restricted to the highlands with large numbers found in
Late Preclassic contexts at Kaminaljuyu (Borhegyi 1961) and Chiapa de Corzo (Lee
1969:148-149). The earliest ceramic versions were made in pre-Mamom times, but were
most frequent as part of the Chicanel gamut, especially in Protoclassic 1 times. In
Terminal Preclassic times ceramic mushrooms appeared sporadically in distant places
like Chiapa de Corzo and the Nicoya Peninsula of Costa Rica (Garber et al. 1993:221).
Many scholars assume these objects, whether stone or ceramic, had a ceremonial purpose
in hallucinogenic rituals (Adams 1999:127; Borhegyi 1961; see also Brown 1984).
Basaltic highland versions often had human or animal effigies on the stem and, when
present, on tripod legs; they were sometimes placed in burials and caches. By contrast,
lowland Chicanel mushroom pots were invariably austere with fingernail or shell
impressions covering the cap, and were typically discarded in construction fills and
middens. 94 Given these patterns, it is likely, as Borhegyi (1963:336) suggested via
ethnographic evidence, that lowland mushroom pots were pottery anvils used to mold
pottery and have no demonstrated relation to the highland religious cult in which the
effigy stones played a role.
At Punta de Chimino, no distinct findings are assignable to this expansionary era.
As far as I can tell, the site’s E-Group buildings were not modified in any significant
94

Sabloff (1975:92) illustrates a most unusual mushroom pot from Ceibal Burial 30 with a Flor Cream slip
and an “air hole.” Apparently aware of the Borhegyi’s thesis, he illustrates this vessel with the rounded
incised cap facing down. The vessel’s association with the Late Cantutse (Protoclassic 1) interment is
unclear (Tourtellot III 1990:109-110). It may be associated with nearby fill or midden debris.
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manner and continued to serve their intended functions. Not even minor changes, such as
thin repavements, cache deposits, or stair alterations, were discovered on either building.
It is, however, quite possible that other buildings (e.g., under Mound 5) were modified at
this time. There is also no evidence of building neglect or site abandonment. Little
additional investment, aside from maintenance, was put into the E-Group buildings.
Whether this was true of Terminal Preclassic E-Groups in general, or was a peculiarity of
Punta de Chimino’s, I cannot say.

Protoclassic 1: Social Privilege, International Taste, and the First Maya Kings
The Chicanel Maya hegemony continued to expand outward with few signs of
weakness when a number of uncharacteristic behavioral practices began to appear in
small to medium-sized centers around 75 or 50 B.C. In Protoclassic 1 we encounter a
very different social dynamic, state expansion is now coupled with an increasingly selfinterested local leadership. Many investigators believe the years between 75 B.C. and
A.D. 150 are essentially a continuation of Preclassic social lifeways. While this may have
been true in certain domestic domains, it certainly was not in the public sphere or in ritual
life. Expansion into distant regions brought the Lowland Maya into contact with highland
groups whose political practices were based on the maneuverings and patronage of
aspiring local chiefs. Some highland societies such as Miraflores, Uapala, and Solano,
attained surprising degrees of cultural integration, sharing ceramic, architectural,
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sculptural, and domestic traditions. 95 Ultimately, however, they were less successful at
uniting themselves within a single ideological canon. In Gramscian terms, highland
hegemonic groups were less effective at incorporating the interests of others into their
own. Surely they possessed the intellectual and moral leadership to do so. But unlike the
Lowland Maya, highland societies were comprised of many more linguistic and ethnic
factions and lived with the legacy of their chiefdom-based Olmec political heritage.
Coercion, violence, and political instability were probably more common realities in
highland communities.
The concept of a Protoclassic period interposed between Preclassic and Classic
historical developments is at least sixty years old. It continues to be employed in highland
Chiapas and the western highlands of Guatemala where decisive material changes and
absolute dates provide consistent support for a unique cultural phase. In the Maya
lowlands the concept has been used inconsistently to designate a time period through
which all Maya regions passed, pottery traits unique to that period, a cultural stage when
architecture, pottery, and tomb paraphernalia indicate the rise of an elite class (Willey
1977:391), and, most recently, a technological ceramic stage with two chronometrically
divisible facets, Protoclassic 1 and Protoclassic 2 (Brady et al. 1998). The confusion
among Mayanists results in large part from the pottery’s disproportionate regional
distribution and its frequent confinement to ritual contexts as a subcomplex. In this essay
I am primarily concerned with time and culture-historical trends both within and beyond
95

For important statements on these traditions see Andrews (1976:180-181), Arnauld (2003), Demarest and
Sharer (1986), and Hatch (1991; 2003). Oddly, Izapa did not fall into any major cultural sphere (Lowe
1977:230-231). The site’s archaeological relationship to other southern Mesoamerican traditions remains a
mystery.
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the Maya lowlands. To achieve that purpose, I infuse Brady et al.’s carbon-dated
Protoclassic sequence with something it was not intended to address, cultural practices of
restricted temporal and spatial intensity—allowing for “loose” temporal correspondences
between ceramics and other material patterns, as we must for all ceramic periods.
Before examining the evidence, mention must be made of an important cultural
phenomenon that continues to impair our ability to align Protoclassic lowland
sequences—ceramic continuity or conservatism (see Bachand 2003a). Radiocarbon data
make it remarkably clear that pyramids and cityscapes constructed during Protoclassic 1
times often contain few Protoclassic ceramic traits in their fills. This phenomenon is
particularly prevalent in the central lowland region. Some years ago, Joseph Ball noted
the near absence of Protoclassic types and forms at Becan. Middle facet Pakluum, the
Protoclassic 1 equivalent, represented a continuation of Chicanel types, modes, and
decorative conventions (Ball 1977a:130, 153-155). 96 This continuity is eminently
illustrated at El Mirador, largest of the Preclassic Maya cities and cultural hub of the
Chicanel heartland. Despite a rarity of Protoclassic ceramic traits in monumental fill
(save pseudo-Usulután decoration), radiocarbon assays consistently date El Mirador’s
outermost constructions to Protoclassic 1 (Hansen 1990:210, Table 22; Matheny 1986).
This indicates, among other things, that Protoclassic happenings were contemporaneous
with El Mirador’s acme and the final stand of the Chicanel Maya state occurred in
Protoclassic 2 times after A.D. 150. Chicanel continuity is also a proven fact in the
96

Trickle decorated pottery was, however, a key marker at the start of this period (Ball 1977a:130). The
effect was probably achieved by positive painting or dripping black paint on slipped (and fired?)
monochrome surfaces (usually cream, buff, or orange-red). Trickle pottery appeared during Protoclassic 1
times at El Mirador, Dzibilchaltun, Cuello, and Cerros, among other sites. Its origin may lie at El Mirador,
where it seems to occur in the Terminal or Urban Preclassic.
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Pasión region (Lincoln 1985) and on the adjacent Dolores-Poptún Plateau (Laporte
1995c), although data from Punta de Chimino now suggest it diminished greatly and
possibly ceased to be produced in Protoclassic 2 times. As I have mentioned elsewhere
(Bachand 2003a), construction fills containing Chicanel pottery may not date to the Late
Preclassic proper (300-150 B.C.). They could easily be Terminal Preclassic (150-75 BC),
Protoclassic 1 (75 B.C.-A.D. 150), or even Protoclassic 2 (A.D. 150-420) in date,
depending on the history of that locality and age of the materials used in construction—
thus the need for frequent and suitable absolute dating. The current tendency is to lump
all observations into one Late Preclassic phase (minimally 300 B.C.-A.D. 250), or to
settle on two temporal divisions, Late Preclassic and Terminal Preclassic, neither of
which are consistently applied with the same calendrical criteria. I hope to show that
these conventions conflate too much evidence and thwart our attempts to elucidate vital
culture-historical trends.
Protoclassic 1 bears the material likeness of a social crisis, in which the old is
dying so the new can be born. Gramsci’s discussion of organic and conjunctural crises is
influenced by the Marxist concept of class and perpetuates a problematic binary between
ideological (superstructural) and economic (structural) forces. As mentioned previously,
the lines were typically blurred between such forces in ancient societies. In the Maya
case, counter hegemonies seem to have arisen from both within and beyond the
leadership structure of the old hegemony (Bachand 2003b). Protoclassic leaders were
ingeniously crafty—they selected semiotic elements of Late Preclassic statecraft (for
which they apparently had first-hand familiarity) and modified them to serve local
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political ends (Freidel and Schele 1988). It is perhaps no irony that shortly after they
arrive in northern Yucatan and Belize, zoomorphic architectural masks (manifestations of
the old hegemony) are soon followed by signs of sovereign rulership, and then frequently
site abandonment.
Raymond Williams (1977:121-127) observed that cultural hegemonies include
“dominant,” “residual,” and “emergent” social practices that variously impact the
common sense of the day. Williams’ description of the “emergent” has particular
resonance with the Protoclassic Maya case. The emergent consists of new meanings,
values, practices, and relationships that either begin to be incorporated into the dominant
hegemony or remain along its fringe. For Williams, artists’ products play an active role in
dispersing these newly emergent ideas throughout society. Widespread social change can
also be aided, however, by appealing to archaic or “residual” cultural elements. Archaic
or past elements are observed, examined, and occasionally revived in a deliberate way,
but are generally inactive in everyday affairs. Residual elements, though formed in the
past, may form a basis for action in the present, providing many meanings and values for
contemporary action. Protoclassic leaders incorporated residual symbolic elements from
the zoomorphic masks found on Late Preclassic buildings in their ritual attire.
Meanwhile, the building sculptures themselves began to change, with many becoming
composite, zoomorph-humanoid faces.
As we learn from Williams, counter hegemonies and subaltern elements often
arise in social arenas that are located at some distance, geographically or politically, from
the mainstream policies or activities of the state. The uncharacteristic material practices I
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am about to describe occurred most frequently in small to medium-sized hinterland
centers and in reclusive hideaways like caves. These localities produced public art that
unveiled the new face of rulership, substituting crowns for masks on stucco friezes,
painted murals, and carved stelae (B. Bachand and H. Bachand 2005:49-57). In
Protoclassic 1, craftspersons may have become directly sponsored or organically
“attached” to leading households for the first time, as is evident from the sudden increase
in portable stone and ceramic art, sculpted as well as painted expositions, and
architectural innovations (e.g., vaulted tombs and temple roofs), all elements used,
flaunted, and commissioned by sovereign aspirants.
A marked change in Protoclassic 1 is the appearance of tombs, crypts, and
chamber burials in the monumental buildings of secondary and tertiary centers.
Occupants are normally middle-aged men but are sometimes adult women, which
suggests some women were powerful and influential at this time (see Harrison 1999:5860). Notable examples are the vaulted pentagonal tombs from Wakna (Hansen 1998:92,
Fig. 23) and Tikal’s Mundo Perdido (Laporte 1995b:Fig. 20; Laporte and Fialko 1990:40;
1993:34-36), Burials 166, 167, and 85 in Tikal’s North Acropolis (Coe 1965a), the
chamber burial from Uolantun, a small site near Tikal (Moholy-Nagy 2003b:91), Burial
34 at Caracol (A. Chase and D. Chase 1996), numerous crypts in the Mountain Cow area
(Thompson 1931), the disturbed chamber interments from Nohmul (Anderson and Cook
1944; Hammond 1984a:7-8), and slightly later in Protoclassic 2: the famous Holmul
crypts (Merwin and Vaillant 1932), the Altun Ha tomb (Pendergast 1971), an unfinished
tomb at Cerros (Schele and Freidel 1990:123), the famous yet mistakenly identified
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Tomb 1 at Pomona (Graham 1994:74-75; Justeson et al. 1988; Kidder and Ekholm
1951:125-126), a pyramidal tomb with crude corbelled vault located over a fourchambered chultun at El Pozito (Case 1982:31; Nievans 1976:59, 61), Blue Creek’s
chultun tomb located beneath a small plaza on an isolated hilltop (Laura Kosakowsky,
personal communications 2003 and 2006), the plaza crypt at Chan Chich (Houk 1998);
the slate box tombs at Kendal (Graham 1994:188, 129; Price 1899), and the recently
discovered looted tomb from Chaak Ak’al, Guatemala (Johnston n.d.). The earliest tombs
cluster in a band across the northeast Petén and Belize. To my knowledge, no
Protoclassic tombs have hitherto been recorded northward in the Yucatan.
Lotus-style interments also appeared in peripheral centers at this time. The seated,
cross-legged position was a symbol of authority and exalted status; it appeared on
Protoclassic 1 murals (Coe 1965a:Fig. 9b,d; Saturno 2006:75), portable art (Coe 1966),
and miniature stone statuary (Valdés 1992:Fig. 2; Valdés et al. 1995:26). Lotus burials
have been documented at Tikal (Coe 1965a:1414, Figs. 14 and 16), Dzibilchaltun
(Andrews IV and Andrews V 1980:53-55, 315, Fig. 42), K’axob (Storey 2004:Figs. 6.6
and 6.8), and Cuello (Robin and Hammond 1991:Fig. 10.9). Other prominently placed
and/or richly endowed seated burials were discovered at Altar de Sacrificios (A. L. Smith
1972:Fig. 80f), Cerros (Cliff 1986:50), Barton Ramie (Willey and Gifford 1961:156),
Cahal Cunil, and Tzimin Kax (Thompson 1931). With the possible exception of Tikal,
these were modest centers in the truest sense. Outside the Maya lowlands, the lotus
position came to be associated with the richest burials at late Protoclassic Chiapa de
Corzo (Agrinier 1964:38-39, 42, 51-53), and La Lagunita (Ichon and Arnauld 1985:21-
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38), and eventually at Early Classic Kaminaljuyu (Kidder et al. 1946:Fig. 32).
Protoclassic fuchsite effigies of nude males in seated lotus positions have been
discovered in Tikal Burial 167 (Coe 1965a:Fig. 11b), and in structural cache offerings at
Uaxactún (Kidder 1947:47-48) and El Portón in the Salamá Valley (Sharer and Sedat
1987:343, Plate 3.23), these latter contexts being public temples.
Accompanying the deceased in these prominent interments were prized trade
items whose elements often signaled participation in a broad “international style” shared
across all of southern Mesoamerica (see Feldman 2002). This cosmopolitanism was
particularly evident in Belize, where imitation, if not actual acquisition of foreign items
occurred with great frequency. Yet, as Garber et al. (1993:225) point out, the random
appearance and varying craftsmanship of these objects suggests they were personally
commissioned or bartered for, avoiding the institutional oversight that came with the
acquisition of other mass-produced consumables like obsidian. There was, however, a
canon to be followed. People were using these objects in similar ways and they were
designed with specific purposes in mind. Some of these purposes were probably at odds
with conservative or archaic social elements.
A number of portable objects and bodily trappings made primarily of shell and
jadeite are found in prominent Protoclassic 1 tombs and burials. Bivalve shell pendants 97
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Bivalve clamshell pendants (or genital shields) fashioned from half a Spondylus shell occur in
Protoclassic 1, while in Protoclassic 2 they are generally sculpted from jade. Greenstone versions are
clearly pendants and appear as far away as Costa Rica (Garber et al. 1993:233-234; Snarskis 1979). These
objects are biconically perforated and often have delicately incised images or glyphic texts on either the
ventral or dorsal side. Shell specimens with good Protoclassic 1 context are known from El Mirador’s Tigre
pyramid chultun (Hansen 1990:94), Tikal’s Mundo Perdido tomb (Laporte 2000:Fig. 5a), K’axob’s Burial
1-2 (Isaza Aizpurúa 2004:345, Fig. 14.9), Cuello Burials 86 and 102 (Hammond 1991b:Figs. 8.40 and
8.41), and Caracol’s Structure A6-1st caches (A. Chase and D. Chase 1995:Figs. 58 and 59). Protoclassic 2
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along with bib-and-helmet style pendants, 98 maskettes, so-called ahaw pendants, 99 and
earflares made of greenstone or jade are suddenly common in the central Maya lowlands,
especially in northern Belize where they may have originated (Garber et al. 1993:226228). Other items are likely of foreign origin or at least the materials used to make them
are foreign. Carved soft stone figurines, largely confined to Protoclassic 1, probably
originate from Costa Rica where carving in fuchsite, muscovite, sericite, serpentine, talc
or “soapstone,” as well as steatite and albite, was a Protoclassic specialty (Balser
1993). 100 Avian celts/pendants or “axe gods” are yet other exotics that doubtless originate

jadeite specimens are known from Burials 13 and 31 at Barton Ramie (Willey and Gifford 1961:156), and a
burial chamber at Kendal, Belize (Price 1899:340; Schele and Miller 1986:79, Plate 10).
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Distinctively Maya are bib-and-helmet style jade pendants (Proskouriakoff 1974:96-97), and so-called
ahaw pectorals (Freidel 1993). Bib-style head pendants were found in Protoclassic 1 caches at Tikal,
Cerros, Nohmul, Lamanai, Altun Ha, Santa Rita Corozal, Caracol, Yaxuná, Calica, and Tomb 2 at Chan
Chich, all Belizean sites except for Tikal, Yaxuná, and Calica (A. Chase and D. Chase 1995:Fig. 58; Coe
1965b:23; Houk 1998:Fig. 17; Martos López 2003:Fig. 48). For additional references see Garber et al.
(1993:227) and Parsons (1993:254). Aside from the above, and the nine bib-style pendants recovered from
the Chichén Itzá cenote, Stirling (1957:Plate 65) reported a bib-and-helmet pendant from a Protoclassic
vessel cache (?) in Tabasco, Woodbury and Trik (1953:Fig. 281b) excavated one from a tomb at Zaculeu,
Schieber de Lavarreda and Orrego Corzo (2002:68-69) found several in a vessel cache at Takalik Abaj, and
Parsons (1993:254-255) excavated three bib-style pendants in a Protoclassic jade cache at Monte Alto on
Guatemala’s Pacific piedmont. Parsons (1993:254) also reported several bib-style pendants made locally in
Costa Rica. Ahaw pectorals appear to be of finer execution, and have been found at Tikal, Cerros, Kendal,
and in the Mountain Cow area (Coe 1965a:Fig. 16; Garber et al. 1993:227). Surprisingly, Protoclassic jade
ornaments are less frequent at large urban sites in the Chicanel heartland, even in caches and burials.
Parsons assigns these objects to his Terminal Preclassic Izapa period (200 B.C.-A.D. 200) along
with jadeite maskettes, greenstone cups, Costa Rican axe gods, round and tubular beads, and earflares.
However, there is nothing Izapa-like about these objects and to my knowledge none have been found at that
site. Bib-style pendants and maskettes originated in the eastern Maya lowlands, while axe gods, and other
jades are probably Costa Rican in origin. Findings consistently show these objects appeared after A.D. 1 or
even after A.D. 100 in their respective regions.
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See Freidel (1993:154-159) and Garber et al. (1993:227) for original definition of these and their possible
symbolic links to bib-and-helmet style pendants. See also Freidel and Suhler (1995) for further
development of these arguments with recent findings from Yaxuná, Mexico.
100
Notable Protoclassic 1 examples are the fuchsite maskette found in Tikal’s Burial 85 (Coe 1965a:Fig.
16), the green fuchsite figurine in Tikal Burial 167 (Coe 1965a:Fig. 11b), the fuchsite figurine with
Olmecoid features from a cache at Uaxactún (Kidder 1947:47-48), and a fuchsite figurine in Cache 20 at El
Portón (Sharer and Sedat 1987:343, Plate 3.23).
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from Costa Rica (especially the Nicoya Peninsula), where they appear in elaborate burials
after A.D. 1 (see Garber et al. 1993:221-224 for references and radiocarbon dates). In the
Maya lowlands, Thompson (1931) found a number of these in the Mountain Cow area
tombs. Their distribution spans far and wide from highland Guatemala (Wauchope
1975:41, Figs. 23-26), to the Ulua Valley of Honduras (Stone 1972:59), to the mass grave
at Chalchuapa, El Salvador (Fowler 1984:609), and the Mexican Gulf Coast (Drucker
1955:Fig. 7; Stone 1972:58).
New pottery forms appeared, and their contexts indicate nonprosaic uses and
meanings. Spouted vessels, floreros, barrel-shaped buckets or “champagne” pots
appeared with considerable regularity in elaborate tombs, burials, ceremonial chultunes,
and caches. Their beauty and preservation suggests they were reserved for household
display and rare celebrations, feasts, or commemorations. They had high guardianship
“value” and were often kept as heirlooms. Spouted vessels were made in modest
quantities starting in early Middle Preclassic times, but their frequency, decorative
elaboration, and ritual uses reached a new pinnacle in Protoclassic 1 (Powis et al.
2002:99). At least some spouted vessels were used to prepare and consume chocolate
beverages, but they may have contained other libations as well (Powis et al. 2002:96102). It is possible, however, that cacao become a high status beverage in Protoclassic
Soft stone carvings in the form of axe gods are relatively common on the Nicoya Peninsula at this
time. These objects may have been carved as the choicest jade became scarcer or political relationships
permitting access to high quality jadeite quarries became more restrictive. In Costa Rica, as in the Maya
lowlands, such objects appear in burials alongside jadeite objects. Steatites from Costa Rica’s Fortuna
region, otherwise known as the San Carlos Plain, may also derive from this period. Certain
anthropomorphic head axes from Playa de los Muertos, Honduras were wrought from fuchsite or muscovite
(Stone 1972:59). According to Stone (1972:58) these objects derive from archaeological contexts dating to
around A.D. 100.
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times. The most elaborate Protoclassic ceramic assemblages—those at Chiapa de Corzo,
La Lagunita, and Playa de los Muertos, all major nodes on the cacao trade route between
the Pacific coast and Maya lowlands—have yielded an unusually large number of ornate
spouted vessels. 101 The wide, trumpet like orifice, bulbous base, and long, constricted
neck of a second vessel form, the florero, would advantageously serve as the floor
receptacle in the two-vessel frothing process portrayed in Classic Maya palace scenes
(Coe and Coe 1996:50; Powis et al. 2002:94-95, Fig. 8). 102 Bucket pots came in a variety
shapes; some were composite-silhouette forms with a low basal break, others were barrelshaped, and others still, had outflaring walls. Some bucket pots even had lug handles.
These were placed in tombs or used as containers for depositing highly symbolic (and
esoteric?) objects within public buildings. 103
Deposits of smashed partial or whole serving vessels (often with mammiform
feet) below the surface of ceremonial buildings are another discernable feature of
Protoclassic 1. Notable examples are Tikal’s Problematical Deposit 87 (Culbert n.d.:Ci
101

At Chiapa de Corzo fourteen bridge-spouted pots were found in Horcones phase caches in the Mound 5
“palace,” and two were found in Mound 17 caches (Agrinier 1964; 1975a; Lowe 1962; 1964). Most have
true Usulutan wavy-line designs suggesting they were imports from El Salvador. At La Lagunita spouted
pots were placed among hundreds of regal objects in a large mortuary cavern dating to ca. A.D. 175 (Ichon
and Arnauld 1985). At Playa de los Muertos they occurred in simple graves (Popenoe 1934). In the
Protoclassic Maya Lowlands they were definitely status items, which may suggest stronger ties to highland
Chiapas and western Guatemala at this time.
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Floreros and spouted vessels appear to comprise part of a tableware “set” in Burials 85 and 166 in
Tikal’s North Acropolis (Coe 1965a:Figs. 2cdjk, 6, and 14). Velásquez (1993:Fig. 2) illustrates a Classic
period spouted vessel from a burial in Group A-IV-1 at Kaminaljuyu placed near, among other things, a
miniature florero (Kidder et al. 1946:Figs. 26, 71c, 199l and 206j). While at Cerro de las Mesas, Drucker
noted that two florero-shaped vessels from Burial 19, Trench 30 were “reworked supported-spout vessels”
(Drucker 1943:Table 12 [erroneously provenienced, but illustrated in Plate 18-b and c]).
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For examples see Adams (1971:Figs. 14g, 17ab), A. Chase and D. Chase (1995:92, 95), Coe (1965a:Fig.
2fi), Freidel and Schele (1989:240); Ichon and Grignon (2000), Popenoe (1934:Fig. 8); Robin and
Hammond (1991:Fig. 10.9), Reese and Valdez (1987:41), A. L. Smith (1972:Fig. 80f), and Suhler, Ardren,
and Johnstone (1998:Fig. 5).
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60-61) and various Yaxcheel phase deposits at Cenote (A. Chase 1983). At Ceibal,
several enigmatic pits containing Protoclassic vessels were placed in and around large
terraces in Late Cantutse times (Tourtellot III 1988:285-288). The true nature of these
deposits remains unknown. We can surmise that they represent minor destruction
episodes of ornate vessels in ceremonial locations. The behavior associated with these
deposits may be a precursor to that which produced the voluminous “pot pits” of late
Protoclassic 1 and Protoclassic 2 times (Bachand 2003a:603).
Holly Bachand and I have elsewhere discussed, albeit with less chronological
precision, the shift to more private ritual spaces on public buildings in site cores (B.
Bachand and H. Bachand 2005). At the time of this writing, I remain convinced that the
first multiroomed masonry enclosures appear on public buildings in Protoclassic 1. The
following constructions have been labeled as Late Preclassic, but review of their
stratigraphic, ceramic, and formal qualities as well as their radiometric dates leads me to
believe they are no earlier than Protoclassic 1 in date. These well-known buildings are:
Structure 34 on El Mirador’s Tigre pyramid (Hansen 1990); Structure 5D-Sub.1-1st on
Tikal’s North Acropolis (Coe 1965a; 1990); Structure 5C-2nd at Cerros (Freidel 1986;
see also Walker 2004); the small temple buildings on Uaxactún’s Group H platform
(Valdés 1992; 1993); Structure 6F-4-2nd at Yaxuna (Freidel and Suhler 1995:Figs. 87
and 88); Substructure B2-Sub2 at Holtun (Fialko 2003:12-13); and, although a single
room, San Bartolo’s mural hall (Saturno 2006:72, 74). 104 Meanwhile, the first masonry
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Many of these are temple buildings in a triadic architectural arrangement. Curiously, no such buildings
have been reported at Nakbe.
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buildings to appear on E-Group range platforms at Uaxactún, Tikal, Cahal Pichik,
Hatzcab Ceel, Cenote, and Caracol have Protoclassic 2 associations (A. Chase and D.
Chase 1995; Laporte and Fialko 1993:Figs. 1 and 20). In our 2005 paper we concluded
that public spaces became more segregated, making some public rituals (or governmental
practices) highly exclusive. The reasons for this are surely multidimensional, but we
tentatively suggested that, along with additional evidence, this trend indicates a shift from
collective or group performances to rituals carried out in isolation by soloists or
community delegates. In Protoclassic 1 this behavior was condoned with some regularity.
No convincing archaeological evidence yet exists for palaces during the Preclassic
or Protoclassic. Prior summaries have been somewhat misleading on this issue (cf. Clark
and Hansen 2001:16-18; Valdés 2001). 105 When tested, the proposed (Protoclassic 1)
“palace compounds” at El Mirador and Nakbe produced no evidence of high status
domestic occupation: no significant floor remains, special use areas, hearths, benches,
subfloor burials, or refuse pits containing socially exclusive items (Clark and Hansen
2001:17-18; Martínez Hidalgo and Hansen 1993). At Nakbe, the best evidence for elite
residence derives from a Terminal Preclassic-Protoclassic 1 apsidal building that more
closely resembles a lineage domicile than a multiuse palace compound (Balcárcel 1999;
Velásquez et al. 2003). Proposed (Protoclassic 2) “palaces” at Uaxactún are likewise
devoid of royal household debris. In addition, most of the “palace” rooms on Uaxactún’s
Group H platform and Sub-2C complex are only 1.0-3.0 m wide, channel traffic flow in a
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Indeed, even the best case for an Early Classic royal compound, Tikal’s Group 6C-XVI, lacks hearths,
middens, and burials. According to excavator Juan Pedro Laporte (2003:209-210), none of the material
evidence suggests residence, kinship, or household production.
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highly restricted and unnatural manner, contain no benches, and are located on or near
prominent public platforms supporting temple-pyramids. These buildings were dark and
unsanitary (see von Falkenhausen 1985:129). Given the lack of evidence for residence, I
am inclined to believe the above examples had religious or administrative functions and
were not domiciles for community leaders. By contrast, the contemporaneous Mound 5 at
Chiapa de Corzo presents many of the material traits we would expect to find for a
multifunctional regal domicile or palace (Clark and Hansen 2001:26-30; Lowe 1962:818).
As for thrones, Juan AntonioValdés (2001:153) correctly informs us that no
Preclassic or Protoclassic stone thrones have been excavated in the Maya lowlands.
Rectangular thrones with four conical supports have been found in the Guatemala
highlands at Takalik Abaj, Kaminaljuyu, and Izapa, and are depicted on stelae at Izapa
and Kaminaljuyu (Kaplan 1995a; 1995b). Precise dating of these thrones and their
associated depictions remains problematic. Like Kaplan, I believe they cluster in a period
of one-hundred years or less, but feel most comfortable placing them in the first century
B.C. 106 In any case, a rectangular throne nearly identical to highland thrones in height,
size, and foot support shape is depicted on the recently discovered San Bartolo mural
(Saturno 2006:75), which, as a Protoclassic 1 find, is the earliest evidence for a Lowland
Maya throne. The concept of a throne was clearly shared between the typically bellicose
highlanders and first lowland kings.
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Kaplan (1995a:407, 411) situates these objects maximally between 300 and 50 B.C and settles on a
median date of 250 B.C. Recalibration of Izapa’s radiocarbon dates in OxCal v.10, a Bayesian assisted
version, places most of the later site occupation after 100 B.C. Monument dating at Takalik Abaj and
Kaminaljuyu is mainly ceramic-based, and in my view less reliable.
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This leads to what is arguably the most striking aspect of the San Bartolo mural,
its unequivocal depiction of a crowning event (Saturno 2006:75). The recipient sits upon
a painted wooden scaffold while an attendant ascends a short ladder and presents him
with a symbolic headdress. The headdress, with so-called Jester God diadem at top front,
earflare, and chin bar, is nearly identical to the one donned by a lord seated in lotus-style
position on the Dumbarton Oaks pectoral (see Freidel 1990; 1993:155). Similarities are
equally striking with the headgear worn by the protagonist in Loltún Cave’s low relief
wall carving (Sharer 1994:Fig. 3.23). An undeciphered hieroglyphic text painted between
the San Bartolo protagonists likely describes the event and names the person being
crowned. Importantly, the attendant sports a headdress in the form of the long-nosed bird
commonly depicted on Terminal Preclassic pyramidal façades. The image seems to
portray an enactment of the symbolic transfer of power from deity to man.
The peculiar thing about the San Bartolo finds is their appearance in a mediumsized center, a recurring theme in this section. To be sure, San Bartolo has some large
pyramids. The Las Pinturas pyramid, tallest at the site, attained a height of about 12.0 m
by Terminal Preclassic times prior to construction of the mural room. The civic core is
about 20 ha in extent, making it comparable in size to those at Cerros, Becan, and Altar
de Sacrificios. It would fit six times in El Mirador’s urban precinct (300 ha), twice in
Nakbe’s (40 ha), and one and a half times in Lamanai’s (30 ha).
Our understanding of script development in the Maya lowlands is still unfurling.
Discovery of small painterly inscriptions on a displaced wall stone at 200 B.C. at San
Bartolo pushes back the origins of Maya writing by at least a century. This text is elegant
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and disciplined; it exhibits a virtuosity that betokens learnedness and skill. It provides
corroboratory evidence for the long suspicion that Mayan hieroglyphic writing predates
all other Mesoamerican writing systems. Until the excavations at San Bartolo run their
course, it is worth remembering that no fewer than six different scripts appeared by the
end of the Preclassic: Tuxtlatec or Isthmian, 107 Lowland Mayan, a Pacific piedmont
script, Kaminaljuyu’s anomalous script, two (?) independent writing systems in the
Salamá Valley, 108 and the Oaxacan script. All appear to have one thing in common, they
were used to name leaders or their political realms on public monuments. In Protoclassic
1 times texts were carved on stelae in all traditions except the Oaxacan. The earliest long
count (bar and dot) dates appear on Protoclassic 1 monuments at Chiapa de Corzo (36
B.C.) and Tres Zapotes (31 B.C.), sites beyond the western edge of the Chicanel cultural
sphere. The long count is therefore either not Maya in origin, or the data are skewed from
a lack of recovery and preservation of Lowland Maya monuments due to ancient
desecration and modern looting. Nevertheless, the Maya clearly became masters of the
long count, using it to reckon time back to a zero date of 3,114 B.C. The point to be made
here is the earliest Lowland Maya stelae most likely date to Protoclassic 1 when
international ties were forged with other stelae-producing cultures. All claims for earlier
stelae erection in the lowlands are weakly supported.
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The Isthmian script may have evolved out of Lowland Mayan writing in Protoclassic 1. If the Wastek
(formerly Huastec) fled the Maya lowlands during the excitement and tension of Protoclassic 1, they may
have been the originators of this short-lived writing system, which bears various uncanny resemblances to
Mayan composition. Admittedly, this is pure speculation and hardly worthy of a footnote.
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Those in the Salamá Valley are believed to date to late Middle Preclassic times ca. 500-400 B.C. (Sharer
1989:173). However, this dating is so anomalous, it should be considered with great caution until additional
findings come forward. El Portón Monument 1 has numerous likenesses to Protoclassic 1 stelae.
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Much of the activity described above appears to have bypassed the Middle Pasión
region. Ceibal appears to have continued on with little change, though there is some
uncertainty as to whether the city maintained its full population (Willey 1990:241-242).
Chicanel sphere ceramics continued to predominate; the few new Protoclassic types were
simply additive to the complex as a whole (Sabloff 1975:232), a pattern replicated in the
Petexbatún. Aside from the unusual Protoclassic ceramic deposits described previously,
little change or interruption is noted in Ceibal’s historical development. Hence, the
picture is very similar to that observed in the Mirador Basin, where ceramic conservatism
and Chicanel lifeways persisted into Protoclassic 1.
At Punta de Chimino, things also seem to have continued much as before. At the
end of Protoclassic 1 ca. A.D. 150, a simple grave was interred below the surface of
Structure 6A-Sub. 5, the E-Group range building, and the building was repaved. Then
something mysterious happened. Shortly after the repavement of Structure 6A-Sub. 5, the
two E-Group buildings, Structure 7-Sub. 4 and Structure 6A-Sub.4, incurred structural
damage. The plaster on their plaza-facing sides eroded away causing minor slumping. It
is unclear whether the entire settlement was abandoned at this time, but when these
buildings were repaired in Protoclassic 2, the construction technology and materials used
were considerably different and the dimensions and proxemic allowances of the
monumental space were altered. This historical hiccup may eventually yield clues to what
happened at Ceibal at the close of Protoclassic 1, since the material patterns at the two
sites are intimately linked.
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No stelae, tombs, or kingly paraphernalia are known from any Pasión center at
this time. Itzán, Chaak’Ak'al, and Ceibal await more intensive investigation. Ceramic
evidence suggests a population increase on the Itzán escarpment, or at least an increase in
monumental construction (Johnston n.d.). It would not be surprising to learn these centers
peaked in Protoclassic 1. A panel fragment at Itzán made from highland andesite may
date to this period, but we cannot be certain (Johnston n.d.). I suspect the small settlement
on the Aguateca escarpment also came into existence at this time. Protoclassic 1 types
were sometimes found in Aguateca’s Chicanel levels (Foias 1996:264), and an
experimental AMS date (1994 ± 31 BP) on plaster recovered from K6-1’s interior
Chicanel building calibrated to 60 B.C.-A.D. 80 at the 2 sigma, 95% confidence level
(Hodgins et al. 2004). The same may be true of Dos Ceibas, but too little is currently
known about it. On the western fringe, Altar de Sacrificios enlarged its monumental
buildings in the local almeja style. Groups B and C were refurbished and “most of the
small outlying mounds or house mounds were constructed” (A. L. Smith 1972:110).
Some social differentiation is suggested, however, by the placement of a seated adult
male (Burial 65) with bucket pot (or florero?) at the base of Structure B-1 Construction E
(A. L. Smith 1972:78-79, 253, Figs. 44f and 80f). 109 In sum, existing data indicate an
unabated florescence of the Chicanel Maya state in the Middle Pasión region during
Protoclassic 1, a pattern similar to that observed throughout the Mirador Basin and in
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According to A. L. Smith (1972:253) the catalogue number for this vessel was 30-12. Adams (1971)
illustrated numerous Plancha phase bucket pots and floreros, but did not provide context. The Burial 65
vessel is not at Harvard’s Peabody Museum (Sharri Clark, personal communication 2006), and is most
likely in Guatemala’s National Museum.
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other Chicanel strongholds. Altar de Sacrificios, however, begins to exalt its leaders, a
factor that took its history in another direction in Protoclassic 2.

Protoclassic 2: Social Crises, Heightened Ritual, and Dynastic Founders

Where there is no vision, the people perish.
Proverbs 29:18
By A.D. 150 or 200 conditions in the Maya Lowlands had become tense and
uncertain. Anxiety was manifested in heightened if not frenzied ritual activity,
fortification of cities, ecological duress, mass public burials, and the abandonment of
Chicanel capitals. 110 The first dynastic rulers arose in this unsettled climate, when the
general populace was vulnerable, desperate, and looking for direction. Survivors sought
refuge and protection in small upstart kingdoms headed by the political heirs of the
Chicanel insurgency.
Protoclassic 2 (A.D. 150-420) spans the conventional Preclassic to Classic
boundary of A.D. 250. This boundary is purely arbitrary, being settled upon to place
Tikal’s Stela 29 (A.D. 292) within the Classic period (Culbert 2003:58; Thompson
1965:342-343; Willey et al. 1967:311-312; Willey et al. 1964:478). Historically, Stela 29
floats somewhere in the maelstrom of Protoclassic 2. By contrast, events around A.D.
430 were historically decisive. Although the Teotihuacan entrada occurred in A.D. 378
(Martin and Grube 2000; Stuart 2000), the first Teotihuacan elements at Altun Ha
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See Hansen (1990:216-221) for an overview of Protoclassic 2 abandonments between A.D. 150 and 250.
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(Pendergast 1971; Pring 1977), Copán (Sharer 2003a, 2003b), and Becan (Ball 1983)
appeared between A.D. 400 and 450. The political scene changed significantly in the
Middle Pasión around A.D. 430 when Punta de Chimino, Aguateca, Itzán, Chaak Ak’al,
and Ceibal were abandoned. Events recently recorded at El Perú and Yaxuná also
converge on this date. The baktun changed in A.D. 435 (9.0.0.0.0), an event that occurred
every 395 years (144,000 days). Finally, revised AMS dating of the Ilopongo eruption
now place it and the associated Miraflores depopulation at A.D. 429 (Dull et al. 2001).
Thus, there is ample non-ceramic justification for proposing an A.D. 420 or 430
termination date for Protoclassic 2. Nevertheless, I believe Chicanel pottery, which had
diminished greatly in presence, ceased to be produced shortly after A.D. 400 when
Teotihuacan-style ceramics appeared across the lowlands in Tzakol 2 (see Willey
1977:406).
Most dynastic founders of record arose after A.D. 280 (Martin and Grube 2000).
Thus, further subdivision of Protoclassic 2 may eventually be desirable using this
important historical criterion. The period between A.D. 150 and 280 (130 years)
witnessed the turbulent demise of the Chicanel Maya state, and the period between A.D.
280 and 420 (140 years) saw the regional spread of Tikal’s dynastic hegemony and the
establishment of competing polities at Piedras Negras (A.D. 297?), Caracol (A.D. 340),
Yaxchilan (A.D. 359), Naranjo (A.D. 400), and Calakmul (A.D. 411). Again, settlementwise, most late Cycle 8 ‘kingdoms’ were small to medium-sized villages (Mathews
1985:53). Given the political disorder experienced in the latter half of Protoclassic 2, it
would not be surprising to find additional Cycle 8 monuments broken or carved with
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martial imagery. Cycle 8 monuments cluster within an 80 km radius of Tikal, the city
with the earliest emblem glyph, a toponym or sign denoting a political realm (Mathews
1985:32, Figs. 4 and 9). 111 It is therefore of considerable interest to find an in situ late
Cycle 8 stela butt at Punta de Chimino, a site 100 km distant from Tikal.
It is now commonly believed that large tracts of the Maya lowlands were
deforested by A.D. 150. Pollen and phytolith profiles from lake cores illustrate the
disappearance of gallery forests, while limnological studies show markedly elevated soil
erosion in the Mirador Basin (Hansen et al. 2002), the central lakes region (Deevey et al.
1979), and the Petexbatún (Dunning et al. 1998). Meanwhile, a variety of data
(geochemistry, stable isotopes, diatoms, phytoliths, and pollen) from northern Yucatan
have provided somewhat conflicting paleoclimatological readings for the Protoclassic
(Folan et al. 1983; Leyden et al. 1996). This notwithstanding, the general consensus is
that Protoclassic 2 fell on the tail end of a protracted drying period. 112 Even today,
climatological conditions are not uniform across the Maya lowlands. According to
Nicholas Dunning (1995:64) “widespread deforestation would have exacerbated drought
conditions, but in a spatially biased manner” by limiting the ability of easterly winds to
generate convectional thunderstorm rains to the western lowlands, leaving the eastern
lowlands unaffected.
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The use of toponyms seems to have preceded emblem glyphs. According to Houston (1993:99), it was
“only toward the end of the Early Classic period, when dynasties spread over several distinct centers [that]
Emblem Glyphs began to convey meaning beyond ‘holy lord of such-and-such a place’.”

112

It should be noted that Folan et al.’s claim that a wet climate made the poorly drained Petén core
uninhabitable until the late Middle Preclassic is now archaeologically unsupported (Folan et al. 1983:462).
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At minimum, these environmental conditions resulted from, and continued to
pose, severe management problems. The question is, were the Maya equipped to deal
with them governmentally in the Protoclassic? As Don Rice and others have mentioned,
it is impossible to know the social impact of local environmental degradation from
isolated pieces of evidence, such as lake core data. An extensive supraregional trade
network must have existed by the Terminal Preclassic, and food was likely imported from
other areas. The Yaxhá-Sacnab Basin, for example, was not a self reliant or selfcontained cultural network. A breakdown in such networks could have disastrous
repercussions for a region like the Mirador Basin, whose urban populations probably no
longer relied entirely on local resources. Paleoenvironmental data enlighten us to many
aspects of human-nature relationships in the Mirador Basin prior to its depopulation, but
do not explain why major cities around the basin like Calakmul, Tikal, Uaxactún, and
Waká (formerly El Perú) and cities within it, like Naachtun and Tintal, were not similarly
affected and arose to prominence at the end of Protoclassic 2. Indeed, these cities
probably received many Mirador Basin refugees. I therefore believe a political reason
may still lie behind the basin’s depopulation. Once ecologically vulnerable, the Mirador
Basin or various polities within it may have been besieged or boycotted by outsiders who
saw it in their interest to withhold basic subsistence items. This theory at least enfolds the
basin within the wider social, political, and historical context which it begat and
continued to confront. It would seem that cataclysmic political change best accounts for
collapse of multiple Chicanel communities in the Mirador Basin, Middle Pasión, Yucatan
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plain, and northern Belize, and the simultaneous rise of dynastic kingdoms in Protoclassic
2.
The prospect of internecine warfare is represented by numerous Protoclassic 2
fortifications. Communities with such earthworks were either presently abandoned or
became the seats of dynastic kingdoms. Location of these fortifications in interior regions
implies internal conflict rather than foreign invasion. All ceramic, stratigraphic, and
settlement data indicate Becan’s embankment was built in pre-Chaksik times between
A.D. 150 and 250 (Webster 1976:87). After this, there is no evidence of occupation in the
surrounding area (Ball 1977a:132; Webster 1976:87). Similarly, “a hastily built defensive
wall” surrounded the prominent Late Preclassic regional center of Cival prior to its
abandonment around A.D. 150 (Estrada-Belli 2006:75). Walls surrounding El Mirador
and Calakmul are strongly suspected to date to this moment; Calakmul may not have
been abandoned however. The perimeter of Tintal, a large Protoclassic center connected
by separate causeways to El Mirador and Nakbe, was marked by a large ditch (Donald
Forsyth, personal communication 2004). Quite possibly, the hydraulic constructions at
Edzna and Cerros were fitted with parapets and redoubts to defend the ceremonial
precincts. Both centers were surrounded by hydraulic ditches in Protoclassic 1 and were
subsequently abandoned in Protoclassic 2. Barricades at Muralla de Leon (D. Rice and P.
Rice 1981) and Punta de Chimino (Demarest et al. 1997), sites occupied during the
Protoclassic and reoccupied later, remain inconclusively dated. The long embanked
ditches north and south of Tikal were possibly built around A.D. 250 (Haviland
2003:137), but certainly not more than a century before then. Their function also remains
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enigmatic (Martínez et al. 2004). Finally, the prodigious stone wall separating the large
Pasión center of Chaak Ak’al from Lake Mendoza most certainly dates to around A.D.
150 or 250, since later site occupation is virtually nonexistent (Johnston n.d.). These
earthworks were enormous labor investments, distinguishing them from Late Classic
fortifications.
Interestingly, evidence for stone weaponry is surprisingly scarce. At Colha, earlier
researchers believed lithic production ceased entirely in the Protoclassic (Hester
1985:198; Hester and Shafer 1989). However, mass production of stone tools most likely
continued well into Protoclassic 1 times since there was heightened ritual activity at the
site along with new construction (Anthony and Black 1994; Buttles 1992; Potter 1994;
Sullivan 1991; Valdez 1994:12-13). At Tikal, there is a “sudden, large increase in thin
bifaces made of fine, dark, nonlocal chert” and large stemmed-chert bifaces are no longer
made (Moholy-Nagy 2003b:92-93). This was also the time of “maximum importation and
use of Mexican obsidian, preponderantly as prismatic blades and stemmed thin bifaces”
(Moholy-Nagy 2003b:92). Other than these preliminary observations, little is known
about the frequency or form of Protoclassic projectile points. Chert projectiles have been
found in rare site abandonment contexts at El Mirador (Hansen 1990:103, 109) and Punta
de Chimino (see below), but close inspection of these settings suggests the objects were
carefully placed rather than randomly or violently scattered. The two contexts appear to
date to the end of Protoclassic 2 circa A.D. 400, and contain numerous obsidian dart
points fashioned from Mexican obsidian.
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Violent cultural upheavals also occurred in regions formerly receptive to Chicanel
Maya culture. The Mound 5 palace at Chiapa de Corzo was destroyed in a fire possibly
around A.D. 150. The site’s Protoclassic pottery shared numerous modal affinities with
Lowland Maya Protoclassic 1 pottery. Subsequent occupation of the site was completely
non-Maya ceramically, indicating a severance of ties to the Maya region and return to
local Isthmian norms (Lowe and Mason 1965:221). Similarly, at Takalik Abaj all Mayastyle monuments were destroyed and the ceramic industry was replaced around A.D. 250
(Schieber de Lavarreda and Orrego Corzo 2002:54-55). Earlier Olmec-style monuments
were not harmed. Archaeologist Marion Hatch attributes this convulsive change to the
invasion of a Solano culture that entered western Guatemala from neighboring Chiapas
(Hatch 2003). This culture (evidenced primarily by ceramics) reached and took control of
Kaminaljuyu around A.D. 250 just prior to its Protoclassic abandonment (Hatch 1991;
1997; 2003). Hatch (2003:51) speculates that these same people shaped the violent events
at Chiapa de Corzo and over a short period of time moved eastward into Guatemala along
the Upper Grijalva River of Chiapas.
The declining Chicanel Maya phenomenon is therefore readily observable in
highland Chiapas and northern Yucatan. Chinkultic’s inhabitants replaced all their
Lowland Maya Chicanel pottery with ceramic wares from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
and Oaxaca (Ball 1980:92), a clear sign of attenuated Lowland Maya influence at this
time. This phenomenon also hints of an entirely new interest in the west, in the direction
of Teotihuacan. Lowe (1977:232) mentions destruction of several Izapa-style sculptures
at Chinkultic, as well as the spread of black-smudged pottery and platform courtroom
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complexes across highland Chiapas, traits he associates with Mixe-Zoque culture. In the
Upper Grijalva region, the first half of Protoclassic 2 witnessed either the waning of
Lowland Maya culture or the absorption of Maya people into Zoque society (Bryant and
Clark 2005:346), while the second half witnessed dramatically thinned and reduced
settlement across the region (Bryant 2005:353). By contrast, the Comitan Valley was
desolate at the start of Protoclassic 2, but in the third century experienced an influx of
people from some outside region (Culbert 1965:79).
In Yucatan, the large Preclassic settlements of Komchen and Dzibilchaltun were
extensively depopulated and nearly abandoned (Andrews IV and Andrews V 1980:291;
Ringle 1985:356). Throughout the Protoclassic these centers participated minimally in
the jade trade, polychrome/mammiform pottery craze, or sculptural traditions of the south
(Ringle 1985:346), yet the principal ceremonial building at Komchen (Str. 450) contained
a late Komchen (Protoclassic 1) lotus-style adult male burial in its fill (Andrews IV and
Andrews V 1980:46-47, 53-55, Figs. 27, 41 and 42). Though infrequent, jade was more
common in Dzibilchaltun’s early Xculul burials and caches. Approximately ten beads and
pendants derive from offerings, and another ten, including ear-flare assemblies, were
found in Xculul 1 fill. However, late Xculul (AD 150-300) caches and burials contain no
jade. Andrews (1981:323) believes jade imports to Dzibilchaltun, Komchen, and other
northern communities dropped off sharply after Xculul 1. As for stone tools, Protoclassic
lithic assemblages at Komchen and Dzibilchaltun were comprised entirely of domestic or
utilitarian implements made from poor-quality local chert; few projectile points were
present (Rovner 1975:142). The Yucatan Peninsula’s settlement profile at the end of the
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Protoclassic has been described as a patchwork or mosaic (Ringle 1985:361).
Abandonment of the largest Chicanel sites—Edzna, Komchen, Dzibilchaltun, and El
Resbalón—is paired with evidence for reenergized yet decidedly royal or elitist
occupations at Yaxuna, Coba, Tancah, Acanceh, Izamal, and other sites. Recent
restoration work in the Becan citadel, for example, indicates that this city became an elite
outpost despite a dearth of surrounding settlement (Campaña and Boucher 2002).
Brief mention should be made of so-called “mass burials.” Two can be ascribed to
Protoclassic 2: Mass Burial 2 at Cuello with 15 individuals (Hammond et al. 1991:50-51,
Fig. 3.16) and Burial PNT-022 in Tikal’s Mundo Perdido with 16 to 17 individuals
(Laporte 2005:159-160, Fig. 6; Laporte and Fialko 1990:40-41, Fig. 3.7). Both were
located beneath public plazas and contained partially or fully dismembered skeletons.
Key differences exist between them. Cuello’s mass burial contains only adult males and
dates to around A.D. 150. 113 Tikal’s contains men, women, and children, and dates to
Manik 1 times (A.D. 250-300). Neither has yet provided conclusive evidence of
perimortem bone trauma (Pijoan Aguadé and Cuesta 1984:242; F. Saul and J. Saul 1991).
Evidence for violent execution or mass suicide, via poisoning for example, is also lacking
(though I am unsure what mass suicide would look like osteologically or
archaeologically). One would think that if the individuals in Cuello’s Mass Burial 2 were
captured warriors, some would have been bound at death and interred with weaponry or
113

Hammond places it at A.D. 100. The two focal individuals are seated in lotus-style, the associated
pottery is late Cocos, and the nearby 0.8 m high plain “stela,” are all Protoclassic 1 elements. The single
radiocarbon date for this context is four or five centuries too early. Two facts lead me to believe the
interment might postdate A.D. 100: 1) it was cut into the plaza supporting the stela; and 2) late facet Cocos
Chicanel pottery is believed to persist until A.D. 250. This feature could very well correspond to the
beginning of Protoclassic 2 around A.D. 150, a placement that provides a better historical “fit” with events
elsewhere.
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military insignia, as done at Chalchuapa (Fowler 1984) and Teotihuacan (Sugiyama
2005; Williams 2006). Removal and rearrangement of so many bones without leaving cut
marks was most likely accomplished by allowing the bones to deflesh, either before or
after interment. This observation, in conjunction with the presence of body bundles in the
Cuello context, could equally imply ancestor ritual (McAnany 1995:62-63). Thus, the
true nature of these deposits is far from certain.
Evidence for elaborate subplaza rites during Protoclassic 2 times was recently
documented at Topoxte, a small island site on Guatemala’s Lake Yaxhá (Hermes 1999).
Here, an elaborate network of interconnected chultun chambers underlaid the main plaza
and its adjacent monumental pyramid, Building A. Inside the chambers were scores of
Protoclassic vessel offerings and more than 50 disarticulated skeletons, of which a
disproportionate number were infants. The high number of infants and rampant
dismemberment led excavator Bernard Hermes to perceive these remains as mass
sacrifices that possibly entailed cannibalism (Hermes 1999:9). Arches, ledges, steps,
passageways, niches, and roof vents were carved into the natural contours of the six
separate, multi-chambered chultunes. The subterranean spaces were clearly entered with
frequency and Hermes believes they functioned as caves. 114 Although a kin-related
114

Hermes notes, however, the absence of certain Protoclassic 2 forms that are found in the Naj Tunich
cave (Brady 1989). He believes these unusual Naj Tunich’s forms are linked to the Guatemala Highlands
(Hermes 1999:14). If he is referring to the subcomplex forms defined by Brady (Brady 1989:214-241), i.e.,
the ladle censers, miniature vessels, and shoe pots, I would completely agree. Naj Tunich’s potstands and
cream pitchers are also popular in the highlands. Of course, Brady has argued fervently that Naj Tunich’s
pottery was locally produced. This does not negate the possibility, however, that highland potters entered
the lowlands and produced their pottery with local materials or that lowland potters replicated highland
forms that had attractive semiotic or mechanical properties. To me, absence of these forms at Topoxte
suggests the activities carried out in the chultunes differed fundamentally from those undertaken at Naj
Tunich.
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ossuary function cannot be ruled out for these chultunes, the predominance of infants
begs an explanation (high infant mortality?). In short, the demographic profiles of the
three subplaza mass graves—Cuello’s Mass Burial 2, Tikal’s PNT-022, and Topoxte’s
chultun grave network could not be more distinct. Each probably served a different
purpose.
The interesting thing about Topoxte is that it had no antecedent Chicanel
population or settlement. Hermes (1999:12) maintains that prior to A.D. 150 settlement
around Lakes Yaxhá and Sacnab was very dispersed (although see Fialko 2000a; Morales
2005). He suspects most people moved northward to live in large metropolitan areas
during the Late Preclassic. If correct, I perceive this to be a historically significant
demographic trend. The elaborate underground rituals that took place at Topoxte at the
start of Protoclassic 2 were located away from the collapsing monumental centers of the
Chicanel state. Topoxte was a small settlement that could only be reached by watercraft
and the activities that transpired there were secretive (or at least shielded from public
view), and located a considerable distance from any major center.
In these last two respects, Topoxte has much in common with Protoclassic caves.
I have postponed discussion of ritual cave use until now because I believe Protoclassic 2
presents a yet to be understood departure from previous cave uses and meanings. 115
Protoclassic cave use is evident in the Yucatan at Loltún Cave (González Licón 1986;
115

Lowland Maya cave sites present numerous site formation and preservation challenges. Preclassic
contexts are rarely found undisturbed by later natural and cultural forces. Thus, our understanding of
Middle, Late, and Terminal Preclassic cave use remains woefully inadequate. The artifact assemblages, if
patterned, have not been outlined and so we know nothing about specific ritual practices (i.e., what people
routinely did in these caves) prior to the Protoclassic. While some caves, such as Loltún and Cueva de las
Pinturas, may have seen heightened ritual activity by the end of Protoclassic 1, most of the evidence
discussed here is Protoclassic 2 in date.
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1987), in the central Maya lowlands at Naj Tunich, Balam Na, Cueva de las Pinturas, and
several caves in the Petexbatún region (Brady 1989; Brady et al. 1990; 1991; 1997; Garza
et al. 2002), and also in the Alta Verapaz near the headwaters of the Pasión (Carot 1989).
Many caves have been explored in the Maya Mountains of Belize and at least one,
Petroglyph Cave, has yielded Protoclassic pottery (Reents 1980; 1982; but see also
Graham et al. 1980:160).
James Brady (2000; 2003) has recently argued that Protoclassic caves were the
first artificial caves, and believes their construction required a large labor investment and
polity sponsorship. Current evidence indeed shows that caves were structurally enhanced
with the addition of alcove walls and “balconies” in the latter half of the Protoclassic at
Naj Tunich, Balam Na, and Cueva de las Pinturas. However, alcove walls were built with
“crude, unshaped stones” (Garza et al. 2002:20) or “rough, dry laid stone” collected from
the surface outside the caves (Brady et al. 1997:92), and the Naj Tunich “balcony” is a
sculpted natural rise or ledge (Brady 1989:Figs. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7; Brady and Villagrán de
Brady 1989:182). There is little evidence of quarrying, dressing, mortaring, or plastering
inside these caves aside from around burials. The burials themselves are usually heavily
disturbed, but jadeite or shell ornaments are occasionally found in the detritus, which, in
conjunction with polychrome pots and formal cists, are indicative of exalted status. Cave
entrances were marked with imagery. The carved image of an early or aspiring king at
Loltún Cave is perhaps the most striking. “A sophisticated jaguar face, a painted akbal
glyph, and some 40 other petroglyphs” may also date to this time at Balam Na Cave 4
(Garza et al. 2002:19), and possibly hieroglyphic inscriptions in the Cueva de las Pinturas
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(Brady et al. 1997:92). Clearly, important individuals occupied these caves in
Protoclassic times. Yet, there are no monuments (stelae or buildings) outside the caves to
announce their presence. Additionally, these caves are located in remote regions at great
distances from waning Chicanel centers. As Brady (2000) suggests, these may have been
pilgrimage centers controlled by a single polity. Yet, given the local production of cave
pottery, the modest amount of labor involved in cave modification, the emplacement ties
established with burial, the remoteness of these caves, and the volatile historical milieu, I
think it is also likely Protoclassic 2 caves were hide-outs for alienated subaltern groups
developing a power base to ascend to the throne. To examine these caves strictly from an
ideological or religious standpoint bereaves them of their possible historical or political
meanings. Protoclassic cave use is surely a complicated matter that needs to be
approached from multiple angles.
Ritual activity simultaneously increased on the surface in plazas and on public
buildings. This activity entailed new rituals, new vessel types, new artifacts, and new
ritual contexts. But all were not contemporaneous. One type of deposit, which I have
provisionally named a “pot pit” (Bachand 2003a:603), appeared in Chicanel monumental
centers during the Protoclassic 1-Protoclassic 2 threshold. Pot pits were deep, dense pit
deposits of pottery (often with few faunal/human bone and lithics) containing many
partly or wholly reconstructible vessels, a main portion of which were ornate Protoclassic
1 types. The vessels were usually placed in natural or artificially made bell-shaped pits or
chultunes located below public platforms (Coe 1990:673; Culbert n.d.:Ci 6; Powis 2001;
D. Rice and P. Rice 1981), near or on public pyramids (Case 1982; Hansen 1990:88), or
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adjacent to large urban domiciles (Velásquez et al. 2003). The public deposits appear to
have been one-time discard events of entire vessel assemblages or complete crockery
collections, including heirlooms, belonging to a single group of people or pertaining to a
single ritual (feasting?) event (cf. Forsyth 1989:53; Hansen 1990:88; Hansen and Forsyth
1987; and Pendergast 1981a:62 for a different archaeological interpretation). At El
Mirador, Nakbe, El Pozito, and Muralla de Leon these events were chronologically
aligned with site abandonments. Lamanai may have also been briefly abandoned, but at
Tikal occupation continued.
Pot pits were roughly contemporaneous with another public rite, the controlled
burning of temples. Intense fires were set to temple buildings at Tikal (Coe 1965a:1416),
Lamanai (Pendergast 1981a:62), and Cerros (Walker 1998). Burning of the pole-andthatch superstructure on 22-4th-A in the Tikal North Acropolis was followed by
excavation of a 5.0 m shaft into the pyramidal platform to deposit Burial 125 (Coe
1965a:1416). The intensity of these public fires and sparing of adjacent buildings suggest
the burning was controlled, localized, and probably witnessed by an audience.
Certain vessel types, sometimes made expediently for one-time use, were
associated with temple or site terminations (Walker 1998:85-86). At Tikal, spiked censers
were found in a burned deposit on the steps of Str. 5D Sub1-1st on the North Acropolis,
“the earliest example of an association of censers with temples that lasted throughout the
permanent occupation of Tikal” (Moholy-Nagy 2003b:90; see also Ferree 1972:3). 116

116

This was a Protoclassic 1 event that transpired sometime between A.D. 50 and 100 (see Loten
2003:240).
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Image censers or anthropomorphic floorless cylinders were distinct censer forms that
appeared in Protoclassic 2 (Ferree 1972:58-59, Figs. 13l-s, 14; P. Rice 1999:40-41). 117
These were used at Cerros in the Hubul Phase (A.D. 150-250) site termination deposit
atop Structure 4B-1st (Walker 1998; 2004:Fig. 12). A similar ritual event involving
modeled-flanged censers apparently transpired on the Structure B-III pyramid at Altar de
Sacrificios (A. L. Smith 1972:100). Modeled censer flanges were found around the base
of Punta de Chimino’s decommissioned Stela 1, an event linked to site abandonment at
the end of Protoclassic 2.
Censer pots had a prolonged history in the surrounding highlands from Middle
Preclassic times onward (Borhegyi 1951; González and Wetherington 1978). Their
popularity increased during the Late and Terminal Preclassic periods, but burgeoned in
Protoclassic 1 when they appeared on highland stelae (Ball 1980:65-69; Ferree 1972:168182; Lowe 1965). This is precisely when effigy censers with modeled faces and vertical
appliqué-designed flanges and spiked censers began to be more widely adopted in the
Maya lowlands (Adams 1971:53-55; Ferree 1972:3; Laporte and Urquizú 2003:Table
5). 118 In Protoclassic 2 times these censers appeared in caves (Laporte and Urquizú
2003:552), along with other specialized forms such as shoe pots, ladle censers, cream
pitchers, and potstands (Brady 1989; 1992). Before then, these forms were rare in the
Maya lowlands. Protoclassic 2 censers were not placed in burials, structure caches, or
117

According to Ferree (1972:59) these hollow cylindrical vessels simply confined a copal or charcoal
offering burned directly on the surface.
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According to Ferree (1972:177), “the flanged censer is a lowland censer” that “probably originated from
the tall cylindrical pedestal support of the Preclassic, highland, pronged censers which also had a mask and
side flanges.”
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stelae caches. Instead, patterns suggest censer pots were commonly used for surface
rituals; the ones documented archaeologically seem to have been aimed at creating
historical closure.
Dedicatory caches in public buildings, tombs, and temple rooms were yet another
prevalent aspect of Protoclassic 2 ritual. Krejci and Culbert (1995:113) noted that after
A.D. 325 “there was a veritable explosion in both the number and elegance of caches in
the Tikal North Acropolis.” Without question, this observation applies to Protoclassic 2
caches in general when compared to Protoclassic 1 caches region-wide. 119 Lip-to-lip
vessel caches came into vogue at this time (A. Chase and D. Chase 1987b:53). These
contained exotic ritual items or human skulls. 120 E-Group axes were especially favored
locations for Protoclassic 2 cache rituals (A. Chase and D. Chase 1995; Laporte 1995b).
Protoclassic 2 caches were documented at Uaxactún (see A. Chase and D. Chase
1995:91-92), Tikal (Laporte 1995b), Tayasal (A. Chase 1983; A. Chase and D. Chase
1987b), Santa Rita Corozal (A. Chase and D. Chase 1987b), Caracol (A. Chase and D.
Chase 1995:95-97, Figs. 58 and 59), Nohmul (Hammond et al. 1985:193), Colha (Potter
1994:33; Valdez 1994:13), Hatzcab Ceel (Thompson 1931:259, 270, 275, Plates 31, 3334), Cahal Pichik (Thompson 1931:276-277, Plate 36), Las Ruinas de Arenal (Taschek
and Ball 1999:Figs. 10 and 11), and Kendal (Price 1899:340) but this is just a sampler.
119

Caching events varied from site to site, however. For example, 31 caches were discovered at Cuello, a
large number for a comparatively small community. At Lamanai caches were common, but rarely
associated with the largest buildings. Yet, at Altun Ha caches occurred in abundance in and around the
most prominent structures (Pendergast 1998). These few examples illustrate that caching events were
community specific and dictated by local political conditions.
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Skull caches first appeared in Late Preclassic Chicanel times. The earliest skull caches may not have
been encased between two vessels as exemplified in Punta de Chimino’s Cache 101. Whether this is an
aberrant example or regional peculiarity I cannot say, as I have yet to trace the developmental pattern.
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Caches, pot pits, temple burnings, and surface rituals often signaled “a passage
from one set of relations to another” (Turner 1985:41). Although these ritual passages
were local community endeavors, they were doubtless comprised of a multiplicity of
meanings and experiences. Protoclassic burning and caching events were unquestionably
grounded in processes of political contestation and identity formation. Some events
appear to be celebratory, and others look as if they transpired during tense moments in
community history. Whatever their purposes, public ritual events are typically moments
of situational adjustment when prevailing norms of etiquette are evaluated, modified, or
reified to buoy social relationships and prevent them from slipping into indeterminacy
(Moore 1975). As such, these events are not mere punctuations, they are anticipatory and
forward thinking. Commemorations, in particular, were moments when the past could be
appropriated for present needs and inclinations.
Burials and caches of the Protoclassic 2 era contain some of the most unusual
items known to Lowland Maya civilization. Some objects indicate knowledge of peoples
and places far removed from the region, while others evince Lowland Maya ingenuity. A
new level of mastery in jade carving and incising is exhibited in pieces such as the
Pomona earflare, Hatzcab Ceel celt, Kendal pectoral and bivalve shell, and Leyden
plaque (Graham 1994:75; Schele and Miller 1986:Plates 9, 10, 19, and 33). Mixed with
these are the occasional Costa Rican piece such as the composite human/duck and
monkey amulets discovered in Votive Cache 1 at Hatzcab Ceel (Thompson 1931:Plate
31; for commentary see Lothrop 1926:93). The earliest pyrite plaques and knowledge/use
of liquid mercury indicate connections with the Maya Highlands, particularly the El
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Quiché region. 121 Distinctive diamond-shaped medallion or amphibian creatures are
confined to the second-half of Protoclassic 2. They were carved on shell (A. Chase and
D. Chase 1995:Fig. 59; Hammond 1991b:185, Fig. 8.42), on bone (Suhler 1996:Fig. 25),
or on cylinder seals (Foley 2003:Fig. 16), and painted on vessel interiors (Brady
1989:Fig. 5.11; Hermes and Calderón 2000:Fig. 131.13; Laporte 1995b:Fig. 22; Laporte
and Fialko 1995:Fig. 16; Pring 2000:Fig. 62). The late Protoclassic motif commonly
turns-up on pottery and molded flat stamps in the Maya highlands (e.g., Demarest
1986:Fig. 129c; Shook and Kidder 1952:68-69; Smith and Kidder 1951:Figs. 75kl), once
again indicating a connection between regions. Peculiar to the central and eastern
lowlands, however, are the sobriquet ‘gingerbread man’ or ‘Charlie Chaplin’ cutout
figures. These tiny (5-10 cm tall), flat figures always have fists drawn to the chest or chin
with legs sometimes bowed. They are fashioned out of jadeite, shell, bone, or obsidian
and invariably occur in highly symbolic structural or stelae caches with other esoteric
items (A. Chase and D. Chase 1995:Fig. 59; D. Chase 1988:89-90, Fig. 4; Moholy-Nagy
2003b:94; Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:159, Plate 67e5-7; Taschek and Ball 1999:Fig.
11; Thompson 1931:269-283, Plates 31, 35, and 39-2; 1939:190-192, Fig. 97abefg, Plate
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The earliest cases of pyrite plaques and mercury use are documented at Caracol, where seven
radiocarbon dates and well-stratified deposits anchor a series of extraordinary caches to a period prior to
A.D. 240 (A. Chase and D. Chase 1995:95-97). Presence of Charlie Chaplin cutouts, jadeite turtles, a
diamond-shaped frog made of shell, and a flower-shaped jade earspool in one cache (A. Chase and D.
Chase 1995:Fig. 59), should pull the dating into Protoclassic 2. The authors do not indicate whether the
pyrite piece found in the Structure A6-2nd (Protoclassic 1) was beveled or backed for placement in a
plaque (A. Chase and D. Chase 1995:95). A later cache in Structure A6-1st did, however, contain two
pyrite mirrors or plaques (A. Chase and D. Chase 1987a:12-13; 1995:96). This latter cache either dates to
the end of Protoclassic 1 or beginning of Protoclassic 2, making these the earliest pyrite plaques yet
recorded in the Maya lowlands.
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29bc). 122 Lastly, the other distinctly Lowland Maya cache items are small chert and
obsidian eccentrics (Moholy-Nagy 2003b:94; Willey 1972:184, 218). At the end of
Protoclassic 2 some are wrought from green Pachuca obsidian and assume human forms
(Pendergast 1971:456; 2003:Fig. 9.1). Items described in this paragraph are remarkably
rare in the Mirador Basin, northern Yucatan, and the Middle Pasión, erstwhile Chicanel
regions depopulated in Protoclassic 2.
Ceramic and architectural findings suggest the Petexbatún region was largely
abandoned by the start of Protoclassic 2 (ca. A.D. 150). No clear Protoclassic 2 contexts
were identified in the Petexbatún before the present study. A key diagnostic of
Protoclassic 2 (Tzakol 1 equivalent) is San Martin Variegated Brown, a common Junco
domestic ware that was previously believed to only exist at Ceibal. San Martin is
markedly different from contemporaneous Petexbatún types like Iberia Orange, so it is
unlikely Foias (1996) misidentified it. Rather, it appears to have been spatially
restricted. 123 At Punta de Chimino, San Martin pottery was found in the fill of
Protoclassic renovations to Structures 6A (mask wall) and 7, and also in the fill of
Structure 6B (stela enclosure), and Stela 1’s basal pit. San Martin pottery and other
Protoclassic 2 traits are exceedingly rare at Aguateca and absent at Bayak (Foias
1996:325-334, 357). Few if any Protoclassic 2 types were encountered in Reiko
122

The earliest “Charlie Chaplin” figurine found to date is a crude shell cutout from a Protoclassic 1 cache
at Yaxuna (Freidel and Suhler 1995:145; Suhler 1996:Fig. 99). Protoclassic 2 versions generally exhibit
superior execution. Another figurine was found in Burial 23 at that same site (Suhler 1996:Fig. 34).
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A brown waxy-gloss type, provisionally identified as Pucte Brown, is found in the same contexts as San
Martin Variegated Brown and Iberia Orange, indicating a close temporal fit among these three ceramic
types. The highly polished brown type is not nearly as dull or dark as Balanza Black, which also begins in
Protoclassic 2. Pucte Brown is common at Tikal (Culbert n.d.:M26), but has not been identified in the
Pasión-Petexbatún region until now.
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Ishihara’s excavations in the caves leading off from the Aguateca fissure (personal
observation, 2005).
Protoclassic 2 construction materials and methods at Punta de Chimino exhibit a
combination of old and new features. Compact, yellowish argillaceous fill and dressed
dolomitic limestone so typical of Late Preclassic and Protoclassic 1 construction, also
characterized Structure 6B, the Stela 1 enclosure. However, the dark, loosely bound
rubble fill of the Structure 6A mask wall and the (unpaved?) cobble terraces on Structures
6A and 7 mark a departure from previous construction methods. Stela 1 was most likely
erected at the end of Protoclassic 2, and a secluded ritual corridor was created with
erection of the stela’s enclosure (Structure 6B) in front of the adjacent mask wall
(Structure 6A). Though not conclusively dated, the lower portion of the defensive wall
consisted of the same yellowish, clayey soil used without exception in the site’s Late
Preclassic or Protoclassic 1 constructions. Despite the large effort put into Protoclassic 2
monumental construction, few people may have been around to support it (recalling
evidence for architectural decay at Punta de Chimino at the end of Protoclassic 1 and
probable site abandonments at Aguateca, Bayak, and Dos Ceibas). Stela 1 may have
stood for a couple years or a couple centuries before it was destroyed, initiating a twohundred year occupational hiatus on the peninsula. Contemporaneous with Stela 1’s
erection or destruction was a circular stone-lined cist burial placed in Structure 7’s basal
platform. The seated interment with bivalve shell and cylindrical tripod exhibits some
affinity for Teotihuacan traditions, but with a decidedly Lowland Maya flair.
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Events at Punta de Chimino have close parallels with those at Ceibal. In fact,
Punta de Chimino’s precisely dated Protoclassic sequence provides new insight into the
nature of Ceibal’s enigmatic Junco phase. 124 The Harvard team documented few
Protoclassic 2 constructions at Ceibal. Close examination of A. Ledyard Smith’s
excavation report indicates beyond reasonable doubt that one architectural feature, a large
stucco mask gracing Structure D-32, dates to Protoclassic 2, making it contemporary with
Punta de Chimino’s Structure 6A mask wall (see A. L. Smith 1982:212-215, 217-218).
Smith dated the mask to Junco on well-argued stratigraphic and ceramic grounds, and as
described in the previous footnote, Junco is most likely a Protoclassic 2 phenomenon (cf.
Hammond 1984b:120). Unlike Punta de Chimino’s masks, the Ceibal mask retained its
original stucco but was badly pitted and corroded from prolonged exposure. The mask
bears little resemblance to Terminal Preclassic or Protoclassic 1 zoomorphic masks; the
figure is decidedly humanoid and lacks the grotesque snout and customary
earflare/headband elements of Preclassic times. Like Punta de Chimino’s masks, it
adorned the west side of a ceremonial building and was constructed on a slightly rounded
124

Sabloff (1975:14-15, 232-234) noted that the total quantity of Junco sherds from all excavations did not
exceed 1,000. Most were concentrated in Group A’s South Plaza tests, with minor amounts found in
Groups C and D and in temple 7527 roughly 2 km. north of Group A. Radiocarbon dates indicate six of the
seven principal types that comprise Junco (Quintal Unslipped, Triunfo Striated, Caribal Red, Balanza
Black, Actuncan Orange Polychrome, and San Martin Variegated) appeared at Punta de Chimino between
A.D. 200 and 350. Only one of these types, Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome, dates solely to Early Classic
Tzakol 2, and it is restricted to the mask wall termination event around A.D. 430. An OSL date acquired
from a Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome vessel found within this deposit yielded a result of 44 B.C. ±
410 (UW1154). When bracketed between the stratified series of radiocarbon dates, we discover the true
manufacture date of this vessel was sometime between A.D. 400 and 450 (end of Protoclassic 2 or start of
Tzakol 2). Thus, Sabloff’s original assessment was on the mark; Ceibal’s Junco phase is most likely a
weakly represented Protoclassic 2 complex with a few incipient Early Classic sherds occasionally mixed in.
Indeed, Ceibal’s pure Early Classic types (Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome, Delirio Plano-relief, and Urita
Gouged-incised) represent only 10% of the small Junco sample. The Punta de Chimino data therefore lend
strong archaeological support to the notion that Ceibal’s power waned tremendously in Protoclassic 2 and
resulted in complete site-wide abandonment around A.D. 450, about one hundred years earlier than Sabloff
(1975:15) originally estimated.
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and minimally protrusive armature. The Ceibal mask was not intentionally destroyed.
Instead, it endured the elements for three centuries before it was covered in the Late
Classic. Much remains to be discovered about this pivotal moment in Ceibal’s history.
Ceramic, architectural, and settlement data indicate the city was left in ruin at the end of
the Protoclassic era. None of its stelae pertain to this period, but according to epigrapher
Nikolai Grube (1995:2), later Ceibaleños claimed their dynasty was founded in A.D. 415,
a decade or so before the city’s projected abandonment. 125
Meanwhile, on the western limits of the Pasión region, the Altar de Sacrificios
community began to move to the beat of a different drum. There is no question this
resulted from their strategic location on the river; they were the final checkpoint into the
southern lowlands from the western highlands. Adams (1971:155) described “a drastic, if
incomplete, replacement of Preclassic ceramic ideas” at the start of Salinas around A.D.
150. Aside from the usual Protoclassic diagnostics (mammiform supports, ring bases, and
polychromy), Aguila Orange pottery is introduced from the central Petén, and sherdbased temper is replaced with calcite (Adams 1971:93-94). A number of sandstone
monuments may have been erected at this time and there is evidence of architectural
revitalization with the perfection of redstone masonry by A.D. 400 (A. L. Smith
1972:110-111, 115-116). Although debatable whether a new population arrived at this
time, it seems clear that new hegemonic practices had taken hold (Adams 1971:4, 155156).
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A suspected Early Classic ruler by the name of K’an Mo’ Balam (“Yellow Macaw Jaguar”), the Holy
Lord of Ceibal, may be interred in Structure A-14-Sub, as is suggested on that building’s hieroglyphic
panels (Stuart 1998:398, but see also note 13).
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Teotihuacan-Tikal and Early Classic Dynastic City-States
Our story at Punta de Chimino ends rather abruptly around A.D. 420 or 430. The
record at Aguateca, Dos Ceibas, Ceibal, Itzán, and Chaak Ak’al and other Middle Pasión
sites also falls silent. The fifth and sixth centuries A.D. therefore present an enormous
political vacuum in the Middle Pasión when no large center dominated. Eventually filling
this void a half century later was a small upstart kingdom comprised of the dual
homesteads of Tamarindito and Arroyo de Piedra (see Culbert 1991:313). Up-river a
small settlement with stelae displaying Teotihuacan-garbed protagonists was established
at Tres Islas, and down river Altar de Sacrificios became inundated with Teotihuacanstyle pottery. But these events postdate the powerful political alliance forged between
Tikal and Teotihuacan in the northeast Petén by decades.
Evidence reviewed in this chapter and in recent publications provides additional
insight into longstanding questions about the timing and impact of Teotihuacan contact
with the Lowland Maya. Following ideas presented by William Sanders, Gordon Willey
(1977:405-406) suggested that talud-tablero style architecture and Teotihuacan-style
ceramics entered the lowlands via highland Kaminaljuyu. 126 We now know that the
earliest example of talud-tablero architecture at Tikal, the second version of Mundo
Perdido’s Structure 5C-49, dates to Protoclassic 2 times (Manik 1, A.D. 250-300), some
years before Teotihuacan-style pottery enters the lowlands or highlands (Laporte and
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Structure 612, the small talud-tablero temple building discovered at Dzibilchaltun dates to ca. A.D. 600
(Andrews IV and Andrews V 1980:74).
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Fialko 1990:46). This variant, with only the uppermost tablero repeated on all four sides,
is found on the Stage E3-a structure of the Palangana group at Kaminaljuyu (Laporte
2003:201). Although the earliest talud-tablero buildings at Kaminaljuyu have not been
securely dated, current consensus is that they are a century later than Tikal’s (Braswell
2003:99). According to George Cowgill (2003:322), the style probably derives from the
Puebla and Tlaxcala regions in the first centuries A.D., rather than Teotihuacan. In any
case, Tikal was probably the only Central American site to be a direct recipient of this
Central Mexican architectural style in Protoclassic 2. 127
Recent epigraphic work by David Stuart (2000), Simon Martin (2003) and Nikolai
Grube (Martin and Grube 2000), provides support for a more direct political relationship
between Teotihuacan and Tikal at the end of Protoclassic 2. The mysterious arrival of
Siyaj K’ak or ‘Fire-born’ (Smoking Frog) at Tikal on 16 January A.D. 378 predates
Teotihuacan architecture and pottery at Kaminaljuyu by decades. 128 This individual is
mentioned eight days earlier at Waká or El Perú (80 km west of Tikal), implying he
approached from the west (Stuart 2000). Siyaj K’ak’s arrival coincided with the precise
day Tikal ruler Chak Tok Ich’aak or Great Jaguar Paw died, implying some kind of
violent takeover (Martin 2003:12). The surmised Teotihuacano Siyaj K’ak was in league
127

Aside from talud-tablero architecture, the other distinctly late Protoclassic 2 architectural form known
in the lowlands was the roof comb. A roof comb was built on Str. 5D-86 in Mundo Perdido during the
Manik 2 or Tzakol 2 phase ca. AD 300-400 (Laporte and Fialko 1990:Fig. 3.7; 1995:Fig. 6). Str. 5D-86
was the central pyramid on the elongated E-Group platform. One of the earliest roof combs documented in
the Maya lowlands occurred on a single roomed structure at Rio Azul (Adams 1999:136; Black 1987:216).
Roof combs were billboards of dynastic authority. Their front sides displayed flamboyant images of seated
dynastic rulers, while their rears sometimes displayed a commemorative dynastic text tracing the lineal
descent of the ruling patriarch. Roof combs became a hallmark of Classic period architecture in the
northeast Petén.
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Siyaj K’ak is a Mayan name, but as Simon Martin (2003:13, note 18) indicates, the texts on Stela 31
seem to provide non-Mayan names for this same individual.
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with two other individuals, one of which was a native lowlander: 1) Spearthrower Owl
(whose name glyph contains a Mexican atlatl, an overt expression of Teotihuacan
militarism), and 2) Spearthrower Owl’s son, Yax Nuun Ayiin I or ‘Curl Snout.’
Strontium isotope analysis indicates the latter lived in the Maya lowlands during his
childhood (Wright 2005). Newcomer Siyaj K’ak appears to have acted as an ‘overlord,’
installing the native Yax Nuun Ayiin I as a vassal ruler over Tikal in A.D. 379 (Martin
2003:15). Thereafter, Siyaj K’ak is mentioned at Bejucal (A.D. 381), Rio Azul (A.D.
393), and Uaxactún (A.D. 378 and 396) “in contexts that either imply his superordinate
position over local lords or contain a direct statement to that effect” (Martin 2003:12). He
was evidently instrumental in the violent overtaking of Rio Azul, where three altars show
eight “elite-class” male persons “stripped of finery, with blood streaming from their
foreheads, their hands tied with a rope” (Adams 1999:138, Fig. 3-33). A key figure in
understanding this political alliance is Spearthrower Owl, who ascended to the ahaw-ship
in A.D. 374, four years before the powerful (Teotihuacan?) overlord Siyaj K’ak helped
depose the reigning Tikal ruler Great Jaguar Paw (Martin 2003:13). Unfortunately, we do
not know over what city Spearthrower Owl reigned (Martin and Grube 2000:31), but
David Stuart (2000:481-487) offers the tentative suggestion that it may have been
Teotihuacan itself.
As hinted in the previous section, the Tikal emblem glyph appeared a century
before the Teotihuacan entrada of A.D. 378 (Mathews 1985:Fig. 9). Thus, the first
territorial monarchy of record existed prior to any direct political ties to Teotihuacan, if
such ties ever existed. This political condition was an indigenous Lowland Maya feat that
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doubtless originated at Tikal in early Protoclassic 2. Aguila Orange pottery seems to be a
corollary of this pre-Teotihuacan, Tikal influence. This Early Classic domestic ware
began as a minor Protoclassic 2 type at Tikal, Uaxactún, Topoxte, Piedras Negras, Altar
de Sacrificios, Punta de Chimino, and other Petén sites. It became most abundant at
Tikal, and its geographic spread corresponds rather precisely with the locations of late
Cycle 8 monuments (Mathews 1985:Fig. 4). 129 Arthur Demarest and Federico Fahsen
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At Tikal and Uaxactún, Aguila Orange comprises about 50% of the Early Classic ceramic assemblage
(Culbert n.d.:M-24; Laporte and Iglesias 1992:80-83). In the Pasión, the type is curiously absent at Ceibal,
which was abandoned around this time. According to Adams (1971:93, 97), it was the most important
monochrome type at Altar de Sacrificios during the Early Classic, beginning as a minor type in the
previous Protoclassic. It was the dominant Early Classic type in the Petexbatún (Foias 1996:Fig. 6.1).
Aguila Orange is abundant along the Usumacinta River. At Piedras Negras it comprised approximately
50% of the Naba-Balche transitional complex (Bachand 1997:177). Piedras Negras also had an unusually
high number of Early Classic tripod plates and bowls with basal flanges (Bachand 1997:148). Several local
varieties of Aguila Orange have been identified at Yaxchilan, Piedras Negras, and Tikal suggesting the type
was more intensely produced in these locales. As one moves east, however, Aguila is much less common in
the buffer zone between the Petén and Belize (Laporte 1995c:Table 6 and Fig. 16). Significantly, most of
the Protoclassic orange-slipped pottery at Naj Tunich cave was Aguila Orange (Brady et al. 1998:24). The
type is far less frequent in Belize, appearing only as a rare exotic in the Belize River Valley. As such, the
type’s geographic distribution matches rather closely the locations of the earliest Cycle 8 stelae in
Guatemala’s Petén district. It is, however, very common in some northern sites such as Calakmul
(Domínguez Carrasco 1994:49-54), Becan (Ball 1977a:41-42), and Edzna (Forsyth 1983:66-68) with
diminishing frequencies in the far north (R. E. Smith 1971:140-141). It is found as far south as Alta
Verapaz (Carot 1989:44), suggesting a very wide cultural distribution. Aguila Orange first appeared at the
end of the Protoclassic, around the time Stela 1 was erected at Punta de Chimino. Culbert (n.d.:M-24;
2003:58) detected it in Protoclassic Cimi contexts at Tikal, and Hermes (2000:172) recorded it as the first
Petén Gloss type to arrive in Protoclassic contexts at Topoxte. As mentioned, Adams found it in
Protoclassic Salinas deposits at Altar. Thus the temporal and spatial connection between the advent of the
first initial series stelae and the first examples of Aguila Orange pottery seems rather tight, and Tikal,
having an abundance of both at the earliest date, seems to have been their place of origin.
The roughly contemporaneous Belizean type, Aguacate Orange, is easily distinguished from
Aguila. Aguacate has a pink rather than orange paste and Aguila often has a white or cream underslip (see
Brady 1989:190-194 for early discussion). In the Belize River Valley, researchers believe the two orangeslipped traditions coexisted for a short time (Brady et al. 1998:24-26). Ball argues that Aguila Orange is “a
rare exotic” in the Upper Belize River Valley starting in late Protoclassic times. A local Belize Valley
counterpart to Aguila is made in Tzakol 2 through 3 times and Aguacate ceases to be made.
In the Topoxte volume, Grube (2000b:254) describes Tikal’s imprint on the fifth century stelae in
the Lake Yaxhá region, particularly at El Zapote. This sphere of domination seems to have extended as far
southeast as Uxbenca in Belize’s Toledo District (Leventhal 1992:148). Schele suggested Uxbenca’s Stela
11 dates to 8.18.0.0.0 or ca. A.D. 380, around the time of the Teotihuacan entrada at Tikal. It would be
interesting to see whether Aguila Orange is present in appreciable quantities at that site. In any case, the
existing ceramic and hieroglyphic evidence implies an Early Classic diffusion of Central Petén cultural
elements across the southeast Petén or Dolores-Poptún plateau into southern Belize skirting the southern
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(2002) believe Tikal may have gained control over the Upper Pasión highland-lowland
transport route by the end of Protoclassic 2, noting the presence of Tikal-style black
cylinder tripod vessels in Upper Pasión cave offerings.
There is no question Teotihuacan’s war complex catalyzed Tikal’s already active
dynastic expansion at the end of Protoclassic 2. The mass abandonments and defensive
constructions of the Middle Pasión, along with the broken stela, Mexican-style burial,
green Pachuca obsidian, atlatl dart points, and fire ritual (?) documented recently at Punta
de Chimino, point to a momentous conflict with a Mexican-backed or influenced foe
around A.D. 420 or 430. It must be remembered that most Middle Pasión centers, save
Chaak Ak’al, were small and vulnerable at this time as a result of the Chicanel decline
between A.D. 150 and 250. The Middle Pasión collapsed only one or two decades after
Siyaj K’ak affected the balance of power in the central Petén. Reigning at that time was
Siyaj Chan K’awiil II or ‘Stormy Sky’ (411-456), son of Yax Nuun Ayiin I. Importantly,
his bellicose grandfather Spearthrower Owl did not die until A.D. 439 (Martin 2003:13).
So it would appear at least one of the main entrada protagonists was still around. 130 As
for the geographic extent of Tikal’s dynasty, we only have one ceramic text placing Siyaj
Chan K’awiil II at the small site of Ucanal 51 km southeast of Tikal (Martin 2003:16).

fringe of the Maya Mountains. Formation of this cultural corridor probably facilitated the dynastic alliance
that took root between Tikal and Copan in the fifth century A.D. As Takeshi Inomata kindly reminded me
(personal communication 2006), these long distance alliances seem to have only altered the material culture
of upper social tier; domestic pottery assemblages at Copan and Palenque remained distinct from that of
their Tikal ally. This ceramic pattern contrasts markedly from that observed in the Preclassic.
130

The mysterious overlord from the west, Siyaj K’ak or ‘Fire Born’ (Smoking Frog), died in A.D. 402 as
recorded on Tikal Stela 31 (Harrison 1999:80).
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Tikal appears to have been instrumental, however, in Copan’s dynastic founding (Sharer
2003a; 2003b). Clearly, the city’s influence extended well beyond the central Petén.
It would appear that many aspiring kingdoms within the orbit of Tikal were
squelched or uprooted by the militant Tikal alliance between A.D. 378 and 430. Ceibal,
whose founder may have arisen around A.D. 411, was probably one of them. Punta de
Chimino’s lord was most likely a vassal of the Ceibal king; ceramic and architectural ties
were strong between these two centers at the end of Protoclassic 2. Stratigraphic and
ceramic evidence indicate the unusual Teotihuacan-style interment (Burial 103) at Punta
de Chimino postdates the erection and destruction of Stela 1 by a margin so short as to be
unknowable by conventional archaeological methods, that is, without any absolute
calendar dates. It is likely, then, that this individual was affiliated with the monument’s
destroyers.
Occasionally, the idea arises that Teotihuacan may have instigated the
abandonment of numerous large Chicanel centers two hundred years earlier ca. A.D. 150
(see, e.g., Culbert 1991:315). Evidence consistently suggests, however, that internal
political hemorrhaging exacerbated by ecological crises caused the Chicanel Maya
collapse. Altun Ha’s mysterious Teotihuacan tomb/cache deposit and the Mexican atlatl
points found atop El Mirador’s Tigre pyramid are without question late Protoclassic in
date. In El Mirador’s case, the Teotihuacan-style weapons are associated with visitors
who entered the area a century or more after the great city’s demise (Hansen 1990:213214). The similarity of these objects to dart points found at Punta de Chimino at the end
of Protoclassic 2 are noteworthy. Although a few Sierra Red Chicanel sherds were
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collected in Tzacualli phase (A.D. 1-150) deposits at Teotihuacan (Ball 1983:137;
Cowgill 1992:96), it is doubtful Teotihuacanos interfered in Lowland Maya politics
before the A.D. 378 entrada. Indeed, the political anarchy resulting from the collapse of
Chicanel Maya society before A.D. 250 is probably what originally drew Teotihuacan’s
gaze. In sum, there is virtually no evidence of Central Mexican involvement, direct or
indirect, in Lowland Maya affairs prior to A.D. 378 or before the latter half of
Protoclassic 2.

Conclusion
As can be seen, Punta de Chimino’s early history was anything but a simple
affair. I have traced the center’s position in the Lowland Maya world from its early
Chiapan origins, to Zoque-Maya syncretism, to membership in the Chicanel Maya state,
Protoclassic 1 abandonment, Protoclassic 2 reoccupation with dynastic pretence, and
Early Classic destruction at the hands of a Mexican-inspired enemy, probably the Tikal
juggernaut. In this last chapter, I described many material practices for which we have no
evidence at Punta de Chimino, but these are also part of the story. Their absence at Punta
de Chimino says much about human choices and dispositions on the peninsula, variously
expressed in the monumental center’s accumulated remains. As for the concept of social
emplacement, this chapter has, I hope, demonstrated that local emplacement practices
cannot be reasonably entertained without considering their articulation with broader
historical trends and proceedings. Clearly, as our knowledge of local and regional
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archaeology changes, so will our understanding of events and conditions at Punta de
Chimino.

Coda
This writing has now come full circle. It began with an introduction to Punta de
Chimino, the Preclassic and Protoclassic periods, and the concept of social emplacement.
This overview was followed by detailed description and analyses of field and laboratory
results from two excavation seasons at Punta de Chimino. I summarized what the
findings in the monumental center appear to tell us about Punta de Chimino’s
emplacement history. Finally, in the present chapter, I tried to link discoveries elsewhere
in the Maya region with those at Punta de Chimino. This latter task involved numerous
empirically informed proposals about the types of cultural practices in circulation at
various historical moments.
In this conclusion of conclusions, I revisit the concept of social emplacement,
discussing: 1) how the concept helped me understand what happened at Punta de
Chimino, and 2) what was learned about this concept from the Punta de Chimino project.
Social emplacement could not have been investigated effectively at Punta de
Chimino were it not for the following conditions. First, the deeply stratified
archaeological sequence provided a time depth and diverse record of cultural activity that
enabled me to assess how relationships toward the monumental center changed over time.
Second, horizontal excavation was essential to comprehending the Protoclassic and Early
Classic occupations and abandonments. Indeed, a possible weakness of this study was its
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failure or inability to laterally expose earlier Preclassic levels. Third, control of time was
essential to understanding emplacement, especially when the material record appeared to
change more rapidly. Bayesian analyses of overlapping radiometric dates reduced the
chance of disordering or anachronizing remains that could have easily been confused,
conflated, or misjudged as to duration. Fourth, extensive consideration of regional
material practices was essential for assessing the political nature of Punta de Chimino’s
emplacement activities over time. Fifth, description and comparison of pottery and other
artifacts enabled a wide range of cultural identities and affiliations to be inferred through
time. This allowed me to gauge what made Punta de Chimino’s inhabitants distinct, and
correlate their mundane material effects with the attributes of their monuments. Finally,
formal and spatial relationships among contemporaneous monuments and their deposits
provided indications of what the monumental center looked like and how it functioned at
various historical moments.
Each of the above contributed to the summary that became Chapter 5. If there was
one redeeming quality of the social emplacement concept, it was its insistence on data
integration and the use of a historically suitable assortment of concepts and analogies. By
such a strategy, the reasons or intentions behind Punta de Chimino’s monumental acts
could be thoughtfully considered. Future discoveries will undoubtedly warrant revisions
to my interpretations and hopefully lead to more detailed or correct understandings.
How, then, did the concept of social emplacement help me interpret what
happened at Punta de Chimino? The short answer is that it helped me frame a perspective
on the evidence. It was an epistemological tool and narrative device that enabled me to
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synthesize a considerable amount of information into a coherent interpretive framework.
The social emplacement concept contained a premise about the political nature of
monuments that allowed me to link material qualities of place to cultural and political
identity—this feature permitted inferences about social relations and political alliances
during periods lacking historical texts. Most importantly, however, the concept required
that I consider Punta de Chimino as a meaningfully constituted locale that answered to
wider cultural realms. As such, local material remains were considered instantiations of
broader historical processes such as state formation, cultural collapse, and the emergence
of new cultural norms and identities.
To its detriment yet distinct advantage, social emplacement is a capacious
concept. To characterize it as intentionally vague or of no significance to the past would
be unfortunate and to overlook what people (in this case agriculturalists), actually do.
Nevertheless, the concept has many problems that deserve critical evaluation. Human
relationships, complicated as they are, pose an immediate challenge to understanding
emplacement. Consider, for example, that people can sometimes feel ‘out of place’ when
residing in a particular locality. Most problematic, however, is the ‘in place’-‘out of
place’ binary that arises in casual application of the concept. People’s real experiences
are rarely, if ever, so easily divisible. They often have mixed feelings about the places
they live in and may simultaneously call a number of distantly-related places ‘home.’
What was learned about the social emplacement concept from the Punta de
Chimino project? One issue that surfaced was that only certain community members may
have had a stake in erecting, maintaining, and modifying the monuments. This is a valid
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if not unavoidable position and one that, if not addressed carefully, can dangerously lead
to essentialized or immutable social categories like commoner-elite and ruler-ruled that
divert us from the difficult task of seeking the articulation of “difference” between and
among people, whose lives undoubtedly intersected in many important ways. Such
entanglement is, of course, an underlying ingredient of any lived hegemony. I assumed
all along that leadership was needed to erect, maintain, and alter the meaning of Punta de
Chimino’s monuments. As in any human organization, some participants were probably
more enthusiastic or devoted than others, and some probably participated minimally if at
all at various moments. Such internal differentiation was more evident in the late
Protoclassic-Early Classic material record than in the record for earlier periods, but this
does not mean earlier communities were not divided. Social differences are part of any
human organization, be it a family, lineage, tribe, class, community, or state, and
hegemony is, by definition, a unity of difference.
On the other hand, mutual co-dependence is immanent to the idea of community.
Public institutions and rites along with many private practices forge relationships aimed
at transcending human differences. Intermarriage, rites of passage, clans, civic or
religious societies, and the sharing of specialized skills and knowledge oblige, commit,
and position people in complex ways.
The concept of social emplacement does not emphasize unity over difference.
Monuments, the one aspect of social emplacement addressed in this study, admittedly
tend to gloss over rather than elucidate social differences because of their fixed or
‘timeless’ nature and the totalizing pretences that factor into their making. We should
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remember, however, that certain features of daily life at Punta de Chimino were inferable
from the many daily effects found in monument fill, the arrangement of public space,
paleoenvironmental data, and settlement evidence from other Maya sites. Monuments can
tell us something about daily life. Alone, however, they are limited in what they
communicate about infra-community diversity at any given moment. If social
emplacement is to be of greater archaeological value it must show how human
differences are connected and interrelated, how a multiplicity of voices are mingled
creatively in acts of communal significance. Greater understanding of domesticity, or
more specifically, of how domestic practices articulate with communal, monumental
ones, would strengthen the concept.
Finally, the ways in which human groups mark their presence on the landscape
differ endlessly. The Punta de Chimino case is obviously distinct from say, the way
mobile hunter-gatherers, pastoralists, or cyber communities achieve the same effect. It
also surely differs from the way other fully-sedentary agriculturalists establish their
presence on the landscape. I nevertheless believe that place-making is deeply political
regardless of the society. By repetitive action, mythologizing, and marking, places
become the land of X, the realm of Y, or the place of Z—they survive as such through the
work of politics. Concepts presented by Gramsci, Williams, Boyarin, Lansing, Herzfeld,
and others offered possible explanation for emplacement effects observed at Punta de
Chimino and other Preclassic sites. Different sets of concepts and ethnographic cases will
likely prove more suitable for other cultural settings. The present study, then, is merely a
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partial attempt to explore the far-reaching, holistic qualities of social emplacement, using
but one expression—monuments—to say something meaningful about the past.
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APPENDIX A
LOT DESCRIPTIONS

Order of lot descriptions follows presentation of excavations in Chapter 2, from
earliest to latest construction. Thus, Structure 6B (Protoclassic 2) will be found after
Structure 6A-Sub. 3 (Protoclassic 2) and before Structure 6A-Sub. 2 (Protoclassic 2).
Depths for lots can be acquired from profile drawings in Chapter 2.
Operation 51, Acropolis Excavations
Operation 51A – Mound 6
Structure 6A-Sub. 8 (late Middle Preclassic)
•

PC51A-1-11-1. Mound fill. Very hard black-brown clay (10YR 3/3) mixed with
fine piedrín. One chert core. Sherd count 18.

•

PC51A-1-12-1. Mound fill. Hard yellowish-brown clay (10YR 5/4) mixed with
fine piedrín and large boulders. Sherd count 15.

•

PC51A-2-8-2. Bedrock leveling. Dark brown clay mixed with piedrín (10YR
6/8). A north-south alignment of crude stones along the lot's eastern limit
suggested the presence of a step or ledge. One lithic. Sherd count 68.

•

PC51A-5-12-1. Mound fill. Dense, hard black clay mixed with crushed freshwater
shell. Once chert core and one flake. Sherd count 28.

•

PC51A-7-10-1. Mound fill. Very dark brown clay (10YR 2/2). Chert artifacts: 2
cores, 43 flakes, 2 scrapers, and 1 bifacial thinning flake. Three prismatic obsidian
blade fragments and one long bone (human?). Sherd count 425.

•

PC51A-9-11-1. Mound fill. Very dark brown clay on bedrock. Seven chert flakes.
Sherd count 120.
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•

PC51A-17-7-1. Mound fill. Very dark brown clay mixed with very small piedrín.
One obsidian flake, 11 lithics, 1 pyrite pebble, and one faunal bone. Sherd count
67.

Structure 6A-Sub. 7 (late Middle Preclassic)
•

PC51A-1-10-1. Mound fill. Hard, compact dark brown clay (10YR 5/3) mixed
with piedrín, cobbles, and large stones. One human finger or toe bone. Sherd
count 39.

•

PC51A-5-9-1. Mound fill. Dense, hard brown clay. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-5-11-1. Mound fill. Dense, hard brown clay. Three freshwater clamshell
fragments. Nine chert artifacts. Sherd count 56.

•

PC51A-7-9-1. Mound fill. Very compact (and sticky) yellowish brown to dark
brown clay (2.5Y 4/4) with charcoal specks scattered throughout. Earthen clay
mixed with midden? Equivalent to PC51A-4-13-1. One burned bone. One shell
fragment. One prismatic obsidian blade. One smooth pebble. Thirty-eight chert
artifacts (2 cores). Sherd count 312 (1 notched sherd).

•

PC51A-9-9-1. Mound surface. Hard, compact brown clay. One chert flake and
one shell fragment.

•

PC51A-9-10-1. Mound fill. Dark brown clay and medium-sized stones. Three
chert flakes and one chert core. Sherd count 47.

•

PC51A-17-5-2. Mound surface. Dark brown clay. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-17-6-1. Mound fill. Dark brown clay with medium stones on top and large
boulders on bottom. One Pomacea shell and one fish bone (needle?). Nine chert
flakes. Sherd count 83 (47 Middle Preclassic). Note: the upper half of this lot
contained Chicanel ceramics suggesting slight mixing with the above Late
Preclassic construction, Str. 6A-Sub. 5.

Structure 6A-Sub. 6 (late Middle Preclassic-Late Preclassic)
•

PC51A-1-9-2. Platform surface. Soft, friable sascab-like stucco spread over a
layer of pinkish-orange (5YR 8/4) sandy silt. Floor varies in thickness from 6 to18
cm. Edge of floor defined by a row of large, evenly-squared stones made of soft,
white limestone. No artifacts noted on surface.
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•

PC51A-1-10-2. Platform fill. Shallow, 5-10 cm deep cut below Preclassic sascab
floor (1-9-2). Charcoal flakes strewn over a brownish-yellow (10YR 6/8) clay
matrix. Sherd count 5.

•

PC51A-4-11-1. Platform surface. White, sascab-like surface capping a rosecolored (5YR 8/4) sandy-silt. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-4-12-1. Platform fill. Fill of sascab/marl surfacing. Characterized by fine,
sandy rose-colored silt. One polished stone. Three chert flakes. One piece of wall
stone. Sherd count 22.

•

PC51A-4-13-1. Mound fill. Hard, dark brown clay with charcoal and burnt tree
limb. Lot ended on an extremely hard clay surface (first surfacing of Sub. 6).
Note: This lot appears to be associated with PC51A-7-9-1, but was unmistakably
affiliated with either a modification or later infilling Str. 6A-Sub. 6. Two shell
fragments. Sherd count 26.

•

PC51A-5-10-1. Platform surface. Thin, rose-tinted sascab surface sandwiched
between two Middle Preclassic clay strata. This thin stratigraphic lens was
discovered post-excavation in Profile A-A' and appears to have been the first of
two mound surfacings associated with Str. 6A-Sub. 6.

•

PC51A-6-2-1 (tunnel). Platform fill. Sascab mixed with a rose-colored sandy silt
overlying a hard, compact dark brown clay (10YR 4/4). Level was 5-10 cm. thick.
Charred flakes were strewn over the underlying clay layer. One chert flake. Sherd
count 12.

•

PC51A-17-5-1. Eroded platform surface. White sascab/marl pavement overlying
pink sandy silt. A small number of rectangular limestone blocks, some in northsouth alignment, were found on this surface. No artifacts.

Structure 6A-Sub. 5 (Late Preclassic)
•

PC51A-1-6-1. Floor base. Undulating grayish-pink sandy silt (3-5 cm thick)
occasionally covered by white sascab-like material across northern half of unit.
Northwest sector of lot contained numerous pieces of charcoal (2-3 cm in dia.).
One mano fragment. Sherd count 14.

•

PC51A-1-7-1. Building fill. Yellowish-brown clay (10YR 6/6) mixed with small
piedrín among large, boulder-like stones. A crudely defined retention wall was
evident in this lot. One prismatic blade fragment, 15 chert flakes, 1 bone, 10
Pomacea shell fragments, and 39 Preclassic sherds (including one mammiform
teat with fine orange paste, possibly intrusive).
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•

PC51A-1-8-2. Building fill. Continuation of 1-7-1 matrix. Sherd count 7.

•

PC51A-1-9-1. Either Sub. 5 building fill or bottom of intrusive deposit. Originally
described as a continuation of 1-8-1, an intrusive pit postdating Sub. 5
construction filled with loose dark brown soil (10YR 4/3) and large boulder-sized
rocks. No artifacts other than Preclassic potsherds. Sherd count 8.

•

PC51A-2-7-1. Compact construction fill beneath terrace surface. Yellowishbrown soil (10YR 5/6 and 6/6) mixed with piedrín. One prismatic obsidian blade.
Sherd count 14.

•

PC51A-2-8-1. Construction fill. Yellow soil (2.5Y 7/6) below stucco floor (2.5Y
8/4). Sherd count 16. Note: this lot was probably part of the original Sub. 5
terrace. Post-excavation study of stratigraphy hinted that two terrace versions
might have been present within it. Lot 2-7-1 described above must pertain to a
renovation of the Sub. 5 terrace that predates Sub. 4 construction. Only the latter
lot contained the peculiar rose-colored floor base.

•

PC51A-3-9-1. Floor matrix. Mixture of yellow and gray soil (10YR 8/3)
combined with piedrín. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-3-10-1. Construction fill. Gray soil mixed with piedrín. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-3-11-1. Construction fill. Dark yellowish brown soil (10YR 4/4) mixed
with small stones. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-3/8-7-1. Construction fill of Sub. 5 plaza-level platform. Mix of
yellowish-brown and gray clay with cobbles. Burial 102 is an intrusive interment
placed on bedrock within this lot. Construction overlies bedrock. No associated
artifacts.

•

PC51A-4-8-1. Floor. Sascab/marl surface capping thin layer of red to gray silt.
The stucco vanished in some areas and in its stead we found a compact, light
yellowish-brown dirt surface (10YR 6/4). No artifacts.

•

PC51A-4-9-1. Building fill. Compact yellowish-brown argillaceous soil (10YR
6/6) mixed with medium to large-sized stones. Two chert flakes. Numerous faunal
(?) bones, especially near Cache 101. One Pomacea snail shell. Sherd count 31.

•

PC51A-4-10-1. Building fill or laterally intrusive deposit. Deposit of loose, dark
brown soil and medium sized-stones confined to southwest corner of unit. Similar
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soil matrix to nearby PC51A-7-4-1, but lacks the abundant pottery associated with
that lot. No artifacts.
•

PC51A-4-11-2. Building fill. Continuation of PC51A-4-9-1. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-4-11-3. Building fill or laterally intrusive deposit. Continuation of
PC51A-4-10-1. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-5-8-1. Building fill behind a 1.70 m high stone wall with stuccoed batter.
Yellowish-brown adhesive soil mixed with large stones (identical to PC51A-4-91). Five chert flakes, one simple core reused as chopper. Sherd count 49.

•

PC51A-6-1-1. Building fill. Matrix identical to PC51A-1-7-1. One chert flake.
Sherd count 29.

•

PC51A-7-7-1. Platform surface. Hard, light gray cement pavement (10YR 7/1)
made with piedrín aggregate. No artifacts on surface.

•

PC51A-7-8-1. Platform fill. Gray sandy silt (7.5YR 6/2) mixed with piedrín. Two
chert flakes. Sherd count 11.

•

PC51A-8-7-1. Fill of plaza (?) floor. Gray soil mixed with piedrín. Sherd count 7.

•

PC51A-9-7-1. Platform surface. Same as PC51A-7-7-1. Sherd count 10 (all
within floor matrix).

•

PC51A-9-8-1. Platform fill. Compact light olive-brown silt (2.5Y 5/4) with large
(0.20-0.30 m) stones overlying a yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) to dark yellowish
brown (10YR 4/4) fill containing yellow (2.5Y 8/6) and light olive brown (2.5Y
5/3) soil lenses. Four bone fragments. Five chert flakes and one core. One
prismatic obsidian blade. Four pyrite pebbles. Sherd count 212.

•

PC51A-14-8-1. Surface of uppermost platform. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-14-9-1. Building fill. Matrix identical to PC51A-4-9-1. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-14-10-1. Burial 104. Cist matrix same as PC51A-14-9-1, except for dark
brown, damp silty soil near cranium. Sherd count 1.

•

PC51A-16-3-1. Fill of disintegrated structure surface. Dark brown silty soil (5YR
3/2) mixed with medium-sized stones. Three faunal bones, fifteen chert flakes,
and 31 Preclassic sherds.
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•

PC51A-16-4-1. Construction fill. Soft, yellowish silty-clay mixed with medium to
large-sized stones. One prismatic obsidian blade (El Chayal). Three chert
fragments. Sherd count 12.

•

PC51A-16-4-2. Construction fill. Yellowish silt mixed with medium-sized stones.
Absence of large stones produced this horizontal subdivision of Level 4. No
artifacts.

•

PC51A-16-5-1. Construction fill. Compact, fine sandy soil with very large stones
placed over Middle Preclassic stucco surface. Four chert flakes. Sherd count 9.

•

PC51A-17-3-1. Construction fill. Dark brown silty soil mixed with gravel and
stones. One hammer stone. Chert artifacts: Nine chert flakes, one biface, and one
core. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bones. Sherd count 50.

•

PC51A-17-4-1. Construction fill. Yellowish clay mixed with medium to largesized stones. Eight chert flakes. Sherd count 35.

•

PC51A-17-6-1. Middle Preclassic mound fill with Late Preclassic disturbance.
Dark brown clay with medium stones on top and large boulders on bottom.
Chicanel sherds probably originate from upper half of earlier Middle Preclassic
mound. One Pomacea shell, one fish bone (needle?), and nine chert flakes are
either Middle or Late Preclassic in date. Sherd count 7.

•

PC51A-23-3-1. Construction surface. Large piedrín (0.02-0.04 m) mixed with
yellowish-brown clay. One obsidian prismatic blade (El Chayal). Sixteen faunal
bones. A shell fragment. Nine chert flakes and one simple core reused as chopper.
Sherd count 7. Note: artifacts were either mixed into or resting on top of this
heavily weathered sloping surface and in some cases may post-date construction.
PC51A-23-4-1. Construction fill. Olive-brown soil mixed with medium to largesized stones. Four lithics. Two prismatic obsidian blades. Sherd count 17.

•
•

PC51A-23-5-1. Construction fill. Soft, yellow sandy silt and large boulders with
some small stones overlying Mamom superstructure. Carbonized wood remains
collected from east side of unit in interface between Middle Preclassic and Late
Preclassic constructions. Sherd count 7.

•

PC51A-24-3-1. Surface and construction fill. Large piedrín gravel (0.03-0.05 m)
mixed with small piedrín and yellow-brown silt. One shell. Sherd count 13.

•

PC51A-24-4-1. Sterile bedrock soil. Very soft, silty yellow soil and large stones.
Same soil found on bedrock in Unit 17. Lot was devoid of artifacts.
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Structure 6A-Sub. 4 (Protoclassic 1)
•
•

PC51A-3-7-1. Platform fill. Brownish-yellow silty clay (10YR 6/6) and stones.
Sherd count 4.
PC51A-3-8-1. Platform fill. Continuation of 3-7-1, with brownish-yellow soil
becoming mingled with gray soil and piedrín. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-3/8-5-1. Floor matrix. Rose-colored sandy silt (5YR 7/4) and yellowish
clay. Floor interrupted by penetration of Burial 102. Sherd count 2.

•

PC51A-3/8-6-1. Platform fill. Yellowish-brown clay (10YR 6/4). Lot possibly
mixed with later Protoclassic Burial 102 intrusion. Sherd count 13.

•

PC51A-4-6-1. Floor matrix (5-10 cm thick). Compact piedrín combined with gray
to rose-colored soil and sascab-like material. Floor surface abutted a row of cut
stones running north-south along the entire eastern perimeter of Unit 4. The
stones' finished sides faced west toward the plaza. Their posteriors were left
unfinished suggesting they edged a small upper platform, probably created to
support a superstructure. This lot is an undisturbed representation of Sub. 4
construction. Six chert artifacts (3 cores). Sherd count 14.

•

PC51A-4-7-1. Building fill. Compact, yellowish-brown argillaceous soil (10YR
7/4) with some fine piedrín and medium-sized cobbles. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-5-6-1. Floor surface. White marl surface. Surface dissipates in middle of
unit, giving way to piedrín mixed with dark gray soil.

•

PC51A-5-7-1. Floor matrix. White marl mixed with gray silt and yellowish-brown
clay. One chert flake. Sherd count 9.

•

PC51A-7-5-1. Floor surface. Sascab-like platform surface. Surface eroded away
in northwest corner of unit. No associated artifacts.

•

PC51A-7-6-1. Floor matrix. Fill of sascab-like platform surface. Matrix is a fine,
cream-colored silt. One chert flake. Sherd count 3.

•

PC51A-8-5-1. Floor. Rose-colored sandy silt mixed with yellow clay and piedrín.
No artifacts.

•

PC51A-8-6-1. Platform fill. Yellowish-brown silt (10YR 5/6) with brown and
gray clays and gravel. Three lithics (1 biface and 1 core).

•

PC51A-14-6-1. Floor surface. On floor described as Lot 4-6-1. Sherd count 9.
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•

PC51A-14-7-1. Building fill. Equivalent to lots 4-6-1 and 4-7-1. Sealed context
and good representation of Sub. 4 construction. Sherd count 22.

Structure 6A-Sub. 3 (Protoclassic 2)
•

PC51A-2-5-1. Building fill below badly eroded piedrín surface. Compact, brown
silty soil (10YR 4/3, 7.5YR 4/4) mixed with medium-sized cobbles and large
stones. Sherd count 18.

•

PC51A-2-6-1. Building fill on previous Sub. 4 and Sub. 5 mezzanine platforms. A
compact, primarily gray, soil mixed with brown and yellow soils, medium-sized
stones, and piedrín. Continuation of upper level 2-5-1. Two chert cores and two
flakes. Eight faunal bones. Sherd count 25.

•

PC51A-7-4-1. Building fill. Loose, dark brown silty-soil (10YR 4/3) between
large cobbles and stones. Same fill found behind architectural mask in Lots 2-4-1
and 2-5-1. Note: this lot may have mixed artifacts from Sub. 3 and Sub 2.
However, most artifacts seemed to derive from the lower Sub. 3 level. Among
them were: scattered human bones (4 rib fragments, 1 mandible fragment,
numerous long bone pieces, and 2 phalanges). One prismatic obsidian blade.
Eleven chert flakes and two cores. Sherd count 106 (one notched sherd).

•

PC51A-9-5-2. Surface of cobble terrace. Yellowish-brown sticky clay (10YR 5/4)
and small quantity of piedrín spread between a rather evenly spaced assortment of
angular cobble-sized stones. The cobbles continue below the surface and are a
manifestation of the underlying fill. Surface is bordered on the west by a row of
faced stones that framed the mezzanine terrace. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-13-4-1. Cobblestone terrace fill. Dark, yellowish-brown silty soil (10YR
4/4) loosely mixed with small to medium sized cobbles. One chert flake (brown
chert). One mano fragment. Sherd count 37.

Structure 6A-Sub. 2 (Protoclassic 2)
•

PC51A-2-4-1. Construction fill behind mask 1 beneath eroded gravel surface.
Clear brown soil (10YR 3/6) mixed with variously sized stones. Fourteen chert
fragments. Eighty-four bone fragments (one human phalanx). Sherd count 82.

•

PC51A-5-6-1. On floor. White marl surface of Str. 6A-Sub. 4. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-5-7-2. Construction fill. Loose, dark brown silty soil (10YR 4/3) between
large cobbles. No artifacts.
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•

PC51A-9-5-1. Construction fill. Dark brown silty clay (10YR 4/3) mixed with
large cobbles. This fill layer covered the three-stone deposit placed on the Sub. 3
cobble terrace. One mano fragment. One chert flake. Sherd count 39.

•

PC51A-9-6-1. Construction fill. Brown silty clay mixed with medium-sized
cobbles. A retaining wall was found in the fill. This wall divided the compact fill
of the cobble terrace from the loose fill encountered in Unit 7. Note: this lot
combined Sub. 2 and Sub. 3 levels, as they could not be visually or tangibly
separated. Four chert flakes. Scatter of human bones. Sherd count 57.

Structure 6B (Protoclassic 2)
•

PC51A-3-4-3. Building fill. Small test pit (0.40 x 0.56 m) into center of intact
Structure 6B wall. Yellowish-brown silty clay overlying rose-colored surface of
earlier Sub. 4 platform. Ceramics in lot seem to be good chronological marker of
Structure 6B construction. Sherd count 13.

•

PC51A-3-5-2. Wall collapse around rear wall of Structure 6B. Yellowish-brown
earth (10YR 6/4) with numerous medium-sized stones at top of level. Sherd count
25.

•

PC51A-3-6-1. Stucco floor (1 cm thick) restricted to mask wall corridor. Artifacts
pertain to floor bedding, a yellow soil mixed with fine piedrín. One chert flake.
Sherd count 6.

•

PC51A-3-6-2. Floor fill. A 10-15 cm layer of gray soil underlying the Lot 3-6-1
floor. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-3/8-4-1. On floor of rear room. Soft, rose-colored (5YR 7/4) and olive
yellow (2.5Y 6/6) silty-soils mixed with fine piedrín. First lot inside small probe
(0.70 x 0.88 m) into Structure 6B interior space. Lot includes 10-15 cm of floor
bedding possibly containing potsherds associated with earlier Sub. 4 (Protoclassic
1a) construction. One pyrite plaque piece with cratered surface, one green
obsidian bifacial point minus tip (Pachuca), and one black obsidian point stem
derive from the floor surface. Miseria Appliquéd modeled censer sherds are also
believed to derive from this surface. Sherd count 12.

•

PC51A-8-4-1. Abandonment layer. Compact (trampled?) gray soil mixed with
piedrín. Three bone fragments. Three lithics (1 core). Sherd count 6.

•

PC51A-8-4-2. Abandonment layer. Churned gray and brown soil mixture with
piedrín. Sherd count 8.
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•

PC51A-15-5-1. Wall collapse inside rear room around and above Stela 1 butt.
Mixture of brown and yellow clayey soils mingled with large stone rubble
containing faced wall stones. Four lithics. One burned bone. Bottom of lot at floor
level (see Lot 15-6-1). At floor level we found a chert dart point, an unbroken
gray obsidian arrow point, and a triangular pyrite plaque piece with three
fragments of paper-thin slate backing. Gray obsidian arrow point was embedded
in rear wall directly behind Stela 1 approx. 2-3 cm above floor. Sherd count 95.

•

PC51A-15-6-1. On floor of rear room. White plaster surface in northeast corner of
rear room. Other locations had a compact yellow clay/piedrín surface. Plaster
noted on north, east, and south sides of Stela 1. East side was either severely
eroded (as suggested by uneven edges of extant plaster segment in northeast
corner of room) or cut for insertion of Stela 1. No artifacts found on plaster
patches, but other artifacts found at floor level (see Lot 15-5-1 above).

•

PC51A-15-7-1. Stela 1 basal pit (rear or east side of monument). Medium to
large-sized dolomitic stones combined with yellowish soil (loose in some spots
near top, but solid throughout middle and bottom of pit). One yellow and one redcolored stone noted at top of pit. Pit did not continue under rear wall of Structure
6B. One chert flake and one core. Two bones (probably human long bone) from
edge of stela pit. Sherd count 21.

•

PC51A-15-7-2. Stela 1 basal pit (front or west side of monument). Medium to
large-sized stones mixed with a loose, dark brown silty soil in upper and middle
portion of pit. Bottom of pit had yellow adhesive clay and dolomitic stones. Two
bones. Unnamed Brown gloss sherds (probably Pucte Brown) found on west side
of pit are identical to sherds found on east side and surely correspond to a vessel
placed in the original monument pit. Pucte Brown is a rare Pasión type that
Adams (1971:22) tentatively placed in Tzakol 2. But this type seems to have
slightly earlier origins at Punta de Chimino. Sherd count 26.

Mask Wall Corridor Termination Deposit (Early Classic)
•

PC51A-3-4-2. Artifact deposit. Dark, grayish-brown organic soil (10YR 3/2)
containing high concentration of ceramics. Sixteen chert artifacts (2 cores). One
prismatic obsidian blade. Half a bag of faunal bone. Six shell fragments. Sherd
count 5 (Note: in this case there are over 122 potsherds pertaining to five partially
reconstructible dish forms; two are Dos Arroyos Orange Polychromes, two are
Aguila Orange, and a fifth is Balanza Black).
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•

PC51A-3-5-1. Artifact deposit. Dark brown organic soil mixed with some piedrín.
Contains high density of artifacts. Six fragments of molded, painted plaster. One
(human?) vertebra. Sherd count 81.

•

PC51A-11-5-2. Artifact deposit. Matrix identical to 12-6-1. Burial 106 bones
clustered in northwest sector of unit. Two bags of faunal bone. Twelve lithics
(mostly flakes) and one core. One obsidian blade/flake. Sherd count 291.

•

PC51A-12-6-1. Artifact deposit. Dark brown soil mixed with some medium-sized
(wall?) stones and containing a high density of artifacts. Lower half of deposit
transitions to brownish-yellow clayey soil (10YR 6/8). Tapered (wall?) stone with
concave depression found inverted at bottom of deposit (FIGURES 34 and 58).
Twenty faunal bones. One bifacial chert point. One prismatic obsidian blade. One
pyrite pebble and two crystalline stones. Sherd count 267.

•

PC51A-18-6-3. Artifact deposit. Dark brown organic soil containing high density
of artifacts. Lot defined juncture between stairway and mask wall. One obsidian
prismatic blade fragment. Sherd count 33.

Structure 6A-Sub. 1 (Late Classic Tepeu 2)
•

PC51A-1-5-1. Building fill. Thin flat stones capping yellowish-brown fill (10YR
5/4). Center of unit contains continuation of sherd cluster originating from above
in Lot 1-4-1. Three obsidian artifacts (2 flakes). One chert biface. Thirty-one
bones. Sherd count 54.

•

PC51A-2-3-1. Building fill. Dark grayish-brown silt (10YR 3/2) mixed with
piedrín and small to medium-sized stones. Four chert flakes and two cores. Sherd
count 18.

•

PC51A-3-3-1. Building fill. Brown soil and many stones of all sizes. Small intact
portion of gravel surface in southeast corner of unit. Four prismatic obsidian
blades. Fifteen lithics (and one chert biface?). Three bone fragments. Sherd count
84.

•

PC51A-3-3-2. Building fill. Same as 3-3-1, but restricted to west side of unit over
Structure 6B wall. Fifteen bone fragments (one human molar). One chert biface
and two flakes. Sherd count 40.

•

PC51A-3-4-1. Building fill. Dark brown soil. Lower half of 3-3-1 where contact
was made with Protoclassic mask wall. No artifacts.
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•

PC51A-4-4-1. Building fill beneath Sub. 1 floors and wall. Piedrín mixed with
dark brown soil (10YR 4/3) and medium-sized cobbles. Twenty-six lithic artifacts
(2 cores and one biface). One smooth black stone. Eight obsidian blades and one
stemmed obsidian biface. One mano fragment. One bone. Sherd count 105.

•

PC51A-4-4-2. On Floor. Remnant of thin stucco surface preserved beneath patio.
No artifacts.

•

PC51A-4-5-1. Building fill. See matrix description for 5-5-1. Probably mixed
with fill of underlying Sub. 2 construction in north half of unit. Six chert flakes
and one chert core. One polished stone. Sherd count 27.

•

PC51A-5-5-1. Building fill. Grayish silty-clay mixed with gravel and large
cobbles. Six chert flakes. Sherd count 13.

•

PC51A-7-3-1. Building fill. Dark brown clayey soil mixed with piedrín between
cobbles and large stones. A small (Postclassic?) intrusion descending from the
modern surface penetrated north side of unit. Two chert flakes and two bifaces.
One prismatic obsidian blade. Sherd count 15.

•

PC51A-8-3-1. Building fill. Dark grayish-brown silty clay (10YR 4/2) overlying
Structure 6B wall. Lot was at top of small test probe on west side of Structure 6B
wall. Ten faunal bones. Two metate fragments. Forty-three chert artifacts (7 or 8
bifaces and one core). One prismatic obsidian blade. One miscellaneous stone.
Sherd count 54.

•

PC51A-8-3-2. Construction fill. Same as Lot 8-3-1, but in remainder of unit. One
bone fragment. Three chert flakes. Three prismatic obsidian blades. Sherd count
22.

•

PC51A-10-3-1. Construction fill. Dark brown argillaceous soil mixed with
medium-sized piedrín gravel. Remnant of highly eroded and very difficult to
discern Late Classic construction surface (heavily disturbed by root systems of
two large trees). High, sheet midden-like density of eroded and broken Late
Classic artifacts. One prismatic obsidian blade. Undisclosed quantity of bone
artifacts. Thirty-nine chert artifacts (2 or 3 bifaces and a core). Large quantity of
sherds.

•

PC51A-11-3-1. Construction fill. Dark brown adhesive soil mixed with gravel and
large stones. Piedrín was so badly diffused that an upper surface could not be
separately excavated. Fill contains many irregularly-shaped, large rough stones
distributed fairly evenly throughout matrix. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone.
Over fifty lithic artifacts including four or five bifaces and several cores. Six
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obsidian pieces (4 blades). Green granite metate fragment. Unworked greenstone
cobble. Large quantity of potsherds (1 notched sherd).
•

PC51A-11-3-2. Burial 105 matrix. Dark brown adhesive soil. Simple cist
construction with mask wall used as east perimeter. Two perforated moon shell
ornaments. One mano fragment. Seven chert flakes and one biface. Sherd count
34.

•

PC51A-11-4-1. Building fill. Large, crude stones interspersed with small to
medium-sized stone rubble and brown clay. Stone retention wall running eastwest along south side of unit. One prismatic obsidian blade fragment. Two bones.
Four chert flakes and one biface. Sherd count 36.

•

PC51A-11-5-1. Building fill. Medium to large sized stones mixed with brown and
yellow clayey soils. Matrix overlies rear wall of Structure 6B. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-12-3-1. Building fill. Large rubble fill mixed with brown soil. Stone crib
construction implied by presence of two perpendicular retention walls; one in
south half of unit and a second along the western perimeter. A few faced stones
were noted in the south wall. Lot can be described as “crib fill” because it was
located between retention walls in northern half of unit. Twenty-three bones (1
human phalange). One ceramic figurine head. Two mano fragments. Two
prismatic obsidian blades. Twenty-two lithics. Sherd count 56.

•

PC51A-12-3-2. Building fill. Matrix is same as Lot 12-3-1. Lot is located in
southwest corner of unit south of stone retention wall. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-12-3-3. Burial 105 matrix continued. See description for Lot 11-3-2. Four
chert flakes. All other artifacts bagged under Lot 11-3-2.

•

PC51A-12-4-1. Building fill. Dark brown soil mixed with stone rubble. Small
stones and soft dirt placed against earlier mask wall. Six obsidian artifacts (4
prismatic blades and 1 core). Two spherical limestone concretions.
Approximately sixty chert artifacts (numerous bifaces and 1 core). Sherd count
104.

•

PC51A-12-4-2. Building fill. Brown soil mixed with small to medium-sized
stones. Lot located in southeast corner of unit. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-12-5-1. Building fill. Compact brown soil mixed with stone in middle of
unit. Matrix becomes more compact and mixed with piedrín against mask wall.
Twenty-five or so bone fragments (includes one shell, human long bones and
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several human teeth). Four ceramic figurine fragments. Thirty-three lithics (2
bifaces and a drill). Six obsidian blades. Sherd count 128.
•

PC51A-12-5-2. Building fill. Loose brown silty-soil and large crude stones
overlying rear wall of Structure 6B. Forty-three bone fragments (human mandible,
teeth, and one polished bone). One broken mano. Three obsidian blades. Seven
chert flakes. Sherd count 62.

•

PC51A-13-3-1. Building fill. Dark brown silty soil and medium sized-stones
capped by piedrín. Gravel surface was so dispersed it could not be separated out
from underlying fill. Remnants of a Late Classic terrace edge or step evidenced by
presence of several faced limestone blocks. Note: this lot contained numerous
Chicanel sherds and may have been mixed with underlying Sub. 2 construction.
Chert biface and chopper? Undisclosed quantity of bone artifacts and potsherds.

•

PC51A-14-4-1. Floor. Piedrín surface. More patio stones. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-14-5-1. Building fill. Matrix same as Lots 4-4-1 and 5-5-1. Sherd count
12 (one notched sherd).

•

PC51A-15-3-1. Building fill. Brown clayey soil, piedrín, medium and large-sized
stones—identical to fill matrix in Lot 11-3-1. Four obsidian blades. Forty-three
lithics (several bifaces, a pounding stone, and core). Seventeen bones. Sherd
count 70.

•

PC51A-15-4-1. Building fill. Gray clayey soil mixed with some yellowish soil
and large irregular stones. Possible slight mixing with upper portion of Structure
6B rubble collapse. Six bone fragments. One chert biface. Sherd count 35.

•

PC51A-15-5-2. Building fill intrusive into Structure 6B collapse (15-5-1) and
unexcavated Late Classic burial. Dark brown adhesive soil mixed with small
piedrín and medium-sized stones. Late Classic fill intrusive from above in west
sector of unit. Fill contains a Late Classic burial cist formed on east by an
elliptical line of crude stones. Human cranium fragments protruding from grave
surface on south end of cist but not excavated. Two chert flakes, a scraper, and a
core. Sherd count 40.

•

PC51A-15-6-2. Top of Late Classic intrusion into Protoclassic stela pit. Large flat
stones placed around base of Stela 1, but on west side or front of monument only.
One stone was notched to fit around southwest corner of monument. Two plain
orange Late Classic vessels placed lip-to-lip on large flat stone on Stela 1’s
central axis probably contained perishable organics. Thin, 2-3 cm layer of dark
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brown soil surrounding base of bottom vessel. No artifacts associated with this lot
(offering vessels bagged as Lot 15-5-2).
•

PC51A-18-3-1. Building fill. Brownish-gray adhesive soil and stone rubble.
Alignment of crude stones (retention wall?) running north-south along west side
of unit. Concentration of potsherds and turtle shell discovered in southeast corner
of unit. One mano fragment. Ninety turtle bones. One human molar. One animal
tooth. More than sixty lithics (4 cores and numerous bifaces). Eight prismatic
obsidian blades. Sherd count 475.

•

PC51A-18-4-1. Building fill. Continuation of 18-3-1. Fifty-one bones (includes
four teeth, one animal mandible, and four shell fragments). Three prismatic
obsidian blades. Forty lithics (5 bifaces and 1 core). One ceramic figurine
fragment. Sherd count 92.

•

PC51A-18-5-1. Building fill on lower stair of Sub. 3 (Protoclassic) stairway.
Compact gray soil, piedrín, and stones. Jadeite pendant found in northwest corner
of unit on lower stair (erroneously bagged as Lot 18-5-2). Ten bones. One
prismatic obsidian blade. One chert core and one bifacial point. Sherd count 47.

•

PC51A-18-5-2. Building fill on Sub. 3 (Protoclassic) stairway. Mixture of browngray soil and large stones. Four ground stone pieces. One bone. One shell
fragment. Six lithics (1 point). Jadeite pendant (see description of Lot 18-5-1).
Sherd count 42.

•

PC51A-18-6-1. Interface between Sub. 3 (Protoclassic) stairway and Sub. 1
construction. Continuation of 18-5-1 matrix. Two metate fragments and an
undisclosed quantity of potsherds.

•

PC51A-18-6-2. Interface between Sub. 3 (Protoclassic) stairway and Sub. 1
construction. Brown soil and large fill stones. Nine lithics (1 biface). Undisclosed
quantity of potsherds.

•

PC51A-19-3-1. Construction fill over bottom stair of Sub. 3 (Protoclassic)
stairway. Compact gray soil and stones. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-19-3-2. Construction fill over upper half of Sub. 3 (Protoclassic) stairway.
Brown soil and stones. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-20-3-1. Building fill in north half of unit. Brown soil, piedrín, and large
stones. Scarcely perceptible, east-west alignment of crude fill caused lot division.
Forty-four lithics (3 bifaces and a scraper). Two obsidian blades and one flake.
Undisclosed quantity of bone artifacts and figurine fragments. Sherd count 107.
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•

PC51A-20-3-2. Building fill in south half of unit adjoining Unit 15. Brown soil,
piedrín, and large stones. Four figurine fragments. Approximately 50 lithics
(some bifaces and cores). Five prismatic obsidian blades. Undisclosed quantity of
bone artifacts. Sherd count 73.

•

PC51A-20-4-1. Building fill. Dark brown silty-clay mixed with piedrín and stone
rubble. Dense layer of artifacts (Late Classic midden debris). Only north half of
unit excavated at this level. Excavation terminated at arbitrary level. Seven
obsidian artifacts (six blades). Over seventy chert artifacts (numerous bifaces and
a drill). One metate fragment and two broken manos. One jadeite bead. Two
figurine fragments. One hundred and twenty-five bones, seven teeth (one human),
one bowl awl, one bone flute?, and seven shells. Sherd count: approximately 500.

Structure 6A (Terminal Late Classic Tepeu 2-3)
•

PC51A-1-3-1. Building fill. Large cobbles and piedrín mixed with dark brown
argillaceous soil (10YR 3/2). Five chert flakes. Sherd count 28.

•

PC51A-1-4-1. On floor of previous construction. Broken, partial ceramic vessel
on floor in center of unit. Thin layer of artifacts on piedrín surface of previous
construction. Two bags of potsherds.

•

PC51A-2-4-2. Building fill. Dark, brown soil mixed with stone. Lot confined to
north-west corner of unit. No artifacts.

•

PC51A-4-3-1. On floor inside temple room or on uppermost platform. Small
gravel mixed with dark brown soil. One obsidian artifact. One piece of chert.
Sherd count 39.

•

PC51A-4-3-2. On patio floor outside temple entrance. One prismatic obsidian
blade. One bone. Four chert flakes, a scraper, and biface. Sherd count 22.

•

PC51A-5-3-1. Building fill. Gravel, medium-sized cobbles, and large stones
mixed with dark brown soil. Four lithics. Three faunal bones (scapulae?). One
ceramic whistle in shape of turtle-gourd. Sherd count 28 (one notched sherd).

•

PC51A-5-3-2. Burial 101. No formal cist. Matrix same as 5-3-1. One large metate
broken in three pieces. No additional artifacts.

•

PC51A-5-4-1. On floor of previous Late Classic construction. No artifacts.
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•

PC51A-9-3-1. Building fill. Dark brown soil mixed with stone. Thirteen lithics.
One bone. One ceramic figurine. Sherd count 14.

•

PC51A-9-4-1. Building fill. Piedrín mixed with dark brown soil. One partial
vessel near cornerstone of Sub. 2 platform terrace. No additional artifacts.

•

PC51A-14-3-1. Building fill. Dark brown clayey soil mixed with piedrín gravel.
Sherd count 8 (four notched sherds).

Mound 6 topsoil (Terminal Classic and Postclassic)
•

PC51A-1-2-1. Humus. Very dark grayish-brown silty soil (10YR 3/2). North edge
of unit has loose arrangement of large stones possibly associated with a small
superstructure on Structure 6A. Ten lithics. Two faunal bones. Four obsidian
artifacts. Sherd count 39.

•

PC51A-2-2-1. Humus. Dark brown clayey soil (7.5YR 3/1), large stones, and
roots. Three prismatic obsidian blades. Twenty-seven lithics (2 bifaces). One
small pigment nodule. Sherd count 40.

•

PC51A-3-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil. Three obsidian blades. Thirty-four
lithics. One polishing stone. No potsherds.

•

PC51A-4-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil. Seven faunal bones. Six lithics. Two
obsidian blades. Undisclosed quantity of potsherds (39 notched ceramic artifacts
clustered in a 30 cm circle in south-central sector of unit).

•

PC51A-5-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil mixed among cobbles and large stones.
Thirteen faunal bones. Five chert flakes. Two prismatic obsidian blades. One
metate fragment. Sherd count 18 (3 notched sherds).

•

PC51A-7-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil (10YR 3/2) mixed with cobbles. Surface
intrusion in northeast corner of unit. Large turtle plastron bones (14 fragments)
clustered in west-central portion of unit. One axe fragment. Sherd count 5.

•

PC51A-8-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil mixed with piedrín and medium to largesized stones. One bone. Twelve chert flakes and one bifacial point. Three obsidian
artifacts. Sherd count 21.

•

PC51A-9-2-1. Humus. Dark brown to black soil. Numerous medium and largesized stones encountered at depth of 0.07 m. One chert core and two flakes. One
turtle bone. Sherd count 25.
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•

PC51A-10-2-1. Humus. Dark brown clayey soil. Topsoil around base of tree.
Heavily disturbed by floralturbation. Four lithics (1 core). Undisclosed quantity of
faunal bone and potsherds.

•

PC51A-11-2-1. Humus. Dark brown clayey soil with mixture of small, medium,
and large stones. Over sixty lithics (some bifaces). Nine obsidian artifacts.
Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone and potsherds (1 fishing weight?).

•

PC51A-12-2-1. Humus. Dark brown clay. Approximately fifty lithics (numerous
bifaces). One mano fragment and some pieces of greenstone, quartzite, and
alabaster. Nine prismatic obsidian blades and one flake. Undisclosed quantity of
faunal bone and potsherds.

•

PC51A-13-2-1. Humus. Dark brown clay with scattered piedrín and cobbles. One
chert core with cortex and one chert flake. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone
and ceramics.

•

PC51A-14-2-1. Humus. Dark brown clayey soil. Sherd count 5 (1 notched sherd).

•

PC51A-15-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil mixed with large stones (some faced?).
Eight lithics (several bifaces). One prismatic obsidian blade. Three faunal bones.
One mano fragment. Sherd count 25 (1 notched sherd).

•

PC51A-16-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil mixed with medium-sized stone and
possibly collapse stones from above. One chert core, five flakes, and one bifacial
point. One prismatic obsidian blade. Half a torus stone. Sherd count 40 (1 notched
sherd).

•

PC51A-17-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil and medium-sized stones. One chert
flake. Sherd count 12.

•

PC51A-18-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil mixed with stones of all size. Eighteen
bones (1 molar). Twenty-eight lithics (2 bifaces). Four prismatic obsidian blades.
One mano fragment. One metate fragment. One miscellaneous stone. Sherd count
70.

•

PC51A-19-2-1. Humus. Dark brown-black soil mixed with (collapse?) stones.
Five prismatic obsidian blades. Twenty-eight lithics (2 scrapers and a biface).
Sherd count 34.

•

PC51A-19-2-2. Humus. Burial 109 matrix (same as 19-2-1). Turtle carapace
bones. Undisclosed quantity of ceramics.
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•

PC51A-19-2-3. Humus. Burial 110 matrix (same as 19-2-1). One chert flake.
Turtle carapace bones. Sherd count 13.

•

PC51A-19-2-4. Humus. Dark brown soil mixed with stones of all sizes. Matrix
sandwiched between Burials 109 and 110 and (Late Classic?) piedrín surface
covering Sub. 3 mask wall stairway. Nineteen chert flakes. One miscellaneous
stone. Sherd count 19.

•

PC51A-20-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil containing dispersal of piedrín and
stones of varying size. Three faunal bones. Twenty-five lithics (1 bifacial point).
Two obsidian artifacts. One broken mano found near center of unit. Sherd count
47 (1 whistle).

•

PC51A-21-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil. Small eastern expansion of 19-2-2 to
recover remainder of Burial 109. Two chert flakes. Sherd count 17.

•

PC51A-22-2-1. Humus. Dark brown soil. Small northern expansion of 19-2-3 to
define length of Burial 110. Sherd count 10.

•

PC51A-23-2-1. Humus. Very dark brown to black silty soil. Two chert flakes.
Eleven faunal bones. Sherd count 8.

•

PC51A-24-2-1. Humus. Dark brown to black soil and roots. No artifacts.

Mound 6 surface (Postclassic)
•

PC51A-1-1-1. Ground surface. One prismatic obsidian blade. Sherd count 5 (1
sherd with modeled human face).
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Suboperation 51B, Acropolis Plaza
Acropolis Plaza 1 (Late Preclassic)
•

PC51B-1-4-1. Plaza fill. Compact, dark yellowish-brown clayey soil (10YR 4/4)
mixed with stones of varying dimensions. Sherd count 9.

•

PC51B-2-4-1. Plaza fill. Matrix same as Lot 1-4-1. One quartz stone. Sherd count
10.

•

PC51B-3-4-1. Plaza fill. Matrix same as Lot 1-4-1. One lithic. Sherd count 57.

Acropolis Plaza 2 (Late Classic)
•

PC51B-1-3-1. Plaza fill. Compact, very dark grayish-brown clayey soil (10YR
3/2) mixed with small, medium, and large stones. A thin layer of piedrín gravel
was spread across the top of this level. Four chert flakes. Sherd count 10.

•

PC51B-2-3-1. Plaza fill. Matrix same as Lot 1-3-1. Eighteen cranium bones. One
burned bone. One jute shell. One semi-complete mano. Eighteen lithics (1 core).
One small polishing stone. Sherd count 15.

•

PC51B-3-3-1. Plaza fill. Matrix same as Lot 1-3-1. Nine lithics (1 core). One
obsidian blade and one flake. Sherd count 30 (including small concentration near
center of unit).

Acropolis Plaza topsoil (Terminal Classic or Postclassic)
•

PC51B-1-2-1. Humus. Very dark gray seasonally muddy silt (10YR 3/1), small
stones, errant gravel, and roots. Four bones. Three flakes of chert. Sherd count 8.

•

PC51B-2-2-1. Humus. Matrix same as Lot 1-2-1. Eight chert flakes. Sherd count
20.

•

PC51B-3-2-1. Humus. Matrix same as Lot 1-2-1. Four chert flakes. Sherd count
20 (with small concentration in center of level).
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Suboperation 51C, Mound 7
Structure 7-Sub. 4 (Late Preclassic)
•

PC51C-4-15-1. Building fill. Dark brown adhesive clay (10YR 4/4-4/6) with
medium-sized gravel and stones. One chert core and two flakes. One prismatic
obsidian blade. One cave stone. Sherd count 73.

•

PC51C-4-15-2. Building fill. Matrix same as 4-15-1 only more compact. Lot is an
arbitrary vertical subdivision created by excavating a small 1.50 x 1.50 m probe
down from the bottom of Lot 4-15-1. Three lithics. Sherd count 14.

•

PC51C-4-16-1. Building fill. Yellowish brown clayey soil (10YR 5/4) mixed with
small to medium-sized gravel. More compact soil than previous layer, but same
construction phase. Excavation discontinued before reaching bottom of level. Five
chert flakes. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 42.

Structure 7-Sub. 3 (Protoclassic 2)
•

PC51C-1-6-1. Platform fill on top of and east of Burial 111. Compact yellowishbrown clayey soil (10YR 5/4) with small trace of gravel and medium-sized stones
spread throughout. Note: this matrix is nearly identical to that described for the
Protoclassic cobblestone terrace on which three round stones were found (Str. 6ASub. 3 [PC51A-9-5-2]). This observation suggests that Str. 6A’s mask wall and
Str. 7-Sub. 3 were built around the same time. Sherd count 10.

•

PC51C-1-6-2. Platform fill west of Burial 111. Matrix same as Lot 1-6-1. Two
chert flakes. Sherd count 15.

•

PC51C-1-6-3. Burial 111 cist (south half). Brown argillaceous soil and small pea
gravel. One broken/reconstructible bowl with concave base. Sherd count 3.

•

PC51C-3-13-1. Building slump or detritus overlying platform? Brown silty clay
mixed with large and medium-sized stones. Lot contains only Protoclassic 2
ceramics, yet it overlies the Protoclassic cobble terrace. Matrix contains fewer
stones than subsequent Tepeu 1 fill. Lot’s location is close to former edge of
Protoclassic ceremonial building. Three lithics. One prismatic obsidian blade.
Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 15.

•

PC51C-3-14-1. Platform fill. Matrix same as Lot 1-6-1. One chert core and four
flakes. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 41.
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•

PC51C-3-14-2. Platform fill. Matrix same as Lot 1-6-1. One chert flake.
Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 10.

•

PC51C-4-12-1. Floor matrix. Limestone mixture containing light yellowish to
olive brown soil (near surface 2.5Y 8/2; below surface 2.5 6/6) and piedrín. Sherd
count 11.

•

PC51C-4-13-1. Building fill. Medium to large-sized stones. One chert
hammerstone and two flakes. One pumice stone. One quartz stone. Sherd count
23.

•

PC51C-4-14-1. Building fill. Grayish brown silty soil (10YR 4/2-4/3) with
medium to large-sized stones. Two chert cores. Undisclosed quantity of faunal
bone (1 worked? tubular bone). One stalagmite. Sherd count 17.

•

PC51C-6-5-1. Platform fill. Matrix same as Lot 1-6-1. Sherd count 2.

•

PC51C-6-6-1. Platform fill overlying Burial 111 capstones. Brown clay and
piedrín mixed with medium to large stone. Three chert flakes. One green
prismatic obsidian blade. Sherd count 16.

•

PC51C-6-7-1. Burial 111. Capstones. No artifacts.

•

PC51C-6-8-1. Burial 111 cist (north half). Brown argillaceous soil and small pea
gravel. No artifacts.

Structure 7-Sub. 2 (Early Classic)
•

PC51C-2-5-1. Burial 103 cist. Cavity was filled with a damp, very compact
brown argillaceous soil (10YR 4/3) and medium-sized cobbles. Matrix set in
place after insertion of deceased, but anterior to fixing overlying capstones. Two
chert flakes. One bivalve marine shell (unperforated). Three complete Early
Classic vessels. Sherd count 18 (1 Caribal Red and 4 Unclassified/Eroded sherds
below grave vessels; remainder found between skeleton and capstones).

•

PC51C-3-4-1. Building fill. Brown soil and some large stones. Removal of Sub. 1
retention stones and penetration into next level (Sub. 2), a gravel layer spread
over the earlier plaster surface (Sub. 3). Lot was a small section of fill behind row
of faced stones (Sub. 2). Note: this lot includes Late Classic Tepeu 1 artifacts.
Thirty-three lithics (2 bifaces). Undisclosed quantity of jade. Eighteen prismatic
obsidian blades (some green Pachuca). Sherd count 19.
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•

PC51C-4-9-1. Construction fill. Brown silty soil and piedrín mixed among
amorphous, medium to large-sized stones. Undisclosed quantity of bone. Sherd
count 16.

•

PC51C-4-11-1. Construction fill. Very compact light brownish gray soil (10YR
5/2-6/2) and piedrín with amorphous medium-sized stones. Sixteen lithics (2
cores). Undisclosed quantities of faunal bone, miscellaneous stones. Sherd count
37.

•

PC51C-5-7-1. Construction fill. Loose brown silty soil mixed with large, crude
stones. Sherd count 11.

Structure 7-Sub. 1 (Late Classic Tepeu 1)
•

PC51C-1-4-1. Building fill. Brown silt (10YR 4/3) mixed with large stones.
Churned, mixed lot with upper Tepeu 2 construction. Five chert flakes. One
prismatic obsidian blade. Two quartz crystals. Sherd count 13 (2 censer
fragments).

•

PC51C-1-5-1. Building fill. Brown silt (10YR 4/3) mixed with large and mediumsized amorphous stones. Note: lot terminates on top of Protoclassic platform.
Three chert flakes and one biface. Sherd count 38 (1 notched sherd).

•

PC51C-2-4-1. Building fill. Matrix same as Lot 1-5-1. Note: lot terminates on top
of Protoclassic platform and Burial 103 capstones. Possible mixing with overlying
Tepeu 2 construction in upper half of lot. Ten lithics (1 core). Sherd count 37 (1
notched sherd).

•

PC51C-3-9-1. Building fill. Brown silty soil mingled with large and mediumsized stones, some stuck together with mortar. East side of lot had dark brown soil
(intrusion?). One chunk of smooth, red painted plaster. Twelve lithics (3 cores).
Three obsidian blades and one flake. Undisclosed quantity of potsherds (some
Late Classic types present—Poite Incised, Chaquiste Impressed, and Cambio
Unslipped). Note: this lot may contain demolition debris from previous Sub. 2 or
Sub. 3 construction.

•

PC51C-3-10-1. Building fill. Brown soil and large fill retention stones (fill east of
retention wall). Note: this lot is probably mixed with later Tepeu 2 fill. Two
obsidian artifacts. Sherd count 9 (Late Classic types Azote Orange and Encanto
Striated are present).

•

PC51C-3-11-1. Building fill. Dark brown soil, piedrín, and medium-sized stones
below large retention stones (3-10-1) in east half of unit. Note: this lot is probably
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mixed with later Tepeu 2 fill. Seven chert flakes. One obsidian biface and one
green Pachuca blade. Sherd count 28 (numerous Tepeu 2 types—Piote Incised,
Encanto Striated, Altar Orange, Azote Orange, Pantano Impressed, and Cambio
Unslipped—are all present).
•

PC51C-3-12-1. Building fill. Large stones and dark brown soil. Possibly
associated with Lot 3-9-1. Seven lithics. Undisclosed quantity of figurine
fragments. Sherd count 10 (1 notched sherd).

•

PC51C-4-5-1. Building fill. Brown silt and amorphous stones. Nineteen lithics (3
cores). Undisclosed quantity of bone artifacts. One metate fragment. Sherd count
30 (1 notched sherd).

•

PC51C-4-6-1. Building fill. Brown silty soil and medium-sized stones overlying
and surrounding Burial 107 capstones. Lot includes capstone removal. Nine
lithics. Sherd count 12.

•

PC51C-4-6-2. Burial 107 matrix. Brown soil and piedrín with large and mediumsized stones. Two partly reconstructible vessels: one orange polychrome dish with
thin basal flange and concave base and one red-on-cream polychrome bowl with
alternating flower and zoomorphic medallion designs. One chert core and three
flakes. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 10.

•

PC51C-4-6-3. Fill of compact surface underlying Burial 107. Brown soil and
piedrín mixed with medium and large-sized amorphous stones. Two chert flakes.
Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 15.

•

PC51C-4-8-1. Building fill south of Burial 107. Brown soil and medium-sized
amorphous stones. One human mandible fragment. Four chert flakes and one
point. One prismatic obsidian blade. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd
count 11.

•

PC51C-5-5-1. Building fill. Dark brown silty soil. Flat fill stones in an otherwise
stone free context and thin, ephemeral traces of a piedrín gravel were noted at the
interface between Levels 4 and 5. Large stones and additional Burial 107
capstones constituted bottom half of lot. Journal entry from March 3, 2005:
“Almost immediately when we started to excavate below Level 4, Lot 1 we began
to encounter a completely different ceramic assemblage. Sherds exhibiting Early
Classic and Chicanel traits and possibly incipient Late Classic polychrome
features were discovered. Glossy slips, cream underslips, hard thin-walled bowls,
and polychromy are all present. This building appears to be a good example of the
Early to Late Classic transition. It is virtually imperceptible stratigraphically from
the overlying Late Classic construction, but the ceramics are very different.”
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Fourteen lithics (a core and a drill). Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone and
mano fragments. Undisclosed quantity of potsherds (Encanto Striated, Torres
Incised, Tinaja Red, and Cambio Unslipped are all present).
•

PC51C-5-6-1. Burial 107 matrix (north half of interment). See soil description for
Lot 4-6-2. Eighteen chert flakes and a core. Undisclosed quantity of mano
fragments. Sherd count 19.

•

PC51C-6-3-1. Floor. Brown silty soil mixed with piedrín. Gravel surface of Late
Classic (Tepeu 1) construction. No artifacts.

•

PC51C-6-4-1. Building fill. Dark brown sticky silt mixed with gravel, cobbles,
and large stones. Lot descends to Protoclassic platform. Seventeen lithics. Two
prismatic obsidian blades. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 54.

Structure 7 (Late Classic Tepeu 2 or 3)
•

PC51C-1-3-1. Building fill. Compact, brown silty clay with highly eroded level of
different sized stones and piedrín in upper half of lot. One chert cores and a flake.
Two faunal bones. Sherd count 88 (mixed on drying screen with Level 2 humus).

•

PC51C-1-5-2. Plaza fill. Dark grayish brown silty clay (10YR 4/2) and piedrín.
Note: this level was probably built in Late Classic Tepeu 2 times as indicated by
plaza tests. No artifacts.

•

PC51C-2-3-1. Building fill. Thin level of piedrín mixed with brown silty clay
over a layer of large stones and loose soil. No artifacts.

•

PC51C-3-3-1. Very dark brown silty soil with piedrín and amorphous stones
overlying large rubble fill. Two parallel north-south alignments of large
amorphous stones in north half of unit probably served as base for pyramidal
terrace bodies. Twenty-six lithics. One granite metate fragment and a
miscellaneous stone. Undisclosed quantity of potsherds.

•

PC51C-3-5-1. Building fill. Gravel fill with amorphous stones. The plaster floor
of Sub. 3 found at this depth in Unit 4 is cut immediately in front (or east) of the
alignment of faced stones (Sub. 2). Twelve lithics. One obsidian blade fragment.
Sherd count 25.

•

PC51C-3-6-1. Building fill. Dark brown soil, medium and large-sized amorphous
stones, and some faced stones. Removal of terrace stones and underlying stone
rubble. North-south alignment of medium-sized stones along eastern limit of lot
form a fill retention wall. Four chert flakes. Sherd count 8.
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•

PC51C-3-7-1. Building fill. Dark brown soil, piedrín, and medium to large-sized
amorphous stones. Twenty-seven lithics (one projectile point). Undisclosed
quantity of obsidian (green and gray noted) and alabaster. One cranium fragments
and various long bone pieces (human?). Three shell fragments. Sherd count 88.

•

PC51C-3-8-1. Burial 108 matrix. Generally, a very loose brown silty soil and
some fill stones. Interment is placed on a compact earthen surface and covered
with loose, powdery soil. Large slab-like stones on west side of bones form an
improvised cist. Three chert flakes and one drill. One prismatic obsidian blade.
Undisclosed quantity of deer bone? Sherd count 11.

•

PC51C-4-3-1. On floor (inside room?). Dark brown soil (7.5YR 2.5/2-3/2),
piedrín, and amorphous stones. Undisclosed quantity of ceramics and lithics.

•

PC51C-4-3-2. On floor (outside room?). Matrix same as Lot 4-3-1. Six chert
flakes. Undisclosed quantity of ceramics.

•

PC51C-4-3-3. Terrace surface. Brown soil, piedrín, and amorphous stones. Note:
this lot contains Level 2 humus and structural collapse from above. Three chert
flakes. Undisclosed quantity of ceramics.

•

PC51C-4-3-4. Stone alignment. Dark brown soil (7.5YR 3/1-3/2), piedrín, and
faced wall stones. Three lithics. Undisclosed quantity of ceramics and pyrite.

•

PC51C-4-4-1. Building fill. Dark grayish brown silt (10YR 4/2), piedrín, and
small to size amorphous fill stones (larger stones on bottom). Twenty-one lithics.
Four prismatic obsidian blades. Undisclosed quantity of miscellaneous stones and
faunal bone. Sherd count 38.

•

PC51C-4-7-1. Building fill. Brown soil, piedrín, and large amorphous stones.
Eight lithics. One metate fragment. Sherd count 38.

•

PC51C-4-10-1. Building fill. Compact piedrín, brown soil, and medium-sized
stones. Nineteen lithics (some bifaces). One prismatic obsidian blade. Sherd count
38.

•

PC51C-5-4-1. Building fill. Dark brown silt, large stones, and medium-sized
cobbles. Twelve lithics. One mano fragment. Three large modeled ceramic heads
(urn fragments?). Three jade artifacts: 1 bored hemispherical bead, 1 perforated
trapezoidal pendant, and 1 tooth filling. One human tooth. Undisclosed quantity
of ceramics.
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Mound 7 topsoil (Terminal Late Classic or Postclassic)
•

PC51C-1-2-1. Humus. Dark brown silty soil mixed with small to large collapse
stones, some dressed. Twenty-three lithics. Three obsidian blade pieces. One
ground stone fragment. Five faunal bones (1 turtle carapace bone). One human
molar. One shell ornament. Fourteen figurine fragments. Sherd count 56 (8 censer
fragments).

•

PC51C-2-2-1. Humus. Matrix same as Lot 1-2-1. One carved sandstone cylinder
found in southwest corner of unit at depth of 0.30 m. No additional artifacts.

•

PC51C-3-2-1. Humus. Matrix same as Lot-1-2-1. Twenty-seven chert artifacts.
Undisclosed quantity of ceramics, ground stone, obsidian (gray and green noted),
bone (some human), polished stone, and quartz.

•

PC51C-4-2-1. Humus. Dark brown to black silty soil (10YR 3/1-3/2) and piedrín
with medium to large-sized collapse stones, some dressed. Spiked censer
fragments located in northwest corner of unit. Twenty lithics. Undisclosed
quantity of ceramics, obsidian, and faunal bone.

•

PC51C-5-2-1. Humus. Matrix same as Lot 4-2-1. Nine lithics. Undisclosed
quantity of ceramics.

•

PC51C-6-2-1. Humus. Dark brown to black clumpy clay mixed with piedrín and
large stones. Level is probably a conflation of humus and eroded Late Classic
(Tepeu 2 construction). No clear surface defined between humus and construction
fill. Thirteen chert flakes. Undisclosed quantity of ceramics, faunal bone, and
metate fragments.

Mound 7 surface (Postclassic)
•

PC51C-3-1-1. Surface. One chert core and one flake. Undisclosed quantity of
ceramics.

•

PC51C-4-1-1. Surface. Undisclosed quantity of ceramics.
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Operation 61, Defensive System Excavations
Suboperation 61A, Ceremonial Precinct Defensive Wall
Late Classic Remains on Summit
•

PC61A-1-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone (shell and some human? long bones/vertebra
noted). About one-hundred and seventy chert artifacts (1 core, many small
thinning flakes, and at least several bifacial points and several scrapers). Fortyseven obsidian artifacts (mostly prismatic blades, but some small flakes, cores,
and a scraper). One polished stone. Three large miscellaneous stones. Two stone
axes. One stone spindle whorl. A pyrite mirror piece. Three ceramic figurine
fragments. Sherd count 376 (1 whistle fragment).

•

PC61A-1-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Fifty or so
chert artifacts (some tiny flakes). Seven obsidian artifacts, mostly blades but some
flakes. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 67.

•

PC61A-1-3-2. Structure surface. Lot 2 is on top of a possible entryway step or
ledge. Matrix same as Lot 1-3-1, but compact. Three chert flakes and one biface.
Sherd count 10.

•

PC61A-2-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots. Six
lithics (1 bifacial point). Four obsidian artifacts. Four faunal bones (2 shells).
Sherd count 15.

•

PC61A-2-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Twelve
obsidian artifacts (mostly blades). Sherd count 16.

•

PC61A-3-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Four lithics and one obsidian fragment. Sherd count 17.

•

PC61A-3-3-1. Structure surface. Sherd count 10.

•

PC61A-4-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Four chert flakes. Three prismatic obsidian blades. Sherd count 13.

•

PC61A-4-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Eleven
chert flakes and a core. Sherd count 12.

•

PC61A-5-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Sherd count 14.
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•

PC61A-5-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Sherd count
9.

•

PC61A-6-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Seven lithics. Four obsidian blades. Sherd count 10.

•

PC61A-6-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Seven
obsidian artifacts. Sherd count 14.

•

PC61A-7-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Twelve lithics (one point). Six prismatic obsidian blades. Two faunal bones.
Sherd count 7.

•

PC61A-7-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Thirty-five
chert flakes and one bifacial point. One mano fragment. Sherd count 19.

•

PC61A-8-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Thirty-six lithics (numerous small flakes and a few flakes with cortex, one point).
Sherd count 20.

•

PC61A-8-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Nine chert
flakes and two bifacial points. Sherd count 9.

•

PC61A-9-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Forty-four chert flakes and one biface. Seven prismatic obsidian blades, one with
cortex. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 48.

•

PC61A-9-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Thirty-six
chert flakes and an axe? Four obsidian artifacts. Sherd count 16.

•

PC61A-10-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Thirteen lithics (several oval-shaped bifaces). Four pyrite plaque pieces. Sherd
count 37.

•

PC61A-10-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Fifty-nine
lithics (some small flakes and bifaces, one point). Eight obsidian artifacts.
Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone. Sherd count 35 (1 whistle).

•

PC61A-11-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Eight lithics. Four obsidian artifacts. Sherd count 13 (2 notched sherds).
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•

PC61A-11-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. Six chert
flakes. Sherd count 9.

•

PC61A-12-2-1. Humus. Seven lithics (1 core, 1 point). Nine obsidian artifacts
(seven blades, two flakes). One polishing stone. Three pyrite plaque pieces and a
tiny jade earflare. Sherd count 13.

•

PC61A-12-3-1. Mound surface east of structural gravel surface. Compact,
yellowish clayey soil (different from other Level 3 lots). Eight lithics (one bifacial
point). Sherd count 10 (1 notched sherd, 1 perforated ceramic disk).

•

PC61A-13-2-1. Humus. Loose, clumpy dark brown argillaceous soil and roots.
Ten lithics, including a scraper and biface. Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone.
Sherd count 9.

•

PC61A-13-3-1. Structure surface. Brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. One small
chert flake. Six obsidian artifacts. One ceramic spindle whorl. Sherd count 8.

•

PC61A-14-2-1. Humus (over exterior patio?). Loose, clumpy dark brown
argillaceous soil and roots. One chert core, and five flakes (1 with cortex). Sherd
count 6.

•

PC61A-15-2-1. Humus. Twenty-one chert flakes and two cores. Sherd count 8.

•

PC61A-15-3-1. Mound surface east of structural gravel surface. Brown
argillaceous soil, large stones, and piedrín. Three obsidian artifacts. Two chert
flakes (1 with cortex) and a chert point. Sherd count 8.

Embankment Probe
•

PC61A-12-4-1. Embankment fill. Compact, yellowish argillaceous soil and
piedrín. Stone retention wall comprised of medium-sized amorphous stone runs
east to west across center of unit. Approximately sixty lithics (some thinning
flakes, a couple points, and a scraper). Four prismatic obsidian blades. One piece
of greenstone. One broken granite metate. Sherd count 41.

•

PC61A-12-4-2. Burial 112. Lot located in north-west corner of Unit 12.
Yellowish-brown argillaceous soil and piedrín. No artifacts.

•

PC61A-15-4-1. Embankment fill. Loose clay fill among large stones and mediumsized cobbles. Loose nature of fill suggests rapid construction. One antler flaking
tool.
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•

PC61A-15-5-1. Embankment fill. Loose yellowish clay fill with large stones. No
artifacts.

•

PC61A-15-6-1. Floor? Clear change from previous level. Compact fill comprised
of fine yellowish clay and smaller stones (10-15 cm in diameter). Considerable
time and effort went into this construction. No artifacts.

•

PC61A-15-7-1. Floor? and compact fill. Extremely compact surface comprised of
white, gray, and brown soils. No artifacts.
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Suboperation 61B, Moat Island
•

61B-1-2-1. Humus. Dark brown argillaceous soil mixed with abundant organic
material, vegetation, and roots. No artifacts.

•

61B-1-3-1. Sediment. Compact fine gray clay. No artifacts.

•

61B-1-4-1. Fill. Medium-sized amorphous stones. No artifacts.

•

61B-1-5-1. Fill. Compact gray clay and small to large gravel. No artifacts.

•

61B-1-6-1. Fill. Silty yellow soil and large amorphous stones. Note: this fill
closely resembles that encountered in the defensive embankment. No artifacts.

•

Water table.
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Operation 71, West Group Test Excavation
Suboperation 71A, Mound 59
•

PC71A-1-2-1. Humus. Seventy-four lithics (some small flakes and bifaces).
Undisclosed quantity of faunal bone (some burned and possibly worked). Two
prismatic obsidian blades and one flake. One human premolar and other
miscellaneous teeth. One mano fragment. One greenstone axe fragment. One
figurine fragment. Sherd count 110 (1 notched sherd, 2 whistle fragments).

•

PC71A-1-3-1. Building fill. Loose rubble fill containing large amorphous stones
and brown silt (typical Late Classic construction fill). No artifacts.

•

PC71A-1-3-2. Burial 113. One oval biface of chert. One stone ornament of
unidentified material. One orange monochrome plate. Undisclosed quantity of
potsherds.
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APPENDIX B
POTSHERDS IN EACH CONSTRUCTION PHASE

Table order follows that of the Chapter 2 excavation descriptions.
Operation 51, Acropolis Excavations
Operation 51A – Mound 6
Complex

Type
1-11-1

1-12-1

2-8-2

5-12-1

7-10-1

9-11-1

17-7-1

Total

2

4

5

2

28
3
20

6

1

2
2
2
1

3

4

1

1

7
1
2

1

3

4

7

7

19

10

47
5
34
1
19
3
6
4
1
121

Abelino Red
Setok Fluted
Pico de Oro Incised
Yalmanchac Impressed
Huetche White
Edmundo Fluted
Comistun Incised
Crisanto Black
Valdemar Fluted
Baldizon Impressed
Subtotal

1

2
2

5

4

7

13

1

5

13

5

57
2
8
151

Achiotes Unslipped
Miseria Appliquéd
Jocote Orange-brown
Unclassified Yellow paste
Unnamed Brown waxy
Unnamed Chamfered
Unclassified/Eroded
Subtotal

7

6

12

6

83

7
14

6

36
48

Total

18

15

68

Excavado
Juventud Red
Guitarra Incised
Pital Cream
Paso Danto Incised
Chunhinta Black
Deprecio Incised
Tierra Mojada Resist
Timax Incised
Palma Daub
Subtotal

3

9
2
4
4
1
71

Colonia

1
1

5

1

2

51
6
2
4
21

1
4

3

2
1
9

14

26

24
1

6

83
8
4
4
32
2
1
71
2
8
215

Other

TABLE 21

9
16

9
1
110
203

60
87

22
31

144
1
3
3
9
1
244
405

28

425

120

67

741

3
1

2

Structure 6A-Sub. 8 (late Middle Preclassic) ceramic summary.
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Complex

Type
1-10-1

5-11-1

7-9-1

9-10-1

17-6-1

Total

17

15

4

13

1

6

52
4
15
1
19

3

2

101
4
27
1
21

2
1

7

1

1

1
20

24

98

8

18

3

4

11
1
3
1

1

1

3

2

7

2
3

1
12

3
11

8
1

20

Excavado
Juventud Red
Guitarra Incised
Pital Cream
Paso Danto Incised
Chunhinta Black
Deprecio Incised
Tierra Mojada Resist
Timax Incised
Muxanal Red-on-cream

1

Subtotal

2

12
1
1
168

Colonia
Abelino Red
Setok Fluted
Huetche White
Comistun Incised
Crisanto Black
Valdemar Fluted
Asunto Impressed
Baldizon Impressed

2
1
1

Subtotal

1
4

8

1
4
21

12

88

20
1
10
2
10
3
1
9
56

Other

TABLE 22

Achiotes Unslipped
Jocote Orange-brown
Mars Orange Ware
Unnamed Brown waxy
Unnamed Smudged Ware
Unnamed Unslipped-polished
Unnamed Unslipped-striated
Unclassified/Eroded
Subtotal
Total

9
1

5
15

1
1
10
24

5
77
193

18
27

27
47

137
2
2
4
17
1
6
137
306

39

56

312

47

76

530

2
4
17

Structure 6A-Sub. 7 (late Middle Preclassic) ceramic summary.
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Complex

Type
1-10-2

4-12-1

4-13-1

6-2-1

Total

1

3

3

Subtotal

2
3

3

20
2
1
23

3

27
2
3
9

Subtotal

0

0

0

1
1

1
1

Subtotal

1
1
2

6
13
19

3
3

8
8

7
25
29

Total

5

22

26

12

65

Excavado
Juventud Red
Pital Cream
Chunhinta Black
Colonia
Baldizon Impressed
Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Unclassified/Eroded

TABLE 23

Structure 6A-Sub. 6 (late Middle Preclassic-Late Preclassic) ceramic
summary.

Complex

Type
1-6-1

1-7-1†

1-8-2

1-9-1

2-7-1

2-8-1

3-6-1

4-9-1

5-8-1

6-1-1

7-8-1

8-7-1

9-7-1

9-8-1

14-10-1

16-3-1*

16-4-1

16-5-1

17-3-1

17-4-1

17-6-1

23-3-1

23-4-1

23-5-1

24-3-1

Total

10

4

1

1

2

1

4

3

2

1

4

1

1

1
1

1

102
1
5
42
1
33
2

3

3

7

6
3
197

1

39
4
18

1

1
8
1
6
2
79

Nacimiento
Encanto Striated

1
Subtotal

1
1

1

Faisan 1
Sierra Red

5

3

Flor Cream
Paso Danto Incised

2

1

Polvero Black
Lechugal Incised

1

2

4

1

Laguna Verde Incised: Laguna Var
Laguna Verde Incised: Grv-in Var.

11

17

5

3

3

1

6

1

3
1

3

2

2

14

1
1

2

1

20

3

1
4

4

1

Matamoro Bichrome

1

8

1
2

8

4

1

4

4

1

21

22

1

1

Zapote Striated
Subtotal

7

14

1
6

5

2

4
3

1
43

7

4

18

7

4

2

1
7

1

Excavado
Juventud Red

7

5

Guitarra Incised
Pital Cream

2
1

Paso Danto Incised

1

Chunhinta Black
Deprecio Incised

6

1

6

11

1
1

1

1

1
7

2

4

2

1

1

1
1

Tierra Mojada Resist
Palma Daub
Subtotal

7

1

1

2

16

2

3

2
2
7

1

1

23

2

1

5

4

4

2

Colonia
Abelino Red

2

3

2

Setok Fluted
Huetche White
Crisanto Black
Datile Red-on-black
Baldizon Impressed
2

Subtotal

3

1
3

2

2

2
2

7

5

2

1
1

6

1
1

15

1

9

20
3
1
7
1
3
35

1

Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Miseria Appliquéd

4

13

3

8

7

13

11

3

2

6

35

2

4

2

15

7

7

3

149
1
2
1
2
1

5
6

5
12

3

5
5

2
174
332

7

17

7

13
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1

Jocote Orange-brown
Unnamed Brown waxy

1

1
1

Unnamed Smudged Ware
Unnamed Fine Gray Ware

2
1

Unnamed Fine Orange Ware
Unclassified/Eroded
Subtotal

1
5

13

Total

14

39

3

2
4

3
5

4
12

5
5

7

8

14

16

6

7

6
20

1
12

2
5

2

31

49

29

11

7

1

1

6

92
131

1

17
21

3
7

2
4

13
28

8
15

10

212

1

31

12

9

50

35

7

*Possible slight mixture with Late Classic material.
†Portion of lot disturbed by intrusion.

TABLE 24

Structure 6A-Sub. 5 (Late Preclassic) ceramic summary.

666

667

Complex

Type
3-7-1

3/8-5-1*

3/8-6-1*

4-6-1

5-7-1

7-6-1

14-6-1

14-7-1

Total

1
1

1
11
12

1
1
2

1
2
2
1
6

Faisan 3
Balanza Black
Triunfo Striated

1
10
10

Subtotal

1

Faisan 2
Caribal Red
Iberia Orange
Metapa Trichrome
San Martín Variegated Brown
Subtotal

1
2
1
1

3

2

1
2
2

2

5

Faisan 1
Sierra Red
Laguna Verde Incised: Grv-in Var.
Flor Cream
Polvero Black
Zapote Striated
Subtotal

2

3

1
1
4

1
1

1

3

9

9
1
8
6
2
26

1
1

1
1

2

3
3
1
4

1

Excavado
Tierra Mojada Resist
Subtotal
Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Achiotes Unslipped: White wash Var.
Miseria Appliquéd
Unnamed Red-on-orange
Unclassified/Eroded
Subtotal
Total

1
1
4

2

13

1

2
1
1

5
6

1
5

14

9

1

1

9
9

1
6
9

6
1
1
1
22
31

3

9

22

76

* mixed lot

TABLE 25

Structure 6A-Sub. 4 (Protoclassic 1) ceramic summary.

668

Complex

Type
2-5-1

2-6-1

7-4-1

13-4-1

Total

Faisan 2
San Martín Variegated Brown

1
1

Subtotal

1
1

Faisan 1
Sierra Red
Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved-incised Var.
Flor Cream
Polvero Black
Matamoro Bichrome
Zapote Striated
Subtotal

1

5

2

1
1

3

7

30
2
23
12
5
5
77

10
1
4

15

46
2
27
17
5
5
102

Excavado
Juventud Red
Guitarra Incised
Pital Cream
Chunhinta Black
Tierra Mojada Resist

2

1

5

3
1
3
3
1
11

1

1
1

1
1
2

10

7

1

Subtotal

2

2
1
4

3
1

Colonia
Setok Fluted
Crisanto Black

1
Subtotal

Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Miseria Appliquéd
Unnamed Fine Gray Ware
Unnamed Red-and-cream
Unnamed Smudged Ware
Unclassified/Eroded

TABLE 26

4
1
1

8

Subtotal

9
15

7
15

12
24

1
8
16

29
1
1
2
1
36
70

Total

18

25

106

37

186

2

Structure 6A-Sub. 3 (Protoclassic 2) ceramic summary.

669

Complex

Type
2-4-1

9-5-1

9-6-1

Total

Faisan 3
Balanza Black

5

5
5

Subtotal

1
1
4
11

1
1
4
6

Subtotal

22
15
1
3
1
2
1
45

Subtotal
Faisan 2
Iberia Orange
Sacluc Black-on-orange
San Martín Variegated Brown
Faisan 1
Sierra Red
Flor Cream
Paso Danto Incised
Polvero Black
Lechugal Incised
Matamoro Bichrome
Zapote Striated

12
5

14
7

4

4

21

25

48
27
1
11
1
2
1
91

Excavado
Juventud Red
Pital Cream
Chunhinta Black

1
1
Subtotal

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
3

Colonia
Abelino Red
Huetche White

3
Subtotal

1
1

3

3
1
4

Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Miseria Appliquéd
Unnamed Purple fire-clouded
Unclassified/Eroded

TABLE 27

10

13

Subtotal

2
2
13
8
25

6
16

15
28

25
2
13
29
69

Total

82

39

57

178

Structure 6A-Sub. 2 (Protoclassic 2) ceramic summary.

670

Complex

Type
3-4-3

3-5-2

3-6-1

3/8-4-1

3/8-6-1*

8-4-1

8-4-2

15-5-1†

15-7-1

15-7-2†

Total

10
10

1
1
10
1
13

2
2

2
11
6
8
42
69

Nacimiento
Cambio Unslipped
Palmar Orange Polychrome
Saxche/Palmar Orange Polychrome
Subin Red
Subtotal

1
1
1
3

Faisan 3
Aguila Orange
Balanza Black
Lucha Incised
Quintal Unslipped
Triunfo Striated
Subtotal

1
3
4

10
10

2
2
4

10
10

10
6
5
9
14

2
1

6
8

Faisan 2
Iberia Orange
Caribal Red
Metapa Trichrome
San Martín Variegated Brown
Subtotal

1

1
1
1
8
10

1
1
3
4

1
1

1
1

2
3

16

1
2

Faisan 1
Sierra Red
Flor Cream
Polvero Black
Zapote Striated

3
1
Subtotal

4

1
1
2
4

1

2

1
2

2
1
1

1

1

1

2

2

4

1

1

11
4
3
2
20

Excavado
Juventud Red
Chunhinta Black

1
Subtotal

1
1
2

1
1

1

Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Candelario Appliquéd
Miseria Appliquéd
Unnamed Brown gloss
Unnamed Red fire-clouded
Unclassified/Eroded

2

1
8
1

Subtotal

4
6

9
9

5
5

1
10

Total

18

25

6

12

13

26
1

1
3

1
7

1

30
57

5
10

5
13

3
1
39
12
1
60
116

8

95

21

26

230

1
2

1

1
1
5
6

*mixed lot
†lot mixed from intrusion

TABLE 28

Structure 6B (Protoclassic 2) ceramic summary.

671

Complex

Type
3-4-2

3-5-1

11-5-2

12-6-1*

18-6-3

Total

Nacimiento
Encanto Striated

1
1

Subtotal

1
1

Jordan
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome
San Clemente Gouged-incised
Triunfo Striated: Impressed Var.
Subtotal

3

37
1

46

1

41

2
48

1

87
1
2
90

3

3
12
6
24
103
148

35
9
3
53
100

5
1
1
3
10

3
65
22
45
164
299

5
2
7

2
1
3

18
5
23

Faisan 3
Actuncan Orange Polychrome
Aguila Orange
Balanza Black
Quintal Unslipped
Triunfo Striated

1
1

Subtotal

2

12
5
17
5
39

Faisan 2
Caribal Red
San Martín Variegated Brown

7
2
9

Subtotal

4
4

Faisan 1
Sierra Red
Flor Cream
Zapote Striated

1
4
Subtotal

5

1
1
2

Subtotal

1
1

1
1

1
5
1
7
2
2

Excavado
Pital Cream
Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Miseria Appliquéd
Unnamed Ashy paste
Unnamed Brown gloss
Unnamed Brown waxy
Unnamed Cream polychrome
Unnamed Fine Orange Ware
Unnamed Incensario form
Unnamed Orange-brown
Unnamed Orange fire-clouded
Unnamed Red with cream underslip
Unnamed Red with gray paste
Unnamed Slipped Orange exterior
Unnamed Unslipped: Black paste
Unclassified/Eroded

3

12
19

3
1
1
10
1
3
3
1
1
2
8
1
1
10
209
255

33

677

1
1
6

1
1

3
3

3
1
1
2

Subtotal
Total

5†

33
33

79
95

8
1
1
10
85
108

81

291

267

* Encanto Striated sherd in this bag is surely a field error.
†Actually 122 potsherds from five semi-complete vessels (see lot description).

TABLE 29

Mask Wall Corridor Termination Deposit (Early Classic) ceramic
summary.

672

Complex

Type
1-4-1

2-4-1

3-4-1

Total

Faisan 1
Flor Cream
Polvero Black

3
1
4

Subtotal

3
1
4

Colonia
Valdemar Fluted
Baldizon Impressed

1
1
1

1
1
2

Subtotal

1

Subtotal

8
8

6
6

56
56

70
70

Total

9

10

57

76

Other
Unclassified/Eroded

TABLE 30

Acropolis Plaza 1 (Late Preclassic) ceramic summary.

673

Suboperation 51C, Mound 7

Complex

Type
4-15-1

4-15-2

4-16-1

Total

14

1

10
7

4
1

8
1
5
2
2

6

18

23
1
19
9
3
5
60

Subtotal

3
1
4

3
1
4

Subtotal

1
1
1
1
4

1
1
1
1
4

Faisan 1
Sierra Red
Laguna Verde Incised: Grv-in Var.
Flor Cream
Polvero Black
Matamoro Bichrome
Zapote Striated
Subtotal

5
36

Excavado
Pital Cream
Tierra Mojada Resist
Colonia
Abelino Red
Huetche White
Crisanto Black
Baldizon Impressed
Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Unnamed Brown waxy
Unclassified/Eroded

TABLE 31

1

9

Subtotal

26
1
10
37

7
8

7
16

36
1
24
61

Total

73

14

42

129

Structure 7-Sub. 4 (Late Preclassic) ceramic summary.

Complex

Type
1-6-1

1-6-2

1-6-3

3-13-1

3-14-1

3-14-2

4-12-1

4-13-1*

4-14-1

6-5-1

6-6-1*

Total

3
3

3
2
5

2
5
7

3
5
1
4
26
39

Nacimiento
Saxche-Palmar Orange Polychrome
Subin Red

2
2

Subtotal
Faisan 3
Actuncan Orange Polychrome
Aguila Orange
Balanza Black
Quintal Unslipped
Triunfo Striated

1

2
2

Subtotal

1
3
5

7
7

3
5

3
1
1
3
4

4
4

2

1
5

Faisan 2
Iberia Orange
Caribal Red
San Martín Variegated Brown

1
1
2

Subtotal

2
3
9
14

1

4
3
10
17

1

Faisan 1
Sierra Red
Laguna Verde Incised: Laguna Verde Var.
Flor Cream
Polvero Black
Zapote Striated

1
1

Subtotal

2
3
5

2

1

2

7
5

3

12

4

1
1
4
8

4
1
2
1
2
10

1
2
4
7

7
2
15
11
14
49

1
1

Excavado
Pital Cream

1
1

Subtotal

1
1

Colonia
Crisanto Black

1
1

Subtotal

1
1

Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Unnamed Brown gloss
Unnamed Gray paste
Unnamed Unslipped
Unclassified/Eroded

1
1

3

2

4

1
5

1
1

6
6

10
3
1
1
36
51

17

2

16

162

2
1

Subtotal

2
3

6
8

3
3

3
3

10
10

1
3

3

1
3
6

Total

10

15

3

15

41

10

11

23

* Late Classic Nacimiento sherds resulted from field or classificatory errors since Sub. 3 was a pre-Classic sealed context.

Structure 7-Sub. 3 (Protoclassic 2) ceramic summary.

674

TABLE 32

675

Complex

Type
2-5-1

3-4-1*

4-9-1

4-11-1

5-7-1

Total

Nacimiento
Cambio Unslipped
Chaquiste Impressed
Encanto Striated
Saxche Orange Polychrome
Subin Red
Tinaja Red
Subtotal

2
3
2
1
1
4
13

2
3
2
1
1
4
13

Jordan
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome
Subtotal

1
1

1
1

2
2

1
6
7

8
1
1
8
18

8
2
5
22
37

Faisan 3
Aguila Orange
Balanza Black
Quintal Unslipped
Triunfo Striated

1

Subtotal

4
5

2
3
5

1
1
2

Faisan 2
Caribal Red
San Martin Variegated Brown
Subtotal

2
2

1
1
2

1

4
1
5

1

Faisan 1
Sierra Red
Flor Cream
Laguna Verde Incised: Laguna Var.
Polvero Black
Zapote Striated
Subtotal

3
1
1

1
1

1
4

2
4

2
2
9

1
3

1

Excavado
Pital Cream

1
1

Subtotal

1
1

Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Miseria Appliquéd
Unnamed Cream Incised
Unclassified/Eroded

8
1

Subtotal

1
10
11

4
4

5
5

7
16

5
5

8
1
1
31
41

Total

18

26

16

37

11

108

* Lot contains Late Classic pottery but is one of the better stratigraphically undisturbed components of Sub.
2. For this and other reasons Sub. 2 and Sub. 1 probably comprise a single Tepeu 1 building phase. Burial
103 would then have no architectural correlate in Mound 7 or 6.

TABLE 33

Structure 7-Sub. 2 (Early Classic) ceramic summary.

676

Complex

Type
1-5-1

2-4-1*

3-12-1

4-5-1

4-6-1

4-6-2

4-6-3

4-8-1

5-6-1

6-4-1*

Total

Nacimiento
Azote Orange
Tinaja Red
Tinaja Undetermined
Saxche Orange Polychrome
Saxche-Palmar Orange Polychrome
Cambio Unslipped
Chaquiste Impressed
Encanto Striated
Torres Incised
Subtotal

1

1
1

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome
Subtotal

1
1

2
1
1
1
4

2

5

4

6
9
1
1

2
5

1

2

5

4

2

19

3
1
1
3
10
11
1
9
1
40

Jordan
1
1

2
2

Faisan 3
Aguila Orange
Balanza Black
Lucha Incised
Quintal Unslipped
Triunfo Striated

2
1

1
1

2
1

1
2
5

3
2
8

1

1

1

1

1
2

2
5

1

1

1
2
4

1

1

Subtotal

1

6
9

1
1

1
1

3
3
7

5
5

4
4

5
4
1
7
24
41

Faisan 2
Caribal Red
Iberia Orange
San Martin Variegated Brown

1

Subtotal

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

2
1

2

1
4

3

3

7

10

2
2
2

2

2

1

1
3

1

4
2
5
11

Faisan 1
Sierra Red
Flor Cream
Laguna Verde Incised: Grvd-incised Var.
Matamoro Bichrome
Polvero Black
Zapote Striated
Subtotal

1
3
1

1
2

1
6

7
13
1
1
11
4
36

Other
Achiotes Unslipped
Fine Orange Ware
Miseria Appliquéd
Unnamed Brown gloss
Unnamed Cream Polychrome
Unnamed Fine Orange
Unnamed Polished Buff
Unnamed Smudged Ware
Unclassified/Eroded

2

1
1

6
7

5
6

23
25

3
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
90
103

11

17

54

234

1
1
2
3
1

Subtotal

31
31

1
9
14

Total

38

37

4
4

8
12

10

30

4
4
12

10

15

* Possible mixing with overlying Tepeu 2 construction.

TABLE 34

Structure 7-Sub. 1 (Late Classic Tepeu 1) ceramic summary.

677
APPENDIX C
LOT DATES
Construction
Op Subop Unit Level Lot
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
2
3
4
5
5
6
6
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
8
1
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
1
2

surface
humus
Str. 6A
Str. 6A
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
intrusion
intrusion
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
intrusion
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 6
Str. 6A-Sub. 7
Str. 6A-Sub. 6
Str. 6A-Sub. 8
Str. 6A-Sub. 8
surface
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 2
Str. 6A
Str. 6A-Sub. 3
Str. 6A-Sub. 5 or Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 8 or Sub. 7
surface
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
deposit
Str. 6B
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6B collapse
Str. 6A-Sub. 5 or Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 5 or Sub. 4

Period

Ceramic Phase

LC or PostC
LC or PostC
TLC
TLC
LC
TLC or PostC
mixed lot
mixed lot
mixed lot
mixed lot
LP
LP
lMP
MP
lMP
MP
MP
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
Proto 2
undetermined
Proto 2
LP or Proto 1
LP
LP
MP
LC or PostC
LC or PostC
LC
LC
LC
EC
Proto 2
LP
Proto 2 or EC
LP or Proto 1
LP or Proto 1

Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3
Nac 3
Nac 2-3
Nac 3 or Tam
mixed lot
mixed lot
mixed lot
mixed lot
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
late Excav
Excav
late Excav
Excav
Excav
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3
undetermined
Faisan 3
Faisan 1 or 2
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Excav
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Jordan
Faisan 3
Faisan 1
Faisan 3 or Jordan
Faisan 1 or 2
Faisan 1 or 2

678
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

3
3
3
3
3
3/8
3/8
3/8
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7

7
8
9
10
11
4
5
6
2
3
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11
11
12
13
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Str. 6A-Sub. 5 or Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6B collapse
Str. 6B collapse
Str. 6A-Sub. 6
humus
Str. 6A
Str. 6A
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
between Strs. 6A-Sub. 4 & Sub. 1
between Strs. 6A-Sub. 4 & Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
intrusion
Str. 6A-Sub. 6
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
intrusion
Str. 6A-Sub. 6
between Strs. 6A-Sub. 6 & Sub. 5
humus
Str. 6A
Str. 6A
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 3
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 7
Str. 6A-Sub. 7
Str. 6A-Sub. 7
Str. 6A-Sub. 8
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 6
surface
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 3
Str. 6A-Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 4

LP or Proto 1
LP
LP
LP
LP
Proto 2 or EC
Proto 2 or EC
mixed lot
TLC or PostC
TLC
TLC
LC
mixed lot
mixed lot
Proto 1
Proto 1
LP
LP
mixed lot
lMP
LP
mixed lot
lMP
lMP - LP
TLC or PostC
TLC
TLC
LC
LC
Proto 1
Proto 1
Proto 2
LP
MP
MP
MP
MP
LP
lMP
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
Proto 2
Proto 1
Proto 1

Faisan 1 or 2
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Faisan 3 or Jordan
Faisan 3 or Jordan
mixed lot
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3
Nac 3
Nac 2-3
mixed lot
mixed lot
Faisan 2
Faisan 2
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
mixed lot
late Excav
Faisan 1
mixed lot
late Excav
late Excav - Faisan 1
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3
Nac 3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 2
Faisan 2
Faisan 3
Faisan 1
Excav
Excav
Excav
Excav
Faisan 1
late Excav
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3
Faisan 2
Faisan 2

679
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13

7
8
9
10
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1
2
3
1
2
3
3
4
5
5
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
2
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
1

Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 7
Str. 6A-Sub. 8
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6B collapse
Str. 6B
Str. 6B
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
humus
Str. 6A
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 2
Str. 6A-Sub. 3
Str. 6A-Sub. 2
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 7
Str. 6A-Sub. 7
Str. 6A-Sub. 8
surface
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
surface
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
deposit
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
deposit
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1

LP
LP
MP
MP
TLC or PostC
LC
LC
Proto 2 or EC
Proto 2
Proto 2
LP
LP
LP
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
Proto 2
Proto 2
Proto 2
LP
LP
MP
MP
MP
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
LC
LC
LC
EC
TLC or PostC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
EC
TLC or PostC
LC

Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Excav
Excav
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3 or Jordan
Faisan 3
Faisan 3
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3
Faisan 3
Faisan 3
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Excav
Excav
Excav
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Jordan
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Jordan
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
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51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19

4
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
2
3
4
4
5
2
3
4
5
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
5
6
6
6
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3

Str. 6A-Sub. 3
humus
Str. 6A
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 4
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
surface
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6B collapse
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6B
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6B
intrusion
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 6
Str. 6A-Sub. 7
Str. 6A-Sub. 7
Str. 6A-Sub. 8
bedrock
surface
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 3
humus
humus
humus

Proto 2
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
LC
Proto 1
Proto 1
LP
LP
LP
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
LC
Proto 2 or EC
LC
Proto 2
LC
Proto 2
mixed lot
TLC or PostC
LP
LP
LP
LP
TLC or PostC
LP
LP
lMP
MP
MP
MP
bedrock
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
Proto 2
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC

Faisan 3
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 2
Faisan 2
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3 or Jordan
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3
mixed lot
Nac 3 or Tam
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Nac 3 or Tam
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
late Excav
Excav
Excav
Excav
sterile
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
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51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

19
19
19
20
20
20
20
21
22
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
3
3
2
3
3
4
2
2
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
2
3
4
5
6
6
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
Str. 6A-Sub. 1
humus
humus
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
humus
Str. 6A-Sub. 5
bedrock
surface
humus
n/a
n/a
surface
humus
n/a
n/a
surface
humus
n/a
n/a
humus
7
undetermined
Str. 7-Sub. 2
Str. 7-Sub. 3
Str. 7-Sub. 3
humus
7
undetermined
Str. 7-Sub. 2
surface
humus
undetermined
7
7
7
7

TLC or PostC
LC
LC
TLC or PostC
LC
LC
LC
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LP
LP
LP
TLC or PostC
LP
bedrock
TLC or PostC
TLC
LC
LP
TLC or PostC
TLC
LC
LP
TLC or PostC
TLC
LC
LP
TLC or PostC
LC
mixed lot
EC
Proto 2
Proto 2
TLC or PostC
LC
mixed lot
EC
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
mixed lot
LC
LC
LC
LC

Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Nac 3 or Tam
Faisan 1
sterile
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 1
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 1
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 1
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
mixed lot
Jordan
Faisan 3
Faisan 3
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
mixed lot
Jordan
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
mixed lot
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
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51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
61
61

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
A

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
1

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
14
1
2
3
3
3
3
4
5
6
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
16
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
4
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7
7
7
7
7
Str. 7-Sub. 3
Str. 7-Sub. 3
Str. 7-Sub. 3
surface
humus
7
7
7
7
7
Str. 7-Sub. 1
Str. 7-Sub. 1
Str. 7-Sub. 1
Str. 7-Sub. 1
Str. 7-Sub. 1
Str. 7-Sub. 2
Str. 7-Sub. 2
Str. 7-Sub. 2
Str. 7-Sub. 2
Str. 7-Sub. 2
Str. 7-Sub. 2
Str. 7-Sub. 3
Str. 7-Sub. 4
Str. 7-Sub. 4
Str. 7-Sub. 4
humus
humus
7
Str. 7-Sub. 1
Str. 7-Sub. 1
Str. 7-Sub. 2
humus
7
7
Str. 7-Sub. 3
Str. 7-Sub. 3
Str. 7-Sub. 3
Str. 7-Sub. 3
humus
n/a

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
Proto 2
Proto 2
Proto 2
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
Initial LC
Initial LC
Initial LC
Initial LC
Initial LC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
Proto 2
LP
LP
LP
TLC or PostC
TLC or PostC
LC
Initial LC
Initial LC
EC
TLC or PostC
LC
LC
Proto 2
Proto 2
Proto 2
Proto 2
LC
LC

Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3
Faisan 3
Faisan 3
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 1
Nac 1
Nac 1
Nac 1
Nac 1
Jordan
Jordan
Jordan
Jordan
Jordan
Jordan
Faisan 3
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Faisan 1
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 1
Nac 1
Jordan
Nac 3 or Tam
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Faisan 3
Faisan 3
Faisan 3
Faisan 3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
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61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
71
71
71

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
A
A
A

1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
12
12
13
13
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
4
4
2
3
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
3

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
n/a
n/a
n/a
humus
n/a
humus
humus
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
humus
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
humus
Str. 59
Str. 59

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
?
?
?
?
?
LC
LC
LC

Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
?
?
?
?
?
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
Nac 2-3
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